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PREFACE
The civic organization, outlined here, is enough to channel human creativity towards a modern,
contrasting civilization. It is a relatively simple design that contains the needed components for
dialogical-based, consensus-based community decision making processes with praxis, beginning
with small groups who establish the civic organization of mutualistic, sovereign community.
Subsequently, the model expands into the more generalized structures of community
confederations.
For confederated organization (chapter four) I rely heavily on the Iroquois Six Nation Constitution
(1142). I change it to fit the structures of Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO. And I
leave some of the original articles (artifacts) unchanged.
We cannot know what the subsequent two centuries hold for us. The Iroquois Six Nation
Constitution was elaborated for over four centuries and proved itself pragmatic, for their times.
The Iroquois Six Nation Constitution contains protocols that deal with adverse conditions, which
they overcame – conditions that could resemble, perhaps, unforeseen circumstances during the
development of decentralized civilization.
Confederated organization is conveyed in broad strokes. The model demonstrates the functions of
confederated organization, which actualize an unalienated civilization. The human element is
brought into the forefront.
Sovereignty
Without Sovereignty there cannot be Independence, Freedom, or Liberty
The production-based economy with its autonomous community exchange system is purposed to
generate sovereignty, independence from the conventional central bank, from the goods and
services of transnational corporations and from conventional governments. Simultaneously, local,
conventional economies are strengthened by Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO.
(DESO communities have the option to introduce their own candidates to local, conventional
governments.)
Civics
Participatory, production-based economy is purposed to meet the existential needs of its
community people, equally. The three civic levels are the civil, the civic, and the civic-economic.
A community’s civic-economic function must produce surpluses sufficient to afford its community
coordinating committee, CCC, and community services. There must be sufficient surplus
production for communities to afford themselves the services of a community confederation.
Confederations may begin as temporal organization among cooperating communities, then as
partial, but permanent, confederated organizations, followed by complete and permanent
community confederation with its components and functions.
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The means to those ends include the self-capitalization provided by each community’s mutual
community bank, MCB. So, each community is solvent in both conventional, central bank money,
and in community autonomous money, CAM. This book provides the concepts for realizing the
MCBs.
Self-realizational civilization
The value of humanness is maturity; the sincere concern for the wellbeing of everyone, coupled with
responsible conduct and sophistication.

A juxtaposed concept takes the place of exchange-value, as the exchange element, EE, as understood
in prevailing convention. Mutualism, community, is grounded on the individuation of each person.
For the preponderances of people to become individuated, mature, self-realized, self-actualized is
contingent on mutualistic community. In that scenario, the exchange element, EE, shifts from
exchange - value to the individuation of each person, because of its indispensability to mutualism,
thus, individuation becomes the EE.
Without mutualism the DESO exchange element, EE, would not function. It is based on
accountability with maturity, trust and loyalty, self-realization, self-actualization, individuation.
That then is the purpose of the entire civilization, that each person is given the civilization’s support
to excel in whichever cultural aspects they choose to master in their lives. The potentials and the
talents of each person are put to the best use by creating culturally beautiful and enriched lives for
each person, enriched self-identities for the greater good.
Dialogical, Consensus-based community decision making process begin at the civil level, which is
the executive function of the CCC. The CCC in turn coordinates all of the core public productive
enterprises including the MCB.
The civil level is composed of “Nuclear Groups,” NGs, three to five mutualistic families, respectively
semi-self-sufficient in their own right. The NGs are coordinated through their CCC and through their
CCC they coordinate their community’s civic economy. This vehicle can navigate emerging reality as
one head, one thought, one body, and one spirit. Community in decentralized civilization engenders
capable, brave, generous, kind folks; folks who have every reason to care for each other and their
modus vivendi.
The Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Service, GMSS
The guaranteed minimum standard of service is the bedrock for actualized independence,
sovereignty. The inability of former, mutualistic organizations to endure has been for three reasons
1.) The groups allowed for executive power beyond the control of the people 2.) Non-industrialized
societies became increasingly dependent on the goods and services of industrialized societies, as
well as modern cooperatives relying heavily on capitalism’s markets. 3.) Western mutualistic
initiatives are destroyed by centralized power. For example, during the 1890’s in the U. S. the
Farmer’s Alliance and the Knights of Labor were destroyed (N. Chomsky).
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The GMSS is the industrial base of decentralized civilization, and simultaneously it is the civil and
the civic organization of that society. The GMSS provides education and healthcare and meets the
needs for dignified subsistence. Both passive subsistence and active productive engagement merge
into one unit. The GMSS lowers the cost of production. Production and its deployment are selfmanaged by its people.
The value of humanness is maturity, the genuine concern for the wellbeing of everyone, not without
sophistication. In decentralized civilization, people will be able to test the ways they choose to live
their lives (their values) openly in community, producing the widest spectrum of coexisting values.
The families are directly accountable to each other. The organization produces dignity; security,
love, and respect for everyone equally. That happy outcome is structurally embedded.
The quality of life for people is predetermined by whichever civilization they are born into.
Civilizations have structures for meeting objectives. Mass centralist society, MCS, is purposed to
maintain economic stratification, totalitarianism. MCS thwarts human evolution and can end it.
Decentralized civilization generates mental health and can reinstate human evolution.
The purpose of Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO, is to meet people’s primary and
secondary existential needs.
Existential Needs
1.) Sustenance, security, respect and love, self-realization (One’s internal capacities,
capabilities, talents, passions, and predilections; one’s full potentials must be exercised and
exercised well, to be well.), meaning and spiritual experience.
Support is needed to learn and master what culture provides. Meeting those existential needs is
meaningful and spiritual. When anyone living in DESO becomes self-realized, self-actualized,
individuated, mature (a sincere concern for the wellbeing of others coupled with responsible
conduct), and all the qualities that come with that, they are applauded by everyone for contributing
to the permanence of their civilization.

*
Chapter Five describes the Philosophy of Education that can be realized in decentralized
civilization.
*
Chapter Six is fiction, a vision. The narrative’s flow eddies surreal, reflections upon the liminal
facets of the spirit of decentralized civilization.
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Prologue
The conventional, central bank controls the productive lives of people for its own profit, largely
indifferent to other considerations. The systemic problem includes men in positions of control who
strive to dominate the entire world and rub out most populations in the process. Together, the
system’s structures and sociopaths in positions of control, drive us to war on behalf of anonymous
oligarchs. That “system” includes televised media that shapes shock and fear for obstructing critical
thought.
Globalization is the momentum of the transnational banking institutions and transnational
corporations to undercut government policy by eliminating or privatizing all public services (and
foreclosing on loans made to national governments, i.e., Greece). Economic totalitarianism is
brigandism, lawlessness, war, destitution, and ecological mayhem the world over.
People have come together around many types of ideas. But, too often, they become the minions of
domineering institutions that wield power concentrated beyond their control.
This book is a model, a written draft, for realizing a humane civilization. People can live very well
together working with each other for each other, while sharing civic power equally. That requires a
contrasting organization.
Dignity is a human need. All children need sustenance, security, respect, and love, as well as support
for self-development, and meaning. What I endeavor to demonstrate is that a consciously
organized civilization can meet those needs for everyone equally. Actualizing that kind of
civilization is to bring our species into harmony with our cosmos, reinstating our natural evolution
as the humane humans that we are.
This book is my contribution, to the burgeoning momentum among people headed towards the
decentralization of power and the democratization of the economy, explained here as well as my
limited abilities will permit.
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INTRODUCTION BY MARK CURTIS KINNEY II
(Excerpt from his writings)
We can recognize three different types of money systems; 1) The current official money system,
monopolized “Exchange Monetary System” (EMS), 2) responsibly de-monopolized EMS, and 3)
irresponsibly de-monopolized EMS, e.g., LETS, because it lacks accountability and in the place of
accountability substitutes “trust” which engenders distrust and ultimately re-monopolization.
By observing the structure of the current monopolized EMS we can understand what the future
system must be. The categories of relationships cannot be based on “trust”, “fulfillment of
obligation”, or “incentive”, the use of monopolized money by hierarchically organized,
economic/political monopolies to coerce their members. It needs to be realized that politics is
played out in all levels of civilization in the context of two classes of relationships: “primary” and
“secondary”. Primary relations are face to face and secondary relations are “contractual”. It is
necessary that contractual relations be clearly defined and accounted. Otherwise, one would soon
encounter failures of credibility.
What we must construct is an alternative economic structure comprised of indispensable, new
functions. The labels used to identify those functions can be, somewhat, arbitrary. Our current
vernacular cannot accurately signify functions which have yet to be realized. And the terms that we
have at our disposal carry with them associations which don’t reflect the content of those functions.
However, one can conceptualize those functions once having understood their descriptions.
Responsible, de-monopolized EMS generate an entirely de-monopolized market system, and in
fact a truly “free market system” for the first time. It will require an emotional revision of the
connotations we have associated with the words: market, profit, accumulation of wealth, dividend,
workers, et cetera. Since these are all natural and inevitable aspects of a market system, they can
not be abandoned despite the fact that under the “administered” system of coercive, hierarchical
control they have always oppressed people. In the context of a de-monopolized, free market system,
all these functions work in favor of the people by sustaining the production of what the people
demand and the ready consensus based democratic availability of capital, void of interest charges,
puts every worker in a participative management position. Profits are earned honestly by
innovative successes achieved by workers themselves, and there is accumulation of wealth, but by
the workers. I know how difficult it is to reframe the emotional associations we have had with these
terms; for me, for a long time, “profit” and “market” too have been dirty words. But, we must choose
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from two alternatives, either we build a free, self-regulated, de-monopolized market system, or we
stay in this ongoing self-destructive quagmire of economic and political inertia.
Profit is inevitable in a free, self-regulated, de-monopolized market system, which the world has
not seen to date, and is necessary as part of the use of an Exchange Medium as a “system of
information to deploy our productive efforts”. The same applies to “dividends” which are the
orderly way of distributing profits to the share owners, whom in this case would be the workerowners themselves. Such use of dividends is precisely what we need to gain the values and benefits
we want for the people. The point is that Cooperative Exchange Medium Systems would engender a
new, ecological, wholesome market and a humane work environment. Within Co-op EMS there
would be honest beneficial employment for everyone; within a market controlled by the people
themselves.
Dividends are income without work which is precisely what technology should do for people. In a
de-monopolized market system technology/labor saving tools are used, in part, to generate
ecological industry. The primary productive resource would be information itself with capital, land
and labor becoming people’s secondary productive resources. However, material production is
essential. Technology enables people to produce more with less capital, land and labor. Technology
must be used to serve the needs of people. Information and technology must be made
available/networked to everyone to demolish the class and cast systems.
Historically class and cast systems have been maintained only through the monopolization of
information, but the succession of more powerful Communication Media in conjunction with these
mentioned new Exchange Medium Systems can gradually break down the “thought control”
barriers which, among other things, have maintained the class and cast systems. An exchange
system should be based on the exchange of differences, both in regard to material/service
production and non-material information. Ultimately, what must be worked towards is a global
network of economic and cultural exchange among ecological groups held together by common
spiritual bonds. It would be a “global free market system”, totally de-monopolized and under the
control of the people themselves.
Within a free, de-monopolized EMS, dividends are not a form of “money making money,“ but are
profits from assets risked and exposed in the conduct of specific productive undertakings,
challenging all to do their best and not to be careless or wasteful. A stock market is an orderly
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method in a de-monopolized market to “deploy our productive efforts” where they are most needed
by the people and a way to phase in new, ecologically sound industries, and to phase out others.
Yes, paper losses and gains are generated by the system, and it is not money making money, but
rather the success and failure of physical resources on a limited scale, which contrasts sharply with
the current, terribly dangerous and volatile mass market scale where gains and losses are
enormous and unjust.
Conventional, economic “incentives” is the constant fear of non-survival in the competitive race
against and among economic giants. However, to remove that fear opens one’s life to the options of
searching out those things of value which lend humanness to one’s experience. The mania of
compulsive acquisitiveness would become transparent for the madness it is. People’s control of
their EMS, control of their productive lives, would bring with it the freedom to grow in healthful
humanness.
Mark Curtis Kinney II
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Author’s Introduction
The Five Cornerstones of Independence
Independent community is composed of five functioning components, the five cornerstones of
independence:
1. Community structured dialogical, consensus-based decision-making processes. It is
understood that all organization needs an executive function. Decentralized
organization is structured so that the executive function of civic organization is always
under the control of the people.
2. The mutual community bank, MCB, is an interest-free, monetized organization that is
self-capitalized with reserve generating, community autonomous money – work-based
money. Concurrently, the bank’s department of savings and loans of Federal Reserve
Notes is interest free (JAK model of Sweden).
3. Community, free self-capitalization establishes the development of a production-based
economy (not a consumer-based economy), which is self-managed by the people and
provides their guaranteed minimum standard of service, GMSS. The public, civiceconomy produces and maintains the GMSS; community civic-services. Concurrently,
the private production of goods and services is capitalized freely by the MCB, which
widens the availability of goods and services in community and among confederated
communities.
4. Cooperative, constitutionally confederated, sovereign communities, and constitutionally
confederated confederations are essential for the permanence of decentralized
civilization.
5. The sacred source of objective reality is unfathomable. The autonomous, visible life and
the invisible spiritual life in Nature is the fundamental source of human wisdom,
through which experiential relationship and from which communion, is born our best
adaptation to existence.

The underlying principles of the complete decentralization of power and the democratization of
the vital sectors of the economy are indispensable and cannot be altered.
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Correspondingly, the quality of people’s subjective lives is the direct consequence the kind of
civilization they inhabit.
Bertrand Russell warns us that, “…under any economic system there will be a certain
amount of stupidity and a certain amount of love of power...” (Education and the Social
Order, p.116). And Paulo Freire warns of treachery (Pedagogy of the Oppressed).

I rely heavily upon the Iroquois’ Six Nations Constitution of 1142 for providing the
invaluable constitutional protections with protocols for ending, immediately, any private
power concentrated beyond the peoples’ control.
The purpose of a civilization, one that deserves the name, is to meet the existential needs of its
peoples. Human beings all share the same fundamental needs. However, most of our needs are
nonmaterial and must be met in the context of society.
The needs that we share are biological, psychophysiological, psychic/corporal.
1) Sustenance, in the widest sense, includes access to renewable energy. We need a modern
civilization with its civic services.
2) We need security from all kinds of violence, which security is implicit in the organization of
decentralized civilization.
3) We need respect and dignity. The consensus-based community decision making processes and
community’s mutualistic, convivial economy function on that basis.
4) People need responsible Love with means for praxis. The greatest expression of courage is
generosity. An economy that is structured to satisfy the real needs of its people generates a
cooperative, cultural disposition. In decentralized economic social organization, public capital is
automatically allocated to where it is most needed. The guaranteed minimum standard of service
provided by the civic economy is the structured expression of love and respect.
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5) People need self-realization, the ongoing experience of self-fulfillment, resultant from the
support given by society for the development of each person’s potentials and abilities, one’s
talents and predilections, for achieving mastery of whatever facets of their culture most
captivates each person. The educational organization of decentralized civilization is structured to
produce individuated adults. And the availability of free capitalization for private endeavors
further advances self-realization. Decentralized civilization is self-realizational.
6) We need meaning in life and 7) Spiritual experience with growth.
When a civilization is designed and structured so that people can work with each other for each
other, those concerted efforts must be aimed at safeguarding the happiness of subsequent, seven
generations. Lives lived fully, and well, satisfy the needs for meaning and for spiritual
experience relevant to objective reality. Structured mutualism, economic organization, and the
conviviality that it generates are consequent of the decentralization of political economic power.
The decentralization of political economic power is a structural challenge that we must meet with
our concerted action in conjunction with the best methodology for achieving those aims. The
whole quality of life experienced by people is the direct result of, and is determined by, the kind
of civilization those people live in. In order for people to create the subsequent civilizational
level, decentralized civilization, the means and the ends must be the same. People’s real needs
are met in decentralized civilization where mental health with happiness is the rule not the
exception.
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Please, Note.
Regarding the Universal Principles, Juan Luis Segundo, S. J. makes the point that faith has but one
ideological purpose, which is real community. I think the Christian message is based on people’s dialogue
and consensus referent to experiencing our human growth in peace. The Gospels are not ancient artifacts
confined to their time of history. Presupposing real community, through dialogue and consensus, the
Gospels apply universally to all times of history.
I think, mature love is a cultural attribute embedded in real Community in the context of Nature. Through
the intentional activation of innate, human perceptual faculties, spiritual communion with Life is selfvalidated in the presence of that objective reality. Nature, and its nonhuman spiritual life, provides
human, spiritual wisdom. Our permanence in this sphere of Life hinges on our ability to build that
subsequent civilizational level.
Community is a civil organization structured to meet all its people’s existential needs equally and
equitably. In order to do so, Community is sovereign.
Germane: (p. 151) *
“Faith enables people to imagine new possibilities and to escape the mesmerizing allure of the established
order.” (p.144) *
*Recommended: The Liberation Of Theology, Juan Luis Segundo, S. J., Translated by John Drury, Orbis
Books, Maryknoll, New York, Third Printing, February 1982, ISBN 0-88344-285-X, ISBN 0-88344-2688 pbk.
Recommended: The Treason of the Intellectuals (La Trahison des Clercs), by Julian Benda, Copyright
1928, Copyright renewed 1956, First published in the Norton Library in 1969. (Recommended by Chris
Hedges)
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DECENTRALIZED CIVILIZATION
PRELUDE TO THE SUBSEQUENT CIVILIZATION
CHAPTER ONE - WHAT IS COMMUNITY?
Community is a sovereign, structured, civil/civic, civic-economic organization agreed on by its
members through structured, dialogical consensus based community decision making processes,
purposed to meet the seven existential needs of its people equitably through trust (primary and
contractual), mutual support, and giving; holding to the truth that one’s respective self-realization
is contingent on one’s respective support of that greater good. Conviviality is consequent of
economic mutualism, people working with each other for each other. Constitutionally confederated,
sovereign communities compose decentralized civilization.
1. Civil Organization
Civil organization begins with three to five mutualistic families, “Nuclear Group,” NG. Mutualism
means that they are organized for the purpose of helping each other to live in conditions of human
health, mental health, human wellbeing.
Their wellbeing is contingent on their being able to generate enough economic stability for
themselves, which includes meeting all their subsistence needs.
WHAT IS DIALOGUE?
Dialogue is realized among twelve or fewer adults. Its purpose is to empower the members with
semi-self-sufficiency through their independent, pragmatic, concerted action. Dialogue facilitates
unanimity, group decision making and its realizations without authoritarianism.
A. Members dialogue in order to reach an agreed understanding regarding what particular problem
they share, which they perceive to be pressing and solvable. The objects of dialogue are their own
and whatever problem or problems they decide to solve is discretionary. However, they must be
consistent in their aim to generate maximum independence, discussed below. Decentralized
Economic Social Organization, DESO, content is designed to guide them towards that objective.
B. They agree on what action they can deploy among themselves to solve that problem.
C. They organize their efforts and solve that problem.
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Members agree to pool capital accessible to them to form their mutual community bank, MCB. An
accountant records the donations made by each member.
 Members investigate productive enterprises they may purchase, or that they may develop.
a. Proposals are written by members, with their costs itemized, reliable sources identified,
overhead calculated, margin of profit calculated, market sustainability is determined, the needed
skills of its personnel are ascertained, and so on.
b. The various plans are dialogued by members until one is chosen as pragmatic to their needs.
c. They use funds from their mutual community bank, MCB, for capitalizing their first Public
Productive Enterprise, which employs some of their members.
1a. The profit from the Public Productive Enterprise is used to keep the operation going, to
compensate its operators, and to pay back those who donated to the project through their MCB.
2b. Subsequent profits above overhead are deposited in the MCB public account.
The first Public Productive Enterprise may be a simple operation, and ethically aligned with
members’ values.
Initially, its primary purpose may be for accessing conventional money for the mutualistic group in
order to provide them with leverage. And, subsequent group investments may serve the same
purposes.
Examples of ingenious, appropriate industry - Public Productive Enterprises - are provided by
Marcin Jakubowski (1). Pragmatic plans for low cost construction, and production are widely
available - each mutualistic group decides how best to initiate its first Cooperative.
Readily available, intensive, food production systems are open to investigation and actualization.
The aim of each group of three to five mutualistic families (nuclear groups) is independence. It is
convenient to begin with such groups, because they are pragmatic and doable among interested
people.
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2. CIVIC ORGANIZATION
Individual Nuclear Groups are too small to generate the type of independence needed for
actualizing genuine communities. Genuine community is a structured proposition.
When two or more groups of mutualistic, three to five families begin to coordinate their productive
efforts, for their respective benefits, they do so through their Community Coordinating Committee,
CCC.
The Community Coordinating Committee, CCC, is composed of members of each respective group of
mutualistic, three to five families. Their functions include receiving the propositions for concerted
action from the members of each respective Nuclear Group. (Each proposal is signed by a number
of members to demonstrate that is was dialogued and approved prior to its submission to the CCC.)
The civic format is flexible relevant to the needs of each community. However, I suggest that when a
set of propositions are received by the CCC that they abbreviate each of them in order that they be
drafted onto ballots. The first set of ballots is delivered to the respective groups of mutualistic,
three to five families: one ballot for each group.
 Since each of those mutualistic groups of families is respectively sovereign, we can refer to
them as Nuclear Groups, NG.
The first ballot is discussed, dialogued, by each respective Nuclear Group. They decide the relative
importance of each proposition on their ballot. A proposition may be granted a value of seventy
percent consensus, or eighty, or ninety. How each Nuclear Group reasons the consensus value, or
“weight,” of each proposition is up to them.
The ballots return to the CCC. For example, the CCC observes that of all the “consensus weights” a
proposal had received from the Nuclear Groups, most of them were eighty percent. Thus, that
proposition will be allotted an eighty percent consensus weight on the subsequent ballot. The
subsequent ballot will list the same propositions that were on the former ballot (the “weigh in
ballot”), but each will bear its consensus weight on the “voting ballot”. In that manner, the
community determines the relative value of each proposition.
A proposition that the community wants passed, or approved in a hurry, may receive a seventy
percent consensus weight. An important proposition may receive an eighty percent consensus
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weight. A proposition that will require an important concerted effort by all members may receive a
ninety percent consensus weight.
When the actual voting ballots are sent by the CCC to each Nuclear Group, each NG discusses and
dialogues each proposition until they either approve it, or not.
The CCC receives the ballots from the NG. If a proposition that had an eighty percent consensus
weight was approved by eighty percent, or more, of the NG, it is approved. The same process is
applied to all propositions.
In this manner, a community is managed by its members without centralized power, further
explained below. (See: APPENDIX C - COMMUNITY DIALOGICAL CONSENSUS BASED DECISION MAKING
PROCESSES, INSPIRED BY MARK CURTIS KINNEY II)
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MUTUAL COMMUNITY BANK, MCB
The NGs consolidate part, or all, of their respective NG mutual savings into the Mutual Community
Bank, MCB. Each contribution by each NG is accounted for, recorded, and monitored by MCB
accountability. The MCB is a Core Public Productive Enterprise. It belongs to the community. It is
operated by community members that have the skills needed for its accounting functions. (See:
APPENDIX A - MUTUAL COMMUNITY BANKS, MCB, IN DECENTRALIZED ECONOMIC SOCIAL ORGANIZATION, DESO,
INSPIRED BY THE CONCEPTS OF MARK CURTIS KINNEY II)

CCC ACTIONS ARE COMMUNITY AUTHORIZED
When the CCC is authorized to capitalize a proposition that was community approved it withdraws
the required, capital amount from the MCB public accounts to actualize the project in conjunction
with the project’s developers. (Procedures are developed among members.)
The community project, most valued, most prioritized, by the community is allotted the first
capitalization. The order of importance, as agreed on by members, determines which projects are
funded by the community, relevant to what the community believes it can afford. These decisions
are come about through the community-dialogical-consensus-based-decision-making-processes
described above, or variants as determined by each community.
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THE CCC DOES NOT HAVE EXECUTIVE POWER
Each community decides, among its members, how its MCB community accounts are used. The CCC
functions to record, capitalize, and to monitor, the public concerted actions taken by the community
members. Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO, Civic Organization precludes the
centralization of power. Power is shared equally among the NG, their Civil Organization.
CIVIC-ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION
Core Public Productive Enterprises are the primary objective to be realized with capital generated
from the Public Productive Enterprises mentioned above in the Civil Organization section. Public
Productive Enterprises may be actualized whenever a community needs them, and are included in
community Civic-Economic Organization, meaning that their management is regulated through the
CCC. But their primary purpose is to generate the funds needed to actualize community Core Public
Productive Enterprises.
3. CORE PUBLIC PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISES
Core Public productive enterprises serve two functions.
1. They are the primary providers of the Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Service, GMSS.
2. They are the economic foundation of independence for all community members.
THE GUARANTEED MINIMUM STANDARD OF SERVICE, GMSS
The GMSS is composed of the essential, minimum components of a modern, healthful life
…accessible to all community members.
 Community land and property acquisition is among the first challenges that may be addressed
by community members and may be among the first objectives met with the capital generated
by community public productive enterprises. Some members may own land that they make
accessible to the community through contractual agreements with the CCC. Members locate
accessible land and property. Through dialogical, consensus-based, community decision
making processes conclusions are agreed on and action is taken by the community to access
land and property. Land and property belonging to the community is community managed
through the CCC.
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 Community members and their families are entitled to private homes, production facilities,
and land. Member financing through their MCB is interest free.
A. Food – Community food acquisition may initially take the form of a food purchasing
Cooperative to reduce the cost of food for members. …Community intensive food production,
using the pragmatic techniques currently available for more production with less space (i.e., fish
cultures, permaculture, vertical gardening, nut trees, et cetera) is an essential component of
independence. Each NG is active in that type of independence. When the community is large
enough, for efficiency, and for lowering the costs of production, NG food production efforts can be
consolidated into community food production centers, with processing and distribution facilities.
While at once, each NG family may privately, produce, process, and store food at their discretion.
Community food production centers are self-managed, participatory organizations overseen by
the CCC.
B. Textiles – Community textile acquisition may initially take the form of a textile purchasing
Cooperative to reduce the cost for all members. …modern, NG cottage industry, private textile
production may be pragmatic. When the community is large enough the Nuclear Groups may
consolidate textile production for efficiency, and to lower the cost of production. Community
textile production is a self-managed, participatory organization, which is overseen by the CCC.
C. Construction – Cost effective, aesthetic, modern, construction methods are widely available.
The construction company is a community Cooperative. It provides members with private
housing, and production facilities at minimum cost, or at cost to respective members, and NG. It
provides the community with public facilities at cost. The community construction company is a
self-managed, participatory organization, which is overseen by the CCC.
D. Water, potable water which contains no sodium fluoride, and Sanitation Service – The water
and sanitation company is a community Cooperative. It installs water wells and sanitation
facilities, and associated components, for respective members’ private homes, and production
facilities, or for NG, at minimum cost, or at cost. It installs water wells and sanitation facilities, and
associated components, for community facilities at cost. The community water company is a selfmanaged, participatory organization, which is overseen by the CCC. (The community water and
sanitation company may install renewable energy units, and their components, for pumping
water, in cooperation with the community renewable energy company.)
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E. Renewable Energy – The renewable energy company is a community Cooperative. Renewable
energy is an ongoing technological development. Each community decides which renewable
energy systems are most cost effective, and efficient for their respectively unique energy needs. A
combination of renewable energy sources may be appropriate. The energy company installs
renewable energy facilities at the homes, and production facilities, of respective members, or NG,
at minimum cost, or at cost. The energy company installs renewable energy facilities at
community facilities at cost. A community can consolidate renewable energy production, making
it available to members’ private homes and production facilities and to all community facilities
concurrently. The community renewable energy company is a self-managed, participatory
organization, which is overseen by the CCC.
F. Appropriate Community Industry – Marcin Jakubowski’s E-Farm is an example of simple,
appropriate industry for community use. Community self-sufficiency includes making the tools
and machines needed by community production facilities. A small foundry and its components,
and the construction of flexible production machines can be built from scrap material, and
inexpensive salvageable material. Jakubowski demonstrated that any designs can be accessed
free of charge through Open Source Ecology. Furthermore, electronic crowd funding and
philanthropist websites, like Kick Starter (2) can provide needed funds for starting intermediary
industrial projects.
G. Mutual Community Bank, MCB – The MCB is a community Financial Cooperative. Its public
accounts receive conventional money funds from community Public Productive Enterprises,
member donations, non-member donations, and from the revenues generated from the sale of
surplus production by the Core Public Productive Enterprise, whenever that is community
authorized through the CCC. Contrastingly, it is unlikely a community would take profit from the
sale of food, water, or energy. Rather, for needful folks it would donate or would sell at cost when
providing for others.
The MCB conventional money department functions to finance its members freely and is modeled
after the JAK interest free bank of Sweden. (See: Appendix A – Section Two, JAK Members Bank)
(See: http://www.anielski.com/Documents/The%20JAK%20Bank%20Report.pdf)
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 The MCB produces community autonomous money, CAM. The value of CAM is both work
and commodity based. It is generated by the trade of goods and services that it facilitates
among community members, and among members’ inter-community trades.
THERE ARE TWO LEVELS OF CAM
1. Community endorsed money, CEM. CEM are bills with endorsement spaces on the back of
each bill. The monetized value is represented on the front.
a. The buyer signs and dates the first endorsement space of the new bill, or writes her personal
MCB account number, which all members are issued from birth.
b. The seller, who receives the endorsed bill, has proof of the monetized value of his sale.
c. The seller can use that bill to buy from another seller following the same procedure of filling out
the subsequent endorsement space.
d. The bill continues to facilitate the exchange of goods and services until last buyer and the last
seller endorse the bill. *
*The last seller takes the CEM bill to the MCB. The MCB records all the dated transactions on the CEM
bill. The MCB provides the last seller with a fresh CEM of equal amount, and the process begins again.

CEM facilitate indirect barter, in effect they are barter bills. The CEM itself does not have value
and cannot incur interest. The value that they have is the value of the goods and services they
have recorded and stored.
The first purchase with a fresh, unused CEM record and retains the value of what was purchased
so that value can be transferred to the subsequent seller, indirect barter.
The last seller takes the CEM bill to the MCB. The MCB records all the dated transactions on the
CEM bill. The MCB provides the last seller with a fresh CEM of equal amount, and the process
begins again.
 The concrete value that was carried from the first purchase through the last sale is retained
in that barter bill and is deposited in the MCB’s community CAM reserve account. (The first
seller and the last seller have given the gift of their product or service to the people of the
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community. Those gifts enrich the community and are added, in whatever proportion the
community decides, to the CAM reserve account.)
CEM is self-validating. Its work value is transferred to the MCB’s community CAM reserve
account. Indirectly, the use of CEM produces a type of community “tax” payment that is not felt by
the CEM users.
2. Vouchers – A portion of the MCB CAM reserve, generated by the use of CEM, backs the value of
Vouchers. Vouchers have an issue date and an expiration date. Vouchers are validated by the CAM
reserve. Vouchers do not incur interest. They circulate in the community, and in the intercommunity economy. They represent the proportioned value allotted them by the MCB CAM
reserve. At the discretion of the community, they may have two endorsement spaces.
If they have two endorsement spaces, the value carried from that trade can be deposited in an
MCB CAM reserve.
When the Voucher is expired the holder takes it to the MCB and is given either the equivalent
value in CEM or in a new Voucher, or in combination. (See: Appendix A – Section One, Mutual
community Banks)

MEMBER SAVINGS INSTRUMENTS
Members can transfer CEM or Vouchers to their MCB personal savings accounts before the CEM
they hold is fully used, or before the Voucher they hold, is fully used, before or at its expiration
date. CAM at any time during its use can be saved at its full value. Savings would be valued. A
proportion of value from saved CAM that can be carried into the MCB CAM reserves is at the
discretion of, and is determined by, the community.
THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF FREE CAPITALIZATION
Community members are capitalized freely in order to stimulate the development of members’
private productivity, as well as to draw professional services into the community. For example, a
newly graduated dentist may be offered interest free capitalization, in combination with a CAM
grant to finance her startup costs. The contract is drafted by the CCC, with her collaboration. The
dentist agrees that a designated portion of her charge to members be in CAM, proportional to its
access to the goods and services produced within the community that she can use. The remainder
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of what she charges members will be in conventional money. She will charge non-members
conventional money. The contractual agreement is flexible, and as community and intercommunity infrastructures expand the amount of CAM the dentist receives from members for
services will increase proportionally, if what she needs can be purchased with CAM.
Member private productivity is essential for community independence. Any member may apply
for an interest free loan of conventional money in combination with a CAM grant to develop
private productive facilities. The types of goods or services provided must be wanted by their
community people. Private, members’ businesses can sell their goods or services to nonmembers. Community members pay for the goods or services of other community members in
part, or all in CAM, depending on the immediate needs of the seller.
 The objective is for community members to become increasingly independent from the
conventional, central bank.
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Appendix A
Section One
Mutual Community Banks, MCB, in
Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO
By Reed Camacho Kinney
Inspired by the concepts of Mark Curtis Kinney II

DESO economy is production-based. Money facilitates production and the trade of goods and
services. Production is indispensable.
The monetized organization described here is designed specifically for expanding community
infrastructures, in the context of confederated communities. This outline is not technical. It does
however describe the functions of monetized organization in the context of mutualistic
community. The concepts conveyed here are sufficient for burgeoning DESO communities to apply
and develop from the outset of their first foundation family groups, their Nuclear Groups.
I begin with the assertion that money is community authorized. The component that validates
that authorization, in the context of Community Autonomous Money, CAM, is its stored value
derived from the trade of goods and services. Linked to that precept is the fact that human
attainment transcends materialism. A wholesome quality of life is recognized as wealth.
Community Autonomous Money, CAM, in and of itself, is not the objective standard of value. CAM
apart from the trade value it represents is not credited with having an intrinsic value. CAM
represents the value of the trade that it facilitates. CAM represents the value of all the innercommunity and inter-community trade transactions. Even so, much of DESO trade is direct, trade
of commodity for commodity. Direct trade includes service and information. Trade is the physical
basis that forms the objective standard of value, which is consolidated through the ongoing,
universal agreement among members. CAM is the direct representative of that objective standard
of value and serves as the unit of exchange.
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Mutual Community Banks are a public service. Tom Greco articulates the concept of two types of
information developed by Mark Curtis Kinney II.
“It is becoming more and more clear that the essential characteristic of money is (or has become)
information. As Michael Linton has expressed it, “Money is information we use to deploy human
effort.” “From these realizations, Kinney has postulated that there are two basic types of
information, “formulative information, by which we can design and plan most any kind of project,
and executive information, which concerts [*] the precise qualities and quantities of productive
resources needed to put those plans into operation.” (Money and Debt - Part II - Freedom and the
Monetary Ideal by Thomas Greco)
(* determines, or to settle or adjust something by discussion and
mutual consent, in the present context)
The monetized organization of DESO is designed so that “public capital, executive information” is
managed equally by all community members. In DESO economy capital is allocated to where the
community believes it is most needed. This is facilitated through its structured dialogical,
consensus-based decision-making processes.
I cannot second guess what a group of people will decide is most needed. I do, however, think
that through the process of structured dialogical, consensus-based decision-making processes that
people can generate sufficient critical thinking to arrive at conclusions that would warrant their
concerted action.
*
The outline that follows describes the functions of the Mutual Community Bank, MCB, and how
CAM functions to generate cash reserves for the community. This model is specifically intended
for the kind of societal organization outlined in this thesis.
The Mutual Community Bank, MCB, is a public service, a Core Public Productive Enterprise, Core
Pub. P. E. … MCB self-management is linked to the Community Coordinating Committee, CCC.
Through the CCC the MCB is linked to the other Core Pub. P. E. (plural) - And the MCB maintains its
respective department of the community educational organization as does each Core Pub. P. E.
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The objective values of goods and services are determined relative to the accessibility of
materials, and processes needed to produce them, and to their usefulness, “…people always hold
their [material] wealth in goods that retain their value.” (1) Objective value is agreed upon in the
context of dialogical, consensus-based community decision making processes.
Again, determining the relative values of goods and services must be derived from consensusbased agreement among members. Direct trade is that type of agreement. CAM is indirect barter
within which the seller and the buyer agree on the price. Note: An important DESO objective is to
ascertain value independent from the arbitrary measure of value attributed to Federal Reserve
Notes, FRN.
Perhaps, community authorized coins made of precious metal (or whatever) can reflect that
value and can be used in trade; however, that is an object of dialogue. In DESO, all precious metals
are face valued for their aesthetic and industrial usefulness. (But not as “backing” for a money’s
‘intrinsic’ value.) In DESO, money, in and of itself, is not regarded as having intrinsic value. In
DESO communities, money is not credited with the capacity to justify interest payments on loans.
(And, too, MCB FRN loans in DESO are interest-free.)
However, and importantly, CAM in DESO DOES represent the value of the trade of the goods and
services it facilitates. This, in and of itself, is justification enough for the stable value placed in
Community Autonomous Money.
There are two types of CAM.
The value of Community Endorsed Money, CEM, is self-validated by its function to record each of
its exchanges, or “turns.” All CEM that changes hands in purchases is endorsed. Each CEM bill is
signed and dated by all buyers, and by the last seller. New CEM does not need any value, because
when it is given as payment, it “absorbs” (records) the value of what was sold, so that the seller can
use that stored value for purchases. In that manner, the community agrees to trade indirectly. When
the CEM is returned to the MCB, the community can decide how to allocate that final sale value, that
final "whole" stored value that CEM carries back with it to the MCB, or whatever percentile agreed
on, and/or value can be adjusted to the volume of transactions facilitated by the CEM. CEM value is
based on validated trade.
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The quality of life in DESO has a value that supplants any inclination to live in mass centralist
society.
For the sake of sanity and of Life, our psychic corporal faculties must be exercised.
Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, and Mircea Eliade concur that our mental, perceptual faculties
include disinterested concentration, transformation, and telepathy. Ritual, with
music and dance, induces disassociated trance, which encompasses collective
participation within that rapture of the group’s perception as an autonomous, body
and spirit. Thus, the mental faculties of the unconscious open perception to Sacred
Time and Sacred Space; community ritual in the geographic center of their cosmos.
Human sanity is contingent on fulfilling our function in the evolution of life, our selffulfillment as a species hinges on our harmony with objective reality. The source of
reality is beyond our grasp; an impartial, objective reference point. The
phenomenon born of that source is aesthetic, psychic/corporal existence. Form is
function. Our species was brought into the light of day for Loving Life, on “Her”
terms.
The mutual community bank records all the turns. The actual volume of economic trade is
continually measured, or tallied, at community discretion, and totaled, perhaps quarterly.

Monitoring the monetized volume of trade in each community, and between DESO communities is
important. The total volume of trade itself has an objective value, that trade having enlarged the
quality of life.
VOUCHERS
Vouchers – A portion of the MCB CAM reserve, generated by the use of CEM, backs the value of
Vouchers. Vouchers have an issue date and an expiration date. Vouchers are validated by the CAM
reserve. Vouchers do not incur interest. They circulate in the community as well as in the intercommunity economy. They represent the proportioned value allotted them by the MCB CAM
reserve. At the discretion of the community, they may have two endorsement spaces.
If they have two endorsement spaces, the proportional value carried from that trade can be
deposited in an MCB CAM reserve.
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When the Voucher is expired the holder takes it to the MCB and is given either the equivalent value
in CEM or in new Vouchers, or in combination.
Community discretion determines the proportions of Vouchers to be created relevant to the
volume of economic activity and the volume of growing cash reserves. There should always be
enough Vouchers printed to compensate all community public workers, and enough to fulfill
community authorized grants for public works and members’ Private Productive Enterprises,
Priv. P. E.
If needed for cash in a hurry Core public productive enterprise, public property, can be used to
back the creation of Vouchers. At the conclusion of the emergency the production of such
Vouchers can cease. Federal Reserve Notes are prohibited entry into that option.
INFLATION DOES NOT HAPPEN IN DESO ECONOMY
Vouchers are issue dated and have expiration dates. This feature enables the community to better
manage Voucher volume in conjunction with its CEM.
Community members know the volume of monetized economic activity in community. Enough
CEM and Vouchers are produced to facilitate that volume of trade. The Community Coordinating
Committee, CCC, authorizes the mutual community bank, MCB, to allocate Community
Autonomous Money, CAM, for the compensation of community public workers. Voucher “lots”
issued as grants for public works can be number coded for monitoring purposes. Vouchers
returned to the community bank are recorded.
Voucher value, derived from the fact that they had turned, further substantiates the value of
subsequent Vouchers. Minimum Voucher turns can be verified by placing, perhaps, two
endorsement spaces on each Voucher, but after endorsement, Vouchers serve as units of exchange
until their expiration dates. Vouchers represent the economic transactions they facilitate.
This type of flexible, monitored economic organization keeps CAM at the optimum level for
community economic solvency. CAM maintains a steady value equivalent to the monitored,
economic trade activity it represents.
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Community determines the proportions of Vouchers and CEM used in its economy. A glut of
Vouchers is remedied by shortening their expiration dates, and by regulating the number of
Vouchers printed. (Also, returned Vouchers contribute to cash reserves…more on that below.)
CAM volume can be regulated by returned Vouchers being exchanged for CEM in combination
with Vouchers - proportional to what was returned. CEM records the community’s volume of
trade, which determines the amount of CAM produced by the MCB.
There is never a shortage of Community Autonomous Money in DESO economy. Vouchers are
produced as needed, relative to their reserves, and proportioned to meet the volume of trade they
represent.
Community Authorized Investment
Community authorized investment to widen community infrastructure benefits community.
Community needs to purchase productive enterprises in Mass Centralist Society, MCS. The
community account of Federal Reserve Notes, FRN, serves that purpose. The DESO (not Core)
Public Productive Enterprises, Pub. P. E., generate FRN for the community FRN account.
Self-managed labor increases efficient productivity. In participatory workplaces people work in
diverse productive activities proportional to their capabilities, and predilections.
Money is not used to measure the value of people in community in DESO.
An indispensable component of DESO communities is their Guaranteed Minimum Standard of
Service, GMSS…. more on GMSS below.
Public, community production is “capped-off,” and is maintained at a constant level, as soon the
community GMSS is deemed satisfactory by its members. Limiting production to what is necessary
for maintaining the GMSS, and recycling material resources slows the rate of resource
consumption. Community production is purposed to establish its permanence. With that in mind,
community is least likely to behave carelessly towards the natural environment.
Each community must decide what a dignified guaranteed minimum standard of service is. Every
community takes note of the successes and miscalculations of other communities. Knowledge and
technology are consciously managed by each community. The ongoing ecological necessities that
warrant attention are addressed in the context of the Core Pub. P. E. and are confirmed by the
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community educational organization. Action that requires concerted effort and community
support is enabled in the context of the community dialogical consensus-based decision-making
processes and their CCC.
The concept of permanent community includes semi-self-sufficient production, processing,
distribution, and the use of its own essential goods and services. The Core Public Productive
Enterprises that produce the GMSS include the following:
Community Coordinating Committee
Mutual Community Bank
Community Personnel Office
Water Service – drilling, pumping equipment in conjunction with Renewable Electric Energy
Service components
Food - intensive, diversified, permanent agriculture with processing and packing facilities.
Housing - Community Construction Company
Infrastructure – roads, bridges, dikes, dams, and relevant public construction
Community Educational Organization - competent, adult mentor guides and all needed resources
and facilities
Health Care - competent medical personnel and all needed resources and facilities
Hospice* - community authorized and self-managed
*medicine, a social welfare, usually a small residential institution for terminally ill patients where treatment focuses on
the patient's well-being rather than a cure and includes drugs for pain management and spiritual counseling.

Renewable Electric Energy Service and components – possible options include home and Nuclear
Group photovoltaic energy production, wind turbines, digesters and methane production,
intermediate hydro-electric technology, geothermal energy. The sovereignty of each modern
community is self-directed by its people.
Fabrics - fiber production and community weaving cottage industry
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Each community confederation, coordinates, facilitates, and directs the consolidation of
intermediate industry among communities.
Privacy – private mental-corporal sovereignty, private space, and a non-prescriptive environment
Each community generates as much of their independent GMSS as is pragmatic and doable. And, at
the discretion of each community, confederated communities may actualize whatever intercommunity consolidation of productive endeavors that they decide. Optionally, for whatever
reason, respective communities can consolidate production independent of the confederation.
Community Core Public Productive Enterprises Fulfill Community Functions
1. Core Pub. P. E provides members with post-alienated, participatory, gainful employment.
2. Core Pub. P. E provides young people with hands on education, confluent with the community
educational department, and community experience with compensation.
Core Pub. P. E. provide community members with gainful employment opportunities and are open
to the productive contributions of youthful community members within their pragmatic
capabilities, and in accord with their developmental levels. Education in DESO includes
community participation. Part-time apprenticeships are valued, and community compensated
fairly. Young people are not segregated from society in DESO. Each young person begins
participation in community decision making processes, at her or his discretion, between the ages
of twelve and fifteen.
Core Pub. P. E provides each respective community - or cooperatively among participating
communities - with sufficient GMSS.
Core Pub. Productive Enterprises produce surpluses beyond the needs of a community’s GMSS,
enabling the option of supporting the indispensable community confederation and its services.
Contingent on affordability, other options for surpluses may include donations to needful others,
or for trade with other communities. Nonetheless, communities must prioritize establishing the
needed services of their confederation.
Core Pub. P. E. that generate the GMSS must be operated by community members and hold to
ecological and conservation standards established by community consensus.
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A community may authorize the creation of Pub. P. E. for the generation of FRN for their Mutual
Community Bank, Community FRN Account
Communities may establish Pub. P. E. specifically designated for generating FRN, referred to here
as Ventures, rather than specifically servicing the GMSS. These matters are decided by each
community.
*
CAM monetized organization is flexible. Vouchers are created from MCB cash reserves. For
example, twenty percent of cash reserves can be converted to Vouchers. DESO communities are
trade partners.
There is the probability that when the objective value derived from familiar commodities
matures among communities, then, perhaps, the value unit, thus derived, can be used to weigh the
value of community Core Pub. P. E. facilities. Certificates of exchange could be created backed by
that value. Also, that value could be used to back Vouchers, number coded to designate their being
backed by community assets, which would then generate cash reserves. Nonetheless, these
important matters require community dialogue concurrent with the deployment of CAM in order to
establish universal agreement.
*
“Credit money...promissory notes of banks and businessmen and United States Government
Securities” (2) are NOT part of DESO economy. All CAM is community authorized to represent the
actual, monitored volume of economic trade among its members.
*

To fulfill the GMSS requirements communities may need inter-community contractual
trade partnerships. These may be established initially via a temporal community
confederation for immediate action, but ultimately, they are facilitated via permanent
community confederation and the Confederation’s Office of Economic Management.
Here is one example of what could be an inter-community investment for expanding the GMSS.
EXAMPLE:
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From:
“Water Witch - Water Well Equipment - April 2008 Absolutely Like New Bucyrus Erie 20 W Cable Tool Rig Mounted upon powerful 1995 white GMC
Diesel Truck including all drilling accessories.
This rig is completely tooled up and drill ready! This rig is rated to drill water wells up to 700 feet
in depth.
If you are serious and ready to start your own water well drilling business send me your
E-mail and I will respond promptly!
After many years of drilling water wells, I have finally retired. Here are a few of my personal rigs
that are for sale. I am offering top quality water well drilling rigs at affordable prices. When we
bring one of the rigs into my shop for inspection, we clean and check them out from bumper to
bumper. Remarkably, we do every necessary repair, and then we hand sand and clean the rig before
we apply new paint and various detailing. Once the rig is ready for work, we then put her through
the paces so she can prove what she's got. This rig should give anyone many years of trouble-free
service!
Before the Bucyrus Erie 22W- (Red) Rig or the Bucyrus Erie 20W Cable Rig are sold, send us your
e-mail with your questions. If you need it, I will at my location provide you with a five-day training
session of actual "Hands-on Training" setting-up the rig, drilling wells, installing casing, then taking
down the rig. This will demand 40 to 48 hours of intense training, depending upon your skills. (Youwill-do-the-work). This vigorous demonstration will also substantiate to you the equipment's
condition. I will personally work with you to discover and augment your abilities.
In addition, we will share our vast years of experience and time-tested and proven methods of
locating water. Furthermore, teaching you the important skills on making pragmatic down-the-hole
drilling decisions. With this rig and lots of hard work, you should be able to quickly start your own
high demand water well drilling business.
It is our conviction, that we must provide you with this unrivaled training, including my
perception and knowledge of drilling, if you need it. This will quickly provide you with a jump start
on how and where to drill water wells while teaching you how to safely operate one of these rare
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rigs. If we did not offer you this training, then we would not be providing you with any bargain at
all.” (The internet link is no longer available)
Community in DESO receives the material support it needs from existing MCS production facilities
and learns their operating techniques. People and organizations in MCS provide much of what
community in DESO needs to become independent from MCS. MCS is the ground from which DESO
is born. DESOs influence on the economic and political apparatuses of MCS grows proportionally
with the expansion of DESO populations.
The above example of investment in productive facilities is combined with the far-sighted vision
of Marcin Jakubowski and Open Source Ecology * wherein he demonstrates the use of appropriate
technology for community, self-sufficient, industrial production for a minimal cost of capital, time,
and physical resources. Jakubowski has actualized the most efficient and flexible appropriate
industry for application by DESO communities.
* (Google – Open Source Ecology, Marcin Jakubowski)
*
Community Autonomous Money is accepted:
1. It is community authorized.
2. It records the volume of trade.
3. Its value represents the volume of trade it records.
4. It is community authorized to store and transfer value of the transactions that it facilitated and
recorded
Community Autonomous Money, CAM, records trade, making monetized trade measurable.
The measure of trade demonstrates to the community how much CAM must be produced by the
mutual community bank for community use. When the community infrastructure needs to grow,
with community authorization, CAM is invested in those endeavors, which, at once, records the
volume of the new trade engendered by those endeavors. And the record of trade determines how
much CAM is needed by the economy to stay solvent. In this context, CAM is self-validated. Its
function validates its value.
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Community Autonomous Money is spent into the economy.
1. It pays public workers.
2. It is granted for public works.
3. It is granted for the expansion of community infrastructure.
4. It is granted in discretionary distributions to all members whenever the economy needs an
infusion of CAM to stay solvent.
The equilibrium between the volume of CEM and the volume of Vouchers infused into the economy
is maintained relative to the needs of the economy.

The importance of Vouchers
1. Vouchers are convenient for public worker payrolls.
2. Vouchers are convenient for large investments, for financing community public works and for
financing the needs of the expanding infrastructure
3. Vouchers are convenient for trade among members of different communities.
4. Vouchers are convenient for larger transactions.
5. The volume of Vouchers production and infusion onto the economy is regulated by the
community.
6. Each community authorizes the value of Vouchers based on the measure of trade recorded by
Community Endorsable Money.
*
Voucher grants are community authorized by the CCC and are issued by the Mutual Community
Bank Coordinating Committee.
Community authorized proposals for purchases, investments, and grants, financed by the Mutual
Community Bank Coordinating Committee, are overseen by the CCC.
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In conjunction with the MCB the CCC oversees the profits from the sale of surplus production from
Core Pub. P. E. or Pub. P. E that are transferred to their respective MCB accounts. The CCC maintains
its own file of that data.
The CCC receives and records the FRN profit from the Core Pub. P. E. or Pub. P. E. and transfers
them to the Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee that deposits them in MCB accounts
in accordance with the directives of the CCC.
The CCC authorizes the MCB to release specific community authorized amounts of CAM to payroll
community workers. These funds are then transferred to the Community Personnel Office, which in
turn coordinates the payroll with each of the Core Pub. P. E. or Pub. P. E.’s Personnel Offices.
The Community Personnel Office is a Core Pub. P. E., and part of the superstructure, and is closely
coordinated with the CCC. The Community Personnel Office is joined into each Personnel Office of
the Core Pub. P. E.s and Pub. P. E.s
Community Endorsable Money, CEM
1. CEM stores the value it represents when returned to the bank, which solidifies the “use-value” of
subsequent CEM and substantiates the value of Vouchers.
2. CEM is convenient for public worker payrolls.
If the community bank detects too many Vouchers in the economy, when returned to the bank
expired Vouchers may be exchanged for Vouchers with shorter expiration dates or fewer may be
issued; or for CEM with fewer endorsement spaces, which would enable a quicker measure of
monetized trade. That measure would reinstate economic stability. “The money supply must be
sufficient to facilitate business…If a nation’s money shows marked and erratic value changes, the
community will not favor it as a standard of value and medium of exchange.” (3)
Both types of Community Autonomous Money store verified value, and each are equal in value to
savings instruments.
*
Permanent economy is maintained at its optimum levels of production for securing the community
GMSS. GMSS production is proportional to the needs of its members. This side of DESO economy is
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self-perpetuating and relatively constant. It is intended to be leveled off and maintained at member
discretion. And, as needed, community GMSS production generates surpluses for maintaining
community confederation.
Redundant community civic services are unnecessary. For example, there need be only one
community co-op that makes bulk purchases of needed goods that are not produced by the
community. That community Co-op is community issued Federal Reserve Notes, FRN, from the MCB
FRN account to purchase in bulk from the MCS market. Those purchased products can be sold to
members for FRN, or the people may decide to distribute those products without charging
themselves. That non-profit community service compensates its workers, as can all Core Pub. P. E.,
with combinations of FRN and CAM. The need for FRN diminishes in proportion to the growth and
diversity of DESO production.
Private Productive Enterprises, Priv. P. E., are capitalized freely by the MCB. They add diversity to
the goods and services of DESO. They are owned privately by members, and they sell to the MCS
market. However, in return for free financing they agree in contract that they will accept an agreed
upon percentile of payment for their services, in CAM. These types of agreements are, CCC,
community authorized and can be recorded in the CCC.
Contractual agreements in the context of DESO organization are imperative to organizational
effectiveness. The bureaucratic aspects of DESO are minimal and actualized proportional to need.
The participatory organization of DESO is vigilant and intolerant of unwarranted expense.
*
The “work value” that Vouchers represent for each community is comparable among communities.
In a community confederation, the CAM of each community can be used by the people for intercommunity purchases. At the time of full endorsement, or expiration, coded CAM is returned to the
MCB that issued it, via interbank transfers. The last seller is reimbursed by her community bank.
Her community bank is reimbursed by the issuing bank of that CEM. The issuing bank makes the
deposit of the accrued CAM value in its reserve. It records bank transfers. The people of a
community confederation agree on how best to regulate their community confederation’s economy.
The sellers of any community receiving CAM from other communities can exchange it for savings
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instruments in their personal MCB savings accounts. The issuing bank is notified. These are objects
of dialogue.
In the event of too much idle CAM in the economy that results in increased MCB Savings
Instruments would not be problematic. The adjustment of CAM volume in the economy would
accommodate the influx. With accurate, ongoing assessments of CAM’s work value, Savings
Instruments would be automatically authorized as having same value as the CAM moving
throughout the economy.

Inter-Community, Community Autonomous Money, CAM, Exchange Rates
All community adjustments to keep CAM at optimum levels for community business solvency are
transparent. Communities with inter-community trade relations can review each other’s records, at
their discretion, to determine whether inter-community CAM exchange rates are required or not.
These matters are taken up by the Confederation’s Office of Economic Management.
“As business advances, it requires more money, but it does not get the initial impetus from a rise
in the money supply.” (4) The foundation of CAM function is appropriate community production.
Each community can authorize grants of CAM to community Priv. P. E. when doing so serves to
widen the community’s infrastructure. Each community is responsible for the types of CAM grants
it authorizes.
All Vouchers are born into, and are born from, a Mutual Community Bank, Community Voucher
Account. All discretionary distributions made from that account are community authorized.
A Mutual Community Bank, Community CEM Reserve Account is composed of the “shed value” of
returned CEM. That incoming value can be transferred from that Reserve Account to generate
Vouchers. These are objects of dialogue. New CEM replaces returned CEM. Additional CEM is not
produced except when needed in exchange for returned Vouchers, or CEM. Each community
regulates the amount of additional CEM that is printed when it is exchanged for returned Vouchers.
*
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Trade between communities is indispensable to DESO independence. Since, each community is
structured to maintain a limited population, DESO economic vertical-integration is accomplished
through inter-community trade. Inter-community reciprocity strengthens the union of community
confederation.
Shipping costs can limit the distances over which communities ship resources to each other.
Regional self-sufficiency is prioritized among cooperating communities. The drive to permanent
self-sufficiency acknowledges that the services of the ecosystems are the source of that desired
permanence. Production is stabilized to meet the needs of the people. And the surplus production
that enables community confederation is calculated with a mind to frugality.
DESO economic organization is stable. Each limited, community population is largely
independent and sovereign. Networks of sovereign communities form economic webs that sustain
prosperous regional populations.
No single community can contain more people than can conveniently manage an efficient,
consensus-based, community decision making structure. This is the basis for decentralized
population distribution. Regional food production for regional use requires a diversified, intensive,
permanent agriculture, which can yield, proportional to the area used, a fivefold production over
mass centralist society’s monoculture-agribusiness.
Permanent agriculture is part of the Core Pub. P. E. and is important for a number of factors. It
supports the processing facilities, which are self-managed by community compensated public
workers. The Community Agricultural Department is an important, participatory educational
facility. Its products are a fundamental value that has numerous applications.
Sanity is the purpose of DESO. People do not stand still if they have the means to rescue others
from disaster. Community confederations can fund and organize the logistics and can use political
tactics to circumvent the control of conventional governments, when aiding the victims of
unprecedented disasters. The broader initiative includes bringing destitute people out of poverty.
In some cases, destitute populations may require assistance for relocation. These types of concerted
efforts by community confederations germinate DESO across the globe.
*
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The consistent value of CAM is essential for stable, inter-community trade. Nonetheless, intercommunity trade relations are not strictly based on CAM. Direct trade in resources, goods, and
services is usual. Direct trade value differences are rectified with CAM.
*
Two Dividend Mechanisms – Community Autonomous Money, CAM, Generates Dividends,
“Shed Value”
Mark Curtis Kinney II discusses aspects of a functional economy.
“Profit is inevitable in a free, self-regulated, de-monopolized market system, which the world has
not seen to date, and is necessary as part of the use of an Exchange Medium as a “system of
information to deploy our productive efforts”. The same applies to “dividends” which are the
orderly way of distributing profits to the share owners, whom in this case would be the workerowners themselves. Such use of dividends is precisely what we need to gain the values and benefits
we want for the people. The point is that Cooperative Exchange Medium Systems would engender a
new, ecological, wholesome market and a humane work environment. Within Co-op Exchange
Medium Systems (EMS)… there would be honest beneficial employment for everyone; within a
market controlled by the people themselves.
Dividends are income without work which is precisely what technology should do for people. In
a de-monopolized market system technology/labor saving tools are used, in part, to generate
ecological industry. The primary productive resource would be information itself, with capital,
land and labor becoming people’s secondary productive resources. However, material production
is essential. Technology enables people to produce more with less capital, land and labor.
Technology must be used to serve the needs of people. Information and technology must be made
available/networked to everyone to demolish the class and caste systems.” [Two years before M.
C. Kinney, II, passed away his manuscripts were burned in a house fire, what I included in the
introduction are from the few surviving pages.]
*
Inter-community Voucher grants are made to promote the establishment of new communities,
“daughter communities,” which expand DESO infrastructure, public productive facilities, and at
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discretion, private productive facilities. Inter-community Voucher grants return to the mutual
community bank, MCB, of origin at the time of Voucher expiration. Vouchers are number coded so
that the original grant amount is accounted for on its return. Those returned Vouchers can be
authorized, in part or in whole, as savings, dividends, Shed Value, in the MCB, Cash Reserve
Community Voucher Account, while at once they reinforce the validity of the new CAM it is
exchanged for. (CAM Shed Value, p. 59)
Good community economic management is the responsibility of all community members.
*
DESO communities are structured so that their civil, civic, and civic-economic functions are
interpenetrating and interdependent. Combining these essential community components heightens
the quality of life for its members. Each community’s GMSS provides freedom from neglect and
destitution. For the best economic stability, members need the best educational experience, the
best civil and civic organization, and the best, most immediate, participatory, community decision
making processes. These are ongoing, imperative community concerns. Immediate accountability
among members is essential for social cohesion and efficiency. This is actualized in DESO
communities both directly, and contractually. Personal privacy is defended and includes
community protection from prescription. Community civic and civic-economic functions are
participatory and are open to members at their discretion. Housing is among the functions of the
GMSS.
Functions of the Mutual Community Bank
The Mutual Community Bank is internally managed by its Mutual Community Bank Coordinating
Committee, MCBCC. The Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee takes its directives from
the Community Coordinating Committee, CCC.
The civic economy is participatory and self-managed. The CCC may receive petitions from the civic
economy for covering operating costs, unprecedented expenses, or for covering expansion costs.
Following procedure, the CCC submits the petitions to the nuclear groups for discussion and
decision.
Throughout DESO, community organization - accounting, record keeping, and office management
skills - is indispensable.
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Briefly, the Mutual Community Bank is authorized by the Community Coordinating Committee to
fulfill the following functions:
1. To produce and manage CAM. To print CAM, or to authorize the community printing department
to print it
2. To manage the Mutual Community Bank, Community CAM Accounts
A. To manage the Mutual Community Bank CEM department.
a. Production of CEM
b. Exchange of CEM
c. The ongoing record of CEM turns and the management of their reserve accounts
B. The Community Vouchers Department
a. Production of Vouchers
b. Exchange of Vouchers
c. The ongoing record of Voucher turns and the management of their reserve accounts
Managing the Mutual Community Bank, Community Voucher Accounts of newly produced Vouchers
3. Department of private, CAM, Savings Instruments accounts
4. To manage Community Voucher Savings Accounts
5. Department of Community Bank, Community FRN Account
6. Community Bank, Community FRN, JAK type, Savings and Loan Service.
(APPENDIX A’s - section two - JAK MEMBERS’ BANK, p. 64)
The Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee, MCBCC, oversees all the bank’s
departments.
The Community Coordinating Committee, CCC, authorizes the Mutual Community Bank Coordinating
Committee, MCBCC, to withdraw funds from the Mutual Community Bank Community Voucher
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Account to payroll public workers. The payroll is managed by the Community Personnel Office, CPO - a
CCC office.
The CCC in conjunction with the Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee, MCBCC,
monitor the trade value of CAM, and the CCC authorizes the MCBCC to produce the community
authorized volume of CAM for use by the community economy.

CAM Shed Value and Management of MCB Cash Reserves
The Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee, MCBCC, manages the community authorized
percentile of returned Vouchers (authorized by the CCC) for “shedding” value into the Mutual
Community Bank Community Voucher Account, or into community designated reserve accounts.
The use of Vouchers generates a “cash reserve.” The fact that expired Vouchers had turned, is
sufficient to justify that a percentile of the wealth they facilitated for the economy, service and
material wealth as well as its consequent qualitative, social wealth be designated a value
represented by the expired Vouchers. These judgments and their mechanics are evaluated and
executed at the discretion of each community.
The CCC authorizes the Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee to deposit agreed on
amounts from the MCB Community Voucher Account into the MCB Community Vouchers Savings
Account, the repository of the “cash reserve.”
Functions of the Mutual Community Bank Community Vouchers Savings Account
1. Its value reaffirms the worth of new CAM.
2. It provides a ready supply of CAM for use by the CCC.
A. CCC grants
B. Funding unprecedented costs of the Core Pub. P. E., quickly
C. Readily available funds for unprecedented emergency expenditures
An independent, community designated MCB cash reserve can be established for the
specific purpose of contributing capital to the Bank of the Confederation.
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At their expiration all returned Vouchers can “shed” some percentile of value into the Mutual
Community Bank’s Community Vouchers Savings Account. At community discretion, whole expired
Vouchers from grants can be authorized as savings (…as dividends, or “shed value.”) for deposit in
the MCB Vouchers Savings Account, and once there, that value further bolsters the value of new
CAM. Variations of this model can be created and decided on by members. The creative challenge is
to link, and verify, as closely and as precisely as possible, all CAM value to its “work value,” its validated
trade value.
The CCC may authorize the Mutual Community Bank to produce CEM for CCC public worker
payrolls. All GMSS Core Pub. P. E. Coordinating Committees are accountable to the CCC. The MCB is
part of the GMSS.
 New CEM doesn't need any value, because when it is given as payment, it “records,”
“absorbs,” the value of what was sold, so that the seller can use that stored value for
purchases. When the CEM is returned to the MCB, the community can decide how to allocate
that final sale value, that final "whole" stored value that CEM carries back with it to the MCB.
All CEM transactions are recorded by the MCB and they are credited with an ascertained
worth. CEM value is based on validated trade.
 CAM monetized organization is flexible. Vouchers can be created from MCB cash reserves.
For example, twenty percent of cash reserves can be converted to Vouchers. That type of
Voucher - number coded or symbol coded for identification - would retain its value until its
expiration date and can be returned to the reserves at its face value, in addition to its
accrued value. These are objects of dialogue.
In DESO, the psychology of CEM use is as follows: Buyer - I will give you this stored trade value in
exchange for that value that I want to purchase from you. Seller - I will sell you this value knowing
that that value sold is now “recorded,” or is “absorbed,” into that CEM I received from you, which I
can trade for an equal amount of value from another seller.
In the case of new CEM, the psychology is as follows: Buyer - I will purchase that value from you
in exchange for this blank CEM which is community authorized to store that value. Seller - I will
“gift” you this value knowing that that value is now transferred to the CEM you paid me, I can
demonstrate that what I gave you was worth “ten,” which I can use to purchase something of equal
value from another seller.
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This works while all members agree with the fact that the last value carried by the CEM is
destined to deposit in the MCB. In other words, the first “new CEM” seller has donated that value to
the community in exchange for whatever any seller is selling of equal value. The last seller has
donated that value to the community and receives “new CEM.” That is a generative cycle.
Explanation: How can a value sold be equaled to the value “stored” by that CEM? It is because the
first and last exchanges enabled by the CEM are “gifts” from the sellers to the community. All
subsequent CEM transactions repeat the same pattern of buyers endorsing the CEM, until the last
endorsement; to which, the endorsement of the last seller is added. The CEM that the last seller
takes to the MCB carries with it the first and last “gifted” trade values. That “absorbed” or
“recorded” value represents what the community received as “gifts,” which validates the value of
the reserves, which “gifts” validate the units of exchange.
Making Change with CEM
Respective CEM bills correspond to a set of denominations. A smaller CEM that is given as part of
the “change” during an exchange only needs its endorsement space verified and specified as
“change.” Its remaining endorsement spaces are no less useful for facilitating the exchange of goods
and services. When it returns to the MCB it is designated its portion of value, minus the “change
endorsement,” or “change endorsements” which are proportionally subtracted from its portion of
value. Its earned value is validated.
Savings Instruments
CAM can be exchanged at the mutual community bank, MCB, for community savings instruments.
Each community member, from birth, is conferred a personal CAM account number in the Mutual
Community Bank Savings Instrument Department. Each member may deposit whatever amount of
her Community Autonomous Money in her CAM account. The CEM or Vouchers deposited need not
be fully endorsed nor expired. Savings Instruments would be automatically authorized as having
same value as the CAM moving throughout the economy. These are objects of dialogue.
Should a community decide to infuse CAM into its economy it can elect to deposit an equal amount
of CAM into the account of each member. That CAM can be withdrawn from the community MCB’s
CAM reserves.
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Private, member CAM savings account deposits are recorded by the Mutual Community Bank but
are not stored as vault cash. Member private CAM savings deposits carry with them the shed
amount of returned CAM. At community discretion, all or a portion of it may be credited to the
member’s private savings account upon its deposit.
Withdrawn CAM from member accounts may be member savings account number coded, at issue
date, to prevent redundant, savings account withdrawals and deposits with the same Vouchers for
unwarranted shed credit from the same Vouchers, in the event its two endorsement spaces were
forged.
A member may re-deposit her coded Vouchers withdrawn from her savings account, but will not
be awarded their dividend, shed, value if they had not “turned.”
These matters can be community authorized at the discretion of each community.
*
Each member’s savings account can be transferred in its entirety to the daughter community’s
Mutual Community Bank when a member relocates to the daughter community, or to the Mutual
Community Bank of any other community.
In the unique banking organization of DESO, each Mutual Community Bank is autonomous. In
unanimity, each community prioritizes their needs and works to meet them. At their respective
discretions, they decide if they need inter-Community Bank agreements. The communities
monitor and manage inter-Community Bank activity.

The Ambiguity of Technology is Manageable
Other ideas can come into play regarding these formulations, including, for convenience, the
computerized management of recorded MCB reserves and their transfers.
The physical exchanges facilitated by community paper currency cannot be digitalized. That paper
currency’s accrued value can be recorded in either computer files or in hard copy ledgers at
community discretion.
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Electronic systems of organization can be invasive, alienating people by overreaching their
understanding. This model for decentralized monetized organization can function, using preelectronic accounting methods, simple enough for the people’s self-management. It functions for
the greater good in the context of DESO’s internal, production-based economy.
This type of flexible, work-based, monetized organization is purposed to function in the
democratized economy of decentralized civilization. The culture’s Exchange Element, EE, surpasses
commodities and exchange-value. The Exchange Element of community in decentralized civilization
is self-realization, self-actualization, self-fulfillment, individuation in the context of organized
mutualism and conviviality, community in Nature.
Artificial intelligence has reached the developmental level of self-teaching and learning with mass
data. Artificial intelligence and other advanced technologies are monopolized by the powerful
private concerns of mass centralist society within the class of wealth. Advanced technologies can be
used to entrench universal alienation. Cybernetic systems require management by specialists.
Invariably, positions of control attract interlopers and private concerns.
The danger posed to decentralization is that such systems when deployed in conjunction with
controlling the vital sectors of the economy can be used for intervening in public power,
subsequently endangering public, economic social power. The people in decentralized civilization
must be universally educated to the point of understanding technology well enough to maintain its
civic organizations within the parameters of self-managed public power. The efficiency of the civic
economy is not compromised while its technology is controlled by the community.
The militia of the confederation must use modern technology to defend their civilization. That
prospect opens caveats that must be dealt with by the constitutionally confederated communities
to prevent any centralized power from outreaching their control.
Culture determines the development and the application of technology.
Nonetheless, “…there can be unintended consequences of introducing new technologies, and
technologies are often highly ambiguous and contradictory, combining positive and negative
functions and effects.” (Douglas Kellner, New Technologies and Alienation: Some Critical Reflections,
p. 5)
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Ambiguous and contradictory technology is rendered manageable in the context of decentralized
civilization by virtue of its Constitution of the Confederation that defends the wellbeing of the
subsequent seven generations. Enforcing the articles of the Constitution of the Confederation is the
responsibility of the sovereign communities, which responsibility is shared equally in the context of
decentralized economic social organization.
The public structure for reaching unanimity in a production-based economy generates the wisdom
from their people sourced in their spiritual communion in Nature. Technology and its applications
are self-managed by each independent, sovereign community in conjunction with their
confederation. For us, the significance of human evolution and its meaning is born from the Sanctity
of Life, the Sacredness of Life.
Appendix A- Section Two
JAK MEMBERS BANK
JAK MEMBERS BANK
SWEDEN
Sweden’s No-Interest Bank
Including bank directors, twenty-five people work in the bank.
[In the case of JAK] The bank uses two computer servers. The entire service is computer
automated. The Swedish Government backs the bank with Government Bonds. People who
have started their own JAK style banking services paid one thousand dollars each to establish
their revolving fund. One’s savings can be used as collateral. These are objects of dialogue.
DESO dialogue can generate a range of services.
NO INTEREST IS CHARGED ON LOANS
A six-thousand-dollar loan
For example, is paid in twenty installments.
Each installment is 600.00, a service fee is charged at the end of these proceedings.
600.00 x 20 = 12,000.00 dollars
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The principal is paid, and the client has a savings of 6,000.00 dollars.
That savings is withheld for three months and is included in the savings volume of the bank
from which new loans are made. Then, the savings, minus the service charge, is deposited in
the borrower’s savings account.
The service charges pay the bank employees, and they keep the business in operation.
The bank’s savings volume increases by ten percent a year.
The bank is a community service. It capitalizes people freely.

The JAK bank provides anyone in the world with information on how to start in any location.
Information is available on the internet.
A JAK type of bank can start whenever people get together with that intention.
CAJA
S.Förstadsgatan-128
214 28 Malmö
Sweden
tel. 040-965005, 070-7178718
Appendix A - Section Three
The Mutual Community Bank is a Department of the GMSS [Guaranteed Minimum Standard of
Service]
1. Interest-free, FRN Savings and Loan Department (like Sweden’s JAK)
2. Interest-free CAM Savings and Loan Department (to loan or to grant CAM is a question)
3. Monetized, community economic management.
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Banking services may be paid for in proportions of Community Autonomous Money, CAM, and FRN.
Bank personnel compensation amounts are arrived at in conjunction with CCC input, and CCC
authorization.
The FRN Savings and Loan Department like its Swedish JAK counterpart, may accept FRN service
charges, not-interest, for its service.
DESO Mutual Community Bank management in some ways resembles the organization of
conventional banks. The functions of the Mutual Community Bank are flexible. The structures and
policies of each Mutual Community Bank in DESO are largely determined by the sovereign
community it serves.
The Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee, MCBCC, oversees all bank departments and
their officers. The MCBCC receives and actualizes CCC directives. The MCBCC authorizes the
Community Printers to produce CAM, checkbooks, contracts, bank forms, requisition forms,
authorization documents, and loan applications.
The MCBCC provides the Community Printers Drafting Office personnel with specifications, drafts,
and requisitions for forms and documents, which the Community Printers Drafting Office personnel
format and create for printing.
Secretarial office personnel prepare and record bank reports and Accounting Chamber reports for
review by the Community Bank Coordinating Committee before delivering them to the CCC.
Secretarial office personnel record the “minutes” of all Mutual Community Bank meetings.
A Chief Clerk oversees all the bank’s internal affairs on behalf of the MCBCC and makes her
summaries available to the MCBCC.
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Accounting Chamber (no fewer than three specialists, and their secretaries)
The Accounting Chamber, AC, specializes in tracking CAM movement, and the accurate measure of
trade volume. All data is recorded and filed. The Accounting Chamber establishes and records the
volume of CAM to be produced proportional to CEM turns. AC secretaries prepare and record AC
reports to be analyzed by the Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee, and by the CCC.
The AC oversees the MCB, Community Voucher Account, and the MCB’s revolving CEM fund and its
reserves. The AC oversees the MCB, Community FRN Account. The Accounting Chamber receives
Community authorized Requisition Forms from the MCB Coordinating Committee for the allocation
of MCB Funds from its MCB, Community Accounts.
The specific procedures by which AC executives are selected are objects of dialogue, dialogued and
realized by the Mutual Community Bank Coordinating Committee and the Community Coordinating
Committee. AC executives are overseen by designated members of the CCC. Each AC executive is
monitored and advised by his community designated women sponsors.
*
The Chief Teller manages tellers, who receive deposits and pay them out, receive CAM, and
exchange them for new CAM. The Chief Teller and her secretary write and record the daily total
cash deposits, withdrawals, and CAM exchanges for the AC, and for the Mutual Community Bank
Coordinating Committee.
MCB Treasurers oversee the bank’s assets, and manage the bank vault for storing FRN, and CAM.
MCB Treasurers oversee money between the tellers and vault.

Grant Loan Committee (no fewer than three specialists, and their secretaries)
The CCC oversees the MCBCC. The MCBCC oversees the Grant Loan Committee; credit officers, who
evaluate the applications for CAM grants. The CCC and the Mutual Community Bank Coordinating
Committee establish types of loan and grant applications which are community authorized in
conjunction with the directives of the CCC. The Grant Loan Committee approves or denies FRN
interest-free loan applications. The criteria for the approval of grants and loans written by the CCC
require community approval via the civil, Nuclear Groups, decision making processes.
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The FRN Savings and Loan Department (JAK Model) makes FRN interest-free loans and are repaid
with FRN. At the discretion of community, CAM can be diverted into the FRN loan repayment,
subsequent transfers are structured at the discretion of the community, an object of dialogue.
*
Bank Divisions: Each bank division corresponds to each, specific, GMSS Core Public Productive
Enterprise represented by the members of the CCC. A separate division serves the needs of Pub. P.
E. designated specifically for accessing FRN. Specific, respective MCBCC members may function as
one bank division. Each MCBCC member is monitored and advised by his community designated
women sponsors.
MCB Personnel Office
A. drafts worker applications and contracts
B. creates job descriptions, which include the integration and education of neophytes
C. welcomes and accommodates new personnel
D. records personnel hours on task
E. manages the MCB bank personnel payroll
 The MCB office of education monitors, records, and guides student participation. Its
personnel provide all needed instruction.
Mutual Community Bank Organization is participatory, contingent on the skill levels of its
personnel. The functions of the Mutual Community Bank are varied. The structure of the Mutual
Community Bank organization is largely determined by the community it serves. Preponderances of
every Mutual Community Bank’s work can be accomplished with the help of specifically designed
computer programs. Optionally, at the discretion of each community, MCB accounting can be
realized in handwritten ledgers.
Mutual Community Bank personnel may open and operate a branch, or local office, to service the
needs of a burgeoning daughter community, until her people develop their own self-managed MCB.
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Group banking among established Mutual Community Banks
1. Large Loans, or grants, may be granted jointly by various Community MCBs.
2. The large fund may then be managed by one of the cooperating MCB.
3. This enables various communities to collectively fund a large project for the greater good that a
single, or even a few, communities could not have afforded on their own.
The decision-making processes required for that type of cooperation are born of need and are
facilitated through the organizational structures of a temporal community confederation. A
temporal community confederation can self-manage investment among a group of communities. A
permanent, Community Confederation can establish a Bank of the Confederation and its
Confederation’s Office of Economic Management. Communities benefit from its services.
Concurrently, and independent from the Confederation’s Office of Economic Management, any of
the communities of the confederation are free to make agreements for larger investments among
themselves whenever convenient.
*
A Mutual Community Bank, MCB, accepts and protects depositors’ funds, and enables depositors
to withdraw funds from their private accounts. The MCB finances the peoples’ business needs
with interest free FRN loans, and grants of CAM.
MCB, Community Accounts add stability to the monetized organization, as respective cash
reserves, further securing the funds of member private accounts, or whatever the civil
organization decides.
Members may overdraw on their private accounts. The MCB may extend credit knowing that the
credit will be repaid by the member. Such matters are decided at the discretion of each
community.
*
Checkbooks for member private accounts may be convenient for large purchases, and for
purchases of goods and services among neighboring communities. Personal, overdrawn checks
can be credited by the member’s MCB, and the member’s debt dealt with as decided by the
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member’s community. This service may help members remedy unexpected or emergency
situations.
The seller receives the check and cashes it at her Mutual Community Bank. Her Mutual
Community Bank transmits that check to that check’s MCB, which redeems it.
 Checks are honored by the respective member’s private account. Overdraws are regulated
and honored by a specified Accounting Chamber officer using a pre-designated MCB
Community Account specifically created to cover those eventualities.

In the case of overdrawn check credit from private CAM accounts, the CAM used to fulfill the over
drawn check obligation would satisfy the seller of a neighboring community. The CAM used to
redeem the check to the seller, from an overdrawn checking account, would be coded with the
member’s CAM checking account number. That member’s private account would eventually have
to be brought current by the member through contractual terms with the MCB. The CAM extended
to redeem that overdrawn check, when returned to the Mutual Community Bank would be
identified through the coded member’s CAM checking account number and is credited back into
the MCB. Its work value in trade would be acknowledged, which would justify a “shed” amount
credited to its MCB of origin, for its reserves. The community decides the terms of overdrawn
repayments relevant to the fact that all CAM returns to its MCB of origin, anyway.
CAM movement while it turns cannot be digitalized. Digitization for internal bank organization is
optional. CAM is scaled for serviceability within and among sovereign communities. The economy
is self-managed by the people. Inconvenience is eclipsed by the strength of solidarity with
autonomy.
Economic self-management is fundamental to independence. Skilled accounting, sound
management, proper organization, and expert, dedicated personnel are essential.
*
The question raised is whether or not CAM should be loaned by community, or simply granted,
since all CAM returns to the MCB. Grant instruments would need to be created by respective
communities.
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With the security of cash reserves the Mutual Community Bank can loan CAM to individuals.
Members who repay loans match the amount barrowed. They don’t pay interest. What they repay
automatically brings with it a “shed” value percentile (even when the CEM not fully endorsed),
which enters the reserves. Members who default on loans do not diminish the MCB volume of
reserves, since that CAM spent into circulation returns at expiration. And all returned CAM
warrant a shed percentile. This is the inherent stability of DESO monetized economy.
That being the case, the MCB would provide CAM grants in alignment with community
stipulations.
Member idle savings do not detract from the availability of CAM that keeps the community
economy solvent. Personal, CAM savings accounts are eventually withdrawn and spent back into
circulation. The CAM finds its way back to the Mutual Community Bank with the value of the new
trade that it represents.
The dividend, or “shed” amount is decided by the community, and it is always flexible. The shed
value can range from a percentile to its whole face value. Inflation does not exist in DESO.

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Reserves
Accumulated Community Bank CAM, Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Reserves serve various
functions.
Cash reserves may be invested in projects that expand DESO infrastructure, public productive
facilities, and at discretion private productive facilities. Expanding DESO infrastructure is an
ongoing economic priority. It reduces the cost of living for all members proportional to the
volume of goods and services accessible to CAM.
Cash reserves can help fund the establishment of the daughter community. This is indispensable.
Community self-management is contingent on a reduced population; perhaps no larger than
between five hundred or one thousand people. (If one thousand is too large for efficient selfmanagement, the community can divide itself, each side with its respective CCC and all community
components; establishing confederation.) The daughter community is initially populated with
folks from the mother community. Its subsequent expansion requires new members from MCS.
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A fundamental objective for the use of reserves is affording a permanent Community
Confederation. Two or more communities compose a community confederation.
*
The DESO CAM economy is structured to accumulate more saved, trade-based capital in its primary
CAM reserves than its communities can make use of internally. This solid, surplus capital
accumulation is required to fund the expansive structures of the DESO production-based economy
in order to generate its GMSS, and for establishing new communities.
*
A near exact amount of printed CAM is always on hand to complete the reimbursements of “filled”
CEM, and expired Vouchers returned to the bank.
The materials needed for printing CAM must be purchased with FRN until the facilities that
produce those materials are purchased by communities in DESO.
The MCB CAM reserves grow, the accumulation of CAM “shed” value, at community established
rates, or, perhaps, at some agreed rate convenient among communities. (For example, when an
expired Voucher is returned for reimbursement, it is credited with a ten percent shed value.)
Secondary Reserve
A Secondary Reserve is a separate, community CAM account. Its savings grow via a designated
fraction of the incoming “shed” values of CAM returned for exchange being always deposited in
that Secondary Reserve. Or designated amounts from the Primary Reserve may be transferred
directly to the Secondary Reserve, at the community’s discretion, which simplifies the creation of
a secondary reserve. Community secondary reserve savings, over time, act like ballast by further
stabilizing an already inherently stable economic organization. They further ensure the
availability of funds, “liquidity,” needed to back all member depositors’ savings instruments, or to
meet unprecedented community emergencies.
The internal organization of CAM reserve accounts are decided by each community.
*
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The percentiles, “shed rate,” of shed value derived from CAM for the MCB, Community Voucher
Savings Account, and its primary reserve account, are decided by each community, and among
communities. Shed rates derived from CAM trade, thus determined by communities, are flexible
and are authorized through inter-community consensus, coordinated with the service of the
Confederation’s Office of Economic Management, nullifying any need for inter-community CAM
exchange rates.
*
An object of dialogue has to do with whether or not any portion of CAM value can be validated by
the concrete value of particular, important public facilities, or public commodities. An ancient
culture used vouchers validated by public grain in the public granary, exchanging the voucher for
an equal, enumerated measure of grain. The public commodity validated the exchange value.

Tertiary Reserves
With its tertiary reserves, each MCB covers their respective costs for the solvency of the
community confederation. The costs for affording community confederation are agreed upon
among communities at the Community Confederation’s Grand Council.
**
A Fractional Reserve System like that of the Federal Reserve System is prohibited.
In DESO, no money is created that does not represent its community authorized “work value”
based on the measured or accurately estimated number of turns consigned to returned CAM value
is based on the ongoing measure of community trade volume.
In DESO banking organization the total amount of capital available does not exceed the existing
amounts of its total CAM and FRN reserves. Large CAM investments, or loans of FRN, for large DESO
projects, require community unanimity in conjunction with Inter-Community Bank agreements.
The Confederacy’s Office of Economic Management functions to oversee and manage trade
agreements between communities, can manage consolidation of redundant production, and inter-
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community development projects. Independent agreements can be made between communities if
convenient for them.
*
Improved, more efficient methods of securing GMSS free up time for people to apprehend the
aesthetic with human growth, and that life enhancing projects function for the greater good. Art in
the widest sense, engenders happiness. Decentralized civilization enables people to work with
each other for each other. Individuated people create values, are responsible for them and test
them in community. People view each other as values makers; values that enrich their civilization.
Decentralized civilization is an economy of abundance that generates cultural creations
harmonized with the universal nature of humanity and with the natural environment; a
fundamental meaning shared by its people. Peace with personal fulfillment is the result of high
civilization.
DESO’s monetized organization maintains its permanent, production-based economy. Its economy
expands without economic depression, inflation, or deflation.
(Each, sovereign community in Decentralized Civilization is culturally unique within the world view
of The Sanctity of Life, generating beautiful cultural creations that celebrate and enrich their lives
with meaning, entrench and expand their Independence (respective and mutual) in unanimity (!),
with their Constitution of the Confederation, the peoples’ volition navigates emerging reality, as one
mind, one body and one spirit and soul.
From that easily assembled and manned, decentralized operation of their sovereign, economic
forces, owned equally and self-managed by their people, then, that capable Independence will
overtake and superseded the malevolent machinations of the slave-based economy of scarcity.
Finesse is required by the decentralized, cooperative communities, for making the existing
uncritical workers in those alienated systems of control cognizant of the option for decentralized
civilization, and for them to want it for their families. That may be the prerequisite for
decommissioning and mitigating the operative systems of self-annihilation, while always growing
numbers of people move their lives into the subsequent civilization.
What we can but dimly imagine, that being a modern, egalitarian society, is our “best bet,” the only
viable option for salvaging Life. In the advent of that effort, all the advances achieved for enlarging
unalienated community would be celebratory!)
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Community Bank of the Confederation
Inter-community Tertiary Reserve
Among Mutual Community Banks, collective Tertiary Reserves, Confederation CAM Savings, could
function to further stabilize regional, CAM monetized systems. Its primary function is to provide
ready, exchange-value capital for community confederation projects, and for meeting Community
Confederation contingencies. Confederation CAM Savings grow over time. They are spent by the
Community Confederation and return to the Community, Bank of the Confederation with their shed
value. Communities can afford their permanent community confederation by agreeing to transfer
some of their secondary reserves to their inter-community Tertiary Reserve, which is the
foundation of their Bank of the Confederation.
Sound management assures a constant flow of CAM shed value from returned CAM into the Mutual
Community Bank’s primary and secondary reserves. Should community members decide that a
secondary MCB reserve is needed; they designate part of their primary reserve as their secondary
reserve and transfer it to a separate file. Subsequently, a designated portion of CAM shed value
from returned CAM can transfer to that secondary reserve. Should communities decide to do so, the
Bank of the Confederation is established on the basis of the inter-community tertiary reserve,
funded from designated portions of each MCB’s secondary reserve; all respective deposits into the
tertiary reserve are recorded.
The Bank of the Confederation
The Bank of the Confederation is managed by its Bank of the Confederation’s Coordinating
Committee, BCCC, composed of personnel from each Mutual Community Bank. The Chief Women of
each community’s Nuclear Groups are involved in their MCB. The Chief Women deliberate and
select the best person for functioning on behalf of their MCB in the Bank of the Confederation.
The functions of the Bank of the Confederation Coordinating Committee, BCCC, include monitoring
and recording the deposits made from each Mutual Community Bank’s CAM tertiary reserves into
the Bank of the Confederation’s CAM Savings, which are assigned its designated account in the Bank
of the Confederation, at the people’s discretion.
In conjunction with the Confederation’s Office of Economic Management, The Grand Council of the
Community Confederation authorizes withdrawals from the Community Confederation Bank to
allocate funds from the Confederation’s CAM Reserve Account to fund projects authorized by the
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confederation, and for covering its operating costs. The Community Confederation mints its own
Vouchers. The Community Confederation has its printing shop. At expiration, those Vouchers
returned to the Bank of the Confederation are designated their shed value, which build up the Bank
of the Confederation’s, autonomous reserve accounts.
*
Please, note.
The Bank of the Confederation does not contain personal savings accounts and does not have a
loan department. The Bank of the Confederation does not issue CEM.

The Bank of the

Confederation’s reserve account is capitalized by transfers from the tertiary reserves of the
respective, mutual community banks. The Bank of the Confederation’s reserves function to give
the Lords of the Confederation the immediate monetized exchange-value needed for maintaining
its offices and its services.
The total tertiary reserve stored in their respective MCBs, is the base fund that backs the verity of
the Vouchers printed by the Bank of the Confederation.
In the event of any unprecedented calamity requiring an immediate response, communities can
verify their total reserves at-a-glance and pledge capital for immediate use by the Community
Confederation.
Temporal Confederated Confederations and the services they provide are funded by each respective
Bank of the Confederation, investing from their reserves to finance those ends. If a permanent
Confederated Confederation is needed to meet whatever need (such as an epidemiological* service),
a Bank of the Confederated Confederations can be established by replicating the Bank of the
Confederation model. The management personnel of the Bank of the Confederated Confederations
are designated personnel from each respective Bank of the Confederation, which designated
personnel continue advised and monitored by their respective community-designated women
sponsors.
*Epidemiology is the study and analysis of the distribution (who, when, and where), patterns and
determinants of health and disease conditions in defined populations.
*
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DESO’s monetized organization does not have to be more complicated. It is transparent and
simple. It is structured to meet the real economic needs of its owners who understand its
functions and purposes.
Each community’s GMSS is expected to reach its optimum, permanent, semi-self-sufficient level,
and then stabilize. It may be practical for consolidated, inter-community Core Pub. P. E. to provide
GMSS goods or services concurrently to various or all communities of the confederation. DESO is
the economy of abundance.
The Federal Reserve System’s Fractional Reserve System fiat dollars automatically
depreciate while simultaneously, interest charges on loans reduce the volume of money in
the economy. Federal Reserve System banking is designed to foreclose on real goods and
services, private and public.
DESO monetary organization values the productive lives of its members. The shed value of trade
enables community cash reserve savings. It is a simple, transparent, uncomplicated, accounting
system grounded on the real value of the trade transactions of real goods and services. DESO
values the production and the trade of its members. Trade is the basis for community
authorization of monetized stored value. Trade in DESO communities is often direct barter and
may use Community Autonomous Money for rounding the differences in their agreements. The
amount of CAM in circulation is proportional to the measure of the trade where in CAM is used by
its members.
People can agree to use CAM for trade as often as would be practical, specifically, in order to
generate the reserves needed for community investments proportional to the needs of its
expanding infrastructures, and for building reserves substantial enough, stored as insurance, for
use in the event of unprecedented calamities.
Surplus production by each community is needed to maintain the community confederation.
Pub. P. E. can sell to MCS for FRN profit. The community allocates those revenues for establishing
Core Public Productive Enterprises during the incipience of community development, and only to
the degree the community decides that FRN profit is necessary. The need for FRN diminishes
proportional to the expansion of DESO’s infrastructures. Independence from central bank money is
fundamental and imperative.
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A production-based economic organization reduces the cost of living for its members. Non-profit
production for maintaining the GMSS is fundamental. By virtue of the base economy the
superstructures are created, and by virtue of the superstructures the base economy is directed. In
this model, the superstructures and the base economy are integrated.
When the level of limited production is agreed on, the subsequent volume of production to supply
that level is maintained. The GMSS motivates each community to develop mechanized production
for its cost reduction and increased efficiency. The specter of destitution is not part of DESO’s
economy.
RECAP OF OUR THESIS
In Mass Centralist Society, MCS, one’s leverage, one’s executive potential, is proportional to the
amount of conventional money one has, regardless of particular walks of life. The means to action in
MCS, the means to education, personal growth and fulfillment, and distance from alienation, for
those with humane values, is through conventional money. In other words, the system demands
everybody’s dependence on its units of exchange.
In MCS there are those who have secured positions of control, and some adults are well developed
professionals, or notable specialists, while, by degree, alienation stifles their lives. Yet, there are
self-realizational people in MCS who live productively with personal fulfillment, much to the benefit
of their families. Nonetheless, the fact remains that alienation and lack of support stymies the
potential of most people who live paycheck to paycheck.
In Mass Centralist Society independence is associated with the terms “self-reliance,” and “ruggedindividualism” in the context of its competitive, political economic structures. In that context,
“independence” is a commodity.
Real independence, real self-reliance, and real rugged individualism are developed in the context of
genuine community, as described here. Authentic community is contingent on the purpose of
generating the individuation of each member, which is enabled by their production-based economy
that coalesces with the enrichment of conviviality.
For that reason, community civil organization, its civic organization, its participatory civiceconomic organization, and its monetized organization position the executive function of
community equally among all community members.
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The Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Service, GMSS, developed in this outline, provides the
economic foundation of independence for all community members and, at once, it reinforces the
value of human dignity for all of its members.
H. Community Educational Organization – The purpose of education in the context of mutualistic
community is to develop the individuation of each child. Mutualistic, participatory society does not
function unless its members are individuated, self-reliant, mature people. Individuated people
thrive in mutualistic community. In real, participatory community individuation and mutualism are
interdependent components (See: Chapter Five – Philosophy of Education)
The Philosophy of Education is grounded on four postulates that are interconnected and
interdependent.
1. Education Through Art – Learning through art, cultural creations, and relevant skills attainment
become the bridge to science. Art lends itself to enriching group activity through drama, dance,
music, et cetera. Art, as the vehicle of education, is community supported.
2. Freedom-Based Education – Each child is given the support that she needs to fully develop her
predilections.
3. Participatory Education - Each child develops her values in conjunction with other members and
is responsible for her values. Part of education is participation in learners’ group decision making
processes; dialogical, consensus-based decision making processes. 4. Living kinship with Nature
This type of methodology opens the way for each child to grow effectively into mature, individuated
people who understand the importance of, and the value of life in real community.
When young members achieve sound self-identification, occurring in the vicinity of ages twelve
through fifteen, and at the discretion of each young individual, they can opt to participate within
community organization at all levels, civil, civic, and civic-economic in accord with their individual
capabilities. Participatory education prepares its children for integration. Each Core Public
Productive Enterprise includes an office of the community educational organization. Young
members are integrated into society and are compensated for their contributions. This is what is
meant by “…the bridge to science.” in postulate one, above. Young members learn with hands on
experience what participatory self-management is, and with the ongoing support of the community
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educational organization they learn the skills needed to rise in competence and responsibility.
Their genius and their joy are integrated into participatory society.
The concepts forming here are the concepts of post-alienated society. Post-alienated society is not
without organization and structure. It is structured to meet the real needs of its members while it is
self-managed by its members. Real community is the natural environment for the evolution of
people. What occurs in real community is that each member’s potentials for growth are encouraged,
and their development is supported by the community. Without that community purpose, then, the
community that makes individuation possible for all its members, cannot exist. As I mentioned
above, individuation and mutualism are interconnected and interdependent. Both are needed for
human evolution to flourish.
I. Personnel Office – The community personnel office is coordinated with the CCC in order that the
CCC provides monetized support, for payroll and operation costs, as needed, for Core Public
Productive Enterprises. Respective Core Public Productive Enterprises have their individual
accounts with the MCB. The community personnel office is coordinated with the personnel office of
each Core Public productive enterprise. It tracks all Core Public Productive Enterprise occupations,
participation hours of all personnel, and all compensation. It posts openings and job descriptions.
The community personnel office is community supported.
J. The Department of Public Safety – The community Department of Public Safety trains its
volunteers for one year in first response techniques, and team tactics, for all emergency situations.
After leaving the community Department of Public Safety each off duty Officer can assist all on duty
Officers at a moment’s notice. Off duty officers may re-enter the community Department of Public
Safety, at their discretion, to learn new techniques and tactics, to learn to operate new equipment,
to assist new volunteers, and to serve the community. The community Department of Public Safety
is community supported and is represented at the CCC, which oversees its operations.
K. The Health Department – The community Health Department tracks community food, water, and
sanitation facilities. Its certified professionals assist the community in maintaining modern health
standards relevant to all community production. The community decides if burials and a
community cemetery are to be managed by the community Health Department.
L. The Community Health Clinic – Certified medical personnel operate the Community Health Clinic,
which is community supported relevant to its operation costs. However, to offset those costs, its
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services may be opened to non-community members at reduced, conventional money prices.
Profitability is maintained, in part, because Community Health Clinic staffs are entitled to their
share of the community GMSS, which reduces their cost of living, and because all appropriate
community support for the clinic is provided at cost.
M. Right to Privacy – The Right to Privacy is part of the community GMSS. It encompasses each
member’s right to private property, and each member’s right to corporal, physical privacy, as well
as the privacy of the nuclear family, and of the nuclear group, the right to psychological privacy.
Privacy is enforced with community protection from prescription imposed by consumer-based
economic interests, protection from political party propaganda, and protection from religious
proselytizing. The members of real community understand that prescription is among the weapons
of domination used by centralized power.
N. The Community Office of Mediation – The Community Office of Mediation precludes the need for
a judge and precludes the need for any canon of law. The members of real community understand
Common Law, which is unwritten.
1. In the event of any case of loss is not brought to conclusion, informally, through dialogical
agreement among respective NG, the Community Office of Mediation receives the case from an
accuser with ascertainable evidence and two witnesses, and receives the accused with her
ascertainable testimony, with or without evidence or one or more witnesses.
2. Mature members of the community mediate until an agreement is reached, which may include
restitution due the accuser. A procedural contract of restitution is written and signed by the
accuser, and the accused, and witnesses. The contract is adhered to by all parties concerned.
All such contracts are filed with the Community Office of Mediation. They form the body of
reasonable conclusions open for reference by the community.
3. In the event of breach of contract, of any case, including breached contracts between community
members and the CCC, which were not solved informally, the case is brought before the Community
Office of Mediation in conjunction with the involvement of a number of impartial NG, drawn by lots,
or decided by turns, who dialogue the case, write propositions, and through dialogical, consensusbased community decision making processes reach a conclusion. The final word is from the
community.
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Community psychology is not vengeful. Community psychology is far removed from what
are, too often, petty concerns entertained by alienated people living in mass centralist
society. Community, as described here, brings people together, rather than drive them
apart. Community members share community components that are vital to their mutual
wellbeing. They are productive people who have good reason to care for each other.

In the event of whatever inter-community disagreements, those cases are mediated and brought to
resolution through the services of the community confederation.

COMMUNITY STRUCTURE
All Core Public Productive Enterprises, Public Productive Enterprises, and all NG are integrated into
the community’s civic organization through their CCC.
The community-components of the GMSS are projected as economically stable and permanent.
Community dialogical, consensuses-based decision-making processes navigates emerging reality
with the community components of the GMSS, and members’ genius.
The structure described here is distinct. It produces the unique adaptations of its members to its
own context. The type of culture alluded to here is something we can barely imagine, while we
postulate that a humane society can be a structurally determined effect.
Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO, is a modern society capable of navigating
through emerging reality with genuine self-actualization. Its members operate a vehicle designed to
generate that.
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CULTURE
The single, genuine community is designed to create, to generate an “offspring” community. The
community dialogical consensuses-based decision-making processes are suitable for small
communities. The population would be proportional to the amount of technology the community
possess to maximize sufficient production with less people’s attention. The goal is not production
for wider markets …for more conventional money. The goal is production for community use, and
members’ enjoyment of their unfettered self-development provided in community.
The decentralized community civic structure is designed for, perhaps, as many as fifteen hundred
members, more likely fewer, and, perhaps as few as five hundred, as few members among NG as
technology permits. Each NG will likely need to divide at thirteen dialoging members, one of six and
one of seven. None need to leave their homes. The folks are motivated to live in sovereign nuclear
groups. By whatever means, each group of ballot deciders becomes an independent nuclear group.
One nuclear group becomes two, while the group stays intact.
The structure for that that civic organization is explained in, Appendix C, Dialogical
Consensus Based Community Decision Making Processes, Inspired by Mark Curtis Kinney, II
NG are composed of people who work-with-each-other-for-each-other to build permanent
community. Each community needs additional communities to expand their infrastructure in order
to enlarge the enrichment of their passionate lives; purposeful people who can prove their values
openly for what they are.
Thus, with forethought, the members of each community, large or small, plan how best to invest
capital to fund the first public productive enterprise of their “daughter” community. They help “her”
with transferred funds, to get her MCB started. Her new members are young families from the
“mother” community. They want to make their own homes. Their production diversifies the
economy and expands the public infrastructures facilitated through publicly managed investment.
When individuated self-realization is the binding element, prosperity in life includes the enjoyment
of conviviality, something we can barely imagine. A life of one’s potential being actualized is only so
while others are included, and people can work-with-each-other-for-each-other. Education is
through art and children work with each other, or as solitary creators and inventors, at their
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discretion. Mentors serve the learners by enlarging their skills and learning, contributing to the
realization of their learners’ short and long-term projects.
Around ages twelve through fifteen, each learner’s ego functions well enough to enter community
civil organization. Then, young people can dialogue in their NG, and contribute to CCC elections.
And, too, they can approach any Core Public Productive Enterprise for admission. They enroll as
neophytes and begin hands on education in their civic economy; content includes math and science.
They are supported in all skills and content attainment, and they earn compensation for their
contributions.
All members may initiate their private, constructive, productive projects. Civic life is time flexible
for members – organized but agreed on. The GMSS is the built-in time saver. While the core public
productive enterprises are functioning well, everybody’s peace of mind is intact with time enough
for self-development with community support. The individuation of each member is the purpose of
mutualistic community. The words freedom and liberty come to mind.
WHAT IS FREEDOM?
Efficient, purposeful mentorship enables all children to efficiently explore all facets of their culture.
Nuclear Groups are semi-self-sufficient, especially when enough of them coordinate to save
themselves time and expense. In that world, the educational organization of each community, large
or small, is implicit in its integral culture. The children play amid enthusiastic, productive people
who welcome the opportunity to take time, within their capabilities, to mentor learners …And, at
once, there is the actual learning center, doubling to provide flexible facilities for community use.
Children’s interests grow with their knowledge. From convivial dance and song, playing musical
instruments, fairy tales, wisdom conveyed through stories, and viewing spectrums of art and
nature, each child gravitates to her personal interests. The community affords its children what
they need to master the vehicles of their passions - arts and science. Everyone in her participatory
society benefits from her development, which welcomes her into all its spheres.
WHAT IS LIBERTY?
Values are the choices people make regarding how they want to live. Viewing mass centralist
society, the immediate values that enter the foreground are those of prescription and domination,
wrong values. Despite that, the innate affinity that people have for each other, which originates in
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our psychophysical faculty of empathy, always emerges in familial love, and whenever people do
well by each other. Values that bring us together for life enhancing humane enrichment and values
that realize humane self-development, we may regard as sane values.
Sane values are diverse. In genuine, dialogical consensus-based community each member is viewed
as a values maker. For example, a person’s choice of life with growth may include her love for dance,
or for engineering, or any combinations of mastery, whatever she chooses as the vehicles of her
passion, her values. Individuated people are responsible for their values, which are tested openly in
community. In real community, people choose the ways they want to live among each other. They
choose their values with community support. An environment of liberty enables the greatest
diversification of values among people.
COMMUNITY GENERATES HUMAN GROWTH
If planned and executed correctly, local production for local use is a permanent benefit. Real
community provides its members with more than the human dignity of its guaranteed minimum
standard of service, GMSS, and its humane prosperity. It provides meaning with spiritual
development in real community. And, it provides each member with the opportunity to be
educated through art, not as a class, per se, but as the vehicle of participatory education.
Its philosophy of education is at the heart of Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO,
community. Every child is exposed to all arts, and through art to science. Each child is supported by
the community to attain the skills needed to pursue her predilections. The interrelations among
children, educated through aesthetics, do not need external “moral” impositions, since aesthetics
becomes the objective reference point (with its orientation to the spiritual dimensions of Nature),
that guides their interpersonal relations among their discoveries, their productive endeavors, their
inventiveness. (3) The result is truly independent, individuated people that are integrated into
society, at each person’s discretion, between ages twelve or fifteen, when their ego development is
sufficient to participate in civil and civic dialogue.
DESO education provides young adults with gainful functions in its Core Public Productive
Enterprises; each contains an office of education. … Individuated, knowledgeable, mature adults are
what community needs for dialogical self-management.
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The primary benefit from life in DESO is living in mental health, survival with growth, maximum
community with maximum individuation. The purpose of civic-economic mutualism is the
individuation of each member. Humane empowerment from WITHIN overrides, precludes, power
over others; thus, the impetus for war is eliminated.
A humane culture is composed of confederated networks of independent, sovereign, permanent
communities. They can choose to cooperate for inter-community projects. Political economic
power concentrated beyond their control does not exist. (In that context, private, economic political
power for imposing alienation and exploitation is treason.)
People who would like to actualize independence in their lives can actualize real community. Real
community is independence!

Random note:
Value is a social relation. It is immaterial. Technology can only function on the people’s behalf absent an economically
stratified society, absent a class society. (Concept)*
* Marx, Capital, and the Madness of Economic Reason, by David Harvey
https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?fr=mcafee&p=Marx%2C+Capital%2C+and+the+Madnessof+Economic+Re
ason%2C+by+David+Harvey#id=3&vid=3bc3d23ea7aa6f11ac813f95a1970b0f&action=click
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CHAPTER TWO - AUTHENTIC DEMOCRACY
Dialogue is a Technology.
Pragmatic technology augments our natural human faculties as well as improving the means of
production and productive processes. Dialogue expands critical thinking (Disciplined thinking that is
clear, rational, open-minded, and informed by evidence. “Critical thinking is about clarifying goals,
examining assumptions and hidden agendas, evaluating evidence, taking appropriate action, and reflecting
on outcomes.” [FA]) and it expands orderly thought - reason - which cognitive gains are used to meet

the needs of people in community. However, decentralized civilization cannot endure without the
worldview of the sacredness of life, and the peoples’ concrete rapport with “Her” living
“personality,” understanding that meeting “Her” needs, on “Her” terms, meets our need for
safeguarding our wellbeing and for our forward being towards the humane unity of our subsequent
seven generations. Below From:
http://www.acocreativepath.com/wisdom-circles-constants/
TRULY SPEAKING
Greater shared understanding is generated when people truly listen to people who are truly
speaking, which ferments synergy (two or more folks working together so that the result is greater
than the sum of their individual capabilities); the assumption being that an object of dialogue is
established that requires critical thinking. Others characterize it as “collective intelligence”.
Regardless, that constructive power is generated through authentic dialogue.
The condition that real community is integrated with its educational organization actualizes
dialogue as heightened technology.
The concepts that follow are from, The Habit of Thought: From Socratic Seminars to Socratic Practice
by Michael Strong. (1)
Education is implicit throughout the structures of community in decentralized civilization. The
hypothesis being that young people learning through the Arts coupled with participatory dialogical
decision-making processes talk with each other about their ideas and knowledge and support each
other’s learning. Learning becomes a universal, lifelong process. Reasoning and thinking skills are
valued and everyone applies them to the best of their ability. They validate their respective
hypothesis with evidence. The individuated person takes responsibility for thinking for herself;
while truth, justice, and virtue …logically consistent in community, help her develop what she wants
to believe. She steadily takes on more responsibility for managing her learning processes. People
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who take responsibility for their own lives are happy and are capable in what they are passionate
about. (Here ends the section of concepts by Michael Strong)
DIALOGICAL FORMATS
The first dialogical session is for personal introductions and “speaking from the heart,” creating
friendships, and sharing the intention to work together towards community. Subsequent sessions
pertain to developing their priorities relevant to working-with-each-other-for-each-other to create
their Nuclear Groups and their civic organization.
The whole schema for the creation of Nuclear Groups and the establishment of community in
decentralized civilization is charted out before its members; becoming their “over soul” that takes
on a “life of its own” as they embark upon the creative challenge of bringing it into reality. In order
to fulfill its function, the dialogical, consensus-based decision-making processes need that greater
purpose.
*
Provided here are examples of dialogical formats. The Listening Circle and the Wisdom Circle
function in Nuclear Groups in real community.
The Listening Circle format is a good beginning point, as well as a good format, among others, for
Nuclear Group dialogical consensus-based decision-making process. These are flexible
arrangements among leaders and all people who take part in planning and practicing their
dialogical formats.
Leaders have wisdom, knowledge, and skill, coupled with the sincere desire to work with all
members to establish their unanimity relevant to concerted plans of action and desired results.
The community councils of the community confederation use dialogical decision-making processes.
“HOW TO DO A LISTENING CIRCLE
This form of dialogue was used by Native American councils. It is practiced with many names and
variations -- talking stick circle, wisdom circle, council process, and others. I call it listening circle
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because of its trademark quality of listening -- a deep listening to one's deepest self, to the group
mind and to Spirit, as well as to each other. We can even listen deeply when we are talking, we can
be aware of the words we are saying as we say them, of the way our bodies feel, of the stream of
semi-formed thoughts and emotions out of which our words are coming, and of the receptive group
space into which we are sending them.
Imagine now that we are doing a listening circle. You and I, and a number of friends, are seated in a
circle. We tell a few newcomers what to expect. When we are all clear on what will be happening,
our circle starts. We sit in silence. A stick (or some other object that can be held) sits in the middle
of our circle. A woman, who feels moved to speak picks up the stick, holds it as she speaks, and we
all listen to what she says. No one speaks unless they have the stick. We engage in no crosstalk or
conversation in the usual sense. When the speaker is done, she passes the stick to the man on her
left who ponders it for a moment before speaking. After a few minutes he passes the stick to the
person on his left and so it goes. The stick continues around the circle, with each of us speaking in
turn and the rest of us listening. When our scheduled circle time is up -- or when we pass the stick
around the whole circle with none of us speaking -- the stick is returned to the center and our circle
is done.
That is the whole process. At its heart, it is that simple. …
GOING AROUND THE CIRCLE
To the extent we honor the stick (or other object) and its role, we do not need chairpersons and
facilitators; the stick, itself, in its journey around the circle, shapes the structure and quality of our
dialogue. Sometimes, though, someone sets the tone and gets things started, and someone signals
the end of the meeting.
As the focus of our attention moves around and around the circle, it spirals down into deeper
shared understandings, richer shared meanings, and a growing sense of a shared, evolving story.
Although sometimes we go around only once, our best circles result from going around at least 3 or
4 times, with people speaking briefly if necessary, to permit more rounds. Brevity can be immensely
powerful. It is also important to sustain everyone's attention. Sometimes we time our turns, often 1-
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3 minutes each, rarely as long as 6-10 minutes. A well-functioning circle should help those who
usually speak a lot say less and those who usually do not speak up to say more.
It helps to remember that the essence of these circles is listening and speaking from the heart.
Head-tripping, pronouncements, chatter, posturing and run-on monologues of the sort that make
up so much of ordinary conversation only serve to disrupt the atmosphere of the circle. On the
other hand, silence (2) -- so avoided in ordinary conversation -- often helps deepen the atmosphere.
We can learn …[much] about silence from Quakers, whose traditional meetings for worship have
little or no ritual, leadership, or conversation, nor do they take turns around a circle. Rather, they sit
in a silence which they perceive as being filled with Spirit. From time to time a member who feels
"called" (moved from within by Spirit, by their "inner light") rises and speaks. When finished, they
simply sit down. No one responds. The pregnant silence settles once more among and within the
congregation. Many circles try to nurture this spirit in their midst, at least occasionally, with or
without a formal period of silence or the religious beliefs the Quakers bring to it. In a formal circle,
anyone can create silence in their turn simply by holding the object and not speaking. A person can
also skip their turn, passing on the object after only a moment.
IN CONCLUSION ABOUT DIALOGUE
Clearly, much skill, consciousness, and experience can be developed in the process of doing circles,
and yet the basics are incredibly simple. All of us can promote the basic circle format and spirit
wherever we are, in our families, spiritual communities, schools, workplaces.
Even the simplest, most unsophisticated circles are experienced as revolutionary by people who've
known little more than the hectic, banal, adversarial or repressed communication modes typical of our
mainstream culture.
You don't have to do anything fancy to use the circle process -- just get together with some friends
or associates and take turns speaking from the heart as best as you can; use a stapler as a talkingstick if that's what's handy. The important thing is to just do it. You will be amazed at how powerful
it is. Even before you learn how to do them "well," in nine out of ten circles the rewards will pay
back your efforts a thousand-fold.”
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I encourage Nuclear Groups as well as their nuclear families to use the Wisdom Circle Format for
reaching unanimity efficiently, relative to their concerted decision making.
“To encourage and facilitate the use of circles, Wisdom Circles has formulated a set of guidelines
that we call the Ten Constants. These constants have been inspired by councils of indigenous
peoples, informed by support and dialogue groups, and drawn from our own experience. The
Ten Constants create a safe container that allows participants to tap their innate capacity to
relate to each other in a context of wisdom and compassion.” (3)
http://www.acocreativepath.com/wisdom-circles-constants/
(See: APPENDIX C - COMMUNITY DIALOGICAL CONSENSUS BASED DECISION MAKING PROCESSES, INSPIRED BY MARK CURTIS
KINNEY II)

The Wisdom Circkle Constants

One: Honor the circle as sacred time and space by doing
simple rituals to mark the beginning and end. A ritual creates a
shared sensory experience and a demarcation from ordinary
life. Light a candle, for example, or take a moment to breathe
deeply. Share a brief period of silence or burn some incense or
sage. Listen to a selection of evocative music or to a guided
meditation. You can be as creative as you want with this.
Two: Create a collective center by mutually agreeing upon a
topic or intention. This might be visioning the future, healing
wounds, going within to learn more about ourselves, making
decision or planning actions that sustain and enrich life for
ourselves and others. A group may choose a focus specific to its
needs, or it can allow for topics to surface determined by
individual needs. A question is usually a useful way to frame the
topic. Make a physical center in the middle of the circle.
Three: Ask to be informed by our highest human values such
as compassion and truth, by the wisdom of those who have
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gone before us and by the needs of those yet to be born. You can
also invoke mythical or historical figures who symbolize
desired values. One person can speak for the group, or each
person can do a personal invocation.
Four: Express gratitude for the blessings and teachings of life.
Acknowledge and honor our interdependence with everything
in the Web of Life. In silence, or by taking turns, give thanks for
those things great and small whose gifts enrich and nourish
you.
Five: Create a container for full participation and deep
truth-telling. Allow each person to speak without interruption
or crosstalk. Use a talking stick (or any object that has symbolic
significance). The object may be passed around the circle or
taken from and returned to the center. Respect a member's
right to silence. Keep everything confidential.
Six: Listen from the heart and serve as compassionate witness
for other people in the circle. To be an effective witness
requires paying attention to what is being said without
interpreting, judging, or trying to "fix" or rescue the person
speaking. It also means a willingness to discover something
about yourself in the stories of other people.
Seven: Speak from the heart and from direct experience.
When you are moved to speak, do so thoughtfully and with
care. Avoid abstract, conceptual language, and stay in touch as
much as possible with your feelings. As this capacity develops,
you may be moved to share those feelings and to say difficult
things without self-judgment and without blaming others.
Eight: Make room for silence to enter to allow for reflection,
for meditation, for feelings to surface and for a sense of the
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sacred to emerge as the group proceeds.
Nine: Empower each member to be a co-facilitator of the
process. If possible, designate a different person to be the
circle-maker each time. This person readies the physical
setting, initiates the opening and closing rituals and facilitates
consensus on a topic. Encourage each other to give voice to
feelings of satisfaction or discomfort with the group's process.
Ten: Commit to an ongoing relationship with each person in
the circle so as to engender trust and caring among members.
Extend that caring to other people, to the Earth and all her
creatures by practicing capacities developed within the wisdom
circle in daily life.

Contribution to Dialogue by Tom Atlee (4),
...with expressed permission,
During the initial gatherings for dialogue Atlee recommends a facilitator who functions to stop any
lecture, sermon, argument, or debate, should that happen. The facilitator is needed until the
dialoguers learn to be unresponsive to extraneous content.
Budding, dialogical groups, at their discretion, can use guidelines written out for everyone to read
over and discuss at their convenience. Here is an example of dialogue guidelines provided by Tom
Atlee, “…comparison of dialogue and debate offers one of the most useful summaries of dialogue
that we've seen. (It was adapted by the Study Circle Resource Center from a paper prepared by
Shelley Berman, which in turn was based on discussions of the Dialogue Group of the Boston
Chapter of Educators for Social Responsibility.)
COMPARISON OF DIALOGUE AND DEBATE


Dialogue is collaborative: two or more sides work together toward common understanding.
Debate is oppositional: two sides oppose each other and attempt to prove each other wrong.
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In dialogue, finding common ground is the goal. In debate, winning is the goal.



In dialogue, one listens to the other side(s) in order to understand, find meaning, and find
agreement. In debate, one listens to the other side in order to find flaws and to counter its
arguments.



Dialogue enlarges and possibly changes a participant's point of view. Debate affirms a
participant's own point of view.



Dialogue reveals assumptions for reevaluation. Debate defends assumptions as truth.



Dialogue causes introspection on one's own position. Debate causes critique of the other
position.



Dialogue opens the possibility of reaching a better solution than any of the original solutions.
Debate defends one's own positions as the best solution and excludes other solutions.



Dialogue creates an open-minded attitude: an openness to being wrong and an openness to
change. Debate creates a closed-minded attitude, a determination to be right.



In dialogue, one submits one's best thinking, knowing that other people's reflections will help
improve it rather than destroy it. In debate, one submits one's best thinking and defends it
against challenge to show that it is right.



Dialogue calls for temporarily suspending one's beliefs. Debate calls for investing
wholeheartedly in one's beliefs.



In dialogue, one searches for basic agreements. In debate, one searches for glaring
differences.



In dialogue, one searches for strengths in the other positions. In debate, one searches for
flaws and weaknesses in the other positions.



Dialogue involves a real concern for the other person and seeks to not alienate or offend.
Debate involves a countering of the other position without focusing on feelings or
relationship and often belittles or deprecates the other person.



Dialogue assumes that many people have pieces of the answer and that together they can put
them into a workable solution. Debate assumes that there is a right answer and that
someone has it.



Dialogue remains open-ended. Debate implies a conclusion.”
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DIALOGUE IS COLLABORATIVE
In a collaborative process, members pool their capabilities and resources and apply them to
meeting their agreed-on objectives, because what they agree on matters to all of them.
The structures within which these dialogical methods are practiced are the community’s
civil and civic organization, which is explained in, Appendix C, Community Dialogical
Consensus Based Decision Making Processes, Inspired by Mark Curtis Kinney II
The people can make use of “open-source ecology” (Marcin Jakubowski). (5)
Open-Source Ecology is the method used for obtaining all needed information and plans for
realizing projects, from kind, knowledgeable people, via internet communication, for free.
Appendix B
The Community Personnel Office, CPO, is an office of the CCC
The Functions of the Community Personnel Office, CPO:
The CPO receives and allocates all public worker payrolls.
The respective Personnel Office of each Core Pub. P. E. receives their respective payroll allocations
from the CPO. The CPO records all distributions to public workers, in conjunction with their
ongoing records of time on task and task descriptions.
The CPO organizes and stores the duplicate records maintained and kept by each Personnel Office
of each Core Pub. P. E.:
1. At community discretion, payroll records of all community public workers generated by each
Personnel Office of each Core Pub. P. E.
2. At community discretion, task description of all community public workers generated by each
Personnel Office of each Core Pub. P. E.
3. At community discretion, time on task, or on site, records of all community public workers
generated by each Personnel Office of each Core Pub. P. E.
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4. The CPO records, organizes and announces all work openings, for Core Pub. P. E. workers and
their community, and disseminates that information to all Nuclear Group community members.
Every community has its newspaper, an open forum that includes all people’s ideas regarding
community self-management and whatever else they decide to communicate.
On the behalf of the Community Coordinating Committee, the functions of the Community
Personnel Office can include management of public community resources allotted to specific public
departments - for example, the Community Parks Service, Community Sanitation Department,
Community Department of Public Safety, and the Community Office of Mediation.

The Community Confederation contains its Confederation Personnel Office.
Designated civic functionaries are selected by Nuclear Group, Chief Women.
Under the articles of the constitution the women are the sponsors of civic functionaries and are
responsible for holding their respective functionaries to the articles of the constitution.

Appendix C
Dialogical Consensus Based Community Decision Making Processes
Inspired by Mark Curtis Kinney II
Consensus based community decision making obliges each community to duplicate itself whenever
its population becomes too large for consensus-based self-management. The type of decision
making that maintains mutualism is unanimity. Structured unanimity means that all proposals from
the community for community action must be community approved for community support.
Each proposal is signed by twelve community members at large to assure that it was dialogued
and ascertained viable, and in keeping with community values, before it is submitted to the
Community Coordinating Committee, CCC. Community proposals received by the CCC are listed on
rating ballots for weighing each proposal. Proposal consensus weights are decided in dialogue by
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each sovereign, Nuclear Group, and the consensus weights are rounded out to 90%, 80%, and 70%.
An approval weight is assigned each proposal. (1)
To do this, each Nuclear Group, of no more than twelve (or thirteen) decision makers, dialogues
each recommendation for community action and can vote, perhaps by a show of hands, to assign
the approval weight, consensus weight, which they allot to each proposal. Or a community can
create more stringent, consensus-based decision-making procedures for Nuclear Groups to assign
consensus weights.
The CCC tallies the consensus weights provided by the Nuclear Groups, and assigns each proposal
its, respective, community approved consensus weight. For example, if the issue for investing in the
purchase of a community mobile, water well drilling rig received more 70% weights than any other
weights, that proposal would be allotted a 70% consensus weight.
Then, the voting ballots are drawn up by the CCC and each proposal is printed with its community
designated consensus weight printed beside it. Each Nuclear Group receives a single ballot. Each
proposal issue is openly dialoged and voted on by each Nuclear Group.
Each proposal that carries a 90% approval weight, consensus weight, must be approved by at least
90% of the members of a respective Nuclear Group to be approved by that Nuclear Group. Of twelve
voters, eleven must approve. Among ten voters, nine must approve, and so on.
Each proposal with an 80% consensus weight must be approved by at least 80% of the members of
the Nuclear Group. Of twelve voters, ten must approve. Among ten voters, eight must approve.
Each proposal with a 70% consensus weight must receive the approval of at least 70% of the
members of the respective Nuclear Group. Of twelve voters, eight must approve. Among ten voters,
seven must approve.
When the ballots are returned to the CCC for counting and recording, the proposals are decided in
the following manner:
For example, three hundred member families of various sizes may comprise 50 Nuclear Groups.
Each proposal voted on with a 90% approval weight would require the approval of at least 45
Nuclear Groups.
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Each proposal with an 80% approval weight would require the approval of at least 40 Nuclear
Groups.
Each proposal with 70% approval weight would require the approval of at least 35 Nuclear Groups.
Approval weights reflect the degree of importance a proposal has for the community. For
example, if the proposal to invest 150,000 FRN for the purchase of a mobile, water well drilling rig
is important to the community that proposal may receive an approval weight of 70% to assure all
members that the proposal will be approved. Or its level of importance may take the form of a 90%
approval weight to assure members that nearly all members are committed to actualizing the
proposal. The people base their decisions on what they prioritize and what they think that they can
afford.
Important matters can be dialogued by community members on occasions when all Nuclear
Groups come together with their respective speakers to explain the verity and pragmatics of their
respective, prospective plans during “Community Hearings,” prior to each Nuclear Group going to
one of their respective homes to dialogue among themselves before weighing their ballot or before
casting their vote. Each community forms their organizational structures so that everyone can be
involved in participatory, community policy making.
Consensus weights are decided among all Nuclear Groups, and stem from their independent
judgments. Thus, the community itself determines the relative importance of each proposal that the
community brings to the table. If a proposal is generally supported, it may receive an 80%
consensus weight.
If a proposal with an 80% consensus weight is not approved by 80% or more of the Nuclear
Groups, it is not acted on by the CCC. The same holds for all proposals on the voting ballot.
Community self-management is directed through the decision-making structures described here,
not to the exclusion of slight variants of that structure made by the people. Community survival is
contingent on the permanent service of consensus-based decision-making processes.
All of the suggestions I make are “objects of dialogue.” Every community decides how best to
manage their internal, unanimous, community decision making processes. Nonetheless, the guiding
principle is that structured unanimity must be maintained. However, unanimity only functions
when a community population is small enough that general consensus can be arrived at through
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dialogical decision-making processes. Due to technology and knowledge providing sovereignty for
smaller communities, communities may deploy other modes for actualizing organized consensus
not suggested here.
The consensus-based decision-making process as the sole means of community decision making
is fundamental and necessary for the actualization of decentralized economic social organization.
Without that component, genuine participatory community self-management cannot exist. Nor
would there be any means to self-regulate each community’s population. With consensus-based
decision making a community’s population stays within the boundaries of personal accountability
among member families, which is a fundamental component or attribute of genuine, human scale
community.
Individualized conventional democracy as it is used by representational government, and its
political parties, maintains a stratified society. It is corruptible, divisive, and it lends itself to the
subjugation of mass populations. By contrast, the mutualistic economy described here demands the
inter-personal accountability provided by structured, dialogical, consensus-based community
decision making processes.
Human scale, community organization provides the benefit of the direct, mutual support needed
by everyone to grow in individuated self-development. Human scale community is prerequisite for
sane, existential living. Humanness is exercised through dialogue in the context of community. The
vital sectors of each community’s economy that provide security and wellbeing are shared equally
among community members.
Community self-management, with inter-personal accountability, as described here, is
accomplished only in the context of a limited population. Consensus-based, community decision
making processes enforce a limited population to maintain the permanence of community.
Entry level community people enjoy the permanence of their first community, while their young
folks create their own community.
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Appendix D
A Constructive Contribution Regarding Restitution
Doug Casey on Juries and Justice, November 4, 2010
“The key concept here is restitution. A justice system is not a penal system, but a system to set
wrongs aright, at least as much as is possible.
Executing someone makes it impossible for him to ever compensate the victim, or the victim's
estate – at least to the greatest extent possible. Locking people in cages as punishment only costs
the victim[s] more money in the form of [overhead]. It also tends to harden the convict, and the
whole enterprise degrades the moral tone of society. And, most important, imprisonment makes it
impossible for a criminal to do anything productive to pay off damages owed victims.” (10.)
[Footnote at end of Appendix D, References and Notes]
In community in DESO an Office of Mediation may be needed to resolve conflicts that could not be
resolved through dialogue among the Nuclear Groups.
Unavoidably, injury can happen, accidents happen, and malevolent behavior can happen (unruly
passions, mental failures). Plaintiffs with two witnesses and evidence and the accused with their
friends refer to the Office of Mediation. The impartial mediators are mature men and women. Each
case is viewed as unique, and each proceeding is public. Both sides are heard. The mediators help
both the plaintiffs and the accused, if guilty, to come to a settlement that is community authorized.
Community authorization may take the form of an agreed-on number of community members
having witnessed the proceedings and having signed the document, which document includes the
signatures of the plaintiff and the accused. Once it is community authorized, the written settlement
is adhered to as a contractual agreement. There is no need for a judge. All proceedings are recorded
and filed.
*
USA TODAY, OPINION, Kirsten Powers (CNN), Opinion columnist, Feb. 9, 2019, updated... Feb. 20,
2019
Powers denounces fascist society, and she voices the need for an equitable, humane culture.
“We need humility and an end to scapegoating
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We need to have humility and realize that there but for the grace of God go I. It’s easy to delude
yourself that you would never do whatever today’s designated bad person is accused of doing. But
do not be so sure. Given the wrong circumstances, people would be surprised at what they might
do.
We also need to recognize what we are doing: It’s called scapegoating.
In the Bible, a scapegoat was an animal burdened with the sins of others through a ritual, and then
driven away. This is in effect what our society does when we designate certain people to bear our
collective sins. Once it's discovered that a person behaved in a racist, homophobic or misogynist
way — often in the distant past — she [or he] is banished from society, creating a sense that
something has been accomplished. That somehow there has been atoning because someone was
punished.
This creates two problems: First, the systemic problem still exists. Second, one person is not
responsible for the sins of everyone. People should not be treated as disposable and banished in
perpetuity with no path to restoration with society. Would you want that to happen to you?
It’s critical to remember that people simply are not the sum of their worst moments in life.
*
We need to reform a culture that is fundamentally punitive and willing to throw away people’s lives
for making a mistake [MCS]. Our prisons are filled with such people.
We also need to create a culture of repentance, forgiveness and reconciliation that is based on those
who have made mistakes taking responsibility for those errors — however grievous — and
working toward righting the wrong in which they participated.
This would be a radical shift, but one I am determined to make.... Kirsten Powers”

Appendix E
Child Abuse
Children that have been abused mentally, corporally, and sexually are damaged, some so severely
that the damage sustained is the equivalent of murder. Without help, as they grow towards
adulthood, they remain emotionally crippled. The damage caused by childhood traumas at the
hands of others can result in unhappy people. Every case is different, but what many of those
victims of child abuse share is loneliness. Often, the vulnerability required for intimacy with others
is not forthcoming and insufficient to establish proper bonding with loved ones.
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Sometimes, child abusers were abused themselves, but not all of them. Most of the adults that
were abused during childhood do not repeat that type of violence against others. However, if left in
social isolation, as so many have been, they develop reactions that lead to serious trouble in their
personal lives and in their involvement with others. The solutions for people that have been so
damaged during childhood include the guidance of professional, humanistic psychotherapists who
can help them develop the psychic-emotional tools they need, to grow beyond that damage. They
(those traumatized people) need the support of others who were likewise abused as children so
that together they can clarify and articulate to themselves the content of their former, unfortunate
situations. Forgiveness is part of that healing process. But, that small child that each of them
harbors in themselves will always need their personal protection and care, even while they
overcome and assimilate their traumas and go on to develop as growth-oriented people.
DESO must avail itself to be adequately staffed with professional, humanistic psychotherapists. The
numbers of damaged people in MCS are huge. Many damaged people will be drawn to life in DESO.
They must be provided with the most effective means to heal, and to move forward into
individuated growth in conjunction with others in community.
Common experience demonstrates that, to varying degrees, all authoritarianisms whether
theocratic or secular, political, corporate, or nationalistic military, and by extension authoritarian
‘educational’ systems, derail individuated childhood development. Children need sane, societal
support to develop their innate talents, in conjunction with their adult mentors, which this book
endeavors to explain.
[Highly recommended: Restoring the Kinship Worldview, Indigenous Voices Introduce 28 Precepts for
Rebalancing Life on Planet Earth, by Wahinkpe Topa (Four Arrows) AND Darcia Narvaez, PhD, (2022)]
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Report, Reed Camacho Kinney, July 10, 2019
"WE ARE TOSEPAN! 40 YEARS BLAZING TRAIL MOVING FORWARD”
¡SOMOS TOSEPAN! 40 AÑOS HACIENDO CAMINO
Investigación: Rosa Rio Cobo, Lorena Paz Paredes y Armando Barta; Unión de Cooperativas Tosepan;
Circo Maya, Instituto de Estudios Para el desarrollo Rural Maya. First edition, December 2018 [271
pages] (This book is for free distribution. Its sale is prohibited.) (See Note, 1)
*
Beginning in the 1970’s and over the course of forty years (Tosepan, 1977), the Mexican Indians of
Northeast Puebla, the serranos mountain range, produce, package, and export organic coffee and
black pepper to European buyers. (Geography and demography of mountain range, Note, 2)
The maseualmej and the tutunakus Indians, live in the same region and are members of Tosepan, In
this paper, I will refer to the tutunakus as Indians or include them as maseual. The maseual have
established their concerted independence from mass centralist society.
They pooled their capital to create their public bank from which service they have capitalized their
public economy, community infrastructures, and fund the programs that lift their people from
poverty. By 2018, their public bank had opened seven extensions in their region, sharing 21,105,
216.00 USD. The bank’s services include monitored loans and savings programs for all 36,529
members, i.e., beginning at 3rd grade, savings programs for children’s higher education.
For some reason, perhaps technical, the Indians decided to register with the national banking
institute. Prior to that experiment, their public bank’s volume of savings was greater than that of
their loans. They prioritized savings for the people; more on that below after the following
background.
*
The maseual have no desire to “assimilate” with mass centralist society. Their purpose is to
entrench and expand their economic stability in conjunction with their cultural-ethnic sovereignty.
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The local, political boss families, Caciques, exploitative tyrants, and their hired guns expropriated
the Indians’ land parcels and sometimes took women.
During the 1970’s the Indians took back thousands of robbed hectares despite repression from the
police, army, and armed landlords. The authors provide one example.
The maseual took on the fortressed home, of one, local, boss family; “It was a slaughter.” At the
victorious conclusion of that emergency, the Indians’ armed fighters did not stand down; rather,
they began behaving like the former tyrants. No mention is made of what came of the situation.
Having been loosely inter-communicated villages, they had been prey to middlemen. Villages united
for survival, and formed production cooperatives, social organizations, women’s production, and
service Co-ops that continually matured, and Co-op unions that expanded and merged into the
single, regional Union, Tosepan, in 1977. They successfully evolved their organization over the
course of forty years, 2018.
From among ten municipal districts, maseual public protests and electoral power wrested one
district from the ruling party, Cuetzalan, 1984-1989, which position they used for accessing civic
services from the Federal Government. By providing the maseual, concrete Plan for Regional
Development, the Indians brought together the conventional mayors of the other municipalities.
They coordinated the deployment of the conventional government’s civic service. The Indian’s
succeeded in building crucially needed bridges, improved the roads, and accessed electrification for
sixty percent of their mountain villages.
In 1990 the Indians selected their candidate for their second run for mayor, Don Luis Márquez
Tirado, the founder of Tosepan (!). The caciques of Cuetzalan and the PRI politicians joined forces
and prevented his nomination.
*
The Tosepan Cooperative exports, quality controlled, organic coffee and pepper produced in their
mountains’ shady groves of diverse cultivation. Their cherished pre-Columbian bee
species, meliponas, are smaller than honeybees and without stingers. The meliponas produce a
medicinal honey that the maseual bottle for export, and wax candles, pollen. Some thirty thousand
maseual small holders experience the perpetual eco-college of Tosepan.
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Tosepan manages a tourist enterprise; having built a quaint, self-managed hotel that serves
members with lodging and meeting halls. For tourists - ecological tours and adventure tours,
remote quarters, as well as familiarization with the enriching, maseual culture, its organic
production, also, the hotel restaurant serving covered dishes, brought from maseual homes by the
cooperative’s women.
The small holders’ collective success, as certified, organic producers, includes food self-sufficiency.
Their conservation and augmentation of regional biodiversity is a component that strengthens their
permanence, and their spiritual experience. They educate their young (Montessori) to expand their
economic and cultural sovereignty. (Education: Note, 3)
The Indians use electronic communication in their college, The Center for
Formation, Kaltaixpetaniloyan, the heart of the cooperative since 2005. The internet imports
formal education and the Indians upload the videos they produce that explain their way of life.
(ibid. 3) Also, the Indians have a radio station that coordinates their movements, “Our dream is not
only to be on the internet and radio, but we’d like to have television, as well. Until now, our radio is
the strongest medium that the Cooperative has had to disseminate, share, and to reinstate dignity,
the identity of our way of life, cooperative life, and to be maseual.” (p.224)
Since the 1970’s they have engaged in their perpetual battle against the expropriation and
destruction of their territories by domestic and transnational extracting corporations. They learned
the hard way that everything pandered by those private interests is fraudulent. The Indians
coordinate to take shifts for massing in front of earth moving machines, which standoffs can last
many months at a time.
Beset with continuing hostility from public political enemies, and violent, delinquent
incursions, Tosepan has gained assistance from Amnesty International, and Serpaz y Aluna A. C.,
among others. (p.74)
The saving grace of those Mexican Indians is their concerted ability and drive to strengthen their
concrete permanence as egalitarian mutualists. Their world view includes defending the wellbeing
of all life in nature.
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(author’s note: I am not savvy of electronic technology)
*
In the context of decentralized economic social organization, DESO (the ideology of egalitarian
community), the autonomous, public, monetized organization is designed and purposed exclusively
for its internal economy. Production Co-operatives for accessing conventional money are needed at
DESO’s incipience, but quickly, its internal economy expands by virtue of its work-based money.
That kind of money functions in the ecosystems of permanent regionalism composed of
sovereignties within their production-based, decentralized economy.
*
Rarely are families close enough in mass centralist society, which is largely due to its synthetic
environment of planned scarcity and universal alienation. In that context (with few exceptions),
most nuclear families cannot provide the cultural enrichment and support needed by their
children.
*
The Indians, having undertaken their experiment with the national banking institute, took note of
the inherent, systemic problem of the conventional banking system promoting loans rather than
savings.
There were those among their self-managed, public bank personnel, who stopped wearing their Coop insignia blazers and focused on promoting loans for the sake of expansion (Indians accessing
vehicles). It became self-evident to members that the conventional bank’s methodology is
counterproductive to meeting Tosepan’s objectives. Not explained was what came of that, and I
suppose the allusion is some conclusion (2018).
The Indians verified for us that inroads into conventional government and the conventional
monetized organization are fruitless endeavors; albeit, initially, important public works can be
wrested from the government’s civic services.
Regardless of cultural version, decentralized civilization empowers the unanimity of the people to
search out all sources for contributions to their permanence. Tosepan seeks out all appropriate
education to its ends and cooperates with the external institutions that provide constructive input
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to their objectives. The Western mind often losses sight of the fact that permanence hinges on the
wholesome integration of nature into economic social organization. Doing so aligns us with the
objectives of human evolution, unity in peace (Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Future of Man,
1959).
The Indigenous women of Tosepan needed to curb the unique strains of cultural and familial
misogyny, gender discrimination. The women’s cooperatives aimed to diminish male entitlement,
which objective is implicit in Tosepan’s housing program (“sustainable housing”); providing new,
permanent homes for their families; homes that maintain health and independence; renewable
energy, tree and produce garden, permanent organic horticulture methodology, outdoor pens for
foul and beasts, waterless toilet, bio-digester, recycling bio-mass, enriched fish culture, rain
capture, purification, for home use and outdoor plants, indoor bathing, cement floors.
Beginning with 26 families in 2006, by 2017 the Co-op’s sustainable housing had benefited 15, 773
families - 7,308 in new construction and 8,465 in rebuilding existing homes. (p.183)
Tosepan’s building materials are sourced from their construction materials Co-op, buying in bulk, as
well as facilitated from local production, processing and transport, serving the needs of the Union’s
construction sites. Also, in operation is their appropriate factory producing modern windows and
doors - wood - steel – glass (a Co-op). The homes are modern, weatherproof, wide paned windows,
basic, corrugated metal roofs, each home fit to its specific ecosystem. The homes include productive
land.
Designated, qualified, Tosepan personnel teach the families the methodologies referent to their new
homes’ productive facilities. The methodology for the efficient use and management of the home’s
productive facilities stipulates gender cooperation in all matters, including childcare.
The children become gender equitable.
Referent to Tosepan’s organization, the structure of the Tosepan is outlined in their Kalta, a Mandala
like chart (p.197), a geometric design enclosed in a circle, like the spokes of a wheel, representing
the primary structural components of their permanent, decentralized civilization.
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Also, the philosophy of YEKNEMILIS, and all of its relational parts, is their ideal destination;
YEKNEMILIS engenders confidence for establishing a sane, healthful, sovereign society, with food
self-sufficiency, autonomy with identity, which is illustrated through an inter-relational map of
correspondences across the silhouette of a tree. (p.263) I cannot elaborate on that subject.
Tosepan is a powerful, forward moving force. It warrants our respect. Tosepan provides an example
of independence that we can emulate.
The maseual ongoing, creative, scientific, and traditional methods of eco-production are neoclassical. The structured integration of their base economy with their superstructures is hugely
meritorious. Tosepan’s egalitarian methodology functions in the context of their cultural-ethnic
identity. From the Kalta: “History and Indians’ rights, ethnic and cultural values, salvaging
traditional knowledge, rescue and study the nahuat language.”
The maseual dreams for their future forty years
On the 40th Anniversary of Tosepan, the maseual organized a workshop to chart their dreams for
their subsequent forty years. They developed strategic lines of programs for meeting their
destinations. (The captions to the following headings are not included here.)
1.

Territorial, cultural rights, maseual – tutunakus – meztizo
Cultural rights are the rights that are vested in groups of people in relation to their art and
culture. It means the right to preserve and develop one’s cultural identity, as well as the
right to protect endangered cultures.

2.

Food sovereignty and nutritional security.

3.

Cultural Identity

4.

Bio-cultural production with conservation of land and water.

5.

Healthful towns in a healthful environment

6.

Community consensus-based decisions that affect all of them

7.

Reciprocal, equitable production and distribution in the peoples’ economy

8.

Education towards unity in peace (in concert with Nature).
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9.

That our self-managed living patterns, recycling and low impact consumption, conserve and

maintain that “autonomous energy” produced in the mountain range, that it be ever enduring as
the source of our permanence
10.

Dignified, homes and housing, the dignity of permanent, independent family eco-homes,

producing health and wholesome relations, respect, equity, harmony – food – recycle – rain
capture...
Spontaneously, the people discuss the future among each other and whatever ideas they develop.
The maseual share an economic force purposed for being there for each other. Their cultural
heritage is old and consistent.
The women lead in the movement towards healthful living. The women’s productive cooperatives
are limited by two reasons, insufficient money, and the specialized abilities required by their
production and organization - they have generational continuity. The Community’s sustainable
housing project is advancing to restore health, and the economic stability needed by women prior
to enlarging women’s associations.
The women are concerned about the region’s lack of civic service needed to meet the demand for
sewage disposal.
The people hope to establish the protection they need from external, violent incursions.
Their monetized resources are not yet sufficient to fund all the programs they would like to
actualize.
At appropriate learning levels, and at appropriate times, the maseual integrate their children to
domestic productivity, and to service within Co-op departments.
Not unlike us, … maseual survival, their permanence is conditional; contingent upon the success of
their concerted independence from mass centralist society.
(Below these notes, I add relevant discussion about Decentralized Economic Social Organization,
DESO)
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NOTES:
Note, 1: Somos Tosepan…: https://www.jornada.com.mx/2019/03/16/cam-tosepan.html
Note, 2: Geography and
Demography: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sierra_Norte_de_Puebla#Geography
Note, 3: Educación Ambiental en la Sierra Norte de Puebla.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NW_gKkGLS0
Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VWBwtJUhaA
Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RNV7d2Jnc4
*
I add here some discussion about
Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO
Western civilization is extremely juxtaposed to Indigenous civilization. The ideology of egalitarian
community is a structured proposition. The organizational model provided in, Decentralized
Civilization, Prelude to the Subsequent Civilization – Revised, 2018, is well enough sketched out for
those who resist repression to come together over. DESO brings people together, rather than drive
them apart, by virtue of its economic mutualism, which is made possible by the structured
integration of its society’s base-economy with its superstructures in rapport with Nature.
DESO is structured to take what it needs from the former civilization, by virtue of its expanding,
autonomous, internal economic infrastructure. The Ideology of Decentralized Civilization uses
everything at hand to meet that end. Decentralized civilization is contingent on the people’s
unanimity. The people’s unanimity is contingent on decentralized, public organization to that end.
Private, economic political power is treason against the Constitution of the Confederated Sovereign
Communities.
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*
Somos Tosepan, barley mentions their security service (2018), and mentions the prior incident of
renegade security.
The peoples’ self-management of that command power inherent in their public, martial service
presents a challenge to decentralized civilization.
DESO includes a response to that challenge from The Art of War by Sun Su and Sun Pin. Also, it uses
the Constitution of the Iroquois’ Six Nations Confederation (1142), which provides the Articles of
War and Peace. Both sources place critical attention upon the specified abilities and qualifying
attributes of a War Chief.
The War Chief of the Confederation functions to lead the concerted effort to defend the people from
annihilation. To end an emergency, decentralized civilization functions as a single unit. The civic
function (civic-economic) integrates with the martial function to eliminate the danger.
In the absence of an emergency, the militia serves the confederated communities, part time, at all
levels, in whatever capacity needed. To that degree, the martial superstructure is integrated with
the base-economy of the sovereign communities.
By the Iroquois’ standard, to create or to claim an emergency falsely, for private purpose, is treason.
The Constitution of the Confederation provides the people with the means to order the
Confederacy’s Grand Council (Civic Organization) to depose any treasonous War Chief.
The impoverishment of human life, referent to all levels of need, is obvious in mass centralist
society, MCS. The synthetic economic social systems of MCS channel the explosive energy of youth,
seeking personal growth and self-realization, into unalterable, static lives; some better, most not.
My grandfather, Mark Curtis Kinney, an M. I. T. educated architect, was an accomplished
man for his time of history. He said of himself that ,“The greatest things that happened to me
in my life happened by accident.”
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Days after completing his flying service with the Royal Air Force, over France during WW I,
he was on a ship in the North Atlantic, looking out from the deck he beheld the featureless
expanses of calm, grey water under the equally grey dome of sky. He reflected on friends
fallen in battle, and the massive waste of material and human resources. His leg had been
seriously wounded. Mentally, he peered through the economic political spectrum. In his
book, I Flew a Camel, he wrote that during that somber moment, he had felt betrayed.
Perhaps that feeling is something frequent among such men, Robert Graves having reflected
upon the same in his book, Farewell to All That, 1929.
I need not elaborate upon the subjugated populations; some better, some worse.
Fascism cannot be allowed to persist. According to the I-Ching, evil cannot be eliminated, but it can
be kept in check.
The sole option open to us is Independence, the concerted effort to establish egalitarian community
in decentralized civilization.
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The Misak Indians Withdrawing from Western Society
Life Plan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGuktg_K0R0
Led by their collective, … unanimity guides their investigation into their collective past as effective
people; general assemblies, public assemblies, and meetings to establish their “Four Pillars” (for
autonomy)
Territory and production
Autonomy, Identity (cultural)
Self-determination’s key elements:
education, health care, communication, justice, territory, and production
The single objective is to survive as a culture, as a people.
Creating an approach that will guide the history of every respective community for creating their
methodologies to that end. Crucial to every such variation of methodology is the participation of all
community, unanimity.
PHASE TWO
Bring the collective past into the present, where it has always been, for analysis. The people come
together to evaluate the content of their cultural, mythical, historic past for whatever valuable
content it holds and produces that facilitates the permanence of their civilization. That public
process helps them structure and project their public plans for community response to emerging
situations. And that provides the people with the opportunity to plan their lives, and to follow the
humane essence that they share from their collective past.
Together, we postulate our origin, what changes have taken place, and what positive and negative
lessons we can learn from that. We think about our situation relevant to the subsequent twenty or
thirty years and being Misak.
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Every Indigenous culture has its unique history, and [as well as] its violations and pain [that] are
with us today. That self-recognition and self-reflection is important; what has happened in each
century relevant to our achievements and backward steps made, [that we had] gone through.
Remembering one’s history is an essential part of one’s Life Plan. And allows the whole community
to learn about their collective past.
THE NEXT STEP
The next step is to analyze the present. It is important to map out your territory and categorize its
resources and prioritize what lends itself to permanence. The territory holds uncountable riches
beyond its material carrying capacity, spiritual wealth [and its sublime Wisdom of Life.]
THE SECOND STEP
The second step in your Life Plan is to acknowledge your territory, its content and carrying capacity
relevant to its population, and the condition of its education and health care, livelihood, and the
land’s production.
At the community family level, consider past production and its present level of use in the home,
and gauge for trade among neighbors.
Above all, there is clarity relevant to the threat to our territory. When we can identify the threat, we
can identify ways to protect ourselves. How to protect our wealth, our knowledge, our sources of
water, our whole territory; those things can be safeguarded.
At this stage of the process, the person has a detailed sense of origin and community assets.
THE NEXT STEP
The next step is building the collective communitywide vision, be it community, tribe, or nation.
PHASE THREE
Consequent of the people’s analysis and planning emerges the comprehensive Life Plan that they
can all agree to. The people hold to the responsibility of its actualization. The Life Plan can benefit
people outside the immediate community. The Life Plan is the platform for our dissent from which
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we defend ourselves from external forces. The Life Plan in essay format defends our legal position
to external institutions.
The Life Plan strengthens our community by continually revisiting our values and our principles.
Born from territory, the individuals in our memory keep to the essence and culture contained in the
Life Plan.
Misak University, 2010, decolonized education. It is autonomous and is sourced from the wisdom of
our ancestors to generate new ideas, creativity, and to establish structure.
By strengthening our autonomous ideas, we can thwart globalization.
Community’s self-recognition of its capability and of its principles negates any dependence on
government or on anybody.
That self-recognition is fundamental to the people’s volition for their advancement.
The Misak, Life Plan model has been adopted by thousands of communities in the Americas, and
similar initiatives are being realized in Africa and Asia; communities deciding to live their own
lives.
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MISAK EDUCATION
Decolonizing the Mind
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nb5u2h0Mqgk

The Misak recovered ancestral land during the 1970s, and then the cultural rebirth flourished.
The Misak state that of every ten youth that leave their community, nine return.
“Today, ninety five percent of Misak speak their mother tongue.”
At the deepest level of the education of what they created for their young is the construction of
consciousness.
Rather than individualism, they are taught to be a collective, or, rather, to be part of the processes
of the collective, the processes of Indigenous education. Building the collective consciousness
begins before the child is born.
The Misak live around open hearths centered in the hard dirt floors of their respective, round,
stonework dwellings.
The “Nachak” is the first education structured into the society, around the hearth, grandparents,
and parents unfold the cultural content of their being hand in hand with Nature, and with each
other, in a loving environment teaching much through the medium of food preparation.
“No matter where you are you must be Misak.”
Maya Sophia Tunubaba, a secondary child, says, “We children should grow up in spaces like this,
with my parents, my grandparents I learned to be Misak.”
“There are people who say we are peaceful.”
The permanence of the Misak culture can be appreciated for its unity in peace.
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Misak Education accepted meztizo children, integrating them into the rich cultural identity of the
Misak language and history. Primary school texts are in their Indigenous language (I have not taken
the time to identify the name of that language.)
The primary school children are children “... immersed in learning culture.” Concurrently, they
attend the Yatul, farm school, where they learn hands on community productivity.
The philosophy of education prioritizes its internal civilization over any external influence.
SECONDARY LEVEL
Misak philosophy and principles are implicit in all areas of study. Students are encouraged to enter
Misak Higher Education.
HIGHER EDUCATION
According to the Life Plan in 1994 it was dreamed to actualize an Indigenous university here.
In 2010 the Misak University is based on Indigenous Identity. Misak philosophy is open to outside
ideas and visiting teachers. The objective is to educate people purposed to stay in the territories,
contributing to the permanence of community through their continuing service; leadership
functioning to safeguard the survival of the Misak people.
The knowledge of our ancestors, for us, is experiential, and from that perspective fire is central to
revitalizing Indigenous education.
It is around the fire that the old and young dialogue, investigate and question in order to
understand what our elders have lived through. The young start to think with the intention of
decolonizing our minds.
Dialogue is the best way to peace.
The objective of decolonizing the mind requires returning within whichever Indigenous culture, to
their unique, respective, Indigenous understanding of the world. That is central to Misak education.
The goal of that education is to cultivate the kind of leaders that will defend their Misak culture.
And, at once, those leaders must take part in the struggle of all Columbian Indians for their Rights.
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The context always changes, but the important matter is preserving our way of thinking.
As we are collective beings, Indigenous peoples also need to guide our vision towards constructing
collective settings for collective life. Our mission must be a return to these spaces; to work in
community to return, to reclaim those processes that have been left behind, that ceased to be
practiced. That is the starting point for the reeducation that is so necessary for safeguarding the
survival of a people.
[End Misak report.]
In Columbia there are ... “over eighty distinct [Indigenous] cultures. Reserves (resguardos),
established for indigenous peoples, occupy 30,571,640 hectares (305,716.4 km2) (27% of the
country's total) and are inhabited by more than 800,000
people: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colombia#Ethnic_groups
The 11,000, or there about, Misak, own fifteen thousand hectares. Misak evaluate their past in the
present collectively, generate ideas, and project the Life Plan for their community in unanimity.
They transmit the Life Plan in an essay format for legal defense against the intrusions of external
institutions.
The Misak plan to remain distant from Western civilization, and they encourage other Indigenous
peoples to do likewise. Their permanence is grounded on bringing the good elements of their past
into the present for analysis, to separate the wheat from the chaff. In unanimity they decide what is
good from their collective cultural past that warrants being used to chart and navigate their future.
*
The over 86,000 maseual people of the Tosepan cooperative in Puebla, Mexico, access every kind of
support needed, on all fronts, to entrench their permanence. They have the production needed to
balance their land’s carrying capacity with exports that earn conventional money.
The maseual had overtaken the elections of one municipality, in their region, (Cuetzalan, 19841989), and received the cooperation of the ten other (conventional) municipal mayors with
the maseual Plan of Regional Development. During their term in government,
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the maseual coordinated for realizing vital public works, for example, bridges in their mountains.
Much was accomplished before the government disqualified their subsequent, political nominee.
The government to one side, the maseual mountain range is located near accessible building
materials, like cement, and near whatever finished components they need for building their
modern, civic services, and they readily access scientific knowledge. The maseual and Misak use
family structure to generate the generational continuity appropriate to their respective cultures.
And, in all cases, the need for permanence is entwined with Nature.
*
The Misak achieve spiritual communion with the elements of water and fire. They invoke and share
the experiential. To what degree the Indigenous cultures perceive reality through their collective,
cultural imagination is theirs to evaluate. I will only speculate that among Indigenous cultures they
have defined their place in Nature in such a way that Nature holds immanency in their selfreflective thought. … (section note 1, below)
The cultural cosmos of community is purposed to bring about its permanence with its sincere
gratitude for Life from which grows the spiritual vista, and its ever-growing wisdom.
The gravity of the situation cannot be overstated and is felt pointedly among the Indigenous
peoples. The transnational extraction corporations covet all, natural resources. Real community
defends its own. The rebirth of biophilic civilization is the nemesis of the men that dominate the
synthetic, economically stratified society. Absent the new context of DESO to mitigate, the
accelerated collapse of necrophilic, diesel-based economy would usher in fascism.
To separate the wheat from the chafe is to distinguish sanity from insanity and all relevant
gradations. Doing so is accomplished by way of real dialogue, which assumes real community.
Assuming one needs permanence as peoples, to be in harmony with Life is sane.
From my perspective, the challenge is for Western people to abandon subjugation by establishing
real confederations of sovereign communities. The Western, binary mindset must be
reproportioned to serve its function within complementarianism (concept FA). In the absence of an
Indigenous history, the ideology of structured, dialogical, consensus-based, community decision
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making processes, coupled with the mutualistic production-based economy, and education through
aesthetics and participatory organization, all components working in tandem, generates
conviviality. In the absence of anthropomorphism, the self-realization of each person becomes that
culture’s “exchange element.”
Effective ritual for collective, community experience is available through the reconstruction of the
ancient Picts tradition as described by the author, Starhawk, in her book, The Spiral Dance. In the
absence of Indian shamans to teach us the world view of the Sanctity of Life (Mircea Eliade, The
Sacred and the Profane) and how-to-live-in communion with nature, the ritual magic of Western
Witchcraft, the religion of Nature is experiential and self-validating, and a starting point.
However, as mentioned in this book, the Indigenous civilization is the store of fundamental,
priceless knowledge, having learned and “charted” spiritual “substance” throughout the
relationships implicit within Nature’s sensate ecosystems. The importance of that cannot be
overstated. Humanity must have that needed rapport with the non-human teachers in Nature.
Nature is All and nothing will change that. “Her” compositions contain the ineffable “substance” of
mind implicit within humans and other species and elements alike.
Community people must investigate and research methodologies that when put into practice will
provide the community with the needed means for exercising their collective mental faculties for
perceiving Sacred Space and Sacred Time together, to experience their collective consciousness,
which experience is fundamental to our sanity.
Unalienated decentralized civilization will always work together with Indigenous peoples to
generate the best conditions needed for our permanence in Life, in unity with peace.
Evil cannot be eliminated, but it can be maintained in check. (Concept, I-Ching)
Section, note 1: Kogi Indians, Columbia, highly recommended.
Kogi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftFbCwJfs1I
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The Spiritual Quality of Truth
“Sustainability Education, Responsible Truthfulness and Hypnotic Phenomena
By Four Arrows, aka Don Trent Jacobs, APRIL 29TH, 2020
Abstract: I propose in this essay that a key to rebalancing life systems now being harmed by human
activity requires a return to the priority of “truthfulness” as practiced by traditional Indigenous
cultures for whom words are sacred vibrations of energy, requiring close attention to how one
describes reality as truthfully and holistically as possible. This contrasts with the use of deceptive
language common today. Furthermore, because words have the power to hypnotize self and others,
awareness of trance-based learning is vital for helping assure one’s beliefs are not based on
untruthful sources. I assert that there is no better way to explain how intelligent people can destroy
or allow for the destruction of ecosystems without referring to unconscious acceptance of
misguided hypnotic directives. Uncritical hypersuggestibility relates to the rise of fear-based living,
authoritarianism and deceptive hypnotic language that has been cultivated under the dominant
worldview. A solution is to return to awareness and intentional use of trance-based learning for
maintaining or re-establishing healthy, reality-based ways of being in the world such as humans did
well for most of human history.
Keywords: Truth, truthfulness, words, Indigenous Worldview, hypnosis, trance-based learning,
sustainability.
“Hindu Indigenous prehistory implies a first age of “truth-speaking.”
The second age is of “truth-seeking;” the third of “truth-declining,”
and the fourth (present day) of “very little truth remaining.”
— Thomas W. Cooper (1998, p. 29)
“A ceremonial world (in the fullest sense of the term) is an actively constructed portrait of the
world intended to be responsibly true, one which rings true for everybody’s well-being. Ceremonial
worlds place communication and reciprocity with natural environments—rather than the desire to
dominate those environments.” — Lee Hester & Jim Cheney (2001, p. 321).
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“The trance state was socially acknowledged and accepted as a method of balancing body, mind
and soul and of bringing back into harmony that which had caused dissonance.”
— Felicitas Goodman and Nana Nauwal (2003, p. 3)
I submit that there is no better way to explain how intelligent people can destroy their
environment and vital ecosystems without referring to various forms of misguided hypnosis. Such
hypnotic behaviors relate to the rise of fear-based living, authoritarianism, and deceptive language
that has been cultivated under our dominant worldview. If there is truth in this claim, a solution is
to return to intentional use of trance-based learning for maintaining or re-establishing balance in
ways that traditional Indigenous Peoples used for 99 percent of human history (Four Arrows,
2016). A good starting place is to connect truth-speaking and awareness of hypnotic phenomena for
better or worse, with sustainability education.
Indigenous communication is inseparable from the spiritual sense of interconnectedness to all
things visible and invisible. For the “old Indians,” a phrase Vine Deloria, Jr. sometimes used when
referring to pre-contact Indigenous people, speaking untruthfully was, by all accounts, unthinkable
(Cooper, 1998). Today, however, truthfulness as a sacred phenomenon has all but vanished in our
personal and public domains. In the Orwellian sense, the state and its corrupt hierarchical and
capitalistic underpinnings have killed it. In fact, references to George Orwell’s 1984 and his “death
of truth” (Kakutani, 2918) have exploded on the Internet since 2016. A search for “Orwell-loss-oftruth” displays numerous articles about its current relevance and how 1984 “has come true today”
(Blakinger, 2016); “relates to you right now” (Temple, 2017) and “haunts our present” (2019). This
shows how different modern civilization is from Indigenous truth-speaking cultures who conceive
communication as being sacred and intrinsic to the concept of oneness (Four Arrows, 2019, pp.
183-188).
The impact of the loss of responsible truth on our current ecological and environmental plight is
especially important to fully realize. I emphasize “fully” because merely noting climate change
denial or political lies is insufficient to counter the Orwellian phenomenon. Each day we must also
recognize how we allow language to hypnotize us into believing the deception or accepting its
normalcy. To better understand how powerful words can do this, one can Google about how
hypnosis is used for surgical procedures, such as that done for individuals who cannot tolerate
chemical anesthesia. When I was vice-president of the Northern California Society of Clinical
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Hypnosis, I worked for a plastic surgeon in San Francisco and did such hypnosis with a number of
patients. I even used self-hypnosis to undergo an appendectomy without anesthesia (Fisher, 2019).
Or one might study the modern practitioner of Newspeak named Frank Luntz to see how this
happens. According to a piece in Salon entitled, “You don’t know Orwellian until you know Frank
Luntz,” Gabriel Winant (2010) writes, “Every word he speaks seems to be a lie.” Luntz has been a
Republican media strategist (read “spin doctor”) for three decades. In a 2007 interview on
NPR’s Fresh Air, Luntz redefined “Orwellian” as a compliment, saying that “to be Orwellian is to
speak with absolute clarity, to be succinct, to explain what the event is…and to do so without any
pejorative whatsoever” (NPR, 2007). Currently an influential Trump administration insider, he got
the Republicans to change language about “funding the border wall” to “funding border security”
(Cook, 2019).
Luntz began his work for the GOP in 1990 and one of his first impactful achievements was to recast
“global warming” as “climate change.” Professor James Lawrence Powell (2011) explains in his
text, The Inquisition of Climate Science, that he did this so as to elicit less emotional reaction (p.
174). According to a Yale university study in 2014, it worked (Nature World News, 2014). The
study concluded that people are more likely to fear “global warming” and take part in a campaign to
stop it than they are “climate change.” The main spokesperson for embedding the new term in the
public psyche was Rush Limbaugh, the person who James Wolcott (2007) says, “has done more
than any political or media figure to prevent the US from formulating sensible climate policy” (p. 2).
D. R. Tucker also writes about the damage that Rush Limbaugh inflicted upon the United States in
“Limbaugh’s 30 years of Lies and Fear” (2018). He begins asking, “Who could have realized how
much damage he was capable of doing back then? Who could have imagined that one individual
could contaminate American politics to the extent he did?”
Well, I imagined it in 1992. Then I wrote a book exposing it. Publishers rejected it, with several
confessing privately that they did so “for fear of retaliation.” This is how connected Limbaugh was
to top level politicians and power media outlets like Fox News. So, in 1993, I self-published The
Bum’s Rush: The Selling of Environmental Backlash (Phrases and Fallacies of Rush Limbaugh). The
back story about my writing the book is worth conveying as evidence for the hypnotic power of the
kind of anti-environmental hegemony that has been so successfully orchestrated to become truly
Orwellian today. It is worth telling now. After all, Limbaugh was just given the Medal of Freedom by
the so-called President of the United States. And of course, even before this, The Rush Limbaugh
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Show had a wide audience. According to YouGov, an international research data and analytics group
headquartered in London, The Rush Limbaugh Show is currently the 2nd most famous radio
program/podcast with 81% knowing about it and the Sean Hannity Show is 3rd with 71%. For
perspective, note that BBC Global News is 5th with 67%
(https://today.yougov.com/ratings/media/fame/radio-programs-podcasts/all).
The story begins with my wife and I having dinner with her parents, rest their souls, back in August
of 1991. I had just read a scientific article about ozone depletion and its potential consequences and
brought it up. My father-in-law abruptly dismissed the concern as “rubbish.” He said he would
prove it if I was willing to listen to a recording, he would send me when I got back home. Knowing
that Dad was an ardent viewer of Fox News, I could imagine what was coming, but of course I
agreed. A few days later, he sent me a cassette tape of a Rush Limbaugh radio show. It begins with
Limbaugh talking about the “environmentalist wacko crowd not knowing that the so-called
‘greenhouse gases’ are created not by man but by nature.” The relevant part was where Limbaugh
refers to an editorial from the Wall Street Journal as his “first guest” and a scientific position paper
as his second guest. He then laughs for a full 42 seconds before saying “I want you to remember
you’ve heard this all before. You’ve heard most of this in philosophical and theoretical form FROM
MY MOUTH (emphasis his).” He then says, “Dr. Joe Waters, at Cal Tech, a top scientists with NASA’s
Ozone Research Project, warns that in his view there will not be a large ozone hole this year”
(saying “this year” very softly). He then paraphrases from the editorial:
As NASA has been the first to acknowledge, their own report is not finished…The Journal editorial
goes on to say that environmental science has become an area fraught with political
pressure…NASA’s Michael Kurylo himself noted that recent Time Magazine cover story on the
subject plays on sensationalism and said that scientists have mixed feelings about press
releases…That’s from our first guest and it can be summarized by saying that there is NO OZONE
DEPLETION (emphasis his). No hole has been found!” Make no mistake about it folks. Even those
who want you to believe that there is an ozone hole haven’t got the courage to lie about it. They are
attempting to convince you that there might be, and the fact that there might be is reason enough to
begin drastic measures that will have great economic harm and impact in order to fix them.
(Limbaugh, Radio Broadcast, August 4, 1991, excerpted from Jacobs, 1994, p. 106).
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After listening to this, I transcribed Limbaugh’s words and personally called Dr. Waters. After
introducing myself and telling him what Limbaugh had read and said on the air, he told me that his
statement merely described how a variety of environmental factors appeared to temporarily be
slowing down ozone depletion. I then asked him if he thought ozone depletion was not a problem.
He replied: “No, this is not a reason for any less concern. In fact, there are reasons for extreme
concern for the human population!” Of course, I called Dad right away and told him that Limbaugh
had taken Waters’ quote out of context and that Waters strongly agreed that human-caused global
warming was a very serious problem. Dad replied, “What does he know!” It was then I knew that
the phenomenon of hypnosis was operating. Dad, a generous and intelligent man, a top executive
with an automobile company, was no fool. So, to my wife’s chagrin, I began listening to The Rush
Limbaugh Show and read one of his books. I immediately recognized his use of hypnotic language
and identified the most frequently used “red flags of persuasion.” In the book, entitled The Bum’s
Rush: The Selling of Environmental Backlash, I show how persuasive words, fallacies and intent
signals can be hypnotic, especially during times of stress, and how emotional words, pacing, doublebinds, loaded questions, absoluteness, and other rhetorical strategies can bypass reasoning.
For example, I identify seven “red flags of persuasion” in the above Limbaugh presentation, one of
22 quotes from Limbaugh’s books and radio program I break down similarly followed by corrective
evidence. In this particular one, he uses absolute phrases like “Make no mistake.” His laughing
employs humor designed to relax the listener and create positive rapport. He uses emotional
words like “drastic” and “great” to gain sufficient attention. He uses a deceptive strategy known as
“missing word” when he says, “make no mistake about it” (about what?) and ambiguity with his
reference to people without the courage to lie. Ambiguity causes a listener to accept the intent of
the speaker while letting pass other words for fear of misunderstanding. He uses either-or logic, a
classic hypnotic device used by salesman (“Do you want to use my pen or yours to sign the contract
to buy this new vacuum sweeper?). He also uses the fallacies of generalization, burden of
proof and misrepresentation of reference. Of course, Trump, like Limbaugh, is a master at such
persuasion. Both use humor to deflect; create fear so as to increase receptivity to words (Jacobs,
1988); use authoritarianism to enhance compliance; and use hypnotic language, such as doublebinds, repetition, provoking emotions, to create and/or take advantage of trance consciousness.
Of course, persuaders operating in any profession, political party, religion, or social setting use such
rhetorical strategies for convincing others to take a particular position. Their goals can be positive
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and useful or negative and harmful. In fact, most of us operate according to uninvestigated beliefs
that stifle our movement toward our highest potential, especially as relates to sustainability. Settler
colonialism is built into most of our systems and has normalized the occupation of Indigenous
Peoples as well as the unnecessary destruction of life systems. The hypnotic hegemonic language
and hypnosis of such systems continues in our schools, media and organizational structures.
Such negative, misleading hypnosis is the opposite of how natural hypnotic phenomena has been
used by Indigenous Peoples for most of human history (Four Arrows, 2016, pp. 25- 52). Essentially,
use of ceremony is a positive utilization of it. Intentions for being a better person, for the well-being
of others while in a sacred space and using various mechanisms for entering alternative
consciousness via changing brain-wave frequency. These include concentration, chanting, singing,
drumming, prayerfulness, dancing, etc. There are many self-hypnosis techniques we can implement
for “reprogramming” unintentional hypnotic beliefs inserted into our minds at some point in our
life. We just need to couple such intentional self-hypnosis with meta-cognitive reflection and critical
awareness that identifies possible false understandings and their source. The source is usually
some authoritarian voice or misinterpreted experience occurring during a stressful moment.
Coupling such a reframing with respectful and reciprocal communications with other-than-human
energies in the natural visible and invisible world can help prevent susceptibility for the harmful
consequences of our most powerful drug-words.
Linda Hogan (1982) writes that traditional Indian views on language recognize that words have
power, that words become entities that have the power to destroy or save the planet (p. 352). With
this understanding, Indigenous communication was inseparable from the spiritual sense of
interconnectedness to all things visible and invisible. People under those forms of it, including art,
prayer, song dance and dialogue, produced vibrational frequencies that moved through time and
space (Four Arrows, 2019, p. 183). The idea of intentionally speaking untruthfully was, by all
accounts, unthinkable. Thomas Cooper (1998), in his text, A Time Before Deception, tells about how
when Europeans started breaking treaties with Indigenous Nations, the Natives did healing
ceremonies because they thought the individuals responsible had a mental illness (p. 29). Perhaps
this is still a good way to understand what is happening in the world today. Without worldview
reflection and an operational awareness of the importance of words as a potent drug, we will
continue to act as if insane. With it, we may regain our balance amidst the multi-faceted beauty of
truthfulness.
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In an 80-page paper entitled, “The Virus: Alternative Narratives,” John Fraim describes the rise of
what he refers to as “alternative theories” and says it is time to strike back at them. He includes
Rush Limbaugh’s disturbing claims (and Fox News personalities) as some of the authors of such
potentially dangerous claims (Fraim, 2020). Although we must examine credible alternative
theories and not fall for the always negative “conspiracy theory” men, truth-seeking demands
attention to such potentially dangerous claims as we attempt to survive and learn from the current
pandemic, a pandemic that stems from our continuing disrespect and destruction of ecological
systems. More importantly, we must get back in touch with the worldview that guided us for 99%
of human history. I close with some poignant words from a Navajo grandmother, sent to me by her
daughter, who is a doctoral student of mine. Noting that the Navajo nation, being one of the top
three hot spots in the country per capita for COVID-19, and that the grandmother was making face
masks for her nation’s medical personnel while speaking these words, I hope they remind all of us
that the ultimate truth is in our hearts if we have the courage to dismiss the fear-based hypnosis all
around. I quote from my student’s email: “She said our mother (earth) is tired and warns that a
break is needed for healing. This pandemic is a chance for families to come back together and
shelter in safety. It is a blessing if we use our time wisely for remembering our songs and
prayers. It is a time to teach our children and grandchildren our language and cultural knowledge
because our elders are returning to be with our ancestors in great speed. She ended it is a time to
listen to our hearts and speak the truth.”
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FOUR CULTURAL FUNCTIONS
It is important to understand that: “A full modern culture, seemingly, must articulate at least four
cultural functions 1) a market-bank; 2) a technological college and research center in the
application of all the physical sciences; 3) a hospital-medical school with a biological research
center in the human sciences; 4) a cultural center for all the self-realizational disciplines with a
research center in the human sciences.” (Common Destiny, CD, by Mark Curtis Kinney II, p.199)
Please, note...
It is important to note that, “…anthropocentrism” * remains an enduring challenge to Nature-based
thinking, and this is especially true when it comes to economic issues. If we scoff at the idea of
learning from animals and other nonhuman entities, the core foundation of a gift economy
crumbles.” (FA)
*Regarding humankind as the central or most important element of existence, especially as
opposed to God or animals [or to elements].
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Mark Curtis Kinney, II
This article was written by Mark Curtis Kinney II, the creator of the project for decentralized
civilization. I do not know when it was written. It is among his few surviving documents. I include it
here as among means for expanding burgeoning decentralized civilization.
“Grassroots Voucher Money Mutuals
And the
OWNERSHIP SHARING NON-POLITICAL PARTY
[By Mark Curtis Kinney II]
As people become increasingly disillusioned by our money controlled political parties, and as tired
parties continually fail, the only unifying force that politicians can use to get elected is our very
dangerous (“us-against-them”) nationalism. This threatens war and the loss of our civil liberties. As
our monopolized money system spreads globally, the gulf between the rich and poor grows ever
deeper.
Grassroots democracy alone can solve our problems as people in every locality grow and control
their own Grassroots Voucher Mutual Money currency and credit. Studies of our past experience
show us that we can develop a worldwide Ownership Sharing Culture.
Extended families that form MUTUALS [R. Kinney: Nuclear Groups] can ease the many pressures
imposed on them by our scarce monopolistic money system. By joining with a handful of Mutuals as
a UNION [R. Kinney: Community Coordinating Committee, CCC], they automatically become
members of the OWNERSHIP SHARING NON-POLITICAL PARTY.
Since WW II, much thought has been given to the basic causes of our many problems of poverty,
unemployment, crime, family disintegration and war.
“Something is there that doesn’t like a wall,” as Robert Frost wrote. Monopolized Money is a wall
that separates us. It is an unconscious “Divide and Conquer” strategy that keeps money scarce while
we watch each other fight over it, throughout the world!
Money does not have to be kept scarce, nor earn interest. Since WW II, Guernsey Isles in the English
Channel (60,000 pop on 100 square miles), with autonomy granted by the Queen’s Privy Council,
has issued interest free vouchers for their public works. These vouchers circulate among all the
Isles businesses until the works are done, and then are returned to the Guernsey States. Now the
Isles are free of debt, inflation and unemployment and with lower taxes and prices, it has a higher
standard of living than England. Ownership Sharing grows out of the shared control of our own
money and credit systems.
For decades now, many have been seeking the principles by which a just and sustainable, yet
dynamically developing economy can be structured. CESJ, the Center of economic and social justice
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in Arlington Virginia, has further developed Mortimer Adler and Louis Kelso’s “Employee Stock
Ownership Plan” (ESOP) by adding the (VBM) principles of Value-Based management that unites
workers, management, unions, suppliers and customers in a movement of total control for the
universal welfare, that continually perfects: responsibility, equal power, and transparent
accountability in an ongoing Ownership Sharing Culture.
In such a culture interest-bearing money is redundant because money is needed only for accounting
purposes. In fact, interest is an unnecessary, dangerous, and complicating factor. Nor do we need
Stock Exchanges, neither bonds nor Hedge Funds because workers can invest all their savings in
their own profitable businesses.
The industrialists, militarist and financial institutions head up and control this thieving money
system. VBM works within companies to maximize the welfare of all and to eliminate monopolies.
VBM wrongly believes that the monopolistic issuance of money and its many injustices can be
corrected politically. A fully consistent ESOP/VBM theory projects a clear path for the economic
future and clarifies the flaws of our alternativist enthusiasms, such as:
Mondragon’s paternalistic chain of cooperatives in Spain uses ESOP but not the VBM principles. It
pays stock dividends to the workers annually, both to pay off their debt, if any, on barrowing the
capital they needed to join, and to provide them a handsome retirement as they sell their stock.
Only workers who join as friendship groups for their whole work life are employed, but they have
no say in management except to challenge any unfair decisions of their Board-appointed bosses.
The Mondragon Board borrows money from their own Regional Banks at 6% and loans it to the
Cooperatives at 12%, but it loans its cooperatives capital at zero interest until they are profitable,
and if a cooperative fails, under the Board’s planning and management, it is totally refinanced at no
cost to the workers. Failure is impossible.
Investment cost per worker rises as their co-ops are continuously automated. Working is now more
like “baby sitting” machines while drinking coffee as they would in their kitchens. Co-op workers
benefit directly from technological advances, But Mondragon does not add workers rapidly to the
system.
Because the Mondragon system sells throughout Europe, it must abide by many regulations
imposed by the EURO interest earning economy, whether ecological or not or whether consumers
are truly served.
………
The Social Credit System proposed for Canada and New Zealand makes the entire economy a source
of profit to the people. In theory all the profits earned by all companies and corporations traceable
to technological improvements are to be divided annually among every man, woman, and child. In
Canada it has scarcely ever succeeded, except, perhaps, in some provinces. This is a public plan of
government income redistribution that does not involve people in their companies’ management.
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New Zealand had a well informed and highly disciplined Social Credit Party, but when its
membership was greatly expanded without education and discipline, the banks took control. Its
leaders however have been able to prevent the sale of their power industry to an international
consortium.
………
The workers’’ Co-op of Boimondeau in Lyon France also prospered as a fully democratic system, but
their women were not included in their discussions. When they nagged their men about low family
income, their husbands began to look on their work as strictly an income source. The Co-op
barrowed capital from the bank, and when they failed to make payments, the bank took control.
………
Gustavo Esteva, who runs Ivan Illich’s interest free Capital Revolving Fund (collected from
contributions around the world) for Indian Villages in half of the states in Mexico, said that,
Barrowing from banks is like being just little bit pregnant!”
………
These illustrate the problems that our Ownership Sharing Non-Political Party can solve: they are
daunting, but far simpler than the problems that monopolistic Politics cannot solve: Capital Market
Control; Monetary and Fiscal Policies; Racial and Ethnic Conflicts: Social Welfare and Health
policies; the tremendous costs of political campaigns and Law Enforcement; Terrorism and Budget
Balancing; Debt Payment, et cetera. We may be disillusioned by our political party system, but we
can be meaningfully involved in our “OS Non-Political Party.”
Drawing on the creative experience of the past and the ESOP/VBM/GVMM theories, the Ownership
Sharing Non-Political Party, using our own interest free currency and credit, can find ways to solve
most all our local problems by involving an increasing number of businesses and our local social
service agencies.
Firstly, family members and neighbors find unity when they share common cause in expanding our
own GVMM currency and credit for our own benefit. In his “Art of Loving,” Erich Fromm wrote,
“Learning to love is difficult in a society based on an anti-love principle.” Each Extended Family
Mutual [Nuclear Group] casts its one consensus vote on every project, policy & procedure of their
GVMM Economy.
Barter is the fairest kind of exchange, but it is inconvenient; trading with Grassroots Voucher
Money and Credit generates a simple economic system. It starts at the Grassroots among small
businesses and workers who produce ecologically their own goods and services.
A handful of MUTUALS gather as a UNION that issues as needed GVM Dollars to its working
members in $60 packets. They are endorsed in colored ink by the first five buyers and redeemed by
the fifth Sellers for new ones at the union. (Illustration on page 519)
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GVM Dollars are “Hot Potato” Bills that keep full value for 70 days, after which they lose 5% of their
value daily. In the 1930’s the use of Hot Potato money in Austria expanded so fast that the banks
had their use outlawed.
Unions open a “Chamber” office to distribute the local GVMM Ads and NEWS to increase sales
volumes and issue each Union five-digit GVM account numbers for each of its workers: (00-0-00:
Union-Mutual-Worker) used for endorsing the GVM bills.
The expanding circulation of GVM currency serves as a base for the Zero-Sum Balance Credit
systems that uses the same five-digit account numbers. Credit greatly accelerates the growth of the
GVMM Economy. The Chamber may printout its MVCC Ads & NEWS for Mutual’s account balances.
Mutual members watch to be sure that their Total does not stay too low for too long! Any Mutual
can request the printout of all its transactions for the previous month.
Cooperative Credit leads to the gradual growth of worker managed co-ops since they can invest
part of their sales into profit sharing Co-op stocks.
[R. Kinney: I interject by regarding this organizational option as a contributing means for
facilitating the development of the community civic economy. Also, this structure is open to
conventional businesses; further drawing MCS people into mutualism.]
This is the ESOP system. The Chamber may printout its MVCC Ads & NEWS for members to show
their friends. On learning of local ESOP operations, other businesses and Labor Unions will become
interested.
Our Mutuals and Unions, with their Chamber’s 4,000 trading accounts, are like a Village that takes
care of their own. It accesses the learning opportunities in which most anyone can develop his or
her skills and a mix of personalities where most anyone can find emotional support. With great
care, and as a last resort, the GVMM economy can vote to boycott totally recalcitrant members.
Each month Mutuals/Unions can propose policies, projects and procedures to the Chamber. These
are printed out in the Ads & NEWS each month and the Mutuals’ vote results are reported the
following month. These can include an infinite variety of thoughtful concerns, including:
Quarterly dividends on the Chamber’s total GVMM trade to be distributed among the
services and business that are voted as being most urgent.
How to pay for the Chamber’s services, (members can work in the Chamber as in any other
business, receiving GVM credit pay into his or her own Mutual’s five-digit account);
The management of a Revolving Fund of Cash contributions;
Rent-To-Buy Cash & GVM declining balance time payment plans in which rent replaces
interest charges;
Ecological Co-Housing Projects Planning and Construction;
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Programs to expand GVM trade among local businesses and local Taxing Districts that form
Mutuals among their employees, each receiving as much partial GVM payment as it can;
Technical Planning Committees for each type of Business and Industry;
Deficit free trade agreements with other autonomous local Chamber economies;
Perfecting our electronic intercommunications;
Regional issues of vouchers for local capital improvements, such as Bio-Solar Energy [R.
Kinney: renewable energy] production and distribution;
Petitions to Local, State and national governments
Bio-Regional Conferences, et cetera.”
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MORE ABOUT DECENTRALIZED CIVILIZATION
Confederations of communities and confederated confederations compose an autonomous,
contrasting civilization. Authentic democracy only functions in small populations. For that reason,
communities in decentralized civilization are structured to replicate themselves, reducing each
community’s population with the creation of a new, burgeoning community.
Doing so enlarges the infrastructures of the progenitor and of the new, burgeoning community. And
cooperation between communities further supports the development of new, sovereign
communities.
Sovereign communities manage their consolidated efforts through the “Grand Council” of their
Confederation and the Confederation’s Office of Economic Management.
PURPOSES OF THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
1. Each Community of the Community Confederation is sovereign, because the people of each
respective Community maintain their production-based economy, which enables them to produce
their Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Service, GMSS.
In order to widen the production-based economy to better meet the needs of Community people,
cooperating Communities can consolidate production, which lowers production cost. For example,
rather than each community include boot production, two or more communities may pool
resources to create a single boot production center funded and shared among participating
communities, thus widening the GMSS for those Communities. Communities consolidate whatever
types of production and services they decide.
For example, Communities engaged in a consolidated leather making facility will supply the leather
for the boot making facility, and so on. Further examples cannot be elaborated here. It is expected
and essential that the creative energy of the people includes increasing the diversity of their
production-based economy.
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THE SURPLUS PRODUCTION OF COMMUNITIES AFFORDS THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
The Community Confederation can provide a Bank of the Confederation that, among other
functions, receives, verifies and allocates community capital for its communities’ Co-production and
trade agreements; account withdrawals would be authorized and supervised by the Confederation’s
Office of Economic Management.
2. The Community Confederation defends the sovereignty of each community. Confederated
Confederations defend the sovereignty of each constitutional, Community Confederation.
3. All Communities of the Community Confederation realize mutual self-defense, and all
Confederations of Community Confederations realize mutual self-defense.
4. The natural resources of each Community and of each Community Confederation are safeguarded
by the community, preserved, and are deployed frugally for the permanence of their productionbased economy.
5. The well-being and the constitutional rights of the Community people, and of their Seven
Generations of their yet unborn (200 years), are upheld and preserved by each action taken, by
each Community, and by each Community Confederation, and by all Confederations of Community
Confederations.
The Community Confederation responds efficiently to all contingencies and challenges as one head,
one thought, one body, and one spirit for prospering with peace through its Great Binding Peace.
THE PRINCIPALS OF THE GREAT BINDING PEACE
Include, a) The ever-mindful respect for the well-being and the rights of everyone and of the
subsequent seven generations, b) to defend and preserve nature and its resources by using
appropriate production systems for the, c) Permanence of their Civilization, and d) to defend their
Peace.
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SELF-DETERMINATION
The Self-Determination of community in decentralized civilization is proportional to its
independence from The Central Bank and the Central Bank’s transnational, corporate economies.
In community in decentralized civilization, people focus their concerted efforts on what, across
their world, they decide to prioritize. They decide together what their needs are and make every
effort to help each other meet them. Community in decentralized civilization is the vehicle that
enables people to do that.
Many folks in mass centralist society are comfortable with their standard of living and attribute
their prosperity to its economic system. This book is for people who greatly desire independence
from the dehumanization inherent in mass centralist society.
An equitable civilization, as modeled here, provides the best option for survival with growth. When
Community in decentralized civilization contains about three percent of the “national” population it
will have started to dramatically draw ever-more people from mass centralist society into its fold.
“All movements in history have been determined by three percent, or less, of the population” (6)

WRITTEN LAWS HAVE NO PLACE IN REAL COMMUNITY
Written Law is unnecessary given the community’s dialogical format. And children do not need to
be registered with the conventional State via a birth certificate or a social security number. From
what I gather, legally, only by one’s consent can the State register one’s children. And the State’s
‘authority’ is based 100 % on our consent to being governed. In the United States, people can
choose, whether, or not, to be governed. To consent by registration constitutes permission for the
“State’s” ‘authority’ to be used over us. And we can reverse that consent.
Written Law regarding one’s registration with the State as a “legal” “person” is a fiction used to
require each human being to relinquish that humanness, and the rights attached to that humanness.
The designation “person” is a legal fiction. It displaces the human being. A “person” “belonging” to
the State is consigned to the State’s custody. The Social Security Card designates the “person’’ an
employee of the State, the corporation.
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A consideration must be made for the usefulness of retaining citizenship, used by community in
decentralized civilization to enter its folks into local government, which among other benefits
includes obstructing or prizing back any privatization of public services. I frontward the case for
seizing local government in Chapter Three, A Closer Look at the Structures of DESO Economy Heading, Burgeoning Community and Doing Well for Conventional Neighbors, p. 164.
Independence from the civil law of all centralized powers is indispensable to the complete
sovereignty of each human being in their community, and to the complete sovereignty of their
community confederation and of their confederated confederations.
Internally, community in decentralized civilization adheres to Natural Law, which is reflected in
Common Law; never harm or cause loss… sufficient for a dialogical-based society.
The courage of building and living within the infrastructures of communities in decentralized
civilization must be firm as a rock, constructed from the passion of the people for concrete
independence.
One’s personal monetized account in the mutual community bank, MCB, does not detract
from one’s humanness. The MCB belongs to all community members equally.
Community people prosper in conviviality without the Central Bank and without the State.

DIVERGENT CIVILIZATIONS
A civilization can concentrate power beyond the control of its people. Or, through unanimity, the
people of a civilization can control the executive functions of their civic and civic-economic
organizations, which is contingent on a democratized economy.
IN UNITY THERE IS STRENGTH
Figuratively, people working together for their greater good are like links in a steel chain that holds
their lives together in mutual enrichment. A life of working-with-each-other-for-each-other is the
enrichment of what will be our subsequent civilization. Working together for mutual goals in the
context of objective reality, Nature, is what makes that chain a permanent strength. Community in
decentralized civilization is ceaselessly sovereign, and therein is its power.
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THE FALLACY OF APOLOGY FOR STRATIFIED SOCIETY
“Human nature” as the “gremlin” of ‘civilization’ is a deception imposed on the people of mass
centralist society to justify and ‘legitimatize’ domination in their minds. In that context, “human
nature” is mistakenly conflated with psychopathology. People are conditioned to believe the fallacy
that “human nature” interferes with what would otherwise be a smooth operating, economic
“machine” that would, under “normal” circumstances, provide support and sustenance for all folks
through economic ‘growth’ and economic ‘competition.’ That erroneous proposition is deceptive,
because that economic ‘growth’ serves in the interests of the “money masters,” while economic
competition obstructs conviviality. The malicious efforts of the class of wealth to establish global
totalitarianism, to the exclusion of all other considerations, inadvertently or by design, tramples out
Life.
History has divulged the economic social structures of mutualistic civilizations. Science has
established that we are health seeking organisms. The facts validate the prospect of creating our
new, contrasting civilization.

THE FOUR ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS OF COMMUNITY IN DECENTRALIZED CIVILIZATION
Community in decentralized civilization is self-managed by linking its four organizational
components.
Civil –
Civic –
Civic-economic –
Confederation –
For the most part, those four components correspond to the four organizational components of the
confederated North American, Native American tribes that lived in what is now Northern, New York
State, observed by European Americans, 1500s through the 1700’s.
Civil – The Clans …the clans encompassed all tribes.
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Civic –Tribal Councils
In DESO, the civic-economic and the confederated organizations of its communities are
respectively independent, coinciding little.
Civic-economic – Tribal people shared resources and production equally.
Confederation – The Grand Council, which defends the sovereignty of each tribe…
*
To bring Nuclear Groups to life requires leaders who see the benefits of doing so for their families.
Leaders have the organizational ability, and the enthusiasm to invite others to join the participatory
project.
NUCLEAR GROUPS ESTABLISH NEW NUCLEAR GROUPS
One Nuclear Group seeks to establish another Nuclear Group. The rate of duplication is yet to be
seen. Nuclear Groups can develop economic independence from what they have at hand, be that
home gardening, food processing and storage, or whatever cottage industries they want; for
example, a soap making cottage industry or whatever members decide augments their sovereignty.
They work together as families to increase their independence from transnational corporations.
Multiple Nuclear Groups are needed, with their civic organization, to produce the permanence of a
real community. The single community consolidates its production from among Nuclear Groups and
establishes semi-self-sufficiency. And, the single community strives to make culture more
accessible to its members. However, the single community is insufficient to provide the cultural
wealth of civilization. Community confederations and confederated confederations compose an
autonomous civilization.
POWER
There are two types of power, 1) power over others, overt power, and 2) empowerment from
within, self-fulfillment in Nature, via the civilization, culture, and community purposed to that end.
The American representational government and its ‘competing’ political parties have been usurped
by the class of wealth, and their transnational, commercial-industrial corporations, which includes
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the media [and contending foreign interests], make campaign contributions that “install” their
preferred politicians. The purpose of centralized power is to perpetuate and expand itself,
regardless of the means or the consequences that impact the people and dismantle our natural Life
support systems with cascades of extinction.
Mass society is the natural environment of centralized power. Within that context, there are many
intelligent people creating humane responses to the inhumanity caused by power concentrated
beyond the control of the people, but due to the enormity of MCS, those intelligent people resign
themselves to its systems of control. The most insightful among them recommend local monetized
organization and local production for local use (7), or advocate the actualization of John Stewart
Mill’s, Steady-State Economics, as does Herman Daly, or take us into the Indigenous civilization for
grounding into the reality of our earth.
Comparatively speaking, the decentralized scenario is other worldly. We can barely imagine what
living in real conviviality would be like. DESO communities create and enforce their autonomous
policies and nullify “foreign” legislation that would compromise their independence.

HIGH CIVILIZATION AND POWER
The foundation of “High Civilization” (Term: Alfred North Whitehead) is its production-based
economy that upholds the dignity of our species and facilitates the cultural evolution of its folks. A
functional economy automatically allocates capital to where it is most needed. The intention of a
mutualistic civilization is the development of its members’ individuation and their selfactualization. Individuated, spiritual and cultural empowerment from within Nature precludes any
impetus for overt power over others.
Peace is not static. Ernest Becker, Escape From Evil, “So we see that as an organism man is fated to
perpetuate himself, and as a conscious organism he is fated to identify evil as the threat to that
perpetuation. In the same way, he is driven to individuate himself as an organism, to develop his
own peculiar talents and personality. And what, then, would be the highest development and use of
those talents? To contribute to the struggle against evil, of course, in other words, man is fated, as
William James saw, to consider this earth as a theater for heroism, and his life as a vehicle for heroic
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acts which aim precisely to transcend evil. [Evil cannot be eradicated, but a peace-based civilization
can keep evil in check, indefinitely.]
Each person wants his life to make a difference in the life of mankind, contribute in some way
toward securing and furthering that life, make it in some ways less vulnerable, more durable. To be
a true hero is to triumph over disease, want, death. One knows that his life has had vital human
meaning if it has been able to bring real benefits to the life of mankind.” (Ernest Becker, Escape From
Evil, 1975, p. 149)

Decentralized Power Prevails Over Centralized Power
The crime of centralized power concentrated beyond the control of the people causes societal
discrepancy and at some point, the oppressed can turn on their oppressors. But, unless a
decentralized civilization is developed to counter the emergence of another centralized power, that
self-perpetuation continues. By contrast, in Community in decentralized civilization all positions of
executive power are controlled by the people, equally.
The fundamental premise of decentralization is that its production-based economy can produce its
indispensable economic stability. The intention of community in decentralized civilization is its
permanence with cultural growth. The purpose of its concerted production is to meet the
existential needs of all people and our descendants.
The relationship of genuine community to Nature includes everyone’s acknowledgement that their
permanence, their psychic corporal sustenance, is contingent on the wellbeing of nature’s
biosphere and its ecosystems, our life support systems, and of Nature’s natural evolution.
DESO sovereignty is the greater public power that will displace all criminal organizations, all power
concentrated beyond the control of the people.
HIGH CIVILIZATION AND FREEDOM
Freedom is contingent on two realities, the reality of one’s self-development, and the reality of one’s
involvement in the productive activities of community. In community, in decentralized civilization,
the two realities are integrated, interconnected and interdependent.
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Community mutualism meets everyone’s existential needs, and its conviviality enriches everyone’s
personal experience. An essential component of humane, human growth is working in concert for
their mutual good.
A production-based economy that is structured to meet the existential needs of its members equally
is a free, functional society.
SOVEREIGNTY THE STARTING POINT OF FREEDOM
Sovereignty is the starting point of Freedom. Sovereignty is grounded on concrete, economic selfsufficiency. The collaborative efforts of community, and among communities, safeguard their
economic stability. Independent community defends its people from malicious intrusions.
MATURE PEOPLE
Each self-regulated, participatory community is composed of self-regulated men and women.
Mature men and women develop empowerment from within, and that in turn enables sincere
concern for the wellbeing of others. Sophistication will have it that people are fallible, yes, but the
center of gravity, the overriding disposition, among sane, mature folks is generalized affection for
others.
Because of their mutualistic economy, power and knowledge are shared equally among people in
community. Dialogue creates direct and immediate accountability, and contention is usually
defused within Nuclear Groups. Children grow among mature adults, who, by example, engender in
children that internal motivation for cultivating self-control.
COMMUNITY OFFICE OF MEDIATION
Each community decides if they need to establish an office of mediation, which is a convenient place
for filing members’ contracts of reconciliation.
Unavoidably, dilemmas can occur among community people that pertain to significant loss, which
may not be adequately conciliated within Nuclear Groups. Contention between people may, then,
require the service of an office of mediation.
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Each case requires two mortal accusers, and their story must be verified by untainted evidence, and
a mortal accused and her friends who come together for developing their contract of reconciliation
and reparation, mediated by whomever mature adults the community provides.
In the unlikely event a party is incorrigible; an agreed on, simple format or protocol is used to
include the participation of willing and impartial Nuclear Groups. In due course, each community
decides how they must meet their internal, social challenges with minimum vengeance.
REAL PARTNERS CO-CREATE COMMUNITY
Community people are real partners, who work-with-each-other-for-each-other in order to selfmanage their community’s economic stability, thereby affording themselves the productive,
genuine conviviality that enriches their lives.
The people co-create their community and their civilization in order to optimize always becoming
more human; growing into fulfilled members of Life, which is our birthright.
SELF-ACTUALIZATION
Abraham H. Maslow says that, “…self-actualization is not an “all-or-none affair,” rather it is a matter
of degree and frequency. People’s peak experiences are episodes or spurts, “in which the powers of
the person come together in a particularly efficient and intensely enjoyable way, and in which he is
more integrated and less split, more open for experience, more idiosyncratic, more perfectly
expressive or spontaneous, or fully functioning, more creative, more humorous, more egotranscending, more independent of his lower needs. He becomes in these episodes more truly
himself, more perfectly actualizing his potentialities, closer to the core of his Being, more fully
human.
Such states or episodes can, in theory, come at any time in life to any person. What seems to
distinguish those individuals I have called self-actualizing people, is that in them these episodes
seem to come far more frequently, and intensely and perfectly than in average people.” (8)
Communities of self-actualizing folks is the primary benefit of co-creating community in
decentralized civilization.
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LIFELONG FULFILLMENT
DESO is about the option of living with lifelong fulfillment, personal growth in conviviality. What it
means is that that organization provides maximum personal freedom with maximum conviviality.
Conviviality is about people working-with-each-other-for-each-other in order that each secures
their respective independence and sovereignty.
(10)
HAPPINESS
Relationships in the creation of real, burgeoning communities experience the natural stages of an
organism’s growth and increasing competence, from crawling and walking through running. And,
each step of the way warrants the celebration of growing in humane values, the good life; growing
in rapport with the spiritual dimensions of Nature and in rapport with each other. Our species is
umbilically held within the sentient Life Forces that Western civilization does not recognize and
busily eliminates.
Joseph Chilton Pearce theorizes that whatever our cultural, “collective” imagination accepts as
“true” plays the primary role in molding our objective reality. (11)
CENTRALIZED POWER AND MIND CONTROL
Too often, in commercial-industrial society, lonely people depend on electronic consumer products
for a prefabricated, virtual reality. Too many people do not experience wholesome interpersonal
relations. Much less, do they experience humane, collaborative projects with their real challenges
and confrontations. The degree of control that centralized power has over people, facilitated by
electronic technology is indeterminable. Dennis Wier discusses the problem in his book, Trance:
from Magic to Technology, pointing out the ease by which people can be subliminally influenced
through electronic technology. (12)
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Science Fiction novelist Philip K. Dick predicted the degree of electronic surveillance and mind
control possible for our times.
Phillip K. Dick concurs with Joseph Chilton Pearce relevant to the reality theory that is born out in
Dick’s novel, The Man in the High Castle, (13) which postulates that an “alternative history,” can be
created by human imagination, becoming reality when it is known and internalized within the
minds of enough people.
Private power creates the reality of forced subjugation within its jurisdictions. A civilization that is
grounded on hierarchies of centralized power, exploitative systems of control, conditions its
members to accept and endure the environment of sadomasochism. Socioeconomic systems
grounded on centralized power cause universal alienation and compel sociopaths to compete for its
positions of control. The rule of the cudgel obliges people to adopt its political psychosis of
scapegoating. The aim of fascism is genocide.
The failure of that necrophilia is its inability to eliminate the inherent propensity to Love in
humanity. Historically, people are ever on the brink of claiming their birthright, to apply their
raised consciousnesses, with creative reason to construct their contrasting civilization, the one that
will emancipate them with real independence and sovereignty.

THE LOGIC OF CENTRALIZED POWER AS DESCRIBED BY SUZANNE COLLINS IN HER TRILOGY
HUNGER GAMES
People naturally want love, companionship, and how to live well together in this world. That theme
was taken up recently by Suzanne Collins in her trilogy Hunger Games. (15)
In Hunger Games, the centralized power enslaved everyone and established yearly gladiatorial
events as the most efficient means of imposing terror on the subjugated people of thirteen
production districts. The people were forced into servitude, and were denied the right to
subsistence farming, hunger being another instrument of domination. Each production district was
surrounded by pristine wilderness, which was off-limits to the people. Centralized power
demanded the tribute of two young people, one of each gender, drawn by lots, from each productive
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district, to be sacrificed to the gladiatorial event from which only one could survive. A victory
provided a temporal modicum of benefits for the district being represented.
The central power manipulated terror against hope as an instrument of psychological control,
leaving the people with marginal hope in the face of overriding subjugation.
The benefactors of that regime are the citizens of the capital, a minority, who both relish the
gladiatorial entertainment, and receive the goods and services provided by the production districts.
Many of the people in the production districts resisted domination by whatever means available.
After the revolution was won, the people desired vengeance, which impulse was curbed by
leadership. All the people watched as Mocking Jay let her arrow fly into the heart of the revolution’s
leader, which demonstrated that the prospect of tyranny is ever present, but that it can be
controlled. Snow, the Icon of totalitarianism, was killed by the people. A deduction being that the
people’s mobility between productive districts was established. Beyond that, the ending was
inconclusive.
The conclusion does not coincide with that fallacious philosophy of centralized power - that no
matter the people’s victory over any tyranny, their society will ‘necessarily’ continue to be
stratified, while “twisting that knife” with the falsity that humanity is brutish and pointless.
*
The media is used by private concerns to convey powerful psychological presentations for
influencing public opinion, without disclosing the methods of their power structures. For the
audiences of the Hunger Games trilogy, terror and hope is juxtaposed in their minds; a wistful hope
of overcoming incremental subjugation, an allusion to community. Resistance is always kept in
check with surveillance and the countermeasures used by centralized power; or so the theory of
centralized power would have it.
The truth of the matter is that when people actualize mutualism to establish their economic
sovereignty, that mental conditioning of MCS and its subliminal bombast, claiming that the lucrative
and legal, criminal organizations are ubiquitous and omnipotent, ceases to function. Love and
kindness are the vaccine against war. And regardless that the people of MCS may be State
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inoculated into sexual lethargy, the structures given here provide the means for the rebirth of our
new, lusty generation, free from tyranny.
THROUGH THEIR COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS, PEOPLE CAN SHIFT REALITY
Our present moment in history is critical to the prospect of preserving humanity and developing
our non-coercive civilization.

MORALITY
We would like to believe that we are moral people. Morality, like maturity, includes being there for
others, to help children grow, to help people heal from trauma, and to work with each other to
overcome tribulations, whatever they may be, each within our capacity, and to restrain vengeance.
The Wisdom of the I-Ching, the Chinese book of oracle, teaches the wisdom of people in society, and
of people and society in Nature, as they should be.
“The family is society in embryo; it is the native soil on which performance of moral duty is made
easy through natural affection, so that within a small circle a basis of moral practice is created, and
this is later widened to include human relationships in general.” (16)
Morality is contingent on authentic community.
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin uses “Reflection” to mean conscious self-reflection upon one’s
“…own depth and wholeness”, and writes that “Reflection,” which I think is the authentic
sense of Self that is contingent on a fitting social environment. “…the individual, faced by
himself alone, cannot know himself exhaustively. It is only when opposed to other men that
he can discover his own depth and wholeness. However personal and incommunicable it
may be at its root and origin; Reflection can only be developed in communion with others. It
is essentially a social phenomenon.” (17)
Nature’s spiritual attributes include transformation. Our species evolved perceptual faculties that
are dormant among people in Western society. The faculties of disinterested concentration,
transformation (which I am not versed in) and telepathy, combined, facilitate human communion
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with the living and elemental beings in nature, and thereby human wisdom for the best adaptation
to each other, and to Nature, is derived. In that kind of culture, living in communion with nature,
the human, creative imagination generates art and mythos that express their gratitude for Life, as
well as expound on the “complementarianism” of Nature, which is significant (concept from Four
Arrows, Dr. Don Trent Jacobs). To live the mythos of complementarianism as the organization of
human community in nature requires many spiritual attributes including bravery and generosity.
The conditions that bring forth the individuated, rich self-identity of each person hinges on the
realization of real egalitarian community. Simultaneously, Nature’s intrinsic independence
mandates the conditions for our existence. The human cosmos we should be living in experiences
its integration with objective reality.
It has been known to happen that in mass centralist society, an extended nuclear family with
economic stability may attain culture and provide sufficient love and safety and respect so that each
child receives the encouragement and support that she needs. Nonetheless, those children are
among the very few fortunate ones.
STRATIFIED SOCIETY, CLASS-BASED SOCIETY
As described here, mass centralist society is not structured in the best interest of nuclear families,
often denying them economic stability, or providing it begrudgingly at the high cost of time and toil,
and often, for insufficient compensation. The economic model is “rigged,” so that ever-expanding,
major concentrations of wealth, exchange-value, are owned by a minuscule sector of the population.
Capitalistic systems of control benefit the men in the currency markets, and the owners of
commercial corporations, but not workers. Profitable, electronic services generate capital gain,
while having low production costs and few workers. (18)
Contemporary stratified society benefits some people with capital wealth and positions of control,
at the expense of most people who are used, when convenient, for low wage production, are taxed
to keep fiat money circulating, or are neglected and struggle in poverty. That economic system is
tyrannical.
[2016 – 2020, the American Federal Government was overrun by a criminal psychopath in the Oval
Office.]
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THE PURPOSE OF REAL DIALOGUE
In this model of egalitarian community, dialogue’s objectives pertain to meeting the existential
needs of its members, which in turn ever raises its people’s critical consciousnesses.
In community in decentralized civilization, no one prescribes to others what is alleged best for
them. All members have equal power through dialogue for arriving at consensus, which is the final
word on priorities and actions taken to meet their needs. Leadership demonstrates creativity with
knowledge, competence and the skills needed for the actualization of members’ objectives.
Available is the knowledge and the resources that we need for meeting the existential needs of the
people who will build community. There is nothing to prevent us from building our selfrealizational civilization with its Exchange Element being self-actualization, personal fulfillment,
self-realization. Empowerment from within is potent and capable. Community support for
everyone’s unbridled sanity is real wealth.
THE ‘FLAWED’ NATURE OF MAN IS UNCONVINCING
Slave-based, Neoliberal capitalism is rigged, so that few people unfairly gain the advantage holding
profitable positions of power. The majorities are exploited or neglected and endure the stress of
poverty and ignorance. To postulate that the “common” people are essentially flawed, and
dangerous, is a self-fulfilling prophesy given the synthetic conditions of alienation and
impoverishment, impoverishment on many levels, that most people are obliged to endure.
When the conditions required for growing in self-actualization are present, people are naturally
“moral” beings. Birth defects to one side, people are naturally productive and eager to learn and be
helpful when their environment allows wholesome growth. Most young people from MCS who may
not have had their “primary needs” * met - when those primary needs are met, even blatantly, they
can reinstate their natural impetus to grow, coupled with the support needed to pursue the
satisfaction of their secondary needs.
*Primary needs include sustenance, security, love, and respect.
So, what we are dealing with is not any flawed human nature that causes the mayhem that
surrounds us. Rather, it is the socioeconomic and political systems of control, and their
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institutionalized psychopathology that cause glaring deficiencies among people and psychological
failure.
Exclusivist power, hegemons, teach everyone that the enemies of our country, or of our religion, are
more evil than we could possibly be, and that the centralized power, which subjugates us, is our
best defense.
Institutionalized power whether it is theocratic, fascist-capitalistic, or totalitarian-communistic is
criminal. Centralized power concentrated beyond the control of the people divides and conquers
humanity until it ultimately destroys the host it feeds on, leaving environmental wreckage in its
wake.
The mass-military pattern of organization, its hierarchy of command, its need for the unwavering
obedience of its members, and its conquering mentality is precisely the same organizational pattern
used by all private, institutionalized systems of control.
To the best of our ability, we must defend our children from State indoctrination. We must prevent
our children from being inducted into State military forces. (19)
The insidious malevolence of impersonal, mechanical, economic systems of control, owned and
managed by the uncritical sociopaths that strive to monopolize the vital sectors of the world
economy would reduce preponderances of people to the status of uncritical serfs, or worse.
Science and technology are a doubled edged blade, that can be used by the dominant
group, for total surveillance and oppression, replacing the industrial age with
scientifically advanced production systems monopolized by the few, while rejecting
the masses. Or … science and technology can subserve decentralized economic
social organization, community in decentralized civilization, with its distinct
objectives for actualizing its permanence.
Our options are limited to the perennial wars of global totalitarianisms, and perhaps colossal
conflagrations, which would lead to a global Dark Age wherein science and technology would be
lost. At any point during that de-evolution, the collapse of the biosphere and ecological disaster can
happen. Or … people can take matters into their own hands to create real independence,
transforming the profit orientations of science and technology to the objectives of the production-
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based economy and its wholesome, inter-personal relations in tandem with saving and restoring
Life,
Primal Awareness... by Four Arrows, Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, (1998) is a book about Nature and our
place in it. Communion with the spiritual life in nature is an essential component of sanity. Mircea
Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane..., (1957-1959) supports the same assertion. Both Jacobs and
Eliade coincide on the longevity, the permanence, of the primal civilization(s), by virtue of being the
civilization most integrated with objective reality (Nature), sanity. I agree with Jacob’s that the
source of human wisdom is in Nature, and I agree with Sir Herbert Read (Education Through Art)
that Art, aesthetics, functions as a cohesive, impartial, objective reference point for guiding interpersonal relationships. Our involvement in the creative aesthetics of Nature is mysterious. These
are among spiritual reference points integral to egalitarian community. Of necessity, that kind of
culture integrates its economy with Nature unobtrusively, for the sake of Life.
OUR NEEDFULNESS IS THE BASIS OF MORALITY
Institutionalized religion (any institutionalized system of control) develops legalized, standardized
dogmas of ‘morality,’ which serve in the best interests of the institution’s hegemony, to the
exclusion of meeting the existential needs of their members through dialogue and consensus.
Our needfulness is the basis of morality. Everything that is humane, or rational as some men would
have it, meets human existential needs (In the full sense that I use the term). Everything that meets
our true, human, existential needs is the ultimate standard of morality.
Integral, mutualistic organizations that meet the existential needs of their members are moral. In a
humane society there are no external morals imposed on members by any central ‘authority’.
Rather, the individuated adult is his or her own Authority, and the ongoing flux of members’ values
are tested among each other for their effectiveness relevant to meeting members’ existential needs.
Egalitarian community would not support anything that would obstruct our primary occupation of
always becoming more human.
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ON WICKEDNESS Hervey Cleckley (M.D. Clinical Professor of Psychiatry) describes the nature of
psychopathy in his book, The Mask of Sanity ~ An Attempt to Clarify Some Issues About the So-Called
Psychopathic Personality. (20)
“The term "mask of sanity" derives from [Cleckley’s] observations that, unlike people with major
mental disorders, a "psychopath" can appear to be perfectly - even robustly - normal, charming, and
engaging, and does not typically suffer from any neurosis or psychotic symptoms, hallucinations or
delusions; nevertheless, there is a definite underlying psychosis.” (21) Psychopathy is a birth defect.
Levels of psychopathy vary among the afflicted. Typically, such people lack empathy, are often
antisocial, and lead disorganized lives, which cause their respective families much consternation
and material loss.

“Since medical institutions traditionally refuse to accept the psychopath as a
patient and since he does not voluntarily, except in rare instances, seek medical aid, it
might be surmised that prison populations would furnish statistics useful in estimating
the prevalence of his disorder. It is true that a considerable proportion of prison
inmates show indications of such a disorder…. It is also true that only a small
proportion of typical psychopaths are likely to be found in penal institutions, since the
typical patient, as will be brought out in subsequent pages, is not likely to commit major crimes that
result in long prison terms. He is also distinguished by his ability to escape ordinary legal
punishments and restraints. Though he regularly makes trouble for society, as well as for himself,
and frequently is handled by the police, his characteristic behavior does not usually include
committing felonies which would bring about permanent or adequate restriction of his activities.
He is often arrested, perhaps one hundred times or more. But he nearly always regains his freedom
and returns to his old patterns of maladjustment.
Although the incidence of this disorder is at present impossible to establish statistically or even
to estimate accurately, I am willing to express the opinion that it is exceedingly high.” (22)
Community in decentralized civilization anticipates children with psychopathy and other birth
defects. In the context of community, deficient individuals are known respectively and are
supported to reach their humane capabilities. Overtly dangerous people may need to age in
dignified isolation in accordance with what the community chooses to afford.
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PSYCHIATRIC CARE IN THE NEW ICELANDIC CONSTITUTION
The new Icelandic Constitution (2012) includes psychiatric care, which warrants our attention.
“Article 22. Social Rights
All shall be assured of the right to an adequate standard of living and social security. All in
such need shall be guaranteed a right by law to public social security and public assistance,
such as due to unemployment, childbirth, old age, poverty, disability, illness, permanent
impairment or similar circumstances.
Article 23, Health Services
All shall have the right to mental and physical health to the highest standard possible….”
(See: APPENDIX E, Child Abuse, p. 101)
Real community and community confederations meet the existential needs of their people.
DESO, THE MOST DECENTRALIZED ORGANIZATIONAL FORMAT
Decentralized Economic Social Organization is composed of the most decentralized organizational
formats practical, which preclude competing political parties and representational government.
DESO societal components function to bring all members into real, self-managed, sovereign
communities, and confederations of communities that compose their autonomous civilization.
Community in decentralized civilization is the needed organizational vehicle for enabling people to
take matters into their own hands to emancipate themselves from all totalitarian systems of
control. It provides people with the means, the independence, to emancipate all people, and to
eliminate the self-destructive momentum of global totalitarianism and its war against humanity.
(24)
Community in decentralized civilization meets the needs of its members without compromising
their personal faiths, including atheism, or their values, so long as they are humane; facilitated by
mutualism and conviviality.
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CHAPTER THREE
A CLOSER LOOK AT THE STRUCTURES OF DESO ECONOMY
Workers and means of production are essential to civilization. The way workers and the means of
production are united is the factor that determines the peoples’ quality of life in respective
civilizations.
In capitalism, the “free-worker” does not own the means of production. G. A. Cohen explains that
the “free-worker” is free, because he owns his labor power, but he does not own the means of
production. So, the “…separation of the free worker from his means of production… his nonownership of his means of production.” (1) is what alienates him.
Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO, has two interconnected economies. 1) Each
community owns its primary means of production (base economy), which produces its guaranteed
minimum standard of service. 2) Means of production owned privately, at the discretion of each
member, supports individuation and widens economic diversity (exploitation and alienation are
not permitted).
Community production fulfills two primary functions, 1) to provide permanent economic stability
for all members and essential community services, and 2) to construct and maintain community
confederation and its essential services.
*
Structural divergences to one side, we can use G. A. Cohen’s terminology for describing the economic
structure of DESO’s integral economy; G. A. Cohen’s definitions of his terms are as follows:
Base and Superstructure, Powers and Rights
We take the Superstructure to be a set of non-economic institutions, notably the legal
system and the State. Our main concern will be the law, not the state as such.
(1) The Superstructure = all non-economic civic institutions
(2) The Superstructure = those non-economic civic institutions whose character is
explained by the nature of the economic structure. (2)
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DESO ECONOMY’S SUPERSTRUCTURE
Two Superstructure components not contained in DESO are a legal system and a State.
Community and inter-community organization not directly involved in the production of goods and
utility services, but “whose character is explained by the nature of the economic structure” (3)
compose its Superstructure.
The base-economy of DESO economy and its Superstructure are integrated.
DESO contains four primary Superstructure components, and one auxiliary.
1. Its community decision making processes
a) Civil organization- Nuclear Groups
b) Civic organization - community coordinating committee, CCC
Civil organization and Civic organization manage the community economic base, which is its
Civic-Economy - the community Core productive enterprises - community cooperatives. (4)
2) The community educational organization is a primary Superstructure component, which is
integrated into each of the community civic-economic departments, responsible for integrating
“workers” into its productive activity. And the community’s economic base supports the
educational organization.
3) The Mutual Community Bank is a Superstructure, and a community cooperative, a department of
the community civic-economic base. The community’s economic base and the Mutual Community
Bank function in union.
4) The community’s economic base supports the, fiscally semi-independent, health service, which is
integral with the civic-economic sector of the base economy. The health service is a self-managed
community cooperative overseen by community civil and civic organization.
Auxiliary 5) The community Department of Public Safety is a superstructure valued for its service.
(p. 162)
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The militia of the confederation is composed of community militias. Community militia and
confederation militia, and its departments, are superstructures integrated with the base economy.
The manner they are integrated with the base economy is described in the section; The Active
Militia is a Social Service.
These combined components compose the Productive Forces of community that are self-managed
by respective communities and extends that community self-management into the Community
Confederation.

NUCLEAR GROUPS
CIVIL ORGANIZATION
Each Nuclear Group is composed of three to five mutualistic families. Nuclear Groups function as
the “nucleoli” of community.
Civil Organization, Nuclear Groups, NGs, provide their members with fundamental economic
stability and cultural enrichment. In addition, these benefits are further facilitated through the
employment of their community coordinating committee, which enables two or more of them to
work together as a community, through face-to-face, Authentic Democracy.
Members’ personal experience is to grow up with family and friends dedicated to the participatory
self-management of their means of production for semi-self-sufficiency, and for cultural
enrichment, survival with personal growth. Members understand that the degree of their
independence and of their sovereignty is contingent on the degree of their semi-self-sufficiency.
They produce most of what they need for their meals. Energy and water are produced on site. The
privacy of each Nuclear Family is defended.
Production-based economy – That Nuclear Groups compose community is indispensable to
everyone’s individuated and cultural self-realization. The subjective fulfillment emergent from
working with each other for each other for the realization of concrete independence is having a
home, and that, within the sacred territories of one’s community.
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Absent authoritarianism, Children learn self-control in their respective Nuclear Families, in
conjunction with the families of their Nuclear Group, through example, combined with cultural and
spiritual support from adult mentors.
Because of dialogue and consensus, Nuclear Families come together to decide what needs the
Nuclear Group must meet. Dialogue among twelve or fewer members is efficient for reaching
consensus, which sets the size of Nuclear Groups at three to five mutualistic families. Each NG
manages its respective, monetary savings and they can produce economic stability. Nonetheless, a
Nuclear Group is too small to provide the fullest levels of cultural development needed by its
children. For that, community and confederated communities are needed.
Two or more Nuclear Groups coordinate - pooling their productive forces - through their
community coordinating committee, CCC, (civic organization, a super structure). With that type of
organization all Nuclear Groups (civil organization, a superstructure) can self-manage civic
organization to consolidate means of production to lower production cost and to widen their
economic base, which in turn, supports and expands their educational organization, which is
integral with the community Core productive enterprises.
*
During incipience, the Mutual Community Bank receives its initial community deposits from
Nuclear Groups in order to purchase a cooperative, a productive enterprise. Once the Co-op is
profitable, each NG donation is refunded. Subsequent, Co-op profit pays workers, overhead,
business operations, and net exchange-value is deposited in the Mutual Community Bank.
The purpose of saving conventional exchange-value is to finance the development of the
community’s Core productive enterprises, the civic-economic level of community organization,
which produce the goods and services that meet the existential needs of all members.
The Nuclear Groups are the Core of the Superstructure. Efficient community self-management can
only function via, face-to-face dialogical consensus-based community decision making processes,
Authentic Democracy. Community populations can be five hundred people, but the prospective
populations are, as of this writing, undeterminable and can vary; surely, a community would not
exceed fifteen hundred people, or eight hundred (?). Each community will decide the limits of its
population relevant to the self-evident viability of its autonomous self-management. Two or more
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communities compose a confederation. A confederation of communities may include as many as
fifty thousand people.

PRODUCTIVE FORCES
The community Core productive enterprises, base economy, means of production, are organized
through their community coordinating committee. The Office of Economic Management, a super
structure, and productive force, is overseen by the people’s Community Coordinating Committee,
CCC. Each community optimizes efficient self-management.
Not to the exclusion of each Community Cooperative convening with the CCC (an option) a single
office representing all the Core productive enterprises would be efficient. People from each Core
productive enterprise convene at that office of economic management. Their fiscal outlays are
summarized and delivered to members of their CCC by its Speaker, a CCC member. The CCC does
not have executive power. The fiscal priorities of the civic economy are delivered to the NGs for
deliberation. The NGs authorize distributions from the Mutual Community Bank, a superstructure,
and an economic force, to cover production costs and-or for expanding production.
Community productive forces are self-managed by the Nuclear Groups and are operated by their
members. The base economy is permanent. Production-based economy expands the production of
use-value proportional to the growing numbers of communities. Communities can create temporal
Confederations, organized the same as NG/CCC, to coordinate joint investments for projects that
would otherwise have been unaffordable to individual communities.
Part of the surplus production from each community is invested in building and maintaining
permanent Confederation (a superstructure), indispensable for the permanence of each community,
explained in Chapter Four.
*
The material stability, secured and maintained among communities, is for the purpose of enabling
everyone to create and exchange cultural creations, which include all knowledge, all arts,
craftsmanship, science, with praxis. The educational organization is an integral part of cultural and
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economic organization. Members are free to create and own their personal values, which they test
in community.
Dialogue, Authentic Democracy (converging with the Sanctity of Life), in mutualistic, convivial
community is the primary media, which extends critical thinking *, “Co-Intelligence” (5) - essential
to the superstructures, productive forces, work relations, and property relations. …. *(Critical
thinking: Disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and informed by evidence. …..
Critical thinking is about clarifying goals, examining assumptions and hidden agendas, evaluating
evidence, taking appropriate action, and reflecting on outcomes. [FA])

Members afford each other time for solitude, a human necessity. Meditation, self-reflection, and
personal creative endeavors are needed for personal growth, and perhaps, time is needed to heal
from trauma.
PRIVACY IS A HUMAN NEED. In community in decentralized civilization the people defend their
constitutional right to both corporal and psychic privacy, community protection from
“prescription” (6). Privacy includes one’s home and family, and the privacy of one’s private
productive enterprises.
*
Community owned production is allocated to meet the existential needs of its members. Community
production, both public and private, can be exchanged, bartered, or sold, for accessing use-value,
whatever the members decide they need. Community production for the sole purpose of amassing
capital, exchange-value, for the private concentration of power, is not part of production-based
economy.
Community members who are privately productive want a profitable exchange to keep their means
of production running, and to use net monetized value for whatever personal purposes. The
accumulation of capital in personal savings is for personal use.
Community savings in the form of CAM reserves and FRN are used for creating subsequent public
productive enterprises.
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*
The Mutual Community Bank accumulates reserves generated from the use of community
autonomous money. The reserves do not incur interest and are backed by their verified “work
value.” Community autonomous money cannot be used as instruments of debt. The Mutual
Community Bank grants community autonomous money to member applicants to finance their
productive endeavors. There is no need for repayment, because at expiration the money
automatically returns to the Mutual Community Bank with its “shed-value.”
Members’ manpower and skilled labor is rewarded with profit for accessing use-value.
Work in community serves the individuated as well as the greater good. Members identify with
their production whether in the public or the private sector of their community economy. No
member is threatened with destitution. And any public worker, who needs discretionary time, can
be relieved by another worker. Community support is not withheld from her. Work relations are
member configured.
Paul Goodman said that people “…like to work hard.” Children want to learn to do many things.
Community is a socioeconomic structure that enables the full realization of peoples’ desire to
become fully human. The feasibility of that is due to the community components not found in the
commodity-based civilization.
THE PRODUCTIVE FORCE OF SELF-REALIZATION
Contrasting commodity-based civilization, the self-realizational culture, self-realization is the
sought-after Exchange Element. The function of money in that society is for access to use-value.
Use-value is what supports the productive force of self-realization, individuated and cultural.
OUR OBJECTIVE
Our objective is to annul exclusivist power through the creation of decentralized, production-based
society that is self-managed by its members with Authentic Democracy. In production-based
economy, the “blueprint” of work relations is actualized through the participation of all members in
conviviality. Their intention is the courageous, generous, individuated self-realization, selfactualization, of all members and the cultural growth of their community. In that civilization, self-
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realization is the most valued Exchange Element. Mature happiness in conviviality is genuine
wealth, consequent of economic mutualism.
Each community’s productive forces generate non-material rewards, the cream of human
aspiration, responsible love; love integrated with fear, expansive, humane self-identities, courage
and generosity [ideas, FA], Paulo Freire said something to the effect that, our primary vocation is to
always become more human (7), an ideal.
Lucien Goldmann provides this description, “… ‘other’ men become more and more, not beings
which I see and understand, but beings with whom I act in common. They are no longer on the object
side but on the subject side of knowledge and action. The ‘We’ thus becomes the fundamental reality
with respect to which the “‘I’ is subsequent and derivative.” (8)
Through the community educational organization, and throughout its participatory society, the
division of labor, so to speak, is actualized through the natural predilections of each member.
People want to grow in skill and knowledge for their individuated satisfaction, effectiveness with
recognition, and for the greater good.
Ephemeralization, more production from less input, which is what technology and science provide,
serves in the community’s best interest. Theoretically, there reaches a point where the Guaranteed
Minimum Standard of Service easily meets members’ existential needs. That is well and good,
leaving more discretionary time for greater cultural productivity and individuated development in
conviviality.
Nonetheless, members never lose sight of the structural foundation of their community
organization, which is the source of their independence, their sovereignty, and their safety. The
importance of that cannot be overstated. Community in DESO is antithetical to any form of
institutionalized, centralized power concentrated beyond the control of the people.
Confederated Communities cooperate and work concertedly to safe-guard global, environmental
safety, and global services such as the prevention and control of diseases, whatever members agree
is needed, but with marked discrimination - “Lord” deliver us from the horrors of centralized power
concentrated beyond the control of the people.
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THE EXCHANGE ELEMENT OF A CIVILIZATION DETERMINES ITS SOCIAL STRUCTURES
The subsequent civilization is based on an entirely different Exchange Element, and because
of that, its entire socioeconomic structure differs from that of the former civilization.
Community in decentralized civilization uses self-realization, self-actualization,
individuated and cultural, as its Exchange Element. That is the reason for adopting
dialogical consensus-based community decision making processes, Authentic Democracy.
That is the reason for creating a production-based economy. In community in decentralized
society Authentic Democracy and education through art are implicit throughout its
Superstructure, its productive forces, and its means of production. The purpose of that type
of organization is to engender individuated self-realization, and cultural self-realization, in
conjunction with economic stability.
The development of technology, in and of itself, is not the cause of civilizational advance. The
Exchange Element of a civilization is what determines its social structures. In commodity-based
civilization the exchange-element is exchange-value, debt-based money, which is its capital. To
ever-expand private capital for the few owners of the vital sectors of the economy is implicit in its
productive forces and in its material means of production, to the exclusion of all other
considerations. In the absence of mutualism, work relations are exploitative, and communication is
market oriented, or war directed. Media reports include instigated, mortal shocks that distract the
people from the corporate takeover of their country, its accompanying ecological destruction, and
the scrapping of their legal protections from tyranny. The goal of centralized economic political
power is the private monopolization of all resources for the purpose of universal tyranny,
psychopathology.
However, regardless of their alienated condition, there is a discontent among people regarding
their existential needs going unmet and the amount of violence used to keep them atomized,
disorganized, and distracted. A saving grace of technology is that it facilitates modern
communication among people cognizant of the prevailing circumstances, who respond
constructively, each within their capability, to contribute to decentralization.
The Spirit of the new civilization is self-realization, individuated and cultural. There is no class
division in community in decentralized society. Class oppression is not needed for realizing maximum
productivity that meets the needs of community and confederated communities. Members decide
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what production is needed to provide their guaranteed minimum standard of service, and then,
once attained, they maintain it (production-based economy). Community members strive to
produce what they need without causing undue damage to the ecosystems and the biosphere that
they depend on for the permanence of their modus vivendi. *
* The way that a person or group of people lives with their means to sustenance, a practical
arrangement that allows for diverse values among its people – that allows potentially
conflicting people to coexist.
Temporal, inter-community cooperation develops into permanent confederation, which is essential
for the respective, economic stability and cultural growth of each community. Permanent
confederation requires that all communities produce the surpluses needed to afford it.
Confederated confederations, temporal and permanent, are essential for coherence among
numerous community confederations. The benefits of “higher” organization include effective health
services, scientific research, higher educational services, and the concrete defense of the
sovereignty of each community. DESO adapts readily to changing conditions.
Community militia is participatory and “information based,” not exclusively authoritarian. (9) (See:
chapter four)

INDOCTRINATION, DOES NOT EXIST IN DESO
Creating an unalienated civilization includes shaking off the indoctrination of our “commoditybased” civilization. “Prescription”, indoctrination, does not exist in DESO, no institutionalized
religious dogma, no transnational corporations, and no centralist governments. Prescription is a
weapon used by centralized power to dominate people’s lives. It imposes fear and shock to prevent
rational thinking. DESO and prescription are incompatible. (Four Arrows has provided the volumes
that contain the means of simple, structured, self-hypnosis processes that restore mental health,
stemming from our innate, life affirming, affinity in Nature. Despite distress, Love is there.)
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COMMUNITY IN DECENTRALIZED CIVILIZATION IS NOT PAROCHIAL
Had community in decentralized civilization been created at any time during the industrial age, it
would not have stopped productive development, but would have taken it on a different course.
Granted, without modern mechanization, production would have required more hands and time on
task. Nonetheless, living patterns would have taken that into account, mechanization would have
continued evolving for the purpose of meeting the people’s needs, and, much grief, in all respects,
would have been avoided …had that somehow been the case. Presently, in our time of history, the
self-realizational civilization has the means at hand to quickly supersede the conventions of
centralized power.
Community members participate together for cultivating mutually enriching lives not as isolated
Nuclear Families, but as the Nuclear Families of Nuclear Groups in their community. The purpose of
working-with-each-other-for-each-other is for cultivating mutually enriching lives, which is
fundamental to that civilization’s Spirit.
Community economic surpluses are allocated by members for generating self-realization (not for
conspicuous consumption). While needful people anywhere are unattended, DESO production
expands in that proportion to cover them, which produces a social cohesion that is not class-based
and is not enforced with violence. We can safely suppose that face-to-face decision-making
processes, which are fundamental to the community project, expand each member’s maturity and
critical thinking.
BURGEONING COMMUNITY AND DOING WELL FOR CONVENTIONAL NEIGHBORS
Each community must access, purchase, or receive gratuitously, appropriate means of production
from mass centralist society. Community people can donate or loan their money to the project and
can apply for philanthropic support. A community cooperative, or various, provides sufficient
revenue, exchange-value, for their Mutual Community Bank and the actualization of their
community project. By degree, this presents a challenge; Members’ Nuclear Groups must be selfsupporting while their community project is in progress.
When the community has established semi-self-sufficiency for its members, regionally, its
cooperatives are more capable than the counterpart enterprises in the commodity-based economy.
Community people can assist in establishing direct trade-based credit (Thomas Greco) a Public
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Bank (Ellen Brown) (10) to infuse the conventional town with self-capitalization. And, conventional
folks can manage supplementary money, like Ithaca Hours (11), to help them establish some
sovereignty. Local access to capital can stimulate local production for local use. Doing well for
conventional neighbors generates friends and associates among them that can support the initiative
for decentralized community, which is imperative. Community members are driven to expand their
civilization, which they promote. Concurrently and spontaneously more people will come together
to establish their communities.
The economic prognosis for the people of mass centralist society is dire, compounded with
pronounced despotism. Modern, political, economic tyranny subjugates humanity with needless
wars and impoverishment, which foments an acrid desperation. Conventional people will look upon
community in decentralized civilization as the sought-after sane society. Americans pine for
Authentic Democracy, and they will know enough to create sovereign communities.
STRUCTURAL CONTRASTS
In Mass Centralist Society, its Base Economy and the Superstructure, and its Powers and
Rights are in direct contrast with, and are unequal to, the corresponding economic
components of community in decentralized civilization.
For better or worse, when a socioeconomic reality is put into practice it determines the
quality of life of its people, which may be sane or insane, contingent on the purposes of the
socioeconomic structure.
G. A. Cohen describes fundamental components of historical materialism that contrast
markedly with production-based economy.
“We opt for the …more theoretical, definition…
Historical materialism is apparently committed to each of the following four positions, but
no more than (any) three of them can consistently be maintained:
(4) The economic structure consists of production relations.
(5) The economic structure is separate from (and explanatory of) the Superstructure
(6) Law is part of the Superstructure.
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(7) Production relations are defined in legal terms (that is in terms of property in, or – as in
Chapter II – rights over productive forces)” (12)

Number 4 above, is an acceptable “position,” or component, in the context of conviviality.
Number 5 above juxtaposes DESO’s integral economic structure.
Number 6 above corresponds to the protocols of confederation, which are written constitutionally
in no uncertain terms. Distinctively, the executive functions of civic organization repose fully in the
community person, which is explained in chapter four. Nonetheless, a “legal system,” and State are
not part of DESO.
Number 7 above juxtaposes, is the antithesis of the unwritten, common law of DESO, do not harm or
cause loss. Private property in community in decentralized civilization is not used to alienate
people, because the primary exchange-element of decentralized civilization is human fulfillment.
In community in decentralized society the ownership of what the community needs to meet the
existential needs of each of its members is shared equally among them. DESO production relations
are convivial. The community decides what it produces for its members. Safety in the workplace
and efficiency are prioritized.
A LEGAL SYSTEM OF RIGHTS AND POWERS IS OUT OF PLACE IN PRODUCTION-BASED ECONOMY
A legal system of rights and powers is out of place in production-based economy. Community
property serves the greater good. Property privately held among members is viewed in the same
light; it facilitates the self-realization of individuated members, and by extension, that enriches
Nuclear Groups and the community.
Nonetheless, the Office of Mediation is a community service that treats the dilemmas between
members relevant to harm or loss. Each case is treated individually. Contractual agreements are
filed and monitored by members. (Appendix D)
Community in DESO produces responsible, self-actualizing adults. Nonetheless, Nuclear
Families and Nuclear Groups need help from adept physicians and psychiatrists to integrate
into community people suffering psycho-corporal birth defects. And psychiatrists teach the
community to identify and correctly manage members who suffer from psychopathy. (14)
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All communities and confederations of communities defend the sovereignty of each
community and prioritize the self-realization of all members.
PROPERTY RELATIONS
For convenience and efficiency, Nuclear Groups may share tools and machines and relevant
components, via an organized tool shed, or warehouse. Whatever is needed for tasks is signed out,
borrowed, and returned after use. The community may have its use-value warehouse of machinery.
(15)
Nuclear Families in Nuclear Groups can possess property, homes, and private productive
enterprises, which is a component of freedom. Common sense and consensus mold the mores
among Nuclear Groups and sovereign community. Members corroborate over the praxis that meets
their mutual interests. (Gender roles in community in decentralized civilization are explained in
chapter four)
INTEGRAL CIVILIZATION
Civil organization, Nuclear Groups, is the fundamental base of economic stability. And Nuclear
Groups are the nuclei of participatory democracy through dialogue and consensus.
Culture is the vehicle of self-development and simultaneously people’s modus-vivendi. In the
absence of need deficiencies, the aesthetic world view finds its people somewhat in awe of each
other with merriment.
Reading from my original book, Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO…
“DESO reaches out to the “undeveloped sectors.” Through DESO, populations with land and water
can establish modern self-sustaining, semi-self-sufficient production-based communities
supplemented with inter-community trade agreements and monetized grants. With the intercommunity support of DESO, intermediate, appropriate technology can be employed to transform
“undeveloped sectors” into semi-self-sufficient, permanent communities.
The Guaranteed, Minimum Standard of Service, GMSS, of each community is “capped off” at the level
its members deem adequate. Then, it is simply maintained. The productive effects this has on a
community include the following:
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1. It assures guaranteed economic stability to all members, because its production is owned and
managed by its members, which eliminates fear and meets the need for certainty.
2. DESO Public Productive Enterprises provide members with gainful, unalienated employment.
Community participatory workplaces satisfy human needs for belonging, significance, and
adequacy; self-confidence for learning new skills is engendered through the DESO on site
educational experience.
3. The regional ecosystems are preserved by ecologically benign production methods, as decided
by each sovereign community, and by the “capping off” of permanent production at an agreed-on
level.
4. An economy of abundance is production-based and is specifically designed to produce its
needed GMSS. Additional capital earned by the community is saved for specific purposes.
5. The GMSS is derived from Core Pub. P. E.: education, health care, water, food, fabrics, housing,
renewable energy, and their mutual community bank, MCB, free financing for members’ private
productive enterprise, Priv. P. E.
Stability requires that each community is well stocked with essential commodities, heirloom crop
seed management, staple foods, adequate processing and storage facilities. Some of that stability
is derived from trade agreements among communities. If need be, large scale, specialized
production can be undertaken by participating communities with inter-community trade
agreements for augmenting their respective GMSS. Conscious that community independence and
its sovereignty are proportional to its natural, production-based, semi-self-sufficiency, community
members carefully monitor inter-community trade equilibrium.
Trade flows are contractually regulated and openly managed by participating communities.
[The services of community confederation stabilize inter-community economic relations without
compromising the respective sovereignty of each community.] The objective is the maintenance of
each sovereign community as independent, semi-self-sustaining, and semi-self-sufficient through
its GMSS. The GMSS is an ongoing form of community wealth. (The other branch of community
wealth is created by its Private Productive Enterprises owned and managed by community
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members, their families, and partnerships formed among Nuclear Groups. The use of community
autonomous money, CAM, generates the community CAM cash reserves.) (See: Appendix A, Mutual
Community Banks)

Members who participate in the GMSS production facilities are compensated generously by the
community. GMSS production facilities are coordinated with the community educational
organization and with the community coordinating committee, CCC. DESO production-based
economy is permanent, and it releases volumes of social capital in the way of individuated
independence, mutualism, conviviality, education, and the ongoing creation of values by each
member that are tested in community; human-based “morality.”
DESO independence is contingent on its permanent production for its own use, and on its everwidening use of CAM for inner and inter-community trade. These two economic factors, production,
and self-monetization, are fundamental for DESO independence and for its expansion. The more
DESO infrastructures develop, expand, and diversify the more independent its people are from
Federal Reserve Notes, FRN.
DESO values bring people together in shared meaning. In DESO, material goods have use-value
and include private homes, productive resources, cottage industries, unique, aesthetic products
produced by craftsmen, usable goods and services, quality instruments, machines, and tools. These
products are produced by intermediate industry, intermediate scale technology, and craftsmen.
Much of what individual DESO people use, they produce themselves, farming, crafts, trades,
specialists. Inter-community trade in bulk could be direct, perhaps in conjunction with some CAM
monetization. DESO people do not purchase outside DESO unless what they need is not produced in
DESO.
Education is the heart of community in DESO. All the arts compose the vehicle of education.
Through art all areas of knowledge are accessed. Truth, beauty, and goodness are cultivated in that
environment. Living with those values in community fulfills experience with passion and drama.
Excellence in learning for its intrinsic value and for its pragmatic application in community is the
nature of post-alienated society. Each person needs self-development and growth in community
and this need is met with mutualism. All children are provided the maximum of service and
resources for the development of their innate talents and predilections. A society structured to be
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civilized produces sane, civilized adults. The very best outcome of genuine, “High Civilization is
peace itself.” (16) Essential to DESO education are the fundamental contributions created by Four
Arrows, explained in his books.
*
Inter-community consolidation of production and services, when needed, is sufficient for economic
stability among networks of communities. At the discretion of communities, cooperation can
continue into wider inter-community spheres. And, with the advent of confederated networks of
communities, the primary Exchange Element, self-realization, is in its optimal environment.
Community support enables each child to grow into the mastery of her most cherished passions,
from an early age, encompasses spiritual, aesthetic, and intellectual growth, which is the Exchange
Element of self-realizational civilization.
“…the ‘Superstructure’ does not rise on the economic base. It is part of it…” (17)
*
Further reading from my original … DESO:
“Public, community production is “capped-off,” and is maintained at a constant level, as soon
the community GMSS is deemed satisfactory by its members. Limiting production to what is
necessary for maintaining the GMSS, and recycling material resources slows the rate of resource
consumption. Ecological, conservation oriented, self-sustaining, semi-self-sufficient, permanent
community does not exhaust nature’s ecosystems.
Each community must decide what a dignified guaranteed minimum standard of service is.
Every community takes note of the successes and errors of other communities. Knowledge and
technology are consciously managed by each community. The ongoing ecological necessities that
warrant attention are addressed and verified in the context of the Core Pub. P. E. in conjunction
with the community educational organization. Action that requires concerted effort and
community support is enabled in the context of the community dialogical consensus-based
decision-making processes and the CCC.
The concept of permanent community includes semi-self-sufficient production, processing,
distribution, and the use of its own essential goods and services….
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Each community will generate as much of their independent GMSS as is convenient for them.
Core Pub. P. E. may be actualized among cooperating DESO communities as concerted, joint
efforts; at the discretion of communities [further facilitated through the services of community
confederation].
Core Pub. P. E. provide community members with gainful employment opportunities and are
open to the productive contributions of young community members within their pragmatic
capabilities, and in accord with their developmental levels. Education in DESO includes
community participation. Part-time apprenticeships are valued, and learners are compensated
fairly. Young people are not segregated from society. Each young person begins participation in
community decision making processes, at her discretion, between the ages of twelve and fifteen.”
(18)
Core Public Productive Enterprises produce material surpluses, and monetized savings, beyond
the needs of each community’s GMSS. The surpluses are essential for creating new communities
and for building permanent confederation. Permanent Confederation is the environment of
permanent community.
*
Geographic variation, climate and resources determine the productive potential of each community.
Contingent on access to water, productive communities can prosper in arid regions. Permanent
trade agreements among cooperating communities may be needed. The production-based economy
does not develop transnational economies of scale. The purpose of production-based economy is
economic stability, permanence. In that context, finite resources are used sparingly, and recycled
material lowers the costs of production.
CLASSLESS SOCIETY TOPPLES CLASS SOCIETY
Classless society topples class society. That process can occur easily with a minimum of
disturbance. No mass protests are needed. No political party emerges. Direct confrontation is not
instigated.
The pragmatic structures of decentralized power are flexible allowing its people maximum
maneuverability in emerging reality. The MCS psychopathology of amassed power is dangerous,
but it will prove incapable to prevent the growth of DESO autonomy.
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Decentralized power develops. Its parts exist together in natural relationships with organized
efficiency. Like a ship designed for hands on management by all members equally, with their
consciousness and expansive critical thinking at its helm. The responsible, wakeful state of
community provides peace of heart and peace mind. What people most want, and need is that
safety with individuated growth, that empirical reality. It reaches out to all people who pine for
rewarding lives.
A CLOSER LOOK AT THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURES OF COMMUNITY IN
DECENTRALIZED CIVILIZATION
The productive forces and superstructures are integrated into the means of production owned by
the community, its cooperatives, Core Public Productive Enterprises (Core P.P.E.), serve the
purpose of meeting the existential needs of all members equally. The productive forces are based
on the premise that human dignity requires that all members receive the benefit of the guaranteed
minimum standard of service, GMSS.
Each Core P. P. E. is community owned - the water service, food production-processing-storagedistribution, the Construction Company, Renewable Energy, the Mutual Community Bank, MCB, the
Community Coordinating Committee, CCC, appropriate industry, heavier-industry the “multifactory,” the education department, the printing department, the Community Personnel
Department, CPD, the Office of Mediation, the Department of Public Safety, the Militia, the Fire
Brigade, Health Service, Hospice, Health Department, Sanitation Department, and so on.
EDUCATION INTEGRATED WITH PRODUCTIVE FORCES
Education through Art is the vehicle of education. Each child’s psychological passion for mastery is
cultivated from the outset via the children’s participatory education.
The participatory, mentor/learner managed education department has an office of education in
each of the Core Public Productive Enterprises (Core P. P.E.), which personnel are part of the
community’s education department.
The functions of Core P. P.E. include the integration of young adults who learn its scientific content
while being productive. Mentors at each Core P. P.E. teach neophytes relevant content, and the skills
needed to be productively engaged. (Chapter Five, Philosophy of Education)
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THE PRODUCTIVE FORCE OF COMMUNITY AUTONOMOUS MONEY, CAM
Productive forces include the community’s autonomous monetized organization; exchange-value.
The use of community autonomous money, CAM, automatically generates deposits in the
community reserves of their mutual community bank, MCB. CAM does not incur interest. Its “work
value,” generated by its facilitating the exchange of goods and services, is established when the final
seller of community endorsable money, CEM, returns the bill to the MCB to be reimbursed with new
community autonomous money, CAM. The productive force is the value of the last sale that was
absorbed into the community by the last buyer, obliging the CEM holder to exchange the old CEM at
the MCB for new CAM. The worth that he took into the bank from his sale, his gift to the community,
is deposited in equal value into the reserve. That reserve is a productive force validated by the
recorded “work value” of the CEM brought in-in exchange for new CAM.
The reserves grow through the use of CAM, and those reserves are allocated by all community
members through their dialogical consensus-based community decision making processes. The
productive force of CAM reserves is activated by the executive force of the community. The reserves
contribute to the maintenance and permanence of community Core P.P.E. CAM is infused into the
economy via community compensation to its public workers, community capitalization of
community projects, and grants to applicants for monetized support.
Gratuitously capitalized for personal businesses, families prosper. For whatever reason, some
individuals, Nuclear Families, Nuclear Groups, and some communities will prefer living simply and
aesthetically. Others may prefer accentuating their primary creative endeavors, building aesthetic
homes with much art and elegant furnishings and enjoy playing music, creating complex cuisine,
keep sundry animals, and so on. I cannot second-guess the amenities people will realize.
Predictably, there will be periodic community festivals, and spiritual observances. Some members
will be specialists important to the community. Nonetheless, Decentralized Civilization is classless,
and without destitution.
The GMSS provides Independence.
GMSS production is aligned for meeting the existential needs of members. The production of GMSS
would become increasingly more efficient, and optimum production would require fewer workers.
And GMSS facilities would widen and deepen their educational services.
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Community use of CAM builds community reserves. Reserves help finance the creation of a new
community. Essential, the intention of all members is for the new community to be established. The
community’s productive forces are focused on that endeavor.
The executive function in community is sourced in its Nuclear Groups, and through their
community coordinating committee the people self-manage their public services, their civiceconomic organization. The size of population needed for community economic stability is relevant
to the modernity of their methods of production.
*
In order for self-directed independence, sovereignty, of each community to survive, the population
of each community must be regulated, naturally, with the creation of a new community with its new
community cooperative, or cooperatives, that the younger families lay hold to, financed and created
with the help of their “mother community.”
To live in optimum, permanent independence is one of life’s priorities. The expanding
infrastructures of the inter-community networks provide always greater stability and permanence.
NON-BASE ECONOMIC FORCES, “SUPER STRUCTURES”
Community Education through Art and Authentic Democracy are Superstructures, and, at once,
each are fully integrated into the productive forces of the base economy that enables them.
The Superstructure is integrated into the means of production, which union composes the
productive forces of community.
The Superstructure manages its productive forces, the means of production, work relations,
property relations, and the allocation of community resources.
Community members own equally the productive forces, the Superstructure, and means of
production.
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SELF-MANAGEMENT
Community People “Co-Consciously” Regulate their Productive Forces
In community in decentralized civilization the productive force of capital does not incur interest. It
is produced by communities so that its “work value” validates its growing reserves, which are used
to maintain the economic solvency of community civic-economic enterprises, to invest in members’
private productivity, and for funding the periodic creation of a new community in conjunction with
members’ donations.
The economic stimulation of creating more productivity through sponsoring the development of a
new, structurally equal, community that owns industry that in some manner is vertically integrated
with the mother community’s appropriate industry lowers production cost and secures greater
respective independence.
The validation of the exchange-value of community autonomous money is recorded via the first
purchase using the new bill, and the record of all of its subsequent transactions. The use-value of
that “information service” enables members to monitor the fluctuations of their internal, monetized
economy. And they control the level of returns, and the volume of currency needed for economic
solvency without infusing too much monetized exchange-value into their economy. They can adjust
the circulation time of their units of exchange. They can optimize the rate of reserve accumulation.
With that instrument they can “co-consciously” manage their monetized productive forces.
*
People in mass centralist society, in MCS, do what they can to preserve and expand their humanity,
within their respective capacities. Most are without adequate options. By contrast, community in
decentralized civilization is a participatory way of life, with its unique rewards and challenges.
Either we build the civilization of Life, or we succumb to the civilization of death – Eros or
Thanatos.
*
The civil Structure of Nuclear Groups employs their CCC for coordinating self-management between
Core Public Productive Enterprises. The Community Office of Economic Management increases
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efficiency by its assessments and evaluations being deliberated by the CCC before delivery to the
NGs for authorization.
Community in decentralized society provides a cultural option attractive to many types of people of
mass centralist society, MCS. The effective, concerted action of DESO’s civil, civic, and civiceconomic structures serve the needs of its members hugely better than can any MCS local
government.
THE SCALE OF COMMUNITY INDUSTRY
The scale of community industry can expand to optimum production while preserving civic
mutualism and Authentic Democracy. The scale of production-based economy is decided by the
Nuclear Groups. The intention of Nuclear Groups is to live well without strife.
The scale of organization and the scale of production function to support permanent community in
decentralized civilization. It is not designed to expand beyond that. Community can draw as much
money as it needs from the capitalistic economy to purchase what is not locally produced, and to
purchase means of production.
*
The economic stability of community in decentralized civilization is maintained by its members.
They all prosper in nonmaterial ways. They have education, science, creative art, aesthetics,
novelty, conviviality, important projects, and adventure. They live in production-based economy.
Each mutualistic nuclear family while in its Nuclear Group may choose to live in ecologically
appropriate homes with integral, efficient, sustenance producing systems; living among each other,
for each other, shared meaning with generous discretionary time, with solitude.
With accessible knowledge, science and technology, and with concerted effort, concrete
independence can be perpetuated indefinitely through networks of communities in decentralized
civilization. Community objectives include meeting the existential needs of all members. Within its
capacity, an individual community can provide much of that for themselves.
In community in decentralized civilization all people are authentic. In the absence of prescribed
morality, spontaneous love relationships would thrive. The culture would engender unimpeded,
natural, libidinal love.
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“So far as motivational status is concerned, healthy people have sufficiently gratified their
basic needs for safety, belongingness, love, respect and self-esteem so that they are
motivated primarily by trends to self-actualization (defined as ongoing actualization of
potentials, capacities and talents, as fulfillment of mission [the art of one’s calling, fate,
destiny, or vocation], as a fuller knowledge of, and acceptance of, the person’s own intrinsic
nature, as an unceasing trend toward unity, integration or synergy within the person.”’ (20)
Civilization
By virtue of their culture, at the confederated level of community organization, multitudes of
production, higher education and research are actualized; civilization entwined with the mythos of
Life is actualized. Whatever, cooperating communities and their individuals decide to bring into the
light of day is at their discretion.
Community capital and its means of production are autonomous productive forces used for
maintaining economic stability, to actualize the diverse productivity needed for independence, for
investing in the ongoing creation of new communities, and for establishing permanent community
confederation.
SUPERSTRUCTURES OF CLASSESLESS SOCIETY
The primary Superstructures, community organization not directly involved in base economic
production are consequent of that production and explain and determine the uses for that
production. The fundamental Superstructure is the civil organization, the Nuclear Groups,
employing their Community Coordinating Committee, CCC, for community self-management, in
conjunction with their Community Office of Economic Management.
The community supported educational department, is a Superstructure, which is integrated into the
operating needs of the Core Public Productive Enterprises, Core Pub. P. E... Via their on-site learning
centers, the educational department brings young folks into the operations of the Core Pub. P. E.
DESO’s productive forces, the superstructures, the means of production, and worker relations are
integral within community, composing an effective, functioning, “organic,” “grammatical” whole, for
perpetuity without class divisions.
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Productive forces, including means of production, are integral in each self-managed community,
thereby establishing identical work relations. The purpose of economic permanence is selfrealization, which is the primary Exchange Element of that civilization.
FUNCTIONS OF SUPERSTRUCTURE
The Superstructure is part of the productive forces. It determines the design, and the context for
which it was created, thereby channeling the productive forces to fulfill their function, to maintain,
to make permanent, the structure of the community modus-vivendi (the way that a person or group
of people lives with their means to sustenance, a practical arrangement that allows diversity – that
allows potentially conflicting people to coexist.)
Cooperation among community members and among communities enables trade agreements and
joint projects. Production standards are enforced by members’ needs. Whatever community
produces, it is reliable and durable. Production establishes permanent inter-community trade
relations whenever necessary for securing the GMSS through inter-community cooperation.
In materialistic mass centralist society, legalism and legislature are components of its
Superstructure, and function to maintain its stratified, class-based, society. …that does not exist in
the Superstructure of community in decentralized society.
DESO ECONOMIC STABILITY REINSTATES HUMAN EVOLUTION
The economic stability of decentralized society is based on cooperatives that are no less structured
than existing cooperatives. However, the objective of community in decentralized civilization is not
increased access to Federal Reserve Notes. The objective is the direct, on-site production of everything
that best meets members’ existential needs, as decided and prioritized by members.
Each community is structured as an organic, departmentalized cooperative that is purposed to
meet the existential needs of its members across the generations of its families, permanence. That is
the specific structure that makes the growth of human fulfillment possible for all, civilizational
evolution, in tandem with natural evolution on “Her” terms.
UNDERSTANDING MECAHNSISMS OF OVERT EXPLOITATION AND THE LURE OF COMMUNITY
G. A. Cohen’s observation is relevant, “…Engels opined that ideas of equality and rectification of
injustice are perennial, but that they achieve historical power only when and because there is
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contradiction between the productive forces and the production relations. The class able to take
hold of the forces rides up on the resentment of the exploited producers.” (21)
When the productive forces such as those of capitalism (Neoliberalism) use the people of
mass centralist society as the means to the end of amassing capital and economic monopoly,
the “…contradiction between productive forces and the productive relations…” is complete.
For example, transnational, private corporate powers eliminate the civil government and
replace it with the private, corporate domination of legislation, privatizing or destroying all
public services, all municipal services, all public property and robbing all public assets, as
well as privatizing all drinking water, and imposing a strict monopolized control over food,
fiber and pharmaceutics; subjugating the people via that economic fascism; enforced
through economic scarcity, high tech surveillance systems, and the brutality of a private
police force, a private penal system, and a private military. Concurrently, large sectors of the
population would be enslaved in the military industrial complex.
The class that owns the productive forces and the means of production rules over the
productive lives of its workers. While at once, it subjects significant sectors of the
population, minority groups, the unemployed, and the unemployable to abject poverty, and
will covertly poison their environment to hasten their extinction. The dominant class taxes,
in the widest sense, the subjugated class with impunity. That is the law of force, the rule of
the cudgel, ‘legitimized’ with national legislation.
The burgeoning communities of decentralized civilization purchase or access existing productive
facilities from capitalistic society as needed. The economic and social relations between DESO
communities and their MCS neighbors are managed via the “co-intelligence” of each respective
community. The economic weight of one, real community and more so of community
confederations, would add economic stability to the people living in the local, conventional
economy. The rewards of living in real community in decentralized civilization would certainly lure
the attention of MCS people who would desire those rewards for their families.
ABOUT COMMUNITY
With “responsible intentionality” (Mark C. Kinney), Community grows rapidly. The relationships
among members are productive, in the widest sense. The conditions needed for growing
emotionally, that growth which is most desired… “lusted” after, are experienced in a concrete
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reality. To be part of peoples who are working-with-each-other-for-each-other is our best means of
survival with growth, relative to objective reality. The community’s mutual family groups, “Nuclear
Groups” (Mark C. Kinney), are where children and adults develop and practice, natural self-control.
Organizationally, real community is a “grammatical structure” (Mark C. Kinney), an effective
articulation, evolving and flexible. The convergence of DESO’s Productive Forces provides the
means for all members to live out the self-realizational purposes of their lives. “Self-realization”
then, is the new Exchange Element, EE, rather than commodity and capital.
Mark C. Kinney’s, Common Destiny
Mark C. Kinney wrote about the stages of civilizational development, having identified four levels,
each on the basis of the particular Exchange Element it had developed. I will explain that here, as
briefly as I can. The deepening of our understanding of the evolutionary stages of civilization is
worth our time, for our own benefit individually, for community and our posterity in Nature.
I have the book, Mark Curtis Kinney’s, Common Destiny, 1974, which of this writing is not yet
published.
*
Members’ moral participation in community organization is ongoing. People mature towards one
another are there for each other within their respective capabilities. That can be a real world, with
real homes with porches, in rural space. Children growing up in Nuclear Groups would be
integrated into a cultural variety of rich, productive lives. Self-control is the foundation of selfrealization. Developing self-realization, individuation, is to ever-grow in humane, human
experience, which is the priceless exchange element of the fourth civilizational level.
Individuation and Mutualism Are Complementary
Individuation and mutualism are not dichotomous, but rather, they are complementary. Economic
mutualism is grounded on consensus-based self-management. The functionality of that method is
contingent the individuation of each person. When individuated people are voluntarily engaged in
working with each other for each other, the full awareness of that situation generates conviviality.
Humanscale, public, productive processes generate the economic permanence and prosperity of
community. Community invests generously to create and maintain the kind of educational
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organization that brings into being individuated adults. Consequent of this kind of organization is
sweeping social capital and its seminal, ongoing cultural creations with heightened cultural
enrichment for everybody.
USE-VALUE, EXCHANGE-VALUE AND CONTEMPORARY CAPITALISM
In capitalism, “…capital is reckless of the health or length of life of the laborer, unless under
compulsion from society. To the outcry as to the physical and mental degradation, the premature
death, the torture of overwork, it answers: Ought these to trouble us since they increase our
profits?” (22)
In community in DESO the use of exchange-value is for access to use use-value.
DESO is antithetical to the capitalistic principle, G. A. Cohen explains,
“…the capitalistic principle, the use of exchange-value [is] to increase exchange-value; and
the capitalistic principle engenders the capitalistic mentality, the quest for exchange-value
…is not controlled by a desire for use-value, or not, at any rate, by a desire to exchange it for
use-value….
To personify capital is to practice the principle and possess the mentality. Such a person
is not necessarily crazed. Exchange-value is purchasing power, but it can be agreeable and
rewarding to have a great deal of purchasing power even when there is nothing one wants
to purchase.
The accumulation of the capitalist who personifies capital is not motiveless. Among other
things, ‘to accumulate is to conquer the world of social wealth, to increase the mass of
human beings exploited by him, and thus to extend … [his] … direct and …indirect sway’.”
(23)
*
We may not be able to imagine what living in a sane society would be like. Our needfulness,
however, is constant, and it creates our guiding principles. Our needs are psychophysiological.
Human fulfillment includes brining our individuated capabilities, talents, predilections, and creative
passions into the light of day, for full exercise and mastery. That cannot be fulfilled for each person
unless one’s civilization is purposed to that end. That is the fundamental challenge.
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In mass centralist society the exploited or neglected and their oppressors * are one dimensional. **
Their cognition involves their immediate situation, familial relations and their relevance to
production and the market. All value judgments are made in conformity with the closed
parameters of political, economic control. Capitalist oligarchs own the capital, the means of
production, and the productive forces. Labor relations are utilitarian. The nefarious ideology of
domination (slave-based “Neoliberalism”) reduces universality to amassing monetized profit and its
executive power - at the expense of all other considerations, destroying humanity and Nature in its
wake. One dimensional people are uncritical and do not correlate the root of their unfreedom and
their personal deficiencies with their ‘civilization’.
* Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire ** One Dimensional Man, Herbert Marcuse

DIALOGUE IS THE SUBSEQUENT COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA
The primary function of this media, dialogue, is to increase critical thinking for the greater good.
Members share and exercise their objective, evolving criterion, because they share and self-manage
their super structures, their productive forces, and the means of their community production. The
prerequisite for that in concrete reality is structured, dialogical, consensus-based organization.
Members view each other as values makers, responsible for their values, who test their values in
community for their contribution to its cultural enrichment and permanence.
Capitalism’s hard-won service systems and productive facilities - those useful to DESO - may not
survive the deterioration of the central bank-market, or the mismanagement of global markets.
Community in decentralized civilization must rapidly purchase or procure and assimilate
everything it needs from existing civilization, for the actualization of its production-based economy.
Structured for exponential growth, DESO is destined to overtake mass centralist society,
depopulating it; the higher civilization absorbing the lower. DESO will supersede fascism.
*
Mark Kinney (and others) thought that “As printing destroyed the social class systems of the Feudal
Age, so we can expect the communication revolution to destroy the social class system of the
Modern Age.” (24)
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Many have voiced that assessment. The cybernetic scourge of virtual reality as entertainment
panders a false sense of meaning laced with addiction, which fragments social capital. Synthetic,
Artificial Intelligence can be centralized or generalized. Centralized, it is used to subjugate.
Generalized (if deemed useful), it is self-managed, equally, by the people in community.
Dialogue is the primary instrument of civilizational evolution. Dialogue is contingent on real
community (and their “dialogical” rapport with Nature).
“The central and critical element within all of man’s “civilized” activities is “articulation,” all
deriving from the articulating capacity of the human mind” and “Civilization is the articulation of
the social order to make it increasingly productive of cultural creations. Civilization began with the
discovery of articulate language itself.” (25)
*
In DESO, permanent production is the economic base of sovereignty. Independence is a way of life
where children are protected from prescription; religious, commercial, and political. Coercion is not
a function of DESO economic organization; thus, coercion is not an intention in the minds of its
people; natural “morality”.
We cannot imagine the mentality of people prospering through structured mutualism, a non-violent
society. That society’s social order, work relations and property relations, are molded throughout
the evolution of their productive forces, superstructures and base economy.
The notion of community production for the sake of amassing capital is alien in the context of
community. While capitalism drives people apart, community in DESO brings people together.
The productive processes of production-based economy expand only to the degree that they meet
people’s needs. Sovereign communities come together spontaneously to realize joint projects of all
kinds. Communities in decentralized society are solvent. Private, productive projects are supported
by community. Prosperous families can surpass the household need for the GMSS – at their
respective discretions they can lend their support to the GMSS. The educational organization
receives optimum support.
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Shared meaning is the nexus, the link associating two or more people, of community members in
decentralized civilization. The people mature. Love and self-realization are fundamental meanings
in their sane lives.
EDUCATION IN PRODUCTION-BASED ECONOMY
(See: Chapter Five, Philosophy of Education)
In community in decentralized civilization productive activity involves the whole person in the
same manner as sport, and play. In that scenario, the term “leisure” does not apply. Children grow
up as integral members of society. Children are led by the hand into their participatory worlds of all
the arts, cultural creations, crafts, and all sciences relevant to the personal interests of each child.
So, by ages twelve through fifteen, at the discretion of each young person, they can begin to
participate in civil and civic activity as well as in the community Core Pub. P. E. centers of learning
and engage in productive activity.
Participatory education is managed by its mentors and learners. Mentors lead learners by the hand.
The distinction between mentors and learners is experience, ability, mastery, and compassion.
Everyone in the educational organization is responsible for its effectiveness. As young people grow in
self-validated competence, at their discretion, they take on more responsibility; young souls experience
their purposes in tandem with their challenges and elations. Young people cultivate themselves and
their civilization with their cultural creations, creations which encompasses multidimensional
concerted action for the greater good.
Children expressing interest are encouraged to visit the corresponding Core P. P. E. where
educational department mentors welcome them and satisfy their desire to learn competence.
Each Core P. P. E. has an educational department. The science of each Core P. P. E. is taught to any
young person wanting to take part in its productive activities. From that point, community support
facilitates higher education for those with passion for mastery. Learning and working in a Core P. P.
E. is compensated however members decide.
Community children have their way in community because they have safety, the protection of all its
members. Granted, sophistication is essential in that regard, and through dialogue members are
directly accountable to each other; and as a matter of course that is ongoing. Nothing is static in
Authentic Democracy. Community components are maintained efficiently, because they provide
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wellbeing, survival with personal fulfillment. The internal motivation to “keep a tight ship” is
implicit.
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS AND WORK RELATIONS
The participatory workplace is not without leadership, the executive function. The aptitude and
ability of each member, and her volition, determine what positions are filled by whom.
Compensation amounts are agreed on by the members of each community. Core P.P.E. meets the
essential needs of community members.
Production systems are efficient, but not at the expense of safety. The executive positions of Core P.
P. E. require competent, organized individuals with conscientious dedication to efficiency and
safety. The personnel of the Core P.P.E and the community at large are motivated to support the
ablest among them.
ACCOUNTABILITY
Direct and immediate accountability is implicit in dialogical organization. Individuated people take
responsibility for and live by their chosen values. Values are tested in community. In DESO, equality
and equity are shared values. Community dialogical consensus-based decision-making processes
and community women’s and men’s councils and their general council counteract “prescription.”
Individuation is valued in the context of mental health. Members are secure in their personal
sovereignty and in their personal privacy.
COMMUNITY SUPERSTRUCTURE
Community civic-economic organization, the base economy, is composed of its community
cooperatives that produce the community’s guaranteed minimum standard of service, GMSS. The
civic-economy’s Office of Economic Management is a needed component of the CCC; both are part of
the Superstructure.
In total, the Superstructure and the base economy compose the productive forces, which are
effectively managed through the concerted volition of its members. Community’s productive forces
humanize the quality of its member’s lives. We can only guess what life will be like in a convivial
society.
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Real freedom and real value means having the support needed for developing one’s talents in line
with one’s fondest predilections, one’s multifaceted passions. Perhaps, we cannot imagine what life
would be like in a co-intelligent community and being there for each other. But we do know that we
can make that happen!
*
The Kogi Indians of Columbia, due to their Indigenous continuum, can, and do, perceive the psychiccorporal condition of Nature, and possess a “dialogical” communication between them through
divination.
The Kogi have “mapped” the “lines of thought” that connect the localized natural forces of a given
geographic area, i.e., water flows, water systems, being the natural forces needed for effective
germination. The cycles of those forces are noted by Western science. What is not noted, perhaps
due to the inconvenience it poses to hegemony, is that the natural systems are “cognitively”
coordinated among their functioning sectors (“nodes” [my term]) needed by that
geographic organism; with its autonomous “consciousness” and its “personality,” at the elemental
level of life.
That elemental, “cognitive” network of “consciousness,” is self-validated among the
Kogi Mamas (Shamans). Their experiential, mental perceptual faculties for that kind of human
perception are exercised fully. The Mamas are guided structurally by their stored knowledge from
hundreds of years of Mamas mapping, those natural “lines of thought,” invisible networks of “cords”
made of “numinous blackness” through which the living “nodes,” such as lagoons, mountain lakes,
and so on, “coordinate” their actions proportional to the needs of their ecosystems. The Kogi
“listen” to that “communication” and it tells them that the natural ecosystems are sick and require
human actions for the recovery of their functions; a priori of Kogi civilization.
The Kogi are hopeful that mankind can salvage and restore Life. Sprawling sections of land that had
been cleared for plantation production were returned to the Kogi. Within two decades (!) those
reforested ecosystems culminated in an uncanny resurgence of Nature’s diversity.
Unless that kind of restoration of essential landforms and their ecosystems, essential to fecundity,
in their natural locations is done, the Mamas warn us, and unless that relentless exploitation stops,
the life support systems will collapse, and we will have “no place to live.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftFbCwJfs1I
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The following readings are from Common Destiny by Mark Curtis Kinney II
Mark Curtis Kinney II
“B. THE THEORY OF PSYCHOCENTRIC SOCIALITY
1. Human growth depends on primary relationships. ….
…. A person can be totally involved in a social process of decision-making as an Integral Moral
Being only when he and his fellows can forge and reforge the character of their complete social
process to the conscientious satisfaction of all. In any proper sense of the term, “democracy” can
halve no other meaning.
But this is an intimate process of communication which articulates the deepest depths of the human
soul, and it is possible only where people can communicate together on a face-to-face level of
primary relationships [26].
The “Legalism” (and decadent “Cynicism”) of a mass society articulates only the superficialities of
men’s lives. The Unescent Instinct [27] gives man an “innate potential moral wisdom”, but if that
potentiality is not exercised, man retains the stature of a moral pygmy. It is often observed that
modern man has been able to control nature but has not learned to control himself. But “Legalism”
and “Cynicism” of the secondary relationships of the mass society stifles the very process of true
democracy by which people learn to control themselves. There is scarcely to be found in modern
society any area, not even in the family, in which the individual can participate as an Integral Moral
Being. In almost no situation can a person consult his own “pure conscience” and contribute his
insights to a group process which forms and reforms its own charter.
Human growth depends on participation in a social process, but if that social process fails to require
the exercise of Integrity [28], men become but specialized robots of a system beyond their control.
Integral human growth is possible only in a social process interrelating individuals democratically
in face-to- face groups composed of primary relationships.” (186-7 Common Destiny - CD)
“2. The Inadequacy of the Nuclear Family
The Nuclear Family consists of a complex of primary, face-to-face relationships, but most families
cannot be democratic, and are authoritarian, because they lack the resources to be more than
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functionary robotized conditioning agents for the establishment on which they depend for survival.
The Nuclear family is viable neither economically, emotionally nor culturally.
The Jeffersonian dream envisioned a land of economically independent farming families who
worked their own land, so that neither their minds, nor their stomachs nor their hands were
beholden to any other force. With economic independence each man could develop the sense of
moral integrity expressing both self and social responsibility. Industrialism destroyed this basis of
free independent thought, and with it destroyed the ideal of rural democracy. Now the vast majority
of families are dependent on a complex economic system so impossible to control and difficult to
understand, that the individual is reduced expressing only the prejudices of self-interest in his fight
for survival. Neither is there the freedom from conditioning social, economic, political and religious
pressures by which an individual can even discover his own thoughts, or know his own ideals. The
ill created by economic dependence is alienation from self and from meaning.” (187-8 CD)
“…. In the extended rural families, with their many cousins, uncles, aunts, et cetera, most every child
or adult could find some supportive relationship to compensate for the authoritarian demands of
others. The urban Nuclear Family has lost this rich variety of emotional relationships. All too often,
couples fall into neurotic ruts that inhibit their emotional maturation, or even make their
relationship mutually destructive. All too often, there are no intimate friends to whom one can pour
out the pains of his heart. Nor are there friends who share the family’s problems intimately enough
so they can say, “hey, kids, don’t you see what you are doing to each other and your children?” The
greatest paradox of our overpopulated world is that it is full of lonely people, - lonely because
relationships are defined by the commodity….
With the disappearance of the extended rural family, the cultural viability of the family has
disappeared also. The aggregate wisdom and know-how of the grandparents, the parents and the
uncles and aunts were adequate for maintaining a viable culture on the family farm. What one
person did not know, another did. But in urban Culture, with its “information explosion”, the
aggregate knowledge, wisdom, and understanding which any two parents possess is so
infinitesimal that they cannot possibly provide the intellectual, cultural and artistic nourishment
where children need it most: in the home environment. But even the cultural resources that a
couple may possess are not expressible either in the home, which is separated from real concerns of
production and social life; the culture which is imparted is out of context, splintered from any
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meaningful pattern of life. The ill engendered by the family’s lack of cultural viability is cultural
impoverishment.” (188-9 CD)
The Nuclear Family in the Nuclear Group in Community in Decentralized Civilization…
“6. The Nuclear Family
The simple affectionate and unconditional acceptance of one another in a marriage, with its
tendering of care one for another in responsible Love creates that sense of belonging with which
that ultimate sense of cosmic or existential loneliness disappears.” (194 CD)
THE NUCLEAR FAMILY IS INDISPE
[CL - civilizational level, …the 4th CL is yet to exists as of this writing]
“The question may be asked what structural level of social relationships in the new 4th CL [29] has
the right to consider its own self-preservation as its primary concern. ….in the 4th CL if there is one
social unit that could have a mandate to preserve itself it is the Nuclear Family, at least through the
time in which its children are yet developing their self-images. In the nuclear family the Children’s
healthy body and healthy emotional life is formed, and the self-image of confidence in one’s ability
to live harmoniously.
When divorce shatters a family, it shatters as well, the confidant self-image of every member,
cutting psychic wounds which may take long years to heal. …in the 4th CL there is every prospect
that each family can be a “love -nest” and preserve itself in an ever-growing harmony.” (194-5 CD)
THE PLEASURE PRINCIPLE AND THE REALITY PRINCIPLE
“In Responsible love the dichotomy between the pleasure principle and the reality principle is
resolved, for all acts are seen from the self-realization and growth viewpoint. And each member’s
growth and growing satisfaction in his own life are not contrary to, but in harmony with the welfare
of, ultimately, the whole Family of man. The authoritarian process of socialization, as understood in
the 3rd CL [30] would not even exist, for each member partakes even from tender ages, in the
group’s constant reformation of its “Charter” [the aims, principles, and procedures of an
organization]. But if one structural level of the new sociability were to be characterized by the
expression of the pleasure principle, with its “spoiling” of one another, it would be the Nuclear
Family.” (195 CD)
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[Meaning is implicit in the context noted in the previous paragraph; Victor Frankl in his, Man’s
Search for Meaning, thinks that meaning is a fundamental need that is met through human kindness.
In mass centralist society, preponderances of people are indoctrinated subconsciously, to expect
reciprocation. Frankl and George Orwell, Homage to Catalonia, recounted noteworthy moments of
human kindness during the extremities of war, attesting to the innateness of that faculty. People
helping each other spontaneously, without expecting reciprocation, is a spiritual experience, love, a
fundamental meaning.
[Meaning is implicit in this following section by Mark Curtis Kinney II.]
“7. THE NUCLEAR GROUP
The second passion, Creativity, with its project of Realization and self-realization is very
imperfectly experienced in 3rd CL families for its relative poverty of cultural resources, but even
more because it’s not really part of cultural resources, but even more because it’s not really part of
the Nuclear Family’s primary psycho-biological function.
There are exceptions, however, which disprove this rule. There have been a few favored families
which have been able to maintain levels of cultural excellence for many generations: such families
as the Darwins, the Huxleys, the Bernoullis, the Stradivaris, the Strauss,’ et cetera. But the nature of
the artisan and intellectual traditions of these families made it possible for their types of productive
creativity to be centered in the home. The sociability that gathered around these families helped to
increase its creative atmosphere. Children often grew up where noted guests made every dinner
conversation the equivalent of a university seminar.” (195 CD)
“Few nuclear families can provide themselves with such home environments, especially in the 3rd
CL with its isolation of the family from every center of productive and creative activity. But a group
of families united in self-realizational intentionality can do this. This challenge falls most naturally
within the province of women’s genius.”
“But ever since civilization entered the urban phase, women have lived in a man’s world defined by
commodity. In such a world, the contribution which women could make to harmony and cultural
excellence in the home had no recognized value, and certainly no market value. Viewed in terms of
the market, women’s work represented a cost, not a value. But, worse, the assumption that the
woman’s place is in the home excluded her from the self-realizational experiences by which she
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could develop her capabilities. A life dedicated to dishes, dust rags and diapers has given the
woman no opportunity for self-realizational specialization. Men, on the other hand, have
appropriated to themselves the outer world of stimulating challenges. The 4th CL, however, by
valuing creativity not in terms of the market, but in terms of human growth gives automatic
recognition to the inestimable value of the woman’s contribution to the welfare of the race and the
evolution of civilization. A civilization can be measured by the quality of lives experienced by its
women, for women are the prime educators of each new generation. If women have a second rate
quality of life the civilization is second rate.
Women’s natural intuitive and empathetic sense gives them superior judgment in making and
selecting friendships with other women for the purpose of “opening out the family to a larger
community”. Women alone can create the “woman’s world” which will provide them, for the first
time since the 1st CL, [31] with a stage of cultural activity on which they can realize themselves and
make their contribution to “others” and to civilization. Women themselves can best judge which of
their friends have the unvarnished sincerity to join in the self-re-educational effort to become
increasingly capable of responsible love.
United in this Common Intentionality, women can create for themselves and their families a cultural
stage of self-realizational activities that will enrich their lives. By cooperating in their takes of
childcare, food preservation and preparation and clothes maintenance, the women of a Nuclear
Group of families can easily find the time …and the cultural stimulation necessary for creating
environments of cultural excellence for themselves and their families.” (195-6 CD)
Self-Control through Intentionality
“The Nuclear Group, however conceived, is central in any Intentional Society. Its primary function
is “realizational” not only in a cultural but in a deeply personal sense, for here are developed the
techniques of self-control which make Intentionality possible. Here is the most intimate sharing of the
ways to grow in inner peace. Members of these families will know one another intimately enough to
share together their personal problems and their moral pains. It provides the social process by
which all members can help each other resolve their anxieties and their traumas that block healthy
emotional growth. This contrasts greatly with the 3rd CL families that are seldom able to escape
their neurotic self-destructive ruts.
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In the Nuclear Groups the expression of the pleasure and the reality principles is balance. Here the
Intentionality of responsible Love implies the obligation of each to find and pursue her (or his, for
the whole family becomes involved in the Nuclear Group’s cultural center), own best path of selfrealization, and to encourage others in principles is actually more in the nature of a perfect
integration of the two.
The Nuclear Group is “nuclear” in the sense that it is here that self-control through Intentionality is
developed. Each Nuclear Group is free to develop its own methods of finding the inner peace from
which social harmony flows, and each group can learn from others how to perfect those methods.”
(197 CD)
THE COMMUNITY
“8. The Community
The passion of Play with its project of Participation is best expressed in a community, which may be
composed of almost any number of nuclear groups. It is the community which feels the press of the
“reality principle” most greatly, for on it rests the responsibility of meeting the demands of
economic survival. And yet under favorable circumstances, all can still be undertaken selfrealizationally. All the fields and workshops of a community constitute one “business” to satisfy the
health and growth needs of all members. By controlling their productive resources democratically
and using them cooperatively, the community will not be alienated by the artificial demands of the
market. Rather, members of the community can “playfully” change their own rules of procedure.
(For Sartre this is important, for if the rules can’t be changed, it becomes a ritual, which for him has
only negative meaning.) Community members are free to design their own style of living, choosing
for themselves what they need and what they do not, Living becomes a true art which includes all
which is necessary and excludes all which is not. A community might decide to “industrialize”
laundry and ironing, for instance, so that women could have more time for their self-realizational
pursuits.
There are no hard and fast rules on sex occupations. Men more naturally prefer the productive
challenges of the community at large. Men enjoy working together on cooperative productive jobs…
But some men might prefer, and might be needed to help in the Nuclear Groups’ or the
Community’s cultural centers and some women might prefer their most natural self-realizational
outlet in some of the community’s workshops.
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In three different levels of social organization (The Nuclear Family, the Nuclear Group, and the
Community), then, three different qualities of primary face-to-face relations are articulated, and
there is a balanced expression of the reality and the pleasure principles that result in a harmonious
mutuality. (197-8 CD)
“9. THE FEDERATION
Except as examples of courage and cultural Idealism, communities are of little importance in the
evolution of civilization; they are subcultures that are swept into the backwash of history. Only as
examples of full cultures will they have any effect. Communities exist in a precarious position, and
subject to its many pressures, too often …they have to resort to authoritarianisms of their own to
defend their own unity against those pressures. A confederation of communities, however, that
places itself in a position to be largely self-sufficient is much better able to withstand these
pressures. At the same time, by articulating the functions that characterize a full self-sufficient
culture, a federation can change the course of history itself.
A full modern culture, seemingly, must articulate at least four cultural functions 1) a market-bank;
2) a technological college and research center in the application of all the physical sciences; 3) a
hospital-medical school with a biological research center in the human sciences; 4) a cultural center
for all the self-realizational disciplines with a research center in the human sciences.
In commodity cultures, cities are congested because of its market-bank operations, where rents,
profits, interest payments and market speculations of all kinds draw people like a magnet from the
countryside. Congestion results from people crowding to be as close as possible to the facilities of
the market and its possibilities of unearned income, so that 90% of the people live on 4% of the
land. The monstrous cities produced by this process ultimately become financial disasters through
the high cost of contending with the congestion and the problems of human misery which are their
byproducts.
Neither applied technology, nor the free market, nor money can be blamed for these social ills, for
they are but the tools of production and distribution. A tool is never harmful in itself, but only in the
manner of using it. The cause of social ill is to be found in the hierarchical organization of society
which has existed from Neolithic times. Such hierarchies predetermined that the few will benefit
from the exploitation of the many. A system of federated communities eliminates this source of
injustice.” (198-99 CD)
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*
“As the 3rd CL socio-economic system disintegrates, the community-federation alternative can
absorb the unemployment and those making their exodus from the cities. It provides not only a
means of progressively correcting injustices in the 3rd CL but also an orderly process by which
whole cultures can make their transition from the 3rd CL to the New Age. Even the natural injustices
and inequities that appear in the federationally organized 4th CL cultures will be eliminated if the
principle is firmly adhered to that all justice depends on Intentional not institutional measures. The
missionarism which has characterized the relationship of all higher CL cultures with lower ones is
the most natural means by which inequities can be eliminated intentionally.
[The 4th CL is an age of Convivial Revolutions.]
Every culture in the world has the capability of entering the 4th CL by means of its own cultural
revolution which is Convivial and Infrastructural in nature. The 4th CL is an age of Convivial
Revolutions.
The mainspring of cultural evolution at the grassroots level is the Culture Center of the SelfRealizational Disciplines. It is the heart of life in a Federational society. Here the members of the
federation will find inspiring training in every self-realizational art imaginable plus: lectures,
communications training, therapies, special study-discussion groups, retreats; musical, dance, and
dramatic productions, expositions and festival celebrations.
Through cultural centers, “growth experience” becomes the effective EE replacing the “cash nexus”
EE of the 3rd CL. Mini-cultural centers begun by a few women to “open up their family life to a larger
community” have the possibility of evolving into cultural centers capable of serving a whole
federation.
Intentional cultures know no national or ethnic frontiers, and it is possible to build the foundation
of a world peace and harmony through the exchange of “growth experience” as well as through
Federational exchange of commodities. The federation principle can be extended worldwide to all
levels: local, regional, super-regional, national, continental and world levels.
As Herbert Read explained, the Federational principle in his “Anarchy and Order”: no Federational
officers have any authority over the members at a “lower” level, but offer services only: technical,
financial, statistical, cultural and diplomatic. As the community exists to guarantee the autonomy of
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every member through Responsible Love, so federations exist to guarantee the autonomy of every
community.
Each higher Federational level undertakes the more complex cultural functions: advanced research,
Federational banking, heavy industry operations, the higher levels of artistic and cultural
inspirations et cetera. Perhaps the Federational center of a region would serve ten local federations
with a total population of some 50,000 people and should provide levels of cultural excellence now
scarcely found in cities of a million. [R. Kinney notes, for example, ten communities of about 500
each = about 5,000 people can = one “federation”.]
Self-realizational sociality, as developed in a Federational system, is a “generalized” mode of group
survival by which all mankind can adapt harmoniously together and ecologically to the planet.
Ecological principles can be followed completely, since the goal of life organized self-realizationally
is not wealth and power for domination, but for the welfare of Man.
Federational organization of the economy will facilitate the development of semi-self-sufficient
regional economies in which local resources are used and converted efficiently and ecologically for
local use. Technology must be scaled down to serve local rather than world markets. The wastage of
the world’s primary resources makes it necessary to utilize the abundance of secondary resources
which are now considered of marginal worth. Convivial production organized for consumption in a
Federational region is vastly more economical than any existing economy. It saves much in costs of
advertising, transportation, storage, middleman profits, let alone the costs of top heavy institutional
bureaucratic costs with their costly preparations for war.
As Ivan Illich points out in his “Tools for Conviviality”, man is now surrounded by increasing market
scarcities, in the midst of Convivial Abundance. To tap that new abundance requires only a new
mentality of “Intentionality” expressed by Responsible Love.
The transition to an Intentional Civilization is necessary if man is to adapt to the planet ecologically.
If men do not first learn to live harmoniously together, they cannot learn how to be in harmony
with nature.
As a “generalized” mode of group survival is adaptable by all cultures, many primitive aboriginal
cultures may not only survive, but will be able to self-realize their own particular cultural genius.
Cultures have a right to self-realization as well as individuals. In this way, all mankind can be
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enriched in meaningful messages that increase self-understanding. Missionary efforts using Paulo
Freire’s “Socratic Method” [32] could integrate these ethnic cultures into a great and highly
stimulating world culture without destroying but rather realizing their cultures.” (201-03 CD)
DESO is the means to that actualization. (33)
FOUR CULTURAL FUNCTIONS
“A full modern culture, seemingly, must articulate at least four cultural functions 1) a market-bank;
2) a technological college and research center in the application of all the physical sciences; 3) a
hospital-medical school with a biological research center in the human sciences; 4) a cultural center
for all the self-realizational disciplines with a research center in the human sciences.” (199 CD)
FEDERATIONAL SOCIO-ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION
Mark Kinney explains, “The partnership economy in a federated system has neither rents, interest,
dividends nor profits, and money does not usually circulate within a community, but only between
communities and their market-banks, which in turn relate them with the economy of the culture. In
such a system, production is for the satisfaction of real human needs rather than for profit through
market manipulation.
Federational socio-economic organization not only brings the “surplus-product” under the
democratic control of people on a face-to-face level, thus achieving social justice where both
capitalism and communism fail, but it integrates the two virtues of those two opposed systems,
respectively: “individual initiative” and “social responsibility”.
According to the experience of the Kibbutzniks in Israel, the optimum size of a community is
between 100 and 120 families. This size seems to offer sufficient social and cultural stimuli, and yet
is not so large that the individual member can lose his individual identity in the group or the
opportunity of direct participation. It has the advantage, also, of a wide variety of jobs and cultural
activities so that each person can choose those that best fit [her] …interests.
But for all its advantages, a community of 500 people is not capable of articulating the four
functions that pertain to a full culture. It is probably necessary to combine the resources of some
5,000 or 6,000 people to do this, or the resources of 10 or 12 communities federated for the
purpose.
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Whether these four services and research centers are located in a central area or distributed among
the communities, they are placed under the direct democratic control of the communities. In a
convivial society, all partake of the same convivial standard of living; the only initiative to serve in a
research-service center is the self-satisfaction of using one’s preferred talents and of being of
greater service to others. No monetary incentive could turn these centers into areas of unhealthy
congestion.
[4th CL exponential living creates a “centripetal” (pulling toward a center) kind of social mobility of
ever widening friendships. Its conviviality brings people together. The 3rd CL egotistical
“centrifugal” (pulling away from a center) social mobility fragments society into ever more
antagonistic groups. Its “competitiveness” wedges people away from each other.]
*
Authentic Democracy is structured for face-to-face accountability among members,
decentralization. According to the research of Malcolm Gladwell (The Tipping Point, Copyright
2000) in order to retain unalienated cohesion and efficient self-management, the maximum number
of people in a face-to-face, productive facility is 148. Decentralized production and distribution
among communities is coordinated though the community confederation and its Office of Economic
Management.
Community concrete independence and concrete sovereignty are contingent on the concrete semiself-sufficiency of its production-based economy. Authentic Democracy is the executive component
of production-based economy.
Material necessities can be met in conjunction with shared enthusiasm and happiness. Being
productively engaged with others to produce what is good and beautiful, for consensual sharing, is
reward in itself. Everyone is rewarded equally for their creativity and mastery, where selffulfillment is roundly applauded.
In his book, Common Destiny (CD), Mark Curtis Kinney II analyzed examples of intentional
communities, entered directly below.
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“3. THE CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES
These examples of communitarian experiments give us both the need and opportunity to back off
and view them as a phenomenon in the unfolding, in the drama of civilizational evolution. They also
offer us a variety of forms wide enough to give more precise definition to their two critical
characteristics: “Intentionality” and “Idealism”. Both of these must be given “pure” or critical
definitions.
a) Intentionality
The communities mentioned are all roughly considered as “intentional communities,” but their
internationalities differ widely. The one minimum characteristic of intentionality they have in
common …is face-to-face democracy, in which the full participation of each individual in the
decision-making process is held as necessary. This characteristic of direct democracy gives them all
a flexibility of adaptation and the capacity to develop new socio-economic forms. To achieve direct
democracy, these communities have had to separate themselves from and abandon the increasingly
Cynical matrix civilization that surrounds them. In this, modern communities are following the
pattern of the Essenes, and the Primitive Christian communities before them who strove to escape
the Cynicism of Rome.
If a community is to be truly “intentional”, it must recognize the unconscious dimension of
intentionality so emphasized by Rollo May in his “Love and Will”. If a community recognizes only
conscious intentionality, it will force alienation on its members. The unique meaning which each
person seeks in his life must arise from this “depth” intentionality. The individual’s recognition that
this deep and undiscovered meaning exists in him together with his constant effort to bring it to the
surface of consciousness and give it expression is his “personal faith”. The community which
disregards or represses “Personal Faith” not only alienates its members but creates a neurotic
environment. If there is not the opportunity for an individual to draw on his unconscious while
developing his conscious thought and view of life, the unconscious will develop patterns of
coherence in isolation from and perhaps in conflict with his patterns of conscious thought,
producing schizophrenic split in his personality. With reason, Lewis Mumford said that none of us
are born knowing how to live, and if we are to learn, we must live two separate lives concurrently:
one, the active life of conscious thought and purpose, and the other a life of withdrawal and
meditation in which we compare what we do and think with and what our deepest feelings about it
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are. For the lack of such withdrawal, many people let their lives slip away without taking in time
those steps necessary to reach their desired fulfillments.
Whatever form this meditational withdrawal takes (reverential prayer, Zen-type meditation,
contemplation, artistic creativity, or perhaps even different therapeutic techniques) it permits the
unescent instinct (ibid. 27) to work on the conscious and unconscious levels concurrently. The
unescent urge may well be the same for all human beings, but in each person, it works on a unique
set of experiences, so that no individual’s path of growth will be precisely like another’s.
The unescent instinct seeks patterns of coherence not only in the outer world of physical
phenomena, but also in the world of social experience and the inner world of personal feelings.
Unescence seeks harmony with Nature, with one’s fellow men, and “inner peace”. All men desire
harmony, and the most violent behavior is evidence of the great frustration in that quest.
Intentionality implies the fullest possible expression of the unescent instinct on all levels. This kind
of intentionality does not merely seek conformity with the conscious mores laid down by a
questionable, often hypocritical, and usually shallow morality demanded by social conformity, but it
seeks a deeper, more universal, and more pervasive goodness. Intentionality seeks not a
stereotyped “moral goodness”, but rather a “unescent goodness” that rises from developing the
“pure consciousness”.
But a man has two ways of responding to a conflict, contradiction, or confusion which causes him
unescent pain: he may either resolve it by discovering a new “gestalt” [a set of things such as a
person's thoughts and experiences considered as a whole and regarded as amounting to more than the sum of
its parts], or he may repress it. So, the unescent instinct has two different functions: Erotic and

Thanatotic. It is the Erotic, or life affirming, to resolve threatening conflicts: but it is Thanatotic to
repress a conflict which is creating a crisis. Actually, if any of us tried to face up to all the
contradictions we carry within us at one and the same time, our very sanity would be threatened.
But when a conflict reaches a critical stage such that failure to resolve it threatens the welfare,
health and even survival of the individual or social group involved, then to repress it is Thanatotic.
Western man is approaching such a crisis now, - a crisis which is threatening on many fronts at the
same time: environmental contamination, economic collapse, urban crisis, and nuclear war. Man
must learn to live in harmony with the biosphere and he can do this only by learning to live in
harmony with his own species kind. The central problem of our age is the problem of how to
achieve harmonious sociability. The technical manipulative mentality of 3rd CL, as characterized in
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this area by behaviorist psychology, is completely incapable of resolving this problem. But a new 4th
CL “mentality” and “mental manner” capable of solving this problem is already developing.
b) Idealism
The Intentional Communities described were committed to the development of an alternative
lifestyle, but in making their choice they could take three different directions: Legalism, Mysticism,
or Idealism.
The rationalistic experiments, such as the kibbutzim and Twin Oaks adapted the legalistic path,
which tends to produce alienation. They by-pass the individual’s “Personal Faith” and place their
faith rather in a new form of socioeconomic organization. Their intentionality is on the conscious,
ideological level only, and their faith is expressed in the belief that their form of life is the wave of
the future and they feel that they are “on the frontier of history.”
All of the other communities described were transcendental in the sense that the individual’s
process of inner discovery and expression of meaning in his life (Personal Faith) is considered of
primary importance. But, Transcendental Intentionality has two options: Mysticism or Idealism.
The Focolare and the Zen communities (perhaps) tend to be forms of Mysticism for the scant
importance given to make the economic aspects of life a part of the expression of Personal Faith.
It is difficult, however, to make hard and fast divisions between types of intentional Communities.
Their process of direct democracy introduces a capacity for dynamic change by which any
community may suddenly develop from a Legalism or a Mysticism to a form of Idealism. Twin
Oaks, for example, in following their intuitive judgments concerning those forms of behavior which
are most harmonious, may well develop an appreciation of the whole process of Personal Faith.
Likewise, the Focolare Movement, which began definitely as Mysticism, has now branched out into
“New Parish Movement”, in which the traditional cast separation between clergy and laity is being
abandoned in favor of a Socratic “give and take” of mutual intentionality to build a new kind of
society. This suggests that the Focolare is evolving along a natural path of the three intentionalities
illustrated by the Essenes, beginning with the “cap stone” of Mystical faith, building next the body of
the “pyramid” consisting of social harmony (the present stage), and from there it is natural then to
advance to the development of the foundation of a convivial economic system. ….
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No Intentional Community can follow a path of Cynicism, for Cynicism is the absolute denial of a
Personal Faith which is the very core of intentionality. An Intentional Community may be a legalism
or a Mysticism, but in either case it does not permit, as such, a full expression of Personal Faith to all
aspects of life (both spiritual and material and the integration of the two). Only Idealism permits
the full expression of Personal Faith, and as such is the most perfect form which Intentional
Communities can take.
Idealism has been classed with the other three as an accommodation to the “bi-faith conflict”
between the Personal faith and Social Faith. But Idealism, alone among the four, is more than
accommodation, for it can be considered a “Social faith” or a “Personal faith” or both at the same
time. It is a “Social Faith” because its whole “Life Support System” is infused with, and dynamically
evolves by, the innovative contributions of each individual’s expression of his “” Personal faith”.”
(143-46 CD)
“c) Idealism in the 4th CL
None of the communities described have achieved the “pure Idealism” as just described, though all
of them may be tending in that direction, and a number have achieved inspiring results considering
the conditions of our present state of civilization. As the foundations of the 4th CL are layed more
firmly by the communications revolution, more perfect forms of Idealism will be possible. The
implications of Pitirim Sorokin’s analysis of civilization in his “Crisis of Our Age” make this clear.
Sorokin noted that there are three “realities”:
1) “Ideational” (or otherworldly, - here called Mysticism)
2) “Materialistic” or “sensate” (which may take the form either of legalism or cynicism), and
3) “Idealistic” (which contains elements of the other two realities, but forms a pattern of coherence
which is different from the other two: Idealism, according to Sorokin, affirm that the only approach
to it is through this material life; “If you are a shoemaker, be a GOOD shoemaker.”)
Each of these Realities, according to Sorokin, contains much truth, but none contains All Truth. In
other words, there is only One Truth and One Reality, but man does not have the capacity to form
an intelligible concept which embraces, as a single coherent whole, the whole of reality. Man’s
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rational power can find patterns of coherence that can include and bring into focus only a segment
of the whole spectrum of reality.
Mysticism – Idealism – Materialism
Sorokin’s theory that Western civilization has evolved through two full cycles (a twice repeated
pendulum swing from Mysticism to materialism) was briefly described on pages 56 & 57. But he
also noticed that each time the swing of political power passed from hierarchical leadership
oriented to Mystic reality, to a Materialistic leadership, there was a relatively short period of social
unrest in which neither hierarchy held effective control of society. Since neither hierarchy could
impose its particular brand of reality on people, men were free to use the methods both of intuition
and reason to broaden their concept of Reality. …. (147-48 CD)
[Note from Tom Atlee: “…processes that acknowledges connectedness, context and wholeness. There
are forms of consensus, for example, where participants unanimously consent to a decision, not
because of pressure or compromise, but because they have together reached a deeper understanding
of what is best for the group as a whole. They have fully heard each other; they've learned and evolved
together. Now they see clearly not just their own viewpoint, but the larger picture that they've painted
together. Oren Lyons, Faithkeeper of the Turtle Clan of the Onondaga Iroquois, describes this
phenomenon well: "We meet and just keep talking until there's nothing left but the obvious truth."
(Jerry Mander, In the Absence of the Sacred, p. 243)”] (34)

*
“Nineteenth-century German sociology, drawing on Mar and Hegel and Sir Henry Main, established
a distinction between two ideal types of human society, the Gemeinschaft and the Gesellschaft. No
pair of English nouns adequately conveys the intended contrast, but we may translate Gemeinschaft
as ‘community’ and Gesellschaft as ‘association’. They are distinguished by the different relations
between people characteristic of each. In association men connect with one another only when each
expects private advantage from the connection. Links between people are impersonal and
contractual. The perfect capitalist market embodies this idea.” (35) However, that “perfect”
capitalistic market cannot exist without alienating its members, which disqualifies it as an “ideal”
society. Denise Breton and Christopher Largent observe, capitalism is built on “…the ideas of
scarcity, competition, selfishness, and domination of the earth [but] are not cast in iron. Our views
of how to handle the basic needs of human life — food, housing, clothing, and work — are created
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by our beliefs and hopes for the future. This means that we can use our spiritual values to
transform the marketplace and our roles in it.” (36)
There is nothing to prevent us from creating a civilization based on spiritual values. Our values
stem from our necessity to meet all our existential needs, both our primary and our secondary
needs. According to Breton and Largent, a functional economy automatically allocates capitalization
where it is most needed. Our species must meet our obligation to objective reality, the visceralSpiritual dimensions of Nature. Absent that Spiritual, “dialogical” rapport with Nature our doom is
marked. * The Indigenous civilization contributes the Sanctity of Life to the content of the 4th CL.
That realization is contingent on people living in concrete community, in a real face-to-facedemocracy, authentic democracy, among federations of communities, which constitutes our
structural challenge. Coming together in dialogue about DESO will bring all the existing components
of decentralization into the 4th civilizational level.
The economic structure of community in DESO is the means by which people meet their existential
needs in conjunction with cultural evolution as well as evolving the arts and sciences in conviviality.
The productive forces, the superstructures and the means of production, are integrated and are
under the democratic control of community members.
Mark C. Kinney thinks that communities, sized in the vicinity of five hundred people respectively,
can self-manage sufficient production to support themselves. Perhaps, a confederation of three such
sovereign communities, fifteen hundred people, can self-manage their appropriate industry.

*The Kogi Indians of Columbia bring our attention to objective reality https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftFbCwJfs1I The Kogi have “mapped” the “lines of thought”
that connect the localized natural forces of a given geographic area, i.e., water flows, water systems,
being the natural forces needed for effective germination. That elemental, “cognitive” network of
“consciousness,” is self-validated among the Kogi Mamas (shamans). Their experiential, mental
perceptual faculties for that kind of human perception are exercised fully. The Mamas are guided
structurally by their stored knowledge from hundreds of years of Mamas mapping,
those natural “lines of thought,” (otherwise invisible) networks of “cords” made of “numinous
blackness” through which the living “nodes,” such as lagoons, mountain lakes, and so on,
“coordinate” their actions proportional to the needs of their ecosystems. The Kogi “listen” to that
“communication” and it tells them that the natural ecosystems are sick and require human actions
for the recovery of their functions; a priori of Kogi civilization. … The Kogi are hopeful that mankind
can salvage and restore Life. Sprawling sections of land that had been cleared for plantation
production were returned to the Kogi. Under Kogi care and praxis, within two decades (!), those
reforested ecosystems culminated in an uncanny resurgence of Nature’s diversity.
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CHAPTER THREE - APPENDIX
WHAT CONSTITUTES FULL MENTAL HEALTH AND WHAT DETRACTS FROM IT
Toward a Psychology of Being, by Abraham H. Maslow, second edition, D. Van Nostrand Company,
ISBN: 0-442-03805-4
It is important to understand that the terminology used by different authors to describe full mental
health varies.
“For the writers in these various groups, notably Fromm…Horney…Jung…C.
Butler…Angyal…Rogers… and G. Allport…Schachtel…and Lynd… growth, individuation, autonomy,
self-actualization, self-development, productiveness, self-realization [emphasis mine – the term
used by Mark Kinney], are all crudely synonymous, designating a vaguely perceived area rather
than a sharply defined concept. In my opinion, it is not possible to define this area sharply at the
present time. Nor is this desirable either, since a definition which does not emerge easily and
naturally from well-known facts is apt to be inhibiting and distorting rather than helpful, since it is
quite likely to be wrong or mistaken if made by an act of the will, on a priori grounds. We just don’t
know enough about growth yet to define it well.” (p. 24)
World renowned psychiatrist Abraham H. Maslow demonstrates that given the proper conditions of
life, “…human beings can be loving, noble, and creative, and are capable of perusing the highest
values and aspirations…”
It is important to note that our contemporary view of human composition and mental health is
often marred with misconceptions. I must include the following readings to provide the basis of
what constitutes mental health and what detracts from it. Environment is the central contributor to
the development of human psychic health.
“24. Though in principle, self-actualization [sanity] is easy, in practice it rarely happens (by my
criteria, certainly less than 1% of the adult population). For this, there are many, many reasons at
various levels of discourse, including all the determinants of psychopathology that we now know.
We have already mentioned one main cultural reason, i.e., the conviction that man’s intrinsic nature
is evil or dangerous, and one biological determinant for the difficulty of achieving a mature self,
namely that humans no longer have strong instincts which tell them unequivocally what to do,
when, where and how.
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There is a subtle but extremely important difference between regarding psychopathology as
blocking or evasion or fear of growth toward self-actualization, and thinking of it in a medical
fashion, as akin to invasion from without by …poisons or bacteria, which have no relationship to the
personality being invaded. Human diminution (the loss of human potentialities and capacities) is a
more useful concept than “illness” for our theoretical purposes.
25. Growth has not only rewards and pleasures but also many intrinsic pains and always will have.
Each step forward is a step into the unfamiliar and is possibly dangerous. It also means giving up
something familiar and good and satisfying. It frequently means a parting and a separation, even a
kind of death prior to rebirth, with consequent nostalgia, fear, loneliness and mourning. It also
often means giving up a simpler and easier and less effortful life, in exchange for a more demanding,
more responsible, more difficult life. Growth forward is in spite of these losses and therefore
requires courage, will, choice, and strength in the individual, as well as protection, permission and
encouragement from the environment, especially for the child.” (p. 204)
“19. To make growth and self-actualization possible, it is necessary to understand that capacities,
organs and organ systems press to function and express themselves and to be used and exercised,
and that such use is satisfying, and disuse irritating. The muscular person like to use his muscles,
indeed, has to use them in order to “feel good and to achieve the subjective feeling of harmonious,
successful, uninhibited functioning [spontaneity] which is so important an aspect of good growth
and psychological health; so also for intelligence, for the uterus, the eyes, the capacity to love.
Capacities clamor to be used, and cease their clamor only when they are well used. That is,
capacities are also needs. Not only is it fun to use our capacities, but it is also necessary for growth.
The unused skill or capacity or organ can become a disease center or else atrophy or disappear,
thus diminishing the person.” (p. 201)
“30. At the level of self-actualizing many dichotomies become resolved, opposites are seen to be
unities and the whole dichotomous way of thinking is recognized to be immature. For selfactualizing people, there is a strong tendency for selfishness and unselfishness to fuse into a higher,
subordinate unity. Work tends to be the same as play; vocation and avocation become the same
thing. When duty is pleasant and pleasure is fulfillment of duty, then they lose their separateness
and oppositeness. The highest maturity is discovered to include a childlike quality, and we discover
healthy children to have some of the qualities of mature self-actualization. The inner outer split
between self and all else, gets fuzzy and much less sharp, and they are seen to be permeable to each
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other at the highest levels of personality development. Dichotomizing seems now to be
characteristic of a lower level of personality development and of psychological functioning; it is
both a cause and an effect of psychopathology.” (p. 207)
“39. From this point of view, a society or a culture can be either growth-fostering or growthinhibiting. The sources of growth and of humans are essentially within the human person and are
not created or invented by society, which can only help or hinder the development of humanness,
just as a gardener can help or hinder the growth of a rosebush, but cannot determine that it shall be
an oak tree. This is true even though we know that a culture is a sin qua non for the actualization of
humanness itself, e.g., language, abstract thought, ability to love; but these exist as potentialities
inhuman germ plasm prior to culture.
This makes possible a comparative sociology, transcending and including cultural relativity. The
“better” culture gratifies all basic human needs and permits self-actualization. The “poorer”
cultures do not. The same is true for education. To the extent it fosters growth toward selfactualization; it is “good” education.
As soon as we speak of “good” or “bad” cultures, and take them as means rather than as ends, the
concept of “adjustment” comes into question. We must ask, “What kind of culture or subculture is
the ‘well adjusted’ person well adjusted to?” Adjustment is, very definitely, not necessarily
synonymous with psychological health.” (pp. 211-12)
An intrinsic component within our species strives for wholesome growth and the exercise of our
human capacities to be sane. According to Maslow, children who are healthy, who have their
primary needs for corporal sustenance, security, love and respect met, strive to meet their secondary
needs, personal growth, their self-fulfillment, and demonstrate their courage in doing so. Of course,
the safety of their environment allows them to step back from their endeavors for respite when
needed, and they are encouraged to reengage their pursuits as soon as they choose. Such children
become responsible, productive, self-actualized adults. That is the outcome of unfettered human
growth.
From my perspective (and logically) there is nothing that prevents us from building the type of
civilization that fosters the self-actualization of all its members.
I cannot reproduce Abraham H. Maslow’s book here. I recommend it.
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CHAPTER FOUR
INTRODUCTION TO - CONSTITUTIONAL CONFEDERATION
Community in decentralized civilization is based on a production-based economy that operates at
cost, which is composed of public cooperatives, core public productive enterprises, which meet the
existential needs of its people.
Community land and Community productive facilities belong to its people - public cooperatives,
core public productive enterprises, are indispensable to the permanence of production-based
economy. The production-based economy provides the Community’s Guaranteed Minimum
Standard of Service, GMSS. DESO’s production-based economy defends human dignity. It stimulates,
and finances, the ongoing development of culture, aesthetic and scientific. Simultaneously, it
capitalizes the private productive enterprises of its people.
Civic-economic organization, previously explained, utilizes the Community Coordinating
Committee, CCC, and its electoral processes, as described in the sections pertaining to that
subject. The electoral processes pertaining to the CCC have nothing to do with elected
officials but pertain to the decisions made by each Community for the self-management of
their civic economy.
The organization described in chapter four includes each Community, but functions
independently from each Community’s CCC. Chapter four sketches the structures of
Community Confederation and the services that it provides for all of its Communities.
The objective of transnational corporate domination, ownership, is ultimately to expropriate
everything both private small holdings as well as all public assets, not to the exclusion of water,
food, fiber, energy, et cetera. The objective is to establish a monopolized, global production system
for maximum control over the people, to control every aspect of their lives, totalitarianism. (1)
Power shared among people resolved to maintain the permanence of their sovereign Community,
and of their sovereign Community Confederation, among Confederated Confederations will do
everything, within their capacity and means, to end all threats to their unity, and to their
permanence.
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The objectives of decentralized civilization, while overtaking and superseding the ‘civilization’ of
exclusive, centralized powers, include “pushing” the skilled personnel of MCS, and its industrial
components, to stop or mitigate the pollution caused by wrecked nuclear power plants, and to
decommission all nuclear power plants. The people of decentralized civilization can participate in
the conventional political-economic mechanisms of MCS in order to eliminate ionized, nuclear
radiation pollution. The position of genuine independence provided by decentralized civilization
can bring that happy outcome into the light of day.
DESO and Conventional, Local Government,
Riding Two Horses
When DESO communities become well enough populated, their people, at their discretion and
method, can use the conventional political apparatus to vote themselves into local Town, Township,
and County Governments. DESO members would establish “public banking” (Ellen Brown) for the
local folks not yet integrated into DESO.
With popular support, conventional, local government can be used to legislate against national or
‘international’ regulations that would compromise DESO sovereignty. At their discretion,
conventional governments so “seized” by DESO folks can convene to pool resources to thwart
attempts by regulatory commissions (national or ‘international’) to regulate or expropriate any
public service or property, be that property public or private. Conventional public services would
continue to serve the conventional public, and those services would be defended.
Santa Cruz County, California, (July 2015) provides an example of what a local, conventional
government can do to defend its sovereignty. The County supervisors ceased doing business with
five major banks, because Santa Cruz County does not do business with criminals. (2)
Making use of local radio media, DESO people would most certainly influence the hearts and minds
of conventional Americans.
DESO uses whatever conventional legislation is available to defend its sovereignty and its
permanence. The Posse Comitatus Act of 1878 restricts the use of the United States Army
for law enforcement purposes. It is intended to prevent the Department of Defense from
interfering in domestic law enforcement. The United States Air Force was added in 1956,
and the United States Navy and the United States Marine Corps have been included by a
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regulation of the United States Department of Defense. The National Guard of each state is
exempt from the Posse Comitatus Act.
Regardless, of legislated protections for American citizens, the deviltry of the plutocracy
and its oligarchy circumvent and corrupt those protections.
[The Posse Comitatus Act of 1878 was overturned in 2011 by the National Defense Authorization Act,
Section 1021. See p. 137]

DESO people cannot rely on the existing laws to protect them. Nonetheless, the laws
enacted to protect Americans from tyranny serve as important reference points that justify
the self-defense of DESO people.
The Nullification Proclamation (President, Andrew Jackson, December 10, 1832) the
doctrine that States can set aside federal laws, suits DESO people in the United States. That
any law or regulation that compromises the sovereignty and the permanence of community
in decentralized civilization is nullified and is unenforced in the context of Community
Confederations. (3)
The American federal governing apparatus is overrun by the private concerns of transnational
corporate powers that intend to destroy the United States as an open society by all clandestine
means and have been using its very government to those ends. For example, Trade in Services
Agreement, TISA is aimed at privatizing all public services and is among ongoing efforts by
transnational corporate powers to destroy American government by destroying or privatizing all of
its services and replacing them with private, corporate domination of the economy and the lives of
Americans. All people have the right to nullify any laws that compromise the sovereignty of their
local, conventional governments and the sovereignty their local economies, as would the people of
the communities in decentralized civilization. People, who value their independence engender and
maintain their local, regional semi-self-sufficiency supporting their public, municipal services, their
sovereignty. Nullification can be realized; to the degree that sovereignty is actualized.
From the position of an independent, post-alienated civilization, American DESO folks are American
citizens who share humane convictions, and make their influence felt within the American political
processes for the greater good of all people, but at the local level. DESO folks are indifferent to
bribery and threats of annihilation used by transnational, private interests to control conventional
legislators. DESO folks enter American politics as authentic independents with authentic platforms,
possessing their genuine “grass roots” base.
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Nonetheless, at the national level, American politics is a snare that “weeds out” all those who are
not subservient to the major private concerns. What Chris Hedges has demonstrated is that when
the people of MCS rise together to combat government policy by surrounding the capital building
with many thousands of angry protestors, that government functionaries have been known to step
back and sometimes change the policy in question. Nonetheless, DESO is not focused on that kind of
response, per se.
DESO is complete unto itself. For its own pragmatic purposes, DESO seizes what it needs from the
conventional economy. By virtue of Independence, DESO people are empowered to access and hold
territory, productive facilities, natural resources, knowhow, and to integrate people. From that
platform of Independence, then, all MCS facilities that contribute to self-annihilation can be
internally influenced and eliminated.
You can investigate the unconstitutionality of the Patriot Act at your convenience. This work, The
Ideology of Decentralized Civilization, required some fifteen years for me to complete and over the
course of time the American situation has seen the rise of kakistocracy and career fascists intent on
the destruction of American, open society (2016-2021). However, I include this dated example of
legislation purposed to wrest government from the people for the sake of private concerns.
*How The Patriot Act Violates Virtually The Entire Bill Of Rights. From Scott Hamilton
8-28-11, http://rense.com/general94/patr.htm

Amendment I: Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or
the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.
Amendment II: A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the
right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.
Amendment III: No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house, without the
consent of the Owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.
Indirect. Of course, if you are imprisoned without charges, you do not have your freedom of
speech, religious liberty, or your right to bear arms.
Amendment IV: The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and
no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation,
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and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
DIRECT HIT. The Patriot Act rips this amendment right out of the constitution. The
government can do warrantless searches without even informing the property owner they were
there. No probable cause needs to be proved, no oath taken, and no limit to what can been
searched or seized.
Amendment V: No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or
naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor
shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb;
nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for
public use, without just compensation.
DIRECT HIT. Grand jury? You get no jury under the Patriot Act. Due process of law? There
IS NO due process of law under the Patriot Act.
Amendment VI: In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed
of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to
have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the Assistance
of Counsel for his defense.
DIRECT HIT. Under the Patriot Act there are no charges much less trial, jury, witnesses, or
counsel.
Amendment VII: In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty
dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be
otherwise re-examined in any Court of the United States, than according to the rules of the
common law.
Amendment VIII: Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel
and unusual punishments inflicted.
Corollary. More rights rendered obsolete by the Patriot Act.
Amendment IX: The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed
to deny or disparage others retained by the people.
DIRECT HIT. What rights retained by the people? We have none under the Patriot Act.
Amendment X: The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
DIRECT HIT. The Patriot Act supersedes rights of states and people.
AMENDMENT XIII: Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for
crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States,
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or any place subject to their jurisdiction.
DIRECT HIT. Without all the other rights, we are slaves. Anyone who supports the Patriot
Act after seeing this holds the constitution in contempt and is guilty of treason against
America.
The American Constitution’s Bill of Rights (4)
The American Constitution contains the Bill of Rights, rights that apply to community in
decentralized civilization. First Amendment: “…. freedom of speech… of the press …the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” Second
Amendment: “A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the
people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” The right of the people to keep and bear
arms and the right to their well regulated militia. Fourth Amendment: “…the right of the people to
be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched and the persons or things to be
seized.” Fifth Amendment: “….nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law…” [Habeas Corpus] The American people of DESO are American citizens who have the legal
right to their sovereignty, to participate in the American electoral processes, and they are entitled
to the protections of the American Constitution. The ongoing articulation of this position, of “riding
two horses,” is among the functions of the Confederation’s Intellectual Department of Defense. The
inalienable rights of the American Constitution that dovetail with DESO precepts are upheld.
Reason has it that they must be defended and used for that purpose.
The American Declaration of Independence (5)
“….We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed, -- That whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.….” (underlined, R. Kinney)
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This work, The Ideology of Decentralized Civilization, is a good enough draft. Thomas Jefferson
worked with his committee of five to draft the Declaration of Independence. It resembled the
Virginia Declaration of Independence, penned by Jefferson. Congress took five days to edit the
document. It is supposed that each delegate had received a copy.
In England, the tradition of public declarations had been a recognized, popular response to
influence the Crown’s policy. The American colonial culture understood that medium. Each colony
had already written their respective declarations of Independence. And, whatever the case, the
colonials had already been condemned by the crown and were obliged to unite for self-defense. The
American Declaration of Independence is idealistic and contributed to ending slavery, initially in
the northern colonies.
*
DESO creates and expands its independent organization and its unique culture within the
territories of existing States, transforming all human and material content into DESO as it does so.
I appreciate Kevin Carson’s response to this section, Riding Two Horses, “This is a nice

elaboration of how DESO will coexist with the old society. I like the idea of an alternative
society starting out as a small seed, growing in the interstices of the old society, and
causing the structures of the old society to be dialectically redefined and take on a
fundamentally new nature in relation to the new social reality emerging from inside it.”
(Received from Kevin Carson, 2015)
*
For whatever reasons, a collapse, or censure, of the current public mass-communication system,
poses a danger to the burgeoning development of decentralized civilization. Electronic
communication, and open-source information (perhaps, synthetic intelligence) can accelerate the
development of decentralized civilization.
“A tool is never harmful in itself, but only in the manner of using it.” (CD, p. 117)
Artificial Intelligence, AI, is implicit in mass centralist society. Relative to their needs, and by
degree, decentralized civilization may, or may not, develop and use AI.
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By contrast, the private powers pushing for globalization monopolize the use of AI for entrenching
alienation, for heightening surveillance, and as a platform for developing new arrays of weapons,
and weapons of mass destruction. Also, AI contributes to displacing human production.
The type of “economic-distributional prestige system” (8) of a civilization is the pivotal factor
relevant to the mental health, the sanity, of its people. David Stannard’s, American Holocaust,
demonstrates and verifies that same position. (9)
The extermination policy, designed, executed, and financed by the American government to
eliminate the American Indians is properly identified by Stannard as intentional genocide. The
American commercial-industrial complex cannot abide any contrasting culture that, to whatever
degree, precludes the economic-political domination of its class of wealth; centralized power
grounded on the ownership of capital, the means of production, slaves and women. And so, we
come into the modern era of consolidated private power - transnational corporate power. The
American government functions as a department of the Federal Reserve System. (10)
Within that synthetic reality, there are many folks, who of necessity organize co-ops, or live in
intentional communities. Dependence on Federal Reserve Notes thwarts independence. (11)
Even so, the people who live in those settlements are awake to the value of mutualism, and they
have faith in their dynamic, extended interpersonal relations, which is well and good.
I endeavor to demonstrate is that we must and can come together for establishing real
independence by creating that contrasting civilization, our birthright. And, our World of Life will
withstand, overcome and superseded whatever external pressures.
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Notes:
“The National Defense Authorization Act, Section 1021, Signed into law under Obama in 2011,
permits the government to carry out acts of extraordinary rendition (interpretation) on the streets
of American cities against U. S. Citizens who “substantially support Al-Qaeda, the Taliban” or
something called “associated forces,” another nebulous term, “to …strip them of due process and
hold them indefinitely in military detention centers…”
That section, which is renewed yearly, was written for summarily detaining U. S. citizens in
a moment of unrest. It overturns the 1878 Posse Comitatus Act, PCA, which prohibits the
use of the military as a mechanism for crushing civil unrest.
With the support of the oppressed, the departmentalization, the “checks and balances”, of the
American governing apparatus have provided Americans with points of resistance to flagrant
injustice and genocide.
American fascism has been losing political support from Americans, and they endeavor to deploy
the means for suppressing minority votes, lose an election, declare fraud, and wistfully rely on their
crazies to make mischief, for the sake of impunity. (2021)

“There are no American institutions left that can be considered democratic. They are all
controlled by corporate power…” * Criticism is not tolerated under fascist corporate
control.]
Published on Nov 10, 2016
The tools of state repression that will end up in the hands of a Trump administration were
built by both Republicans and Democrats, says the Pulitzer prize-winning journalist, Chris
Hedges. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GU0JD7eKhY
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONSTITUTIONAL CONFEDERATION
Each sovereign DESO Community is designed to duplicate itself. For two or more Communities to
form their Community Confederation, and ultimately Confederated Confederations, a written
Constitution is indispensable and essential for the permanence of each sovereign Community, and
essential for the creation of Decentralized Civilization. Such a Constitution must contain the
Principles that protect the permanent, independent sovereignty of each Community of their
Confederation. The world view of that civilization understands non-human life and the elements in
Nature to be the extension of their egalitarian community.
Decentralized Civilization provides its people with “… the sustained dignity of a life well lived, a life
that has a place in a sequence of generations, a life based on duty to others… [with] … devotion to
[that greater good] …” (12)
Community in Decentralized Civilization is populated with, “… individuals under a single ideal of
mutual striving… [with]… inter-responsibility, [which creates a] … dependable and broad reservoir
of meaning for each individual…” (13)
The Constitution of the Iroquois Six Nations is the Constitutional model that instructs the
burgeoning, autonomous Communities of DESO in the permanent way of life, wherein, civic power
is shared equally among all members. “Authentic Democracy” is proved to be the most effective and
the most permanent form of humane human organization.
Note: Indigenous values by Four Arrows, Dr. Don Trent Jacobs: “These four Elements of Life
and the Seven Laws provide the basis of the Fundamental and Organic Laws of the Oglala
Lakota Nation. By upholding and living in accordance with these Natural Laws, we will achieve
health, strength, security, and well-being within our Sacred Oyate.”
“Woope Sakowin (Seven Laws) 1) Wacante Oganake, “To help, to share, to give, to be
generous.” 2) Wowaunsila, “Pity, Compassion.” 3) Wowauonihan, “To Respect, to Honor.” 4)
Wowacintanka, “Patience and Tolerance.” 5) Wowahwala, “To be Humble, To Seek Humility .”
.... 6) [sic] 7) Woksape, “Understanding and Wisdom,” “Courage and Fearlessness” (FA)
Four Arrows (Dr. Don Trent Jacobs) teaches the depth of the genuine, indigenous worldview:
Primal Awareness, Don Trent Jacobs, 1998; and Point of Departure: Returning to Our More Authentic
Worldview for Education and Survival, 2018; Restoring the Kinship Worldview, 2022
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Peacemaker presents his vision, by John Kahionhes Fadden.
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE IROQUOIS NATIONS:
THE GREAT BINDING LAW, GAYANASHAGOWA

I have adopted the Constitution of the Iroquois Confederation; The
Tree of Great Peace, The Great Binding Law, The Great Law, The
Great Binding Peace, and The Great Peace, to suit the needs of
Community Confederation among communities in decentralized
civilization. While most of the original content is modified and
elaborated to suit the needs of this project, some content is
unaltered to provide protocol in the event of the unprecedented.
Permission Granted: Text form prepared by Gerald Murphy (The Cleveland Free-Net - aa300). Distributed by the Cybercasting Services Division
of the National Public Telecomputing Network. Rendered into HTML by Jon Roland of the Constitution Society. (NPTN). Permission is hereby
granted to download, reprint, and/or otherwise redistribute this file, provided appropriate point of origin credit is given to the preparer(s), the
National Public Telecomputing Network and the Constitution Society. Constitution of the Iroquois Nations: THE GREAT BINDING LAW,
GAYANASHAGOWA https://constitution.org/1-Constitution/cons/iroquois-p.html
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PURPOSES OF THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
Each Community of the Community Confederation is sovereign because the people of each
respective Community maintain their production-based economy, which enables them to produce
their Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Service, GMSS.
In order to widen the production-based economy to better meet the needs of Community people,
cooperating Communities can consolidate production, which lowers production cost. For example,
rather than each community include boot production, two or more communities invest resources to
create a single boot production center, funded and shared among participating communities, thus
widening the GMSS for those Communities. Communities consolidate whatever types of production
and services they decide.
For example, Communities engaged in a consolidated leather making facility will supply the leather
for the boot making facility, and so on. Further examples cannot be elaborated here. Nonetheless, it
is expected and essential that the creative energy of the people includes the structured
diversification of their production-based economy. (14)
They will generate tremendous economic and cultural energies. Spiritual and intellectual evolution
will be reinstated in their respective consciousnesses. They will produce great leaders who will
strengthen the people’s aspirations and their humane values.
COMMUNITY SURPLUS PRODUCTION AFFORDS THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
1. Community Confederation creates a Bank of the Confederation.
a. The Bank of the Confederation includes accounts for the deposits made by each respective
community. Each community provides amounts of monetized capital, human capital, and resources
that they think will suffice for maintaining the needed services of the Community Confederation. All
such contributions validate the development of a Community Autonomous Money cash reserve in
the Bank of the Confederation.
b. The Bank of the Confederation can generate Confederacy Money “backed” by all of the
Community Autonomous Money deposits - and at the peoples’ discretion, “backed” by their public
property. The people’s creative genius and the demands of their circumstances will control the
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composition and the functions of the interest free money they create. With their agreed upon
Confederacy Money, and with community support, the Community Confederation can afford its
service departments, and its skilled personnel.
The Confederation’s Office of Economic Management provides the Confederate Lords with costs
and projections pertaining to the confederacy’s civic services. The Confederate Lords can authorize
grants from the Bank of the Confederation to afford those operating costs.
c. The Confederation’s Office of Economic Management can supervise consolidated intercommunity production projects. The Confederate Lords can authorize grants from the Bank of the
Confederation to supplement those projects.
d. The Confederation’s Personnel Office is an office of the Confederation’s Office of Economic
Management. The Confederation’s Personnel Office plans, maintains and records compensation of
Confederation Workers, including the Confederate Lords, and submits said plans to the Confederate
Lords who authorize the withdrawal of funds from the Bank of the Confederation for those purposes.
The Confederation’s Personnel Office maintains and records personnel hours, and posts position
openings.
e. The Confederation provides civic services; higher education, science and technology research,
health service and heightened cultural service - conservatory, orchestras, dance, drama, periodic
community festivals, et cetera.
2. The natural resources of each Community and of each Community Confederation are preserved
with frugality for the permanence of their production-based economy.
3. The well-being and the constitutional rights of the Community people, and the ever-mindful
respect for the Rights and the well-being of the subsequent seven generations* are upheld and
preserved by each action taken by each Community and by each Community Confederation, and by
all Confederated Confederations. …. * Given 30 years per generation, 200 years
4. The Community Confederation can afford its Confederate Military Academy
The Community Confederation defends the sovereignty of each community. The Confederated
Confederations defend the sovereignty of each Community Confederation.
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The Community Confederation responds efficiently to all contingencies and challenges as one head,
one thought, one body, and one spirit in order to prosper in peace in adherence to their Great
Binding Law.
THE PRINCIPALS OF THE GREAT BINDING PEACE
Include, a) The ever-mindful respect for the Rights and the well-being of the subsequent seven
generations, b) to defend and preserve Nature and its resources by using appropriate production
systems for the, c) Permanence of their Civilization, and d) to defend their Peace.

THE COMMUNITY COORDINATING COMMITTEE FUNCTIONS INDEPENDENTLY
FROM THE
COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
The sovereignty of Each Nuclear Group is contingent on its economic semi-self-sufficiency, which
in turn is contingent on its mutualism. Nuclear Groups cooperate and coordinate in order to meet
their primary civic and civic-economic responsibilities through their Community Coordinating
Committee.
The ballot method as it functions through the Community Coordinating Committee is designed for
actualizing community projects, not for selecting candidates. The civic-economic sectors of each
Community can coordinate inter-community, GMSS projects facilitated by their Confederation’s
Office of Economic Management.
The community civil organization, its Nuclear Groups, manages two community divisions, 1) Using
their civic Community Coordinating Committee they manage the community civic-economy and
their civic services, 2) all of the Nuclear Groups of each community monitor the Community
Confederation and enforce their Confederation’s Constitution. Community women’s and men’s
councils function, primarily in the context of their Community Confederation.
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The type of dynamic culture and the quality of life that these organizational structures produce will
not be known until they are born into life from their people.
*
The people will decide the quality of the social patterns described here. Nonetheless, shared power
is enlarged through the functions of gender roles in civic organization. (The functions of gender roles
in civic organization are explained below, beginning with the section, Prelude to Gender Roles in Civic
Organization, p.225)

The custom and practice, the mores that designated Nuclear Group Women utilize to choose the
Confederation’s leadership candidates are at their discretion. They can devise any face-to-face,
dialogical variation they choose, in agreement with community NG families.
The designated Nuclear Group Women “chief women” are responsible for selecting the men they
think are the most capable for fulfilling their respective civic functions, which includes productive
engagement in critical dialogue at the Community Confederation’s Grand Council.
The Lords of the Community Confederation decide which candidates for Community Lordship and
Community War Chief meet their criteria for admission into the Community Confederation’s Grand
Council. Also, the matter of War Chief Candidate is deliberated for approval by the Confederation’s
Council of War Chiefs. In either case, if not approved, the sponsoring women must select another
candidate.
The importance of the moral integrity of civic leaders and their dedication to the wellbeing and the
advancement of the people of the Community Confederation cannot be overstated. Community in
decentralized civilization is brought into being midst the hostility of centralized powers.
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THE CONSTITUTION, THE GREAT BINDING LAW, THE GREAT BINDING PEACE
1. This Constitution of the Community Confederation is the “Tree of Great Peace,” which is realized,
endorsed, and authorized, by each of the sovereign Communities of the Community Confederation,
and by each of their respective Community Councils.
Community Councils
a. The independent Women’s council with their heirs of Lordship titles meets with (or without)
their community Lord at their discretion.
b. The independent Men’s’ council meets with (or without) their community Lord at their
discretion.
c. Born from the independent women’s and men’s councils is the dual gender, General Community
Council, which meets with (or without) their community Lord at their discretion.
Confederation Councils - Confederation House
a. Grand Council, Confederate Lords and Confederate War Chiefs
b. Open Councils, Confederate Lords and Confederate War Chiefs, and all Confederacy people
The world of the past conveyed through the Constitution of the Iroquois Nations reflects future,
unprecedented contingencies. Mass centralist society is not convivial. Our desperate need to extract
ourselves from this alienated civilization resembles the historical, existential predicament
experienced by Native Americans, 1700’s through 1812. (15)
DESO modus vivendi utilizes production techniques sufficient to its needs, and that maximize the
use of land. DESO develops self-generated community wealth. Its people develop their individuation
and personal enrichment in conviviality. The fulfillment of those values is at the heart of
decentralized civilization. The living chapters from that distant Iroquois past, 1142 (16) through
1620, provide perspective for the creation of DESO.
2. Each Community, of the Community Confederation, is organized for its self-duplication. Each
Community establishes a new Community. Each Community’s civil, civic and civic-economic
organization may be effective for maintaining each Community’s equitable, self-managed
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sovereignty for as many as perhaps, eight hundred people of all ages; or in the vicinity of five
hundred as Mark C. Kinney suggests. Nonetheless, optimal community population is decided by its
people. The people decide at what point their Community organization must create a new
community for the sake of preserving their unanimity. Every new Community is an economic asset
generating ever-greater diversity in their production-based economy. And every new Community
according to their criteria, or aligned to the criteria of their Community Confederation, approves
applications from prospective “immigrant” families, “…if their minds are clean and they are
obedient and promise to obey the wishes of the Confederate Council, they shall be welcomed to take
shelter beneath the Tree of the Long Leaves…” That concrete option is available to people who want
to leave MCS in order to live in decentralized civilization.
Concurrently, people who desire to live in Community in decentralized civilization will create new
Communities with the encouragement and support of existing Communities.
Community Confederations are motivated to create Confederated Confederations to ever-enlarge
the “Peace and Strength” of decentralized civilization.
Within their capacity, the Community Confederation and confederated confederations develop the
most advanced intelligence and vigilance to detect whatever forces external to decentralized
civilization can threaten or endanger it. Community people are always prepared and practiced
defending themselves and their ways of life.
GENERAL COUNCIL (The ARTICLES OF THE CONSTITUTION are listed by number)
Articles: 1. Gender-based Community Councils can unite, come together into one General Council
for discussing the interests of the people. The people shall have the right to develop protocol for
making appointments to delegate, entrust to another, their power to individuals of their
number. When their General Council shall have come to a conclusion on any matter, their decision
shall be reported to the War Chief who will present their conclusions to the Council of the Lords of
the Community Confederation for its consideration.
Humane or otherwise, all organizations create values. The structures of decentralized civilization
are purposed to generate humane values.
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2. Before the real people had confederated their Communities, each sovereign Community had its
Community Council. Before The Great Peace, their councils were held. The Community Council of
each sovereign Community shall continue to function as before, and their sovereignty shall always
be protected by their Community Confederation.
SELF-DETERMINATION
The Lords of each Community in the present time and in the future shall settle their Community’s
affairs at their Community Council, and always by the laws and rules of the Community
Confederation’s Council that are in Union with the Constitution of The Great Binding Law, The Great
Law, in Union with the Constitution of The Great Binding Peace, The Great Peace, in Union with the
Constitution of The Tree of Great Peace.
3. If any adult member of the Nuclear Groups of any Community see an irregularity in the
performance of the functions of The Great Peace and its laws in the Confederate Council, or in the
conferring of Lordship titles in an improper way - through their War Chief, they may demand that
such actions become subject to correction and that the matter conform to the ways prescribed by
the laws of The Great Peace.
The integrity of the Constitutional Community Confederation must be monitored and maintained at
all times by its members.
CONFEDERATION COUNCILS AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL
4. The people of the Community Nuclear Groups may assemble at the house of the Community Lord,
a Community Civic Building, or any agreed place of meeting, to discuss confederation management,
confederation security, or any, relevant Community concerns with their Community Lord.
The Nuclear Group Women who sponsor that Lord can elect two, from among them, to be
responsible for food preparation and serving for their Lord. “It is neither good nor honorable for a
Confederate Lord to allow his people whom he has called to go hungry.” (Constitution of the
Iroquois Confederation)
5. A Lord may hold a conference for the Union Lords (Confederate Lords) in his home. On such
occasions, his wife, if she wishes, may take over food preparation and its serving for the Union
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Lords who assemble with her husband. This is an honorable Right which she may exercise, and an
expression of her esteem.
NUCLEAR GROUP COUNCILS
6. The men of every Nuclear Group of each Community of the Community Confederation shall have
a “Council Fire” ever burning, will always be at hand, in readiness, for a council of their
Community’s Nuclear Groups held at the Community Coordinating Committee building. When it
seems necessary for the Council of the Men to be held to discuss the welfare of the Community and
its Nuclear Groups, then the men can gather “about the fire” in the CCC building. This council shall
have the same rights as the Council of the Women.
The men of each community are motivated to meet in their Community Council for the selfmanagement of their world, while complementing the community council of women.
Civic buildings or meeting places are matters decided on by the people of each Community.
7. The women of every Nuclear Group of each Community of the Community Confederation shall
have a “Council Fire” ever burning, will always be at hand, in readiness, for a council of their
Community’s Nuclear Groups held at the Community Coordinating Committee building. When it
seems necessary for the Council of the Women to be held to discuss the welfare of the Community
and its Nuclear Groups, then the women can gather “about the fire” in the CCC building. This council
shall have the same rights as the Council of the Men. When, in their opinion, it seems necessary for
the interest of the people, they shall hold a Community Council and their decisions and
recommendations shall be conveyed, by the War Chief of their respective Community, to the
Council of the Lords of the Community Confederation for its consideration.
Prelude to Gender Roles in Civic Organization
The number of Chief Women in a community is presently indeterminable. That internal structure is
decided by the community. Through dialogical processes the people keep talking until they decide
upon the mores, the norms by which their Chief Women are selected.
The attributes of chief women include sincere love for their own and for everyone in their
community. Chief women effuse energy and stamina, creativity, and the capacity to lead folks in
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unity for preserving the people’s wellbeing, forward-being, and the permanence of their
community’s economic stability. Chief women understand, defend, and hold to the spirit of The
Great Peace.
Civic function - Chief women select Community Lord Candidates who, if approved by the Lords of
the Community Confederation, represent their respective communities at the Community
Confederation’s Grand Council. Chief women can choose capable adults of either gender.
Nonetheless, more often than not men are chosen to fulfill the office of Community Lord.
The administrative functions of Community Lord and Confederation Lord are symbolized by
designated crowns. Community chief women keep and safe-guarded those, their respective crowns.
Ultimately, the use of crowns will be approved, or rejected by the people. Nonetheless, the civic
function of crowns is retained in this content, because it reinforces the gender specific functions of
women in civic organization.
Civic function - Chief Women select the Community “War Chief.” The War Chief selects his
designated officers and advisors, observed by his women sponsors.
CIVIC FUNCTIONS ARE GENDER SPECIFIC
Respective Community Lords convene with specialists and are always advised by the Chief Women.
The Chief Women are ever mindful of how well the services of community and of community
confederation tend to the needs of their folks. The power of decentralized organization is selfmanaged; the applications for their economic forces are decided by the people, in unanimity - the
people’s “instrument of navigation.” People holding to their independence want the most
permanent, stable, and effective, executive functions in their Community and in their Community
Confederation. The Chief Women, in whom the title-ship is vested, monitor and evaluate their
respective Community Lords and War Chiefs for effectiveness, and can remove them.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF ESTABLISHING EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN
PATRIARCHY AND MATRALINIALITY
The reason for the development of matrilineal society is to establish and maintain permanent,
decentralized, political power among all members. The genders are not equal. When women are
welcomed into culture; gender inequality is neutralized by the creation of gender specific,
complementary, civic and economic functions that establish equity. Without those gender specific
functions, civic and economic organization will revert to patriarchy. Said gender specific functions
are imperative and essential for the establishment and the maintenance of permanent Community
in decentralized society. The women choose their leaders and protectors.
Women’s impetus for maintaining and nurturing the permanence of the relational wellbeing and
forward-being of their nuclear family, their Nuclear Group, their Community, and by extension, the
Community Confederation, may be an implicit attribute. Men are largely responsible for the
administration and defense of that civilization, and the civic-economic apparatus it is based on. In
the absence of gender discrimination neither gender dominates, but, rather, they complement each
other to realize social stability with prosperity and peace for the permanence of Community in
Decentralized Civilization. * Scientific investigation by John M. Gottman, PH.D., and others, validates gender
differences.

ABSENCE OF POLITICAL COMPETITION
A Confederacy is composed of sovereign Communities. There are structural and procedural formats
that those Communities must agree upon for their Confederacy to function effectively for their
mutual wellbeing. The length of time a Community Lord may hold his title in the Confederated
Council can be actively established by each confederation; however, in the absence of political
competition a lifetime of service is conceivable, contingent on the Lord’s capability to serve his
Confederation and Community.
Nuclear Group Women choose candidates consequent of the candidate’s merit. That selection
process eliminates competition for candidacy. This arrangement is pragmatic in the context of a
“democratized economy,” a production-based economy wherein the vital sectors of the economy’s
resources and production are self-managed and shared equally within Communities, and among
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Communities, ever-revitalizing their productive forces. Communities uphold their respective
Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Services, civic economy, which simultaneously produces the
material surpluses and the wealth of human capital needed for actualizing their Community
Confederation.
The Community is structured so that civic and civic-economic executive positions are managed by
competent folks. The respective functions of the organization’s components determine the types of
people who manage them.
COMMUNITY UNANIMITY IN THE SELECTION OF A CANDIDATE FOR A
COMMUNITY LORDSHIP TITLE
8. When a Lordship title becomes vacant through death, or other cause, the designated Nuclear
Group Women, holders of a Lordship title, in which the title is hereditary shall hold a women’s
council and shall choose one from among the members of their Nuclear Groups to fill the office
made vacant. Such a candidate shall not be the father of any Confederate Lord. If the choice is
unanimous the name is referred to the men of their Nuclear Groups.
If the men of their Nuclear Groups should disapprove, it shall be the duty of those men to select a
candidate from among their own number. If then the men and women are unable to decide which of
the two candidates shall be named, then the matter shall be referred to the Confederate Lords. The
Confederate Lords shall decide which candidate shall be named. If the Confederate Lords choose
the men’s candidate the designated Nuclear Group Women, holders of a Lordship title will sponsor
him.
Confederate Lords Confirm the Candidate’s Name for Lordship Title
If the men and the women agree to a candidate his name shall be referred to the “sister” Nuclear
Groups for confirmation. If the “sister” Nuclear Groups confirm the choice, then, via their War Chief,
they shall refer their action to their Confederate Lords who shall ratify their choice and present it to
the Confederate Lords on the corresponding side of the House, and if all the Confederate Lords
confirm the name, then, the candidate shall be installed by the proper ceremony for the conferring
of Lordship titles.
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WOMEN SPONSORS HOLD THEIR LORDS ACCOUNTABLE
9. Designated Nuclear Group Women, heirs of the Lordship titles, when necessary, must correct,
warn gently, and advise the holders of their titles. Those designated Nuclear Group Women who
attend the Grand Council may do that, and those who do not attend the Council shall not object to
what has been said nor strive to undo the action.
10. When designated Nuclear Group Women, holders of a Lordship title, select one from among the
members of their Nuclear Groups, or from any Community Nuclear Group, as a candidate, they shall
select one who is trustworthy, of good character, of honest disposition, one who manages his own
affairs, supports his own family, and who has proven a faithful man to his Community and to his
Community Confederation.
THE COUNCIL OF THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
THE OPEN COUNCIL AND THE GRAND COUNCIL
The people of Community Confederation meet in the shade of this Tree of the Great Peace. The
Council of the Community Confederation, the Grand Council, is composed of the Confederate Chief
Lord, the Confederate War Chief, the Confederate Lords, the Council of Community Lords, and the
Council of Community War Chiefs, and designated Chief Women holders of Lordship titles.
Each respective Community Council of Women and each Community Council of Men function as the
definitive authority of the people. All are assisted by designated Officers, Observers, and Advisors.
They shall sit and watch the “Council Fire” of the Community Confederacy, and all the affairs of the
Community Confederacy shall be transacted at this designated place, by the Confederate Lords of
the Community Confederation.
The people of the Community Confederation decide the degree of secrecy needed for the safety of
the Community Confederation during the Council of the Community Confederation, the Grand
Council. The degree of secrecy deemed necessary is determined by the people’s perceptions of their
prevailing conditions at any given time.
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*
Shared political power – equitable power relationships of people in a civilization - is only possible
when the vital sectors of the people’s economy are likewise shared, which, in turn, is only possible
in a decentralized civilization. In decentralized civilization, individuated, potentially conflicting
people and contrasting ideas coexist.
Emancipation with autonomy is born from sovereignty, which is based on Community productivity,
which provides more than prosperity for its entire people, but, too, generates permanent surplus
production necessary to maintain the permanence of Community Confederation.
Structured, Inter-Community, civic communication is an essential component of Community
Confederation. Community Confederation “Grand Council” events are coordinated among
Confederated Communities in regard to when and where the Lords of the respective Communities
meet.
NAMES, DUTIES AND RIGHTS OF WAR CHIEFS
EACH COMMUNITY LORD HAS A COMMUNITY WAR CHIEF
Community War Chief Candidates are selected by the Nuclear Group Women who hold the Lordship
title. Those candidates are presented to the Confederate Lords for their approval.
11. Each Community Lord has a Community War Chief. The Nuclear Group Women heirs of each
Community Lord’s title shall be the heirs of the War Chief’s title of their respective Lord.
12. There shall be one War Chief for each Community and their duties shall be to carry messages
for their Lords, and to take up the arms of war in case of emergency. They shall not participate in
the proceedings of the Confederate Council but shall watch its progress and in case of an erroneous
action by a Lord they shall receive the complaints of the people and convey the warnings of his
women sponsors to him. The people who wish to convey messages to the Lords in the Confederate
Council shall do so through the War Chief of their Community. It shall ever be his duty to lay the
cases, questions and propositions of the people before the Confederate Council.
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13. When a War Chief dies another shall be installed by the same rite as that by which a Lord is
installed.
“14. The soil of the earth from one end of the land, and its resources, to the other is the property of
the people who inhabit it. By birthright, the original beings are the owners of the soil which they
own and occupy, and none other may hold it. The same law has been held from the oldest times….”
Sovereign Communities establish their respective territories with designated boundary lines.
We need to understand the carrying capacity of our natural environment, how to restore its
ecosystems and how we impact them. The following article from BioScience (2009) provides
important scientific insight referent to this most critical time of humanity’s evolution.
EXCERPT: “Ecology in Times of Scarcity
John W. Day, Jr., Charles A. Hall, Alejandro Yáñez-Arancibia, David Pimentel, Carles Ibáñez
Martí, William J. Mitsch”
Author’s Notes,
BioScience, Volume 59, Issue 4, April 2009, Pages 321–
331, https://doi.org/10.1525/bio.2009.59.4.10
Published: 01 April 2009
I encourage you to read the content.
BioScience: https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/59/4/321/346787
EXCERPT:
“Agriculture will most likely return to the diverse crop assemblages of the past, what has been
called multifunctional agriculture (Boody et al. 2005). High energy costs will certainly reduce
fertilizer use and make maintaining the energy-intensive current flood control system much more
difficult. Controlled inundation of the floodplain could reduce flood costs and help replenish soil
nutrients. Such ecotechnological approaches will improve water quality, increase biodiversity,
reduce flooding, provide wildlife and fisheries habitat, reduce threats to public health, and increase
the value of ecosystem services, while maintaining productive agriculture on much of the
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landscape. These sustainable, energy-efficient approaches will contribute to reducing climate
impacts because less energy will be used to maintain the system. For example, wetland assimilation
uses much less energy than conventional treatment plants (Ko et al. 2004) and produces less
greenhouse gas. Efficient flood control and delta restoration can save enormous amounts of energy.
The functioning of ecologically engineered projects is also less sensitive to energy disruption and
environmental variability; for example, treatment systems using ponds and wetlands were much
less affected by Hurricane Katrina than were conventional treatment plants. This is ecological
engineering at a grand scale and it is sustainable in an energy-scarce future; the current system is
not. It will require ecologists, engineers, landscape architects, and others working together. If this
restoration is not implemented, water quality will continue to deteriorate and habitat will continue
to be lost, with an almost complete loss of wetlands in the Mississippi delta.
Summary and Conclusions
Humans will have to become more integrated into natural ecosystems in a future affected by
climate change, with energy and other resources scarce. Ecologists should generally not attempt to
create landscapes that require a high level of maintenance. Rather, the role of ecologists is to gain
an understanding of the functioning of natural and managed ecosystems that will allow those
ecosystems to be used in energy-efficient and sustainable ways to support the human economy
through ecological engineering and ecosystem restoration. In this sense, landscape ecologists and
landscape architects and other ecosystem experts have an opportunity to work together in
ecosystem management. Ecologists have had the luxury for the last half-century or more of
pursuing a wide variety of often rather esoteric pursuits. In a time of increasing resource and
energy scarcity, the success of ecology will very likely be linked to the field's ability to help society
make the transition to a lower-energy, more sustainable society. This does not mean that basic
research is not important, but it does mean that ecologists should think carefully about both the
kind of basic research to be pursued and the management implications of this research. Many other
societal changes will have to be made in the coming transition, and ecologists should take heed of
the role ecology can play to help in that transition.
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Community Natural Resources
Water
Water is a human right. Property owners are entitled to access water on their land. The respective
community or community confederation provide the public service of drilling wells on private
property for nuclear families or can be consolidated facilities for nuclear groups. Rainwater can be
managed to recharge groundwater sources. (Managed Aquifer Recharge, enhanced recharge, is the
intentional diversion of surface water to the groundwater reservoir by modifying, through a variety
of techniques, the natural movement of surface water.)
Community Confederations are permanent components of Decentralized Civilization that provide
for their people, and safeguard their home, and perpetuate that dynamic for the seven generations
yet unborn.
Mineral Resources
Mineral resources (gold, silver, lead, copper, valuable minerals, limestone, natural gas, coal, salt,
clay, gravel, et cetera) located on private land, within DESO, is public property. As such, it cannot be
sold. Community courtesy compensates such landowners and their respective nuclear groups
variously; fairly and generously. The Exchange Element in DESO is the self-realization of its folks.
Mineral resources inside DESO borders are public, and the public decides the management, and the
deployment of their natural resources.
Community councils are frugal when they decide what portions of their public resources that set
inside the Territory of the Community are to be extracted or harvested. Each community decides
how much they can use for their production needs, and how much production or resources they can
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donate to the community confederation. (Inter-community production consolidations increase
output.) The availability of resources and their perceived needs would include their decisions
relevant to the unprecedented arrival of an emergency. At periodic intervals, the communities
deliver their resource and assets reports to their Community Confederation.
The Community Council, in league with the Community Office of Economic Management, delivers
their resource statements to the Community War Chief who delivers them to their Confederate
Lord, who conveys the content to the other Confederate Lords at the Confederate Council where all
such resource statements are delivered from all of the communities. Having seen all the resource
statements, the Confederate Lords deliver them to the Office of Industrial Development (which is
contained in the Office for Confederated Confederations, OCC), where its managers summarize the
resource statements, adding their assessments and projections, for the Confederate Lords’ to
deliberate. The Confederate Lords decide how to deploy the production and the resources available
to them for meeting the operating needs of the Community Confederation. The Office of Industrial
Development files the evaluations where their managers use the information as part of their
ongoing development projects.
In DESO production-based economy, all productive resources are used to meet the existential needs
of its people.
Lumber
Lumber on managed, public land is allocated to whatever public use the people decide. NG lumber
is ecologically self-managed and is used proportional to their NG perceived needs, the same for the
small holdings of nuclear families.
PROTECTION OF THE HOME FROM
TRESPASSING
In decentralized civilization, the right to privacy is immutable and indelible, impossible to remove
from the mind or memory and therefore remaining forever. The right to privacy includes one’s
organism and one’s mind. Prescription is not allowed in Community in Decentralized Civilization,
be that prescription from organized religion, commercial, or governmental. The right to the privacy
of one’s home, one’s nuclear family, and one’s productive enterprise is absolute. Further, the
privacy and sovereignty of each nuclear family is defended by their Nuclear Group, and the
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sovereignty of each Nuclear Group is defended by one’s sovereign Community. The sovereignty of
each Community is defended by the Community Confederation. The sovereignty of each Community
Confederation is defended by the Confederated Confederations.
15. A certain sign shall be known to all the people of the Community Confederation which shall
denote that the owner or occupant of a house is absent. A stick or pole in a slanting or leaning
position shall indicate this and be the sign. Every person not entitled to enter the house by right of
living within it upon seeing such a sign shall not approach the house either by day or by night but
shall keep as far away as his business will permit.
SOCIAL PATTERNS THAT AUGMENT THE COMPLETE DECENTRALIZATION OF POWER
The personality of peoples living in community in decentralized civilization is mature enough to
value what is best for its folks.
16. The genealogical descent of the people of Community in Decentralized Civilization is through
the female line. Women are considered the progenitors of Community in decentralized society.
They are the keepers of their nuclear family property, which they allot to their children as they see
fit. “Men and women… follow the status of the mother.”
17. The women heirs of the Confederated Lordship Titles are universally respected for their
steadfast compassion and dedication to the wellbeing and forward being of their nuclear families,
their Nuclear Groups, their Communities, and their Community Federation.
WOMEN ARE THE SPIRITUAL CENTERS
Nuclear Groups, three to five mutualistic families, are the smallest “political” units. The women are
the spiritual centers of each respective Nuclear Family. The lives of exemplary women demonstrate
a pragmatic, productive harmony with their cosmos and their mature care for the wellbeing of
others. And thus, they function as the spiritual center of each Nuclear Group. The collaborative
efforts of Community people are self-managed.
The Nuclear Group Women, as they decide among themselves, select members from their
Community to function as their Community Leaders and as their Community Representatives at the
indispensable Grand Council of their Community Confederation.
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All sane parents want what is best for their families. Women employ their collective wisdom and
intelligence when selecting the most capable men to be their Community Leaders within their
Community Confederation.
FAMILY PROPERTY AND INHERITANCE BY GENDER
The married man does not own more than his clothes and footwear, what essentials he can carry on
his back with his knapsack; personal weapons, perhaps some tools of his trade, and perhaps he
owns a horse. His primary identification is not based on his material wealth. His wealth is his
professional development in his chosen fields of art and whatever chosen productivity, and in his
ability and skill in mentoring his nuclear family, and in being of service to his Nuclear Group, his
Community, and his Community Confederation.
The man shares his wife’s home and property equally while he is married. His wife chooses how to
allot her property among her daughters, granddaughters, nieces, or sisters.
The man may choose to drift from his wife, and her children, to make his own cottage with its
industry. If another woman comes into his life, and she bears his children, she, then, chooses how to
allot that property by wedlock among her daughters, granddaughters, nieces, or sisters. Any
adopted children are hers.
The men in that society are eligible by selection for the monitored positions of power and prestige
based on merit. They share their respective homesteads equally with their respective wives.
Women inherit property from any of their female relatives. Women can come into property through
marriage; into the establishment of a single, industrious man, and would join with the women in his
Nuclear Group. The nuclear group women have the last word on Nuclear Group economic
management. A single, industrious woman may establish her private productive enterprise and
may or may not choose to marry. She may choose to have children, if so desired, and they would
retain her maiden name.
In Community, the guaranteed minimum standard of service (GMSS) provides housing (public
housing or “housing grants”), and all existential necessities, for all members. No woman is destitute;
whether she owns inherited property, property accessed through marriage, purchased her
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property, or not. Every woman has housing, and her existential needs are met with the support of
her nuclear family, her Nuclear Group, and by her Community whether she is married or not. The
same Right is provided to men.
The Community productive enterprises of each Community and the consolidation of productive
enterprises among Communities provides a prosperous internal economy, which meets the
existential needs of all its members, while its surplus production enables the establishment of
permanent Community Confederation.
THE EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION HAS AN OFFICE IN THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERACY
The Community Confederacy contains an office of the Educational Organization. It functions to
prepare and provide youthful, apprentice helpers to Honorary Lords. For respective, designated
periods of time, volunteer, young adults are integrated into the Community Confederation among
the men and women who serve the Leading Lords and the Confederate War Chief. Young people
volunteer to serve in pragmatic capacities and or apprentice in specializations, enriching their skills
acquisition. The primary benefit to Community Confederation is that the young folks who serve in
those capacities identify with their leaders and learn about the confederation’s decision-making
processes, which understanding they take with them when they enter other walks of community
life, thereby increasing the civilization’s human capital.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF FATHERS AND OF PLEDGES
The Iroquois practiced a cultural acknowledgement performed by the “family of the child’s mother,”
honoring a father, for having been instrumental in the constructive self-development of his
children. Whether or not that cultural component, or a similar one is developed in community in
decentralized civilization is, perhaps, an object of dialogue.
18. The father of a child of great comeliness, learning, ability, or specially loved because of some
circumstance may, at the will of the family of the child’s mother, be honored to select a name from
his own – the father’s family - and bestow it by ceremony, such as is provided. This naming shall be
only temporary and shall be called, “A name hung about the neck.”
*
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In convivial civilization, the honor of being named and pledged is not taken lightly. A pledge to
another with designated wampum means that the pledged will serve in the best interest of the one
being honored. Formal, mutual commitments establish important allegiances, trustworthiness;
enriching personal identity and strengthens social capital.
19. Should any person, a member of the Community Confederation, specially esteem a man or
woman of another Nuclear Group, sovereign Community, different Community Confederation, or of
a foreign nation, that person may choose a name and bestow it upon that person so esteemed. The
naming shall be in accord with the ceremony of bestowing names. Such a name is only a temporary
one and shall be called “A name hung about the neck.” A short wampum shall be delivered with the
name as a record, and as a pledge.
SHARED POWER AND THE CLAN
• Although different nations had different numbers of chiefs in the Grand Council, there was
equality among them. They all had the same level of authority.
• Authority was shared between men and women. Although only men were members of the
Grand Council, it was the women who nominated the chiefs and could take away their title.
The fact that people belonged to their mother’s clan also gave authority to the women.
• The clan system introduced by the Peacemaker helped to make sure that no one nation
would ever be able to take over the Confederacy. Because people in each nation belonged to
various clans, which clans encompassed various nations, their loyalty was split between
their clan and their nation. This balancing of loyalty worked to maintain democracy and
unity within the Confederacy. (17)
As described above, the clan system provides a valuable civic function. I have no knowledge of that
system; how to create it, or how to deploy it. Nonetheless, people of the Confederation more
learned than I will deliberate the pragmatics of that proposition at their discretion.
*
The model for community confederation presented here is not structured for political competition
among men for executive positions. Nonetheless, the Iroquois Constitution is cognizant of that
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possibility and provides structured, procedural methods for disarming and dismantling any such
scheme.
“CLANS” and NUCLEAR GROUPS, CONSANGUINITY, BLOOD RELATIONSHIP
Clans serve an important civic function. At first glance, the system seems questionable and remote.
However, its important civic function is to reinforce peace in the Confederacy and among
Confederated Confederacies. In the event conditions require, a concerted effort among the
Constitutionalists would draw the unanimity required for its realization.
The fourteen clans (18) of the Iroquois Six Nation Confederacy were contiguous, familial and
extensive, living throughout the tribes of the Iroquois Confederacy. People were loyal to their clan,
nation, and confederation. They owned the land they settled upon. Since, each clan encompassed
populations in each nation; war between nations was naturally discouraged. The Iroquois clan
system forbade matrimony within clans, restricting matrimony to non-clan spouses. (19)
Need motivates people to work together to realize pragmatic measures. Perhaps, in a future world
of confederations, the people would realize a clan system to strengthen the people’s control over
their civilization.
Sophistication has it that the structures of Community Confederation will be “tested” by external,
malicious forces, which necessitates the anticipation of such dangers with structural safeguards,
coupled with the flexibility to create civic, organizational components when needed to eliminate
any threats to The Great Peace.
Consanguinity
Relationship by Descent from the Same Ancestor
The Nuclear Group’s second generation is recognized as the offspring of their respective Nuclear
Families, and of their respective Nuclear Groups. Individuals relocate through marriage, or by
choice, into other Nuclear Groups, or people come together by forming new Community Nuclear
Groups. The nuclear families of Nuclear Groups own their respective homes, land, and productive
enterprises. They are cooperatively dedicated to their Nuclear Group. The Nuclear Group’s
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consolidated productive enterprises and production facilities can be owned jointly by the nuclear
families; to one side of their respective, private holdings.
Kinship is determined by matrilineal descent, and by Nuclear Group familial relation. The last name
of the mother, her maiden name, is the initiating determining name of the nuclear family lineage.
Among the founding generations of Community, the husband’s former patriarchal sir name is kept
intact, and the wife’s maiden name is added to it, which designates the matrilineal line the man has
been married into, for example, Reed Camacho Kinney “of Carmona.” The “suffix” Carmona is added,
that being the maiden name of the man’s wife. The wife’s maiden name does not change. Her
children all bear her last name - her maiden name Carmona. The people decide whether the
Children retain the father’s name in some way or not. (The people decide the functions, if any,
carried by middle names.) … the objective is gender equity. The men are free to spawn Life.
PRIVACY
Privacy respects the mysterious beingness of others, the “sanctity of life,” and the dignity of
mankind. Mutualistic community calls for all people to look to each other as the makers of values;
values that can broaden the richness of their lives while contributing to the permanence of their
civilization. The people’s expectations are involved in the good life for their families, prosperity
with mutual self-fulfillment. Community is the sole vessel of privacy. Community defends itself from
intrusion be that religious, commercial, or political. In a real community, no one “prescribes” to
others. And, for that, the people are grateful.
Starting Small
One Nuclear Group, NG, three to five mutualistic families, inclusive of three generations, may
contain thirty or more people of all ages. Two NG, perhaps sixty or more people, establish their
Community Coordinating Committee, CCC. Two NG may include twenty-five or more adults. One
CCC constitutes one community. Small, burgeoning communities are motivated to include new NGs.
NG folks work with each other to support and educate their children. They pool savings and
resources. NG folks use crowd funding, Kick Starter, philanthropists, and can connect with existing
public banks (Ellen Brown) for ready, startup capitalization.
One accountant may constitute the beginning of the mutual community bank, MCB. Following the
JAK model, the first public funds are established through the respective savings accounts of
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community members. Those collective savings are invested in the first public productive enterprise
(a community cooperative), purposed for generating subsequent startup funds, profits deposited in
the MCB. The first profits are used to reimburse the respective savings accounts of each member,
with a previously agreed on benefit for their help. The subsequent profits are public funds
generated independently from the members’ savings accounts.

Initially, a community can support a minimum of capable men and women, who with some
volunteer help can manage and direct the services of multiple, community civic departments
concurrently; prioritized departments that the folks decide are the most essential. DESO can start
small and expand its production, resources, and services as it draws more people into its fold.
Distinct DESO communities can develop simultaneously across many locales; intercommunicated
and cooperating with each other to establish confederated communities.
PRODUCTIVITY AND FREE CAPITALIZATION ARE INTERDEPENDENT
The people’s productivity is what capitalizes them. Community autonomous money is selfvalidated; its use generates community cash reserves, because the first and last buyer’s
endorsements verify the sellers’ gifts to the community.
Free capitalization for public productive endeavors and for individuals’ private productive
endeavors expands DESO’s economic infrastructures, strengthening its economic forces and
expanding its independence.
Inter-community economic, contractual agreements are facilitated, coordinated and supported, by the
Confederation’s Office of Economic Management, which is self-managed by the managers of each
community’s Community Office of Economic Management (civic economy).
Cooperation among all people of the Community Confederation actualizes the security and
permanence of their civilization, their shared identity.
Community Confederation and Confederated Confederations are indispensable to
Decentralized Civilization.
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Civic Organization is Contingent on Surplus Production
20. Every Community is sovereign. Confederated organization requires structure and an Active
Etiquette to maintain efficiency, unanimity, and effectiveness of action.
We can barely kindle in our imaginations what that contrasting reality would be like. We can
assume members would spontaneously support their Nuclear Families, Nuclear Groups, their
Community, and Community Confederation. Community in Decentralized Civilization is convivial,
bringing its people together into meaningful lives with the certainty of their shared modus vivendi.
(modus vivendi, the way that a person or group of people lives with their means to sustenance, a
practical arrangement that allows diversity – that allows potentially conflicting people to coexist.)
Creating that equitable society is a structural challenge. People must be passionate about opening
that new context for themselves and for their families. The means for creating that new civilization
must be shared equally by all members.

Department of Public Safety
In the Absence of Civil Laws
The functions of the Confederate Department of Public Safety are various, requiring
departmentalization at the discretion of communities and community confederations. The
affordability of these services may require assistance from the Confederation’s Office of Economic
Management. No matter how minimal its service or how few its officers, each community is entitled
to its own Department of Public Safety.
The Confederate Department of Public Safety serves the Confederated Communities by patrolling
the roads and highways of the Confederated Territories.
The central office of the Confederate Department of Public Safety takes calls and sends troopers to
wherever the people perceive their help is needed.
The professions of the Confederate Department of Public Safety are various and knowledgeable,
trained and equipped to fulfill functions such as,
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 Emergency communications, the public’s interfaced, emergency communications telephone
system
 Uniformed, patrol and response
 Crime prevention, suppression and investigation pertains to “foreign” antisocial elements
 Security guard services pertains to “foreign” antisocial elements
 The Department of Public Safety ambulance and emergency medical services, connected
with the public medical clinic and public hospital services
 Office of Emergency Services plans for and operates an Emergency Operations Center
during calamities, disasters, special events and emergencies. Community in decentralized
civilization is always prepared for the unprecedented, as is practical.
 Inspection and Code enforcement of building safety, fire regulations for building safety,
which includes construction and electrical standards, generally adopted from its
conventional MCS counterparts, at community discretion, and authorized by the Community
Confederation.
 Office of animal control, dog catching, wildlife and game management, with attention to
standards for ecosystem preservation.
 Park Service personnel are equipped and trained to inventory wood lots and forests and to
oversee and manage vine cutting and select lumber harvest of public wood lots, and of staff
crops. To plan, manage and oversee public and private reforestation projects, to curb
erosion, to assist Nuclear Groups and Communities in wood lot management, with
attention to standards for ecosystem preservation.
 Fire Department and rescue service is a self-managed department of the Department of
Public Safety. It can be a volunteer-based organization. Capital investment for its
organization and its needed components are the responsibility of community and
community confederation.
 If needed, DESO people help the local, conventional town people to take back municipal
services from private concerns (for example, public water and sewage disposal services),
restoring them to the conventional public domain. DESO sovereignty enables the will of its
people to establish the regional sovereignty of its conventional neighbors. DESO
communities receive supportive reciprocation from the local, conventional folks; and local,
MCS regions transform into DESO.
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Notes on the State of Virginia (1785), is a book written by Thomas Jefferson., Query
11 – Aborigines
“The territories of the Powhatan confederacy south of the Patowmac, comprehended about
8,000 square miles, 30 tribes, and 2,400 warriors. Capt. Smith tells us that within 60 miles
of Jamestown were 5,000 people, of whom 1,500 were warriors. From this we find the
proportion of their warriors to their whole inhabitants, was as 3 to 10. The Powhatan
confederacy, then, would consist of about 8,000 inhabitants, which was one for every
square mile: being about a twentieth part of our present population in the same territory,
and the hundredth of that of the British Islands.” (20)

PRODUCTION-BASED ECONOMY RELATIVE TO SPACE AND RESOURCES
Modern, production-based economy is ever mindful to conserve and to economize the use of all,
natural resources needed to maintain its permanence.
Five hundred square feet using an aquaponic food production system can feed four people; other
intensive food production systems that use little space, and require little hands-on time, include,
but are not limited to, vertical farming, green roofs, garden pools, biosphere home farming, sprout
rooms, permaculture, hydroponics, nut, staff crops, and fruit trees, pomology. Overcrowding people
is unnecessary. Each Community and Confederated Communities can conserve and build spacious,
woodlands, and salvage and repair natural ecosystems, with the management of compact, efficient,
diverse food production systems. Nuclear Groups can be largely food self-sufficient with optimum
efficiency.
Producing stored food is a treasure, a chance to share and celebrate. Food
self-sufficiency is indispensable to the sovereignty of Nuclear Groups and
Community. Community in decentralized civilization is an intensely shared
world, based on giving rather than on individual wealth. In that scenario,
trade is for access to use-value. The gems of humane values are the primary
exchange-value, the “currency” traded by its people. That is so, because they
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share the executive functions and the vital, economic sectors of their
civilization equally in Nature.

The following excerpt is written by Raederle Phoenix, “I created the Phoenix Ecotopia Model…
…. We are long past the myth that it takes two acres of land to feed a single person. Two
acres is over 87,000 square feet. This model shows how we can now feed 24 people (or
more) on a plot of land only just over 8,000 square feet – and that space includes living
space and recreational space.” (21)
A diversity of efficient, food production methods can meet the needs of the people.
Community in decentralized civilization can afford its people ample, natural space. Land use
is self-managed by each sovereign community.
In the event a community needs much food in a hurry, cereals such as oats, barley and
wheat, with good organic husbandry and appropriate technology, adjusting for local
climates, can yield superior seed to crop ratios. A portion of surplus production is stored, in
the event seasonal weather is adverse and decreases yields. Community people shape their
world.
*
The primary focus of each Community’s creative energy is on the maintenance of their prosperous,
economic stability. DESO’s economic stability and its surplus production maintain its productive
forces that support each member’s humane endeavor, education, Self-realization, and Selfactualization; a culture that generates full mental health as described by humanistic psychiatrists
would be awake and happy.
Social capital: shared values, convictions and goals that enable individuals and groups to trust each
other, to work and learn with each other cooperatively, developing goodwill, fellowship, sympathy,
social intercourse* and mutually enriched self-identities on that basis.
*Social Intercourse, one must consider the other individual to be significant. This situation
can be expressed with a friendly glance, a smile, perhaps, the wink of an eye, shared music,
laughter, deep and meaningful conversation, and so on.
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INTELLECTUAL DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
The Intellectual Department of Defense is a Community Confederation service.
Mavens of the Intellectual Department of Defense work to defend the community confederation
relevant to all State and ‘international’ legislation that would compromise community sovereignty.
The Intellectual Department of Defense investigates, identifies, locates, and exposes or eliminates
perpetrators of aggression or violence against the Constitutional Principles of the Great Binding
Law, which principles protect the permanent and independent sovereignty of each Community of
their Confederation.
The Intellectual Department of Defense creates and maintains the best “firewalls” needed for
protecting community internal electronic systems from external sabotage and surveillance.
The Intellectual Department of Defense is adept and with the means to spot nefarious psychopaths
or covert enemies from among new candidates for admission into Community, recruited by the
Community Chief Women.
The Intellectual Department of Defense works closely with the Grand Council of Confederated
Lords, the Confederation Lord, the Confederation War Chief, the Confederated Council of War Chiefs
and their community militias, and the Community Departments of Public Safety.

The Office of Militia Research and Development, OMRD
The OMRD is an office of The Intellectual Department of Defense.
Specialists calculate and project the needed contributions from the confederated communities for
maintaining the martial sector of civic organization at optimal capability. Authorized by the
Confederation Lord the OMRD manager delegates responsibilities to the OMRD’s portion of public
industry.
The OMRD works closely with the Confederate Lord, the Confederate War Chief, and with the Grand
Council of Confederated Lords.
The Office of Militia Research and Development works closely with the Office for Confederated
Confederations, OCC, and its Office of Industrial Development, and the Confederacy’s Office of
Economic Management.
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The OMRD conveys directives to Community Lords and Community Councils in conjunction with
each Community Office of Economic Management, for specified, industrial output, for example,
machine shops. The production commitments of each community are sanctioned through their
respective Community Coordinating Committees.
Scientific Modernism Is Essential for the Defense of DESO*
Artificial intelligence and autonomous robotics technology function in a nihilist commodity-based
economy, indifferent to the greater good. Should private, artificial intelligence coordinate and
manage the economy, most people would pay for their survival with unwelcomed, uncritical
servitude, and widespread destitution would befall the rest, if not worse disasters. Economic forces
owned and controlled by alienated, unprincipled people, ditto in the Military Industrial Complex,
increases the possibility of accidental self-annihilation, heightened by autonomous weapons.
None of us can grasp the whole of objective reality nor can we know the whole truth. Given the
means, we can establish and widen our relatedness to each other and to Nature through our
cultural creations among cultures that share the world view of the Sanctity of Life.
Aware of the immediacy and the smallness of our subjective existences, we can, nonetheless, use our
psycho-corporal and spiritual needfulness to navigate our lives and shape our culture. And, through
those means we can seek to distinguish our genuine reality, which is to live with each other in real
community in Nature.
Decentralized civilization provides the best means to manage technology for the greater good.
Decentralized civilization is complete unto itself. Locally managed, ad infinitum, its autonomy is
distinct. From that expanding bulwark, its people can, and must, always adapt to emerging reality.
Primary resources salvaged by recycling and secondary resources will be used with frugality. Under
those conditions, technology would force the etherealization of production for the greater good.

* Global mind control, Dr. Nick Begich
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LepJTNsvB0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgXHsh5EGqA
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Militia Martial Philosophy
Militia martial philosophy is born from the Complete Art of War, by Sun Tzu. The principles of the
Complete Art of War are learned and practiced for defending community independence. Founded on
that premise, militia professions study and practice everything needed to defend the community.
Exclusivist, centralized power cannot adopt Sun Tzu’s principles completely. Among other tactics,
Sun Tzu’s principles make use of deception and intelligence for victory. Nonetheless, Sun Tzu’s
principles uphold morality. He sides with the community and refutes imperialism. The only
justification for war is community self-defense.
Fundamental to Sun Tzu is to know your enemy. (22) (23)
Ernest Becker: “In our time we have seen the demonic emerge in all its starkness, and we
have learned why it emerges: the demonic comes into being for man whenever he is
manipulated by large impersonal forces beyond his control; forces that he is actively and
uncritically contributing to. Thus, when modern man sets in motion vast social institutions
but does not take critical control of them, the institutions assume their own momentum; the
people who man the institutions become like ants mechanically doing their duty, and no one
dares to question the routine to which the institutions conform. The result is that there is no
way of breaking through the uncritical fictions that control society that are embodied in
vast and powerful, faceless organizations. (E. Becker, The Structure of Evil, 1968, pp.141-2)
Transnational corporations and the private-central-bank dominated market system in conjunction
with the American Treasury Department, are structured, mechanical, impersonal mechanisms that
aim to privatize (rob) all public services and expropriate all natural resources, including the
monopolization of food production and distribution, and the privatization of all potable water.
By contrast, in the context of decentralized civilization, unconditional access to food and water is a
human right.
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MILITIAS ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
Regarding the question of ultimate power, an issue we face is that of civil organization preserving
its hegemony over the martial. Civil organization must control martial power and the ends to which
that power should be directed. All aspects of a civilization, its priorities, values, and goals must rest
in the hands of its civil organization. (24)
Community in decentralized civilization maintains “…the essential unity of the civil and the martial,
the former being the realm of virtue, deference, beneficence, and rewards, the latter directness,
energy, strict commands, and punishments.” (25)
The equilibrium between civil organization and the martial must be intact during the deployment of
the martial. After deployment, however, for the martial to effectively defend its people, the War
Chief or the General must not be compromised by civil or civic interference, or by the Lords of the
Confederacy.
Utopia, the Society of Perennial Change
In the long view, there is only one way: to save our children, we must also save parents, family, and
society. Where Neill stopped, we must now begin - to reform family and society. (67)
The people of the community confederation are constitutionally and structurally organized for the
mutual self-defense of each autonomous, sovereign community. In turn, each community defends
the sovereignty of each of its autonomous nuclear groups and each nuclear group defends the
autonomy and the sovereignty of each of its nuclear families. The primary aim of self-defense is
effectiveness, which requirement includes modernism; as well as autonomous, covert mobility.
The war chief of the confederation heads the confederation’s council of war chiefs, composed of the
respective war chiefs of each community. Militia volunteers are provided for and are compensated.
Each community, no matter its size, support their effective, organized security to the extent they
deem needed.
The militia’s auxiliary community service offsets the cost of maintaining and upgrading the militia.
Whenever any part of a community civic-economy or its nuclear groups need people to work in
whatever capacity, the confederation’s Militia dispatches personnel to meet the need, at no charge
to the community. That positive interaction between the militia and the communities engenders
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priceless, social capital. Apart from that intermittent, community service, militia personnel are
trained and educated in soldering.
In the event the militia defends their confederation; within their capability, the community people
produce as much as needed to meet the militia’s needs and they serve that cause in whatever
capacity possible. Confederated confederations would coordinate their efforts.
The Attributes of Generals and Officers
A Confederate War Chief, or a Confederate General, exercising authority over his men must
be a man of Virtue, “…qualified by personal characteristics, intelligence, knowledge, and
command skills. He should be a man of virtue in every sense: benevolent, courageous,
righteous, incorruptible, and caring. Moreover, he must not only manifest positive
characteristics but also be free from the innumerable character flaws that can doom
campaigns or be easily exploited, such as arrogance, greed, frivolity, cowardice,
indecisiveness, laziness, slowness, brutality, selfishness, argumentativeness, carelessness,
doubt, irascibility, and dejection.
Intelligence, knowledge (gained from study and experience), and the wisdom to make
appropriate evaluations… [Are] …minimal requirements. Furthermore, Sun Pin believed, a
good general had to possess and exercise sufficient command and control skills that the
army would be united, disciplined, submissive, and spirited. He had to be awesome to evoke
respect and obedience, but not brutal; treat men well, evincing concern, but without
forfeiting their martial spirit; and elicit great effort without exhausting the army. He had to
be confident, so that people would trust his orders and decisions, rarely changing his
commands or directions.
Finally, both Sun-tzu and Sun Pin repeatedly stated that the commanding general, once
appointed, should not only enjoy the ruler’s complete confidence but also be empowered
with absolute authority to conduct military affairs solely as his judgment might dictate. The
ruler should never interfere, nor should high-ranking government officials be allowed to
challenge the commander and his decisions. Naturally, subordinate officers would question
his judgment and orders only on the pain of death.” (27)
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Modern expectations include command flexibility relevant to changing conditions
and personal initiative among subordinate officers.
“…Sun-Tzu’s Insights into the Flaws and Liabilities of Commanders…
The first two [flaws] form a correlated pair – being over committed to living and thus afraid of
dying, and being committed to dying gloriously, irrespective of other alternatives – that severely
cloud a commander’s judgment and can be easily exploited. Those committed to dying often prove
too rash, those obsessed with life too timid. Moreover, commanders with a tendency to react
precipitously or become angered can of course be insulted, provoked to thoughtless action, while a
concern for reputation rather than results can lead to disdaining viable courses of action. Perhaps
most significant of all is the last, “one who loves the people can be troubled,” for it apparently runs
contrary to the emphasis that most military writers, including Sun-tzu, placed upon the welfare of
the people and benevolent policies directed toward them. However, the intent of this warning
becomes clear from collateral Warring States writings: a commander (or ruler) who overly loves his
people is often unable to sacrifice them individually for the welfare of the state and good of the
populace. Thus a leader becomes too cautious, too fearful of losses, but contrary to his desire ends
up wasting his entire force, often in small-scale, ineffectual attacks. …. While every life is immensely
valuable, and warfare certainly to be condemned and avoided, the Chinese military writers clearly
understood that when it becomes inevitable, the commander who can bear to sacrifice a major
portion of his troops to achieve victory will prevail. Thus, paradoxically, certain ruthlessness marks
the most benevolent course. …. Writ larger, Sun-tzu would no doubt counsel that the essential
lesson of life is to nurture self-control and be willing to undertake action without being perturbed
either by the extremes of seeking life (avoiding risk) or avoiding death (declining risk). Anger –
except in actual combat – always proves counterproductive.” (28)
Community in decentralized civilization contains no impetus for imperialism. Community in
decentralized civilization responds in unanimity to all problematic externalities.
The Confederate Military Academy
Young women in the Confederate Military Academy are trained together, segregated from
the men in training. Young women are imbued with the maternal instinct useful for
propelling their active interest in the wellbeing of their community and confederation.
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Cadets learn from qualified personnel to be commanders of platoons and companies. The
cadets would receive both, tactics training in class, and field command exercises. Field
command exercises are like sport, the Self is totally absorbed in the situation, always being
alert, always reading the terrain, a creative activity, coupled with the responsibility for
others that one assumes.
I think that exclusivist, centralized power cannot subjugate autonomous, decentralized power; not
while confederated communities are united. Also, DESO expands its security by sponsoring the
development of public banks for local, conventional, civic governments strengthening and defending
their sovereignty by safeguarding their public services, water, sewage disposal, and so on. Being
good neighbors promotes DESO. The democratization of the DESO economy perpetuates their
sovereignty.
Militias Are Immanent In DESO
Whether Active or not, only Adults compose the informal militia. It is likely that during their lives,
most community people will join the Active Militia for a designated period. The skills they learn are
retained for the reminder of their lives; being always ready to rise to the occasion within their
respective capabilities. The option of staying with the militia for advancement appeals to some
people.
The Active Militia is a Social Service
The training and the specializations taught in the militia contribute to the individuated
development of each volunteer. The commitment to duty is developed relevant to the purpose of
defending and serving one’s community. Constructive aspects of personal self-development include
drills, physical training, learning to deploy tactics, a Spartan outdoor life, and learning and
practicing skills, learning how to take and give orders; how to function in groups as one head, one
thought, one body and one spirit for defending the Confederation and its Communities.
The Active Militias serve their respective Communities and their Community Confederation
automatically, in whatever capacity, whenever and wherever they are needed.
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The purpose of the Militia is twofold. Its martial function is preeminent. At the request of respective
community civic-economies, or their civic departments, the Militia of the Confederation can assign
its trained personnel to work with core community productive enterprises, civic departments, or
with Nuclear Groups, at no added compensation, lowering the cost of production while generating a
wealth of social capital. (29)
All the men and women of Decentralized Civilization, regardless of walks of life or specializations,
are individuated and meritorious; fulfilled in their lives.

CHIEF LORD OF THE CONFEDERACY WITH THE DUAL FUNCTION OF
CONFEDERACY WAR CHIEF
In the event of extreme emergency, optimum efficiency would call for a single, qualified man to
manage the civic organization and the martial organization simultaneously.
Power concentrated beyond the control of the people is prohibited.
“Command is power, pure and simple; unlimited.”
“…. Power has no country, no face... One has to be responsible oneself for the power that
falls into your hands.” (30)
Whether or not a Confederation decides that it needs that temporal, single executive power is
contingent on their perceived circumstances. In an extreme emergency the people can entrust that
responsibility to a single man of exceptional merit in order to actualize the immediate effectiveness
of one head, one thought, one body and one spirit for defending the Confederation and its
Communities. One, trusted, qualified man can manage the civic-economic forces and the martial
forces simultaneously in order to realize the survival of their civilization.
In anticipation of that contingency, the best men to take that responsibility will have been
considered in advance and decided upon by the Grand Council, in the event one of them is needed
to fulfill that function. If demanded by emerging reality, the man of exceptional merit is selected and
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appointed by the Grand Council of Confederate Lords. The man selected, may be a Confederacy
Lord, or a Confederacy War Chief.
The tenure of that executive duality is temporal, and that position is eliminated the moment the
Grand Council of Confederate Lords decide that the crisis is sufficiently diminished for the
Confederate Lords to reinstate the separation of the civic and martial functions under civic control,
and by extension under civil control.
RIGHTS AND POWERS OF WAR
21. To be decided by the Confederate Lords – When demanded by emerging reality, a qualified and
trusted, Confederacy Lord, or Confederacy War Chief, shall be vested with a double office, a double
duty, and with a double authority. One-half of his being shall hold the Confederacy Chief Lordship
title and the other half shall hold the title of Confederacy War Chief. In the event that level of
command is needed for the survival of the confederated communities the Community
Confederation. He will command the economic forces in conjunction with the martial forces.
PEACE BY CONQUEST OF IRREDEEMABLE OUTSIDE NATIONS
Be the enemies of the Great Peace individuals or belligerent groups, be they theocratic,
governmental, or commercial, be they transnational corporate powers, corporate governmental or
governmental organizations, or be they non-governmental organizations backed by ‘international’
power - intent on robbing or destroying, or restricting access to, the natural resources rightly
belonging to any Community Confederation, or Confederated Confederations, or that by whatever
means damage the natural “life support systems” upon which the Community Confederations
depend, or by whatever means endeavor to damage The Great Peace - then, the peoples of the
Community Confederation, or Confederated Confederations, have the inalienable birthright to
defend themselves effectively by whatever pragmatic means at their disposal and within their
fullest capacities and capabilities as one head, one thought, one body and one spirit for defending
the Confederation and its Communities.
Too often, criminal organization and State authorities are one and the same, and abuse
Citizens with impunity. Should the people of Community in Decentralized Civilization
encounter that type of danger, they are obliged to defend themselves.
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The political advantage of decentralized civilization is grounded on its autonomy, its sovereignty,
which establishes its independence, and by which means, whatever external laws that would
diminish the sovereignty of community in decentralized civilization would be rejected and nullified
by Community Confederations, regardless of whatever external parties had enacted such laws.
Community people of decentralized civilization decide, in unanimity, how best they will respond to
the demands of emerging reality.
MILITIA BATTLE PROTOCOLS
“22. When the men of the Confederated Community Militias are called forth to be warriors and
prepare for battle against an obstinate opposing “nation” that has refused to accept the Great Peace,
then, while subordinate to the Confederate War Chief, one of the Confederation’s, Community War
Chiefs can be chosen by the warriors of the Community Confederation to lead their army into
battle. “Choose a leader among yourselves. You know, your mission is vital.” The War Chief so
chosen will explain his orders to his officers.
At the discretion of the Community Confederation, Article 22 designates the self-management of the
men to select the best among them.
Among the duties of the War Chief so chosen is to come before his warriors and address them. His
aim shall be to reinforce in their minds the necessity of good behavior and strict obedience to all the
commands of the War Chiefs. He will deliver an oration exhorting them to be brave and courageous
and never to be guilty of cowardice.
The men of decentralized civilization share the conviction that theirs is the permanent way of life
that they defend for the permanent wellbeing of their families, and for the wellbeing and forward
movement of the subsequent seven generations of their decedents.
This article 22 intends to reinforce militia unity and command control in times of danger. The
training of militias evolves within Communities and within Community Confederations and is
shaped by the people in accordance with what they and their specialists think is most effective. The
content of the address given by the War Chief to his army is at the discretion of The Great Binding
Peace. An Active address is called for, and whatever the Lords of the Confederacy and the Council of
War Chiefs approve, will be the designated address and the protocol for that particular purpose.
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In the absence of nationalism, whether or not the culture of Community Confederation creates
traditional songs is at the discretion of the people. Indigenous people practiced music as a
component of spiritual invocation because music is mysteriously “invisible” and it induces degrees
of disassociated trance; a pleasurable, unifying factor in objective reality. When groups practice
musical rituals with dance, the result is palpable unity.
*
Promoting and supporting the development of new, productive Communities is essential to
DESO. Enlistment procedures are always employed; however, very few people would not be
admitted. Integrating new members by organizing burgeoning Nuclear Groups and their
respective Communities is a constant, expanding process. With the establishment of any
community confederation, two or more communities, the Office for Confederated
Confederations, OCC, and the Office of Land Acquisition, an OCC Office, would work together
to locate available places with sufficient resources for establishing each new community’s
production-based economy. Two indispensable requirements are water and enough arable
land for appropriate production. DESO settlers would work from that point on to establish
their production-based economy.
*
No types of imperialism pertain to community in decentralized civilization. The mutual selfdefense of Confederated Communities is the singular justification for martial actions.
23. When the war of the Community Confederation, or of the Confederated Confederations, on a
“foreign” rebellious nation is ended, peace shall be restored to that nation by a withdrawal of all
their weapons of war by the War Chief of the Community Confederation. When all the terms of
peace shall have been agreed upon a state of friendship shall be established.
When forces external to the Communities and their Confederations become the source of problems,
self-defense may not require martial action, if any conflict can be effectively rectified through the
conventional legal system of whatever country DESO evolves in. However, sophistication has it that
institutions outside the context of decentralized civilization cannot be trusted, and whatever
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distinctions need to be made in that regard will be made by the people. The volition of DESO people
charts their course of action in accordance with the prevailing circumstances as they perceive them.
Community Confederations defend themselves. The endeavors of transnational corporations for
world domination constitute the war against humanity and Nature. Attacks by transnational
corporations can be covert, subtle, and lengthy, or they can be overt and rapid. Transnational
corporations can misuse environmentalism as a “legal” pretext to arbitrarily expropriate, public
and private, land and property. Attacks against community and community confederations can take
many forms - taxation and regulations aimed at destroying local production and small businesses,
arbitrary expropriation of property, crop sabotage using patented pollen from genetically modified
crops (Monsanto), contamination with toxic substances, covertly dispersed mind altering viral
infection, the applied science of climate manipulation, mind altering electromagnetic pulses,
electronic surveillance, autonomous artificial intelligence, electronic sabotage, organized crime,
international or domestic ‘legislation’ banning public banking and local money not produced by the
private banking conglomerates, or ‘international legislation’ that “overrides” the fundamental
protections of the American Constitution, or whatever deviltry the centralized powers can devise.
Confederated communities and individual communities must deploy the pragmatic means to
defend themselves from external threats.
Whatever country DESO develops in, Community Confederation and Confederated Confederations
evaluate their position regarding taxation, or regarding any external legislation that compromises
DESO sovereignty. The Community Confederation evaluates their options for safeguarding the
permanence of their Communities, in conjunction with the specialized services of their Intellectual
Department of Defense.
PROTOCOLS FOR ESTABLISHING THE TERMINATION OF WAR
The future of MCS is unknowable. At some time, in some place, conditions could develop wherein
these Articles below, auxiliary articles A, B, C, which pertain to war might be applicable.
(A) When peace shall have been established by the termination of the war against a foreign
“nation,” then the War Chief shall cause all the weapons of war to be taken from that nation. Then
shall the Great Peace be established, and that nation shall observe all the rules of the Great Peace
for all time to come.
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Heavy weapons – Artificial intelligence deployed as autonomous weapons, as well as weaponized
phosphorous, depleted uranium, all nuclear weapons, electromagnetic weapons, biological and
chemical weapons must be eliminated. All weapons of mass destruction must be eliminated.
Nuclear energy plants for producing electricity must be decommissioned. With discernment,
whatever MCS provides within its convention and among its rational people that can help DESO to
actualize the imperative of its permanence, must be maintained and used.
Simultaneously, whatever MCS provides that can help DESO to actualize its independence and the
development of its permanent, scientific, production-based economy, must be supported and used.
The private bank’s debt-based economy, by its nature, can never be at peace. Nonetheless, the
scenario of the economic failure of MCS, for whatever reason, could precipitate unprecedented,
societal conditions of “forced” decentralization, meaning that local production for local subsistence,
among small populations of folks, would be among pragmatic responses to the collapse of
transnational corporations. In turn, that would stimulate the development of local currency. Local
banks could go either way, as private businesses, or as public utilities. Perhaps, men owning centers
of production would develop systems of centralized power, or, perhaps not, and local production
would be more democratically managed. Local forms of self-governance would vary widely. In that
conceivable scenario, auxiliary Article A might be pragmatic.
24. Whenever a foreign “nation” is conquered, or has, by its own will, accepted the Great Peace,
their own system of internal government may continue, but they must cease all warfare against
other “nations.”
I include here some Articles of the Iroquois Six Nation Constitution that seem dubious propositions
referent to DESO. Nonetheless, anything from the reality of climatic and environmental cataclysm to
major conflagrations, to planned sabotage can cause generalized, economic failure. Transnational
corporations and private banking cartels continue to covet all public services and property. If those
pursuant of “globalization” fail to accomplish their projected scale, they would shift to maintaining
regional tyrannies, perhaps engendering resistance. Or they would instigate nuclear disaster,
banking on the insane hope that they would prevail.
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*
While we develop our independent scientific, production-based economy, ever increasing our
autonomous independence, whatever MCS has developed that helps us to actualize our imperatives
we must support and use.
There is no impetus in community in decentralized civilization for imperialism, and none for
genocide. Nonetheless, forces that attack community in decentralized civilization are not tolerated.
(B) Whenever a war against a foreign “nation” is pushed until that nation is about exterminated
because of its refusal to accept the Great Peace and if that nation shall by its obstinacy become
exterminated, all their rights, property and territory shall become the property of the Community
Confederation, or of its Confederated Confederations.
Established in 1142, the Iroquois Confederation evolved over centuries in an environment that was
sometimes hostile and proved itself effective to keep the Peace. We may not imagine what
circumstances would develop in some future time that would require the application of auxiliary
article B.
(C) Whenever a foreign nation is conquered and the survivors are brought into the territory of the
Community Confederation, and placed under the Great Peace, the two shall be known as the
Conqueror and the Conquered. A symbolic relationship shall be devised and be placed in some
symbolic position. The conquered nation shall have no voice in the councils of the Confederacy in
the body of the Lords.”
The auxiliary article C (above) can be interpreted by the people of DESO to mean clemency for the
vanquished. (The mindset of some, such people may be unalterable.) And a “symbolic relationship”
can take many forms. The well-being of the “conquered” can come about through integration. The
subsequent generation of the vanquished, their children, would be fully integrated into community
in decentralized civilization.
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PROTOCOLS FOR ESTABLISHING PEACE AND FOR DECLARING WAR
IN REGARD TO A “FOREIGN NATION”
This scenario depicts the efforts made by confederated communities to prevent war by using the
peaceful methods of persuasion. The seriousness of the matter is of life and death.
“25. When the proposition to establish the Great Peace is made to a “foreign nation,” it shall be
done in mutual council, inside the territory of the confederacy. The “foreign nation” is to be
persuaded by reason and urged to come into the Great Peace. If the Community Confederation fails
to obtain the consent of the “nation” at the first council, a second council shall be held, and upon a
second failure, a third council shall be held, and this third council shall end the peaceful methods of
persuasion.
At the third council the War Chief of the Community Confederation shall address the Chief of the
foreign nation and request him three times to accept the Great Peace. If refusal steadfastly follows,
the War Chief shall let the bunch of white lake shells drop from his outstretched hand to the ground
and he shall bound quickly forward and club the offending chief to death. War shall thereby be
declared, and the War Chief shall have his warriors at his back to meet any emergency. War must
continue until the contest is won by the Community Confederation.”
In this above scenario, the “Chief” of whatever the belligerent “nation” will have already alienated
and subjugated his own people. Any danger to the security of any community in decentralized
civilization must be dealt with in the most expedient, effective manner. Self-defense is an immediate
response.
In broad terms, the spectrum of pragmatic responses to any attempted subjugation of community in
decentralized civilization are varied. Based on their concrete circumstances, the people weigh their
viable options for defending their permanent way of life. Mutual sovereignty engenders trust and
loyalty.
Community in decentralized civilization is independent and sophisticated. Referent to their
responses to objective reality, its people generate optimum critical thinking and act in unanimity.
DESO is the best organization for meeting the challenges of emerging reality. Decentralized power
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will overcome and superseded centralized power. DESO’s self-managed production-based economy
will prove prosperous and permanent, in contrast to the planned scarcity of the consumer-based
economy.
DESO’s autonomy and sovereignty are indisputable. DESO is a contrasting civilization that defends
its people from all external incursions. There is no “higher authority” beyond real community in
decentralized civilization embedded in Nature. Its exponential expansion absorbs MCS populations.
The structures of the Community in decentralized civilization allow its people to be loyal to each
other. Their purpose and meaning are to promote and support each other’s lives; their respective,
enriched self-identities. Community organization generates permanent prosperity with conviviality
and provides a generous, liberal education for all members. The people defend their way of life.

TREASON OR SECESSION
TO WITHDRAW FROM THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION AND ITS GREAT PEACE
AND ARTICLES FOR DEPOSING ERRING LORDS
If a sovereign Community, part of a Community, or more than one Community within the
Community Confederation “sell out” to interests external to the Community Confederation, and by
doing so break with The Great Peace, or break with The Great Peace by allowing themselves to be
subjugated by alien laws, or in whatever way the people loyal to their constitution judge any party
or parties to be breaking with The Great Peace, the wrongdoers are, to all intents and purposes,
declaring war against the Community Confederation. The members of the Community
Confederation loyal to its Constitution of the Community Confederation, its Great Peace, must
defend themselves from that treason, or from any clearly perceived treason that endangers their
security.
26. If a sovereign Community, part of a Community, or more than one Community within the
Community Confederation should in any way endeavor to destroy the Great Peace by neglect or by
violating its laws, and resolve to dissolve the Community Confederacy, such a Community, part of a
Community, or such Communities shall be deemed guilty of treason and called enemies of the
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Community Confederacy and of The Great Peace. If at the Grand Council of the Confederacy the
offending people have not been persuaded to return to The Great Peace, then, it shall be the duty of
the Lords of the Community Confederacy, who remain faithful to the Constitution of the Community
Confederation, to resolve to warn the offending people. They shall be warned once, and if a second
warning is necessary, they shall be driven from the territory of the Confederacy by the War Chiefs
and their men.
TREASON, THE CASE OF RICHARD WILSON
During the 1930’s, American Indian, reservation people were forced to adopt American, electoral
processes. * The reservation people forfeited - gave up and lost - the Constitutional Right of The
Great Peace to safeguard and deploy the articles of the constitution and its civic protocols, which
empower the people to depose treasonous leaders. The elected tribal president of the Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation, Richard Wilson, had used his position to betray his people by “selling out.” In
his case, by selling the Indian’s, public territory to private, economic concerns.

Wounded Knee incident
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wounded_Knee_incident
Not to be confused with Wounded Knee Massacre.
The Wounded Knee incident began on February 27, 1973, when approximately 200 Oglala
Lakota and followers of the American Indian Movement (AIM) seized and occupied the town
of Wounded Knee, South Dakota, on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. The protest
followed the failure of an effort of the Oglala Sioux Civil Rights Organization (OSCRO) to
impeach the elected tribal president Richard Wilson, whom they accused of corruption and
abuse of opponents. Additionally, protestors attacked the United States government's
failure to fulfill treaties with Indian people and demanded the reopening of treaty
negotiations.
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.... Wilson stayed in office and in 1974 was re-elected amid charges of intimidation, voter
fraud, and other abuses. The rate of violence climbed on the reservation as conflict opened
between the political factions in the following three years; residents accused Wilson's
private militia, Guardians of the Oglala Nation (GOONs), for much of it. More than 60
opponents of Wilson’s tribal government died violently during those years, including Pedro
Bissonette, director of the Oglala Sioux Civil Rights Organization (OSCRO).
* According to historian Akim Reinhardt, consequent of “U.S. federal government
intervention into Sioux and other tribal affairs …the elected tribal governments since the
1930s [constitute] a system of “indirect colonialism [and that] Oglala Sioux opposition to
such elected governments was longstanding on the reservation” (31)

A LAW AGAINST TREASON
For any person or group of people, in order to create or maintain power concentrated beyond the
control of the people, to contrive an emergency, or to claim an emergency exists when one does not,
or through deception attempts to convince the people of an emergency when one does not exist, or
to create or cause an emergency for clandestine purposes is treason against The Great Peace. The
community councils would respond to such treachery with swift determination to extinguish it.
Community councils are constitutionally vested with the rights and protocols to depose erring
Lords and War Chiefs with the official wampum of the constitution.
Wampum
27. Wampum may be the best emblem medium, fashioned from materials agreed upon by members
of the Community Confederation; it is easily portable, elegant, enduring, and holds meaningful
symbols as well as “script.”
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CONSTITUTIONAL, OFFICIAL DESIGNATED WAMPUM, VESTS THE PEOPLE WITH THE
INALIENABLE RIGHT TO DEPOSE THEIR ERRING LORDS
Wampum, three spans of the hand in length, the upper half being white and the lower half black and
formed from equal contributions of the men of the Community Confederation, shall be a token that
the men have combined themselves into one head, one thought, one body, and one spirit. It shall
also symbolize their ratification and authorization of the peace pact of the Confederacy, whereby
the Lords of the Community Confederation have established The Great Peace.
The white portion of the wampum represent the women and the black portion the men. The black
portion, furthermore, is a token of power and authority vested in the men of the Community
Confederation.
*
Every Nuclear Group has its Chief Woman who is the spiritual center of their group. The
Community General Council of the Women select the Community Chief Woman through their
dialogical, consensus-based community decision making processes.
The heart of the Community Chief Woman knows the Constitution of the Confederation and
lives its purpose for safeguarding the permanence of decentralized civilization. In the same
manner, the community’s Confederate Lord and the Community’s War Chief hold the
Constitution of the Confederation in their hearts and live its purpose.
That Community Chief Woman then becomes the heir of the titleship among her Nuclear
Group Women. In conjunction with her Nuclear Group Women and the Community General
Council of the Women, she selects and authorizes the candidate from the community for the
Lordship Title. In the same manner she selects and authorizes the candidate for the
Community War Chief.
The Community Counsel of the Men may or may not ratify her candidate for the Lordship
Title. In the event of unresolved disagreement, the body of the Confederate Lords settles the
matter.
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The Community Counsel of the Men may or may not authorize her candidate for the
Community War Chief. The Community Counsel of the Men may ask the Chief Woman to
select another candidate for the Community War Chief, or to select one upon which they
concurred. In the event of unresolved disagreement, the body of the Confederate Lords
settles the matter.
The Community Chief Woman and her Nuclear Group Women are responsible for
monitoring and counseling the community’s Confederate Lord and the Community War
Chief that they unfailingly, adhere to the articles and the protocols as stated in the
Constitution of the Confederation.
The Community militia is supported and maintained by the community as one of its public
services. Confederated communities can coordinate and augment that support.
The Community War Chief is subordinate to the War Chief of the Confederation. All
respective community war chiefs compose the Confederate Council of War Chiefs.

General Council of the Women of the Community Confederation
This official wampum vests the people with the right to depose their erring Lords. In case a part of or
all of the Lords pursue a course not vouched for by the people, and heed not the third warning of
their respective Nuclear Group Women sponsors, then the matter shall be taken by the Community
General Councils of the Women to the General Council of the Women of the Community Confederation.
General Counsel of the Men of the Community Confederation
If the Lords notified and warned three times by the Chief Women of the General Council of the
Women of the Community Confederation fail to heed, then the General Council of the Women of the
Community Confederation deliver the case into the hands of the Community Counsels of the Men and
the matter shall be taken to their General Counsel of the Men of the Community Confederation.
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The Community War Chiefs shall then, by right of such power and authority, enter the Community
Confederation’s Open Council to warn the erring Lords, or all the Lords, to return from the wrong
course.
If the Lords heed the warning they shall say, “We will reply tomorrow.” If then an answer is
returned in favor of justice and in accord with this Great Law, then the Lords shall individually
pledge themselves again, by again furnishing the necessary wampum for that pledge. Then shall the
War Chief, or War Chiefs, exhort the Lords urging them to be just and true.

PROTOCOL FOR DEPOSING ERRING LORDS
Should it happen that the Lords refuse to heed the third warning, then two courses are open: either
the Nuclear Group Men of the Community Counsels of the Men and through their General Counsel of
the Men of the Community Confederation decide in their council to depose the Lords, or to club them
to death with war clubs.
Should they in their council decide to take the first course the War Chief shall address the Lords,
saying: “Since you the Lords of the Community Confederation have refused to return to the Great
Binding Law, the Tree of Great Peace, we now declare your seats vacant, we take off your crowns,
the token of your Lordships, and others shall be chosen and installed in your seats, therefore vacate
your seats.”
Should the men in their council adopt the second course, the War Chief shall order his men to enter
the Community Confederation’s Council, to take positions beside the erring Lords, sitting between
them wherever possible. When this is accomplished, the War Chief, holding in his outstretched
hand the black wampum, shall say to the erring Lords: “So now, Lords of the Community
Confederation hearken to these last words from your men. You have not heeded the warnings of
your Nuclear Group Women, you have not heeded the warnings of the General Council of Women,
you have not heeded the warnings of the General Counsel of the Men, and you have not heeded the
warnings of the men of the Communities, all urging you to return to the right course of action. Since
you are determined to resist and to withhold justice from your people there is only one course for
us to adopt.” At this point, the War Chief shall let drop the official black wampum and his men shall
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spring to their feet and club the erring Lords to death. Any erring Lord may submit before the War
Chief lets fall the black wampum. Then, his execution is cancelled.
The official black wampum is authorized at the first Community Confederation Council, which
coincides with the first Ceremony of the Great Binding Peace among Confederated Communities.
It is formed from equal contributions by the men of the Community Confederation and shall be a
token that the men have combined themselves into one head, one thought, one body and one spirit.
It is ratified and authorized at the first Open Community Confederation Council. Then, it is buried
by the men of the Confederation. But, when the unanimity of the people calls for it, the men of the
Community Confederation may pull it up, and from it they derive their power and authority to act
as here described.
The Official Black Wampum is the emblem that represents the peoples’ united power and volition,
which belongs to the people and who share that power equally.

******
PROTOCOL FOR SAFE-GUARDING LORDSHIP TITLES IN THE EVENT OF DEFECTING LORDS
28. All the Community Confederate Lords stand with joined hands in a circle. This signifies and
provides that should any one of the Confederate Lords leave the Council and this Confederacy, his
crown, the emblem of his Lordship title, together with his birthright, shall lodge on the arms of the
Union Lords whose hands are so joined. He forfeits his title, and the crown falls from his brow, but
it shall remain in the Confederacy.
Importantly, “…if at any time, any one of the Confederate Lords chooses to submit to the law of a
foreign people he is no longer in but out of the Confederacy, and persons of this class shall be called
“They have alienated themselves.” Persons within the Community Confederacy who submit to laws
of foreign nations, laws that violate the Great Peace, shall forfeit all birthrights and claims on the
Community Confederacy and its territory.”
The designated Speaker at the Community Confederation Council states: “Lords of the Community
Confederation you must stay united and firm in your resolve not to weaken your hold on this Unity,
so the strength of that Unity will be preserved.”
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PROCEDURES FOR SAFEGUARDING LORDSHIP TITLES IN THE EVENT OF
INCOMPETENT HEIRS OF A TITLESHIP
29. If any of the designated Nuclear Group Women, heirs of a titleship, willfully withhold a
Lordship, or other title, and refuse to bestow it, or if such heirs abandon, or forsake their heritage,
then, the Confederation Lords shall pronounce such women incompetent to fulfill their function in
the Confederation. “Sister” (loosely defined here as familial) Nuclear Groups, or in their absence,
Community Nuclear Groups, of that Community, can apply to be the heirs of that titleship. The
Lords of the Confederacy shall choose the Nuclear Group “family,” which Nuclear Group’s Chief
Women shall then hold the title.
In order to select the best candidates, Chief Women, heirs of a titleship, may select candidates for
Lordship, or for War Chief, from among all of the Nuclear Groups in their Community.
PROCEDURES FOR MAINTAINING LORDSHIP TITLES IN THE SAFE-KEEPING OF CHIEF WOMEN
30. If the female heirs of a Confederate Lord’s title become extinct, the title right shall be given by
the Lords of the Confederacy to a “sister” Nuclear Group of the same Community, whom they shall
elect * and the Chief Women of that Nuclear Group “family” shall hold the title and transmit it to
their female heirs, but they shall not appoint any of the men from their Nuclear Groups as a
candidate for a title. They shall select male candidates for titles from the former Nuclear Group
“family” until the eligible men of that former family shall have died, or otherwise have become
ineligible. If no men of the former Nuclear Group “family” are eligible, do not meet the standards of
merit, then, the women of the elected “sister” Nuclear Group shall select eligible men from their
own Nuclear Groups as candidates.
*The body of the Lords of the Confederacy decides through their internal, dialogical, consensusbased decision-making processes.
31. If all the female heirs of a Lordship title become extinct, as well as all the families in those
Nuclear Groups, then, the Lords of the Confederacy shall elect a “sister” Nuclear Group to whom the
title shall be given.
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For our purposes, the protocols practiced by the Iroquois that are included in this section for
safeguarding lordship titles may be accommodated somewhat by respective communities and
community confederations in accordance with what they deem most pragmatic, but, while in no
way altering the women’s, here specified, civic functions. Women’s civic gender roles cannot be
altered.
32. When a Confederate Lord dies, the surviving members shall immediately dispatch a messenger,
a member of another Nuclear Group, to the Lords in another locality. When the runner arrives at
the settlement, the people shall assemble, and one must ask him the nature of his sad message. He
shall then say, “Let us consider.” Then, he shall tell them of the death of the Lord. He shall deliver to
them a designated emblem and say, “Here is the testimony, you have heard the message.” He may
then return home.
It now becomes the duty of the Lords of that locality to send runners to other localities and each
locality shall send other messengers until all Lords are notified. Runners shall travel day and night.

Clemency for the Crown Holding Chief Women in the
Absence of a Qualified Community Lord Candidate among their People
33. If a Lord dies and there is no candidate qualified for the office among those of the crown holding
Nuclear Group Women, the Lords of the Nation shall give the title into the hands of a “related”
Community Nuclear Group that will select a candidate for Lordship - except that when the time
comes that the former Nuclear Group produces a candidate, then the title shall be restored to the
rightful owners.
The Iroquois assert that no Lordship title may be carried into the grave. The Lords of the
Confederacy may dispossess a dead Lord of his title even at the grave.
If any Community loses its Lord, it shall be consoled by members of the Confederation.
The invention of sane values is ongoing in the social, cultural context of decentralized civilization;
values that are tested in community. Universal principles as lived through Jesus, and gifted
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shamans, bring people together, because they constitute the cultural instrument for our sane
survivability. Universal principles as cultural components liberate and defend from repression.
The designated wampum bearing the consolation shall be read at an Open Confederation Council.
At the termination of this rite a successor shall be appointed, to be appointed by the women heirs of
the Lordship title.
If the women are not yet ready to place their nominee before the Lords the Speaker shall say,
“Come, let us go out.” All shall leave the Council or the place of gathering. The installation shall then
wait until such a time as the women are ready.
When the designated Nuclear Group Women have chosen a candidate for Lordship from among
their community’s Nuclear Groups, at an Open Confederation Council the Speaker shall call the
candidate Lord to come to them and perform the rite of Conferring the Lordship Title. (The Lords
having prior approved the candidate.)
IF A LORD OF THE CONFEDERACY COMMITS MURDER,
AND THE CONSEQUENCES FOR HIS SPONSORING WOMEN
If a Lord of the Confederacy commits murder. The Lords of the Confederacy shall assemble at the
scene of the crime, or where the corpse lies, and shall depose that murderous Lord. If it is
impossible to meet at the scene of the crime or where the corpse lies, the Lords shall discuss the
matter at the next Confederacy Council and request that the Confederate War Chief depose the Lord
guilty of the crime.
The Lordship title shall be removed from the Nuclear Group Women that had sponsored that guilty
Lord, and the Lordship title shall be transferred to the women of a “sister family,” a distinct Nuclear
Group of the same Community, thereby empowering its designated Chief Women with the purpose
to safeguard the crown.
During an Open Community Confederation Council, the Confederate War Chief shall address the
Lord guilty of murder and say:
You, _________, (giving his name) did kill __________ (naming the slain person), with your own hands.
You have committed a grave injustice against the well-being of our Communities. On this day, in the
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brightness of the sun’s light, I depose you of your Lordship title, and remove from you the emblem
of that title, the token of your nobility. I now depose you and expel you. You shall depart from the
territories of the Community Confederacy and nevermore return.
The Lordship title is not to be associated with bloodshed. For that reason, the title holding Nuclear
Group Women who sponsored you may no longer safeguard the Lordship title. By the evil deed you
have done they have forfeited that heritage, forever.
During that Community Confederation Council, the War Chief shall then hand the title, the crown, to
a preselected “sister family,” to the Women of a Nuclear Group of the same Community. And, he
shall address them and say:
It is of solemn importance that I transfer to you the Lordship title, for a great calamity has befallen
it in the hands of the title holding Nuclear Group Women of a former Lord. We trust that you
women of your Nuclear Groups will always guard it, and that you will warn your Lord to always be
dutiful, and that he always advises his people to ever live in love, peace and harmony, so that such a
great calamity may never happen again.
OBLIGATORY LORDSHIP RESIGNATION
34. Severe ill health or accident can befall a Confederate Lord.
Certain physical defects in a Confederate Lord make him ineligible to sit in the Confederate Council.
Such defects are infancy, idiocy, blindness, deafness, dumbness, and impotency.
Whatever physical or mental handicaps (for instance, stroke, psychopathy, psychosis, or
schizophrenia) make a Lord unable to perform his functions necessitates that his Vice Lord, or a
deputy be appointed by his sponsors to serve in his place until the hopelessly restricted
Confederate Lord exercises his rights to resign, or if unable to respond, then, the sponsoring
Nuclear Group Women, who safeguard the crown, will select their new candidate for Lordship.
DISCRETIONARY LORDSHIP RESIGNATION
35. If a Confederate Lord desires to resign his title he shall notify the Lords of the Community of
which he is a member; notify them of his intention. If his coactive Lords refuse to accept his
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resignation, he may not resign his title. A Lord proposing to resign may recommend any proper
candidate, which recommendation shall be received by the Lords, but unless confirmed and
nominated by his respective community’s Nuclear Group Women, who safeguard the crown, the
candidate so named shall not be considered.
NO LORD SHALL BE ASKED MORE THAN ONCE TO ATTEND THE CONFEDERATE COUNCIL
36. If any Confederate Lord neglects or refuses to attend the Confederate Council, the other
Confederate Lords shall require their War Chief to request of the female sponsors of that Lord, so
guilty of defection, to demand his attendance at the Council. If he refuses, the Nuclear Group
Women holding the title shall immediately select another candidate for that title. No Lord shall be
asked more than once to attend the Confederate Council.
PROCEDURES REGARDING ERRING LORDS
In the event a Confederate Lord, “…has not in mind the welfare of the people or disobeys the rules
of this Great Law, the men or the women of the Confederacy, or both jointly, shall come to the
Community Confederation’s Open Council with an Active reprimand to be voiced by the erring
Lord’s War Chief.”
If the erring Lord is uncooperative, time is allotted for two complaints. If a third complaint is voiced,
it is with a Warning.

PROCEDURE FOR DEPOSING A DEVIATING LORD
37. If a Lord of the Confederacy should seek to establish any authority, any power contradicting the
Great Peace, independent of the jurisdiction of the Confederacy of the Great Peace, the Community
Confederation, he shall be warned three times in Open Council, first by the Nuclear Group Women
who sponsor him, second by the men of his Community and finally by the Lords of the Community
Confederacy to which he belongs. If the offending Lord is still obdurate, hard-hearted, not
influenced by emotions, without sympathy, he shall be dismissed by the War Chief of his
Community for refusing to conform to the laws of The Great Peace. His Community shall then install
the candidate selected by the women who safe-guard their Lord’s Tile.
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COUNCIL OF THE WAR CHIEFS
If the Lord in question, for whatever reason, is “contumacious,” [flagrant disobedience, rebellious
without good reason] continues to disregard what the people hold to be in their best interests, the
matter is taken into the Council of the War Chiefs. By order of the Nuclear Group Women in whom
the erring Lord’s title-ship is vested, the War Chiefs shall then divest the erring Lord of his title.
When the Lord is deposed, the women shall notify the Confederate Lords through their War Chief,
and the Confederate Lords shall sanction the act.
Then, the Nuclear Group Women, in whom the title-ship is vested, will select another, a capable
candidate from their Nuclear Groups, and the Lords shall elect him. The protocol requires an
installing ceremony for the chosen one.
PROCEDURE FOR DEPOSING A COMMUNITY WAR CHIEF AND CONFEDERATE WAR CHIEF
38. If a War Chief acts contrary to instructions or against the provisions of the Laws of the Great
Peace, doing so in the capacity of his office, he shall be deposed by the Nuclear Group Women who
sponsored him, and, or, by the men of his Community. Either the women alone or the men alone, or
jointly, may act in such a case. The Nuclear Group Women title holders shall then choose another
candidate. This is the responsibility of each respective community through its Community General
Council of the Women, and, or, through its Community General Council of the Men, without any need
for recourse to the community confederation.
The obligatory resignation procedures under Article 34 Obligatory Lordship Resignation, holds the
same for the Community War Chief and the Confederate War Chief.
If the Confederate War Chief acts contrary to instructions or against the provisions of the Laws of
the Great Peace, doing so in the capacity of his office, he shall be deposed by the Nuclear Group
Women who sponsored him, and, or, by the men of his Community. Either the women alone or the
men alone, or jointly, may act in such a case. Either the women alone or the men alone, or jointly, as
mentioned here, initiate the case by taking the matter into General Council of the Women of the
Community Confederation and into the General Counsel of the Men of the Community
Confederation, and, when the General Council of the Women of the Community Confederation and
the General Counsel of the Men of the Community Confederation ascertain that the deposition is
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necessary, they take the matter into the Confederate Lords and to the Confederate Lord who then
summon the Council of the War Chiefs into the Open Grand Council of the Community
Confederation at which time and immediately the Confederate Lords select a new Confederate War
Chief who is loyal to the Laws of the Great Peace and who is immediately responsible for enforcing
the said deposition of the erring Confederate War Chief, and whatever Community War Chief
cohorts may be standing with him, following the same procedure as under Article 37 Procedure For
Deposing A Deviating Lord, or following the same procedure as under Article 27 Protocol For
Deposing Erring Lords.
A Confederate War Chief or any Community War Chief who has overstepped the bounds of the
Laws of the Great Peace has committed treason against that Constitution of the Confederation.
In the event the War Chiefs Loyal to the Laws of the Great Peace come into armed conflict with any
erring Confederate War Chief and his cohorts or any erring Community War Chief and his cohorts,
all other Community Confederations, which are loyal to the Laws of the Great Peace, which are loyal
to the Constitution of the Confederation, are immediately notified in order to obtain their support
in defeating that erring, deposed Confederate War Chief and his cohorts, or any erring Community
War Chief and his cohorts.
The Visa Office is an office of the Office for Confederated Confederations, OCC
Each Community Department of Public Safety can issue and monitor OCC visas (temporary,
applying for full residency, or for adoption). All information pertaining to that service is recorded in
the Visa Office of the OCC. The Mangers of the OCC Visa Office convene with the managers of the
other OCC offices.
The Office for Confederated Confederations, OCC; its Visa Office accepts and records applications
for Full Residency. Full Residency status precedes Full Adoption. Full Adoption is authorized after
the Community Councils have convened with the Community Lords and have ascertained the merit
and commitment to DESO of each applicant in question. Full Residency remains in effect until such
time as Full Adoption is authorized by the Grand Council of the Community Confederation. These
kinds of deliberations and proceedings are established through community councils and by the
Grand Council of the Community Confederation.
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39. A Community Confederation, or any Community, allowing any groups of people from any alien
nation, or alien individuals, admission into the Community Confederation, or into any Community,
understand that the admission is to be only temporary with issued Visas, a mark of official
authorization.
Should groups of people from any alien nation, or alien individuals, admitted into the territory of
the Community Confederation, create loss, do wrong, or cause suffering of any kind, or in any way
endanger the peace of the Confederacy, the observing people will notify the Confederate Lords via
their community war chief, and proportional to the severity of the act, the Confederate Lords will
direct one of their War Chiefs to warn, or capture, the offending parties, or party. And, if warned,
and a similar, subsequent offense is committed, the offending parties, or party, shall be duly dealt
with or expelled from the territory of the Community Confederation.
When an individual or groups of people from an alien nation come to the territory of the
Community Confederation seeking refuge and permanent, Full Residency, the Lord or Lords of the
Community, the community into which an individual or groups of people from an alien nation come,
shall extend hospitality and begin the enlistment procedures * in order to screen out nefarious
psychopaths or covert enemies, before such applicants that have received their Visas become Full
Residency members of the Community. Then shall those parties that have been awarded Full
Residency be accorded equal rights and privileges in all matters except as after mentioned.
*Enlistment procedures are created and maintained by the specialists of the Office for Confederated
Confederations, which procedures are ratified and authorized by the confederated communities.
“40. No body of alien people who have been admitted - temporarily – and have been allotted Visas,
and then subsequently, have been awarded Full Residency status, shall have a “vote” in the Grand
Council of the Lords of the Confederacy, for only they who have been invested with Lordship Titles
may “vote” in the Grand Council. Full Resident aliens do not possess the consanguinity to make
claim to a “vote” in the Grand Council and should they have it, not knowing all the traditions of the
Confederacy, might go against its Great Peace. In this manner the Great Peace would be endangered
and perhaps be destroyed.” Full Residents are fully integrated into their respective nuclear groups
(civil organization) and the community’s CCC, and can join in their community’s councils.
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*
A “foreign nation” could be a “skilled enterprise" authorized, contracted, by the Confederacy to
serve the Community and its Community Confederation in whatever agreed upon capacity.
41. For whatever reason, the Lords of the Confederacy decide to admit a “foreign nation” into some
portion of their territory, and an authorized accommodation is made, the Lords shall inform said
nation that its admission is only temporary. They shall also say to that nation that it must never try
to control, to interfere with or to injure the Community Confederation nor disregard the Great
Peace or any of its rules or customs. And, that in no way should they cause disturbance or
injury. Then, should the nation in question disregard these injunctions, the Community
Confederation, that puts limitations on what that foreign nation can do, can annul their authorized
accommodation, and expel said nation from the territory of the Community Confederation.
MIGRATIONS
If for whatever reason, a Community Confederation allows groups of people or individuals from any
alien nation a place in its territories that is at the discretion of the Confederated Communities.
In the event criminals enter the Territory of the Confederation and cause loss and wrongdoing they
shall be responded to by the respective security services of each community and by respective
community people at their discretion and as they deem appropriate relevant to each instance of
that kind.
EMIGRATION PROCEEDURES
If any DESO folks would like to relocate to another DESO community, or to leave DESO, their land
and its improvements, if not inherited by their family members, or if not sold to DESO folks, would
be purchased by the community, or by the community confederation, in whatever type of money
agreed on, and made public property for whatever community purpose, or would be sold, or
granted to DESO individuals, nuclear families, or Nuclear Groups.
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42. When any person or family belonging to a Community Confederation desires to abandon their
territory of the Community Confederation, they shall inform the Lords of their Community and the
Community Confederation shall take awareness of it. It shall be duly noted in the record of the
Office for Confederated Confederations, noting the name of the Community Confederation they
choose to move to, or taking note if they choose to leave the Civilization of Confederated
Communities altogether.
“43. When any person, or any of the people, of the Community Confederation emigrate and reside
in a region distant from the territory of the Community Confederation, the Lords of the Community
Confederation, at their discretion, and as need dictates, may send a messenger carrying an official
emblem, wampum, and when the messenger arrives he shall call the people together and address
them personally, displaying the wampum, and they shall know that this is an order for them to
return to their original homes and to their council fires.” The Iroquois Six Nations Constitution does
not mention any consequences for people who do not obey that order. A shift of nuance would
convey the meaning that they are encouraged to return, and for them to know that they are not
rejected by their Nuclear Groups, their Community, or by their Community Confederation.
Nonetheless, in the event of community emergencies they would be notified.
And, too, it is expected that individuals and groups of people, and families, will leave their mother
communities to build new daughter communities and their subsequent, new, community
confederations. Such migrations do not constitute leaving the Civilization of Confederated
Communities.
ENLISTMENT PROCEDURES AND PROTOCOLS FOR ADOPTING PEOPLE INTO COMMUNITY
Burgeoning Communities admit new members from mass centralist society. Whenever a
Community needs skilled personnel from elsewhere to fulfill Civic functions or civic-economic
functions, the matter is not taken lightly. An enlistment procedure is implemented that includes
Community Council deliberations and can include procedures for authorization from the
Community Confederation’s OCC.
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*
Individual, burgeoning communities on the cusp of community confederation (two or more
communities), may establish their respective, variant criteria for accepting new members and can
adopt procedures from existing confederations. OCC specialists from existing confederations may
travel to communities that request help in such matters.
Contingent on conditions and circumstances, Nuclear Group Women in conjunction with their
gender specific community councils and in conjunction with their General Community Council, can
create and establish their criteria for admission.
In the case of adopting families for creating new Nuclear Groups, the matter of criteria for adoption
would be decided among the Nuclear Group Women in conjunction with their Community Councils.
*
44. Should any member of the Community Confederation, a person, or a family, belonging to
another Community, apply for adoption into a Nuclear Group belonging to one of the other
Sovereign Communities, the person or people will furnish a designated emblem, as a pledge to the
Nuclear Group Women by the person or people who wish to be adopted. The Nuclear Group
Women will council with the (Lord or) Lords of the Community and submit their unanimous
decision.
45. Any person of the Community Confederation who through esteem or other feeling wishes to
adopt an individual; or a family - in order to expand a small Nuclear Group; or numbers of families in order to establish new Nuclear Groups - may offer adoption to that person or people.
46. When the adoption of anyone shall have been confirmed by the (Lord or) Lords of the
Community, the (Lord or) Lords shall address the people of their Community, while in attendance
at their Open Community Council, and say:
“Now you of our Community, be informed that such a person, such a family, or such families, have
ceased forever to bear their birth nation’s name and have buried it in the depths of the
earth. Henceforth let no one of our Community ever mention the original name of their origin or
nation of their birth. To do so will be to hasten the end of our peace.” Granting time enough for
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integration, decentralized civilization, and its benefits, integrates new people through the sovereign
Community that adopted them. The integration of new members into community in decentralized
civilization is full and complete.
47. Whenever a “foreign nation,” or any group of outsiders, enter the Community Confederacy by
accepting The Great Peace, that new, burgeoning, Community Confederation will establish its
respective Immigration Office - becoming a branch of the Office for Confederated Confederations,
OCC. Among its designated functions, the OCC promotes The Great Peace, with its concrete benefit
of authentic independence; causing capable MCS people to desire for themselves that meaningful,
prosperous life in community in decentralized civilization. With every new member, DESO
sovereignty is strengthened.
FOR EXPELLING A FOREIGN NATION FROM THE CONFEDERATE TERRITORY
In the event people arrive in caravans of dormitory trailers fleeing from a distressed environment,
or, due to some national distress, or due to some natural cataclysm, groups of destitute folks are
admitted under particular terms onto the territory of the Community Confederation by the
members of that Confederation. Also, if need be, Confederations can contract foreign, work crews.
In either case, there are structured procedures and protocols that protect the Community
Confederation.
The expulsion shall be in the following manner: The Council of the Community Confederation shall
appoint one of their War Chiefs to convey the message of annulment, to make officially void
whatever authorized accommodation had been made, and he shall say, “You (naming the nation)
listen to me while I speak. I am here to inform you again of the will of the Council of the Community
Confederation, which, will, was clearly made known to you at a former time. Now, the Lords of the
Community Confederation have decided to expel you from the territory of the Community and of
the Community Confederacy, to cast you out. You have no claim on us, and we annul the authorized
accommodation, or contract. Therefore, you must look for a path in which to go and lead away all
your people. It was you, not we, who committed wrong and caused this sentence of annulment. So
then, go your way and depart from the territory of the Community and of the Community
Confederacy.”
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RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE OF THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
48. Whenever an especially important matter, or a great emergency, is presented before the
Confederate Council and the nature of the matter affects the entire body of the Community
Confederation, threatening their utter ruin, then, the Lords of the Confederacy must submit the
matter to the decision of their people, of each respective, sovereign Community, and the decision of
the people shall affect the decision of the Confederate Council. The Confederate Council decision
shall be confirmed, verified, and proved to be of that of the volition of the people.
ALL CONFEDERATION PEOPLE CAN WARN THE CONFEDERATION OF IMPENDING CALAMITY
49. Should a great calamity threaten the seven generations not yet born, and those living in the
Community Confederation, then he, she, or they, who is able to perceive that evil things indeed are
approaching, shall call to the people of the Community Confederation assembled in Council, or shall
call on the Fire Keepers to make an assembly between the times of Council, and say: “A calamity
threatens your happiness.” (32) Then shall the Lords convene in Council and discuss the impending
evil.
When all the truths relating to that threat shall be fully known and found to be truths, then shall the
people assemble their heads together and decide the proper course of action to terminate that
danger. Then, their labors being finished, they may hope for happiness for many days after.
*
50. All Lords of the Community Confederacy must be honest in all things. They must not idle or
gossip, but be men possessing those honorable qualities that make true Chiefliness. It shall be a
serious wrong for anyone to lead a Lord into trivial affairs, for the people must ever hold their
Lords high in estimation out of respect for their honorable positions.
LORDS ARE HUMANE MENTORS
51. The Lords of the Community Confederacy are Mentors, trusted councilors or guides, of the
people for all time. “The thickness of their skin shall be seven spans, which is to say that they shall
be proof against anger. Offensive actions do not provoke them to anger. Their hearts shall be full of
peace and good will and their minds filled with a yearning for the welfare of the people of the
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Confederacy. With endless patience they shall carry out their duty and their firmness shall be
tempered with a spontaneous tenderness for their people.” True leadership, forward movement for
the welfare of the subsequent generations, is essential for the permanence of community in
decentralized civilization.
DUTY OF LORDS TO MENTOR
52. It shall be the duty of all of the Lords of the Community Confederation, from time to time, as
occasion demands, to act as Mentors and Spiritual Guides of their people and remind them of their
“Creator’s will,” the humane values they hold to and live by.
The indigenous attribute to Nature an autonomous, non-human spiritual life that permeates Nature
and manifests itself in non-human life and in the elements. From that perception of the spiritual life
in Nature is then derived human wisdom. The sacredness of life represents the sacredness of its
source, which source is unknowable in human conceptualization, but is nonetheless that source of
existence.
Every Lord is dedicated to the permanence of the Confederation. The Lord encourages the people’s
endeavors that enlarge their cultural relationship with Nature.
RITUAL PROTOCOLS FOR INSTALLING A NEW LORD OF THE CONFEDERACY
Whatever protocols the people of the Community Confederacy decide is proper for establishing
new Confederacy Lords belong to them. The logic of the consensus-based community decision
making processes presented here is sufficient for the people to model any subsequent protocols
and organizational procedures to its patterns. The environment of the future may not, or will not,
resemble the present. The need for the cultural creations that recognize the Sanctity of Life and
humane stewardship among the people of sovereign Communities cannot be overstated. That
sacred link, which they each establish with the “universe” and with each other, is that reference
point, which enables and sustains their permanent impetus for mutualism.
CONFERRING OF TITLE CEREMONY OF A CANDIDATE LORD
53. When a candidate Lord is to be installed, he shall furnish the designated emblem, shell string or
wampum. The emblem constitutes the evidence of his pledge to the Confederate Lords that he will
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live according to the Constitution of the Confederation, the Laws of the Great Peace, and exercise
justice in all affairs.
When that pledge is furnished the Speaker of the Council must hold the “shell strings” in his hand
and address the opposite side of the Council Fire, of the Confederate House, and he shall commence
his address saying: “Now behold him. He has now become a Confederate Lord. See how splendid he
looks.” An address may then follow. At the end of it he shall send that designated emblem to the
counterpart side of the Confederate House and the emblem shall be received as evidence of the
pledge. Then shall that counterpart side say:
“We now do crown you with the sacred emblem of the “deer’s antlers,” the emblem of your
Lordship. You shall now become a Mentor of the people of the Community Confederation. The
thickness of your skin shall be seven spans,” which is to say that you shall be proof against anger;
offensive actions and undeserved criticism will not bring you to anger. Your heart shall be filled
with peace and good will and your mind filled with a yearning for the welfare of the people of the
Confederacy. With endless patience you shall carry out your duty and your firmness shall be
tempered with tenderness for your people. Neither anger nor fury shall find lodging in your mind
and all your words and actions shall be marked with calm deliberation. In all of your deliberations
in the Community Confederate Council, in your efforts at decision making, in all your official acts,
self-interest shall be cast into oblivion. Cast not over your shoulder behind you the warnings of the
Nuclear Group Women that sponsor you and other designated Community members should they
bring to your attention any error or wrong you may do, but return to the way of the Great Law
which is just and right. Look and listen for the welfare of the whole people and have always in view
not only the present, but, also, the future seven generations of the Community Confederation.”

PROTOCOL OF THE EXPERT SPEAKER AND SINGER AT THE CEREMONY OF
THE INSTALLATION OF LORDS
The confederation’s decision-making processes engender unanimity. Grave situations that threaten
the survival of the confederation are met head on by the Lords of the Confederacy and by the War
Chiefs of the people. Rapid responses of concerted action for removing anything that threatens the
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sovereignty of the confederacy are consequent of the organizational model presented here, unity
with authentic democracy.
The procedural formats deliver social capital with shared meaning and their group locus. Civic
power shared equally continually meets its intended purpose. It creates a vital, pragmatic,
Confederated Peace through its efficient civic structure and its dialogical, consensus-based
decision-making processes. The organization meets the needs of its individuated members. The
purpose of each Community and Community Confederation is to support the individuated selfdevelopment of its entire people, without war.
Community Confederations compose an autonomous civilization that is rich in cultural beauty, and
which defends the permanent existence of each of its sovereign Communities.
It is sad to reflect on the global situation, to date, but advance we must in order to save Life.

Jonna Jinton, singing: https://youtu.be/konh5Z5mdY?list=PLrgUJTSd4L4tvFXOMe2WrFZcyqbWNkdoc
… :https://youtu.be/XB26CYErhcI

54. Among confederations, these procedures are flexible. Nonetheless, at the Ceremony of the
Installation of Lords, there is only one expert speaker and singer of the law and of the Pacification
Hymn to stand in the Confederate House. At the discretion of the Confederate Lords, the expert
speaker and singer, may speak and sing to each side of the Confederate House simultaneously, or in
succession.
POWER IS SHARED EQUALLY AMONG ALL COMMUNITY AND
COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION PEOPLE
A civilization may or may not meet the real needs of its people. A civilization may or may not be
designed to vest its people with the right to control its executive functions. There are two types of
power, power over others, and empowerment from within. (Idea articulated: Starhawk, Dreaming the
Dark..., 1982, 1988, 1997) Empowerment from within eliminates the compulsion to wield power over

others. Decentralized civilization generates empowerment from within.
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EMPOWERMENT FROM WITHIN
The organizational model presented here functions to increase the empowerment from within of
each person’s aesthetic identity in Nature, cultural and individuated self-agency grounded in
objective reality. The civic, executive functions are controlled by the people’s civil organization. The
best options are developed by the people for safeguarding the permanence of their way of life. The
people trust the executive component of the martial section of their civilization; trust tempered
with the people’s enforcement of their Great Binding Law.
The economic force is ever adjusted to meet the needs of all of their members in their natural
ecosystems. Each sovereign Community demonstrates varying degrees of semi-self-sufficiency and continually, relentlessly - Confederations become independent from Federal Reserve Notes.
*
55. The Council of the Confederated Communities convenes with a Speaker for the day. The speaker
may be from which ever Communities the Confederation decides. He is the Lord of a Community.
The next day another speaker is appointed, or the former speaker may be reappointed if there is no
objection. The objective is that the Lords share the position equally.
“56. No individual or foreign nation interested in a case, question or proposition shall have any
voice in the Confederate Council except to answer a question put to him, or them, by the Speaker for
the Lords.
57. If the conditions which shall arise at any future time call for an addition to, or the change of a
particular protocol, the case shall be carefully considered and if a new variation seems necessary or
beneficial, the proposed change shall be voted upon by the Confederate Lords. It is then ratified by
the respective community councils, authorized and adopted. The logic of the consensus-based
community decision making processes presented here is sufficient for the people to model
subsequent protocols or civic procedures after its patterns. Nonetheless, the Purposes and the
Principles of the Great Binding Law are Permanent.
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AMENDING THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMUNITY CONFEDERATION
Should the genius of the people of the Community Confederation see the need to revise or amend
any articles of its Constitution, without altering its purposes and its principles, which purposes
secure the perpetual decentralization of political economic power; in the event of changing
circumstances that would require greater flexibility from their organization, for the equal benefit of
all of their members - then - all Community Confederation members, all Community Councils, must
agree to any temporal or enduring revision or amendment to the Constitution of the Community
Confederation in open consensus at the Open Grand Council and to deliberate the efficacy of any
proposed change in light of the concrete happiness of their descendants. The protocols, methods,
and processes, for making any revision to the Constitution of the Community Confederation, The
Great Binding Peace, are developed, ratified, and authorized in unanimity by the people of each
Confederation. Confederated Confederations are kept abreast.

THE ESSENTIAL CEREMONY OF THE GREAT BINDING PEACE AMONG
CONFEDERATED COMMUNITIES
The ceremony of the Great Binding Peace is essential. It is a solemn and powerful, binding pledge,
which is used for initiating a Community Confederation, and is repeated whenever new
communities enter the Confederation. Also, it can be repeated whenever the people decide it is
needed.
58. A respected Lord of the Community Confederation meets with all of the Union Lords at a
designated place to bury all the weapons of strife; bury them from sight. The Speaker states, “We
plant again The Tree of Great Peace and live our lives happily. Thus, shall the Great Peace be
established, and hostilities shall not be known between the Confederated Communities. There is
only peace among us, the United People.” [A weapon, or weapons, may be buried, and a tree may be
planted, or one chosen, or come upon]
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PERIODIC RENEWEL OF THE GREAT BINDING LAW
At designated, periodic intervals, the Confederate Lords, and the people of their respective
communities, shall assemble-together for the purpose of confirming with one another, that their
minds are still in the same spirit of unity beneath the Great Binding Law. “If any of the Communities
do not pledge continuance, and steadfastness, to that pledge of unity, then, the Great Binding Law
will be dissolved.”
A community that rejects the Great Binding Law has surrendered their volition to an external
authority, be that a man, or an institution, commercial, theocratic, or political, or to a foreign
ideology, which is to say that they have reverted to alienation and have “dissolved” the Great
Binding Peace. Were that the case, then, it would oblige the communities, holding to the Great
Binding Law, to defend their constitution, their Great Binding Peace (Article 26).
THE GREAT LAW IS RECITED
59. Holding to the protocols of an oral tradition, whenever the Lords of the Confederacy confer the
Lordship Title upon a candidate the Great Law is recited, for the Great Law speaks all the rules.
PROTOCOL FOR THE RECITING OF THE LAWS OF THE GREAT PEACE
Two centuries of internal Unity with Peace (!) would strengthen and mature the fundamental
structures of decentralized civilization that generate the values of human dignity. In the event, a
condition or foreign influence threatened the Confederation’s unity, the people would respond
directly. The confederated people would talk about the matter in their respective community
councils - and - they would settle that matter. If, in their minds, the threats were sufficient to
warrant the assembly of the Community Confederation’s Grand Council they would call for it. And
the subsequent proceedings would also include reciting The Great Binding Law; a solemn, peaceful
event.
The Iroquois allowed for two Lords, from opposite sides of the Confederation House, to mutually
decide to hear the reciting of The Great Binding Law; to refresh their memories in the way ordained
by the founders of the Confederacy. Those two Lords, then, notify the “Fire Keepers.” The Fire
Keepers consult with their coactive Lords. Then, after all have decided to accede to the request of
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the two Lords from opposite sides of the Confederation House, the Fire Keepers send messengers to
notify the Chief Lords of each of the Communities of the Community Confederation who shall then
dispatch their War Chiefs to notify their Community members and coactive Community Lords of the
meeting and its time and place.
When all have come and have assembled, The Fire Keepers, in conjunction with their Confederate
Lords, appoint one Lord who shall repeat the laws of the Great Peace. Then, they announce who
they have chosen to repeat the laws of the Great Peace to the two Lords of the opposite sides of the
Confederation House. Then, the chosen one repeats the laws of the Great Peace to the Confederation
House, and to all the people.
60. When the Confederate Council of the Community Confederation declares for a reading of the
Confederation Wampum, calling to mind these laws, they shall exhibit solemn respect, “honoring
the importance of the law.”
RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES ARE PROTECTED
61. The rites and festivals of each sovereign Community, and of each individuated Community
member, shall remain undisturbed. The Right of each Community member to his or her unique,
personal faith is protected by the Great Peace. Community members have the vested right to
voluntarily celebrate rites and festivals together. The individuated personal faith of each
Community member is respected and is here protected under The Great Peace. The people of old
times knew contemplative disciplines and spiritual observances to be useful and necessary for the
good of men. It is known that the ways of spiritual growth discern and recognize, with respect and
reverence, that unique, spiritual mystery inside each individuated human being. The source of
existence is an amorphous reference point that of necessity must be non-human and objective,
beyond human conceptualization, in order to function as the impartial mediator of human society,
teaching our fulfillment through Nature; aesthetic, orgasmic, guiding reference point for human
adaptability to each other, economic social organization, and for human relations harmonious with
Nature. Gratitude for living in decentralized civilization that provides for all its members with
happiness, in the reverent rapport with Nature’s spiritual life from which we are born and from and
which Life endeavors to keep us sane and alive and upon whom we depend for survival with
growth, maximum community with maximum individuation harmonious with the natural evolution
of Life.
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LORDS RECOGNIZE AND PROMOTE NATURAL TEACHERS OF GOOD THINGS AND OF
PEACE AND RELIGION
The mission in life shared by all of the Confederate Lords is the good of the people. When they
recognize a source of wisdom and knowledge they will promote and support it for the benefit of all
their Folks. The Shaman is one who lives with the people and walking among homestead to
homestead throughout their sacred territory helping manually, healing spiritually. The Shaman
invokes within community ceremonial occasions, celebrating Sacred Space and Sacred Time.
“62. Whenever any man proves himself by his good life and his knowledge of good things and is
naturally fitted as a teacher of good things, he shall be recognized by the Lords as a teacher of peace
and religion and the people shall hear him.” Primal people directed their concentration through
disassociated trance for activating the transformative faculty of disinterestedly projecting one’s
spiritual, telepathic awareness into the beingness of other life forms and elements and becoming
one with the subject’s spiritual content, thereby communing with, and learning about that being on
its terms, and thus derived wisdom and methods for healing people. The most capable in those
intuitive faculties are the shamans.
The existing Indigenous cultures provide their creative knowledge and experience, their cosmic
position, referent to the sacredness of Life. With their knowledge and help, neophyte communities
are provided a starting point from which to establish their self-validating, cultural connection with
the mysterious, spiritual forces of Nature. Doing so is an essential component of sanity.
Institutionalized, bureaucratized ‘religion’ is prohibited in decentralized civilization. The right to
privacy prohibits prescription.
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HONORARY LORDS
Honorary Lords serve the important function of imparting specialized knowledge and skill to the
Confederacy. The Bank of the Confederation, the Office of Economic Management, the Office for
Confederated Confederations, and the Intellectual Department of Defense, are among the many
public services that need specialists in order to function. Needed specialists are recruited by
Community Confederations and by respective Communities.
63. Should any man of the Community Confederacy assist with special ability or show great interest
in the affairs of his Community and Confederacy, if he proves himself wise, honest and worthy of
confidence, the Confederate Lords may elect him to a seat with them and he may sit in the
Confederate Council. He shall be proclaimed an “Honorary Lord,” and shall be installed as such at
the next assembly for the installation of Lords.
The Honorary Lord could be a specialist in one of the public services of the Confederacy, to whom
the Lords of the Confederate House would refer to for specific knowledge and ideas relevant to his
expertise and vision; a “Renascence man;” a level-headed mature, man of well-rounded education,
experience, and acumen, who would provide insight and perspective to situations under
deliberation. “Love is the vaccine against war.” (articulation, Chris Hedges)
In the event an Honorary Lord transgresses the Great Binding Peace, rather than formally deposing
him, he is censored and ignored. He will not be prevented from resigning his seat and title. An
Honorary Lord has no authority to name a successor nor is his title hereditary.
Contingent on the circumstances and on the wills of the people; should an Honorary Lord, thus
censored and resigning his seat and title, and contingent on his honestly returning to The Great
Peace; his life in his community can continue, undisturbed by the Confederate Lords and in good
standing with his people.
THANKSGIVING
Gratitude is a Spiritual Attribute
The periodic festivals of Community and Community Confederation are celebrated in appreciation
for the richness of self-identity in the reality that their culture generates for all of them, for the life-
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giving sustenance, beauty, and coherence that Nature provides. The seasons provide conditions
needed for cultivation and are celebrated by Communities in view of the wholeness of the life that
they live in tandem with Nature. Decentralized civilization provides its members with support for
individuated self-fulfillment and self-actualization equally, through civic mutualism. Its people will
naturally celebrate that happiness.
64. It shall be the duty of all Community Lords of the Community Confederation, to confer at the
approach of the time of the Midwinter Thanksgiving and to notify their people of the approaching
festival. They shall hold a council over the matter, and arrange its details among all community
members, and begin the Thanksgiving five days after the designated new moon. The “trusted
carriers” shall notify the people of the time and place, and the people of each respective Community
shall assemble at their appointed place. From the beginning to the end, the Community Lords and
Chief Women - mentors and healers of the people - shall preside over the Thanksgiving and address
the people from time to time.
65. It shall be the duty of the appointed managers of the Thanksgiving festivals to do all that is
needed for carrying out the duties of the occasions with community and confederacy support.
MANY THANKSGIVINGS
Reverence for the internal mystery of each person is specific and can be shared equally among all
members. That outlook is the natural outcome of people working-with-each-other-for-each-other
for actualizing the shared objective of providing humane, wholesome lives for all of their people.
The ways the members of sovereign Communities and of Community Confederations celebrate
their shared meanings are created and organized at their discretion. Spiritual rapture from the
ritual activation of collective, perceptual faculties self-validates reverence for each other and
reverence for their shared spiritual mystery of humanity in Nature. One would expect community
ritual with music and dance to be significant, for actualizing the collective perceptual experience of
Sacred Space and Sacred Time. Whatever sacred observances in that regard the people choose to
create and actualize would be at their discretion. “Pleasure shared is pleasure doubled.” (I-Ching)
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The Iroquois provide us with examples of their Thanksgivings.
The recognized festivals of Thanksgiving shall be the Midwinter Thanksgiving, the Maple or Sugarmaking Thanksgiving, the Raspberry Thanksgiving, the Strawberry Thanksgiving, the Corn planting
Thanksgiving, the Corn Hoeing Thanksgiving, the Little Festival of Green Corn, the Great Festival of
Ripe Corn and the complete Thanksgiving for the Harvest.
When properly planted together, corn, lima beans and squash, “the three sisters” form a
cooperative relationship; the bean vines grow up the corn stalks and the leaves of the
squash cover the ground eliminating weeds.
Each Community’s festivals shall be held in whichever designated location the people decide.
PROVISIONS FOR THE LORDS ATTENDING THE CONFEDERACY’S OFFICIAL FEASTS
The Lords of the Confederacy shall feast together. The food shall be prepared so that no sharp
utensils are needed, for if they should, they might accidentally cut one another, and bloodshed
would follow. All measures must be taken to prevent the spilling of blood in any way. A Lord’s
personal weapons may be safeguarded by his War Chief, or a deputy, until that time when the Lord
departs from the Confederacy’s Official Feast.

FUNERAL ADDRESSES
Last rites are meaningful to the folks of a civilization that values the constructive contributions of
each of its people, to the folks of a civilization that safeguards the independence of its people and
the permanence of its culture for seven generations into the future.
In that civilization, all civic decisions respond to the question so well-articulated by Claude Levi
Strauss, “In what way is this development good, not only for humanity but for all living things and
the whole of the living world?”
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All species contribute to the permanence of mankind and none must be endangered. The moral
obligation of mankind is to defend those lives that cannot defend themselves, corporal, and
elemental.
Honoring our dead validates our conviction of the Sanctity of Life and of the dignity of mankind.
*
The Iroquois’ brief and simple funeral addresses speak to the victories and the traumas of life, the
sacredness of life and death, while kindling in imaginations the prospect of peace of soul.
The Funeral of a Lord
66. At the funeral of a Lord of the Confederacy, say: Now we become reconciled and resigned as
you start away. You were once a Lord of the Community Confederacy and the United People trusted
you. Now we release you for it is true that it is no longer possible for us to walk about together on
the earth. Now, therefore, we lay your body here. Here in our world we lay it away. Now then we
say to you, “Persevere onward to the place where the source of life dwells in peace. Let not the
things of the earth hinder you. Let nothing that transpired while yet you lived hinder you. In your
productive life you took delight; in the games among our people you once took delight, and in the
feasts and pleasant occasions your mind was amused, but now do not allow thoughts of these things
to give you trouble. Let not your relatives hinder you, and also let not your friends and associates
trouble your mind. Regard none of these things. We are here for each other, so trouble not over us.’’
“Now then, in turn, you here present who were related to this man and you who were his friends
and associates, behold the path that is yours also! Soon we ourselves will be left in that place. The
seriousness of our lives is proved by our mortality, which mortality, also, brings us the happiness of
life. Our purpose, being here for each other, is the reason we grow through pain and joy and is the
reason we help each other to grow. Our work, and the objects our work produces - intellectual,
aesthetic, and useful things - we produce for ourselves, as well as for each other, because only
through our love for each other can each of us grow in spirit, which spirit is both our destiny and
our legacy. For this reason, hold yourselves in restraint as you go from place to place. In your
actions and in your conversation do no idle thing. Speak not idle talk, neither gossip. Be careful of
this and speak not, and do not give way to evil behavior. One year is the time that you must abstain
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from unseemly levity but if you cannot do this, for ceremony, ten days is the time to regard these
things for respect.”
Protocol for Consoling All Bereaved People at a Funeral
67. When a dead person is brought to the burial place, the speaker on the “opposite side” of the
“Council Fire” shall bid the bereaved family to cheer their minds once again and rekindle their
hearth fires in peace; to put their house in order and once again be in brightness for darkness has
covered them. He shall say that the black clouds shall roll away and that the bright blue sky is
visible once more. Therefore, shall they be in peace in the sunshine again.
After a loss, personal growth in maturity is reinforced by community support and encouragement.
OFFICIAL PROTOCOL FOR THE HONORABLE BURIAL OF THE DECEASED
68. Three strings of shell one span in length, an official symbol of verification, shall be employed in
addressing the assemblage at the burial of the dead. The speaker shall say:
“Hearken you who are here, this body is to be covered. Assemble in this place again ten days hence
for it is the decree of the source of life that mourning shall cease when ten days have expired. Then
shall a feast be made.”
Then at the expiration of ten days the speaker shall say: “Continue to listen, you who are
here. The ten days of mourning have expired, and your minds must now be freed of sorrow as
before the loss of a relative. The relatives have decided to make a little compensation to those who
have assisted at the funeral. It is a mere expression of thanks. This is to the one who did the cooking
while the body was “lying in the house.” Let her come forward and receive this gift and be
dismissed from the task.” In substance this shall be repeated for everyone who assisted in any way
until all have been remembered.

The psychological importance of gratitude for the lives of our ancestors, and for being the recipients
of life, and for everyone’s growth as a united people cannot be overstated. The last rites model
presented here is sufficient. Whatever the people decide is fitting they can create for that purpose.
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The funeral feast can include music and dance, gentle merrymaking, to bring good cheer in unity
and to express their gratitude for lives well lived in community in decentralized civilization.
DECENTRALIZED POWER IS THE PATH TO PEACE
The guaranteed minimum standard of service, GMSS, eliminates the specter of destitution. No one is
threatened with destitution. Everyone is challenged to develop themselves as well, and as
humanely, as they can with the support of their Community.
With modern science, technology, and knowledge, community independence is doable. For larger
projects, through community support for community confederations, technology can advance for
the purposes of greater efficiency and service for the people. This is consequent of every
community confederation’s ability to coordinate the production of the components needed for
actualizing whatever technological advance and designs the people prioritize.
The diversity of individuation and dialogical decision-making processes heightens critical thinking.
* Community people prioritize in unanimity the types of community production they deem the most
essential.
* Critical thinking: "Disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and informed by
evidence. ….. “Critical thinking is about clarifying goals, examining assumptions and hidden
agendas, evaluating evidence, taking appropriate action, and reflecting on outcomes [FA].

The people living in Community in Decentralized Civilization share the conviction of the
correctness of meeting their existential needs through mutualism.
Decentralized civilization requires synergetic* civic and civic-economic organization. Civic
organization requires executive functions. Executive functionaries delegate responsibility to
“subordinates.” In DESO, executive ‘power over others’ serves in everyone’s best interest for three
reasons, 1) civic organization is structured so that its executive functions are controlled by the
people equally, 2) the united people are vested with the Constitutional Right to safeguard and to
deploy the articles of the constitution and the civic protocols that authorize them to depose
dysfunctional leaders, and 3) the people’s sense of duty, commitment to each other with
generalized affection is a cultural characteristic embedded in self-realizational civilization.
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The people mature into honorable, courageous, kind folks.
* The combined action of individuals of various working groups sharing goals and
cooperating through their joint work that includes their knowledge, energy, and means for
generating results that are greater than the sum of their individual effects and capabilities.
Note...
Putnam’s definitions, Bonding social capital is with friends and relations. Social capital is formal,
civic, and business relations, or informal, acquaintances, friends, and relations. Linking social capital
brings people together around shared interests, and it often provides opportunity, that important
“break” somebody needed. (Concepts from Robert D. Putnam, 2000) Human capital is knowledge
and experience, education, which is contingent on social support.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Philosophy of Education
Section One
“Pro-life equals fun, games, love, interesting work, hobbies, laughter, music, dance, consideration
for others, and faith in... [authentic humanity]. Anti-life equals [misplaced] duty, obedience, profit
and power. Throughout history anti-life has won and will continue to win as long as youth is
trained to fit into present-day adult conceptions.” [A. S. Neill] (1)
“Outstanding writers in education, sociology, and psychology evaluate... [A. S. Neil’s methodology
and concepts],”
Readings from Summerhill: For and Against are italicized:
Summerhill: For and Against, (the extinct) Hart Publishing Company, Inc., New York, 1970.
Ashley Montague enjoys public renown and an esteemed reputation as one of the foremost
anthropologists of our time. .…Born in London in 1905, Ashley Montagu received his Ph. D. from
Columbia in 1937. He was Chairman of the department of Anthropology at Rutgers University of
California at Santa Barbara in 1962. (2)
Montague:
A most important finding was that former Summerhillians were, without exception, raising their own
children in a self-directed way. Their inter-relationship was warm, the children appeared spontaneous
and happy. Thus, Summerhill had helped them become better parents, had helped them become the
kind of person who understood their own children and were able to raise them in a wholesome way. ….
For the most important achievement of any human being is the making of another healthy human
being. (3)
I think that a decentralized civilization can be accomplished within a single generation. The key
components for creating modern community have been created, and simply need locking together.
One of these vital components is a philosophy of education. Philosophies of education are either
structured for centralist societies or are designed for psychological health in relationship with Life.
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Healthful philosophies of education are ill suited to centralized, political economic power
concentrated beyond the control of the people, but they flourish in egalitarian community.
I have brought together readings from healthful philosophies of education included in Summerhill:
For and Against, (the extinct) Hart Pub., 1970, these, together with the educational philosophies of
Herbert Read, Paulo Freire, Van Cleve Morris; and Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, establish a
usable educational outline which can only flourish within decentralized civilization.
The psychological and emotional problems that children coming out of mass centralist society
often have, due to being subjected to authoritarianism, abuse, exploitation, or neglect, need to be
addressed within community educational organizations. A new, burgeoning, decentralized
community will be composed of people affected by mass centralist societies’ dehumanization and,
to varying degrees, will have been damaged by it. (Many people will need time to heal.) Those
emerging from the deprivations of poverty are often among the more severely affected.
The following reading taken from an article by Dr. Nathan W. Ackerman, who served as
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Columbia University illustrates this reality that must concern all
oppressed people:
The problems of learning failure are dramatically highlighted in children of black families living in
socio-economic destitution. The deprived child of an impoverished black family exhibits learning
disorders in extreme form. He experiences an appalling dearth of positive stimulation. He is
emotionally stultified, oppressed, depressed, isolated. He feels despair. His hope is crushed. He is
frightened, suspicious and angry. In episodic outbursts, he makes an aggressive assault on his
surroundings. He bashes his head against the outer world which seems not to care about him. He is
frozen emotionally. He is retarded in learning. He suffers a kind of marasmus [to waste away,
progressive emaciation] of his creative faculties.
The destitute black family is sometimes viewed as the disorganized, depressed, “dirty” fringe of the
larger community. The Negro family of the ghetto does not live; it exists. “Life is not lived it is
undergone” It is small wonder that black children, the product of an oppressed way of life in the
ghetto, suffer profound difficulties of learning. (4)
Erich Fromm points out, that in our society few children have the opportunity to form
relationships with mature loving people. …. There are many people, for instance who have never seen
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a loving person, or a person with integrity, or courage, or concentration. It is quite obvious that in
order to be sensitive to oneself, one has to have an image of complete, healthy human functioning - and
how is one to acquire such an experience if one has not had it in one’s own childhood, or later in life?
There is no simple answer to this question; but the question points to one very critical factor in our
educational system.
While we teach knowledge, we are losing that teaching which is the most important one for human
development: the teaching which can only be given by the simple presence of a mature, loving person.
In previous epochs of our own culture, or in China and India, [all Indigenous Civilization] the man
most highly valued was the person with outstanding spiritual qualities. Even the teacher was not only,
or even primarily, a source of information, but his function was to convey certain human attitudes. In
contemporary capitalistic society …the men suggested for admiration and emulation are everything
but bearers of significant spiritual qualities. Those are essentially in the public eye who give the
average man a sense of vicarious satisfaction. Movie stars, radio [-TV] entertainers, columnists,
important business or government figures - these are the models for emulation. Their main
qualification for this function is often that they have succeeded in making the news. Yet, the situation
does not seem to be altogether hopeless. If one considers the fact that a man like Albert Schweitzer
could become famous in the United States, if one visualizes the many possibilities to make our youth
familiar with living and historical personalities who show what human beings can achieve as human
beings, and not as entertainers (in the broad sense of the word), if one thinks of the great works of
literature and art of all ages, there seems to be a chance of creating a vision of good human
functioning, and hence of sensitivity to malfunctioning. If we should not succeed in keeping alive a
vision of mature life, then indeed we are confronted with the probability that our whole cultural
tradition will break down. The tradition is not primarily based on the transmission of certain kinds of
knowledge, but of certain kinds of human traits. If the coming generations will not see these traits
anymore, a five thousand year old culture will break down, even if its knowledge is transmitted further
and further. (5)
Fromm makes another observation that we shall see concurs with Ackerman. Those who are
seriously concerned with love as the only rational answer to the problem of human existence, must,
then, arrive at the conclusion that important and radical changes in our social structure are
necessary, if love is to become a social and not a highly individualistic, marginal phenomenon. …If man
is to be able to love, he must be put in his supreme place. The economic machine must serve him rather
than he serve it. He must be enabled to share experience, to share work, rather than, at best, share in
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profits. Society must be organized in such a way that mans’ social, loving nature is not separated from
his social existence, but becomes one with it. If it is true, as I have tried to show, that love is the only
sane satisfactory answer to the problem of human existence, than any society which excludes,
relatively, the development of love, must in the long run perish of its own contradiction with the basic
necessities of human nature. …. That this need has been obscured does not mean that it does not exist.
To analyze the nature of love is to discover its general absence today and to criticize the social
conditions which are responsible for its absence. To have faith in the possibility of love as a social and
not only exceptional-individual phenomenon, is a rational faith based on the insight into the very
nature of man.... (6)
Every child is brought to fulfillment whenever those required conditions for growth are available.
Ackerman states:
Putting aside the question of rare and special gifts, the fact is that human understanding, creativity,
and learning are universal powers. To begin with, each of us has these powers. Inherent in each and
every child, there is an infinity of creation. To be sure, among children at birth the diversities are
legion, but the dormant capacities are there. The possibilities of development are almost boundless.
The realization of those potentials hinges both on the inner child, and on the relations of the child with
his environment. The actualization of these capacities is of the greatest urgency.
But there lies the rub. The potentials of understanding, creativity, and learning, if they are to
actualize, must not only be discovered, but nourished and practiced. If we do not call these capacities
into use, if we do not cultivate them, they simply do not emerge. Without care and stimulation to new
growth, they wither away; they atrophy [waste away] from disuse. Do we in our homes, schools and
communities prize these basic resources? Do we evoke them [make them appear]? Do we feed them? Do
we provide for them a rich culture in which to grow? The answer is clearly no. We are guilty of neglect.
The latent [hidden] abilities of children are barely stirred to life.
To an alarming extent the emotional growth of many children is stunted. The potentials for
understanding, for creative living and learning are choked off in the early years of life. By their very
nature, children have a native capacity and craving for expansive growth. They express this in their
sparkling spontaneity, in their bright, bubbly, vivid curiosity about the world that surrounds them.
Within a few years, this interest, this rich imaginative reaching out becomes cowed and deadened. The
urge to explore shrinks; it dries up for sheer lack of exercise. These children soon turn into dull, drab,
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inhibited, conforming citizens. They lose their spark and animation. They cease to grow - or they
explode with violence.
The stultified, twisted growth of these children is the result of disorders of family life, inadequate
educational systems, and the failure of understanding on the part of the larger community. These
children suffer from a deficiency of nourishment, of understanding, of love. Their spontaneous play and
curiosity are crushed; they are victimized by coercion and restriction of expression. The heart of the
child becomes split. He becomes depersonalized and dehumanized.
How shall we attack this problem, this tragic loss and destruction of basic human capacities? Is
there an antidote? Surly, to succor a handful of child victims, “to give happiness to some few children,”
is a pathetically small endeavor. Important in its own right, it must still be counted as a minor
accomplishment when compared with the length and breadth of the challenge for all humanity.
Learning disorders and underachievement are a consequence of a sick family, a sick school system, a
sick community. So, too, are the evils of mental illness, crimes, and war. In the long view, if we are to
neutralize this enormous human waste, we must transform the environment of man. We must evolve a
sound, healthy community within which man may grow to his full height. Only now do we begin to
envisage what a truly healthy human community might be. [Ackerman] (7)
Decentralized civilization is the kind of environment within which man may grow to his full height.
John Holt speaks to us about the community of A. S. Neill’s Summerhill: In any free community,
majority rights are not absolute. They must always be limited by some overriding sense of what is fair
and just. In any free school worthy of its name, the adults provide this limitation of the right of the
majority to do what it pleases. (8)
Holt observes that children entering an environment of freedom, like those entering Summerhill,
require lots of time for catharsis (in psychology, the process of bringing to the surface repressed
emotions, complexes, and feelings in an effort to identify and relieve them, or the result of this
process; or, emotional release, feeling spiritual release and purification) and readjustment. And,
too, we must remember to take this same need for adjustment into account when we observe the
way adults adjust to mutualism and its conviviality.
What else in the school get well? Children there do many things that most adults, in home or at school,
will not let them do - swear, be dirty, wear raggedy clothes, break things. At the meeting I went to, a
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girl of about twelve contentedly sucked on her thumb throughout the meeting, taking it out now and
then to make some astute comment. Nobody teased her or seemed to take notice. Is there something
intrinsically therapeutic about being able to use four letter words, or to go days without a bath? I
doubt it. What seems more important is that these children were freed from the enormous pressure
under which they had been living. For many of them, life before Summerhill must have seemed a long
battle, most of it against adults whose love or good will they needed or wanted. A hundred times a day
they must have had to face the agonizing decision: shall I do what Mother, or Father, or Teacher, or
Authority, tells me, or not? What do I stand to gain? What to lose? These are not light calculations.
Having to make them day after day must be exhausting to children, as it would be to any of us. They
had to spend so much time and energy either doing or not-doing what others told them to do that they
had no time and energy for doing things on their own. One way or another they were always reacting
to others, giving in or resisting, but in neither case acting independently, autonomously, perusing their
own interests and needs.
At Summerhill they are free of this. They do not have to decide all the time what to do about the
people who are trying to force them to do things, because nobody is forcing them. As long as they don’t
interfere with other children’s lives, they can do what (9) they want or as little as they want. At last
they have time. Time even to “do nothing” - though in fact this is impossible, nobody alive can “do
nothing” awake or asleep our minds are working, usually on things important to us. What then are
children doing who seem to be “doing nothing” and how does it help them? …. I suspect that much of
the time they are thinking over their lives, their past, playing it over and over, reliving it, reworking it,
until they have robbed it of some of its power to cripple or hurt. [Holt] (10)
Holt’s observations are important for understanding freedom for personal growth and
individuation.
It seems likely that, too, that the fantasies by means of which they rework and get control of the past
may be much wider than my own hum drum efforts. Little children in their free dramatic play take all
kinds of mythic and animal roles; perhaps they do the same in the privacy of their minds. At any rate,
whatever the mechanisms may be, the experience of Summerhill and like places has proved that in the
human mind and spirit are healing powers comparable those in the body. If the wounds in our souls
are not rubbed raw and torn open each day, many of them will heal. This is what Summerhill makes
possible.
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It also gives children the chance, and this may too be a part of the healing process, to manage a
great deal of their lives, to make decisions and to find out from their living which are better or worse
than others, and from so doing begin to feel that they can make decisions, that not all of these will
necessarily be bad, that if they are bad they can see this and make changes, that they are smart and
capable enough to make some sense of their lives, and don’t need indefinitely to depend on the
guidance or commands of others. …Summerhill helps the children there to feel, and often for the first
time, that they are human beings of some dignity, competence, and worth. Children get well and grow
at Summerhill because of the freedom, support, and respect it gives them, and these conditions of
freedom, support, and respect are the minimum conditions we must establish in other schools if we
want health and growth for the children there. (11)
The key word is begin. The worst thing that can happen to any great pioneer of thought is for his
ideas to fall into the hands of disciples and worshipers, who take the loving, restless, ever-changing
thought of their master and try to carve it into imperishable granite, so that not a word shall ever be
lost or changed. …but the spirit is soon lost. …. The only way to prevent it, to honor Neill as he deserves,
is to try to continue the exploration he started, to move further into the uncharted territory of human
freedom, happiness, and growth. We must therefore take Neill’s thought, his writing, his works, and
Summerhill itself, not as a final step, but as a first one. (12)
*
Bruno Bettelheim holds two professorships at the University of Chicago: he is the Stella M. Rowely
Distinguished Service professor of Education and is also Professor of Psychology and Psychiatry. He is
also Director of Orthogenic School, the University’s residential treatment center for severely
emotionally disturbed children.
Born in Vienna, he received his Ph.D. in psychology and philosophy from the University of Vienna.
He came to this country in 1939. (Summerhill: For and Against, p. 97)
“…. Healthy, free children do not fear the future. They anticipate it gladly.” [Neill] It is only when we
impose on them our anxieties about the future (as of wars) that they come to fear the future and with
it all life. In this way as Neill points out, we make them unhealthy because we force on them what he
calls “the sick fear of tomorrow” [Bettelheim] (13)
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“There would be infinitely less sex crime in the world if sex play were accepted as normal.” [Neill]
Bettelheim states: But this, too, has to be qualified in terms of what is age correct; freedoms in this
area, too, must be in line with man’s normal growth and development. As much as freedom requires
that the little boy should be free - free within himself, and free in terms of parental influence - to play
with guns and because of that freedom feel no need to concentrate his interest on them as an adult, so
as a child he should be free to be interested in sex in line with what is then age correct.” (14)
When it comes to the practical problem of how to deal with children and sexual issues, Neill is
eminently sound. I could not agree more that it is “far better and safer to postpone an answer than to
tell a child far too much” about sex, or at too early an age. [Bettelheim] (15) Sexual matters are too
important to be glossed over with anatomy and physiology, but there, too, one must act responsibly
in relation to the child’s emotional and intellectual level of development.
Neil is also completely right when he says that what stops us from giving a child all the knowledge
about sex that he asks for is the problem of how to make things clear. …. Despite his theoretical overvaluation of sex freedom, in practice he realizes that to make too much of sex itself is also confusing to
the child: “We all have been so conditioned about sex that it is almost impossible for us to see the
middle, natural way; we are either to pro-sex or too anti-sex.” [Neill] (16)
But it is not only in matters of sex that we push children in terms of our anxieties, instead of
understanding and accepting what is age-correct for them. Certainly, it is destructive to the child to be
induced to be competitive about his own education. …. I [think] that not everyone need go to college,
and that many youngsters would be better off after going through high school or perhaps even earlier,
if they had been given a high level of training in the professions or in special services, I was delighted
to read: “over the years, we have found that Summerhill boys who are going in for engineering do not
bother to take the matriculation exams. They go straight to practical training centers.” [Neill] (17)
[This] applies to all children, but especially at this moment in time, to many of our underprivileged
youth who could well use the chance to do what so many Summerhill boys do who “have a tendency to
see the world as a ship’s steward” [Neill] (18)
(19)
Herbert Read demonstrated that, with all the arts as its vehicle, education among self-directed
children creates among them a type of internal motivation to view aesthetics as the reference point
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by which to guide their interpersonal relations. Read points out that we do not have the words to
describe that different reality, because it’s not realized in our society. But since it’s internally
motivated, and serves the greater good, it generates a better state of affairs among people than does
the imposition of external “morals”. Decentralized civilization would use the arts and cultural
stories as among primary vehicles of education.
The child will learn that only if he is surrounded by the right human examples which are so attractive
to him that he will want to copy them, to shape his personality and values in the image of those he
admires and identifies with. …in a scarcity economy, the fear is that we will starve if we do not learn
how to gain our livelihood. In the middle-class society, the fear, at first, is separation anxiety; then the
fear of loss of respect of a person we love; and finally, the fear of loss of self-respect. Because what is
right and what is wrong is nothing God-given, nor is it born with us, needing only unfolding.
[Bettelheim] (20)
Humane values are proportional to community’s conviviality and rapport with Nature, that
unwavering, personal faith in spiritual truth lived through community.
By contrast, prescription is a practice or course of action that is authoritatively ordered by a
theocracy, an ideology, or an exploitative economic system and its nationalistic government that
dominates education. The subjected are deceived to believe that nothing exists beyond its morbid,
synthetic reality, and purports that its alleged standards serve some good, or establish security, or
serve the greater good. Prescription is a closed, false proposition that stifles human evolution. It
manipulates its dependents with the fear of annihilation on many levels, a tactic of repression.
Contrived fear is not part of DESO. We may not be able to imagine the rewards and challenges of life
in decentralized civilization. In that world, each person is viewed as a values maker who tests her
values* openly in community. Decentralized civilization would ferment the widest range of
coexisting values, thereby increasing its adaptability in objective reality.
*How a person chooses to lead her life, her deeply held beliefs, her highest priorities, the
fundamental forces that drive her actions.
The following content “STENDHAL’S ONTOLOGY OF AESTHETICS AND LOVE” is as discussed by
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Ernest Becker:
“For Stendhal, love, art, and the good life were the three great themes of human life, and they all
sprang from a common source – from spontaneity and freedom….
The proof that Stendhal saw the problem of good esthetics verses bad – of the good life versus the
everyday one – lies in his hierarchy of love types. In top place Stendhal put “passion love” and,
following in order, “love ruled by good taste with a confined social circle,” “physical love,” and,
finally, “love that springs from vanity.”
Stendhal’s’ trilogy of man’s higher destiny is nothing less than a recognition that man’s greatest
need and deepest joy stem from the free creation of meanings.
…man, play’s life and only thus does he create it. …for man the illusory is the real, the imagined
invests reality with truth. And in this way man draws himself into a world that he helps create, by
infusing its objects with his freedom.
Stendhal had to condemn hypocrisy as the foremost vice for the same reason that he placed vanity
love in last place. Hypocrisy, along with pedantry, [emphasizing unimportant details and rules] defeats
that very thing that the good life seeks, namely, a spontaneous link with an ever-richer object
world. Hypocrisy is the interposition of self-consciousness, of second thoughts about commitment
to life.” (Ernest Becker, The Structure Of Evil, 1969, pp. 188-9)
Community in decentralized civilization is an autonomous culture. No matter ethnicity or race,
people building DESO create shared meaning on the basis of its organization, its principles and its
purposes. The Iroquois Constitution integrates groups of somewhat varying living patterns under
the Constitution of the Confederation, which everyone defends. Within that framework the culture
supports everyone’s need for subjective self-realization.
…children do have sufficient good sense to realize what is good for them and what is not, provided
their own needs have been sufficiently satisfied to know what those needs are. “The truth seems to be
that children take a much longer time to grow up than we have been accustomed to think. BY
GROWING UP, … I MEAN BECOMING A SOCIAL BEING.” [NEILL] AND THEY BECOME SOCIAL HUMAN
BEINGS THROUGH EXPERIENCES WITH OTHER PERSONS - NOT THROUGH EXPERIENCES WHICH DO
NOT INVOLVE ANYONE ELSE. [uppercase mine]
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In DESO, education through art is structurally integrated with the community civic
economy. The joy and genius of the young is integrated within society, highly valued for its
contributing to the adaptability of decentralized community. The spiritual principles
conveyed by the perceptually gifted are implicit in the ideology of egalitarian community
within which the people have learned to ever create the best culture for increasing their
adaptability to each other, and by extension to nature; spiritual inspiration multiplying itself
ad infinitum is an experiential reality.
“Open Source Ecology,” information availability, through the internet contributes to the
development of DESO. The very proposition of decentralized civilization is contingent on
modern, appropriate mechanized production, appropriate industry, science and technology.
If the people judge synthetic intelligence to be pragmatic, that would be at their discretion.
A Given Civilization Will Use Technology to Either Dominate Its People,
or to Emancipate Them.
Electronic internet communication systems in and of themselves do not deliver human
fulfillment, “Lonely despite our connections...” (283) * The degree of human fulfillment open
to people is determined by the kind of civilization the people live in.
The concepts relevant to internet connections among people that I note below are from,
*Alone Together, Why We Expect More From Technology and Less From Each Other, by
Sherry Turkle, 2011.

Turkle writes, “The rabbi addresses the importance of talking to the dead. His premise is
that we want to, need to talk to the dead. It is an important, not a maudlin [self-pity], thing
to do. The rabbi suggests that we have four things to say to them: I’m sorry. Thank you. I
forgive you. I love you. This is what makes us human, over time, over distance.” (304)
Social media does not constitute interpersonal social capital. * It compels people to present
themselves as fabricated, virtual personas. Online friendships are not real experiences with
others. It is emotionally perilous to invest time in someone one has never met, someone
who can vanish. Investing time in internet contacts can consume people, at the expense of
reflection, and can hamper their ability to relax in solitude, among other deficiencies.
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* social capital. noun. the network of social connections that exist between people, and their
shared values and norms of behavior, which enable and encourage mutually advantageous
social cooperation.
Absent community, absent the human presence, internet connectedness may dampen or
heighten loneliness, but it does not provide interpersonal social capital.
People can become emotionally invested in the internet. And while alone, people can find
emotional solace, synthetic, sexual titillation, or erotic art in simulated “worlds.’ When that
reductionism takes the place of the human presence, people become further isolated. The
skills for human relations atrophy.
Community literally means “to give among each other.” (238) The internet’s cybernetic
‘communities’ are neither community nor do they constitute experiences with other people.
The internet can, and sometimes does, bring people together in real space and time for faceto-face experiences towards realizing concrete projects, or for beginning meaningful
relationships. Nonetheless, the human need for interpersonal fulfillment is rarely met in
mass centralist society. Authentic experiences with other people, the human presence, are
requisite to maturation.
Turkle observes in her chapter, “The Nostalgia of the Young,” that, “Brad says that digital life
cheats people out of learning how to read a person’s face and “their nuances of feeling.” And
it cheats people out of what [Brad] calls “passively being yourself.” It is a curious locution. I
come to understand that he means it is shorthand for authenticity. It refers to who you are
when you are not “trying,” not performing. It refers to who you are when you are in a simple
conversation, unplanned.” (271)
Community In Decentralized Civilization Empowers People To Defend Themselves
As an instrument of domination, electronic communications have opened personal lives and
their personal contents to the scrutiny of any party for whatever purposes. The powers that
be pressure private electronic communications media to comply with censoring. The
powers that be pressure private electronic communications media to interrupt the privacy
of encryption.
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The National Security Agency, its Artificial Intelligence, electronic surveillance of public
communication and spy cameras, expands its surveillance across society. The masters of
economic stratification aim to end American freedom of speech, to eliminate freedom of
assembly, association and organization, to crush all opposition to their police state.
Community in decentralized civilization is independent with its unique, experiential
worldview, contingent on face-to-face civil and civic organization. It stands on its own,
indifferent to external dictates. Its people are empowered to respond to emerging reality in
unanimity.
Bettelheim: It’s these socializing experiences that Neill provided in all ways of life, by day and night.
This giving is what socializes the children - not their inborn nature, which is at best a potential to be
realized through a great deal of living and learning. And the process takes time, much longer than we
assume. That is why our push for early academic education often produces very bright but totally
unsocialized persons, people who know a lot, but do not know how to live in community with others.
“ …children must not be overwhelmed, neither by our presence - which should be there to take or leave,
but available when a child needs it - nor by our presents… Children who have been given too much - be
it toys, or academics, or stimulation, or the license to act without regard for others - are spoiled
children, unable to appreciate freedom, either their own or that of others. “Later in life, as the spoiled
brat gets older, he has even a worse time of it than one subjected to discipline. (21) [A] spoiled child is
terribly self-centered.” [Neill] This is a caveat [a warning], to remember: that too little discipline may
in the long run be more damaging than too much. If this is what experience has taught Neill of all
people, we ought to heed his warning.
…the best discipline of all for the child is the self-discipline of the parent and educator. This is the kind
of self-discipline that prevents us from acting out on others our own anxieties and needs, certainly not
on our children. This discipline permits us to be on their side instead of forcing them to be on ours. For
things to work out to our liking, one’s personal life should be of such nature that he would wish his
child to emulate his life and take it as a model. [Bettelheim] (22)
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*
Holding academic credits from Cornell, Columbia and Clark Universities, Edna LeShan in a long
professional career, has been the director of a number of associations dealing with family life and
parent-child relationships. (23)
“A varied and flexible structure is not the same as no structure at all.”
….What seems… meaningful to me is to provide an environment in which a child is encouraged to
involve himself in the task of exploring his own possibilities whatever these may be, but that he not be
left alone to make this exploration mostly on his own. To evolve without direction is too difficult a task
for some children; copping-out on oneself is too often the result. (26)
…. The gut issue today is not so much a question of happiness as the question of self-realization. Selfrealization (or self-actualization) is one of the great goals of forward-looking educators. Dr. Abraham
Maslow, past president of the American Psychological Association… has been largely responsible for
the development of this new frame of reference. He represents a new breed who call themselves
Humanistic Psychologists.
The humanistic psychologists tend to be profoundly moved by the wonder and mystery of human
possibilities - they wish to enhance what is unpredictable about human beings, emphasizing the
specialness of each individual. Where the approach of the mechanists depends on seeing man as a
receiver of influences from outside his own skin, the humanistic orientation rests on the assumption
that what a man may ultimately be is already potential within him from the moment of conception.
The job of the educator, they hold, is to search for and elicit the rich and unique potential that is
already there. The humanists have no interests in being able to predict behavior; their concern is with
the process of becoming, the process in which each person discovers himself. (29)
Intrinsic Learning … is partly unconscious. It is the kind of learning that takes place in psychotherapy,
and is the kind of learning that goes on as a human being lives through the significant events of his life
- getting married, having children, facing the death of a friend or parent. There is no drill and there is
no repetition. These are the experience through which we learn who we are, what we love, what we
hate, what we value, and through which we discover our identity. These experiences have to do with
learning to be a person. This is surly the kind of learning Neill is concerned with. In Intrinsic Learning,
the teacher is a helper, a counselor, a guide. His job is to help a child learn what kind of a person he
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already is - his style, his aptitudes, and his potentialities are explored together. In such learning there
can be genuine enjoyment of one’s own growth and one’s self-actualization. In this formulation, one
acknowledges differences more directly. Self-actualization rather than happiness becomes the
fundamental goal. (30)
In the DESO format the experiential is open to all people of all ages, mental faculties for perceiving
the ineffable, unfathomable Sacred Space and Sacred Time, understanding with their structured
ritual for collective perception that the “personality” of the elemental topography that lives
structurally embedded with Love, evidently, that being “Her” emotive, aesthetic nature. By design
and as a given, “Her” cycles of Life and Death are propelled by forward-moving visceral spiritual,
sexual orgasmic, creative Beauty. That is the unwavering source of human wisdom and our best
adaptation to objective reality. The manifestations of natural evolution actualize within stable,
integral, life-support systems, glacial cycles, and tectonic momentum. To rise to the occasion for the
salvage and reinstatement of that former, natural stability will require the advent of humane
community in Nature.
*
The simple methods of self-hypnosis techniques published by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows,
(Sitting Bull’s Words…) constitute huge advances, that, “joggle” conventional people away from
internalized doctrine, away from their fears, and towards the roots of Nature, within and without.
*
What intrigues me is that Neill’s idea of freedom helps children to grow up without hate. I think our
adolescence have demonstrated the soundness of this theory. They were allowed more freedom to
think and to feel than any previous generation of children. We gave them a great deal of psychological
insight into human motivation; and they were able, with unbelievable facility, to search out the hidden
meanings in their own and in other’s people’s behavior. Because of this they have felt less anger at
themselves and have experienced less need to focus anger upon others. Instead of developing
psychosomatic diseases or looking for scapegoats, they have got plain mad about human suffering.
We seem to have helped our children avoid a good deal of self-hatred; they really are “love children;”
they love where it counts - in interpersonal relationships. (31) (33)
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*
Michael Rossman …. received his A. B. from Berkeley in 1963, which he followed with four years of
graduate work. He worked with the San Francisco State Experimental College in 1966, and assisted Dr.
Harold Taylor in a study of teacher training in 1967... (34)
Michael Rossman:
…post-modern young adults were born into a culture dominated by pathological authoritarian
control. In America authority is typically exercised as a function of fixed and centralized roles in a
hierarchical system. The face of this authority is always benevolent, but its underlying power lies in
coercion, within a framework of punishment and reward. The authority system controls energy and
controls change to satisfy its own needs - in particular, the need to preserve the status quo of power
and above all, to ensure that its own nature and form are not changed. The consequence is always
some form of cultural imperialism ….
These features of what I call the Authority Complex are visible throughout our systems of education,
parenthood, social organization, and international politics. America knows no other style. And since
learning and social change are complementary processes, the Authority Complex sabotages both. For
change through self-regulation depends on functional skills: on the individual’s ability to formulate
problems and set goals, on his ability to identify resources available in the total social environment, on
his ability to create procedures, and to establish valid criteria. As shown by the example of classroom
teaching in most schools today, these functions are pre-empted by the Authority Complex, and the
basic skills of autonomous learning are generally stunted in their development. (35)
…. In Summerhill, Neill describes many of the phenomena of healthy growth. All depend on the
development of an alternative style of shared, democratic, and flexible authority, whose power is
exercised through example rather than by coercion. Such authority empowers rather than weakens
those exposed to it. (36)
…. Neill recognizes the need to act out the overthrowing of parental authority. But Neill does not deal
with the broader consequences of such behavior. “My primary job,” he says, “is not the reformation of
society, but the bringing of happiness to some few children.” He limits his perspectives.
But, of course, the happiness of many children and the revolution of society as a whole are at stake;
and these two constitute a single task. Neill is emphatic about the need to consider growth, as it occurs
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in total context, and he is clear about the limits of his own experiment. Summerhill is his insular
preserve. Attached to the larger, anti-life society only by umbilical dependence on supportive parents,
Summerhill is not forced into direct conflict to provide space for its own happening.
America’s young, however, are not so fortunate. Only some few can be made happy in the little
space now free. Their histories testify that in order to clear space for self-regulated growth one must
inevitably come into conflict with the forces of repression. A struggle against the full breadth of the
social organization will ensue. Since the isolated therapy-center called Summerhill was, ab initio, a
free space, Neill had no need to focus on the tools of change, or on the methods required to overthrow
inappropriate government. His goal was to create learner- citizens, rather than revolutionaries.
But significant learning or change in human systems is always revolutionary: it involves the death of
one order and the creation of another. [Rossman] (37)
Liberation from oppression is the birthright of humanity. DESO people are determined to unravel
and neutralize the destructive forces of mass centralist society. Everything that can be done in that
regard is done to increase humanity’s survivability as a sane species. The passion bursting forth
from the unanimity of the ever expanding, decentralized community becomes an exponential
explosion of Life in humanity. Living the ideology of egalitarian community is human maturity.
People’s shared ownership of the social economic structures makes their union possible for its
explicit purposes of providing everyone with self-realization, the self-management of production
and distribution is allocated in unanimity among the people. That is only feasible in the
decentralized format. In decentralization, power delegated to individuals for the effectiveness of the
executive function is bound to the articles of the constitution. Functionaries are supervised by their
community sponsors, who are constitutionally authorized to enforce the articles of the constitution.
International unity, in the sense of many nations, is not part of decentralization. The world view of
the sacredness of life permeates the momentum of the aesthetic, cultural creations of decentralized
civilization. A function of confederation is to expand itself laterally by promoting and producing the
creation of more sovereign communities and more community confederations, which deepens their
independence. Prescription is absent. Self-management extends out to confederation and into
confederated confederations, at the discretion of each confederation. There is nothing beyond that
construct. That is because sovereignty is contingent on community self-management.
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Rossman:
In order to survive in this age of accelerated change, all personal and social systems must in some
sense contain mechanisms for their own continuous change.... Our civilization does not display, at
present, much evidence of self-changing capacity. Our present modes of politics are completely
inadequate. When they do reveal information about our process, there is no consequent action. What
will it take short of a million Summerhills or short of total revolution, for us to be able to apply our
knowledge to our goals?
Process-consciousness must, I think, involve the full forms of participatory democracy. What is
required is radical decentralization of structure and power* - an imperative now clearly faced by our
cities, as well as by our culture in general. This decentralization has its interior analogue in the
process of learning; to let all of one’s voices, without words have their say. One current aspect of this
process is the investigation by the young of decision-making tools from other or earlier cultures - the I
Ching, astrology, the Tarot, etc. These investigations provide information about the internal states of
the decision-making system. Such tools are an essential element of process-consciousness.
*[emphasis added]
These changes of our century are carrying us back to the tools and knowledge of earlier cultures,
especially to metaphysics like Taoism which deal directly with the phenomena of change. This would
seem to require a taste for chaos and incoherence. (38)
The construction of a conversation with no limits, always instantly open to new elements, is clearly a
convenient fiction. In order to build, limits must continually be generated. But the imposition of such
limits must come from within, not from without; and be ever again broken, in a rhythm of eternal and
self-regulated revolution.
We have no choice about that cycle. We can only learn to tend the health of its rhythm. At the
present time, that compels more to make revolution than to prevent it.
footnote: The subjects treated in this essay are dealt with in considerably more detail in a series of
papers, “On learning and social change, Parts I, II, and III,” available from the Center for Education
Reform of the National Student Association [2115 S Street N.W., Washington, D. C. 20008]; and also
beyond those papers in more depth in my text Making The Changes, forthcoming from Doubleday in
1970.) (39)
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Decentralized civilization functions as a vehicle for securing the humanity of our loved ones.
Decentralized civilization must be accomplished, created, as independently as possible, and distant
from the wickedness of domination; while at once, the people of decentralized civilization will
amalgamate, preserve and develop the hard-won achievements of mass centralist society, those
deemed useful for advancing the permanence of decentralized civilization. Given the means; our
human volition in consensus can save us all.
*
…. Dr. Ernst Papanek [occupied] the post of Professor of Education at the City of New York
University at Queens College.
He studied pediatrics and psychiatry at the Medical School of the University of Vienna. He received
his doctorate in education at Teachers Collage at Columbia University in 1943.
In 1938, Dr. Papanek organized and directed the children’s homes and experimental schools of the
Organization pour la Sante et L’Education in France. After he made his home in the United States, he
became Executive Director of the Brooklyn Training School for Girls in 1947. Here, his experiments in
the re-education of juvenile delinquents have resulted in his becoming a nationally known figure in
this area. (40)
Papanek:
The normal child and the normal youth are eager to commit themselves to a cause which offers
stimulation and direction. Such commitment enables them to belong to and to participate in a group.
We learn from Adler that the “way to improvement” lies in increasing one’s cooperative abilities. We
also lean that mere conformity to society’s accepted beliefs and timid adherence to conventional
modes of thought and behavior add nothing to the spiritual wealth of the community.
Unfortunately, most children fail to develop interests which would add joy and usefulness to their
lives. What a child likes to do is influenced by what he has had an opportunity to learn to do. The
richer the opportunities offered a child, the more likely he will find those interests that best match his
particular gifts.
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Interests will also be influenced by the special talents the child happens to have. In all likelihood,
many an adult possesses latent talents which he would now value highly if such potentialities had been
cultivated when he was young.
…. The concept that the child is born bad and is tainted by original sin (41) is as far from the truth as
Rousseau’s and Neill’s concept that the child is born good. Whether the child develops into a bad
person or a good person depends mainly in his education.
There is almost no child born without potentialities for becoming good or becoming bad, according
to the values of the society into which he was born. (42)
All children are born with propensity for being good. (Mark Curtis Kinney, II)
The child must be enabled to learn through psychologically and socially educative trial and error.
This tremendous task demands years and years of help. .... In this unending interplay between the
individual’s potentialities and the impact of the society in which he is evolving, he as an individual and
society as well are both growing, to use Allport’ s phrase, in an eternal “becoming”.(43)
…. I believed and still believe that to discuss with the inexperienced child our own experiences, to
stimulate, to challenge him to cooperative work, is to help him to a wider horizon. Such discussion
becomes indoctrination only if we make it so. (44)
John Dewey suggested that education was basically a process of living, not some kind of preparation
for future living. William H. Kilpatrick said that education “is life itself.” Both had discovered that in
education, the process and the goal are one and the same.
This process is a continuing reconstruction, wherein learning of past experiences increases interest
in and desire for more and more new experiences. Learning motivates more learning. If the child is not
made to fully understand the opportunities that school education offers him, we are depriving that
child of his opportunities right from the beginning.
Learning is a process that demands interest, motivation, and guidance. It is the function and
responsibility of the school to make it possible for all types of desirable learning to flower. Moreover, it
is the task of the school to see that the most valuable things are learned in the most economical way,
by application of [Papanek] (45) the most efficient methods. But the chief goal of education is to teach
the pupil how to learn.
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***
Learning implies that a change has been produced in the learner’s attitude and in his reactions
[responses]. Learning involves self-control.
The development of constructive attitudes which will facilitate the child’s life adjustment is more
important than the traditional emphasis on the acquisition of specific skills and information. I agree in
this with Neill. However, I would like to extend his concept of mutual understanding and respect from
the equal restriction of freedom (where one’s own freedom is limited by the freedom of others to the
whole-hearted commitment of each individual to the common good of our common society.)
[Papanek] (46)
In the absence of a state, the people themselves are responsible for defending the Constitution of
the Confederation.
To build a contrasting civilization with all the organization doing so entails involves the peoples’
corporal lives, their productive lives, their families, and all their individual children. Sophisticated
and mindful of their situation, the economic forces of decentralized civilization are self-managed
through structured, dialogical, consensus-based community decision making processes.

Papanek:
Like Neill, whenever I worked with deviate children, I had to live with their tense hate and suspicion.
Whether they had come to Montmorency, or to Brooklyn, or to Waldwick - and they were certainly
confused about what they were going to encounter when they came - they were soon disarmed. On first
sight, they began to suspect that they hadn’t been loosed among enemies. For our respect was genuine.
This respect included our belief that these youths could learn and could acquire skills. We started out
by believing that each delinquent could become, not a stealing, cursing, hating member of society, but
a fully accepted and fully contributing member of society. We did not request their obedience but their
understanding. We anticipated and expected friendship because we offered them ours. We did not
reward them for stealing, because we disapproved of stealing. Nor was our friendship and love
withdrawn because of their stealing. We tried to discuss their reasons for stealing, and what help we
could give them to stay clear from larceny. This help might sometimes be in the form of a loan or might
be a raising of allowances for all the boys. (47)
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***
Neill was not ready to attack the social foundations - hence psychological foundations - of his era.
[Papanek] (49)
*
Freedom is the personal volition, the self-agency, to become self-actualized which accomplishment
is contingent on society’s support.
There is no harmony without dialogue, and dialogue is the synthesis of distinct initiatives. In that
context, community people are determined to meet challenging situations together.
Concerted effort is harmony. The civic economy and its monetized organization are public services
that require participatory self-management.
There are factors in the prevailing society that would hamper some people from integrating with
DESO. A significant sector of the population is distracted by an electronic world of simulation,
which, by degree, further alienates them. By degree, a significant sector of society readily conforms
to the deceptions of convention, its slave-based, pathological, synthetic reality, much to our peril.
Among such people are those fettered to their prejudices and aspirations for inane, private power.
The hegemonic society leads people to believe that the decentralization of economic political power
would leave them without personal volition and powerless. The fact is just the opposite. Each
individuated person is sane and creates and builds for the greater good in concert with others. The
passion is there, and so is the metal of individuated power in participatory society. Individuation
with conviviality is contingent on mutualism.
Mutualism is an economic proposition. Community in decentralized civilization can access
everything it needs for its production-based industry, from science and technology through
territory and people. Its community civil and civic organization, its mutualism and conviviality,
constitutes humanity’s, natural ecosystem, from which condition our evolution as a humane species
will be resumed.
*
Goodwin Watson has had a long and distinguished career as a teacher at Columbia University, and
now bears the title of Professor Emeritus of Social Psychology and Education at that institution. (50)
Watson:
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…the basic concern that schools should make a difference in society was apparent in Neill’s philosophy.
He saw…a clear connection between authoritarian control in the classroom and submission to
dictatorship in the nation. (51)
*
“The future of Summerhill itself may be of little import. But the future of the Summerhill idea is of
the greatest importance to humanity. New generations must be given the chance to grow in
freedom. The bestowal of freedom is the bestowal of love. And only love can save the world.” [Neill]
(52)
*
Paul Goodman is widely recognized as one of today’s most incisive critics of society. Perhaps more
than any other single person, Mr. Goodman is responsible for influencing the thinking of today’s
students.
…. A native New Yorker, he graduated from City College and was granted his doctorate by the
University of Chicago. He has taught in seven universities and has lectured extensively throughout the
country. (53)
Goodman:
In every society, the education of children is of the first importance. But in all societies, both primitive
and highly civilized, until quite recently most education occurred incidentally. Adults did their work
and other social tasks. The children were not excluded. The children were paid attention to and
learned to be included; they were not “taught.”
In most institutions and in most societies Incidental Education has been taken for granted.
Incidental education takes place in community labor, master-apprentice arrangements, games, plays,
sexual initiations, and religious rites.
Generally speaking, this incidental process suit’s the nature of learning better than direct teaching.
The young experience cause and effect rather than pedagogic exercise. Reality is often complex, but
every young person can take that reality in his own way, at his own time, according to his own
interests and own initiative. Most importantly, he can imitate, identify, be approved, be disapproved,
cooperate, or compete without suffering anxiety through being the center of attention. (54)
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…. There are two opposite interpretations of why pedagogy seeks to indoctrinate. In my opinion, both
interpretations are correct. On the one hand, the elders instill an ideology which will support their
system of exploitation and the domination of the old over the young, and they, the elders, make a
special effort to confuse and mystify because their system does not recommend itself to common sense.
[The young people of DESO are integrated into society at all levels proportional to their capability
and their competence. All community Core Public Productive Enterprises are participatory. The first
Core Public Productive Enterprise children become familiar with is their community educational
organization. And later, at the ages of twelve through fifteen, and at the discretion of each, they
increasingly integrate into society. All Core Public Productive Enterprise participants are
compensated.]
On the other hand, there is a vague but important wisdom that must be passed on, a wisdom which
does not appear on the surface and which requires special pointing out and cloistered reflection. …I
have not heard of any method whatever, scholastic or otherwise of teaching the humanities without
killing them. …. The survival of the humanities would seem to depend on random miracles which are
becoming less frequent. (55)
Decentralized unity is the strongest possible unity because it is grounded on face-to-face
accountability. Decentralized organizational mechanisms extend that unity into groups large
enough to establish effective sovereignty for themselves, without “spilling over” into a mass society.
The modern proposition is that in conjunction with modern technology the people can be
emancipated from toil and enjoy the luxury of good work with discretionary time, with both private
property and public services, without hierarchical systems of control.
A constitutional confederation does not give way to centralization by virtue of the peoples’ ongoing
enforcement of their constitutional organization.
*
Paul Goodman describes the conventional, hegemonic, centralist educational system and he
explains what he thinks needs to be done.
Goodman:
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We must drastically cut back on schooling because our extended tutelage is against nature and
actually arrests growth.
The effort to channel growing up according to a preconceived curriculum discourages the young
and wastes many of the best of our powers to learn and cope.
Schooling does not prepare for real performance; it is largely carried on for its own sake. Only the
academically talented, only 10 to 15% according to Conant, thrive in this useless activity without
being bored, and without being harmed.
Our system of education, isolating as it does the young from the older generation, alienates the
young.
Yet it makes no sense for many of the brightest and most sensitive of our young to simply drop out or
to confront society with hostility. This state of affairs does not lead to social reconstruction [emphasis
added]. The complicated and confusing conditions of our times require fresh thinking, and therefore,
what we need is participation, particularly among the young.
Young radicals seem to believe that political change will solve our chief problem, or that our
problems will solve themselves after political change. This is a delusion, our novel problems of
urbanization, technology, and ecology have not heretofore been faced by any political faith. The fact is
that the educational systems of other advanced countries are no better than ours. (56)
The “Exchange Element” (Mark C. Kinney II) is the fundamental foundation of each civilizational
level. The third level, our present level, is the “commodity-based” civilization. And, decentralized
civilization is the logical, subsequent civilizational level, in which scenario, the “Exchange Element”
is not monetized exchange-value or commodities; rather, technology having supplanted laborintensive production, the people are free to turn to what they lust after - to engender selfactualization in conviviality. Everyone’s self-actualization is realized, thanks to community support,
so that self-actualization, personal and cultural, becomes the subsequent Exchange Element. That,
then, establishes a non-coercive exchange system shared by everyone, equally, because the
civilization’s universal Exchange Element is not based on materialism. Given the simple
mechanisms of decentralized organization, the people can emancipate themselves from hierarchical
repression and from toil, thanks to the advent of modern technology, our modern knowledge base,
and enhanced communications.
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Economically, decentralized civilization is a productive, non-profit cooperative. Nature’s
ecosystems are highly valued for their services and wisdom. The natural environment is managed
frugally, while restoring damaged environments where needed. The constitution stipulates that all
human activity must safeguard the wellbeing of the seven, subsequent generations of their yet
unborn. All community and community confederation’s prospective policies are evaluated in the
light of that precept. Any kind of psychopathology is tended to and is ended by the people.
As things are, American society either excludes the young, or corrupts the young, or exploit’s the
young. I believe we must make the rules of licensing and hiring more realistic, and we must get rid of
mandarin [elite group] requirements. We must design apprenticeships that are not exploitative.
[Goodman] (57)
Goodman does not describe how to end “mandarin requirements.” American, corporate
government policy overrides the voice of the people. Nonetheless, Goodman points to one of
decentralized civilization’s indispensable components; that the young are safely integrated within
society. This is only possible in communities wherein families are directly accountable to each
other for the concrete permanence of their mutualism. In that context, the “fresh thinking” of the
young becomes a vast, enriching resource.
Society desperately needs much work, both intellectual and manual, in urban renewal, in ecology,
in communications, and in the arts. All these spheres could make use of young people. Many such
enterprises are best organized by young people themselves… [Goodman] (58)
I am grateful for Paul Goodman’s contribution to DESO’s theory of education. He has clearly stated
the conditions of life needed by young people, which DESO provides so exactingly.
The members of decentralized civilization are in full possession of their productive lives. They
manage an economy of abundance. They can afford themselves time for living with Nature, with
mutual prosperity.
Goodman:
It is possible for everyone’s education to be tailor-made according to his own particular developing
interest. Choices along the way will often be ill-conceived and wasteful, but such choices will
nevertheless express desire, and will therefore immediately coincide with reality. Such choices will,
therefore, converge to find the right vocation for a young person more quickly than through any other
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method. One’s vocation is what one is good at and can do. Vocation is what employs a reasonable
amount of one’s powers. The use of the full power of a majority of the people would make for a stable
society [emphasis added] which would be far more efficient than our own. In such a set-up, those who
have excellences are more likely to find their way when they have entry by doing something that they
can do well, and then proceeding to their more particular interests, and by being accepted for what he
can do. (60)
Academic schooling, of course, could be chosen by those with academic talents. Obviously, schools
would be better off if unencumbered by sullen uninterested bodies. But the main use of the academic
teaching should be for those already busy in the sciences and the professions, who need academic
courses along the way to acquire further knowledge. …
Of course, in such a set-up, employers would themselves provide ancillary [providing support for
somebody] academic training. In my opinion, this ancillary schooling would do more than any other
single thing to give blacks, rurals, and other culturally deprived youth a fairer entry and …
advancement. (61)
The principle of decentralized civilization is humane equity and equality, emancipated from
hierarchical, systems of control. Humanity advances its evolution through cultural structures in
rapport with Nature. The optimum, equitable, social economic living patterns that produce what is
necessary for life in tandem with heightened, humane cultural creations is the psychic and corporal
aim of human evolution. The evolution of reason and its articulation is contingent on aesthetics,
cultural creations. Reason is an essential component of human adaptation to nature and to each
other. The prospect of building a civilization that delivers self-fulfillment, and the unimpeded
evolution of humane values hinges ultimately on the world view of that civilization.
Goodman:
To provide a protective and life-nourishing environment for children up through the age twelve,
Summerhill is an adequate model. …. Probably, an even better model would be the Athenian
pedagogue touring the city with his charges; but for this to work out, the streets and the workingplaces of the city will have to be made safer and more available than it is likely they will be. [MCS is
unsafe for children.] The prerequisite of city-planning is that children be able to use the city; for no
city is governable if it does not grow citizens who feel that the city is theirs. [Goodman] (62)
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In decentralized civilization, the functioning civic economy provides the people with peace of mind.
Whatever the contributions are that individuals make to their community, they are applauded,
because whatever self-actualization the person has achieved enriches everyone’s lives.
1970-1, At CIDOC, in Cuernavaca, Mexico, Paul Goodman once said to me that, “People like to work
hard.” That would certainly hold for the folks living in post-alienated, unalienated society. Nobody
is alienated. People grow up in wellness and become, among other things, sophisticated, creative,
thinking people, wise and courageous, with reverence and love for Life. A civilization that is
structured to meet its members’ existential needs manifests the happiness of mental health. In that
environment, children are safe to be free.
The reason the ideology of equitable community contemplates the indispensable relationship with
Nature, objective reality, is for need of an objective, impartial, reference point, the locus, for the
people to “rally around,” That reference point must be ineffable and unfathomable and must
correspond to the world of corporality, inner and outer, and be the source of mortal and elemental
existence. The Zen Master will say that “nothing” is complete unto itself, and is everything. I think
the intricacies of aesthetics, in the broadest sense, must be the means to our survival with growth.
Form is function.
Beauty is complete unto itself. The aesthetic Erotics of Life in existence is mysterious, and we can
suspect that across evolutionary time our human, creative imaginations have had something to do
with this “genre” of “co-engendered,” reciprocal, corporal reality. Nonetheless, that realism
continues objective and autonomous to us. For that reason, we know “Her” to be objective reality.
The apparent evolutionary “construction” that pushes forward in perpetual growth and complexity
is objective to us, and at once it is our provider. A civilization celebrating the celestial and lunar
timetables does so for community unity during the periodic, seasonal, sacred rites, for the rapture
of invoking sacred, cosmic time and cosmic space, centered in their cosmos.
I think humanity’s psychic faculties, evolved for the coincidence of human and other than human
consciousnesses, for whatever function in Nature that provides. My guess has been that by
organizing ourselves to that objective reality, human fulfillment, and to live with “Her” personality,
on Her terms, will increase the prospects of good fortune for our subsequent generations.
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Goodman:
Youth Power can make the authentic demand for the right to take part in initiating and deciding the
functions of society that concern them, as well as the right to govern their own lives - which are
nobody else’s business. Bear in mind that I am speaking of youths between age 17 and 25. At all other
times in man’s history, these individuals would already have found their places in the real world. (63)
Decentralized civilization, as described here, does not segregate and alienate its youth. They, too,
are participating members, and each is accepted for who she is, as well as, “…for what she can do.”
The children in a nuclear group are in close association with the folks of two or four other
mutualistic families. The nuclear groups are not static. They grow and divide into new decisionmaking nuclear groups. Their people are productive together or individually, or work with the civic
economy. They are an intensely sharing community. Respective, burgeoning nuclear groups
become increasingly sovereign.
Interpersonal relations are bound together by their respective passions for sovereignty. The
children participate, at their discretions, beginning at the ages of twelve through fifteen, when their
ego consciousness is formed enough to make conscious decisions that they own. The people own
the means for creating community policy. Their individuated sanity is contingent on unerringly
defending the permanence of their mutualism.
In post-alienated society, in unalienated civilization people’s associations in nuclear groups, and
among nuclear groups, are based on trusted, trustworthy friends. Logos* evolves in biophilic
civilization.
* “For Aristotle, logos is something more refined than the capacity to make private feelings
public: it enables the human being to perform as no other animal can; it makes it possible
for him to perceive and make clear to others through reasoned discourse the difference
between what is advantageous and what is harmful, between what is just and what is
unjust, and between what is good and what is evil.”
“Logos in Gnostic culture is usually associated with Sophia.[57] "Eventually Sophia was
completely fused with Christ. Wisdom became Logos, and explicit associations between
Sophia and Jesus disappeared from Christianity."[57] Elizabeth Johnson states that masculine
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Logos took over womanly wisdom “as it became unseemly, given the developing patriarchal
tendencies in the church, to interpret the male Jesus with a female symbol of God”.[58]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logos#Aristotle.27s_rhetorical_logos
[Please, note: As Raven Glomus (Federation of Egalitarian Community) * has pointed out correctly
that people, for whatever reason, wishing to return to mass centralist society may not have the
capital needed to get reestablished. Therefore, it is important that those with that desire to exit may
do so with adequate, community, fiscal support to do so. Those types of adjustments are objects of
dialogue.
*
Raven Glomus, AUTHOR: COMMUNELIFEBLOG:

https://communelifeblog.wordpress.com/author/communelifeblog/
https://communelifeblog.wordpress.com/category/projects/federation-of-egalitarian-communities/]

preserve, at least, her light-spark from being injured by the lower elements, raises herself by its
power to the realm of the upper region, and there spreading herself out she forms out of her own
bodily part, the dividing wall of the visible firmament, but still retains the aquatilis corporis typus.
Finally seized with a longing for the higher light, she finds, at length, in herself, the power to raise
herself even above the heaven of her own forming, and to fully lay aside her corporeity. The body
thus abandoned is called "Woman from Woman." (From Wikipedia)
*
Nathan W. Ackerman is recognized as a foremost authority in the field of family therapy. As Director
of the Professional Program of the Family Institute, he trains psychologists and psychiatrists in
methods of treating problems between parent and child, and husband and wife. Dr. Ackerman serves
as Clinical professor of Psychiatry at Columbia University… (64)
Dr. Ackerman:
The education of the young cannot be considered in a social vacuum, but only within the context of a
particular way of life. The issue is education for what, for what tasks, for what kinds of people, and for
what kind of society. The rearing of children is a challenge that must be faced for each successive
phase in the evolution of human society and conceptualized in a different way for each generation.
(65) (66)
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I think that Dr. Ackerman is calling for the reinstatement of community.
…. As a psychiatrist who has devoted a lifetime to a quest for understanding the relations of parents
and children, I know firsthand the need for respecting a child’s nature, for cherishing and nourishing
his spirit, for supporting a free, warm, happy expansion into the world of people. Keeping heart and
head together is of the essence. It is the only way to unfold the child’s capacity for love and for
learning. How to do it in this age of technology and alienation is the real question. [emphasis added]
Surely, we cannot grasp the problem by looking to the child alone. We must examine every aspect of
the child’s environment. What forces in the community nourish the child’s growth and learning? What
forces stultify it? Ultimately, the aim must be to create a sound, healthy family, school and community
environment within which a child may maximize his potentials for creative development, and by so
doing ripen into a secure, wholesome person who makes his full contribution to the wellbeing of
society.
The cure of man’s ills cannot be conventional “success:” it cannot be therapy. In the final analysis, it
must be dedication of a kind that transforms the existing twisted, sick, human environment into one
David Harvey, Seventeen Contradictions and the End of Capitalism, that builds integrity and joy into
the patterns of family and community. It is only within such an environment that we may hope to fulfill
the potentials of man’s nature, not just those of the child but of all of us and at every stage of the life
cycle. The task of the new education is monumental. It imposes an infinitude of problems. To say we
have not yet found the solution is the understatement of the age. (68)
Regarding love, Dr. Ackerman says, Giving love…. must be genuine and sincere; it must be the real
thing. [Dr. Ackerman describes the conditions of those who have been adversely affected by the
absence of love.] Just as a starved person is least able to stomach food, so too, a person starved for love
is least able to digest it.
There are two related issues: Is the child ready to receive the loving? Can the teacher or therapist
give it? When a child is emotionally starved, he cannot accept loving until his underlying fears,
suspicion, and anger are first melted down. Often, such a child is unable to ask for love; instead, he
steals it or takes it by force. (69)
We must consider the varying degrees and kinds of damage that people in mass centralist society
have incurred taking that into account, that treatment is among the primary objectives to be met
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within decentralized civilization. We must learn to understand psychic wounds and how to remedy
them.
Immigrants from mass centralist society coming into DESO must recover from their former
psychological conditioning, which can and must be gradually reconditioned through the kind of
self-governance that requires face-to-face accountability among their peers to exercise critical
thinking* during community decision making processes that generate plans of action to bring about
their greater good. Wisdom is generated from within the brave community that loves life.
*Critical thinking: "Disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and informed
by evidence."
A child most hungry for love is riddled with guilt, is hostile or depressed, and often takes recourse to
outbursts of aggression. Such a child, fearing trickery and betrayal, hits out first. He lashes out at the
very person making the offering of love. Impelled by a fear of humiliation and pain, a deprived child is
apt to feel, “the hostility of others brings out the best in me.” This is, “a bond of unfriendliness,” with a
vengeance. [Ackerman] (70)
Dr. Ackerman:
A child, Immature and impulsive, must often be protected from injuring himself and those about him.
In the case of an emotionally starved child who hits out first, it is useful to apply passive physical
restraint. The explosion of uncontrolled aggression must be curbed before such a child becomes ready
to accept an offering of love. Passive physical restraint applied when necessary, by a responsible adult,
need not be bitter or vindictive, but it must be firm; the child needs to be reminded that he does not
possess omnipotent power. The issue is not so much the act of restraint but the how and why of it.
Where a child interprets restraint as punishment, this need not be the adult’s intention. The child may
simply misunderstand. Across time, the child comes to appreciate that the true motive of the adult is
protection, not punishment.
One cannot help but wonder as to the relevance of this lesson for the control of violence in our own
time. Somehow violence, instead of being recognized simply for what it is - a destructive and
dangerous response to fright, frustration and despair - comes to be viewed as an ideology, a social
cause in its own right.
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I once treated a difficult child who assaulted me with a wood plank pitted with sharp nails. I
restrained the child physically. He screamed as if I were killing him. He then began to bite my hand.
When I stopped this, he proceeded to spit. I then offered him the palm of my hand; whereupon
unexpectedly, he turned my hand about and kissed the back of it. He seemed suddenly to discover that I
was not really killing him but only protecting him and myself. With this discovery his violence abruptly
turned to a gesture of love. (71)
Dr. Ackerman:
Putting aside the question of rare and special gifts, the fact is that human understanding, creativity,
and learning are universal powers. To begin with, each of us has these powers. Inherent in each and
every child, there is an infinity of creation. To be sure, among children at birth the diversities are
legion, but the dormant capacities are there. The possibilities of development are almost boundless.
The realization of these potentials’ hinges both on the inner child, and on the relations of the child with
his environment. The actualization of these capacities is of the greatest urgency.
But here lies the rub. The potentials of understanding, creativity, and learning, if they are to be
actualized, must not only be discovered, but nourished and practiced. If we do not call these capacities
into use, if we do not cultivate them, they simply do not emerge. Without care and stimulation to new
growth, they wither away; they atrophy from disuse. Do we in our homes, schools, and communities
prize these basic resources? Do we evoke them? Do we feed them? Do we provide for them a rich
culture in which to grow? The answer is clearly no. We are guilty of neglect. The latent abilities of
children are barely stirred to life. [Ackerman] (72)
Dr. Ackerman, too, expresses the need for a different type of society:
Learning disorders and underachievement are a consequence of a sick family, a sick school system, a
sick community. So, too, are the evils of mental illness, crime, and war. In the long view, if we are to
neutralize this enormous human waste, we must transform the environment of man. We must evolve a
sound, healthy community within which man may grow to his full height. Only now do we begin to
envisage what a truly healthy community might be. (73)
*
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Erich Fromm is internationally known as a psychologist and a writer. His text, THE ART OF LOVING,
achieved world-wide fame and has been translated in to eighteen languages. His major works deal
with psychological as well as philosophical and current issues faced by man…
…. Having been granted his doctorate in philosophy at Heidelberg in 1922, he undertook psychiatric
training at the Berlin Institute of Psychoanalysis from which he graduated in 1931.
…. He wrote the forward to A. S. Neill’s SUMMERHILL: A RADICAL APPROACH TO CHILD REARING (74)
Our economic system is geared to produce men who fit its needs: men who cooperate smoothly, men
who want to consume more and more, men whose tastes are standardized, men who can be easily
influenced, men whose needs can be anticipated, and men whose needs can be manipulated.
By the very nature of this process, our system also creates men who are anxious, men who are
bored, men who feel inordinately lonely, men who have few convictions, men who have scant values,
and most deplorably, men who have no joy in living. For most individuals today experience little
aliveness within themselves. Such men often become destructive and violent because the unlived life
wants to revenge itself on life, by strangling and destroying life in all its manifestations. [Fromm] (76)
…Neill’s basic precept is no other than love of life.
Summerhill is an expression of biophilia. The practical application of Neill’s principles is conducive
to create a love of life in the young people whom he guides.
What is this love of life? Do we not all live life? Can there be a particular educational system which is
characterized by the love of life?
First of all, love of life - I called it biophilia in my text The Heart of Man - is not shared by all of us
even in its simple biological reference, as is demonstrated by the phenomenon of suicide. Granting that
suicide is the consequence of an exceptional, pathological condition, the fact that many persons
neither love life, nor respect life, is clear. Some individuals who do not respect life do not kill
themselves, but maim and kill others. Even the leaders of the most powerful nations on earth are
willing to contemplate global destruction (which, of course, might include the destruction of their own
country) as a measure which one day might “become necessary.”
When I speak of love of life, I am not primarily talking about “hanging on to life,” nor am I talking
about the biologically rooted wish for physical survival. I speak about a certain quality of living which
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we have in mind when we say about someone: “he really loves life,” or when we say: “She is very much
alive.”
The biophilous person is attracted by the very process of life, and growth of every manner. He prefers
to construct, rather than to retain. He is capable of wondering. He prefers to seek something new,
rather than to merely confirm the old. He loves the sheer adventure of living, for life always implies
uncertainty and risk. His approach is functional, rather than mechanical. He sees the whole rather
than its parts. He prefers structure to summation. He wants to mold and influence by stimulation, not
by force. He wants to examine things - not to cut them apart - to look for the why. He essentially enjoys
life, not mere excitement.
Biophilia has its own ethic, its own principal of good and evil.
Albert Schweitzer has formulated this principle in its most universal form as: “Reverence for life.” In
Biophilic ethics, good is all that is conductive to growth and unfolding, while evil is all that strangles
life, freezes life, and macerates life.
…. One can understand biophilia fully only by comparing its opposite: necrophilia. Necrophilia is the
attraction of and the affinity to death, destruction, decay, and sickness. Necrophilia is all that is not
alive, the purely mechanical. (77)
The necrophilous person is attracted by all that is against life: he craves for certainty, and hates
uncertainty; he hates life which by its own nature is never certain, never predictable, rarely
controllable. In order to control life, life must be fragmented, cut into pieces - that is killed! Death,
indeed, is the only certainty in life. The necrophilous person smells death everywhere. Just as Midas
transformed everything he touched into gold, (Freud has pointed to the symbolic identity: gold equals
feces equals dirt.) so the necrophilous person is fascinated by all that is not alive. He likes to talk about
sickness, death, burials, money, gadgets, and punishment. The necrophilous person is attracted by all
that does not grow, by everything that is static, by the purely mechanical. He would transform the
organic into the inorganic. He approaches life mechanically and bureaucratically, as if all living
persons were merely things. He prefers memory to understanding, having to being. He is attracted only
to that which he possesses; hence a threat to his possessions is a threat to his life. And precisely
because he is afraid of life which he can not control, he is attracted to all that is mechanical, to
gadgets, and to machines which he can control.
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It is hardly necessary to stress that contemporary technological civilization encourages this
attitude. Our system tends to make people part of the machine, or subparts of the parts - all unified by
the self-same program transmitted to everyone through the same education, the same radio, the same
television, the same magazine.
The question arises: Where are we headed? If we go on losing aliveness, will we not end up as
frightened, isolated, unproductive particles, unfit to live and eventually preferring mass suicide to
unbearable boredom?
I have talked in some detail about biophilia and necrophilia because I believe that the Summerhill
system is rooted in the biophilous principle, that is why Neill has attracted the [Fromm] (78) interest
and enthusiasm of so many people, and why Summerhill is one of the crucial experiments of our time.
For Summerhill presents the possibility of a life-oriented rather than death-oriented culture.
Neill’s fundamental goal is to bring up children who are alive, who are inwardly active individuals
rather than passive spectators and consumers. Education for him has one purpose: living. And living
has no purpose except - living! To be clever, skilled, brilliant, creative is all well and good. But these
goals should not be primary; they should not be ends in themselves. These goals should not be
permitted to control life.
What Neill wants to produce is a good man. A good man is an alive man, a man in tune with life, in
tune with other men, in tune with nature, in tune with the rhythm that pulses through all existence.
[For men to live in the dialogical context, and to work together on real, meaningful, life enhancing
endeavors requires a different type of society.]
This principle of Summerhill is difficult to understand. Technological society has deeply implanted
in us the idea that what matters most are purposes; that one lives in order to achieve; that position,
skill, prestige, money, and security are the great desiderata [things desired as essential].
The critics of Summerhill say, in effect, that living… …. for just the sake of living without having, any
achievement to show for it - that is plainly immoral. Such critics cannot comprehend the Summerhill
criterion: not what one is, but who one is.
[By their innermost natures, people want substantive reality.]
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Yet, even many of those who are puzzled by the apparent aimlessness of Summerhill are strongly
attracted by the concept, often without quite knowing why. I believe the answer lies in the fact that
they, themselves, feel their own lack of aliveness and (79) joy. They are dimly aware of their loneliness
and anxiety; and they sense the excitement and wonder of life that shines through Neill and all he
touches.
From the fundamental principle education for being alive …other principles follow…. First and
foremost, there is the principle of non-lying, or formulated positively, the utter truthfulness of Neill’s
relationship to the children. ….
What is the connection between truth and love of life? Untruth and illusions are necessary only to
the extent to which life is not fully lived, is strangled or distorted. As long as the unsatisfactory real
conditions of life remain such, they will require illusions in order to be tolerable. Man will lie to himself
and will lie to others. Contrariwise, the more man transforms his real existence into one conductive to
the enhancement of living, the more he can stand the truth. [Fromm] (80)
Man’s strength lies in his capacity to know what is real, in order to change that reality in accord
with his needs. The greater his knowledge, the greater his strength. As Paracelsus said, “He who knows
nothing loves nothing. He who can do nothing, understands nothing. He who understands nothing is
worthless. But he who understands also loves, notices, sees. The more knowledge is inherent in a thing,
the greater the love.” [Fromm] (81)
Fromm continues:
On the other hand, only if a person is very much alive can he stand the full truth; the more unalive
and ossified [people rigidly set in conventional patterns of behavior, beliefs, and attitudes] he is, the
less able is he to bear the truth. For such a man, truth becomes a veritable menace because truth
would force him to revisions which he is incapable of making. For the person who is alive, the truth is a
challenge to him to give up inadequate positions for the sake of those more valid; and a challenge to
actualize his possibilities…. (83)
Fromm:
Love of life has its own way of producing changes: by understanding, by example, and most of all, by
changing one’s self, rather than by changing everything else except one’s self.
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The tendency to use violence and force can be rationalized in many ways and usually is - especially
by government who, by definition, enjoy a monopoly on the use of force. One can argue endlessly
whether one should use force to save one’s life, or freedom, or property, or honor. Such arguments
usually get stuck at some fine abstract level; and at that point, no solution can really be found. But the
difficulty largely disappears if one ceases to think in terms of casuistic abstract principles, and instead
approaches the matter with a total orientation toward life. The life loving person may sometimes use
force; he may, or he may not, (84) be able to justify his specific act in terms of general principles. But
whether one agrees with or disagrees that particular action, one knows and recognizes that that
individual is, by and large, motivated by a deep love and concern for life.
On the other hand, the necrophilous person may, under certain circumstances, refrain from using
force, and yet we know that he is, by and large, motivated by indifference to life or a hatred of life. He
might, for instance, passively watch persons being starved to death, because he adheres to a ridged
and abstract principle of non-violence. In the question of the use of force, what matters is not so much
a single action as the attitude behind the action. If one does not comprehend this, one can easily get
into all sorts of silly arguments about the use of force in Neill’s system.
If Neill favors not permitting a youngster to interfere with the legitimate interests or activities of
other’s, he will not refrain from using force to remove an intruder bodily from the room. But then, is
not any kind of punishment, or even the threat of punishment, a use of force? All such arguments are
sophistry [a method of argumentation that seems clever but is flawed or dishonest] and merely serve
to becloud the issue. One need not deal with such specious [apparently true but actually false]
arguments if one understands that the Core of the matter lies in one’s basic attitude - not a single
isolated act. Neill’s life centered posture is clear for all to see; in it is embedded the root of his principle
of no pressure.
The avoidance of force is basic to the principle of freedom for the child. Neill has been criticized for
his alleged ultra-permissiveness…. Those who have criticized Neill in this way have plainly
misunderstood him in spite of the fact that he expressed his ideas quite clearly in Summerhill. (85)
…. In general terms, Neill defines license as interfering with another’s freedom. Thus, license becomes
antithetical to freedom. Freedom on the other hand, implies self-control. By self-control, Neill does not
refer to the Victorian ideal of repression and virtue but to “the ability to think of other people, to
respect the rights of other people.” [Neill] (86)
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For Neill, this emphasis on respect and consideration are essential elements of freedom and not
only its limits…. [Fromm] (87)
Fromm continues:
…the extent to which a person is alive is the extent to which he responds. To the extent he is unalive, he
can not respond. ….
From the foregoing a general formulation follows: freedom implies responsibility; responsibility
implies the capacity to respond; the capacity to respond implies aliveness.
On the other hand, the necrophilous person - the person with a greatly reduced love of life - can not
react responsibly because he can not respond! The only principle by which he decides is that of duty;
that is, obedience to “law and order.” In acting according to this principle, he also satisfies his own
passion for control and the exercise of power over others. To put it differently: by doing one’s duty, one
may negate one’s responsibility.
Today in a civilization in which everything has become a commodity, and everybody has become a
total consumer, there are two opposite forces which identify freedom with license. There are the
adjusted people who merely consume and are scant alive, and who believe that only if we were ruled
by law and order, we could avoid anarchy and licentiousness. And then there are many of the young
who believe that freedom means absence of tradition, absence of structure, absence of plan: what is
desirable is unstructured, spontaneous action. They often believe that “the old ideas” and values are of
little or no use today, that to know tradition, not to speak of accepting some of it, is in itself an obstacle
to freedom. ([This is also expressed] “in a veiled, highly sophisticated form, in the writings of H.
Marcuse.”) Their error lies in their confusing structure with order. I believe that the word structure
applies to living processes, and that the word order applies to mechanical changes.
All life - and all inorganic matter too - implies structure, that is, (88) system. Where structure is
destroyed, pathology and death set in. Hence where there is a process of life there must necessarily be
structure.
But such structure is radically different from mechanical order. It is through order that life is cut
down to fit the demands of those who are afraid of life and are attracted to death.
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Today, the crucial danger in an automatized, gadget -ridden, consumer culture is that we are
becoming less and less alive, and more and more alienated from each other and from our very selves.
Neill’s principles, I grant, are most difficult to translate into practice by any person who does not
possess his great aliveness and his dramatic imagination. Yet his work confronts each of us with the
crucial fact that his is an education for biophilia. In his system, the goals are radically different than
they are in a system of education which tends to transform man into an instrument of achievement,
duty, order, and service to the state.
Neill has the courage that results if one takes “living” seriously and stops gilding his alleged aims.
Any critique of Neill’s work must fall within this purview [range]. Otherwise, such criticism is a mere
hitting out against an educational system whose essence one does not comprehend. (89)
The usury-based, slave-based economy of mass centralist society imposes parameters on spiritual
experience. It never raises the people to community. The volition of the universal principle of love
cannot be realized in the absence of community. Decentralized economic social organization
provides community support for everyone’s respective self-realization by holding to its productionbased economy. Thereby, spiritual growth in alignment with Nature is grafted into its culture as an
implicit component.
According to Erich Fromm one of the attributes of maturity is one’s generalized concern for the
wellbeing of others. I agree; however, not without sophistication.
Humanity’s objective is to join the means and the ends for creating independence from repression.
A peace-based society begins with inter-personal intimacy in small, closed circles that come
together for the common purpose of mutual independence, without prescription. Then, as the
nuclei, the intimate circles, come together for coordination; the kind of organization described in,
The Ideology of Decentralized Civilization, The Ideology of Egalitarian Community, Handbook for
Independence…, is deployed. The extent of spiritual experience among people is proportional to the
intentionality of their organization.
The fastest way to rekindle the spiritual evolution of man is for them to come together for making
their daily bread ethically and in conviviality.
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One of the effects of dialogical, consensus-based decision-making processes is critical thinking*
among peers for deciding their objectives and for devising the most expedient means to meet them.
* Critical thinking: "Disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and informed by
evidence. ….. Critical thinking is about clarifying goals, examining assumptions and hidden agendas,
evaluating evidence, taking appropriate action, and reflecting on outcomes [FA].

I think that the greatest diversity of values is consequent of a humane society wherein potentially
conflictual people can coexist. Only in a decentralized community can an individuated person’s
values be tested, to be received or rejected.
Sri Aurobindo* glances on the revolution of anarchism, but he is ambivalent about its realization.
On that point we differ. We differ very much, because I think a convivial civilization is our last hope
for human evolution. I think that historically, for the first time, our species possesses the needed
technology to establish its independence, and barely enough time to cultivate a favorable
reciprocation from objective reality. I agree with Sri Aurobindo that copious societal and
environmental dislocations are in progress. But, too, I am witness to the birth of cooperative
associations, passionate about building their respective emancipations.
Humanity’s highest possible happiness and perfection is a structurally embedded proposition. Our
species cannot survive in the “Elysium Fields.” Our challenge is to create the culture that best meets
our fundamental, existential needs, and bestows fluid, cultural creations, equally. Humanity is well
equipped to make that happen. Every new generation of young adults from MCS can adapt to that
new and better mutualistic, civilizational model, even while some of its older adults may not.
The transition into mutualism is generational. The first generation, its founders, will adapt
themselves to its structures easily, because doing so will enable them to build their sovereign,
family homes; a deeply felt, concrete meaning. Their second generation would be culturally
motivated to uphold their expanding civilization. With its benefits and challenges, decentralized
civilization would be the whole world for its third generation.
The prospect of decentralized civilization represents the unlimited resource of unrestrained human
volition and its unbridled innovations. * THE HUMAN CYCLE THE IDEAL OF HUMAN UNITY WAR AND SELFDETERMINATION, By, Sri Aurobindo, copyright 1997
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Philosophy of Education Section Two
DESO is where everyone’s productive lives are based in relation to each other. We are irrevocably
entwined in nature. Human evolution, perhaps a facet of evolution’s “self-reflection,” is realized
through humanity’s humane, cultural creations. Everything in evolution serves to function in
ecosystems. Humanity is not exempt. But to meet that standard, humanity must re-learn how to live
with each other; then we would be liberated to live harmoniously with Nature, our source of life.
Herbert Read
The Redemption of the Robot
My Encounter with Education through Art, Copyright 1966
I think that the interests of each child broaden over time to ever enlarge her self-perceived
capabilities. Creative activity involves the child’s imaginative mind in the practice of concentration,
contemplation, and discipline. In this manner, internally motivated discipline is developed without
overt imposition from adults.
Children are guided by their emotive predilections. They learn to work together through their
mutual appreciation for aesthetics, and for all the arts, forming reciprocal relationships. According
to Herbert Read aesthetics serve as an objective reference point for interpersonal relations, not
encompassed by the word morality. As the children mature, aspects of their choices, values, which
are not synchronized with the needs of life, are omitted. Choosing to meet their real needs is
beautiful. They choose reality. To venerate all of life is our sane, pragmatic reality.
Sports are practiced. The areas of performing arts; choir, dance, drama, bands, orchestration, film
making, et cetera, are encouraged and promoted, as are poetry and writing. Pictorial art and
sculpture are encouraged and promoted, as are all crafts, sewing clothes, woodworking, stone
masonry, carpentry, gardening, and so on. Science and technology, with a meaningful regard for
conservation, can achieve superb expression. Everything having to do with harmonizing human
experience to the schemes of life, “her” precepts, fosters a way of life, and a world view that needs
not “morality.”
Children must become skilled in the use of tools and materials with which to be creative, to make
things both artistic and utilitarian. Art is not a subject apart from math or history and such. Rather,
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art is the vehicle through which knowledge is learned and expressed. Children can develop the
aesthetic worldview joined with praxis.

*
Herbert Read concurs that decentralized civilization is the natural environment of biophilic
education.
Herbert Read’s ideas are indispensable. Much of DESO’s structure can be attributed to his ideas.
Herbert Read:
“The centralization of industry was the consequence of the localization of power - on the riverbank,
near the colliery [coal mine], near the railway. Electrification and the internal-combustion engine
have almost completely destroyed the raison d’être of such centralization.” (1)
“…if you change the system into one which requires the village, villages will soon spring up, even in
Michigan. Frank Lloyd Wright’s “broad-acre city” is the alternative ideal - a city so decentralized
that it’s virtually a chain of villages.
[Read:] I am convinced that decentralization is the physical prerequisite of any solution of what
we call the problem of leisure. It is not the human soul in its freedom that craves entertainment and
the dissipation of boredom: it is that soul crowded into cities, cut off from the soil and the seasons,
deprived of natural alternations of satisfying activities. The city is literally a complex, and from that
complex arises a vast (2) social neurosis of which this “problem of leisure” is but one of the
symptoms.
[Read:] It will need more than a physical reorientation of industry to cure that neurosis. There must
also take place a psychical reorientation, a reintegration of the personality, a healing of the social
consciousness. Something may be achieved in this direction by a distribution of ownership, or
responsibility. We need the decentralization not only of industry itself, but also of the powers and
responsibilities of industry.” (3) (7)
Read:
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“What kind of education will promote social union? Education should always embrace the one and
the many, the person and the group; and any phase of education which tends to emphasize the
person against the group, or the group against the person, is [divisive]. Among these disruptive
agencies I would place, not only the examination system and the systematic categories which are
based on it, but, in a still more general sense, the whole ideal of modern education.” (8)
Herbert Read thinks that the focus of modern education is narrowly “intellectual” and that its
methodologies are mostly geared to an “objective” scientific spirit within which “…all questions of
“value” are rigidly excluded.” (9)
“Social union, social discipline, social morale…that sense of belonging to one another, of living in
perfect brotherhood - that is or should be the aim of education.” (Read) (10)
Read continues:
“We should pass our lives,” said Plato, “in the playing of games”; and by games he meant… not only
activities like baseball…but ritual, song and dance, all the activities we call art.
We shall re-define virtue and morality as we go along. Concepts like valor, purity, justice and
wisdom… may need re-definition in our world. But once we are in possession of them, once we are
united in the exercise of such virtues, then I think it will be found (11) that we have recovered that
lost quality in living which I called zest. We shall so reform our industrial structure, the conditions
of labor and production, that our daily work will once more be zestful, and the division which exists
between work and play will largely disappear. And with its disappearance we shall have solved the
problem of leisure. For there is no leisure problem in a healthy society: it is merely the time we
reserve for rest, or meditation, or recreation, in a life which is otherwise fully occupied with
creative activities, by which I mean simply making things, doing things. When what we do is “the
exercise of human skill and imagination in every department of human work [Erich Gill, Last Essays,
London, 1942, pg. 56]” (12) then the distinctions between work and play, between art and industry,
between vocation and recreation, between games and poetry - all these false distinctions disappear.
Man becomes a whole man, and his way of life a continual celebration of his strength and
imagination.” (Read) (13)
Real human needs for growth can only be met by a civilization that is purposed to meet them,
and by extension to work with nature, rather than against her. Human needs (sustenance, security,
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respect, love, self-realization, meaning, and spiritual growth) can only be satisfied within the
context of a sane society. The type of educational experience Read describes, education through art,
generates the type of individuated whole adults that are needed to maintain the structures of
genuine community. Our current society, mass centralist society, can never realize those aims. By
contrast, decentralized economic social organization, DESO, provides the correct conditions for the
actualization of Read’s vision wherein, “…the distinctions between work and play, between art and
industry, between vocation and recreation, between games and poetry - all these false distinctions
disappear. Man becomes a whole man, and his way of life a continual celebration of his strength and
imagination.”
!

Note: For full self-development, children need the help of caring adults in order to experience
classic fairy tales, over the course of years, the values tales preserved from the distant past, as
described in the book The Uses of Enchantment, the Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales by child
psychologist, Bruno Bettelheim. Many people are not “Freudians” like Bettelheim. Nonetheless,
Bettelheim “…give[s]… us a brilliant …revelation of the enormous and irreplaceable value of fairy
tales – how they educate, support, and liberate the emotions of children.” (Vintage Books, 1977,
ISBN 0-394-72265-5, back cover)
See: http://gallimaufry.typepad.com/blog/2011/08/index.html
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Philosophy of Education Section Three
EDUCATION THROUGH ART by HERBERT READ
I consider that the germ of goodness or of love is in the individual (of every species which has evolved a
nurtured infancy) from the very beginning, and that our traditional method of upbringing frustrates
this spontaneous benevolence and substitutes a “guilt-anxiety” morality for natural goodness.
If in this passage we substitute ‘discipline’, for ‘traditional method of upbringing’, the problem gains its
definiteness, for the traditional method is disciplinary - a system of maintaining order among school
boys, soldiers, prisoners, etc. - and does not allow for the spontaneous emergence of co-operation and
self-government within the group. (1)
The disciplinary method, as noted above, is accepted as normal while at once being remarkably
destructive to human development.
Read quotes observations made by child psychologist Dr. Isaacs, ‘The stern parent who rules only by
fear and prohibition, and does not offer the children the positive means of making good, cannot give
them this happiness or further their social development, even though she checks their open hostilities.
Unless she provides the materials for their making and creating, and encourages active social skill in
them, thus showing her faith in their wish to make good, she will not be able to create an expanding
social world in and for her children.
[The prevailing, repressive society is premised on its economy of scarcity. Significant sectors of
world populations simply cannot afford to have a family. Most parents never prosper enough to
provide their children with “materials for their making and creating” and are ignorant of the idea.]
…She is a true educator only when and in so far as she becomes the parent who offers the means and
the encouragement to make good; that is to say when [she] …works unobtrusively towards active and
constructive ends in the group of children’ But everything, as Dr. Isaacs would agree, depends, I would
say, on substituting for the conception of discipline, not only the relationship of mutual love, but also
techniques of creative industry. (2)
Burgeoning DESO communities need new members graced with having had constructive, loving
childhoods in order that those members guide the education of our young; working with each other
to create their pragmatic courses of participatory learning. Not everyone has the loving disposition
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required for that responsibility. The primary characteristics of child mentors must include a
palpable, creative love for life and wholesome, spontaneous responsiveness in relation to others.
Those attributes are more important than credentials.

Read continues:
Our object should be to devise a method of education or upbringing which from the beginning secures
the organic confluences [the flowing together of two or more streams] of the mind within and the world
without. And to do this we must abolish the very concepts of ‘good’ and ‘bad’, ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, and
the whole disciplinary system of praise and blame, reward and punishment. But that does not imply
that we should not put anything else in their place. (3)
The absoluteness of the system is merely a pretense, working for our concrete benefit in our immediate
social situation. …. The more grandiose the formulation of a code of morality and the more collective
in its acceptance, the more unconscious its workings become. But its falsity is evident …in the daily
conflicts of the nursery and school. Dr. Burrow exposes its shams…
‘What the adult arbiter of the child really has up his sleeve is the child’s conformity to him and his
convenience. Accordingly, the parent or guardian lays down the proposition that … only a bad little
girl would play in the mud with her nice clean rompers on. The point is that such statements are
incomparably adapted to the ends of adult commodity. [The perceived inconvenience is hidden from
the child and, rather, she is told that she is being ‘bad’. The child thus tricked into complicity
believes the bogus code, which stifles her spontaneity and, too, create needless, unconscious
inhibitions, which may adversely impact her throughout her life.] This illusion that is in the air he
learns to assimilate from others through imitative affinity, and from now forward the ruse [something
done to deceive others] becomes self-operative. What began as a social coup is continued as an

individual policy, not alone to the signals of make-believe about him, but to the signals of make-believe
within him. …unconsciously (4) succumbing to the contagion of the autocratic system of “right and
wrong” about him, this hobgoblin of arbitrary make-believe becomes equally systematized within his
own consciousness. …. fear-blame reaction…. hope-praise reaction…
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…. A proper consideration of this problem would involve a review of the principles of ethics of the most
fundamental kind….The points I regard as established, not here but in the works referred to in the
course of this chapter, are these.
1. The concepts of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are arbitrary, and not established by any
process of logical reasoning.
2. The concepts of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ (‘right’ and ‘wrong’) are induced into the
mind of the child during the course of its upbringing, either unconsciously…or
consciously by a system of rewards and punishments.
3. The result is a state of psychic ambivalence peculiarly liable to tensions and disruptions in the
individual, and a state of unconsciousness in society equally fraught with the possibilities of
breakdown (revolts and wars) (5)
Arbitrary labels of good and bad are not part of decentralized economic social organization,
decentralized civilization. However, within the context of its humanism, sanity is distinguished
from mental pathology, and rational is distinguished from irrational. Experience that is sane, life
enhancing, is regarded as being good, and true, and beautiful. Goodness enlarges and enriches our
adaptability to each other, and to nature. Mental pathology destroys the natural growth processes
of people’s lives.
The aesthetic orientation of the culture of decentralized civilization generates its unique
assessments of what is acceptable. Humanism is inherent within the dialogical consensus-based
decision-making processes of genuine community wherein each member’s values can be tested.
DESO is a highly organized, structurally embedded phenomenon specifically designed to meet the
real needs of its members on all planes of human experience, unlimited human innovation. That is
the type of reality that we must create.
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EDUCATION THROUGH ART by HERBERT READ
The general conclusion reached by [Piaget] may best be given in his own words:
“…The morality prescribed for the individual by society is not homogeneous because society is not just
one thing. Society is the sum of social relations, and among these relations we can distinguish two
extreme types: relations of constraint, whose characteristic is to impose upon the individual from
outside a system of rules with obligatory content, and relations of co-operation whose characteristic is
to create within people’s minds the consciousness of ideal norms at the back of all rules. Arising from
the ties of authority and unilateral respect, the relations of constraint therefore characterize most of
the features of society as it exists, and particularly the relations of the child to its adult surroundings.
Defined by equality and mutual respect, the relations of co-operation, on the contrary, constitute an
equilibrial limit rather than a static system. Constraint, the source of duty and heteronomy, cannot,
therefore, be reduced to the good and to autonomous rationality which are the fruits of reciprocity…’
(The Moral Judgment of the Child, Trans. By Marjorie Gabain [London, 1932], p. 402) (6)
This may seem to reduce to something innocent enough, but in the pedagogical sphere it involves these
clear consequences:
The social life developed by children among themselves gives rise to a discipline infinitely nearer to
that inner accord which is the mark of adult morality than does any imposed system of morality.
There exists a clear distinction between a morality of obedience and a morality of attachment or
reciprocity, and the latter is the morality of harmonious societies.

The adult’s relation to the child must always be that of a collaborator, never that of a master.

3. Co-operation is essential to intellectual no less than to moral development.
For the laying down of Ready- made rules we must substitute the
elaboration of rules through experimentation and reflection, carried out in
common, and the school thus becomes a place where such co-operative
activities are possible. ‘Autonomy is a power that can only be conquered
from within and that can find scope only inside a scheme of co-operation.’
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4. Absolute condemnation of the examination system, ‘which helps more than all
the family situations put together to reinforce the child’s spontaneous
egocentrism’.

5. Gradual elimination of every trace of expiation [in the sense of suffering for
wrongdoing] from the idea of punishment, reducing the latter to simple acts of
reparation, or simple measures of reciprocity.

6. Reaffirmation of Plato’s observation that in the moral as in the intellectual
domain we really possess only what we have conquered ourselves.” (7)

We cannot expect a morality of reciprocity to evolve within the context of our current mass
centralist society. Herbert Read explains the ideas of Dr. Burrow regarding the distinction between
the morality of constraint and the morality of reciprocity. He says that Dr. Burrow, “…would not be
so ready to admit that a morality of reciprocity is possible under existing social conditions.” (8)
Sadly, too many children and their adult lives are doomed to emotional and spiritual
impoverishment.
Read continues:
From his earliest days the child is introduced to an artificial set of rules, of distinctions between good
and bad, right and wrong, etc., and is made to realize affectively (he is not yet capable of rational
realization) that his personal advantage depends on the observance of these rules. Life for the child
then becomes, not something lived organically, as animals live their lives, but a flat and two
dimensional scheme, a black-white chessboard across which the child must make certain strict and
arbitrary imposed moves. The child’s entire universe of feeling is thus limited to a game in which his
personal gain or loss is determined by his ability to obey the rules or pay the forfeit. We thus substitute
at the very outset of life ‘a primary condition of unreality for the inherent reality of life’. (…quote from
Dr. Burrow, The Social Basis of Consciousness)
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It is essential that these concepts be included here in their entirety. It is important that we
understand these sources and their content in to grasp the depth of the psychological malaise
prevalent in this society and how badly we are affected by it.
We cannot lose sight of our objectives for creating a sane, equitable society; the decentralization of
political power is contingent on the democratization of the economy. Private property and
productive private property are necessary components of freedom in community, so long as they
are not used for imposing alienation and exploitation, or the impoverishment of productive lives.
Productive public property and public service is a component of freedom, so long as it owned and is
self-managed equally by the people.
Read Continues:
This contradiction of the organic fullness of life to a system of alternative modes of action determined
by one’s own pleasure and one’s own pain is the source of our neurotic ills. For this personal bias, this
reduction of life to a self-reflection which is projected into the social environment entails a division of
the personality, which is nothing short of compulsion neurosis, the scope of which involves our entire
social consciousness. What is good for me is what is socially approved; what is bad for me is what is
socially disapproved. If the social consciousness about me is willing to connive with my individual
consciousness and applaud my egotistic self-strivings, then all is well: if not, my state is indeed an
unhappy one.
The natural state is an organic social consciousness, in which all sense of mental oppositeness is
dispelled. What we have now is self-consciousness, ‘the fallacy of a self as over against other selves.’ It
is this state of split-consciousness which is at the root of all our troubles. ‘Suddenly aware of himself,
and of other selves over against him, man is prey to the division inside himself. Helplessly he must
strive for more consciousness, which means, also, a more intensified aloneness, or individuality; and at
the same time he has a horror of his own aloneness, and a blind, dim yearning for the old togetherness
of the far past’ [D. H. Lawrence, Phoenix, p. 379] (9)
That “blind, dim yearning for the old togetherness of the far past” is subjective. However, I think
that human beings have an inner yearning for their natural environment that I would say is
community. Some people reflect upon memories of early childhood, those fortunate enough to have
experienced the conditions for the care of a loving family.
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As described here, community provides people with enriched self-identity, security in the widest
sense, belongingness, and the real context for personal and group effectiveness. It enables people to
work with each other for each other in an appropriately industrialized production-based economy
in order to meet their psychic-corporal existential needs, which are sustenance, the condition of
being provided with the necessities of life, security, respect, love, self-realization, meaning in life,
and spiritual experience. DESO enables everyone to meet those needs in unanimity from the
vantage of that subsequent civilization.
…our business as educators is not with the cure but with the prevention of the social neurosis, and
prevention consists in not allowing the feelings of separativeness to develop in the individual. This can
only be done by making our education from the very beginning group-education, and at this point the
analysis and recommendations of Burrow and Piaget come together and reinforce one another. The
only aim of education is the creation of a sense of mutuality. ‘For it is only when we can get a man to
fall back into his true relation to other men, and to women, that we can give him an opportunity to be
himself. So long as men are inwardly dominated by their own isolation, their own absoluteness, which
after all is but a picture or an idea, nothing is possible but insanity more or less pronounced. Men must
get back into touch. And to do so they must forfeit the vanity…of their own absoluteness: also they
must utterly break the present picture of normal humanity: shatter the mirror in which we are all
living grimacing: and fall again into true relatedness’ [D. H. Lawrence, op. cit., p.382] (10)
“For it is only when we can get a man to fall back into his true relation to other men, and to women,
that we can give him an opportunity to be himself.” Within mass centralist society people are
denied their birthright of community. Decentralized economic social organization is necessary to
bring people together with genuine meaningfulness. It offers the opportunity, with the types of
guidance described among these authors, to free our children from the oppression we all know too
well. It would open the way for a fresh generation of children to live in genuine freedom.
They should have a pattern which inspires the same unity of intention, the same concentration of
energy, the same pleasure in performance. They should involve ‘style’ and ‘form’, just as a game of
marbles or football does. …. It is only in so far as group activities take on the aesthetic patterns and
organic vitality of the groups spontaneously formed by children themselves (and by adults when they
are playing like children) that these activities will achieve a moral and intellectual superiority over
more authoritarian forms of education.
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.... True discipline is a spontaneously evolved pattern of behavior. Any other behavior that goes by this
name is merely arbitrary constraint, imposed by fear of punishment, unstable in its equilibrium, and
productive of individual and social tensions. The way to rational harmony, to physical poise, to social
integration, is the same way - the way of aesthetic education. This was the teaching of Plato …Plato
meant exactly what he said: that an aesthetic education is the only education that brings grace to the
body and nobility to the mind, and that we must make art the basis of education because it can
operate in childhood, during the sleep of reason; and when reason does come, art will have prepared a
path for her, and she will be greeted as a friend whose essential lineaments [characteristic features]
have long been familiar. [Republic, III, 401. Laws, II, 653-6, VII, 797-816. Protagoras, 326] Moreover,
Plato did not see or offer any alternative to art as an instrument of early education - it is the only
instrument that can penetrate into the recesses of the soul. (11)
…. until man, in his physical and sensuous modes of being, has been accustomed to the laws of beauty,
he is not capable of perceiving what is good and true - he is not capable of spiritual liberty…[Schiller,
Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man]” (12)
The education children receive in a genuine community is grounded on the convivial willingness of
all adult members to be mutually supportive in regard to all facets of human growth. All adult
community members must be impassioned with the desire to provide their children with the means
to grow to their fullest extents as sane, healthful, fully developed human beings. Everybody must
strive to grow in sanity, wellness, and in spiritual wellbeing. This can be accomplished to the degree
that people work together to establish for themselves the fundamental structures of decentralized
economic social organization, which is the structural sum of all the parts humanism identifies as
essential for sanity. Human wellbeing is structurally imbedded.
Herbert Read draws on concepts from Martin Buber for insights regarding humanity’s innate
creativity and its instinct for communion:
There exists in all men a distinct impulse to make things, an instinct which cannot be explained by
theories of libido or will to power, but is distinctly experimental. (13)
…. Man as creator is a lonely figure. Even if his creations are appreciated by other men, he remains
isolated. ‘It is only when someone takes him by the hand, not as a “creator”, but as a fellow-creature
lost in this world, and greets him not as an artist but as comrade, friend or lover, that he experiences
an inner reciprocity. A system of education built up solely on the instinct to originate would bring
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about a new and the most painful isolation of men.’ A child learns much from the making of things
which he cannot learn in any other way, but there is something he cannot learn in this way, and it is
the essential thing in life. He can gain an objective sense of the world from his creative activity, but
what he can not acquire in this way is a subjective sense. That can only come from a mutual
relationship, established by what Buber calls the instinct for communion (Verbundenheit) - an instinct
which again owes nothing to the libido or will to power, which is not a desire to enjoy or dominate
another person, but which is at one and the same time a giving and receiving. ‘….and it is also
something other than a desire to do something on his own; in face of the lonely night, which spreads
beyond the window and threatens to break in, it is the desire to experience communion’ [Quotes from
Martin Buber, Rede ueber das Erzieherische, Berlin (Lambert Schneider) 1926. A translation by
Ronald Gregor Smith has been published since this chapter was written in a volume entitled
Between Man and Man, London (Routledge) 1946, pp. 83-103] (14)
That concept of an “instinct for communion” draws us back again to the human need for
community. The faculties of mind functioning in unison, such as disinterested concentration,
transformation, and telepathy are not developed in mass centralist society. Those faculties
activated during individuated contemplation or in community ritual, are fundamental to
communion with nature’s spiritual realms. Sharing the world view of the sacredness of life the
Indigenous cultures and their civilizations were, and continue to be, attentive to the wisdom of “right
living” taught by the non-human, non-verbal teachers in nature.
In order to correct this mentioned, institutionalized, mass child abuse, among other things, the
child needs the freedom of experimental activity, both individually and in collaboration with others,
and, too, “The students [must be] …critical co-investigators in dialogue with their mentors. [This]
method …strives for the emergence of consciousness and critical intervention in reality.” [Paulo
Freire] (15) (16)
This leads us back to the question of education for what? A sane society creates a sane education for
its children. An insane society creates an insane education for its children. All the thinkers cited in
this text are acutely aware of the characteristics of insane society, and each, in his manner, point to
the need for the creation of a sane society.
Read and Buber agree that without freedom true education cannot exist. But that freedom is not
the antithesis of constraint, but rather its part of communion or attachment. Freedom is to be united
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with fate, nature and men. In order to be able to do this one must naturally be first free and
independent, but independence is a path not a dwelling place. …communion in education – that
implies just unitedness, that is to say, the capacity to become open and to become enclosed. Freedom in
education is nothing else than the possibility to become united. (17)
The “possibility to become united” requires community. Freedom and mental health require
community.
For the ideal teacher, [his] relationship to his pupil must be absolutely disinterested. (18) [He] does
not choose his pupil. …. the glance of the teacher - embraces everything and absorbs everything…. the
particular existence of each of his pupils is the decisive factor to which his hierarchy of values is
subordinated. For in the very variety …of the children he will find evidence of the creative reality.
A teacher cannot possibly be everything for his pupils. To mentor and guide children in the
constructive ways recommended by these authors requires that education be an integral
community component.
Teaching demands a high degree of asceticism: joyful responsibility for a life entrusted to us, which we
must influence without any suggestion of domination or self-satisfaction. Each intercourse will have its
own laws and structure, its own reality, which is not inconsistent with comprehension and permeation.
But, like any relationship that expresses the spirit of service to life, this pedagogical intercourse must
be kept impersonal.
…. The matter-of-fact relationship of teacher to pupil must not be taken to exclude all emotive
communion. …. It is distinct from empathy… because it does not involve a total identification with the
other person’s feelings or situation. It means experiencing the give and take of a mutual relationship,
both from one’s own and the other person’s end at one and the same time. (19)
It

is

because

there

must

always

be

a

unilateral
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this

mutual

relationship…the…pedagogical relationship remains distinct from that which is found in friendship.
The teacher sees the situation from both ends, the pupil from one only. The moment the pupil attempts
to see things from the point of view of the teacher and to appreciate the bilateral nature of the
relationship, then the situation has become one of friendship. This is a later, post-educative stage in
personal relationships. (20) (21)
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DESO people have control over their productive lives. Everything relevant to the sane society
alluded to by these authors can be actualized via the needed structures outlined in this book.
Decentralization is here demonstrated to be pragmatic, doable, and necessary. Those among us who
are saner, and thirst to live in a sane society, must lead the way.
Read:
Education, in fact, is not separable from our social policy as a whole.
From this point of view it is not likely that our educational reforms will ever overtake the general line
of social and political development. This is not a cause for despair: it is a call to action in that wider
sphere. Unless we are primarily citizens, conscious of the common needs of the community, of the
rights and responsibilities which belong to us as citizens, we can never be good educators. …a worker
in any field… needs the stimulus of association, the sense of community, to call out his highest
potentialities. But this is above all true of the teacher, for fundamentally education is not directed to
increase the knowledge of the individual, but to the creation of well-being in the community. (22)
At this juncture, we must choose between healthful society and sick society. The effective impact of
the Indigenization of conventional pedagogy is challenged to transmute centralist systems of
control within their own context. The fundamental option open to people is for them to breathe life
into decentralization thereby fulfilling their lives.
Education must be an integral part of home and society.
The architecture of schools is of fundamental importance… (23)
Read leads us to the image of a well-furnished country house amid gardens and nature but
concedes that such idyllic settings are not available for all people. And that aesthetic schools can be
built in urban environments with intimate communion with aspects of Nature, copious flowering
plants and trees.
That said, educational facilities, regardless of location, must have enough space to serve the needs
of many people. The facility can serve the needs of children as well as those of adults. It can be a
meeting place for community people. It goes without saying that school buildings must be hygienic
with good ventilation and light. Read explains that the interior must contain works of art that are
displayed with respect; properly mounted and framed. The school is a workshop and a place of
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creative activity. Appreciation… is not acquired by passive contemplation: we only appreciate beauty
on the basis of our own creative aspirations, abortive though these be.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, environment must ensure freedom - freedom in the most
obvious sense: freedom of movement, freedom to roam. The senses are only educated by endless action.
…There are countless ways of rousing interest in measuring, perceiving, and estimating distance.
There is a very tall cherry tree; how shall we gather cherries? Will the ladder in the barn be big
enough? There is a wide stream; how shall we get to the other side? Would one of the wooden planks in
the yard reach from bank to bank?
…. The child’s senses can only be educated in action, and action requires space - not the restricted
space of a room or a gymnasium, but the space of nature. (24)
Regarding the cost of education, education is at the heart of DESO
…. The question of cost is irrelevant: there is land, there are building materials, there is skill and labor.
In a rational society, there is only the question of priority, and no services in such a society, save those
of nourishing and protecting life itself, should have priority over education.
…. The right environment, some influences from noble works, is the indispensable preliminary of an
education which draws our children ‘imperceptibly … into sympathy and harmony with the beauty of
reason, whose impress they take’. (25)
All the great revolutions in men’s lives are made in thought. When a change takes place in man’s
thought, action follows the direction of thoughts as a ship follows the direction of its rudder - Tolstoy
(trans. Maude). (26)
One must take care not to allow ideas to be misunderstood or only partially understood, which
causes misapplications of good ideas. A. S. Neill’s idea of freedom in relation to childhood was
misunderstood by many adults. Some misapplied the idea and did not guide their children at all. For
genuine decentralization to be realized, its organizational structure and its humanistic principles
must be carefully outlined and explained as far as possible to prevent misunderstandings from the
outset. The saving grace of the decentralized model is that the final decider referent to community
and confederation policy rests with the civil organization, the people themselves.
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Read:
I have been reminding the reader of ‘the importance of sensation in an age which practices brutalities
and recommends ideals’ (E. M. Foster on Virginia Woolf [Rede Lecture, Cambridge, 1942]) and I have
built up a theory which attempts to show that if in the upbringing of our children we preserved, by
methods which I have indicated, the vividness of their sensations, we might succeed in relating action
to feeling, and even reality to our ideals. Idealism would then no longer be an escape from reality; it
would be a simple response to reality. (27) ...independence.
Read:
War is not quite always with us, but poverty is, and many desperate evidences of man’s injustice and
cruelty. Even more difficult to discount is the universal evidence of insensibility. I believe that
insensibility is a disease - literally a sclerosis - of endocrine origin; [a kind of hardening of the brain’s
physiological functions.] but one has to admit that it is endemic, bred into the psyche of millions of our
fellows. But its incidence is arbitrary. Insensibility is not a class distinction, much less a national or
racial distinction. (28)
The disease of insensibility, and its variants, is dealt with in greater detail by Erich Fromm, among
other humanistic psychiatrists. Their consensus demonstrates that many psychological conditions
deemed ‘normal’ in mass centralist society are symptomatic of mental illnesses. The degree of
illness varies from one to the next, proportional to one’s conformity, alienation, negative personal
experiences, and so on. Invariably, mass society damages its members.
Since Fromm’s time, cybernetics, computer simulations have addicted both the lay consumer and
the adept, dramatically reducing the social capital in society. (Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, Why
We Expect More from Technology and Less from Each Other, 2011)
The effective among his fellow citizens are those who are organized into …associations for a functional
purpose, and in our particular case, this would mean …the educational system. (29)
The “educational system” Read refers to here is one that he envisions within the context of
centralist society in league with other “…associations for a functional purpose...” I think that, in and
of itself, to imagine that a centralist society can be transformed through people working within its
mechanisms is optimistic. The Ideology of Decentralized Civilization… provides people with the
means to accelerate the creation of a structured civilization that engenders aesthetic values; a
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society wherein the educational organization is an integral, organic component. When that society
takes form, education through art can in ten years be founded on conviction, and in twenty years it
will have become an unconscious tradition. It follows that a democratic method of education is the
only guarantee of a democratic revolution: indeed, to introduce a democratic method of education is
the only necessary revolution.
The difficulty is not to reconcile idealism and reality, theory and practice: the difficulty is to
reconcile discipline with freedom, order with democracy. (30) Discipline is implicit within aesthetics.
Consensus based decision making is the least corruptible form of democracy. I think the only way
this can be done is within the context of community. …Nature does not abhor its own laws: rather, in
its laws it exhibits freedom. To conform to such laws should be the aim of any rational society, for
human beings are part of nature and they do not resent the laws which nature imposes on them
individually - the laws which condemn them to breath …to eat …to sleep…. The only problem is to
extend these laws to the body-politic, so that it too lives with a natural rhythm and symbiotic balance.
(31)
The natural environment of community is the natural world, which is implicit within us. The
structure of genuine community creates “a natural rhythm and symbiotic balance” socially and with
nature. Within DESO’s communities the freedom of individuation can flourish among people,
because they would not serve masters, neither men nor institutions. People in genuine community
capitalize themselves freely and offer each other mutual support to actualize their respective
endeavors. And they share responsibility for the vibrant life of all their members and regard
humanity as family. (32) There is no argument here regarding Read’s wisdom, except that to be
actualized the specific community environment is required.
Read’s insights relating to spiritual reality warrant attention since the spiritual reality of Nature is
the genuine source of meaning for our species and is the component from which beauty and
harmony are born. On the spiritual plane, the teacher cannot teach Christianity, but only be a
Christian, and then teach the love of God. He can only do this by virtue of that insight which enables
him to distinguish those values - intellectual, moral or aesthetic - which ‘transcend’ the phenomenal
realm. I cannot conceive how the teacher, and in turn the pupil, can acquire such insight except by the
process of individual and social integration which has been described here. (33) It’s precisely that
wholesome “process of individual and social integration” which people yearn for but can’t find in
mass centralist society. Again, it is only found in community. And the process of integration, as we
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have seen, consists largely in avoiding those mental attitudes which are implicit in didacticism [to
instruct in the conventional way]. The pattern in morality, in art, in society, must be perceived afresh
by each nascent [just beginning to develop] sensibility: otherwise the pattern merely kills the life it
should contain. (34) Thus, human growth and learning require freedom with support, and we
return to the prospect of enabling people to bring that about among each other.
I have introduced a plurality of values into education which will defy codification and standardization.
In so doing I have only represented the essential variety of our human nature, and to do more, to insist
on a uniform ideal, to which all men should conform, would be to confuse the human with the divine. It
is asking men, not to love God, but to be God-like - which is, perhaps, the fallacy typical of modernism
in religion. At any rate, it is the error of treating different realms of being as if they were alike. (35)
Evenhanded mutualism enables the realization of each person’s, individuated passions. Perfection
…belongs only to the non-human, and to attempt to achieve it by educational methods is not merely
vain, but productive of the utmost mental and social confusion. (36)
Human diversity in forward movement, for the purpose of supporting each person’s growth and
wellbeing, is the motivation and the celebration of community life. Life is change, and for
individuated people to be harmonious requires spontaneity with deftness. This occurs in the
context of dialogical interrelations, members directly accountable to each other involved in the
concerted efforts, work and action, that defend and enrich their community experience.
From our standpoint in the phenomenal realm in which we live and have our being, we can only
perceive the values of the transcendental realm; and perception is the essential link between the two
realms. We can only become increasingly and ever more accurately aware of these values by training
and educating the faculty of perception to the end that it may have the quality of universal insight.
That is the end to which all our observations and exhortations [to urge or persuade] have been
constantly directed. (37)
All centralist societies are against people becoming “accurately aware of these values,” because
humane values are antithetical to the centralization of power, beyond the people’s control. Given
the appropriate context, then, In sympathy with the predominant traits of his disposition and
temperament, each individual will, as a result of his educated awareness, or insight, find a different
pattern in his experience. He will accordingly construct his individual view of the world… (38)
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…the only constant factors in history are the aesthetic factors.
States rise, flourish for a while, and fall. Religions, if they do not altogether disappear, are transformed
beyond the recognition of their founders and apostles. But art remains - permanent and indestructible,
accumulative but ever free - ever, on its immediate fringes, active and expansive. I believe that this
spontaneous expression is inherent in life: that collectively, as well as individually, we live out an
inherent but evolving pattern… (39)
Herbert Read’s logic demonstrates that art and the “quality of universal insight” which it imparts
are among our birthrights as human beings; a birthright denied us in mass centralist society. In
mass centralist society people suffocate spiritually and yearn for more life. The mass industrialized
consumer-oriented society endeavors to placate that yearning for more life with the deception that
subjective isolation, neurotic willfulness, compulsive acquisitiveness, and competitive egotism are
among the primary attributes of our species.
Centralist media/‘educational’ systems indoctrinate people to accept standardization at all levels;
credential requirements, and obligatory conformity to dehumanized, monopolized systems of
control. Social capital and critical thinking are discouraged, and uncritical nationalism is promoted.
In this mix, art and sex are commercialized rather than integral components of the culture.
Humanness and philanthropies do occur inside the context of mass centralist society, but they are
fragmented and ineffective against the momentum of mass society’s dehumanization. These
disconnections occur in the absence of community - without which - there can be no solidarity
against oppression. To stop the insane onslaughts of centralized powers will require wide
populations of confederated communities. Decentralized civilization will supplant mass centralist
society.
It follows that if any type should be regarded as the ideal type, it is the artist. But we have seen that
there is no such thing as an ‘artistic’ type: every type has its artistic (i.e. aesthetic) attitude, its
moments of spontaneous development, of originating activity, his play or work ( and in a natural
society, we have held, there should be no distinction between the psychology of work and play), he is
doing more than express himself: he is manifesting the form which our common life should take, in its
unfolding.(40)
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Herbert Read’s idea of a “natural society” is prerequisite for the accomplishment of Read’s humane
method of education through art with freedom. The building of such a civilization is precisely what
is required of us.
Philosophy of Education Section Four
Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, (trans. Myra Bergman Ramos, 1968) THE SEABURY
PRESS 1970:
Paulo Freire demonstrates the faults of conventional pedagogy; faults that must not be present in
the context of decentralized economic social organization, DESO.
A careful analysis of the teacher-student relationship at any level, inside or outside school, reveals its
fundamentally narrative character. This relationship involves a narrating Subject (the teacher) and
patient, listening objects (the students). The contents, whether values or empirical dimensions of
reality, tend in the process of being narrated to become lifeless and petrified. Education is suffering
from narration sickness.
The teacher talks about reality as if it were motionless, static, compartmentalized, and predictable.
Or else he expounds on a topic completely alien to the existential experience of the students. His task is
to “fill” the students with the contents of his narration - contents which are detached from reality,
disconnected from the totality that engendered them and could give them significance. Words are
emptied of their concreteness and become a hollow, alienated, and alienating verbosity.
The outstanding characteristic of this narrative education, then, is the sonority of the words, not
their transforming power. “Four times four is sixteen…” The student records, memorizes, and repeats
these (1) phrases without perceiving what four times four really means….
Narration (with the teacher as narrator) leads the students to memorize mechanically the narrated
content. Worse yet it turns them into “containers,” into “receptacles” to be “filled” by the teacher. The
more completely he fills the receptacles, the better a teacher he is. The more meekly the receptacles
permit themselves to be filled, the better students they are.
Education becomes an act of depositing, in which the students are depositories and the teacher is the
depositor. Instead of communicating, the teacher issues communiqués and makes deposits which the
students patiently receive, memorize, and repeat. This is the “banking” concept of education, in which
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the scope of action allowed to the students extends only as far as receiving, filling, and storing deposits.
They do, it is true, have the opportunity to become collectors or cataloguers of the things they store.
But in the last analysis, it is men themselves who are filed away through the lack of creativity,
transformation, and knowledge in this (at best) misguided system. For apart from inquiry, apart from
praxis [reflection and action, the practical side and application of something, informed action--when
a balance between theory and practice is achieved.], men cannot be truly human. Knowledge emerges
through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry men pursue in the world, with the world,
and with each other. [Freire’s recommendations regarding education merge easily with those of
Herbert Read, A. S. Neil, Erich Fromm, Paul Goodman, and the ideas of the other humanistic
thinkers noted in this section.]
In the banking concept of education, knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves
knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothing. Projecting an absolute ignorance
onto others, a characteristic of the ideology of oppression, negates education and knowledge as a
process of inquiry. The teacher presents himself to his students as their necessary opposite: by (2)
considering their ignorance absolute, he justifies his own existence. The students, alienated …accept
their ignorance as justifying the teacher’s existence…
The [theme] of libertarian education, on the other hand, lies in its drive towards reconciliation.
Education must begin with the solution of the teacher-student contradiction, by reconciling the poles
of the contradiction so that both are simultaneously teachers and students. (3)
Freire:
The capability of banking education to minimize or annul the students’ creative power and to
stimulate their credulity [gullibility] serves the interests of the oppressors, who care neither to have
the world revealed nor see it transformed. The oppressors use their “humanitarianism” to preserve a
profitable situation. Thus, they react almost instinctively against any experiment in education which
stimulates the critical faculties and is not content with a partial view of reality but always seeks out
the ties which link one point to another and one problem to another. (4)
That humane, effective education, which is rightfully ours, is contingent on the advent of
community in decentralized civilization. The information gathered here demonstrates, beyond any
doubt, that mass centralist society is unalterable within its own context. “The oppressors use their
“humanitarianism” to preserve a profitable situation.” Our oppressors speak of ideals and deliver
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brutality. Through dialogical based organization, people can create the reality best suited to meet
their real needs and exercise praxis, informed action, theory into practice. Freire explains the depth
of oppressive psychological tactics deployed against us and the mental impoverishment doing so
causes.
Freire:
…the interests of the oppressors lie in “changing the consciousness of the oppressed, not the situation
which oppresses them” [quote from Simon de Beavoir, La Pensee de Droite, Aujord’hui, Paris]; for the
more the oppressed can be led to adapt to that situation, the more easily they can be dominated. To
achieve this end, the oppressors use the banking concept of education in conjunction with a
paternalistic social action apparatus… “good, organized, and just” society. The oppressed are regarded
as the pathology of the healthy society, which therefore must adjust these “incompetent and lazy” folk
to its own patterns by changing their mentality. The solution is not to “integrate” them into the
structure of oppression, but [rather,] to transform that structure so that they can become “beings for
themselves” (5)
Freire:
The banking approach …will never propose to students that they critically consider reality. …. The
“humanism” of the banking approach masks the effort to turn men into automatons - the very
negation of their ontological [the nature of being] vocation to be more fully human.
Those who use the banking approach, knowingly or unknowingly …fail to perceive that the deposits
themselves contain contradictions about reality. But, sooner or later, these contradictions may lead
formerly passive students to turn against their domestication and the attempt to domesticate reality.
They may discover through existential experience that their present way of life is irreconcilable with
their vocation to become fully human. They may perceive through their relations with reality that
reality is really a process, undergoing constant transformation.
…. Such transformation, of course, would undermine the oppressors’ purposes; hence their utilization
of the banking concept of education to avoid the threat of student conscientizacao. [The word
conscientizacao means learning to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions and to
take action against them and all oppression.] …. If men are searchers and their ontological vocation is
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humanization, sooner or later they may (6) perceive the contradiction in which banking education
seeks to maintain them, and then engage themselves in the struggle for their liberation.
But the humanist, revolutionary educator cannot wait for this possibility to materialize. From the
outset, his efforts must coincide with those of the students to engage in critical thinking and the quest
for mutual humanization. His efforts must be imbued with a profound trust in men and their creative
power. To achieve this, he must be a partner of the students in his relations with them.” (7) The
partnership described here is aligned with education grounded on freedom. However, as you may
have noticed, we have internalized so much from the psychology of oppression that we make
unconscious agreements with it, and much of what we believe to be true stems from the fictions
that our oppressors imposed on us.
The more completely the majority adapt to the purposes which the dominant minority prescribe to
them (thereby depriving them of the right to their own purposes), the more easily the minority can
continue to prescribe. The theory and practice of banking education serve this end quite efficiently. (8)
In truth, men can only come to terms with each other, and with the world, through communication,
but communication requires genuine community in cultural rapport with Nature, Her personality,
on Her terms. Until that happens, reality falls from our grasp. It escapes our very perception. In our
discombobulated states of subjective isolation, mass centralist society imposes their fictions on us,
false needs, fear; fictions suited only for supporting the hegemony of the dominant minority, class
of wealth.
In the excerpt below, Earnest Becker, The Structure of Evil, (1975), demonstrates that in mass
centralist society human passions and emotive needs (that are not met through humane creativity)
are met with facile perversions. Our understanding is increased via Becker’s assessment of how the
humane objective-reality is displaced by inhumane synthetic-reality, rule by the cudgel. (For
example, duty displaces responsibility.)
Both Herbert Marcuse, Studies in Critical Philosophy, (1973), and Becker observe that today,
technology is advanced enough for building “Utopian communities.”
Becker:
“In Fourier’s day, as the failure of his Utopian communities attests, his urgings were premature. In
our day with automation impressing itself upon us, we are finally face-to-face with Fourier’s
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challenge: shall we make a rational society that will give full play to the basic needs of man’s nature:
to his need for conviction to his enjoyment of complex harmonies of physical and symbolic
experience, to his constant search for rich variety? Shall we do it under conditions of peace and
plenty, or in the old vicious patterns of war and hate? As Fourier knew, the passions function
anyway, even if the social context “perverts” them; they can be twisted and satisfied in many ways;
war gives mystery and secrecy aplenty; hate gives conviction in all its intensity; the alternation
between peace and war, between prosperity and depression, gives variety. Modern corporation
man uncritically draws his conviction from the tight-lipped deeply pensive “executive-type” – as C.
Wright Mills very acutely remarked (1959). He also draws it from a philosophy of competition,
which seems like a law of nature; from an opulent way of life amidst abject poverty, which gives
him a sense of superior achievement; and from the exclusion of other races, which gives him a sense
of deserved specialness.” (p. 134)
“Man is a flexible animal, and he can meet his need for conviction, esthetics, and variety in any
number of ways. The call to war and the creative competition to design a new peace monument
serve equally well to give the individual rich and challenging experience.
The question that our civilization is now asked to face is whether we are ready to make man the
master of his social games, rather than their unwitting servant. In a post-alienated society, it would
be man himself who would create his own rich and playful and variegated meanings. These
meanings would not be left to the automatic functioning of his social institutions, in which man is
sacrificed to the blind forces of commercial-industrial economics…” (p.134)
“Thus, in sum, Fourier very early spelled out a social psychology that would reveal to man the social
sources of his alienation. It was hardly complete – in fact it was mostly suggestive … it was
nevertheless ingenious in conveying the basic levels of human striving. Today we may be more
sophisticated, but from a practical point of view the problem remains what it was in Fourier’s day:
do we place human nature at the disposal of capricious social forces, or do we try to give man
control of these forces, for his own happiness and fullest development?” (p. 134) (The Structure of
Evil, (1975)
Becker among many thinkers focus on the objective of “post-alienated” society; and I deduce that
Becker thinks that such a society would not be overrun with perversion, a “peace-based”
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civilization. That intention supposes a different kind of civilization, one that can be brought into
reality. Adaptability is among man’s foremost attributes.
Putnam’s definitions, Bonding social capital is with friends and relations. Social capital is formal,
civic, and business relations, or informal, acquaintances, friends, and relations. Linking social capital
brings people together around shared interests, and it often provides opportunity, that important
“break” somebody needed. (Concepts from Robert D. Putnam, 2000) Human capital is knowledge
and experience, education, which is contingent on social support.
The approach to post-alienated society is structured organization. Community, society, civilization
is an organizational proposition. Production based economy expands by virtue of human capital,
modern science and technology.
The danger inherent in modern tyranny is that people become mired in technological fictions.
Human mirror neurons, human faculties for empathy, react involuntarily to the uncanny, synthetic
reality of social robots. Preference for inter-relational computer programs over the challenges and
satisfactions of human relations diminishes real human empathy, and ferments moral complacency.
To employ care giving social robots, rather than provide human familial or professional care, is
moral complacency. (Concept from Sherry Turkle, 2011)
To the degree that people become immersed in or addicted to cybernetic, simulated realities, to that
degree, their alienation from social capital is compounded.
I cannot discuss the levels of power of mass centralist society, much less its anonymous pinnacles.
Nonetheless, that exclusivist power is on the cusp of science and technology, which it hoards for its
own ends. And the science and technology controlled by that exclusivist power may be advanced
decades beyond what the people can imagine.
Decentralization is a modern civilization that uses the science and technology of the former
civilization, for meeting its contrasting objectives. Artificial intelligence requires wise management,
and only in self-realizational community can that management be shared responsibly among all
people.
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Decentralization is contingent on its people developing an objective consciousness through
concerted action for mutual self-fulfillment. Liberal, generous, well rounded Education is implicit in
its organization. The entire model functions to replicate itself automatically, ad infinitum.
There is no way to know what emerging reality will bring. Nonetheless, the mutualistic affirmation
of meaning and the drive for permanence is what the people of decentralized civilization would
have. They would have the means to effectively navigate emerging reality in unanimity. That is the
permanent, inherent power of decentralized civilization.
Freire:
…. Only through communication can human life hold meaning. The teacher’s thinking is authenticated
only by (9) the authenticity of the student’s thinking. The teacher cannot think for his students, nor
can he impose his thought on them. Authentic thinking, thinking that is concerned about reality, [takes
place] …only in communication. If it is true that thought has meaning only when generated by action
upon the world, the subordination of students to teachers becomes impossible.” (10) We, who were
subjugated by the banking methods of teaching, must shake our minds free of its destructive
conditionings and allow our children a wholesome, participatory, humane form of education. We
must leave behind and grow beyond the sickness of MCS.
Freire:
Because banking education begins with a false understanding of men as objects, it cannot promote the
development of what Fromm calls “biophilia,” but instead produces its opposite: “necrophilia.”
…. Oppression – overwhelming control – is necrophilic; it is nourished by love of death, not life. The
banking concept of education, which serves the interests of oppression, is also necrophilic. Based on a
mechanistic, static, naturalistic, spatialized view of consciousness, it transforms students into receiving
objects. It attempts to control thinking and action, leads men to adjust to the world, and inhibits their
creative power. (11)
Freire and Fromm concur that most people in MCS are denied the opportunity to act responsibly,
and, too, are denied the opportunity of self-development. To the degree that people internalize the
necrophilic psychology of viewing others as objects they suffer from isolation. From that
perspective they cannot do anything effective or helpful. Their human equilibrium is disturbed.
Also, that type of distress ferments masochism.
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Masochistic people try to meet their need for effectiveness by submitting to, and identifying with,
some external ‘authority;’ be that another person, institution, or sectarianism, and thereby, they
vicariously enjoy the illusion of action. Real, personal faith is obstructed.
This is an insane experience for human beings. In effect, they lose their lives. This living death
must be prevented at all costs. We must be acutely conscious of how severe, and how dangerous
these circumstances can be to our children. We must extricate ourselves from that malevolent
malaise. (12)
The purpose of education in decentralized civilization is to generate individuated adults. Sane
society places its faith in people and promotes and supports everyone’s individuation, which
requires education through art based on unanimous freedom, and that, in turn, requires genuine
community with the sovereignty of its production-based economy.
The problem-posing method of education is dialogical. The Instructor does not narrate, dictate
nor prescribe to students. The students …are …critical co-investigators in dialogue with the teacher.
[The problem posing method] …strives for the emergence of consciousness and critical intervention in
reality.
Students, as they are increasingly posed with problems relating to themselves in the world and with
the world, will feel increasingly challenged and obliged to respond (13) to that challenge. Because they
apprehend the challenge as interrelated to other problems within a total context, not as a theoretical
question, the resulting comprehension tends to be increasingly critical and thus constantly less
alienated. Their response to the challenge evokes new challenges, followed by new understandings;
and gradually the students come to regard themselves as committed.
Education as the practice of freedom – as opposed to education as the practice of domination –
denies that man is abstract, isolated, independent, and unattached to the world; it also denies that the
world exists as a reality apart from men. Authentic reflection considers neither abstract man nor the
world without men, but men in their relations to the world. In these relations consciousness and the
world are simultaneous… (14) Dialogue [is] indispensable to the act of cognition which unveils
reality.” (15) Dialogue with praxis, reflection with action, is indispensable to the creation of the
humanistic civilization. Paulo Freire’s dialogical approach to education warrants further study and
application.
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Philosophy of Education Section Five
Van Cleve Morris,
Existentialism in Education
The philosophy of Existentialism in Education by Van Cleve Morris is pertinent to this model. Morris
obliges us to face the essence of human life and to take responsibility for it. It is well within our
capable capacity, with concerted action, to transmute our reality so that it better meets our human
needs. And, further, Morris explains what he thinks our needs are.
Morris, the Existential definition of mankind:
…. Man …is the creator of the existence-idea; he is the first to be aware of existence and to give it a
name. He is the being to whom the notion of existence first occurs. In an Existential account of paleohistory, it could be said that what we call man did not appear until he became aware of the existenceidea. Not until the awareness of existence had been had by some “agent” could such an agent have
been classified, in retrospect, as human. Hence, the emergence of this awareness-of-existence and the
emergence of man may be thought of as simultaneous. One might say that man is the occasion for the
emergence of awareness, and that the awareness is the occasion for the emergence of man…. Man and
“awareness of existence” are equivalent terms; we mean by “man” a being aware of being.” (1)
Paulo Freire and Herbert Marcuse share similar views, the human aptitude for naming, the
indispensability of dialogue and our liberation.
Freire:
…. Human existence…can…be nourished only by…true words, with which men transform the world.
Men are built in…word, in work, in action-reflection. …. the true word - which is work, which is praxis is to transform the world, saying that word is not the privilege of some few men, but the right of every
man….Dialogue is the encounter between men, mediated by the world, in order to name the world. (2)
Herbert Marcuse:
Everything important in regard to our struggle for freedom is unknown. “Naming the “things that are
absent” is breaking the spell of the things that are. …. Creating and moving in a medium which
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presents the absent, the poetic language is a language of cognition – but a cognition which subverts
the positive. In its cognitive function, poetry performs the great task of thought …” (3)
Dialogue is served by that “poetic language of cognition” entering the foreground of human
relations, purposed for the greater good in the context of post-alienated society within which the
people are pleased to test their values in community.
“Marx also wanted his views on alienation to be used as a criticism of wage labor in the new
industrial society. He saw how important it was for man to have an active control and personal
emotional investment in the products of his labor.” (Ernest Becker, The Structure Of Evil, 1968, p.
129)
A human need that goes unmet in mass centralist society is not having the security of community.
Morris wrote that, Robert Frost once defined “home” as “the place where …they have to take you in”.
(5) Home is an actualized reality in community in DESO.
In Existential terms, nothingness is the reverse of being, or existence. But for us to have
awareness of existence we must also be cognizant of its opposite, or nothingness. …only when we
are willing to be bothered by these ideas can we effectively turn them around to face in the direction of
a positive program of human action and definition. If the lack of an essence signifies nothingness at the
heart of my being, it is precisely this awareness of the void that can summon me to live out a more
meaningful life. A human life is a cherry pecked by a bird; it has been inflicted with nothingness. And it
is the infliction itself which provides the occasion for a positive affirmation of myself as a being worthy
of being. (6)
When the stark realism of our existential experience is acknowledged, then we can hold to… the
overpowering theme of Existentialism: the project of living one’s life in such a way as to be deserving of
something better than nothingness, to deny nothingness, by filling it up with a life that ought never be
lost or annihilated. (7)
We want to know that in some genuine sense we belong to and in the groups and activities with which
we associate. This need is so powerful, as we all know that if it is frustrated or unfulfilled for any
length of time severe neurosis can result. (8)
There are humane people that consciously dedicate their lives to enabling their love for life. And, at
best, their praxis may even slow down the self-destructive momentum of mass centralist society.
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Nonetheless, they lack the needed vehicle of DESO with which to counter the self-destructive
momentum of the irrational and impersonal slave-based system of MCS.
Morris:
Each one of us wants to know that in some genuine sense we belong to and in the world: we want to
know that our existence is justified [and] that we are not …a useless surplus in the world; we want to
know that our existence is not a chance event, not an accident, not an error of some kind. (9)
Seldom do people in mass centralist society enjoy the conditions that facilitate creative, meaningful,
interpersonal relations in their lives, and for those that can, oasis like, that value is cherished.
Ralf Harper:
From the existentialist point of view, the present century is a homeless century, in which men have lost
the old points of recognition and seek, consciously or neurotically, new kinds of recognition. The
several forms of totalitarianism of our time are intended to be ways out of this spiritual homelessness
for many millions. The middle-class conventionality …is another way. [Ralf Harper, “Significance of
Existence and recognition for Education,” p. 225] (10)
In the United States alienation has reached its pernicious, maximum levels. The citizens are
hopelessly at the mercy of economic and political forces which destroy them and drive them into
war. Alienation is proportional to conformity to the demands of external ‘authorities,’ and their
impersonal institutions. The illusory meanings within cybernetics further exacerbate Alienation, as
do distancing protocols during epidemic.
“We are living through a cultural revolution that shapes our image of the future in a way that
nobody, however titanic, could have foreseen a half-century ago. It is a revolution whose shape we
cannot sense, although we already sense its depth. We are in danger of annihilating ourselves with
unthinkably powerful weapons, and we cannot bear to think about it directly, for there is nothing
we seem able to do, to control the danger. We are, in consequence, in deep malaise, a malaise of
fruitlessness. It is difficult for any theory of human development to gain a hold on the “cultural
imagination” of those who dread that there may be no future. For a theory of development is, par
excellence, a future topic.” (Actual Minds, Possible Worlds, Jerome Bruner, p. 148)
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Morris: We in the United States find our identities almost exclusively in what we may designate as
social categories, in the affiliations we have entered into with other individuals and groups in society.
(11)
…it is precisely in modern, corporate human relations and the impersonal organization complex that
we become convinced, as we never were before, that we are indeed replaceable …the organization can
and will continue without you. And since “the organization” is somehow made to appear of higher
rank than the person in it, modern man knows he has been [taken in] …by a counterfeit promise.
…. The craving for recognition …represents a desire that the worth as well as the fact of our existence
be somehow acknowledged.” (12)
From the Existential perspective, people must choose, or create their values freely. They must base
and order their lives on values that they can take credit for. Morris asserts that each of us must
choose the purposes we give to our lives, necessarily in the context of community.
Responding to any situation requires making a choice, doing so creates a value, and the creator of
that value is responsible for it being there. If someone wants to introduce a value into the world, all
he has to do is to live according to that value, and presto, it is “here.” [Morris] (14)
But before we explore these facts further, we need to reflect on the usefulness of values in relation
to psychological wellbeing. Perversions are wrong values counterproductive to the satisfaction of
our existential need. Some men may prefer to live detestable, necrophilic lives indifferent to human
suffering. The “rightness” or “wrongness” of values can be distinguished by their ability to either
enhance and enrich Life, or the opposite.
“Two realities, “Indigenous people have two frames of reference when using language. One relates to
the empirical, observable reality in the natural environment; the other relates to the mystical, invisible
realm. These two worlds are intrinsically and reciprocally related in that the invisible or spiritual realm
and the physical one reflect each other. Each world, however, calls for different linguistic approaches,
for although they are complimentary, they are also mutually exclusive. “For example, Australian
Aboriginals entering a conversation in progress will ask immediately if the people are talking in yuti
(witnessable reality), or tjukarrtjana (Dreamtime).” (Dr. D. T. Jacobs, Primal Awareness, 1998, p. 212)
A civilization and its cultures may or may not harmonize people to the natural environment. Real
community is our birthright and our means to permanence.
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Morris: Man is the baseless base of values. And, though the price may appear to be prohibitive,
baselessness turns out to be a priceless bargain. If it were not for this condition - that is, if there were
bases and justifications - there could be no values, since there could be no real choosing.
…. If essence preceded existence, if the definition of man had somehow stepped into the world prior to
the arrival of man, the whole human career would be easy: we would know what was right and what
was wrong, what was human and what was not; we would in short know how to live. …. If man’s
essence were already given, then we wouldn’t be free; we would merely be acting out the destiny of
man…
…the claim to arbitrariness of our values, far from being a wicked hedonism, is actually the ground for
there being any values at all in the world. The value making agent in the world is the free subjectivity
of man.
…. This is why the lack of an essence, while painful, is so rewarding. It is the agony we suffer in
exchange for our freedom. It is what we pay for writing our own lines in the drama, of being our own
playwrights …even in our agony, we do not wish ever to find the essence of man. If we did find it the
whole human enterprise would come to a close and be over. …. All questions, moral and otherwise,
would have been answered. …. all choosing would become …impossible “ (15)
In community in DESO, groups of children are given the freedom to develop with education through
art, and when their self-awareness awakens, they are given all the support needed to develop along
the lines of their individuated predilections.
Awareness, choosing and freedom are interlocking notions. By definition, they must all be present in
the same degree. And they all finally come together in the awareness of one’s freedom in the act of
choosing.” [Morris] (16)
Education in DESO includes structured, dialogical consensus-based decision-making
processes that expand consciousness, critical thinking, so that everyone is …aware of their
freedom, aware of their baselessness, aware of their unjustifiability, and hence aware of their
personal responsibility for the way they are living their lives.” [Morris] (17) Everyone’s values
are tested in the community’s personality of conviviality.
(Critical thinking: "Disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and informed
by evidence.")
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[By contrast, in MCS too many people] …do not see themselves as free agents in this world… [and]
…they explain their conduct in terms of values not of their own making - their culture, their religion,
the expectation of their wife’s relatives. What they forget is that they consent to those values. And in
consenting to them, they in fact adopt those values for their own lives. But they are existentially
unconscious; they are not aware that they are in fact consenting to something; they are not aware that
they are free not to consent. [Morris] (17)
MCS controls people’s unconscious consent to accept ‘values’ prescribed by the powers that be.
One may be an Existential man even while conforming to particular societal conventions as long as
he knows he has chosen something and has not …simply fallen into it by necessity. It is the “necessity”
people who will kill the human race - those people who say that this or that behavior pattern is
required by God, or state, or mother-in-law. The people who say, “I couldn’t help it; I had no choice,”
are the nonauthentics; they do not know they are human. [Morris] (18)
And who is authentic? The individual whose example is perhaps beyond the reach of most of us the
individual who is free and knows it, who knows that every deed and word is a choice and hence an act
of value creation, and, finally and perhaps decisively, who knows that he is the author of his own life
and must be held personally responsible for the values on behalf of which he has chosen to live it, and
that these values can never be justified by referring to something or somebody outside himself.
It is this imperative for answerability which is the leitmotif [the main recurring theme] of the
Existential argument. [Morris] (19)
Being harmonious with Nature requires living cooperatively in genuine, sovereign communities
focused on the reality that our human cosmos is established in the context of Nature and “her”
mystery. We are dependent on Nature, and by living harmoniously with Nature we meet our
evolutionary function and meaning.
Morris:
Awareness of freedom is thus the main project of every life which hopes to be existential. And it must
be recognized by now that this awareness requires us to take a burden not easily carried. It is the
burden of care. To trade numbness for awareness is to feel the intensity of moral involvement. It is to
feel personally about life, to feel the meaning of personal answerability, to personally care about the
increase of good in the world. (20) This then is among the strengths of real community.
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There are profuse temperaments and genetic dispositions among people. Amid that diversity, in
the context of real community, each person’s unique self-development enriches everyone’s
experience. Each person must have the freedom to develop her own individuation and
predilections. Freedom in education would facilitate that. In community in DESO, and in its
accompanying educational organization …freedom… is absolute because it is existential. And this
freedom is the freedom to set goals. It is absolute because there are no limits to the freedom to set
goals for oneself; there are no goals that one cannot choose. The setting of goals comes first. Only later
is this or that feature of the phenomenal environment recognized as a limit to accomplishing this or
that aim in life. [Morris]
The setting of goals may therefore be viewed as the starting point of value creation, the point at
which values first peep through the soil. What then, to return to our opening question, is the practical
program of living implied by the Existential injunction? I think it can now be stated as the project of
waking up to one’s freedom, of struggling up from the slumber of numbness and non-authenticity to
recognize that one is the architect of one human life and through that life, the creator of values in the
world.
…an educational program built on this notion is what we shall call Existential” [Morris] (21)
Actualizing goals requires the formulative, the planning, and the executive – public money performs
an executive function, which in DESO is self-managed by its people.
In centralist systems of control, freedom is assassinated. Such systems are structured to maximize
profit and power for their few owners and management. Corporate systems of control are more
than groups of men coming together to get something done. Rather …more profoundly [they
compose] a theory of dealing with human beings, a theory which embraces the technological principle
of interchangeability of parts and raises it to a higher art. It is the quiet whisper of the [corporate]
mentality that men are interchangeable - and on fairly short notice - that finally eats into the spirit of
the human person. …sooner or later the individual will come to accept the fact that he has been turned
into a thing.” [Morris] (23)
Mass centralist society leads people to view others as organic things that either perform functions
or receive one’s indifference. Modern, centralist society is mobile, mechanized, and indifferent, and
not conducive to life long, inter-personal relations, or to deep friendships. We are steadily thrown
into contact with more and more people, yet the number of acquaintances with whom we could find it
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possible to become close friends seems to be decreasing [1966]. [Morris] (28) Mass centralist society,
by its nature, produces preponderances of individuals plagued with personal problems derived
from isolation.
By contrast, in community in decentralized civilization, the Existential world view includes
reverence for the internal mystery of others. It cannot be overstated that within sane society “All
real living is meeting.” [Martin Buber, I and Though, 2nd ed., trans. By R. G. Smith [New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons. 1958], p. 3] (27)

Friends are those whom one can never regard as things. Friends receive our sincere help when it
is needed. They constitute a life enriching, inter-subjective experience. To regarded people as
worthy of our care is life.
In decentralized civilization the parents’ project of family and children is indispensable to human
life. Education through art based on freedom with dialogue extends infinite dimensions of
individuated growth to both genders. A society that supports individuation holds out to its
members the widest array of choices for creative expression and effective productivity.
Reason as a Value
Reason can be used constructively, or it can be misused. Productive, responsible Reason is
exercised within the lives of life enhancing people. [It is] …because the free self of man has opted for
reason that reason be called a value. One must choose to be rational, and if it were not for that fact,
being rational would not be a value but merely a brute necessity in the world.
Man therefore is better defined not as a rational animal but as a choosing, and therefore valuing,
animal who can think and does think if he chooses. Because it is grounded in man’s existing, choosing
precedes reasoning.” [Morris] (29)
Our sense of humane value both proceeds and transcends reason because it is grounded on the
satisfaction of our existential needs in human evolution. “Our sense of value in the world is certainly
a higher, more distinctively, exclusively, and unique human quality than any amount of rationality. ….
which is the more human, to have a mind “like a steel trap” or to have a sensitive compassion for good?
Which is the more inhuman fault, to be unthinking or to be unfeeling? To the Existentialist, the latter is
unquestionably worse.” [Morris] (30)
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Our Existential experiences are the most real to us. Common experience is sufficient to validate
that our existence is a fact. People must choose consciously between being in harmony with life or
in discord with it, which requires critical consciousness, conscientization.
We may not know what people are in the world for, but we know we have emerged from Life and
that we dwell in it. We are blessed with the faculties for non-cognitive awareness, and reason. Each
life is a project to determine the meaning of man. Each individual must choose what he wants his life
to say concerning man’s definition in the world. Each individual shapes an answer to this question in
terms of what he chooses to devote his life to.” [Morris] (31) For a person to choose “…what he wants
his life to say concerning man’s definition in the world…” and to choose what “…to devote his life
to…” is contingent on the conditions of an unalienated civilization that provides universal education
based on freedom and the sacredness of Life.
Genuine community is the essential vehicle for Existentialism. Extended nuclear families alone are
insufficient to provide the needed experience of the complex interpersonal relations with mutual
productivity and subjective growth that only mutualistic groups of families can generate. That type
of experience facilitates full mental health. Mutual support among families directly accountable to
each other is a component of genuine community.
The search for national identity on a mass scale is a [Morris:] corporate “escape from freedom”
…The existentialist understandably sickens at the sight of this … “group think” credential that will
explain to the world why Americans are as they are. The Existential counter reply …would …be
something like this. If the authentic man is our aim, then the authentic society is also our aim. That
society is authentic in the degree to which it fails to provoke in the individual citizen these urgings to
escape from his freedom. That society is authentic which refuses to specify “the good” to its citizens.
That society is authentic in the degree to which it summons the citizen to stand by himself, for himself,
in shaping the direction of his life, and therefore the meaning of his existence. That society is authentic
which never achieves a “national purpose,” which is, in fact, uninterested in achieving one, but
interested only in being the host to individual purposes in its citizens.” [Morris] (33) An authentic
civilization is accomplished, in part, with education through art and education based on freedom in
conjunction with the dialogical, consensus-based decision-making processes of community, which
in turn, generates individuation.
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Morris:
…. Can a society emerge in which each individual takes personal responsibility for the laws he obeys,
the conventions he consents to, the values he appropriates for his own life? (34)
As the famous epigram has it, whatever a culture values, that will it teach to its young. And
that will its young become. (35)
The young are not… things to be worked over in some fashion to bring them into alignment with a
prior notion of what they should be. (36)
In the following readings, Morris articulates deeper levels of Existentialism in Education which
combine easily with the ideas of A. S. Neil, Erich Fromm, Herbert Read, Paulo Freire, and the other
contributors to this Philosophy of Education.
To be disposed to sharing, one must choose to be so disposed. To be gregarious, one must individually
choose gregariousness. To permit a public criterion to monitor how one looks at life, one must
privately choose to consent to that criterion. An education which (37) reminds youngsters that they
are constantly, freely, baselessly, creatively choosing in this way is the kind of education we are in
pursuit of. It is the education of private awareness and personal involvement. …and education which
intensifies awareness - indeed which possibly considers intensity of awareness as the working mode of
[education] …is what Existentialism would strive for.
Intensity of awareness is …. always personal. It refers to the awareness of that private subjectivity
…existing …for himself, in a world in which he is present as the value creator. …awareness of himself
and of the necessity for him to decide how he wants to live his own life, his awareness of the need to
decide which values he wants to live by. …. awareness of his own precarious role as a baseless chooser
who cannot not escape choosing, and therefore creating, his own personal answer to all normative
[standards] and moral questions that come up in his [educational setting and in his experience away
from it.]”
(38)
Morris mentions that children neither know what they are nor that are they. Primary school
children have not yet reached the age of Existential awareness, which usually takes place in the
vicinity of puberty, but can occur at earlier ages. Herbert Read suggests that education through art
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allows the child the opportunity for constructive, growth experience until one’s capacity for reason
develops and, too, until one becomes existentially awake; and subsequently, the young person
continues choosing educational predilections within the aesthetic continuum. With the onset of
existentialism comes responsibility for the choices one makes.
Morris:
But it is important for us as adults and for youngsters …to remember that a world of meaninglessness,
a world without meaning already woven into and embedded in it, is a world which, in a manner of
speaking, is “on our side.” That is, it presents possibilities without exacting the reciprocal tribute of
human compliance. If there is no priori meaning to it - and this obviously is how Existentialism sees it then we as free subjectivities can creatively assign meaning to it.
…. It is a world that is really open, in the most thoroughgoing (39) interpretation of this world. It
spreads out before us in a luminous, wondrous way. And it is this kind of world to which the
Existentialist would hope to introduce the young. It is in this kind of meaningless existence that the
free human project can get started, the project of creating meanings and fashioning an essence of man
as it might be made in one, real, actual, historical person.
If the world offers all but requires nothing - if it is really open and man is free - then the human
project to which the young are to be invited is the project of shaping something unique and singular
completely on their own, a human life to which they can refer by saying, “Here, this is my contribution
to the developing essence of man. This, my life as I see how it might be lived, is my ‘vote’ on what man
means in the world.” It is really a creative task, the literal creation of a somethingness out of a
meaningless nothingness, a “sculpturing of one’s figure in the world,” as Sartre puts it. An education
which grips a child by his moral coat collars and lifts him up to see over the crowd to the task of taking
personal responsibility for being human - that education can be called Existentialist. (40)
Existentialism is the essence of freedom in a free, sane society, which cultivates individuation.
The Morris theory of Existential education continues. Let education be the discovery of
responsibility! Let learning be the sharp and vivid awakening of the learner to the sense of being
personally answerable for his own life.
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…. Let education be the process by which we awaken in each learner the truth that he is responsible
for his very desire to flee responsibility; “…the peculiar character of human-reality is that it is without
excuse.” [Sartre]
…. A world with no excuses! What an exhilarating possibility. A world the Existentialist dreams of as
genuinely worthy of lasting educational effort.” (41)
Being personally implicated in the situations of life is Existential involvement. Moral and ethical
questions are well suited to young people at the ages of Existential awareness. Education through
art foments individuation and the aesthetic distinctiveness of each person. Interpersonal
experiences are enriched. The immediate involvement of students with each other, and their
individual and collective activities in tandem with their growing capacity to question everything
that happens outside their immediate experiences broadens their critical consciousness. (Herbert
Read demonstrated that education through art and aesthetics engenders an objective, ethical,
reference point indispensable to healthful human interrelatedness.)
Experiences …most likely to arouse the individual’s own private way of looking at life will be elevated
to first position in anything that might someday be called an Existentialist school. …. Experiences in
music, the dance, drama, creative writing, painting, and the plastic arts seem to me the chief
contenders for this kind of education. [Art is the student’s] …own authentic expression of what he sees
in his world. …. the motivation to produce these “works” is not primarily to exhibit them to others but
rather to work out, from the center of one’s private experience, certain meanings that the world may
have for oneself. (42)
History …the implicit question of meaning and significance always lies just beneath the surface of
historical subject matter. [It]… awakens possibilities for things to come, the region out ahead where
things are worked out.
Literature …Wherever ethical questions are raised for which convenient precedents in present-day
experience are not available - there one will find the kinds of literature capable of arousing the
existential awareness of the learner. (43)
An unequivocal point: Existentialism asserts …Group decision making must not be regarded as …a
more authentic and reliable avenue to true humanity… Private, individual decision making must not
be depersonalized by group thinking considering and choosing. “Moral judgment and personal
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character …have their origin in the subjective self. This is where ethical education belongs.” (44) The
impartial, objective reference point required for sane, human life is sourced in Nature’s spiritual
wisdom.
C. G. Jung:
…. the individual who wishes to have an answer to the problem of evil as it is posed today has need,
first and foremost, of self-knowledge - that is, the utmost possible knowledge of his own wholeness. He
must know relentlessly how much good he can do and what crimes he is capable of, and must beware
of regarding the one as real and the other as illusion. Both are elements within his nature, and both
are bound to come to light in him, should he wish - as he ought - to live without self-deception or selfdelusion. (“Jung’s View of Christianity,” recorded and edited by Aniela Jaffe, The Atlantic Monthly,
Vol. 211, No. 1 [January, 1963], p. 62) (45)
Morris:
If we could imagine a school in which all learning activities were pursued in a mode and attitude
similar to that of present-day extracurricular programs, I think we would find ourselves in the
presence of an Existentialist design for education. …the Existentialist school of the future may turn out
to be the creation of the learners more than of those who teach. (46)
Morris has difficulty in adapting the concept of Existentialist education within the framework of
mass centralist society. It is not suited to MCS. By contrast, that concept is well suited to genuine
community in DESO.
Morris:
…there are three constituent awarenesses which make up the psychological content of “self”:
1. I am a choosing agent, unable to avoid choosing my way through life.
2. I am a free agent, absolutely free to set the goals of my own life.
3. I am a responsible agent, personally accountable for my free choices as they are
revealed in how I live my life.
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The teacher’s imperative is to arrange the learning situation in such a way as to bring the truth of
these three propositions to every individual.” (47) [The mentors and the learners are on that tack.]
… the self as a transcending phenomenon fashioned out of free choices is supremely unknown and
unknowable. One can become aware of the self as a phenomenon, but not know it. (48)
…. if we adopt the Socratic paradigm, the teacher will concentrate on asking those questions to which
he does not know the answer. In the most literal and profound of ways, he will learn along with his
students. [The mentors and the learners are on that tack.]
[This] …places the teacher under heavy obligations of imagination and insight. …but difficulty must
be measured against yield, namely, the possible awakening of the student to his awareness of choice,
freedom, and responsibility in his own selfhood. [Taking age appropriateness into account, these
ideas fit well within dialogical based education recommended by Paulo Freire.]
The teacher is …enacting the Socratic paradigm by arousing the pupil to artistic expression which the
teacher cannot anticipate. The teacher does not know in advance what he is after; all he knows is that
it is important for the pupil to feel his own experience through that medium of his paintbrush or
carving knife or cutting tool. What the student creates is less important than that he does create
something which he can see as his own private artistic statement about his experience.
[In the same manner, students will choose to express themselves through the] …literary arts of
short story writing and poetic expression…[and] …. the teacher should immediately seize on such
opportunities and quicken the student’s desire to express himself in his own way.
How one interprets a role [living drama] inevitably reflects how one views his own life and its meaning
in the world.” (49)
All major themes of literature have to do with freedom, guilt, suffering, love, death, et cetera, and
the student should be enabled to understand the points of view taken by literary masters on these
topics. Secondary level young people must not be denied the opportunity to explore the most
profound human encounters. Death is the most …existential of all human problems. [Let the student]
…ponder the meaning of his own life by deliberately pondering the truth that on some future day it
will be abruptly cancelled…” (50) Human mortality is our means to growth and rebirth.
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Returning to the topic of History “… Kierkegaard used to say that you cannot learn from history until
you have a life, an existence, of your own against which to judge history. History is no better a guide to
behavior than contemporary society. For man cannot acquire moral and ethical principles from other
men or other social institutions except by choosing them from the baseless platform of his own
awareness of what is going on in contemporary life. He finds meaning in history only in terms of
present circumstances.” (51)
(52) (53)
Regarding religion, existentialism has to do with spiritual significance. “…This kind of discussion can
effectively awaken the American youngster to that dimension of religious experience which is
genuinely existential. Nor does this procedure violate the secular ethic; quite the contrary, the
consideration of such [questioning] completes the ethic by bringing that which is experienced by all
men into the arena of open discourse. It fulfills, in an astonishingly apt way, the real meaning of
pluralistic society.
.... The Socratic dialogue, therefore, must be part of the school’s work.” [Morris] (54)
Existentialism in education through art generates individuation. Individuated souls defend and
expand mutualism within objective reality, in rapport with Nature’s demands.
Morris makes observations of A. S. Neil’s Summerhill, Morris:
The school is …remarkable for its social freedom. The life of the community is in the hands of those
who live in the community, the smallest child’s vote exactly equal in strength to Neill’s and to the
teacher’s. Punishment is meted out to individuals, not on grounds of having broken a school rule but
rather on grounds that the culprit is interfering with the lives of others …and restitution must be
made.
…. There are rules, but only a few and those few reserved for palpable hazards: …no running on the
roof; no child may carry a gun or other weapon that can injure; and arson is automatically punishable.
[All rules are] …legislated by the self-governing General School Meeting of all Summerhill citizens...
(55)
Neill has created a remarkable community on the basis of an exceedingly simple but powerful idea. …A
free child is a happy child. A happy child does not fear or hate; he can love and give. The loving, giving
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child can live positively. Neill would be more thoroughgoing exemplar of Existentialist education if he
were to make one further, final argument which is implicit in his work: The free child eventually
becomes the responsible child; it is freedom itself which makes this awareness possible. He who
becomes responsible becomes capable of authenticity. Neill is creating authentic individuals. (56)
The teacher’s quest for awakening an awareness of freedom in the learner obviously requires a
surrounding medium of freedom in the learning environment. This is the whole point of Neill’s learning
circumstances. Moreover, freedom is the only medium in which the I-Thou relation can develop; it is
the only vehicle in which genuine communion, in Buber’s word, can be effected between teacher and
learner. [Morris] (57)
The structures of society are the determining factors of an individual’s development. By adopting
the organizational structures of decentralized civilization, the people create the culture that best
meets our real needs.
Morris:
The policy of freedom …means no hierarchy of authority in the school, no dominion of teacher over
pupil, no external standards of achievement or success visited upon the young. It means that the
students shall have not only a freedom from such standards but a coordinate freedom to establish
their own standards in terms of which they choose to learn. But let them be mindful of the fact that
they are, indeed, doing the choosing. The choices are there for them to be responsible for. When the full
impact of their responsibility comes to them, in that moment the need for tests and grades and report
cards will have disappeared.
…. Teaching in the existential mode ends, as it began, in paradox: Such teaching succeeds …by
becoming unnecessary, by producing an individual who no longer needs to be taught, who breaks…
free of the teacher and becomes self-moving. (58)
From the precarious establishment of “communion” the teacher creates an ever-widening distance.
But the teacher knows that this distance is his greatest gift to the student. It is the distance that makes
that student a mature self, a free, self-moving subjectivity. When that individual stands apart and
alone, awake to his existing, aware of his freedom, responsible and in charge of his own life, he will see
for himself why he may, for the first time, be called authentic.” (59) [ends Morris]
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Relevantly, Jerome Bruner writes, “When and if we pass beyond the unspoken despair in which we
are now living, when we feel we are again able to control the race to destruction, a new breed of
developmental theory is likely to arise. It will be motivated by the question of how to create a new
generation that can prevent the world from dissolving into chaos and destroying itself. I think that
its central technical concern will be how to create in the young an appreciation of the fact that many
worlds are possible, that meaning and reality are created not discovered, that negotiation is the art
of constructing new meanings by which individuals can regulate their relations with each other. It
will not, I think, be an image of human development that locates all of the sources of change inside
the individual, the solo child. For if we have learned anything from the dark passage of history
through which we are now moving it is that man, surely, is not “an island, entire of itself” but a part
of the culture that he inherits and then recreates. The power to create reality, to reinvent culture,
we will come to recognize, is where a theory of development must begin its discussion of mind.”
(Actual Minds, Possible Worlds, Jerome Bruner, p. 149) We can create the subsequent civilization.

Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows
I came into the works by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, late into this project. Among his many
books, I recommend The Point of Departure and Teaching Truly. Four Arrows provides the
Indigenous World View that sanctifies life and explores its spiritual dimensions via perceptual and
transformational communion with nature’s non-human, non-verbal teachers found among other
species and the elements. The processes of interrelatedness within nature function through
complementarianism composing the eternal flux of natural evolution. Our function and fulfillment
as a species hinges on our complementarianism within Nature.
(Recommended... Restoring the Kinship Worldview... 2022, by Wahinkpe Topa (Four Arrows) and
Darcia Narvaez, PhD)
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PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION SECTION SIX, DR. DON TRENT JACOBS, FOUR ARROWS,
INDIGENIZATION IN EDUCATION
For Vanessa

Decentralized Economic Social Organization – DESO
Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Service – GMSS
Mass Centralist Society – MCS

Spirituality Generates Fearlessness
by Reed Camacho Kinney
“Courage has gone out of our race. The terror of society, which is the basis of morals, the terror of God,
which is the secret of religion – these are two things that govern us. – Oscar Wilde
Fearlessness is the first requisite of spirituality; Cowards can never be moral. – Mohandas Gandhi
The first peace, which is the most important, is that which comes within the souls of people when they
realize their relationship, the oneness with the universe and all its powers, and when they realize at
the center of the universe Dwells the Great Spirit, and that center is really everywhere, it is within each
of us. – Black Elk”
(above content from, Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 237)
“Spirituality … pervades the entire scope of daily life in traditional indigenous cultures, and
although they have ceremonies and rituals, there are no parallels of substance for major religions
such as Christianity, Judaism and Islam. …. Indigenous spirituality and the mental processes and
behaviors that relate to the psyche are inseparable.”
(Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, pp. 238-39)
The Ideology of Decentralized Civilization generates the evolution of that worldview, the Sanctity of
Life, via its organizational structure that delivers the unanimity of community for actualizing sane
policy for their greater good.
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The worldview of the Sanctity of Life, the Sacredness of Life, is “…about living in accordance with
the Laws of Nature with a sacred sense of being related to all.” (Concept from Eagle Man, ibid., p.
239)
“…colonialism starts and ends with fear and it can only be prevented or conquered with courage
and fearlessness.” (ibid., p240)
Oppressive cult theologies and “right-wing” racism facilitate “colonialism.” In the U.S., the fascist
Antebellum South was cruelly genocidal *, as was the American genocide of American Indians.
Modern, American fascism stems partly from the epigenetics born of that ignoble past, entwined
with the ongoing “neo-conservative, neo-liberal” impetus for the corporatization of government
services and its monopolization of the vital sectors of the American economy, which invasion
continues unabated having decisively altered American media/education by “colonizing”
Americans with the mental pathology of domination, which is sadomasochism.
* “…including the killing of its members, causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the
group, deliberately imposing living conditions that seek to "bring about its physical destruction in
whole or in part", preventing births, or forcibly transferring children out of the group to another
group.” (Wikipedia)
Spirituality is an “incomprehensible mystery.” (ibid., p. 242) We cannot know the unknowable and
we can intuit that mysterious and beautiful natural evolution. Nonetheless, people can always learn
and grow to be more human relevant to our relationships within Nature, much to our benefit.
Irrevocably, “Nature is All … and humans as part of Nature cannot change it to something it is not.”
(ibid., p. 242)
The European economy shifted from upper Mesolithic to Neolithic societies (explained in the
Exchange Element, EE, sections of this book). It was the advent of land-based surpluses of cereal
and salt mining that facilitated the centralization of power (later, the advent of bronze facilitated
conquest). Nonetheless, during that transition remnants or sectors of the people’s relationship with
Nature continued until the inquisitions of the Catholic Church. Industrialization marked the advent
of Nationalism, which drove Western thought to cynicism and acquiescence to the universal
alienation of mass centralist society. Meanwhile, and from their incipience, the fear-based,
institutionalized religions actively thwarted personal faith and community.
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However, since the Exchange Element of decentralized civilization is sane self-actualization. Its
people will regain the “Natural Way” in part, by practicing honesty, courage, and generosity. Natural
spirituality is not about domination but rather about balance, such as concerted equilibrium
between masculine and feminine.
For example, the maseual Indian women eliminate cultural, sexual discrimination against their
women by building self-sufficient eco-housing which systems’ management is taught to married
couples by community specialists, the system’s self-management requires mutualism between
genders; the children inheriting that culture.
“The natural Way of spirituality is a matter of living your beliefs according to what you know,
understand and feel in the presence of that which is Nature. It is a lifetime of moral and ethical
application of integrity and caring for others. It is not about personal salvation but about the
continuation of place and community. The more advanced you develop yourself from direct
observation, the more advanced your mind and your spirit and the more prepared your soul for
what Spirit World may be next. This supposition also means one must unclutter and remove
clogging superstition, harmful appetites, greed, ego, and ignorance from the mind. The more
truthful you keep yourself and the more knowledge you seek – especially Nature-reflected
knowledge, – the more God-like you become.” (ibid., pp. 243-44)
Indigenous cultures do not use fear as the means for controlling others, but rather, fear is used as a
character-building experience for respectively exercising virtues of courage and generosity and by
doing so fearlessness is developed.
Notable virtues that have real life applications include, but are not limited to, compassion and pity
for all creatures, thoughtful refection, peacefulness within oneself and with all others, humility,
wisdom, courage, generosity, and to have respect and give significance to all creations. (Concepts,
ibid., p. 244)
There are too many children in mass centralist society, MCS, whom are grilled by unstable parents
reacting to their respective situations in universal alienation. Generational instability is passed on
to offspring with needless trauma. Post-traumatic stress syndrome is experienced by too many
children making them fearful when reacting to moments in their environment that trigger the
symptoms, a caveat being, that such baseless fear, could make them susceptible to consequent
nefarious suggestions from, in their views’, figures of “authority.”
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In a joyful visit in conversation together, I agreed with Eve that Vanessa was the typical teenage girl,
and Vanesa said that she had anxiety on occasion but that the condition is “normalized” by her
social environment. She mentioned that triggers in her environment activate her post-traumatic
stress syndrome causing fear. She doubted the effectiveness of conventional psychiatry, even if it
were accessible.
How are children going to come together over community while they are subjected to damaging
experience? The community culture heals, and children must be taken in hand by responsible,
capable, loving adults to guide them into the community life we have yet to experience. In
decentralized civilization the young are not segregated from society but are integrated relevant to
their learning levels. As mentioned in other sections, the children, the young, provide their genius
and joy to adult dialogue and praxis. The elderly people are respected for accumulation of
meaningful and pragmatic experience.
By contrast, in mass centralist society most elders are no less alienated than are the drives of youth.
Absent community, social cohesion is not spontaneous. Regrettably, the people are susceptible to
the shock tactics of propaganda.
Leaders work closely with their people. It seems to me that doing so is contingent on face-to-face
organization. Getting together in this world with praxis is the wealth of social capital.
This book is about coming together over this Draft. Thomas Jefferson, a foremost American
philosopher, in his committee of five drafted the American Declaration of Independence in keeping
with the well-known media of the time; every colony having drafted their respective declarations of
independence prior. Jefferson had written Virginia’s declaration of independence, most of which
content was retained in the committee of five’s draft.
We assume every congressman had a copy of the draft. Congress edited that draft for five days
making omissions and adjustments that strengthened the delivery of the thesis.
This book is a DRAFT for you to edit in congress with your peers; even though we can barely
imagine what life in a sane society would be like, by using these roughly cemented components we
can embark upon the concerted actions that emancipate us.
Essential for the permanence and the expansion of that modern, sophisticated society is DESO’s
economic base being gracefully integrated with its super structures and with Nature.
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Humane self-fulfillment requires meeting our psychic-corporal needs. Our mental faculties of
perception evolved implicit with Nature for learning directly from the natural environment our best
adaptations in Nature, generating community and prosperity with humane growth; cultures sharing
the worldview of the Sanctity of Life – Civilization: art, music, mythology, their technology, and their
economy being integrated with Nature.
Fundamental knowledge includes calculating the environment’s carrying capacity relevant to the
peoples’ need for maintaining that balanced relationship between production and the conservation
of natural ecosystems for the succeeding generations. “Life always seeks more life.” (M.C.K.).
Four Arrows suggests,
“I offer an answer related to two great forces, fear and love, which exist ontologically in a
dialectical tension of duality (i.e., as opposites). Imagine these forces not as feelings or emotions, as
psychology does, but rather as energies with particular designs/patterns that prefigure opposing
world views. When these two forces are not blocked from communicating with each other or when
one is not favored too much while the other is repressed, they flow in a balanced self-regulating
manner. When this happens there is no pathology that feeds the dynamics of a culture of fear.
If all flows well as one lives his or her life or as a culture organizes itself, people and all
communities learn from each other, and both grow as love heals fear as duality is eventually
transformed into-nonduality (i.e., fearlessness). In other words, we do not have to worry about love
not existing even if fear dominates and temporarily overshadows love’s light, causing insidious
destruction. Rather, our concern is how to get the balanced flow started again while the fear is
dominating. Learning to embrace fearlessness, as indigenous cultures have over thousands of years,
is the path to such sacred ground.
Indeed, this is the Natural Way of the world of human experience. Fearlessness offers the
opportunity to integrate something into the real world that is not fully fear or fully love. It adds a
third synergizing energy that helps move us back into proper action and being.”
(Teaching Truly, by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 248)
From years of research, Four Arrows provides us with a procedure that engenders fearlessness.
“1. Create a sacred ground of fearlessness on which to erect (in some form) a temple dedicated to
fear. Create it in a place where you live (e.g., your home) and place it in a place to which you would
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have to walk that is beyond the normal circle of your territory (e.g., in nature, or a community park,
or the center of a city). It does not have to be permanently marked: that is up to you. If a sight you
pick does not have “power” for you, and for fear, leave it and find another that does.
2. Decide when you will go to the temple. You may make it a structured time or not, but it ought to
be significant at least as a marker in your day or week.
3. Walk the path of fear as you travel to the temple. Walk it slowly, as a pilgrim traditionally does,
stopping often along the way, stopping often along the way and remember why you are doing this
ritual journey to the temple. Before arriving at the temple, you ought to be thorough, even recorded
in a notebook, all the most important fears that have come into your life (affecting both yourself and
others around you) during the day or week. Assess how you handled the fear in this world and
inside you, and walk, walk, walk. Be discerning but not judgmental in thinking about your
management of fear, and remember that choosing to walk the path of fear is all about human
learning from both your successes and mistakes in relationship to fear(s).
4. Set up your sacred ground and temple, and then give all your learning and fear(s) to the Great
Spirit of the Temple of Fear. However you can imagine it, let go of your fears cognitively and
emotionally. You may even perform a dance or a song, or you may draw your fears on the ground,
being creative as you like. Let go of your fears until you feel lighter yet grounded.
5. Give thanks to the great mysterious energies and spirits of the temple, and then lie on the sacred
ground of fearlessness and remember that all of the past great practitioners of fearlessness are
there to offer assistance and will always be there as long as you remember them and honor them.
Fearlessness now has a place in your world and in the culture you live in - you are rebuilding in
small steps, the lost culture of fearlessness.
6. Having absorbed the fearlessness of all ancestors, human and animal, proceed to dismantle the
temple, or not, and say good-by, giving gratitude and perhaps a gift to all.
7. Walk back the way you came to the temple, but now see it as the path of fearlessness. Offer the
gift of fearlessness and you’re learning to others on the path taking responsibility for rebuilding a
culture of fearlessness, but expect nothing from them in return. Most importantly learn how not to
be afraid of fear itself so that the culture of fear will dissolve. As well, pay heed to what the Dalai
Lama preaches to the West” “Don’t fear fearlessness” (quoted in Ferguson, 2005, p. 14).” (Teaching
Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, pp. 249-50)
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I recommend all books by Four Arrows to whom we are grateful and ever beholding for having led
us to contemporary, Indigenous civilization and its worldview of the Sanctity of Life. Indigenous
civilization is our ancestral methodology for living in permeance, always growing through human
evolution, and those Shamans are lifelines into that tried and proven ancient lore that is under the
threat of extermination.
The community library must access all books and videos pertaining to Aboriginal lore, wisdom, and
philosophy (not tainted by colonialism) as basic learning for the sake of Life, and for deepening the
spiritual lives in the culture of conviviality, in turn reinforcing mutualism’s reverence for Nature.
(Recommended, Sitting Bull’s Words… by Four Arrows.)
“CAT-FAWN is a mnemonic [*] for helping to remember that transformational learning is primarily
connected to a processing of information that represents collaboration between the right and left
hemispheres of the brain. …. truly transformative learning is most likely to occur.” (ibid., content, p.
251)
*[a device such as a pattern of letters, ideas, or associations that assists in remembering something.
“CAT – concentration-activated transformation.
FAWN – fear, authority, words, Nature” (ibid., content, p. 251)
FA: “Metacognitive and psychic analysis of FAWN quickly rebuilds the foundations of our brain and
the connections of our consciousness. It teaches us how and why Indigenous cultures see the first
laugh of a child so worthy of ceremonial celebration and why interconnectedness is reality, not
rhetoric. FAWN is about embracing the original worldview (instructions) that guides it in the right
direction toward:
1. Wacante Oganake –To carry the welfare of the people with sharing.
2. Wowaunsila – (Wo wo hon shila) — to have pity and compassion for all living things.
3. Wowauonihan – (Wa wau oh nee han) – To respect everything that moves.
Concentration-Activated Transformation uses our ancient practice of using alternative states of
awareness to learn how to move off our unsatisfying detour pathway and on onto to our true path,
one that is unique to our individual soul but in concert with true reality. CAT is about learning how
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to masterfully engage the alternative realities (dreaming, meditation, telepathy, synchronistic
spiritual involvement, self-hypnosis are [is] all what you will live and guide others to learn to use
their unique purpose on this true path.
“Worldview,” although not the best word to describe Indigenous ways of “being,” is nonetheless
becoming a major focus in all fields of psychology and in quantum physics. As for the former, Monk,
et al, mention “worldview” 38 times in the nearly 500 text on multi-cultural counseling of all kinds.
In other words, the perspective from which we might analyze the phenomena of power in cultural
relations is itself rooted in a cultural worldview…healthy identity has been consistently associated
with the dominant white Western cultural norms of achievement, individualism, selfdetermination, mastery and material success…Therapeutic goals such as self-actualization,
independence, creativity, competence and autonomy are all based on an individualistic ethic and an
individualistic orientation to therapy (Monk, et al, 2008, pp.144-145)
Monk, G., Maxwell, J., Winslade, St. Sinclair, S.L. (2008). New horizons in multicultural counseling.
Thousand Oaks, CA.: Sage Publications”
(Four Arrows, 1/31/2021, "catfawn.com" CAT-FAWN certification class.)
The example given below was described by Four Arrows.
When a person is in a life-threatening injurious condition, in an emergency, a Doctor is seen as the
authority and the injured receives decisive hypnotic suggestions from the doctor. To reduce blood
pressure and to stop bleeding are successfully carried out by the injured. In times of fear people will
accept suggestions from an “authority.” In Nature, in times of emergency, species rally to a leader.
What I have gathered is that this skill of the practitioner, the Shaman, can help heal on more than on
the physical plane, but also on plane of the souls of people. That skill can be applied when learning
through cognition with the benefit of intuitive experience.
I am trying to imagine a society not unlike the Indigenous civilization, but different, in so much as
all modern know-how, painstakingly erected in the Western civilization, is maintained and
modified for the purposes of a modern civilization with its public Exchange Element. That vision
maintains that the personal impetus for growth among children be supported directly by an
economy purposed to capitalize them freely coupled with direct, community support.
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Mutualism is an economic structure purposed for delivering equitable service on all planes of
human experience. The destination includes all people working with each other for each other, not
to the exclusion of their respective predilections for excellence in life. Everyone supports the
Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Service, GMSS, that employs many people proportional to the
productivity of its technology. Community services include but are not limited to, food and all
components for water, construction, housing, renewable energy, fabric, education, medical service;
and organization, civil, civic, and civic-economic. Mutualism generates conviviality and its
meaningful safety wherein everyone is interested in the prosperity and growth of their civilization
relevant to objective reality.
By contrast, in mass centralist society, MCS, too many charlatans and despots exact an exorbitant
price on the people as if medieval peasants or Orwell’s proles. Here I describe some recollections
from reading a book about daily life in Medieval Europe.
In broad generality, in medieval Europe, the landed, the castled class, viewed the peasants as
serving for production and profit, callously “knowing” that it was the “natural” order of God that the
working peasantry support their lords, families, and working crews. Alongside them, the subjective
experience of the peasants viewed the upper class as angles, a world above them, and with whom
no one imagined to parley. Despite the landed class’s martial capability for the fiefdom’s selfdefense as a public service (and partly because of it), they exploited the peasants at their respective
discretions.
In some places, the peasants were freed but continued tied to the land by the dangers of travel. The
civilians of outlaying territories assumed free peasants traveling away from their home territory to
be outlaws and would kill them, or outlaws would see them. Nonetheless, freed to sharecropping,
when not overtaxed is generally prosperous enough for the adequate life of those times, hard work
and small pleasures, and not without simple prosperity, especially among small holders.
We are now embroiled in this new, updated feudal system that operates much the same way.
Broad sectors of populations resemble the necrophilic dystopia of Orwell’s 1984.
“In 1984, Orwell describes Oceania's society as divided into three distinct classes: the Inner Party,
the Outer Party (the lower bureaucracy), and the proles, with their own upper, middle, and lower
classes. The proles made up almost 85% of the population in Oceania; they receive little education,
work at manual labor, live in poverty, and usually die by the age of sixty.” (Wikipedia)
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Economic political control hiding behind propaganda and omissions of all kinds interferes with the
sovereignty of man and woman and children within Nature.
It is said that there is a life “under God” that I would guess, parallels that of living with Nature.
Christianity has a very humane political position of defending community, especially regarding its
denouncement of interest charged on loans and the institutionalization of religion. Biblical
Scriptures contribute to evaluating present situations in the context of objective reality, providing
insight relevant to the deployment of concerted, pragmatic praxis required for saving humanity.
(ideas from… Juan Luis Segundo S J, Liberation of Theology). By default, given real community, one
would suppose that Nature would be listened to. However, referent to the Christian Scriptures that
theme is not present, or if it exists it is not generally known.
Everyone has the Right to their personal faith and spiritual life. Philosophies are to be lived-out, and
if a living philosophy ceases to advance one spiritually, then a new philosophy is chosen that will
cover new ground. (The former philosophy is integrated as memory while some of its content might
continue active.)
The Christian thesis was uprooted by thugs for weaponizing, institutionalizing it, for subjugating
the peoples’ minds, and for muffling their hearts, thwarting personal faith. Hierarchies of private
power do not exist in the absence of subjugation.
I prefer the experiential rapture of that Love Beauty ever unfolding from the ineffable implicit in
Nature, increasing mental health and service to the greater good for the sake of Life.
Despite economic stratification, conventional, representational government can maintain social
order by providing generous, social services. However, “too much” education would undermine
private power. A calculated paternalism can be maintained alongside an open society that is largely
oblivious of its subjugation, or resigned to it. That open society facilitates the growth of DESO.
I need not explain fascism, the privatization of government.
Fundamental to Indian education is a “…sense of place – Indian education recognizes the importance
of an Indian sense of place, land, territory.” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows,
ibid., p. 74)
Decentralized economic social organization fulfills functions, one being to access and hold
appropriate production and primary resources for its sovereign communities. Territory is needed
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for sovereignty. Recruitment among property owners who like the prospect of living in mutualism,
conviviality, and Independence would be expected. Property owners’ applications for admission
would be duly tended to and considered by the Community Coordinating Committee and all its
Nuclear Groups, the executive department.
Territory is needed for the sacredness of periodically joining with its cosmos in community ritual.
The sacred place in their territory is found by pure chance and the surrounding land, it makes no
less sacred. It is the precise location where community experiences the structured ritual of Sacred
Place and Sacred Time; existence and time being simultaneous.
Human, mental perceptual faculties include collective perception, which occurs when everyone
experiences the rapture of that unity in Sacred Space and Sacred Time. Music, singing, and dance
are vital components for augmenting beautiful trance as well as for strengthening the structures of
that vehicle delivering them to that definitive destination and back from it without irregularity.
At the close of the ritual, the psychic substances each with autonomous being are dismissed and
remnant psychic substance is “grounded.” The subsequent gentle revelry and feasting further
grounds those elements raised from the unconscious mind, some transformed into living memory.
Respective meanings, including that which is universal, are derived from that collective perception
of the ineffable, self-validated by those functioning, mental perceptual faculties having evolved for
that purpose.
In their daily activities the community all share the memory of that unifying spiritual experience
and understand the sacredness of their territory from which is derived their collective cosmos of
objective reality. The New Year, and the Summer Solstice, are notable cosmological times for the
people to enjoy that self-validated, spiritual unity by exercising mental perceptual faculties not
recognized in the Western cultures. Yet, by creating the culture that fully exercises those faculties
for their intended purpose we grow in sanity and in health with meaningful happiness.
Dormant perceptual faculties of mind, such as I allude to, are both individuated and collective, in
human evolution they function as perceptual “conduits” to the spiritual autonomy of both elemental
and corporal, extra-human life, purposed for learning our best adaptations to objective reality while
exercising our fulfillment as the humane, human species that we are. For full human sanity, those
faculties must be exercised fully in tandem with our species building that cultural, “dialogical”
relationship with Nature that is our birthright our home and our fulfillment.
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(Ides from my experience, and, Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane, The Nature of Religion…
and Four Arrows)
“Authentic Indian education would not separate mathematics, economics, history, or health
education from other subjects such as language arts, music, ecology, or science.” (Teaching Truly by
Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 75)
“…Indigenous knowledge is always spiritual knowledge…” (ibid., p. 75)
“It is time for courage and ultimately fearlessness to take hold in all of us for the sake of all future
generations.” (ibid., p. 76)
Fearlessness is immanent in decentralized civilization.
“Concepts relating to community wellness and ecology are prioritized here. These include
initiation; ceremony; stories; experience and context; body-heart-mind-spirit learning; subjectivity;
readiness to learn; visions and dreams; and an orientation to place.” (ibid., p. 78)
Health
“For Indigenous peoples able to live in accordance with their values, this spiritual orientation is the
foundation and motivation for sustaining high levels of physical, mental and social fitness ….
physical training …. in concert with adherence to virtuous conduct is in accord with the natural law
of life.” (ibid., p. 96)”
“The health of individuals is related to the health of communities. Therefore, generosity, reciprocity,
humility, courage and attention to conflict resolution strategies that aim at maintaining and
restoring community are vital to wellness.” (ibid., p. 101)
“Health for its own sake, independent of its relationship to living a full life, is not a goal Indigenous
Peoples embrace. Health and fitness are means to more important and satisfying activities in life.”
(ibid., p. 103)
By contrast, as of this writing, at the age of 70, I dwell in mass centralist society, currently a
suburbanite style, sedentary planner, surrounded by this lovely rural winter in Northeastern,
Ohio. (Always, another adventure to come.) Behind this man is a strong and beautiful woman,
my wife, Maria. She brought in a treadmill for us. I stretch out. Last season’s gardening saw
activity.
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Nonetheless, from my experience during my youth, the joy of fitness corelates with a simple
diet and the Maddox, as well as memorable, kit adventures in Mexico’s natural ecosystems.
Your kit containing what you need to be out there.
Intuition is from the heart. It is too easily overlooked. Listen to it, and exhibit that happy
spontaneity with courage and generosity. Life is relentless with generous Beauty.
Music
“The music of the Indian is the spontaneous and sincere expression of the soul of a people. No civilized
music has such complex, elaborate, and changing rhythm as has the music of the American Indian. –
Natalie Curtis…” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 105)
“Aboriginal Music unites consciousness with the invisible laws and energy patterns of nature. – Lawlor.
1919, p. 290” (ibid., p. 105)
Much of the book Teaching Truly, explains how the hegemony of corporate interests have omitted
every aspect of modern education that conflicts with their processes used for subjugation. For
example, geography, if taught, omits the relationships between human activity and the natural
environment, and the subject of science does not address the factors causing global warming. I have
not elaborated to great length upon the wrongs of an economically stratified society in this section,
because the kind of education present in Indigenous civilization fits the DESO schemata very well.
Education in the context of decentralized civilization is uniquely purposed for living in mutualism.
DESO education is not purposed to prepare the young to exist in mass centralist society.
Nonetheless, it is important to note the importance of music in the human context, and that in mass
centralist society music is limited to whatever does not threaten the hegemony of the class of
wealth, both in education and in the commercial market.
DESO education is universal, in so much as the relationships among all people relative to the
natural environment are of paramount importance for everyone concerned, relative to the
permanence of our species hinging on the fulfillment of our place in natural evolution.
In hegemonic * mass centralist society, “The less people know about the world at large, the more
they trust the decisions of their leaders to rule the world. If diverse, authentic music from various
countries, cultures and classes came to be understood as equal to the carefully selected categories
of music taught in schools, this might cause doubt in “America only” beliefs (Spruce 2001). Music, as
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Indigenous cultures have not forgotten, can enhance conscious awareness and can provide a
common language the breaks down “us versus them” thinking and encourages people to question
inequalities.” (ibid., p. 108)
*Hegemony, noun, leadership, or dominance, especially by one country or social group over others.
… an observation made by Four Arrows:
“Following Plato’s advice, the hegemons’ agents cause schools to avoid music that has emotional
content, such as that felt in many protest songs…” (ibid., p. 109)
Importantly, the people with an economic Exchange Element, EE, that cannot be privatized, the EE
of self-realization for all, are people who determine the purposes for the economic forces of their
economy. Art, the aesthetic, would be infused in all aspects of life as the most impartial determinant
of excellence in living full lives, lived well in Beauty.
“All Tribal People participated in the creation of art. Young and old, men and women, each in their
own way and with their own degree of experience, created art…. Art was an integral expression of
life, not something separate. Everyone was an artist. (Four Arrows, Cajete and Lee 2010, p. 90)”
(ibid., p. 110)
“…Whitehead describes. It is about giving significance to all and being intensely aware of one’s
personal relationship and interconnections with the universe. “It comes from the process of
exploring and coming to know the nature of the living energy that moves in each of us, through us
and around us” (Cajete 2000, op. 61). It is not about the individualism and consumerism that define
music education today…” (ibid., p. 111)
Four Arrows is an accomplished, renowned musician. I am not a musician and my experience with
music is limited; several, ritual participations, and listening.
Mather: “A spiritual connection to music infers an awareness of how music and song connect us to
our communities. What does a piece of music say about the human and non-human communities?
Their strengths and needs? Some songs also connect us to invisible worlds. It is important for us to
select songs and enjoy them with a sensitivity to these ideas. …. Music stimulates the intuitive part
of our brains. Songs and a sacred awareness of them can affirm our links with the mystery of our
cosmos. Communication with the powerful and all pervasive spirits is established through the
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combination of sounds produced from musical instruments (most of which are believed to be
imbued with life), songs, and rituals” (Mather 2008, p. 107).” (ibid., p. 112-13)
We can scarcely imagine a sane, modern, decentralized civilization and its cultures sharing the
worldview of the Sacredness of Life. The Indigenous civilization that is threatened with extinction
has already saved, and provides, thousands of years of exploration and mapping of the living
relationships within spiritual Life at large; indispensable knowledge for making our best adaptation
to “Her” natural environment. The imperative to salvage that human link for our survival is
immediate and cannot be overstated.
“.… Vitality, Sources of strong emotion, Sense of place, Transformation and/or tradition” (ibid., p.
114)
“Join or start a drumming circle, and drum for peace and health for all of life.” (ibid., p. 116)
“English Language Arts
“Aboriginal languages reflect the cultural emphasis on experiential awareness. [By contrast,] The
intellectual and linguistic practice for reducing and generalizing characteristic of Western thought
has the effect of lumping together all our different perceptions, thereby obscuring the nature of reality.
– Robert Lawlor, 1991, p. 1” (ibid., p. 118)
It bares to mention that “The school boards, especially in Texas and Florida, are strongly influenced
by hegemonic agents, including the religious right, those who have brought into neoconservative/neo-liberal ideology and those hegemons who are trying to protect their positions
from a revolution of the masses. …. politically or culturally critical material that might upset
powerful groups…. [and it continues.]” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, ibid.,
p. 120)
It is good to get the idea, as to how much “brain washing” we have experienced in this dystopic
society.
However, the point I want to emphasize is that this philosophy of education provided here in
Ideology Of Decentralized Civilization… needs this more exacting, spiritual destination for fulfilling
our obligation to objective reality, Nature, in tandem with fulfilling our obligations to each other.
Among learners and mentors, * Education can bring storytelling into the foreground in concert with
the self-management of Structured Dialogical Consensus-Based Community Decision Making
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Processes and its praxis. That combination facilitates the development of a modern, integral society,
which would be worlds better than living under colonial subjugation.
* “Mentoring consists of a long-term relationship focused on supporting the growth and
development of the mentee [learner]. The mentor becomes a source of wisdom, teaching, and
support, but not someone who observes and advises on specific actions or behavioral changes in
daily work.” (https://www.thebalancecareers.com/a-guide-to-understanding-the-role-of-amentor-2275318)
“Indigenous languages, with far more words and concepts to master than European languages, are
also traditionally learned without such formal structures. Rather, they are learned through active
observation, respectful participation and interactive, engaged and relevant story telling.” [By
contrast, within prevailing convention] …story telling … is … seldom used to its full potential. Could
this be because story telling emphasizes personal connections that tend to cause resistance to
impersonal political control and hierarchical structures? Or that it fosters collaborative
communication and opens doors to realizing interconnectedness?” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don
Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, ibid., p. 121)
Decentralized community needs to be composed of mature, individuated adults to safeguard its way
of life.
“Critical thinking is about clarifying goals, examining assumptions and hidden agendas, evaluating
evidence, taking appropriate action and reflecting on outcomes.” (ibid., p. 122)
The kind of people that practice face-to-face structured, civil, dialogical consensus-based
community decision making processes exercise and hone their critical thinking alongside their
respective fields of intuitive experience while engaged together for meeting community needs. With
that immediate unanimity, community can respond swiftly to the demands of emerging reality.
DESO education, “…must incorporate relevant, interactive storytelling and reflective dialogue that
nurtures the natural curiosity and interests…” (ibid., p. 126)
“Indigenous approaches to developing communication skills use storytelling as a way to teach us
how to foster healthy relationships with people and the natural world.” (ibid., p. 126)
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Education includes reading stories about individuals, so that learners, “…identify to what degree
courage, generosity, patience, fortitude, humility and honesty were or were not demonstrated.”
(ibid., p. 132)
Learners can create their own versions of stories and exercise their abilities for creating their own
interpretation of words to help prevent being, “… hypnotized into uncritically accepting some
externally induced reality.” (ibid., p. 130)
“There are many language tricks people use to persuade others. Recognizing them can prevent us
from accepting statements uncritically. Listen to a political… talk show host… like Rush Limbaugh…
and even without knowing the names of such communication strategies as “either-or” or “circular
reason,” [methods that persuade the susceptible] attempt to identify the words and sentences that
might put you on guard for possible deception.” (ibid., p. 133)
However, DESO develops language Arts for its internal purposes. “Prescription,” as Paulo Freire
uses the word (Pedagogy of the Oppressed), is not part of decentralized community. The vehicle of
education in DESO is Art, the living, cultural articulation of sacred meaning; Beauty hand in hand
with extrinsic, guiding, living spirits opening ways to the liminal experience of the Ineffable facets
of the “Ground of Being,” thereby evolving meaningful self-fulfillment.
History
“If you believe people to have no history worth mentioning, it’s easy to believe they have no humanity
worth defending. – William Loren Katz” (ibid., p. 135)
In his time of American history, “There was little that seemed to satisfy or serve what Thomas
Jefferson called for in his famous letters about the obligations of citizens:
I know no safe depository of the ultimate powers of that society but the people themselves; and if
we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their control with a wholesome discretion, the
remedy is not to take it from them, but to inform their discretion by education. This is the true
corrective of abuses of constitutional power.
Every government degenerates when trusted to the rulers of the people alone. The people
themselves, therefore, are its only safe depositories. And to render even them safe, their minds
must be improved to a certain degree.” Thomas Jefferson, (ibid., p. 139)
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Thomas Pain wrote that, “To understand what the state of society ought to be, it is necessary to
have some idea of the natural state of man, such as it is at this day among the Indians of North
America.” (ibid., p. 141)
(Thomas Pain’s, The Rights of Man, “… was almost singularly the greatest inspiration for the
American Revolution,” and banned from American “…public school libraries in 1946.” (Ibid., p.
141))
History is the required component of the Misak Indians of Columbia, Life Plan included in this book.
A priority for decentralized civilization is safeguarding our biosphere’s life support systems. Global
warming causes water shortages, rising sea levels, and causes extreme weather conditions. Ionized
radiation progressively impacts the reproduction of some insects and plants in the natural
ecosystems of the wild areas surrounding the wrecked nuclear power plant, Chernobyl. (Science)
Mathematics
“Continuing to accept Western math education as universal and authoritative is detrimental to
creating a healthier and more humane world. – Munir Fasheh, 1990, p. 22
Within Native America, mathematics is a sacred practice related to the dynamics of the whole cosmos.
Numbers are manifestations of beings. – F. David Peat, 1994, p. 154 (ibid., p. 152)
“The most important math learning and application opportunities exist in helping students
understand the environmental/ecological crisis we all face.” (ibid., p. `159)
I cannot here expand upon aspects of the Indigenous integration of math with their cultures,
although, I can encourage you to read, Teaching Truly, by Four Arrows.
Importantly,
“Roberts (1997) demonstrates…. how mathematic knowledge is valued in Aboriginal society as an
art in the same life-sustaining way other art forms such as music are honored. …. math teacher Paul
Lockhart (2009) …. explains, “The first thing to understand is that mathematics is an art. …By
concentrating on what, and leaving out why, mathematics is reduced to an empty shell. The art is
not in the “truth” but in the explanation, the argument. It is the argument itself which gives the
truth its context, and determines what is really being said and meant. Mathematics is the art of
explanation…. A piece of mathematics is like a poem, and we can ask if it satisfies our aesthetic
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criteria: Is this argument sound? Does it make sense? Is it simple and elegant? Does it get me closer
to the heart of the matter?” (ibid., p. 161)
“So how do we teach … mathematics? By choosing engaging and natural problems suitable to their
tastes, personalities, and level of experience. By giving them time to make discoveries and
formulate conjectures. By helping them to refine their arguments and creating an atmosphere of
healthy and vibrant mathematical criticism. By being flexible and open to sudden changes in
direction to which their curiosity may lead. In short, by having an honest intellectual relationship
with our students and our subject. (Paul Lockhart, “The Mathematician’s Lament”) Lockhart’s larger
body of work is essential reading for those who wish to come closer to understanding the
Indigenous perspective.” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 161)
The diverse applications for mathematics in life as well as the teaching methods described by Four
Arrows are too numerous for me to transcribe here.
“Understanding mathematics as an Indigenous art form... requires the realization that art… is… a
process designed to help understand and interpret life. This realization calls not only for… relevant
applications of math computations but also for engaging with the phenomenon of math itself in an
enjoyable, “musical” fashion and drawing analogies from what is learned that have substantive
meaning in the real world.” (ibid., p. 161) That kind of reality is intrinsic to decentralized
civilization.
Economics
The Beauty of Economics is that it can be shaped. Beauty is autonomous, irrespective of human
presence. The economy that adapts with spiritual adjustments and grows in its direct relationship
with the permanence of primary resources and their natural ecosystems can take the field. That
proposition is embedded in the subsequent civilization that holds to that worldview of the Sanctity
of Life, the Sacredness of Life. An economy that delivers permanence for the people responds to
where it is most needed.
While conviviality exists, the people are fulfilled with meaning derived from their self-validated
knowledge of the mysteries of life, objective reality, and that we are irrevocably bound into the
corporal Life of Nature, so that our very sanity hinges upon that relationship. To rebuild a forest
minus “Her” spiritual content may be infective. Correctly, with science, capital investment and by
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living with that burgeoning ecosystem as if it were a “relative,” then it can be reconstructed. That
represents the fulfillment of our species, to experience that “unity in peace” with Nature and with
each other.
“Avarice, said to be the root of all evil, and the dominant characteristic of the European races, was
unknown among the Indians, indeed it was made impossible by the system they had developed. –
Ohiyesa” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 168)
Chris Hedges: “When the most basic elements that sustain life are reduced to a cash product, life has
no intrinsic value. The extinguishing of “primitive” societies, those that were defined by animism and
mysticism, those that celebrated ambiguity And mystery, those that respected the centrality of the
human imagination, removed the only ideological counterweight to self-devouring capitalistic
ideology. – Chris Hedges, 2012, p. 4” (ibid., p. 168)
DESO establishes its internal, self-sufficient economy. By doing so, no “partnership” is required with
the “corporate hegemony” of mass centralist society, MCS, or with its perversion (quoted words,
ibid., p. 173). People living in DSEO community hold to their Constitution of the Confederation,
which prohibits prescription.
In his book, Teaching Truly, Four Arrows seeks to integrate Indigenous education with the Western
counterpart for essential, humane reasons that further facilitate DESO. I cannot transcribe his
evaluations of capitalism and the “educational hegemony” among its private concerns that he
elaborates, not even his pedagogy, due to my focus on what we can come away with, that advances
education in DESO. The economic structures of DESO are well elaborated in this book, “…it operates
for the benefit of all…” (ibid., p. 173)
It is important to note that, “…anthropocentrism” * remains an enduring challenge to Nature-based
thinking, and this is especially true when it comes to economic issues. If we scoff at the idea of
learning from animals and other nonhuman entities, the core foundation of a gift economy
crumbles.” (ibid., p. 187)
*Regarding humankind as the central or most important element of existence, especially as
opposed to God or animals [or to elements].
Direct trade among productive community regions is agreeable to Community Confederations.
(idea, ibid., p. 185) The Confederation’s Office of Economic Development, among other services,
helps to consolidate redundant or burgeoning production between communities, facilitates
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contractual agreements for trade between communities, as well as such agreements among
Community Confederations.
DESO favors regional production for regional use. Communities own their production-based civiceconomy, equally. Four Arrows provides an example of that cultural disposition, an “…elder
Weyewan Native says, “I’m not a rich man according to most human reckoning but I am rich in
ability and I am rich in knowledge. I’m rich in favors and I’m rich in cooperation with others”
(Maybury-Lewis, 1992, p. 72).” (ibid., p. 190)
A functioning economy allocates capital to where it is most needed. (Sentence from, The Soul of
Economies – by Denise Breton, Christopher Largent)
Science
I do not know much about science, except the early teaching of my father in my childhood. He
would take me fossil hunting and taught me the sense of Geology and geological time. His avid
searches for arrowheads, about which he knew much, allowed me hands on participation alongside
his conversations about the American Indigenous civilizations. He showed me more than I can
mention here. What propelled me into this work was my father’s creative knack for civic
organization and his creative, economic designs. Beyond that, I had studied Humanities.
Properly speaking, science is an art, and as such, it is potentiated to facilitate the integration of the
base economy with Nature for establishing “complementarianism” (as described by Four Arrows).
Too many scientists are coerced into uncritical support for the hegemons, much to our peril. In part,
due to the “fundamentalism” of Western science insisting on reductionism. Figuratively speaking, at
best, “They can’t see the forests for the trees.” Private powers dominate Western science.
Contemporary, American Education omits crucial content for, “Hologizing, learning to look at the
whole while simultaneously looking at its parts.” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four
Arrows, p. 205)
In the absence of that sense for objective reality a societal malaise occurs, in so much as, “…this
partiality approach to real-life problem solving has not only conditioned many people too see and
deal only with parts of problems but has also limited these people’s ability to deal with problems
that require an understanding of whole systems. …. the relevant “science” systems are natural
systems.” (ibid., p. 205)
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The military industrial complex demands that science supply technology and production from the
diesel-based economy. The private, fossil energy companies, as well as career fascists, oblige
education to deny the imperialist situation that endangers us, the people, and generates uncritical
specialists. (concepts derived from relevant content, and Four Arrows)
The anonymous, ubiquitous class of wealth having monopolized the capital and technology, see
themselves as another species, a different civilization. The advents of robotics, and molecular and
genetic science, motivate them to cull the “chattel” unless useful for production. (ideas, Catherine
Austin Fitts) Those same private powers are singularly purposed for rupturing the lives of
humanity (concept, G. Orwell).
“Modern science’s dazzling achievements in rationally dissecting the natural world may also be
contributing to a sense of psychological, emotional, and spiritual detachment from the rest of the
natural world. - David Suzuki, 1992, p. 78.” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p.
193)
That said, in the context of DESO, we can see to it that we use science as the means for meeting our
existential needs, equally and equitably.
“Indigenous science and Indigenous languages do not seek to control or to hold on to stability within
this flux with analytic ideas, laws and concepts. Instead, they seek balance, harmony and relationship.
– F. David Peat, 2002, p. 278” (ibid., p. 193)
“… open-minded and outspoken questioning are not a problem in Indigenous science. It appreciates
that we cannot deny objectivity begins with subjectivity. To do so allows subjectivity to rule in the
disguise of objective science. Understanding life requires subjectivity, humility, and openmindedness. It also calls for embracing the unknown and accepting the “feeling” of the unspeakable
truths that come from lived experience. It comes from dialogue, experience and research that
embraces all aspects of cognitive, intuitive, traditional and experimental learning.” (Teaching Truly
by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 198)
Global warming is an existential threat. The hemorrhages of ionized radiation require mitigation.
The weapons of mass destruction and nuclear power plants must be decommissioned. The
contemporary science of mass centralist society, its technology and diesel-based tools, and its
qualified specialists are required to stop those threats. Before the end of diesel, the advent of
subsequent civilization is fundamental for taking that “horse by the reigns.”
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Western civilization is dangerous. Economic stratification demands universal alienation, and by
degree, the respective people become alienated from themselves; a societal, mental malaise.
“When hatred of culture becomes itself a part of culture, the life of the mind loses all meanin g.
—Alain Finkielkraut, The Undoing of Thought”.
By Roger Kimball, “There is another, perhaps even darker, result of the undoing of thought. The
disintegration of faith in reason and common humanity leads not only to a destruction of
standards, but also involves a crisis of courage. “A careless indifference to grand causes,”
Finkielkraut warns, “has its counterpart in abdication in the face of force.” As the impassioned
proponents of “diversity” meet the postmodern apostles of acquiescence, fanaticism mixe s with
apathy to challenge the commitment required to preserve freedom. Communism may have been
effectively discredited. But “what is dying along with it … is not the totalitarian cast of mind, but
the idea of a world common to all men.” Julien Benda took his epigraph for La Trahison des
clercs from the nineteenth-century French philosopher Charles Renouvier: Le monde souffre du
manque de foi en une vérité transcendante: “The world suffers from lack of faith in a
transcendent truth.” Without some such faith, we are powerless against the depredations of
intellectuals who have embraced the nihilism of Callicles as their truth.
[Recommended] The

Treason of the Intellectuals, by Julien Benda, translated by Richard Aldington,

was first published in 1928. This translation is still in print from Norton.”
The Treason of the Intellectuals & “The Undoing of Thought”
by Roger Kimball
https://newcriterion.com/issues/1992/12/the-treason-of-the-intellectuals-ldquothe-undoingof-thoughtrdquo
Indigenous science is circular and multidimensional. Indigenous science involves primary
resources and how they are understood spiritually while meeting human needs without
outstretching the carrying capacity needed for the permeance of their natural ecosystems.
Unlike the reductionism of Western science, wholistic science learns the particularities of
objective reality along the way, proportional to meeting their perceived needs with creativity,
while always expanding their intellectual/spiritual growth with Nature. Time and Existence and
Beauty are autonomous.
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Natural evolution grows towards ever greater complexity. Our species can be in equilibrium
with Nature to serve our function of heightening that experience of ever greater complexity on
Nature’s behalf, which, I think is our function. That ability requires us to reach the complexity
of unity in peace. (ideas, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Future of Man [1950’s]) (Chardin thinks
millions of years of our subsequent natural evolution may suffice to reach that destination.)
Western science is susceptible to private concerns generating dystopia and the specter of
extinction. Inadvertently, that science and its people’s infrastructures provide the knowledge
and the means for the rapid expansion of decentralization.
In the “pedagogical” sense Indigenous education is multidisciplinary. In a peace-based
civilization education is integral with all aspects of community life.
Society is structurally embedded. The question that poses is what kind of economic social
structure endures, and for what reasons.
Logic, per se, is not my forte. However, it is reasonable to suppose that something new will
come from this ideology of decentralized civilization. Something that is “not fully fear or fully
love,” the integration of dualities, “nonduality,” fearlessness (ideas, Four Arrows). But, also, that
kind of life will generate the spontaneous joys of friends and lovers in direct association
through their civil, civic, and civic-economic conviviality.
The greatest form of courage is generosity. Being fearless is rooted in one’s sense of
responsibility within community.
War is among the least desirable situations, and requires the strict regulations provided in this
book, because war can ferment treachery and brutalization.
Relevant to science, the DESO instrument of navigations asks, “…what mainstream ideas are
best replaced with Indigenous ones, which ones are best as they are, and how the two may…”
(Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 215) reciprocate to whatever degree
practical.
Indigenous ideas, although adopted, may not always take their traditional forms in DESO.
However, “placeness” is part of our biological evolution and for our optimum health, that must
be practiced.
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Decentralized Civilization integrates the Indigenous. The economic forces generated by DESO
are directed initially for its expansion and entrenchment, and for reversing the destructive
momentum of MCS. DESO competes with MCS for those primary resources while
simultaneously influencing and organizing the people inside convention to overturn the
policies of the class of wealth. That slave holding company cannot exist without its
subordinates or without its gamut of machines. Decommissioning the MCS industrial military
complex is only possible from the ground of an opposing force, which force is Indigenized,
decentralized civilization.
Geography
The “Indigenous paradigm-place” (Teaching Truly by Dr. Don Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, p. 215)
is integral with the DESO communities.
The limestone, Edwards Aquifer, in Texas, exemplifies the need for that rapport with its
spiritual dimension, that elemental “personality,” relevant to calculating its carrying capacity
for the support of its ecosystems and egalitarian communities, as well as recharging the aquifer
by the capture of rainwater.
A fundamental disagreement develops between decentralized civilization and “capitalistic”
Western society over land management. The universal spiritual position taken by Decentralized
Civilization obliges its people to concertedly develop the means for making decisive, effective
interventions in that repeatedly mentioned status quo.
But let us think about the nature of sanity. Putting Birth defects to one side, all children are
born gifted for living life fully and well. Culture lends form and function to the fractured
geometry of existence. Objective reality is our psychic-corporal condition. To the degree that as
communities we are economically and socially adept at fulfilling our respective, psychic corporal needs, to that degree we are sane and prosperous in all ways. We can only reflect upon
our best inter-personal relations (and what we have read about exemplar people) for imagining
what life in a modern, sane, peace-based society would be like.
Nonetheless, there is certainty in renouncing economic stratification. There is certainty in
refuting outside “authority” pronouncing upon us subliminal mandates edged with annihilation.
There is certainty in refuting conformity to narrow certifications or crime for capturing
economic stability, to putting an end to the turbulent, longsuffering enslaved, alienated
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families, their productive lives frittered away as personnel in the lowest echelons of economic
scarcity.
The Geography of decentralized civilization includes the perpetual planning and mapping of
that territorial expansion needed by its sovereign communities.
Reed Camacho Kinney, February 3, 2021

The following are not to be regarded as strictly dichotomous positions, rather, they must be viewed
from the worldview of complementarianism. Fundamental disagreements occur when a position
taken is pathological, disjointed from Nature’s objective reality.
Courtesy of Four Arrows, Indigenous Worldview - January 2020
Common Dominant Worldview Manifestations – Common Indigenous Worldview
Manifestations
Acceptance of Ridged Hierarchies – Use of egalitarian and reverse domination
Fear based thoughts and behaviors – Courage and fearless trust in the universe
Living without strong social purpose – Socially purposeful lives
Primarily selfish goals for primary gain – Emphasis on generosity and future generations
Unawareness of white privilege in the world – Historical awareness of white colonialism
Ridged and discriminatory gender stereotypes – Respect for gender fluidity
Uncritical acceptance of materialism – Non-materialistic, barter and gift economies
Not honoring the earth as sacred – Sees all life forms as sacred and sentient
More head than the heart – More heart than head
Competition as way to feel superior – Useful to maximize survival and cooperation
Lacking empathy - Empathetic
Anthropocentric* - Animals, insects, plants, water [and natural elements] are our teachers
*regarding humankind as the central or most important element of existence, especially as opposed
to God or animals.
Using words to deceive self or others - Words are sacred vibrations
Truth is determined and absolute – Truth is multifaceted
Ridged boundaries – Flexible boundaries
Unfamiliarity with alternative consciousness – Use of trance continually for highest potential
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Disbelief in spiritual energies – Recognition of spiritual energies
Disregarding wholistic interconnectedness – Continually honoring holistic interconnectedness
Minimal contact with others – High interpersonal engagement, touching
Emphasis on theory, rhetoric verses action – Inseparability of knowledge and action
Blindness to hegemony – Hegemonic awareness and resistance to it
Seeing time as linear – Time as cyclical
Dualistic thinking – Complementary duality and yanintan
Mainstream acceptance of injustice – Collective and organized resistance to injustice
Not supporting indigenous rights – Against all odds continual striving for rights
Fighting is highest expression of courage – Generosity is highest expression of courage
Seeing ceremony as rote phenomenon – Ceremony seen as life sustaining
Learning as didactic – Learning as experiential and collaborative
Trance is dangerous or stemming from evil – Trance-based learning as natural and essential
Human nature is corrupt or evil – Human nature is malleable
Dishonesty or deception is acceptable – Dishonesty and deception are unacceptable
Humor as entertainment – Humor as essential tool for coping
Conflict mitigated via revenge and punishment – Conflict resolution as return to community
Learning is broadly contextualized – Place-based learning and responsibility is key
Personal health and fitness minimal – Personal vitality is essential
Social laws of society are primary – Seeing laws of Nature as highest rules for living
Self-knowledge less important – Self-knowledge is most important
Individualism not connected to group – Autonomy connected to group
Nature is dangerous – Nature is benevolent
Nature is not sentient – Nature is sentient

“…interconnectedness is reality, not rhetoric.” (FA) - Irrevocably, “Nature is All … and
humans as part of Nature cannot change it to something it is not.” (FA) Figuratively, while
trekking through a wilderness a decision is required when the track meets the fork in the
path. There are two options. The wrong decision will lead your family into certain
impoverishment, oblivion, and extinction, while the correct option promises survival with
growth in real community.
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CHAPTER SIX
Dedicated to Zoe.

NEO-NEW WORLD
Vickie
These excerpts from a former work illustrate, and further explain, organization and its praxis.
These excerpts are from DECENTRALIZED ECONOMIC SOCIAL ORGANIZATION, DESO, and NEO-NEW
WORLD:
The Community General Store was single-story, a russet-colored brick building. Its oblique, angled,
roof was made of corrugated metal. Verandas shelter the front of all public buildings. The structure
supported its generous wood-framed windows with its glass, double front door. On either side of it,
under the windowsills, long benches set against its wall. The cement floor was smooth; upon which
set several, long wooden picnic tables spaced end to end. Friendly people at the tables were seated
on benches or chairs with generous space around them. Alongside that walkway, where it bordered
the street was a waist high, narrow wall of wood flower boxes, filled with live bunches of violetcolored lilacs on their tall, leafy stems, swaying in the breezy sunlight.
The white, electric sedan glided quietly towards the store. Sue parked in front of the flower boxes.
Jane was seated beside her. Each of the young, comely ladies wore dark purple, cotton t-shirts and
dark blue jeans. Sue and Jane had become as close as sisters. Vickie opened the car’s back door,
setting her colorfully beaded moccasin clad foot on the flag stone street. Standing light on her feet,
blue sky filled her bright, blue eyes as she looked through the clear, crisp air at the flowers. The thin
perfume of the lilacs came to her. “This is fantastic!” her laughing voice added to Sue and Jane’s fun.
[Deleted content followed by Excerpt:] […upon being seated at a table inside the general store…]
He smiled and said, “Vickie, this conversation is about some of the things that are important to us.
What Sue said is correct; we also have other little buildings in these hills managed by our
Community Personnel Office for the same reasons. Long ago, we reached consensus that evolving
what being human is about must include the art of being oneself, and that solitude, especially in a
natural setting, produces an exhilaration of consciousness, the consciousness of our innermost
…whatever that unique experience may be in one’s Life.” Bill smiled and drank from his generous
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glass. Vickie noticed Jane and Sue listening quietly, smiling easily, while they munched on salted
walnuts, with their beer.
Then, Bill went on. “We all go into solitude from time to time. This is possible in our homes. But,
for those of us that live in the more populated parts of our village a little nook is sometimes signed
for, or sometimes, signed for just because you like going to nooks. …The ones by the river are nice
locations to fish from…. And, too, couples can sign up for nooks to enjoy their privacy.” That
mention drew some memories, and soft laughter rose from the girls.
Rhiannon smiled as she set her mug down. Vickie noticed the kind, gentle glow in her jasper
brown eyes. Rhiannon speaking, began, “Vickie, here, we have integrated a far greater, and deeper
reality, intuition perhaps, with rational science. In this world we have mobilized wisdom,
knowledge, beauty, and our all-giving and all-forgiving love, our reverence for life. That is the
permanent effort made by all of us, because we have learned that reality reciprocates favorably to
that. And in turn, then, we respond favorably to each other. Our rational and sensory faculties are
guided by that creative mystery.” She paused, seemingly to collect her thoughts. …Bill said, “Vickie,
Rhiannon is one of our savants. It’s always an honor to listen to her.” Rhiannon’s teeth gleamed
before she raised her mug to drink. Bill easily drew his shiny cigarette case from his jacket pocket,
lighted a cigarette, and passed it to Rhiannon who, with a slight nod, accepted it. At her leisure,
while she took her quiet time, smoke, graced by her lovely lips, rose into the air current above that
wisped it out the window.
Then, with ease, she handed the lighted cigarette back to Bill, and continued. “Our benevolence
and reciprocity are just what our attunement to that far greater and deeper reality does for us. We
do not need to prioritize further scientific, technological, or other types of material progress to live
well in life. We use and develop as much science and technology as we need for the simple purpose
of bringing more people into permanent community. Also, research and scientific investigation for
its own sake is an option that any of us can receive community support for.
We unify the intuitive, the rational, and the sensory for the practical effectiveness doing so
provides. Our ethics, science, contractual relationships, the ways we do business, our philosophies,
and our fine arts, painting, sculpture, architecture, literature, music, drama, and our dialogical
decision-making processes; all our cultural creations are orchestrated by our non-material
objective, our humane humanity. We have learned that our purpose is to always become more
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human, and we know what that means. It means creatively transforming ourselves and everything
we touch, into harmony with Life; transformation without end.” (1)
[Deleted content followed by Excerpt:] [Vickie reflects upon her visit to the community educational
organization’s main building.]
The artwork had filled her with delight and wonder; sculptures of marble, granite, bronze, wood,
and the building’s wrought iron gates, and its first-floor window gratings that looked like oversized,
black lace. Everything functional was efficient and well executed with a mind to the aesthetic. Those
impressions were in her mind while seated in her comfortable chair.
The educational facilities were populated with hundreds of performing artists and in its hallways,
screens matted in the walls, displayed videos of their performances. That community educational
building housed one of the largest, public, contemporary art collections in the world. She had seen
many tourists there …with their Kokosing guides.
Inside, she had walked all along its ground level wall to take in the illuminated terra cotta panels
of bas-relief sculptures depicting scenes of community people engaged in their productive
enterprises, depicting rural productivity and industrial enterprises, as well as performing arts.
Vickie was captivated by them, and she took a long while to scrutinize their remarkable attention to
detail. Jane had explained to her that the panels served to channel the younger children’s attention
to the indispensable community occupations that they would someday master.
Together, they ascended the stairway to the building’s second floor and entered the librarycomputer-lab. Its outer side was walled with self-washing, glass windows. Setting alongside those
windows, sculptures and small crop-trees in large pots decorated the expansive, long, semi-circular
room. Its inner wall displayed fine art paintings. Vickie remembered the spiritual themes and the
emotions that they had evoked in her.
A third of the building housed the performing arts auditorium/studio roofed with self-washing
glass that melted off snow and ice. Vickie noticed that the human activity in the building was
intense and diverse.
Nobody seemed to be in command, yet a buzz of energetic activity animated everyone. People of
all ages manned the custodial activity, and even small children sat in booster chairs at some of the
desks in the file offices. As they walked past them, Jane said to Vickie, “No, they don’t sit there too
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long. Our children are taught to function in some capacity with our self-management, but only for
short times during some weekdays. They learn punctuality, but, of course, they are reminded by
their mentors. Even so, they are compensated, and their contributions do count.”
They turned to walk into a big room that looked more like a clean, well-lighted art museum than a
cafeteria; its lateral walls decked out in paintings and sculptures while its outer wall was glass. At
the counter, that paralleled the lateral wall, they served themselves coffee and muffins. People of all
ages were seated at the long tables. Vickie and Jane, their meals in hand, went to sit at a booth. Jane
was very happy to talk about her life and said, “Our classes do have beginning and ending times.
The schedules are coordinated among our mentors and are decided at the outset of each term. Of
course, that means that we all get together in the auditorium and have our conversations over the
course of a few days. That way we create agreed upon plans. Then we work with our education
coordinating committee to set the plan in the record and we follow through with it over the season.
Our plans are very flexible, so that our children can start adjusting to the learning experiences that
we provide, and they sign onto what interests them most. We expect them to work on their own
interests. We all demonstrate our excellence and perfection, and the products of excellence, to
inspire them. It works simply fine. It is natural for children to learn skills.
We start them where they feel most comfortable and as they become more proficient, we keep
building and adding higher skill levels for them to practice and perfect. Children love to learn what
interests them, and we integrate related skills whenever we see the opportunity to do so. I never
have very many learners at one time here, since as you may well imagine, we have many instructor
learners among us.
I teach my young people to dance. We teach them to keep and organize their ongoing records of
their skills attainment. I keep a file of those copies for each of them, and we keep all the complete
learner files in our records office. Learner files are relevant to the community personnel office.
My young people grow to excellence, and in conjunction with our musicians we create wonderful
choreographies. We dance for (and with) our community on all our festive occasions. We design
and create our costumes, and we coordinate.” Then, Vickie commented, “You describe a vastly
different way of organizing things. But it works here, here in Kokosing.”
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Jane replied, “Absolutely. Our community structure generates cultural creations. All our
productive endeavors warrant capitalization and community support. For example, we record
music in our studios and what we are listening to now is our own.”
“Yes, I know.” said Vickie, “That composition is by Shono. I have heard his music before, and I read
an article about him in that magazine, We Are DESO.”
“That’s right.” Jane said, “We have fantastic singers, bands, choirs, instrumentalists, and our
orchestras are just wonderful. Our drama organization is excellent, too.
The way we happen to have so many accomplished masters, and masters to be, is that here they
start young, and we give them all the support, and the training, and the time that they need to
develop their talents well. But it’s the whole environment here, too, that inspires us.
We do not create art for money. Granted, the art donated by our members for sale in the city does
earn us that other world’s money. …But, no - here we do it for the sake of ourselves, for all of us. It is
magical to see ourselves mature in beauty, producing infinities of that something that we do not
have words for. We grow as human beings, and we grow in our well-deserved love, which we
always work so hard for. That brings us satisfaction.”
Vickie knew that if she worked with these community people that she would reap greater
rewards, than being the one-dimensional celebrity she was in the city. Fame and fortune meant
little to her. She had been moneyed since birth and publicity did not interest her. Because of her
mother’s love, she had never become too egocentric - because of that love, a passion was instilled in
her to perform with perfection. And here, at last, she would make a powerful contribution, shared
among others, others who would bring her the depth of reciprocal love and respect that she longed
for.
Vickie loved Jane, and speaking from her heart she said, “Jane, it’s the humanity that satisfies
here. Look at all this enduring energy being channeled for spiritual growth at all levels. That’s it
isn’t it? Art isn’t about fame here, although in a manner one’s fame is heightened in the midst of this,
but it’s not for self-aggrandizement. Rather, it is for everybody to be meaningfully enriched. It’s as if
each artist brings new treasure from the depths for everyone to discover.”
The light reflecting from Jane’s eyes smiled at Vickie. “Yes, my darling that is the meaning of our
lives. All our productivity is valued by how well it meets all our needs. Nobody in this world is less
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important than the group. And the group is organized to support each person’s individuation. Of
course, we dedicate our productivity to maintaining our productive infrastructures. I have been
primarily occupied here in our educational organization, but there is so much more than that. It is
all open to us. I like plants, so I work part-time with our permanent agriculture department. The
people there that I work with are abundantly gracious and are among my dear friends. When I go
there, I like to help the neophytes. My time is compensated, or I volunteer.
Vickie’s sapphire, blue eyes cast about the tables, glancing at people laughing together. There were
readers enthusiastically focused on their books. She thought to herself, “You’ve got to be happy to
be able to do that.”
The CCC
The bright morning saw the trees standing black and slick midst the surface of snow that twinkled
in the sunlight of her backyard. Vickie’s home was a lovely straw bale dwelling with hewn slabs of
hard wood siding. Her home was built around the massive stone hearth and its chimney. The
warmth of her central fireplace rolled into every corner. On the kitchen side of that column was the
built-in bread oven. The wooden bread pallet that Vickie pulled out, bore two, hot loafs.
“A dignified beginning to a great day.” she thought to herself and was pleased that Jane would
arrive soon. She turned and walked over to the kitchen counter where she set the pallet with its
loafs. The counter ran the length of the room on either side of the big sink under the kitchen
window, while above it, the white, wooden cupboards were secured to the wall. The birds and
squirrels were busy around the generous feeders just outside that window. Looking out to the end
of her snowy white yard she was filled with pleasure at the sight of her straw bale chicken coop and
her wooden duck shelter. …beyond that, the deep fishpond was frozen over, blanketed with snow,
and crossed over with deer prints.
Then, she heard the latch of the front door and a familiar voice called out, “All hail the house!”
Vickie’s blue eyes lit up when Jane came into the kitchen, all bundled up in her wool knit cap, her
long, white, heavy wool coat, scarves, her fur lined mittens, and leather boots. Jane pounced on her
and gently wrapped the cold sleeves of her coat around Vickie’s white t-shirt. Vickie liked the feel of
that crisp coolness pulling the heat from her skin.
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She liked everything about Jane; her comrade and co-creator, her loyal friend in their work …their
play. They produced so much together. Every new day provided the opportunity to realize the
creative projects they engaged in with others.
In greeting, their faces touched lightly, and Jane exclaimed cheerfully, “Vickie… that bread smells
like some kind of wonderful!” Vickie returned to the hot loafs on the pallet and with quick, resolute
knife strokes she sliced them. She placed thick, hot slices in two, deep, white porcelain bowls, and
from her porcelain pitcher she poured liberal portions of sweet cream over them.
The table that set between the counter and the stone oven was hard and stable and upon which
she set the bowels, along with a plate of steaming, scrambled eggs, and bacon strips. They sat in the
two straight back chairs facing each other over the table. Quietly, for a moment, they appreciated
each other’s comeliness, before they said in unison, and with gratitude, “By the work that is our play
all good things come to pass.” It was the kind of breakfast they liked sharing, with their mugs of hot
coffee.
In their world, every moment was savored; that the processes of perception and creation swirled
with favorable feelings was normal. And, in that world everybody assisted to lighten the load of
misfortune when it came to one or another person.
They tidied the kitchen, and Jane picked up her wraps from off the counter. They made their way
around the central fireplace to the front room. Vickie stepped to the closet by the front door, from
which she pulled her white wool sweater and her satin lined, long, wool coat that was died a
brilliant sky-blue. She put the sweater on and stuffed the cuffs of her thick, grey, wool pants into her
fur lined leather boots, put on her bright, sky-blue knit cap and pulled on the woolly mittens. Then
she was inside her soft coat.
They stepped into the cold air on the front porch, which was partly drifted over with sunlight
covered snow. Their breaths froze in every exhalation. A cold breeze chilled their cheeks. Standing
there, Jane said, “I’ve transcended self-expression. As we mature, we transcend into ever-wider
points of reference. Now, I experience art as the revelation of truth from within Life.” She liked how
beneath that sky-blue knit cap; the breezes played lightly upon the newly brushed edges of Vickie’s
blond hair. As if no thought had crossed her mind, Jane said, “Honesty guides me. My body and your
body are beautiful mysteries that we have access to through our exhalation.” And Jane paused to
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exhale a stream of frozen breath so Vickie could see it before she continued, “Access to that mystery
is somewhere between our enclosing and our giving.”
They descended the two, porch steps and set out on the snow path that led to the solid, shingle
roofed, brick cowshed that set to one side of Vickie’s yard.
Vickie had fully agreed with her friend, and briefly contemplated how everything within life
continually emerges and transforms but refrained from pursuing the point. Rather, Vicki wanted to
get into the horse drawn sleigh with Jane and fill their beings with the experience of that drive over
snow filled lanes, through the woods, and on to the CCC building.
Jane said, “I left Prance and the sleigh on the leeward side of your cowshed.” Making their way,
through the twinkling snow that swept their calves, they passed by that brick building; home of
Vickie’s Brown Swiss, Lachtna, sheltered there behind her sturdy wood door. Directly, they came
upon Jane’s, fine, black, Standard-bred, Prance. “Hey Prance,” they each greeted kindly, and patted
his smooth neck.
His neck rope was tied to the hitching rail, while the rest of him was harnessed to the white, open,
wood sleigh that set high on its black runners. A canvas tarp covered its seat. Jane reached up and
pulled it off, tossing it behind the seat and onto the bed of the sleigh. Two, big, padded, dark-blue
cotton blankets were folded on the seat. “We can cover up with those.” Jane said.
Vickie climbed into the sleigh and flapped the side of the blanket over the back of the seat with the
remainder neatly folded for her to sit on, that way, if need be, she could unfold it once to pull the top
of it over her head and shoulders. She arranged Jane’s blanket the same way.
Jane had turned to untie Prance from the hitching rail, then, she jumped up onto the seat, and taking
the reins immediately touched the horse. The good stallion took the sleigh along at a quick trot
through the open gate, veering to the right, and down the lane of cold, downy powder, running
between the fields and towards the woods ahead. The sound of Prance’s cadence was dampened by
the snow. The firm runners hissed softly.
As they entered the woods Prance changed feet and broke into a faster trot. The ditches on either
side of the lane were still visible under the snow, so Jane had no difficulty judging how far to steer.
The bare branches of black, slick tree trunks streamed past them without obstructing the fresh sky
that rose from the tops of the hills. The ladies felt warm despite the cold breeze rushing against
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them. Jane called over to Vickie, “We can enjoy wine.” The drive was smooth over the satin,
powdery snow. Vicki went for the wooden box she knew was kept under the seat. She set it
between them and lifted the lid. She pulled out two, white, porcelain mugs and set them between
herself and the box. Then, she held the green, wine bottle and pulled out its protruding cork.
Vickie handed a near filled mug to Jane who slowed Prance before grasping the reins left-handed.
Vickie lifted her mug to Jane and said cheerfully, “Mirth!”. Jane’s grey eyes reflected the white light
that shown through the air and she reciprocated with a nod and her pleased smile. They glided
starboard around the bend of the hill. They could see the creek ahead of them in the distance,
beyond which they saw the white field. And rising out of it, towering before them was the base of
that walnut covered prominence, which they knew so well. The lane conveyed them over the
arched, stone bridge. Their unbridled joyousness flew past the fields of corn stubble to gradually
lead them higher, climbing up and around that wooded prominence.
At the crest of the wooded hill, the sleigh brought them to the round building; the original Civic
Center, a work of love; the immaculate strength of its round, granite wall - the upper level, wooden
deck girdling the building with its backdrop of all-encompassing windows. The trusses of its conical
roof met in a center ring that produced inward and outward pressure holding the roof in a state of
compression. That interconnected tension reached to the ground - gravity and compression holding
it together with incredible strength. The building’s interior wall contained heat ducts that
transmitted heat, emanated from a standard methane digester and components located outside, on
the north side of the building, built into the stone spur that jutted out from the hill, just under the
CCC building. That same facility built on the spur included its steam-powered electric generator, all
housed in a simple, dugout, masonry building.
Prance walked upon the frozen, wide gravel lot, all along which, animals were lodged in stalls
with their buggies and sleighs, under the long roof slanted away from the lot, for the length of the
shelter’s open side. In winter, canvas tie down flaps, attached to the roof’s edge, were used to keep
the wind out of the stalls. …The adjacent lot was used to park the electric snowmobiles and other
electric, biofuel, or steam powered vehicles.
The Carpathian Walnut grove, all grafted to Black Walnut roots, surrounded the grounds on all
sides. It was the best food that could be relied on as the permanent staple. The community cared for
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all their producers, but the Carpathian was cherished. Interspersed among other crops, much land
was filled with it.
Across their holdings, land was mixed with stands of Black Walnuts that were carefully cared for
and their nuts were hulled by machine. Chinese Chestnuts groves interspersed the others, and their
nuts were processed into flower. Acorns were collected from the biggest most productive oaks and
leached and processed into flour. Mulberry trees were planted in groves dense and large enough to
seasonally support a quantity of swine, geese, ducks, and chickens. And, too, wild birds, squirrels,
deer, and wild turkey thrived on them, so the Mulberry trees encircled other crops to both distract
and help the wildlife. Five hundred pounds of Mulberry leaves fed forty thousand silkworms that
produced enough silk for twenty silk dresses.
As their sleigh continued advancing towards the animal shelter, they exchanged greetings with
happy people that waved, or called out to them. Jane and Vickie hopped off the seat and led Prance
into one of the stalls where Jane tied him to the hitching rail with his neck rope. They stepped back
together and stood beside the sleigh to enjoy the movement of people and beasts while they
finished their drinks. The two women folded their blankets and put everything in order. They
loosened the heavy canvas flap that had been fastened to the edge of the roof, so it dropped over the
sleigh. They walked side by side across the frozen lot towards the wide, wood steps that they
climbed to the building’s deck. Jane and Vickie started talking with the folks they knew so well, who
were dense around the steps and on the deck. Everybody was dressed in colorful winter apparel.
People, of all ages milled about as they gradually made their way over the deep deck to the open,
glass doors. Jane and Vickie, however, walked through the cold air to the other side of the building
that set high above the community’s hills and small valleys.
They loved that spot, now shared with many people, because as far as their eyes would lend
themselves the snow-covered sleeping forests on the hillsides and the arable lowland produced all
the good things that generated their independence. The productive homesteads of their family
groups were seen nestled among those hills. Everybody identified with that home they had created.
And, at that moment, nearly a third of those people were there, at the CCC building, to share the
community’s quarterly report.
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*
Jane and Vickie continued walking around the cylindrical building and back to the main doors, the
south side. They entered with others into the circular hall that surrounded the auditorium’s wall. In
the auditorium proper, the round table set at the base of that bowl, surrounded by the tiers of
comfortable, adjustable armchairs with their fold down cup-holder arm rests between them. The
entry ways to the auditorium were either from the main hall that opened onto its top level, or by
descending the staircase to the lower hall where one entered through the doors at its base. The
well-lighted halls were outfitted with varieties of permanent coat hangers which had been donated
by community members that were carefully and artistically carved from hard, natural materials.
Otherwise, the halls were not decorated.
On that lower level of the building across the hall from the auditorium’s wall were the glass
encased refreshment bar and a row of various offices, all well lighted and glass walled. The only
rooms in that crescent row, that were masonry, and set in a row, were the technician room,
maintenance room, the sanitation facilities, and a small hall by the glass refreshment bar led to the
adjacent, semi-underground, steam powered generator room built into that stone spur of the hill.
Jane and Vickie entered the main hall and hung their wraps on their way down the staircase to
the lower hall. They picked up a couple fist-sized, waxy paper bags of shelled and salted walnuts
that set in woven baskets at the refreshment bar and strolled into the bowl to locate themselves
among the lower tiers. Friendly, greetings went all around as the people - many with their guests gradually filled most of the armchairs.
*
Room occupancy was 400 seats. About two hundred people young and vintaged began settling into
the comfortable chairs in a quiet, deferential manner.
The dark, hard wood, round table, set at the base of the bowl. It was a circle, open in the middle,
which space was filled with a dense carpet of copious, white, and red rose blooms, arranged there
in ceramic pots for that occasion; carpeted blooms that at the level of the tabletop, their sweet
perfume greeted everyone. Under the round table, the floor was a disk-shaped platform that
revolved cautiously, in very slow sequences, so that all those in attendance, at some point, would
come face-to-face with each presenter. The representatives of the Kokosing Public Productive
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Enterprises began settling in the comfortable chairs that encircled the round table. The meeting
room’s “power point” screen was a white cube, suspended above the round table, just high enough
to be unobtrusive.
The acoustics in the meeting place included hidden microphones at the round table. Their
speakers concealed behind the ceiling rafters were modulated from the technician room. As if
seated beside each presenter, everybody, from the front row to the top, could hear what was said.
The true colors of everything were brought out by the generous white light emitted by long,
incandescent bulbs fastened along the bottoms of those ceiling rafters.
Bruce was seated among the supervisors at the round table; smiling, he looked out to everyone
and spoke to them in a calm, friendly voice. “Ladies and gentlemen, and our honorable guests in
attendance,” he began, “I will now make the quarterly report regarding our Community
Construction Company. We have had more than enough community projects to keep our two crews
occupied. Even so, four projects outside the community, after compensation and overhead costs,
generated a net profit of thirty thousand FRNs for our MCB Construction Company Account, in
addition to the one hundred and fifty thousand FRNs that were already there. The CCC, when
authorized, can take money from that account as long as we keep enough in it to cover our
Construction Company’s operating costs. We are solvent. We have enough to cover operating costs,
and we teach skills to our neophyte workers as an onsite course of study, with generous
compensation for them.”
Bruce paused a moment to lift the tall, clear glass of water setting in front of him, and took a long
drink from it. Then, he smiled towards everyone. He noticed Jane, who was seated above the front
row, and his yellow brown eyes conveyed deep satisfaction, a personal satisfaction, that she was
among them, and then he continued. “To our guests, in case your hosts did not mention it, the
statement of our quarterly projects, itemized costs, and our intake amounts are made available to
each community Nuclear Group for review. And on this power point screen you can see a summary
of that statement. For your convenience, we have converted the actual monetized figures to
percentiles. The percentiles colored red represents CAM and the blue ones represent FRN’s.”
He paused to collect his thoughts. “Honorable guests, our community building projects are mostly
home constructions, barns, out buildings, and sometimes, we build Nuclear Group workshops. For
these and other community projects our crews are compensated mostly in CAM. Our Nuclear
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Groups pay for the service; generally, with CAM amounts convenient for them, which payments
contribute to our autonomous money generating its turns. Payment includes some FRNs. Our
infrastructures are always expanding, especially with the establishment of new communities. So,
the amount of FRNs required to pay our workers diminishes proportionally. Building civic facilities
sometimes requires help from the construction services of other communities. Likewise, sometimes
we provide them with our help. Inter-community concerted efforts like those are usually
coordinated through our confederation’s Office of Economic Management.” With his right hand,
Bruce motioned to Bill who was seated beside him, and with friendship in his voice, he said, “Allow
me to turn your attention to Bill who represents our Occupation – Personnel Office.”
Bill laughed warmly, and he shook out his wild, curly brown hair and with both hands, ran his
fingers through it rapidly a few times. His brown, amber eyes sparkled. Tipped with his
characteristic purr his appealing voice chuckled. “Thank you, Bruce, and everyone here.” Bill’s
contented tone continued, “Within our capacity, we have always been attentive to the needs of our
people. Our Occupation – Personnel Office is responsible for coordinating all community
departments including three that we retain as our own; those being our Office of Mediation, our
Office of Public Safety, and our Community Park Service, which maintains our public lands, and our
lovely nooks.” His wide smile and amber eyes rose into a soft laugh, echoed by a few in the room. He
continued.
“We manage the occupational status of all members functioning in our Core Public Productive
Enterprises which include the Community Coordinating Committee, our CCC, our Mutual
Community Bank, our Educational Organization, our Printing Department, our Health Clinic, the
Energy Department, Community Permanent Agriculture and its departments, our Construction and
Hydraulic companies, the Sanitation Department, the Community Production Center, sometimes
referred to as our Poly-Factory, and other public industries, which include our cheese factory and
the art business that we manage in the capitalistic city. The finer details of our management I will
leave for you to review in our quarterly report.
We manage the personnel of our Occupation – Personnel Office and, as with all Core Public
Productive Enterprises, we are linked to the Educational Organization with our own Education
Office that guides our neophytes and educates them in the organizational procedures that we
operate.
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Our service is beholding to Kokosing capitalization, and we inform the CCC of our operating costs.
On a proposal-by-proposal basis, the CCC is community authorized to remove funds from
designated Public Accounts in the Mutual Community Bank to capitalize our Core Public Productive
Enterprises whenever and wherever investment is needed. You will learn more about this as our
meeting unfolds.” Bill paused, and drank from the brown, ceramic coffee mug setting in front of
him.
“Our Occupation – Personnel Office keeps track of each job description of each one of our Public
Productive Enterprises. And we keep track of each worker’s hours and compensation. Our
department posts all service openings on our community electronic circuit and on the “big board”
in our building’s lobby.” And while he spoke, the screens above him displayed the “big board” in
that lobby. “Applications are available at the Personnel Offices of each Core Public Productive
Enterprise.
With our internal, computerized system we can record and coordinate large amounts of data with
fewer hands and minds on task. We train our neophytes at the skill levels each of them is on, and
they take on more complex tasks as their skills increase. The rewards for attaining higher levels of
competence among our workers are nonmaterial.
The people that work with us like efficiency and like to work with systems and numbers. We
attract adolescent men and women that enter our staff from the educational department. Usually by
their second year they can manage all levels of our department well, in conjunction with ongoing
learning. Our upper, administrative levels turn personnel at intervals of about three years.
This is necessary throughout our Core Public Productive Enterprises because our very existence
depends on all our personnel growing in diversified competence. Our community organization is
circular rather than linear. We need to maintain our overall production at optimum levels to service
the needs of our members provided by our Guaranteed Minimum Standard of Service. By
maintaining our GMSS, we can afford the needed time to teach our people the skills they need to be
productive in most of our community departments. And among our adept people, there are those
who understand the operations of all our community departments, our Modus Vivendi.
We educate our young people to self-manage our community. They are educated through art for
developing their individuation and skill attainment in conjunction with their participatory
proficiency. Community support is our means to individuation. To develop our respective
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fulfillments, we must engage ourselves in both aspects of life. The source of that freedom is selfevident, so, naturally, our young people become passionate about defending their civilization.
Our community confederation’s scientific research departments include agriculture and industry,
energy and hydraulics, sanitation, and health. We uphold science and accommodate our scientists
very well. Their contributions increase the effectiveness of our guaranteed minimum standard of
service, and, while maintaining harmony with nature.
I need not go on. We do have people enough to self-manage Kokosing. And as the years pass and
our population increases, we will eventually need to start a new community somewhere in this
region. Doing that increases trade activity.” While looking out towards everyone, Bill slowly pivoted
the wheels of his comfortable chair around to his right, and smiling, he said, “Now, on this
wonderful day, I’ll pass the baton to our most gracious dear friend that we all know and adore,
Aurora, who is representing our Mutual Community Bank, our MCB.” And, speaking to her directly,
said, “You have the floor darling.”
Aurora’s smile gleamed bright, white teeth as she stood from her seat, statuesque. The generous
folds of her long gown were green satin that glistened. Its generous hood was gathered about her
shoulders like a shawl. “Hello everyone.” She began in her even, steady voice, “I’ve been with our
MCB’s community bank coordinating committee, the CBCC, for twenty-eight months. During that
time, our members have donated one million eight hundred thousand FRNs to our community
accounts. That attests to our solidarity. And philanthropic quarters from outside our communities
have donated one million.
During these last nine quarters the FRN gained from our cheese factory, deposited in its MCB
account, was fifty-four thousand. For you visitors, that may not seem enough profit, for that large an
enterprise. After fulfilling our GMSS quota, as authorized by our CCC, we trade most cheese
production for cotton; a trade agreement that we have with a confederation that produces cotton.
The cotton serves our textile mill, which we own and operate jointly with other Kokosing
communities. Consolidation produces fabric more efficiently and at lower cost. That production is
part of our GMSS. We provide ourselves the liquidity needed to put our workers and materials
together, which enables our economy to build and grow. We capitalize our economy freely.
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We have sufficient FRN to keep our revolving fund in movement. When I began working with the
CBCC, the FRN in our active, community accounts, was twenty-seven million. These accounts are
active because we make interest-free loans to our members.
Our MCB FRN community savings account is separate from the activity of our FRN revolving fund
and has over fifty million FRN. Some of that can be used to invest in inter-community projects that
reinforce our GMSS, and some will be used to establish our next daughter community. Those types
of investments generate more trade and services for our members and subsequently they generate
larger donations from our members’ wider prosperity. Our interest-free loans of FRN that stimulate
production in our private sectors are paid back. And the ongoing, donated revenue from our
respectively private, economic prosperity adds to our MCB FRN revenues.
The other MCB department is the Community Autonomous Money, CAM, side of our service.
(Both sides of our MCB supplement the needs of our GMSS facilities.) We have secured substantial
savings in each area and continue growing. This quarter, our Kokosing trade volume in CAM was
nine million three hundred and seventy-five thousand, which generated a shed value of nine
hundred thirty-seven thousand five hundred CAM. During the time I have served on the CBCC the
shed value of CAM has totaled eleven million two hundred and fifty thousand CAM.
Our MCB CAM accounts are replete with savings of tens of millions of CAM.
We will use CAM to invest in building our next daughter community. And we use CAM to
compensate our public workers. Our DESO infrastructures are wide enough that CAM has sufficient
applications, and those infrastructures continue growing very rapidly. Also, we use CAM to
capitalize our inter-community projects.
Our member, private savings accounts are totally secure. Kokosing decided to reward ourselves
with a yearly increase of ten percent in our private CAM savings accounts.
The CCC withdraws money from our designated, MCB public accounts to invest in our GMSS
infrastructures and superstructures. Our biggest investment is for our Education Department. The
operating costs of our Education Department are offset by the revenue from the art and the
performing arts donated to our point of sales facilities in the city.
Since we do not produce enough musical instruments, their accouterments, and other school
supplies, we still need to use FRN to purchase such items from the MCS market.
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And, through trade agreements we access computer components from those DESO communities
that can produce them.
The next largest investment we make is for our Printing Department. We purchased our printing
presses from a DESO region that had accessed an MCS printing press factory. In the future, our
region may obtain a printing press factory. The supplies needed for printing are costly. Operating
costs are partly offset by selling printing service to the MCS market, but we have noticed that even
by operating twenty-four hours the demands made by Kokosing challenge output.
Our solution will be to petition members to approve the purchase of a paper mill to be owned and
managed by our subsequent daughter community. Other regions in DESO have accomplished that,
and vertical integration with the production of hemp for pulp substantially lowered their printing
costs.
Another cost has been our health care facility. Its operating cost is offset by their service being
made available to the MCS market. In that regard they are nearly self-capitalized. The reason for
that is by providing service for a fraction of the cost of the MCS market. They attract patients that
pay with FRN. The FRN are used to purchase the supplies that DESO does not yet produce.
Also, some community confederations are rapidly progressing in pharmaceutical production, and
in the manufacture of medical supplies, which production lowers the cost of service of our health
care facilities. Our local, textile production includes sterile gauze, bandaging, and bedding supplies.
Borax is plentiful and accessible. Our health workers are supported with the GMSS, and partly
compensated with CAM so the cost of their service is low, which holds the same for all of our public
services.
Kokosing, MCB tertiary reserves contribute to supporting our community confederation’s
numerous services and its militia. Our Kokosing, volunteer militia receives stipends in CAM.
Finished items needed by our militias are produced by each community, sometimes in conjunction
with inter-community consolidations. Our confederation’s Office of Militia Research and
Development manages its portion of public industry with the ongoing authorization of our
confederation’s Grand Council. Each community contributes.
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We do not require full time work for adequate compensation. Each of our Nuclear Groups is
mutualistic and productive. We, your CCC members, receive our directives from all our Nuclear
Groups.”
Aurora’s deep, black, obsidian eyes and her perfect, snowy teeth glimmered in the white light
while she resumed her poised position in her comfortable chair, setting her satin smooth, black
hands folded on the table. The ardent applause, like the steady sound of a stream rolling over water
worn stones, was sated with respect and admiration.
Martin at the CCC Meeting
Martin seated at the round table, removed his gold, wire framed glasses, and wiped them off with
a clean cloth he had drawn from one of the pockets of his snug, tailored, green canvas, travel vest.
Holding them up to the lights to peer through, he made certain they were clear. Having completed
that, he restored the cloth to his vest, put his glasses on, and turned his chair around to grin widely.
He looked out to the people and spoke with kindness and distinction, “It’s a good day for
everyone! … For a year now, I’ve been helping to manage our community agricultural department.”
He paused to smile, and said, “I don’t need to report on the particulars of our finances, which are
solvent, but I would like to mention a few things about the ways we operate for our guests and
newcomers. What I will be speaking about will be illustrated on the screens.
Each Nuclear Group plans carefully to use their land in the most efficient, productive, and
aesthetic way.” The screens showed a bird’s eye view of a Nuclear Group’s rural property during the
summer. The houses seen below were not clustered, but each home was surrounded by its own
facilities, livestock yards, orchards, groves of nut trees, ponds, all interspersed with gardens and
vineyards. The view lowered to show, that except for the wood lots, the gardens and sod areas set
alongside or under multistoried trees. Everyplace was interspersed with tree crops.
Then, he continued. “Our community agricultural department is an ongoing research center. We
are dedicated to multiplying the best characteristics of our tree crops for optimum production with
minimum maintenance. Much of Kokosing is planted with tree crops. We make the most of slopes
and marginal land for that type of productivity.” Aerial view images encompassed the roof of the
CCC building in the summer with the slopes of its hill covered in its green canopy. And then, that
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view followed the hill sides of the river valley and the flat lands along the river, all thick with
treetops.
Martin went on. “Soil conservation is one of our primary concerns. Conscientious tree cropping
reduces erosion. Annual crops - alone - are less efficient, less reliable, and are more apt to
compromise soil conservation. They do, however, provide us with needed food in a hurry.”
Martin turned his chair back to the round table and continued, “As Nuclear Groups become
numerous in startup, DESO communities; they will sometimes invest time and land for annuals,
such as oats. Concomitantly, the primary objective is to always integrate more crop trees into food
production. Land that was formerly used for annuals is rapidly taken up by our crop trees.
Although, we need oats, that type of production is ultimately surrounded and interspersed with
crop trees. Our communities are greatly benefited by crop trees because permanent agriculture
supports fundamental stability with discretionary time.”
The images on the screens depicted many people, of all ages, climbing long, wooden ladders into
treetops to pick apples. And men and women were seen helping each other to carry folded, wood
ladders along foot paths between long, narrow, truck garden plots flanked by standard apple trees,
that were interspersed with shorter, dwarfed cherry trees that children climbed to fill their small
buckets. In that image, the air held the light voices of merriment. The ladder carriers approached a
large, wood wagon that set in the shade of the stately Oak tree. Harnessed to it were two, brown,
Russian Heavy Draft horses, short and muscular, with their thick manes and tails and their lightly
feathered legs, waiting there patiently. Cheerful people in their colorful attires accommodated,
stacked, and fettered down, the fruit laden harvest-baskets on the wagon’s bed. The scene was
festive, and near the end of the wagon, a long table covered in a white tablecloth held dishes and
clay pots of victuals with wooden serving spoons. Also, on that table set several, generous and
globular, red-glass pitchers of drink, their surfaces radiant in the daylight.
Martin provided much more knowledge than could be depicted on the screens, “Our methods of
pomology, fruit tree production, include the interplanting of various tree species. Interplanting
peach with apples augments production. Dwarf crop tree varieties that mature rapidly are planted
alternately with more slowly maturing species. Mulberries are an excellent choice for interplantation with nut trees.
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Sod crops and tree crops can be mutually beneficial. Ten black walnut, or Carpathian walnut trees
in an acre of permanent pasture, or garden space filled with perennials, such as asparagus, or
rhubarb, for example, illustrates that point. Deep rooted walnuts do not interfere with the shorter
roots of sod, or perennials. The walnuts that grow in late spring allow the grass, and the rhubarb
time to establish themselves. Asparagus is harvested in early spring.
Also, an orchard may be composed of permanent, standard apple trees combined with semipermanent peach trees, with dwarfed filler trees such as plum, pear, apple, peach, apricot, and
cherry …with vegetable beds between them and rows of berries and grapes.
Food production is our chief industry, but not as FRN cash crops. Permanent community needs
permanent agriculture. At maximum population, which is no more than two thousand people,
which constitutes, perhaps, four or five sovereign communities - we can provide for ourselves with
ten thousand acres, which includes space for housing and industry. We prefer having space for
more woodland, and we do when our permanent populations are smaller, and they have enough
land. Much of our wooded land is in crop trees. Some of our woodlands are wild with black walnut,
oaks, hickory, wild cherry, maple, and others. We care for our wild woodlands, and we make use of
them for their edibles and to maximize hard wood production. This is practical for us, and we
coordinate our woodland husbandry with our community park service. All old growth forests,
wherever they are located, are cherished, and whenever we have the means to do so, community
specialists defend them.
.... with sincere pride ... “In those ways, we are the most knowledgeable, productive civilization!”
...with distinction, “Our ongoing education embraces everything that science can offer in the way of
botany, and conservation in general. All our children experience our agricultural department
through our educational organization. Knowledgeable appreciation for our cooperative
relationships with nature is instilled among us when we are very young, not only in academic
terms, but through dedicated, hands-on work experience, and that spiritual affinity with Life. We
have learned to shape our environment in such a way that we are supported permanently, and we
prosper. But, more than that, we contribute to meeting nature’s needs …on her terms.”
Martin continued, “The balanced, diversified environment of woodlands provides aesthetic
enjoyment, as well as the control of soil erosion, protection from strong wind, shelter for wildlife,
firewood, and building materials. Also, trees by their obstructing the movement of moisture-laden
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air encourage rain fall. At the same time, transpiring trees cool the air while they emit moisture that
rises and adds to cloud cover promoting showers.
Growing conditions needed among tree species differ widely. With that knowledge we can
introduce maximum numbers of trees. By doing so, all land is productive, and that production more
than meets our needs.” He paused. His bright, black eyes filled with satisfaction. “Together, with this
shared consciousness of ours, we co-create this world.”
The friendly man went on, “Our homes are protected from wind by strategically placed coniferous
trees which reduce the need for heating fuel in the winter by thirty percent. And livestock in tree
protected yards during mild winters gain thirty five percent more weight. Nonetheless, shelter-belt
plantings require careful, educated planning to maximize the desired results.
We love our well-planned windbreaks and our managed forests. They afford safe vantage points
from which beneficial birds survey adjacent crop land, such as owls, and sparrow hawks, that help
control mice and sparrows. Birds attracted to woodlands help to control congregations of
destructive insects. … In one summer, a single tomtit bird was known to have consumed eighty
pounds of crop injurious caterpillars. And thrushes, jays and starlings are invaluable for scattering
tree seed.”
Martin stopped talking for a moment to pick up the brown, porcelain mug, which set before him.
The flavors and warmth of the coffee soothed his throat, and the corner of his mouth felt the back of
his hand wiping some drops away. “We fence the perimeters of our wood lots to protect them from
over grazing that destroys the young shoots and impacts the humus layer. We plant particular
bushes, shrubs along the fences to shelter wildlife.”
Martin explained, “Timber selected for removal results in our access to high-grade wood
products, like black walnut, for furniture, hardwood veneer, saw logs, and building poles, or pilings.
Each of our expertly managed woodlots can produce about five hundred board feet per acre per
year. To do that we choose the best tree species for the land, keep the stand at the most favorable
density, and we cut and prune properly. We get the most use and value from each log. We cull our
fuelwood out of the high-grade wood that we harvest. Thinning and pruning alone produces about
one cord of new fuel-wood per acre …per year.”
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Martin’s aesthetic passion was entwined with wood, its properties, and applications. Fondness
was woven into the way he talked. “Some of our woodlots are developed for conifer soft-woods …
pine, spruce, hemlock, and Douglas fir; all are exceptionally good for construction. Pruning,
thinning, and cutting, when done correctly, constitute the final factors in best woodland
maintenance. Proper crop style management strives for proper density and a uniform rate of
growth. A mature crop contains about two hundred trees.”
Everyone shared his fondness for the good results of applied knowledge. And like Martin, each of
them was physically steely-strong coupled with uncommon endurance. Living in generous activity
was ingrained to their bones.
*
He lifted the brown porcelain mug of hot coffee, drank some, put the cup down, and casually wiped
the corner of his mouth with the back of his hand. He looked out towards everyone and smiled
again before he continued with satisfaction, “One of our food production methods is fish farming. It
is a simple, organic, low-energy operation that is mostly self-managing. Fish farming can produce
twenty times as much protein as land animals per area. On fertile pastureland, young cattle can gain
three hundred pounds per acre per year. Fish production, in an open pond area, and under
intensive management, can produce six thousand pounds per acre per year. Fish protein is superior
in quality to livestock protein, which does not preclude our liking for the roasted flesh of beasts,
which, we regard as important food for children, and we do need leather too. Nonetheless, fish
production is very important. The species of fish that we choose to cultivate depends on their
adaptability to the pond environment; particularly important is temperature, which is contingent
on latitude and altitude. For example, largemouth bass, bluegill, and catfish are well adapted to
warm water. Yellow perch do well in intermediate water, and trout need cold water. Blue gills feed
on summer and fall insects, and the largemouth bass feed on the bluegills. A well-managed pond
will produce five pounds of bluegill for each pound of bass.
The Tilapia is easy to breed and resists parasites in crowded conditions. They are herbivorous
and efficiently convert waste materials to foodstuffs. Ducks and Tilapia work well together, because
duck manure fertilizes the algae that the Tilapia feed on. Ducks feed on aquatic invertebrates and
on the vegetation fertilized by the fish. Our ponds are fertilized organically to increase the growth
of algae.
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In the wild, premature mortality among fish is about eighty percent. In culture ponds this may be
reduced to ten percent by maintaining the simple requirements of pond culture. The requirements
for valuable aquatic life are adequate space, stable temperature, enough food, enough oxygen, and
controlled population density.”
The screens above him were full of idyllic ponds, and people that worked them. The image shifted
to the processing facilities the community had established for large amounts of harvested fish, the
aquatic bounty produced by many Nuclear Groups. The scenes showed many types of processed
and packaged fish products redistributed to the Nuclear Groups.
*
Martin allowed a few moments for the scenes that depicted the big sacks of dry fishmeal to fade
out, and he continued enthusiastically. “Among our practices is polyculture. Swine dung contains
seventy percent digestible food for some fish. The swine herd is located up the slope from the pond,
so some of the manure is washed down to the pond by rain in its water drainage … gardens and
orchards are located above the swine area. The water from the pond is drained every three years.
The water is good for irrigation; nutrient-laden with fish manure and other matter. The muck from
the pond bottom is collected and used to fertilize gardens and orchards. The garden and orchard
crops feed the pigs and our people. The dry pond bottoms are exposed to sun and air for a period
before they are planted in beans, or alfalfa, and after the harvest, the pond is filled and restocked
with fish.
Our aquiculture skill is developed with the guidance of an impressively qualified, scientific
organization, the New Alchemists of Woods Hole, Massachusetts.”
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Alchemy_Institute]
*
Then, Martin said, “We have a reliable source of energy from livestock manures, the scales of our
digesters vary. The main Kokosing digester uses the surplus animal wastes donated by our Nuclear
Groups. However, Nuclear Groups each have independent digester systems for their own
production of methane, feed, and fertilizer. Nuclear Group digesters can be a simple construction of
metal or concrete. A three-hundred-gallon tank is suitable for small scale waste recycling. It may be
built below ground, or above ground if insulated. It is covered with an airtight cover of 1/8-inch
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sheet iron painted black. It utilizes solar heat to promote digestion. Temperatures thus reach one
hundred sixty degrees Fahrenheit, destroying all pathogens. This heavy covering pressurizes the
gas that is produced by waste decomposition within its tank. The gases formed are sixty to seventy
percent methane. From the smaller Nuclear Group models, methane is piped directly into our
homes and used for cooking, and sometimes illumination fixtures. Nuclear Groups rely mostly on
photovoltaic arrays and their components for electric power …sometimes in conjunction with
methane fueled steam generators.
During warm winter days, and particularly in the spring, the animal waste collected and stored
over the winter months by our Nuclear Groups is collected by our Kokosing pick up wagons and is
deposited in those larger digester models that I mentioned. Bottled methane is stored and used by
this CCC building as a supplementary fuel for its steam powered generator during the winter. Our
poly-factory uses “scrap” material to make our metal bottles, with pressure vales for safety. We take
special care not to release methane into the air during the storage processes. In the summer, our
Kokosing methane digesters receive surplus animal waste donated by the Nuclear Groups.
Our community digesters also produce methane for our public, internal combustion engines. And
we take special care not to release methane into the air during the fueling process. Since methane is
a gas, it is ‘dry' - as opposed to fluid gasoline - and therefore does not dilute the Canola-based or
beef-tallow-based motor oil, produced with the help of our producers, chemists, and chemical
engineers. Consequently, our internal combustion engines run much, much cleaner, and the engine
oil lasts much longer. Also, methane combustion is 97% to 98% …compared to the combustion of
gasoline, which is 27% - the rest of the gasoline going out the exhaust in the form of carbon dioxide
pollution. There is markedly less pollution from methane fuel, and its exhaust consists of water …
and less carbon dioxide.” Then, Martin turned his armchair to face the other side of the bowl. “For
Kokosing to recycle all of its waste material is practical and productive.”
*
Martin continued. “Our guests may be wondering how we self-manage such complex operations.
… By the time a DESO community is mature, meaning they have “spawned” a daughter community,
a generation of people and their children have forged an independent way of life. Our educational
organization - that develops our children through art - is simultaneously integrated with all of our
public productive facilities. And in every Nuclear Group that same integration into our ways of life
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is reflected in the ways our young people take part in making their meaningful contributions to our
permanent independence. The outcome of life-long hands-on experience is that each person has
practiced many, and sometimes all, of the skill areas needed to manage our productive facilities.
The importance of that fact cannot be overstated.
The discretionary time we afford ourselves is the direct consequence of our public sectors. Those
same sectors provide our permanent and dignified Modus Vivendi.
This independence that we defend supports our own, in conjunction with mutual support for the
evolution of our individuated passions for self-fulfillment. In our society, we defend everybody’s
peaceful privacy, essential for molding our personal missions of life, or lifelong works. Invariably,
whatever missions we develop, they are acknowledged by our peers as valuable.”
*
Martin looked at everyone seated above him, and said, “Our agricultural department is fully
staffed, and can draw help from our militia when needed. The agricultural department contains
many students and attracts many volunteers for planting and harvesting times, which coincide with
our traditional festivals.” His easy talk went on. “Our black walnut production is shelled by machine,
baked dry, and ground into flour. Acorns are shelled, mashed, and leached of tannin before toasted
dry and packaged. Nut flours are used in combination with grain flours for baking. Dry, and packed
in one pound, aluminum foil bags, nut flours keep well for over six months.”
The images above Martin showed the inside of a well-lighted baking enterprise. Big, brown,
glazed bowels, each full of particular ingredients, set in lines down the middles of various, long
tabletops made of smoothed wood. Around them, people wearing white linen caps and dressed in
long white frocks, worked mounds of moist flour with their hands that they pushed into greased,
metal molds. Behind them, set in the stone wall, were several brick arches, about chest high that
framed their iron, oven doors. The scene moved to the floors of the ovens that were warmed from
beneath by the glow of hot coals, which were tended by a few people at a lower level on the other
side of the wall.
Martin said, “Nut flour is among the ingredients of one of our food bars produced by our Kokosing
food processing facilities. The food bars that we named Pan Forte are simple.
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Each Pan Forte is composed of eight ounces of toasted oats, one and a half ounce of raw unshelled
sunflower seed, three ounces of nut flour, or ground nut; and one and a half ounces of wheat germ.
Then, after gently toasting at three hundred fifty degrees Fahrenheit, we add to that mix six ounces
of honey, one and a quarter ounce of dark brown sugar, an ounce of unsalted butter with two
teaspoons of vanilla extract and one-half teaspoon of salt. To that, we add six and a half ounces of
chopped dried fruit.
That then, is all mixed together and placed in an oiled 9X9 baking dish. With the oiled bottom of
another baking dish the top is tamped down, so it becomes even. Then it is baked at three hundred
degrees for twenty-five minutes. It is allowed to cool completely. The product weighs one and a
quarter pound.
We package Pan Forte in different sizes. In aluminum foil packages it can last six months.
The food bar size …a two and a quarter inch cube that weighs one and a quarter ounce …is
indisputably nutritious.
Each bar contains … … thirty and a half grams of carbohydrates, four and a half grams of protein,
six point eight grams of fat, just over six grams of fiber, and just over sixty-one milligrams of
sodium. [source anonymous]
It is a valuable product, among many food products, for supplying our militias. Our public food
storage facilities are full. Our surplus food production is sometimes used for trade. Also, when
populations have been adversely impacted by cataclysms, we include deliveries of food with our
emergency services.
Surplus production is put to wise use. We balance our trade of packaged food with the essential
ingredients we “import.” Our low production cost affords us those imported ingredients. Although
we trade to meet our needs, we are mindful not to diminish our fundamental self-sufficiency.
Martin stopped speaking for a moment, and then, he simply said with satisfaction, “Our ways
endure.” (2)
Sophia Celeste
The atmosphere in the illuminated meeting place shifted to quiet anticipation. In their midst, at the
round table, was someone they joined around with pure adoration, the one who shined adoration
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upon them all, and inspired love. Dressed in her dark-blue, full gown of silk, Sofia Celeste stood up
from her place at the round table and doffed the billowing, blue silk hood from her head. That was
enough of itself to cause the hushed sound of awe amid the smiling people. She raised both her
hands in greeting. The loose sleeves of her dress drifted to her shoulders, while her perfect posture
turned with grace in axis a few times so that everyone in attendance came into her bluer than blue
eyes. Sophia’s wavy gold hair filled the room with its radiance. Under its golden ebb and flow the
white caps of her ears were very slightly pointed. Composed of snow-white skin, the features of her
face were symmetrically fluid. Her nose slightly swept up. beneath her gold brows,
“I’m perfect.” her smoky voice touched with honey began in its smooth cadence, “No one knows
quite what to make of me … nor do I. These remarkable lips resemble the softness of red
raspberries. Time has always been this continuous, single day. This gifted intelligence surrounds
my care for all of you. Joy blended with empathy and compassion is here with my people.” The bowl
was hushed. Many retained extraordinary memories of Sofia Celeste’s personal rapport.
Bill watched her from where he was seated at the round table. He was no less entranced by her as
were everyone else, which is why she generally wore her ample, dark blue silk hood at public
meetings. Bill became filled with the grateful memories of when he and Sue had been delivered
from his internal malaise by her closeness; it seemed a long time ago. He watched her with
reverence; his mind was filled with that miracle of beingness, in this world.
It was that time long ago and unbeknownst to them …that Sophia Celeste had been sleeping in her
small home by the multi-factory when she rose to wakefulness and dressed for the cold, snow filled,
winter night that surrounded her quite place. Cotton under-layers and wool wraps, and tall, furlined, brown leather boots were topped off with a long, white, leather coat and its fur lined hood,
which was ample enough to accommodate her billowing hair. Fur-lined, brown, leather mittens
covered her hands.
“Just enough for this lovely walk….” She thought to herself. Numinous Sophia Celeste was
accustomed to joyfulness while her acute perceptions of everything around her, at once, flowed
inside her, and pain was blended with growth. She would observe herself from a distance while
engaged in her spontaneous responses to the disharmonious malady of another person. Her tenthousand-acre world was something like music, but not in the sense of human composition, but,
rather, in the sense of the wholeness of everything that composed her experience. It was her
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perception of a pronounced disharmony in her landscape that had roused her from her restful
slumber; slumber in that vast, peace filled, black space filled with bright stars gliding gently past
her throughout each of her nights.
She closed the door behind her and through the thick, leather soles of her keen boots, her feet felt
the deep snow cushion her weight upon the solid earth she loved. Each step was like being kissed
by her beloved world. The black, bare, tree trunks, drizzled with ice crystals, moved past her and
their bare branches whisked by, above that path she trod, that met the footbridge suspended over
the river, which she crossed quickly. The river’s song faded into the background. The forest’s
earthly trees accompanied her gentle revelry in the depths of that stark, exquisite cold that froze
matter into complete stillness, caped in its starry, black-silk dome. Starlight was enough for her
eyes that beheld the elegant contrasts of white and black flowing by her.
“People, people, people, why do they do what they do, how do they feel, what do they think?” She
softly hummed to herself while she observed her graceful body walking swiftly along its way.
“These clean lungs love this pure air gushing into streams of hot blood.... …beautiful garments …this
warmth from being drawn out of me into this wild world …so good. These legs …these flowing
rivers …so precise …so charming …Hmmm… the strength …the speed…” Rivulets of sublime
sensation entertained her corporal being without end.
While in quick stride, her backward glance saw her teenaged guardsman stumbling, running with
his steel gun strapped to the back of his long, dark-green, wool coat …with some difficulty, he was
keeping up with the swiftness of her gate. Smokey laughter rose from her to chime, “You are such a
dear!”
Turning from the forest path onto the newly moonlighted frozen, gravel road that climbed the
wooded hill, their progress was rapid and steady. The summit bore the yellow barn in the distance,
and the white painted long house on their right, with its snow-covered veranda over its raised
wood deck. Their approach was quiet. As they neared the darkened windows, the guardsman was
soothed by what resembled the soft tones of small waves lapping at a gravel shore. “Hush, it’s all
right.” the whisper said to him, from behind the moon-white cloud of frozen breath that he felt
honored to be close to. Swiftly, he removed his dark, wool cap as a sign of respect while his wiry
frame stood well postured, alert to movement and sound from the surroundings, and alert to the
directives of Sophia Celeste.
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He was grateful that she had been so covered that he had not seen her face in the light cast up
from the luminous snow, which sight would have distracted him from his single-minded mission.
The guardsman’s dark, diamond eyes, scanned the area unceasingly with his single-minded
concentration.
The sound of their steps patted out on the wood deck as they made their way to the door, which
he opened for Sophia Celeste, but maneuvered in front of her and for the moment, they stood inside
that doorway in that quiet house. Her guardsman knew her volition, and stepped back, closing the
door behind Sophia Celeste as he turned into his watchfulness.
Sophia Celeste stood in the warm, darkened room, motionless for a time more, while she felt the
unmistakable presence of unhappy emotion. It emitted from the stairwell, a few steps from the
door, which descended along the inside of the outer wall into the lower level of the building. Then,
she watched herself remove her long, white leather coat and hang it by the door among the other
wraps, suspended on the wood pegs that protruded from the wall. Those keen, warm boots were
soon empty. Her feet pressed the soles of her wool socks against the wooden floor.
She watched herself descend the stairs into the lower hallway that led to that dark, open door
from which the quiet tides of distress emerged. Smooth as satin, Sophia Celeste arrived at the edge
of the bed in that room. … that sprawled man entered her bluer than blue eyes, her mind envisioned
faces filled with horror; empathy moistened her eyes, amid her joy of that spiritual music that
surrounded her. He tossed in the waves of his own exhaustion …oblivious of Sophia Celeste
standing so close to him. Her wools and cottons drifted to the ground. …What woke him from his
plight was that solid, endearing hold …mingled with the sweet smoothness of warm cream. He
turned into the gleam of her visage that unfolded worlds in his mind and he experienced a fluid
montage of vivid recollections and visions, the rushing hot blood that transformed into the raw milk
that bore him up. Empathy swirled throughout the enveloping symphony that swept him up and
into his horror. And she loved him as her own… Bill remembered that sublime impact, and how his
peaceful, disembodied consciousness had glided through starry black space that night.
The morning had brought Bill up to the ground level of his home. He was alone there, and in the
new …morning sunlight that rolled through his glass windows, the long-familiar, somber veil that
had prevented him from apprehending his home …had vanished. His worst recollections ascended
and descended in his mind now, no less than did all his memories. Accompanying that quiescent
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wholeness, his gentle childhood of parental love surfaced into his mind and heart. Joy filled that
rediscovered continuity, and empathy moistened his receptive, brown eyes. From the purring tip of
his laughter the world caught the words, “It’s a great day to be alive!”
*
The round table was perfumed from the surface of the white and red roses that set at its center, and
from his place there, Bill was immersed in Sophia Celeste; in his adoration for her. Sophia Celeste
loosed imperceptible scent that stimulated the sense of unity among all the people in the bowl
midst their honorable practice of indisputable diversity. Sophia Celeste, unbeknownst to everyone,
had smoothed their dispositions and had drawn out their receptivity before her smoky voice
touched with honey, continued speaking.
“Among the many relationships I cultivate with Kokosing, I have functioned primarily as the
overseer, and as an active participant in all the departments inside our poly-factory. I have shifted
my management experience to include each of its departments throughout these last three years.
Those among you that have been there with me …know how much I love to shape steel. You see me
up there?”
And her people looked up to the screens above her that showed a modest crucible in the
background pouring out bright, golden, molten iron that flowed into a trough among various
moving figures plying their tasks …while in the foreground was someone, beautifully shaped,
wearing high boots over the legs of a thick, green jump-suit with welder’s helmet on her head. In
the glare of the welder’s torch, grasped in her thickly gloved hands, she bent over the corner joints
of the steel framework. “That’s me building one of our open frame tractors!” She exclaimed …and
then with satisfaction, she said, “I’ve learned so much and I will always learn more. And I do like the
noises, the smells …as well as the flavors of new steel on my gorgeous tongue.” Her mouth opened
in laughter, and for a moment, her tongue that resembled the skin of a bright, red raspberry,
leisurely lapped the air, up and down for everyone to see. She chortled, “When I’m engaged on the
foundry floor those intense heats make me sweat so …so wet all over! Now look up there! That’s me
shoveling slag!” And then, composed, she said, “Waste management is a necessary part of
production.”
She continued in subdued mirth. “Time is no time for me. And my daily opportunity to be
creatively engaged in so many ways with so many wonderful people in our poly-factory helping us
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to provide our GMSS brings to me no end of delight!” Then, her perfect posture, which had been
gradually pivoting on axis while she had been speaking and watching the people with her smiling,
crystal blue eyes, stopped. She used her chair to make a quick, light step up and onto the table, so
everybody could see the full, dark blue, silk gown draped over her so that even her feet were
concealed …while, at once, beneath the softness of that flowing fabric the tangible contours of her
voluptuousness captivated everyone.
Her fluid, symmetrical visage, slightly upswept nose was all like snow to the white tips of her
fingers, and not just a few people were gazing, and marveled in her eyes, The fine strands of her
gold hair seemed the ebb and flow of sea swells … slightly pointed caps of white ears and her
expressive hands, while she talked to them. Cognizant of every one’s attention …faultless teeth
glimmered from her generous smile that brought bliss… and Her candor spoke gracefully, “Yes …I
am a beautiful anomaly …a very kind, beautiful anomaly.”
Her tone was propelled by the enthusiasm of meaningful love, “When I help to coordinate the
people active in the multi-factory my mind is set on the needs of our people, and what is the best
service we can provide for that purpose. I contribute my personal thoughts to those ends in unison
with everyone during our conferences. It is imperative that I know the people engaged in
production, and I need to know more than their abilities and skills. I need to understand their
values and integrity as the individuated people they are. It takes time to know them from
observation during our dialogical conferences. I get to know them more deeply while talking with
them about their concerns and aspirations.
Leading is among my functions there. I am always single minded to meet the needs of Kokosing,
so I demonstrate the discipline of learning with application. I am among the first people on the site
and among the last people to leave shift. Sometimes, I just keep at my tasks. I show people that all
activity in the poly-factory is a serious responsibility.
We prioritize safety in the poly-factory. For that, everyone must be knowledgeable of how all of our
systems operate and adhere to the dogmatism of our safety regulations and procedures. We don’t
allow people into any situations unless we are certain that they have the skill and stamina to adhere
to what is expected. And, while acting together in our divergent tasks as a single unit, we do keep an
eye on each other.
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I help organize our people so that everybody functions at their most competent skill levels among
the many tasks that need completed. I need to understand the many different personalities and the
many types of natures of our people to orchestrate optimum efficiency. There are diversities of
technicians, each with their peculiar, predominant abilities, which abilities are best applied through
skillful organization. All of that is taken into account when I help organize and implement our plans
of action.
Each morning I greet everyone. We are appreciated. Our mission is needed.
Over coffee in our meeting room, we invest designated time to brief each other regarding what
things need done, in what order they need done, and by whom. Once the plan is known we hold to
that course of action.
I have contact with all productivity and I check on efficiency while I work with all our productive
processes. Problems that arise I most often resolve of my own accord. I bring all my initiatives to
the attention of people during our meeting times to get their responses and ideas.
My functions include calculating and projecting production and material costs. Also, I designate
material resources needed for acquisition and factor in the needed logistical costs. I coordinate
delivery of our products for Kokosing as well as for the section of our production that is destined to
MCS buyers.” Sophia Celeste exclaimed with light merriment, “Our cost of production is about ten
percent of our MCS counterparts’!” …She continued happily, “We access “scrap” material from MCS
and transform it into products that are better in quality than those of our MCS counterparts’.”
“Since we are not focused on ever expanding markets, we pose little economic threat to our MCS
counterparts. We only sell the products that we produce to the world of MCS in order to get what
we need for our own world. Beyond that, we are complete unto ourselves in Kokosing, and
independent relative to our Confederation, as well.
We are able and ready to collaborate with other DESO communities in joint projects and have
done so. And, we have filled trade agreements with other DESO communities as well. While our
independence is furthered through such agreements, then, we are happy to fulfill them.”
Sophia’s beautiful movements slowed for a moment and adoring everyone she said, “What is
important is that we aim at understanding the Kokosing applications of our products, so we can
design them to best meet their needs. Most of what we produce is commissioned to us from the
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CCC. We generally reinvest the profit we take from MCS in FRNs to access the materials and the
supplies that we need. For larger Kokosing requisitions, the CCC, in conjunction with our MCB,
authorizes the needed capital to cover, or supplement our production costs. All of our people are
alert to discover any problems that may compromise our efficiency and problems are quickly
corrected.”
Sophia Celeste went on cheerfully. “Kokosing has us producing twenty-four hours. We supply the
needed machines, machine parts, and tools used by all of our wonderful Kokosing people. Our task
is to make it possible for Kokosing productivity to grow in independence. Technology grows while
it can. We are abreast of these changes. The tool of electronic communication we use for
maintaining and augmenting our independence. Cost effective production and research is expanded
with computer technology. Our design questions are directed to experts the world over who
graciously provide us with the answers we need. Our designs progressively do more with less.”
We are proud of all our years of hard work in meeting the needs of Kokosing. We are rewarded not
just with monetized resources that we have no shortage of, but, too, with the good personal
relationships we shape together while we strive to perfect our scientific methods that we use to
deepen our independence. (3)
We know that not everyone will learn enough about the coordination of production costs with
materials acquisitions, logistics, and the monetized requirements to facilitate them. There is enough
time in a life for a diversity of personal growths among people. Indeed, specialization is needed, but
it need not be at the expense of any person’s individuation. No, rather, those of us specialized in
courses of study with praxis are passionate. Each person has their own interests that are often
shared, among others.
We must meet the orders that come from all of our Kokosing public productive departments in a
timely manner. …Our attention to safety and quality is prerequisite to expediency.
The products we “export” to MCS bring us a gross average of 189,000 FRN per month …before
MCS taxes, MCS insurance costs, our invoices, our minimal utility cost, and our minimum cost for
our shop tools. After those costs are covered, we have retained about thirty percent of our initial
gross of FRN, a net amount of approximately 63,000.
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Our “export” department has two technicians per shift. There are three shifts. Those people
alternate with a dual group so that each group functions two weeks per month. So each month
twelve technicians are paid about 2,625.00 FRN each. These amounts are supplemented with CAM.
That way, the remaining 31,500 FRN per month is used to help cover multi-factory costs. When we
need to access more FRN, we can produce more tractors for the MCS market. While all of our
productive movement is in flow, we look into the internet for needed materials ordering from the
MCS markets. We are coordinated to keep our pace steady.”
And with forthright passion, speaking, “And I’ll tell you what satisfies my soul. We expand our skills
to meet the needs of our Kokosing people and we are animated by their heartfelt appreciation for
our creative expression. Everyone participating in our public productive enterprises share that
magnificent meaning. We love our work, and we understand how each of our public departments
function in unison to preserve and expand our treasured independence while we each grow as
unique beings.”
“This life that we share is poetic and dramatic. Our culture has empathy with compassion, and like
an aquifer, Mutualism delivers the water of individuation. Individuation has its purpose to affect
others in a nurturing way. There is fruitfulness when people transcend the ambiguity of their
common situations, with understanding. My aesthetic passion to create unique, one of a kind,
enduring, pragmatic masterpieces is among the ways I understand my love for my people. A knife
with my name etched into it brings my enduring presence and reassurance. They are cherished. (4)
Raising her arms as if to enfold everyone,
“Our corporality merges with our spiritual completion!” Her arms came down, and she looked up to
her people. Her tone softened, “Our world of using and getting is blended with our human longing
for the perfection of relation. We want to experience and realize the perfection of our relation to the
substratum of our senses through the figuration of our visions and work. When we are thus
engaged, exclusiveness is necessary. The working of all other senses must be cut in order that the
working of a sole sense can attain to the perfection of its art. But, secretly then, the life of all the
other senses are included.” (5)
She continued, “…in our creative work and in our work for others are our realms of deep
correspondences, and magical evocations exist there. Our concrete understanding is enriched when
we succeed in the full awareness of the rhythms our art is built from; when we tear art out of nature
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in which it is hidden. We penetrate behind the world of our senses and we perfect nature’s forms to
her complete image. In that completion we find its origin.” (6) (7)
Sophia Celeste inspired from Norma Lee Magin (August 1955 - March 6, 2022), beauty-love.
Please note: Given the proper seed, conditions, and knowledge, arid land can produce enough food.
April 10, 2018 - The Resiliency of Hopi Agriculture: 2000 Years of Planting …Hopi Reservation,
Northern Arizona, Michael Kotutwa Johnson,

“You look at the climate and you can see how dry it is, but it produces beautiful corn, because
we actually know how to plant it and how to harvest it and how to preserve it, with very little
cost to us as people, just the only big cost is labor. We never try to grow anything bigger than
we can manage. It is called culturally based agriculture because everything we do is not
based on economics, it is based on culture and who we are as a people. … Our Hopi concepts
of resiliency, stewardship and sharing combined with the biodiversity of our crops, should
be protected preserved and learned from. Our Hopi people and our way of life is truly a
world heritage treasure.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28gAFESNGMU
We cannot exist in full health without the Old Growth Forests:
The Lost Forests of New England - Eastern Old Growth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vi12xaJxA5U&ab_channel=NewEnglandForests
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CONCLUSION
Decentralized Civilization, Prelude to the Subsequent Civilization
People are essentially baseless, and as such, we are obliged to create cultural realities by which
means we endeavor to meet our existential needs in Nature, objective reality.
Seven human existential needs can be described as sustenance, security, respect, love, and selfrealization, which are met in the context of real community. When people work with each other for
each other to meet those needs, doing so generates meaning. And, when people come together to
meet their needs, they experience their spiritual fulfillment harmonious with objective reality.
A given society may, or may not, foster the maturity of its people, the spontaneous humane concern
for others. A person cannot be fully self-realized without mature, spontaneous inter-relations with
others. Real community is fundamental to individuated self-realization.
Our spiritual need is palpable inside that perennial, delicate impetus for humane growth, selfrealization, for self-actualization, for self-fulfillment.
*
The privatization of power in any civilization leads to its undoing. Cultures that have accepted
private power, or that have been overcome by it, can become evil and enduring. Economically
stratified society is contingent on universal alienation and the subjugation of the people through
planned, economic scarcity. Private power, necessarily, destroys social capital.
Violent domination is the sole means by which the exclusivist power of an economically stratified
society can perpetuate itself.
Universal alienation ferments a fatal, disheartening complacency.
Of necessity, community, in the sense of economic mutualism must exist independently from that
repression. Economic mutualism generates the enrichment of conviviality.
The new context of the subsequent civilization must be realized.
Structured, dialogical consensus-based community decision making processes operates through
two, mind changing, cultural generating mechanisms, 1) focus on the greater good, and 2)
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unrestrained critical thinking * for maximum effectiveness. (Education through art generates
individuation.)
*Critical thinking: Disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and informed by
evidence. Critical thinking is about clarifying goals, examining assumptions and hidden agendas,
evaluating evidence, taking appropriate action, and reflecting on outcomes.

Structured, community organization is the only platform from which people can self-manage the
executive functions of civic organization, and by extension the self-management of their civic
economy.
Decentralized civilization is intent on its permanence, which is among the purposes of community.
In that culture, people work with each other for each other. Their outlook is mature. Their public
policies always account for the humane wellness of their subsequent, seven generations, which
policies by default are integral with Nature.
Given the means at hand, community in decentralized civilization must happen, or we will have
failed ourselves.
Our psychophysiology, our corporality, insists on creating the ideal conditions for our species.
Our greatest happiness is when we are adept at actualizing flexible, cultural responses to emerging
reality, which is contingent on structured, dialogical, consensus-based community decision making
processes.
The Five Corner Stones of Independence
1) Structured, dialogical consensus-based community decision making processes are the
cornerstone of permanent, authentic democracy.
Each community is self-capitalized with its independent monetized organization using its
autonomous work-based money.
2) The Mutual Community Bank is a public service. Self-capitalization is implicit in its economy.
Community capital is used for building community owned, decentralized…
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3) appropriate industry; a production-based economy. The civic economy is self-managed by each,
sovereign community.
4) Absent a state, the Constitution of the Confederation authorizes the people of the communities to
enforce the articles of the Constitution of the Confederation, which include the defense of the
permanence of their decentralized civilization. The community confederation delivers fundamental
civic services in accordance with what the confederated communities prioritize and can afford.

Responsible, personal growth with community support aligned with meeting that greater
good is joyful self-fulfillment.
5) The sacred source of objective reality is unfathomable. The autonomous, spiritual life in Nature
is the fundamental source of human wisdom, through which relationship and from which
communion is born our best adaptation to this existence and to each other. I agree with Dr. Don
Trent Jacobs, Four Arrows, that we must seek out, preserve, and defend the Indigenous World
View, their cultures, their languages, and their shamans for their tried and proven abilities,
knowledge, and for their instructiveness for saving and restoring Life. Of necessity, for its
permanence, the Ideology of Decentralized Civilization... requires that invisible, spiritual meaning
and that significance of Life. Nature is All and that cannot be changed.
*
Jerome Bruner writes, “When and if we pas beyond the unspoken despair in which we are now
living, when we feel we are again able to control the race to destruction, a new breed of
developmental theory is likely to arise. It will be motivated by the question of how to create a new
generation that can prevent the world from dissolving into chaos and destroying itself. I think that
its central technical concern will be how to create in the young an appreciation of the fact that many
worlds are possible, that meaning and reality are created not discovered, and that negotiation is the
art of constructing new meanings by which individuals can regulate their relations with each other.
It will not, I think, be an image of human development that locates all of the sources of change
inside the individual, the solo child. For if we have learned anything from the dark passage of
history through which we are now moving it is that man, surely, is not “an island, entire of itself”
but a part of the culture that he inherits and then recreates. The power to create reality, to reinvent
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culture, we will come to recognize, is where a theory of development must begin its discussion of
mind.” (Actual Minds, Possible Worlds, Jerome Bruner, Harvard University Press, 1986, p. 149)
“Affection as the essential principle of relatedness is of the greatest importance in all relationships
in the world.” (I-Ching, Hexagram 54) Decentralized Civilization is a structured proposition.
“Evil can indeed be held in check but not permanently abolished. It always returns.” (I-Ching,
Hexagram 11) A Sane civilization can hold evil in check.
After Thought
The Community Newspaper is funded by the community while its editors meet the people’s
expectations. The Community Newspaper facilitates public discourse referent to what their
community can do - in all respects - to maintain its permanence of peace and prosperity.
Respective, sovereign, community newspapers would connect the people of the confederation. One
of the attributes of post-alienated society is that the people self-manage and own their sovereign
discourse, equally.
The Community Newspaper is human scale, well suited to face-to-face society. With the Guaranteed
Minimum Standard of Service having eliminated destitution, the people will enjoy the delight of
self-fulfillment in conviviality.
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DECENTRALIZED CIVILIZATION
REFERENCES AND NOTES
CHAPTER ONE
WHAT IS COMMUNITY?
1. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/12/19/wiki-diy-civilization_n_1157895.html
http://opensourceecology.org/wiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Source_Ecology_(project)
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kickstarter
3. Concepts from: Sir Herbert Read’s work, The Redemption of the Robot, My Encounter with
Education Through Art, Copyright 1966 by Simon & Schuster, Inc…. New York, N.Y ….1969
APPENDIX A - REFERANCES
Mutual Community Banks, MCB, in Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO
1. Herbert Spero, Money and Banking, A Survey Including Contemporary Developments, Questions
and Answers, College Outline Series, Second Edition, 1953, Copyright, 1949, 1953, 1955, By Barnes
& Nobel, Inc., Seventh Printing, 1960, L. C. Card Number: 55-12478, p. 9
2. Ibid., p. 6
3. Ibid., p.9
4. Ibid., p. 27
CHAPTER TWO - REFERENCES AND NOTES
AUTHENTIC DEMOCRACY
1. UFM.edu - The Habit of Thought, Chapter One by Michael Strong: “Teach students to think for
themselves. The Habit of Thought describes the theory, practice, and vision of Socratic Practice, a
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novel and increasingly widespread approach to classroom instruction. In … [his] series of thoughtprovoking essays, Strong argues that Socratic Practice fosters a culture of learning in the classroom
and ultimately helps young people to become mature independent thinkers. The issues discussed
range from the philosophical (intellectual dialogue and integrity) to the practical (classroom
models and evaluation…). This book is an essential resource for educators seeking to prepare their
students for the challenges of the 21st century.” [… among other techniques that educate for the
decentralization of power]
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aaS90pfbo4&feature=player_detailpage
2. Silence : http://www.co-intelligence.org/P-silence.html
3. Circle : http://www.acocreativepath.com/wisdom-circles-constants/
4. The Co-Intelligence Institute, P.O. Box 493, Eugene, OR, 97440, The Tao of Democracy, Using CoIntelligence to Create a World that Works for All, By Tom Atlee, with Rosa Zubizarreta, (The Writers'
Collective, 2003) 346 pages, paperback, $15.95, ISBN 1-9321333-47-X, http://www.cointelligence.org/CIbooks.html
5. http://p2pfoundation.net/Open_Source_Ecology#What_is_Open_Source_Economics.3F
6. By, The 'Consent of the Governed': http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMjPbbM5fPU
7. Vermont Dollars, Vermont Sense by Michael Shuman and Gwendolyn Hallsmith
http://www.resilience.org/resource-detail/2800255-vermont-dollars-vermont-sense
A project of Post Carbon Institute, Vermonters for a New Economy, Global Community Initiatives, The Public
Banking Institute and The Fresh Sound Foundation.
Steady-State Economics, Second Edition with New Essays, by Herman E. Daly, 1991.
Daly reasons that the current economic system must be superseded by a zero-growth economy, as advocated
by John Stewart Mills; a stationary economy, a steady-state economy, a stationary state. Herman Daly says,
“We have to work out the institutions required for it.”

8. A.H. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being (1968) p. 97,
http://pandc.ca/?cat=abraham_maslow&page=episodic_self_actualization
9. NOTE: Steady-State Economics, Second Edition with New Essays, by Herman E. Daly, 1991.
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Ecological Economics, Herman Daly:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_mcKCjfKrUA
Herman Daly is an American ecological economist and professor at the School of Public
Policy of University of Maryland, College Park in the United States. Daly was Senior
Economist in the Environment Department of The World Bank, where he helped to develop
policy guidelines related to sustainable development. (He left that department, because the
World Bank was hooked on the ideology of globalization.) Daly’s other accomplishments
and awards of acknowledgement are too numerous to include here.
Daly conceives economy as a subsystem of the biosphere, all of nature. The biosphere is a
closed system. It recycles and is open to solar energy. Our global economy is the sub-system
and it is geared for growth, to expand. The global economy encroaches on and displaces the
biosphere. It loses the services of ecosystems. The cost of losing the services of ecosystems
is greater than the gain. Lost ecosystems are more valuable than the extra production that
causes them to be lost.
The ideology of “economic growth” has almost become an idle, the solution to all of our
problems; unemployment, poverty, and even overpopulation (prosperous people have
fewer children). We can’t share, because that is politically and morally difficult.
Beyond some point, economic growth, increased Gross National Product, will not make us
richer. It will make us poorer, because the cost increases faster than the benefits.
John Ruskin coined the word, illth - the opposite of wealth, the generation of what is
bad rather than what is good.
Daly observes that what is currently happening in the world is globalization.
Daly distinguishes between globalization and Internationalization. Internationalization
means that the relations between countries become more important, and the policy unit
remains the nation in a federated community of nations. Daly envisions a world community
composed of a federation of national and sub-national “communities;” a world federation of
national economies.
By contrast, globalization is an integrated view, an integrated global economy, not a world
of interrelated, national economies. Daly observes that is what the World Trade
Organization is pushing for, in conjunction with the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund that push for free capital mobility, ‘free trade’ and increasingly, easier or
uncontrolled migration. In that scenario, national boundaries become irrelevant for
economic purposes. The key idea of globalization is that of an integrated world economy.
That integrated world economy is contingent on the dissolution of the national unit.
Borders become totally porous with respect to the free flow of commodities, capital and
labor. The disintegration of nations is the destruction of communities and livelihoods. That
is the cost being paid by people all over the world in order to foster that vision of
globalization
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Those who benefit from the dissolution of the national unit are the transnational
corporations. They escape into this globalized economy which really has no rules. They can
play off one weak national government against another weak national government. They
can escape from national regulations. They can escape from minimum wage laws,
environmental laws, workplace safety laws, and they can minimize taxes. This whole, global
economic system which is not so much a system as it is a free for all, a no man’s land,
without any rules. By escaping into that, they can get away from national regulation. It
becomes individualism on a global scale, rather than community.
Daly says that community is a concept which does not sit well in neoclassical economics.
Standard economics is very individualistic. People are not really like that. People are
members of community, they’re persons in community, and their very identity is
constituted in relationships in community. If our communities, national and sub-national,
are, more or less, written off in this individualistic quest for more economic growth at a
global level, then, states Daly, we pay an enormous cost. And, that undercuts the very
capacity of policy at the national level.
If the national governments can’t control their borders, where capital goes, where goods
come in and out, then any limitations that they put on the actors in their economy, for
example, to reduce CO2 levels, can be evaded. The national level becomes impotent to deal
with that problem.
International trade, despite the name, is not trade between nations. It’s trade between
private individuals who happen to live in different countries. Should those trades take place
solely for the interest of the individuals or should they reflect the interests of the national
communities as well?
The overall benefit has to be taken into account, the effects on employment and the
distribution of income.
In the United Sates and in Western Europe there has been a kind of social contract between
labor and capital. The distribution of income is more equal than it is worldwide. The level of
inequality is diminished in those countries. The only way that social contract can be fulfilled
is within the country that made it.
Economic Integration with the rest of the world undoes national standards and opens the
way for competition among firms to lower standards when they can escape from national
regulations.
Daly is not optimistic regarding the prospect of realizing Steady-State Economics; so
complete is the psychological domination of the Bank’s ‘educational’/media system that
most have been led to believe that all social ills can be solved through “economic growth.” In
his recent interviews, Daly believes that reluctance to take up a stationary economy is a
moral failure, in the absence of a spiritual perspective. I think that the economic
organization itself is what determines whether or not the spiritual perspective is present.
The Bank and its transnational corporations are syndicated criminals that will rend the
natural environment and destroy national sovereignty for the sole objective of imposing
universal totalitarianism; the specter of nuclear war included.
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We must attend to all fronts in our fight against the ideology of globalization.
Herman Daly,
Center for the Advancement of the Steady State Economy
http://steadystate.org/
Herman Daly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herman_Daly
John Cobb, Mark Anielski and Ellen Brown at Herman Daly Plenary, Pando Populous
Conference, Claremont
Posted on August 5, 2015 by Ellen Brown
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=jCiHFLKQehk
Ecological Economics, Herman Daly:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_mcKCjfKrUA
John Ruskin coined the word, ILTH, the juxtaposition of wealth.
10. Beyond Treason: The True Story of Depleted Uranium
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3iGsSYEB0bA
Also, website: http://beyondtreason.com/
American veterans of foreign wars pose a “grass roots” threat the anonymous “Super Class.”

11. Exploring the Crack in the Cosmic Egg, Paperback, ISBN: 9780671831189, p. 239
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Chilton_Pearce
Joseph Chilton Pearce - The Crack in the Cosmic Egg – Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExDCFlARrlk
12. Trance: from magic to technology; Author: Dennis Wier; ISBN 1888428392,
http://www.amazon.com/Trance-Technology-Dennis-R-Wier/dp/1888428384
13. The Man in the High Castle, by Phillip K. Dick, Pub. Putman, Jan1, 1962,
http://www.humanities360.com/index.php/plot-summary-the-man-in-the-high-castle-by-philip-kdick-51408/
14. The Fabric of Reality: The Science of Parallel Universes--and Its Implications by David Deutsch,
ISBN – 13: 978-0-140-14690-5
Taming the Multiverse
Parallel universes are no longer a figment of our imagination. They're so real that we can reach out
and touch them, and even use them to change our world, says Marcus Chown.
http://www.labyrinthina.com/multiverse.htm
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Proving the Existence of Parallel Universes…
http://news.bbc.co.uk/dna/place-lancashire/plain/A2966880
15. The Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins, ISBN-13: 9780545265355; Publisher:
Scholastic, Inc. Publication date: 8/24/2010
The stunning Hunger Games trilogy is complete!
The extraordinary, ground breaking New York Times bestsellers The Hunger Games and Catching
Fire, along with the third book in The Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins, Mockingjay, are
available for the first time ever in a beautiful box-set edition:
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/hunger-games-trilogy-suzannecollins/1102040400?ean=9780545265355
Brief synopsis of the conclusion:
http://hunger-games.net/editorials-essays/mockingjay-an-analysis/
16. (The I-Ching, or book of changes, Wilhelm/Baynes, Bollingen Series XIX, Princeton University
Press, Copyright 1950, Bollingen Foundation Inc., 37. Chia Jen / The Family [The Clan], p. 144)
17. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Future of Man, Harper & Row, Publishers, Copyright 1959 and
1964, P. 138
18. The miners in the Congo that provide Coltan, the mineral vital to electronic technology, toil at
poverty wages. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coltan#Use_and_demand).
19. Beyond Treason: The True Story of Depleted Uranium
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3iGsSYEB0bA Also, website: http://beyondtreason.com/
20. The Mask of Sanity
~An Attempt to Clarify Some Issues About the
So-Called Psychopathic Personality
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Hervey Cleckley, M.D.
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry,
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.;
author of The Caricature of Love
and of The Three Faces of Eve
http://enpsychopedia.org/index.php/Hervey_Cleckley
Fifth Edition
Copyright 1988 Emily S. Cleckley
Previous edition copyrighted 1941, 1950, 1955, 1964, 1976 by the C.V. Mosby Co.
Cleckley, Hervey Milton, 1903-1984
The Mask of Sanity
ISBN 0-9621519-0-4
21. http://enpsychopedia.org/index.php/Hervey_Cleckley
22. Hervey Cleckley, M.D., The Mask of Sanity, p. 19
23. http://salem-news.com/articles/may182012/iceland-revolution.php
http://allfiredupmedia.com/2012/11/iceland-a-recovery-that-other-governments-can-learnfrom/
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2011/nov/15/lessons-from-iceland-people-power
The new Icelandic Constitution (Scroll down as it opens on a blank page.)
http://stjornlagarad.is/other_files/stjornlagarad/Frumvarp-enska.pdf

24. Beyond Nuclear: http://www.beyondnuclear.org/
Related imperative: Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, OPCW:
http://www.denhaag.nl/en/residents/to/Organisation-for-the-Prohibition-of-Chemical-WeaponsOPCW.ht
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APPENDIX C - REFERENCE
Community Dialogical Consensus Based Decision Making Processes
1. Francisco Javier Hernandez Rubio, Mexico City, provided the idea of proposal weights.

CHAPTER THREE - REFERENCES AND NOTES
A CLOSER LOOK AT THE STRUCTURES OF DESO ECONOMY
1. KARL MARX’S THEORY OF HISTORY A DEFENSE, by G. A. Cohen, Copyright 1978 by Princeton
University Press, Published by Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, ISBN: 0-69102008-6 pbk., p. 78
2. Ibid, p. 216
3. Ibid, p. 216
4. The community component of civic-economy is unique to DESO economics. The Core productive
enterprises that provide members with their guaranteed minimum standard of service are
composed of community owned cooperatives. For example, in whatever form, each community
creates and manages it, the water service that provides water for all of the community households
and all of the community facilities is a community owned cooperative. The same would hold for all
of the community services needed to meet the existential needs of all members.
5. Co-Intelligence is the term used by Tom Atlee - The Co-Intelligence Institute -to describe
organization based on dialogue: http://www.co-intelligence.org/ And
http://co-intelligence.org/CIPol_CIactivism.html
6. The term “prescription” is used by Paulo Freire, “One of the basic elements of the relationship
between oppressor and oppressed is prescription. Every prescription represents the imposition of
one man’s choice upon another, transforming the consciousness of the man prescribed to into one
that conforms with the prescriber’s consciousness. ” Pedagogy of the Oppressed, The Seabury Press,
translated 1968, Copyright 1970 by Paulo Freire, ISBN: 0-8164-9132-1, p. 31
7. Ibid, p. 28
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8. Lucien Goldmann, The Human Sciences & Philosophy, Translated by Hayden V. White and Robert
Anchor, First Published in GB 1969, Reprinted 1970 by Jonathan Cape Ltd., Copyright 1969 by
Jonathan Cape Ltd., Jonathan Cape, Thirty Bedford Square London, Available in the United States
from Grossman Pub., INC., Grossman Paperback edition 670-38644-8, p.28
9. The report on American militia: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ky49ltgeXRU
10. Ellen Brown is an attorney, president of the Public Banking Institute, and author of twelve
books including the best-selling Web of Debt. In The Public Bank Solution, her latest book, she
explores successful public banking models historically and globally. Her websites are
http://WebofDebt.com, http://PublicBankSolution.com, and http://PublicBankingInstitute.org.
11. Ithaca Hours and Mountain Hours, supplemental monies: http://www.ithacahours.org/ And
http://mtnhours.com/
Michael Linton’s LETS system: http://www.gmlets.u-net.com/design/home.html
12. KARL MARX’S THEORY OF HISTORY A DEFENCE, by G. A. Cohen, Copyright 1978 by Princeton
University Press, Published by Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, ISBN: 0-69102008-6 pbk., Chapter VIII, p. 216
13. Ibid, p. 217
14. Ibid, p. 221
15. See in this text, WHAT IS COMMUNITY? Sub. RECAP OF OUR THESIS, letter N. The Community
Office of Mediation
14. The Mask of Sanity, ~An Attempt to Clarify Some Issues About the So-Called Psychopathic
Personality, by Hervey Cleckley, M.D., Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Medical College of Georgia,
Augusta, Ga.; author of The Caricature of Love and of The Three Faces of Eve (with Corbett H.
Thigpen) Fifth Edition, Copyright 1988 Emily S. Cleckley, Previous edition copyrighted 1941, 1950,
1955, 1964, 1976 by the C.V. Mosby Co., Cleckley, Hervey Milton, 1903-1984, The Mask of Sanity,
ISBN 0-9621519-0-4
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15. Idea from Peter Joseph, Creator of The Zeitgeist Film Series, Culture in Decline, the Inter
Reflections Trilogy & Founder of The Zeitgeist Movement: http://peterjoseph.info/
16. Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO, And Neo-New World, by Reed Camacho
Kinney, copyright 2011, Xlibris: http://reedckinney.com/ pp. 184-86,
17. KARL MARX’S THEORY OF HISTORY A DEFENCE, by G. A. Cohen, Copyright 1978 by Princeton
University Press, Published by Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, ISBN: 0-69102008-6 pbk., p. 248
18. Decentralized Economic Social Organization, DESO, And Neo-New World, by Reed Camacho
Kinney, copyright 2011, Xlibris: http://reedckinney.com/ pp. 202-3
20. Toward a Psychology of Being, by Abraham H. Maslow, second edition, D. Van Nostrand
Company, ISBN: 0-442-03805-4, p. 18
21. KARL MARX’S THEORY OF HISTORY A DEFENCE, by G. A. Cohen, Copyright 1978 by Princeton
University Press, Published by Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, ISBN: 0-69102008-6 pbk., p. 293
22. Ibid, p. 294
23. Ibid, pp. 300 - 01
24. Common Destiny, by Mark Kinney, 1976, pp. 121-22
25. Ibid, p. 31
26. Primary relationships are interpersonal face-to-face-relations. Secondary relationships are
contractual and legalistic.
27. Mark Kinney identified the Unescent Instinct and using the appropriate reading from his
manuscript, Common Destiny, by Mark Kinney, 1976, pp. 17-19, I will let him explain it.
“Responding to visual patterns of sexual stimuli may have been essential, if rudimentary, source of
Hominid uniqueness. Of course, the olfactory sense is emphasized in a four-footed animal with his
nose close to the ground, while the visual stimuli are more important for a semi-erect creature.
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Perhaps not erectness alone, but visual stimuli also contributed to man’s predominant sexual
pattern of mounting the female form the front rather than from the rear – as prevalent among other
animals. The old Greek poet sang of the “face that launched a thousand ships”; the “face” may have
launched humanity itself.
The new intensity of social solidarity made possible the transmission of more survival techniques
by demonstration, and in fact the accumulation of a richer cultural tradition than among other
animals. We are tempted to say that with a cultural-accumulating social process, the essence of man
had appeared, but there is still that essential element missing: a new way of learning that would
add new cultural elements dynamically to the cumulative process.
What was this new dynamic way of learning? Since the hominids were specialized neither for
fleeing from, nor fighting their enemies, they had to outwit the instinctive fighting and flight
patterns of the other animals. This meant capturing in their imagination the behavior patterns of
their foes and their prey and responding to these images rather than to the animal itself. Other
animals live in “realms”, as martin Buber observed in The Knowledge of Man (1965), of unstable
ebbing and flowing of present stimuli. Only the human mind responds to a “world” composed of his
mental images projected beyond the clamoring of ever-present sensations.
Chimpanzees, as do other apes, monkeys and birds, have a vocabulary of “holophrases” (patterned
series of syllables that express the image of a whole situation), but they are used only in response to
the present stimulus: “a-baby-has-fallen-from-the-tree”. But one (of doubtless many) situations
which early Hominids had to meet was the instinctive pattern in which lions hunt: while the male
approaches from the front, acting as a decoy, the lioness attacks from the rear. Hominid survival
required a rapid recognition of this pattern. Very possibly a holophrases was invented and used
upon sighting the male lion: “watch-out-for-the-lioness- in-the-rear!” In such a simple ability, we
have the root of a new way of learning: the response to a mental image which extends beyond the
range of immediate stimuli.
This is a new form of learning, not only because the Hominids began living in a “world” of projected
images, but because that “world” could remain stable, retaining its learned image, even in spite of
certain inconsistency. (The source of man’s unique strength, and his unique weakness!) conditioned
learning requires certain consistency of reward to reinforce that learning (and to transmit it
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genetically as an instinct?), but the new kind of learning is much more tolerant of inconsistency.
The lioness might not always be attacking from behind.
The Australopithecines were poor hunters, living on an omnivorous diet including insects, lizards,
and doubtless carrion. But, the elder Dr. Leaky was impressed by the numerous rabbit bones he
found together with their late Pliocene remains in the Olduvai Gorge. This was possible, he
reasoned, only through the discovery of a new hunting technique. Foxes are often frustrated by the
rabbits’ unpredictable leap to the right or left the moment the fox is about to make him a mouthful.
If the rabbit would consistently jump, say, to the right, the fox could learn by conditioning to leap in
that direction the moment the fleeing rabbit lowered its ears; this would have given him the chance
of a fairly consistent reward. But conditioned learning is of little use where inconsistency in
involved. The Hominids evidently captured the mental image of this “gestalt” [The perception of
oneness from many is the basis of gestalt.] in the rabbit’s behavior, and leapt, say, always to the
right with the satisfied expectation of the 50-50 chance of reward.
Such learning deserves a special name, and since it involves the reduction of a multiplicity of
inconsistent and chaotic stimuli to the unicity of a single manageable “Gestalt”, or pattern of
coherence, we call it “Unescence” (growing-toward-oneness), or the unescent process of learning.
Unescence seems to be that instinctive turn of the human mind that makes man unique among
animals. Not that the other animals are not capable of discovering or responding to some Gestalts,
but man is the only animal that has an instinctive need to reduce multiplicity to unicity by
discovering patterns of coherence. Chaotic and inconsistent stimuli have become a pain to the
human mind, which abhors the chaos of unordered multiplicity as nature proverbially abhors the
vacuum. True, the patterns of coherence he discovers may only dent the matrix of multiple stimuli,
but that dent temporarily satisfies the unescent instinct, while the chaos of multiple stimuli recedes
into a psychic background.
Man’s mind has become, to a degree, parasitical on the body, using nutrients and oxygen to satisfy
its own unescent need, apart from directly serving the needs of the body. The multiple specialized
instincts of the other animals have been replaced in man largely by a single unescent instinct, which
gives him his unrivaled capacity for learning. At whatever point in evolution “unescence” became
instinctive, at that point “Man”, the unescent animal, appeared.
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Unlike the mind that depends on conditioning for learning, the unescent mind disinterestedly and
instinctively searches for patterns of coherence that render no immediate biological service. The
unescent mind is therefore an “aspiring” mind, combining the Gestalts it has discovered to project
“worlds” of ever wider horizons. Speaking psychologically of the individual mind, man has a
unescent need for “meaning”, which can be defined as any pattern of coherence that satisfies the
individual’s unescent instinct. The personal aspiration for meaning has its roots deep in Life and
Nature. Life seeks more life. The creative abundance of Life with its almost limitless forms and
characteristics reveals a Vitality that can be scarcely accounted for by so mechanical a phrase as
“variation and selection”. The mysterious Vitality of life seems even to be prefigured in the nature of
atoms and molecules which have the potentialities for forming ever new combinations.” (Common
Destiny, CD, pp. 16-19)
28. Integrity in the sense of the quality of possessing and steadfastly adhering to high moral
principles.
29. Mark Kinney discovers and describes four civilizational levels, and the Six Socio-Economic
Elements of Civilizational Grammar. He diagrams their structures relevant to their respective
Exchange Elements, EE, Modes of Production, MP, Peace Group, PG, communications Mediums, CM,
Types of Conceptualization, TC, Integrative thought, IT, and their respective Social Faiths composed
of their respective Mentalities, Mental Manners and their Survival Modes.
Briefly, what I attend to here is the 3rd and the 4th civilizational levels, CL. The EE of the 3rd CL is
“exponential commodity” and the EE of the 4th CL is “growth experience”.
The MP of the 3rd CL is “technological industry” and the MP of the 4th CL is “ecological industry”
The PG of the 3rd CL is national social classes and the PG of the 4th CL is “communities’ federations”
Social Faith:
Very briefly, the Mentality of the 3rd CL is “National Law” and the Mentality of the 4th CL is
“Intentionality”
I will skip ahead to the Survival Modes: The Survival Mode of the 3rd CL is dynamic Technical
Efficiency and the Survival Mode of the 4th CL is Social Harmony
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It is not possible for me to reproduce Mark Kinney’s theory of the transition and the
evolution of civilizational here. He distinguishes civilization from culture. His genius has
never come to light until the advent of this writing. His manuscript, Common Destiny, is in my
possession.
30. Ibid.
31. Ibid.
32. Paulo Freire’s “Socratic Method”:
http://www.flyingshingle.com/cgibin/coranto/viewnews.cgi?id=20130729455377603141
33. Late in his career, most of Mark Kinney’s written material was lost in an accidental fire. I
remembered the content of his conversations, and researched his resources to complete my
manuscript, http://reedckinney.com/ Presently, I have integrated into this project readings from
one of his two remaining, unpublished manuscripts. When I was eighteen years old, dad sent me to
Ivan Illich’s College, CIDOC (International Documentation Center) …summer 1970. I attended
seminars with Ivan Illich, John Holt, and Paul Goodman.
34. Tom Atlee: http://co-intelligence.org/CIPol_changingworldvws.html
35. KARL MARX’S THEORY OF HISTORY A DEFENCE, by G. A. Cohen, Copyright 1978 by Princeton
University Press, Published by Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, ISBN: 0-69102008-6 pbk., pp. 331-32
36. The Soul of Economies
Spiritual Evolution Goes to the Marketplace
Denise Breton, Christopher Largent
Idea House Pub Co 03/91 Paperback $14.95
ISBN: 0962623822
http://www.spiritualityandpractice.com/books/books.php?id=7105

INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER FOUR - REFERENCES AND NOTES
CONSTITUTIONAL CONFEDERATION
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1. Sectors of western, international plutocracy, the private banking monopolies, and the owners of
transnational corporations and multinational corporations (a) are determined to expropriate all
government public services. For example, 50 countries would be dominated by the Trade in
Services Agreement (TiSA), which won American congressional approval, June 24, 2015. (b)TiSA
intends to privatize government services, and will prevent the re-municipalization of public
services once privatized. (c) Transnational corporate despotism is among the objectives of the
prevailing economic system. (d)
Speaking of the United States, Ron Paul asserts that,
“If we do this, what we have to preserve is our liberty, because if we do, if we eliminate all
our wealth and have our liberties... we would be back on our feet rather shortly. But, that’s
where the real crisis is... now, if we don’t build our strength on those individuals who know
and understand what liberty is about, we’re going to lose our wealth and further lose our
liberty …and it’s not a man on a white horse who is going to save us; it’s somebody who
understands and gets that 8 or 9% that is necessary to lead us in the ways of a more free
society, because that’s what counts… you could get more people in leadership positions, and
that’s where I think we are making some progress… but we have a tough job ahead, because
we have to convince the majority of people that they cannot find their answers in more
government.”
(Ron Paul, July 2, 2015, Alex Jones: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiK8_i028_4)
1a. Correspondences for footnote 1.
a. http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Transnational+Corporation
http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/multinational+corporations
b. Posted by WALT MCREE, June 15, 2015
Literally thousands of citizens groups assaulted members of Congress with phone calls and
messages late last week to NOT grant Fast Track authority to the president that would allow
the controversial Trans-Pacific Partnership pact to move forward. …. We’ll see in coming
days whether this push will hold as more voting on the pact is scheduled that might move
approval closer.
http://www.publicbankinginstitute.org/do_the_people_have_the_power?utm_campaign=pb
i_news_3&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pbi
c. Ellen Brown, June 11, 2015, Fast-track Hands the Money Monopoly to Private Banks —
Permanently,
http://ellenbrown.com/2015/06/11/fast-tracking-tisa-stealth-block-to-monetary-reform/
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“Sentence First, Verdict Afterwards”: The Alice in Wonderland World of Fast-tracked
Secret Trade Agreements
Ellen Brown, posted on June 21, 2015 by Ellen Brown
http://ellenbrown.com/2015/06/21/sentence-first-verdict-afterwards-the-alice-inwonderland-world-of-fast-tracked-secret-trade-agreements/
It’s Our Money with Ellen Brown - Mad as Hell - 06.24.15
http://itsourmoney.podbean.com/

d. Parliamentary enclosure, 1604-1914, was a legislated process by which rich landowners
used their control of state processes to appropriate public land for their private benefit, “a
plain enough case of class robbery” (E. P. Thompson)*
The enclosure movement in England and Wales, Cambridge University Press, 052182771X The Enclosure Maps of England and Wales, 1595-1918 - Roger J. P. Kain, John Chapman and
Richard R. Oliver,
http://assets.cambridge.org/97805218/27713/excerpt/9780521827713_excerpt.pdf)
2. Santa Cruz County Votes To Cease Doing Business with 5 TBTF Mega Banks
Submitted by Tyler Durden on 07/15/2015 13:40 -0400
Submitted by Mike Krieger via Liberty Blitzkrieg blog,
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-07-15/santa-cruz-county-votes-cease-doing-business-5tbtf-mega-banks
“... Ryan Coonerty, the Supervisor of the Third District of Santa Cruz County, wrote a letter back in
June to the rest of the Board of Supervisors, in which he bravely pleaded the county cease business
operations with five of the TBTF Wall Street Mega Banks. Why you ask? Well, because they are
criminal felons. Considering Eric Holder refused to punish them (see: Cronyism Pays – Eric “Too
Big to Jail” Holder Triumphantly Returns to His Prior Corporate Law Firm Job), someone has to
take a stand.

Here are a few choice excerpts from the letter:
“There seems to be no limit to the greed in some our nation’s largest banks. I believe it is critical that the
County only work with the most trustworthy institutions as we invest and protect the public’s tax
dollars. Santa Cruz County should not be involved with those who rigged the world’s biggest financial
markets
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It is important that we send a message that if you want to do business with the County, you need to play
by the rules. Therefore I recommend that the Board direct that the County’s investment policy be
modified to reflect that the County of Santa Cruz will not do new business with these felonious financial
institutions for a period of five years and further that the County unwind existing relationships with
these five banks to the greatest extent feasible.”
Incredibly, the board went ahead and voted in favor of Mr. Coonerty’s proposal. AllGov reports that:
“The board, acting on a request (PDF) from Supervisor Ryan Coonerty, voted to “not do new business for
a period of five years with Citigroup, JP Morgan Chase, Barclays, Royal Bank of Scotland and UBS as
specified, and further direct that the County unwind existing relationships with these five banks to the
greatest extent feasible.”
3. Nullification: http://wiki.mises.org/wiki/Nullification_Proclamation
President Jackson's Proclamation Regarding Nullification, December 10, 1832
Written by Edward Livingston:
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/jack01.asp

4. http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_transcript.html
5. http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/declaration_transcript.html
6. Barbarians - The Primitive Celts: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wl96VLPCAqw
And: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celts
7. Buster Ancient Farm Project, Chalton Lane, Chalton, Waterlooville, Hampshire PO8 0BG. Tel: 023 9259
8838 (UK), CROP YIELDS OF THE PREHISTORIC CEREAL TYPES EMMER AND SPELT: THE WORST OPTION, By
Dr. Peter J. Reynolds, http://www.butser.org.uk/cereal%20yields.pdf

8. (The Structure of Evil, by Ernest Becker, Copy Right 1968, p. 323)
9. (American Holocaust, by David Stannard, Copy Right 1990, Chapter 6)
10. (Google, President Reagan’s Grace Commission:
http://www.truthintaxation.us/?tax_inform=whereTaxesGo)
11. (Fellowship for Intentional Community: http://www.ic.org/)
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CHAPTER FOUR - CONSTITUTIONAL CONFEDERATION
REFERENCES AND NOTES
12. (The Structure of Evil by Ernest Becker p. 246)
13. (The Structure of Evil by Ernest Becker p. 228)
14. Human Synergy - Synergy arises when two or more people or organizations work together for
agreed upon objectives. People with different complementary skills, organizational and technical
skills, cooperate to accomplish results greater than their individual capabilities. People specialize in
order to form groups of interaction and teamwork with high synergy, which provides results
greater than the sum of their individual effects, or capabilities. (Organizations create values whether or not - their values are humane.)
15. Tecumseh's Vision: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LPXEoQskYA
16. Dating the Iroquois Confederacy by Bruce E. Johansen, published in Akwesasne Notes New Series,
Fall – October/ November/December -- 1995, Volume 1 #3 & 4, pp. 62-63.
17. (https://sites.google.com/site/mrsmunrossocialstudies/home/chapter-4--the-iroquoisconfederacy/how-was-the-confederacy-structured)

18. “… Among the Five Nations and their posterity there shall be the following original clans: Great
Name Bearer, Ancient Name Bearer, Great Bear, Ancient Bear, Turtle, Painted Turtle, Standing Rock,
Large Plover, Deer, Pigeon Hawk, Eel, Ball, Opposite-Side-of-the-Hand, and Wild Potatoes. These
clans distributed through their respective Nations, shall be the sole owners and holders of the soil
of the country and in them is it vested as a birthright” (Constitution of the Iroquois Confederation)

19. “…People of the Five Nations members of a certain clan shall recognize every other member of
that clan, irrespective of the Nation, as relatives. Men and women, therefore, members of the same
clan are forbidden to marry.” (Constitution of the Iroquois Confederation)
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20. Notes on the State of Virginia (1785), is a book written by Thomas Jefferson. ... Jefferson termed
"Queries," each describing a different aspect of the state of Virginia. ...Marine force; Aborigines;
Counties and towns; Constitution; Laws; Colleges [and so on]
Query 11 - Aborigines
excerpted from
Notes of the State of Virginia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Notes_on_the_State_of_Virginia
http://www2.vcdh.virginia.edu/encounter/projects/monacans/Documentary_Evidence/notesonv
a.html
21. Ideas from Raederle Phoenix: http://www.raederle.com/2012/11/land-feed-personoverpopulation-green.html
22. The tactic of misinformation diverts men’s attention to where they are told power resides.
Griffin restores us to the awareness that we may never know the identities of the prime movers
behind the organized impetus for world totalitarianism. The culprits strive for anonymity behind
the criminal institutions of the central bank, the war industries, energy consortiums, genetically
modified foods, and so on. The organized impetus for world totalitarianism is attributed to Zionists,
or totalitarian Communists (Lord Christopher Moncton; Alex Jones, July 7, 2015,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YV1eWq8YSc). Investigative, critical thinkers witness the
consequence of power, and can identify its sources with some verity. Even so, clandestine layers of
command and directive can conceal its prime movers.
Griffin, author of, The Creature from Jekyll Island, 1994, explains the fundamental structures of
clandestine power.
G. Edward Griffin - The Collectivist Conspiracy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=jAdu0N1-tvU
G. Edward Griffin lecture - The Quigley Formula
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=ynVqPnMQ2sI
23. The 48 Laws of Power, by Robert Green, published by Viking Penguin…, 1998, Published in
Penguin Books, 2000, Copyright Joost Elffers and Robert Green, 1998
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=vubWIZu3BiQ
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24. Concepts: The Complete Art of War, Sun Tzu & Sun Pin, translated by, Ralph D. Sawyer, Westview
Press, A Division of Harper Collins Publishers, Copyright 1996, ISBN 0-8133-3085-8 , p. 54
25. Ibid., p. 93
26. Ibid. p. 93
27. Ibid., p. 21
28. Ibid., pp. 85-86

29. Author Lyda Hanifan coined the term social capital, “those tangible assets [which] count for
most in the daily lives of people: namely goodwill, fellowship, sympathy, and social intercourse
among the individuals and families who make up a social unit”.
(The Rural School Community Center, by L. J. Hanifan, published September 1, 1916, by Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, Volume 67, P. 10)
“Like any other form of capital”—namely, physical or human—social capital aids future
productivity of individuals and groups in civil society, though not mainly economically. And it has as
its “conceptual cousin, ‘community.’ ”10 Putting these elements together, social capital is complexly
conceptualized as the network of associations, activities, or relations that bind people together as a
community via certain norms and psychological capacities, notably trust, which are essential for
civil society and productive of future collective action or goods, in the manner of other forms of
capital. (SOCIAL CAPITAL A Conceptual History, JAMES FARR, University of Minnesota POLITICAL THEORY,
Vol. 32 No. 1, February 2004 6-33 DOI: 10.1177/0090591703254978 © 2004 Sage Publications, p. 9)
30. Copy of the Mountain Road, with James Stewart (1960)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWk37xX3JPQ

31. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wounded_Knee_incident
32. Individual people or groups of the Community Confederation can warn of any impending
danger to the sovereignty and permanence of community in decentralized civilization. It is relevant
to mention a distant protocol that contains that same spirit of responsibility for the greater good.
Hue and Cry
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hue_and_cry
Hue and Cry in common law, is a process by which bystanders are summoned to assist in the
apprehension of a criminal who has been witnessed in the act of committing a crime.
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….by the Statute of Winchester of 1285, 13 Edw. I cc. 1 and 4, it was provided that anyone, either a
constable or a private citizen, who witnessed a crime shall make hue and cry, and that the hue and
cry must be kept up against the fleeing criminal from town to town and from county to county, until
the felon is apprehended and delivered to the sheriff. All able-bodied men, upon hearing the shouts,
were obliged to assist in the pursuit of the criminal, which makes it comparable to the posse
comitatus. …. Those who raised a hue and cry falsely were themselves guilty of a crime.[1]

NOTES and THE IROQUOIS CONSTITUTION
Dating the Iroquois Confederacy
by Bruce E. Johansen
“the following was published in Akwesasne Notes New Series,
Fall -- October/November/December -- 1995, Volume 1 #3 & 4, pp. 62-63.
and is reproduced here with permission.”
The Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Confederacy, one of the world's oldest democracies, is at least
three centuries older than most previous estimates, according to research by Barbara Mann and
Jerry Fields of Toledo University, Ohio.
Using a combination of documentary sources, solar eclipse data, and Iroquois oral history, Mann
and Fields assert that the Iroquois Confederacy's body of law was adopted by the Senecas (the last
of the five nations to ratify it) August 31, 1142. The ratification council convened at a site that is
now a football field in Victor, New York. The site is called Gonandaga by the Seneca.
Mann, a doctoral student in American Studies at Toledo University of Ohio; Fields, an
astronomer, is an expert in the history of solar eclipses. The Senecas' oral history mentions that the
Senecas adopted the Iroquois Great Law of Peace shortly after a total eclipse of the sun.
Mann and Fields are the first scholars to combine documentary history with oral accounts and
precise solar data in an attempt to date the origin of the Iroquois League. Depending on how
democracy is defined, their date of 1142 A.D. would rank the Iroquois Confederacy with the
government of Iceland and the Swiss cantons as the oldest continuously functioning democracy on
earth. All three precedents have been cited as forerunners of the United States system of
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representative democracy. The Haudenosaunee Confederacy functions today in Upstate New York;
it even issues passports.
The date that Mann and Fields assert for the founding of the Iroquois Confederacy is more than
300 years earlier than the current consensus of scholarship; many experts date the formation of the
Confederacy to the year 1451, at the time of another solar eclipse. Mann and Fields contend that the
1451 eclipse was total, but that its shadow fell over Pennsylvania, well to the southwest of the
ratifying council's location.
According to Mann, the Seneca were the last of the five Iroquois nations to accept the Great Law
of Peace. In an academic paper titled "A Sign in the Sky: Dating the League of the Haudenosaunee,"
Mann estimates that the journey of Deganawidah (The Peacemaker) and Hiawatha in support of the
Great Law had begun about a quarter-century earlier with the Mohawks, at the "eastern door" of
the Confederacy, about 25 years earlier. "Haudenosaunee" means "People of the Longhouse."
"Iroquois" is a French term for the united nations of the Haudenosaunee, who also were called the
"Six Nations" by English colonists. The five original nations (Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga,
and Seneca) were joined by the Tuscaroras about 1700 A.D.
The 1451 founding date was first proposed in 1948 by Paul A.W. Wallace, who gathered Iroquois
oral history in his White Roots of Peace and other works. In her paper, Mann suggests that Wallace
knew enough of the Senecas' oral history to realize that a solar eclipse was a key element to
determining the founding date. Wallace also was fluent in German, the language in which he would
need to read T.R. Oppolzer's Canon der Finsternisse, the best historical eclipse tables available at the
time. The first pre-contact solar eclipse in Seneca country occurred June 28, 1451. Mann believes
that Wallace did not dare risk an earlier date because of the academic politics of the late 1940s. "As
late as 1949," writes Mann, "white scholars were still trying to insist that Europeans . . . had
invented wampum -- a back-bone artifact of the League!"
The argument that the Iroquois League was established substantially before contact with
Europeans is supported by oral-history accounts. Mann and Fields cite Paula Underwood, a
contemporary Iroquois oral historian, who estimated the League's founding date as A.D. 1090 by
using family lineages as temporal benchmarks. Another traditional method to estimate the founding
date is to count the number of people who have held the office of Tadadaho (speaker) of the
Confederacy. A graphic record is available in the form of a cane that the eighteenth-century French
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observer Lafitau called the "Stick of Enlistment" and modern-day anthropologist William N. Fenton
calls the "Condolence Cane." Mann and Fields used a figure of 145 Tadadahos (from Mohawk oral
historian Jake Swamp), and then averaged the average tenure of other lifetime appointments, such
as popes, European kings and queens, and U.S. Supreme court justices. Cautioning that different
socio-historical institutions are being compared, they figure into their sample 333 monarchs from
eight European countries, 95 Supreme Court Justices, and 129 popes. Averaging the tenures of all
three groups, Mann and Fields found an estimated date that compares roughly to the 1142 date
indicated by the eclipse record, and the 1090 date calculated from family lineages by Underwood.
Mann and Fields also make their case with archaeological evidence. The rise in interpersonal
violence that predated the Iroquois League can be tied to a cannibal cult and the existence of
villages with palisades, both of which can be dated to the mid-twelfth century. The spread of the
League can be linked to the adoption of corn as a dietary staple among the Haudenosaunee, which
also dates between 900 A.D. and 1100 A.D., Mann and Fields contend.
Assertion of the 1142 founding date is bound to raise a ruckus among Iroquois experts who have
long asserted in print that the Confederacy did not begin until a few years before contact with
Europeans in the early 1500s, or even afterwards. In their paper, Mann and Fields dispute
statements by Temple Anthropology Professor Elisabeth Tooker, whom they quote as placing the
original date "in the period from A.D. 1400 to 1600 or shortly before." Mann and Fields believe that
scholars who argue the later dates dismiss the Iroquois oral history as well as solar-eclipse of data.
Since such scholars use only documentary sources with dates on them, and since such documents
have been left to use only by non-Indians, the Native American perspective is screened out of
history, they argue. "It is capricious, and most probably racial, of scholars to continue dismissing
the [Iroquois] Keepers [oral historians] as incompetent witnesses on their own behalf," Mann and
Fields argue in their paper.
Scholars who insist on proof of the Iroquois League's origins written in a European language
engage in a circular argument, Mann argues. When such writing is the only allowable proof, dating
the Iroquois League's origins earlier than the first substantial European contact becomes
impossible. One must be satisfied with the European accounts that maintain that the League was a
functioning, powerful political entity when the first Europeans made contact with its members
early in the 1500s. "What I imply is that there is no `proof' of the League's origins `written' in a
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contemporary (i.e. Mid-sixteenth century) European language," Mann argues. "In fact, what written
records exist point in exactly the opposite direction."
Mann also offers another example of what she believes to be the European-centered and malecentered nature of existing history. Most accounts of the Iroquois League's origins stress the roles
played by Deganawidah, who is called "The Peacemaker" in oral discourse among traditional
Iroquois, and Aionwantha (or Hiawatha), who joined him in a quest to quell the blood feud and
establish peace. Mann believes that documentary history largely ignores the role of a third person, a
woman, Jingosaseh, who insisted on gender balance in the Iroquois constitution. Mann's argument
is outlined in another paper, "The Beloved Daughters of Jingosaseh."
Under Haudenosaunee law, clan mothers choose candidates (who are male) as chiefs. The
women also maintain ownership of the land and homes, and exercise a veto power over any council
action that may result in war. The influence of Iroquois women surprised and inspired nineteenthcentury feminists such as Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Matilda Joslyn Gage,
according to research by modern feminist Sally Roesch Wagner.
While a high degree of gender equity existed in Iroquois law, sex roles often were (and remain)
very carefully defined, right down to the version of history passed down by people of either sex.
Men, the vast majority of anthropological informants, tended to play up the role of Deganawidah
and Aionwantha, which was written into history. Women who would have described the role of
Jingosaseh were usually not consulted. Mann points out that Jingosaseh, originally the name of an
historical individual, subsequently a title, as a leader of clan mothers. The historic figure Tadadaho,
originally Deganawidah's and Aionwantha's main antagonist, became the title of the League's
speaker. Occasionally in Iroquois history, a title also may become a personal name -- Handsome
Lake (a reference to Lake Ontario) was the title to one of the 50 seats on the Iroquois Grand Council
before it was the name of the nineteenth-century Iroquois prophet. According to Mann, "it is only
after the Peacemaker agrees to her terms that she throws her considerable political weight behind
him . . . She was, in short, invaluable as an ally, invincible as a foe. To succeed, the Peacemaker
needed her."
"Jingosaseh is recalled by the Keepers as a co-founder of the League, alongside of Deganawidah
and Hiawatha," writes Mann. "Her name has been obliterated from the white record because her
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story was a woman's story and nineteenth-century male ethnographers simply failed to ask women,
whose story hers was, about the history of the League."
The story of how Jingosaseh joined with Deganawidah and Hiawatha is one part of an indigenous
American epic that has been compared to the Greeks' Homer, the Mayans' Popul Vu, and the
Tibetan Book of the Dead. The Great Law of Peace is still being discovered by scholars; as recently
as 1992, Syracuse University Press published the most complete available translation of the
Iroquois Great Law. Once every five years, the Cayuga Jake Thomas recites the entire epic at the
Confederacy's central council fire in Onondaga, New York, a few miles south of Syracuse. The
recitation usually takes him three or four eight-hour days, during which he speaks until his voice
cracks. According to the calculations of Mann and Fields, the Iroquois' central council fire has
burned at Onondaga for more than 900 years.
Mann and Fields conclude: "The only eclipse that meets all requisite conditions -- an afternoon
occurrence over Gonandaga that darkened the sky -- is the eclipse of 1142. The duration of
darkness would have been a dramatic three-and-a-half-minute interval, long enough to wait for the
sun; long enough to impress everyone with Deganawidah's power to call forth a sign in the sky."
Bruce Johanansen is a professor of Communication and Native American Studies at the University
of Nebraska at Omaha. His most recent books are Life and Death in Mohawk County (1993) and
Ecocide of Native America (with Donald Grinde, Jr.), 1995.
BACKGROUND
About the Constitution of the Iroquois Nations
During the bi-centennial year of The Constitution of the United States, some books were written
concerning the origin of that long-revered document. One of these, The Genius of the People, alleged
that after the many weeks of debate a committee sat to combine the many agreements into one
formal document. The chairman of the committee was of South Carolina. He had served in an earlier
time, along with Ben Franklin and others, at the Stamp Act Congress, held in Albany, New York. This
Committee of Detail was having trouble deciding just how to formalize the many items of discussion
into one document that would satisfy one and all. Rutledge proposed they model the new
government they were forming into something along the lines of the Iroquois League of Nations,
which had been functioning as a democratic government for hundreds of years, and which he had
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observed in Albany. While there were many desirable, as well as undesirable, models from ancient
and modern histories in Europe and what we know now as the Middle East, only the Iroquois had a
system that seemed to meet most of the demands espoused by the many parties to the debates. The
Genius of the People alleged that the Iroquois had a Constitution which began: "We the people, to
form a union. . ."
That one sentence was enough to light a fire under me and cause me to do some deep research into
ancient Iroquoian lore. I never did find that one sentence backed up in what writings there are
concerning the ancient Iroquois. But I DID find sufficient data and evidence to convince me that the
Iroquois most certainly did have a considerable influence on the drafting of our own Constitution,
and we present-day Americans owe them a very large debt. At the time of the founding of the
Iroquois League of Nations, no written language existed; we have only the early stories which were
passed down from generation to generation, until such time as there was a written language, and
interpreters available, to record that early history. One such document is listed below.
There are several other documents now available in various places which refer to the original
founding of the Iroquois, and they seem to substantiate this document as probably truthful and
accurate. This version was prepared by Arthur C. Parker, Archeologist of the State Museum in New
York in 1915, and published by the University of the State of New York as Bulletin 184 on April 1,
1916. It is entitled: The Constitution of the Five Nations - or - The Iroquois Book of the Great Law. In
it, you will find close parallels to our Executive, Legislative and Judiciary branches of government as
originally described in our U. S. Constitution.
You will find it very difficult to keep in mind that it survives after some 500 or 600 years and was
originated by people that our ancestors mistakenly considered as "savages". Some sources place the
origin of the Five Nation Confederacy as early as 1390 AD, but others insist it was prepared about
1450-1500 AD; in any case, it was well before any possible contamination by European invaders.
Early explorers and colonists found the Iroquois well established, as they had been for many
generations: with a democratic government; with a form of religion that acknowledged a Creator in
heaven; with a strong sense of family which was based on, and controlled by, their women; and
many other surprises you will soon discover.
It must also be pointed out that this document refers to the "Five" Nations, while other references
to the Confederacy speak of the "Six" nations. From the inception, there were the Five Nations
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discussed in this Constitution. In about 1715, the Tuscarora Nation, once part of the Iroquois
peoples in a much earlier period of their history, moved up from North Carolina to avoid warfare
with the invading white settlers, and were adopted into the Confederacy. At this point in time, the
Iroquois controlled many parts of our now eastern states from their homelands in what is now New
York State. The original Five Nations were:
Mohawk:

People Possessors of the Flint

Onondaga:

People on the Hills

Seneca:

Great Hill People

Oneida:

Granite People

Cayuga:

People at the Mucky Land

Tuscarora: Shirt Wearing People became the Sixth Nation.
The founder of the Confederacy of the Five Nations is generally acknowledged to be Dekanawida,
born near the Bay of Quinte, in southeastern Ontario, Canada. During his travels, he associated
himself with a Mohawk tribal lord in what is now New York, and named him Hahyonhwatha
(Hiawatha) (He who has misplaced something, but knows where to find it). Hiawatha left his family
and friends, and joined Dekanawida in his travels, becoming his chief spokesman. One legend has it
that Dekanawida, while brilliant, had a speech impediment, and depended on Hiawatha to do his
public speaking for him. Together, they traveled the length and breadth of the lands on the south
shores of Lakes Erie and Ontario, as well as the river to the sea, now known as the St. Lawrence.
These were the homelands of tribes with a common heritage, but who had been warring with one
another for many years. Dekanawida united them into a League of Nations that we now call the
Iroquois League. Centuries later, Longfellow "borrowed" the name of Hiawatha to be his hero in a
fictional legend; there is no other connection between the two Hiawathas nor their stories.
This is their original Constitution, as best it can be reconstructed from legend and spoken history.
Read it and be amazed...keep in mind it is over 500 years old!
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NOTES and THE IROQUOIS CONSTITUTION
The Iroquois constitution:
http://www.constitution.org/cons/iroquois.htm
Iroquois Constitution :
http://www.greatamericandocuments.com/iroquois-constitution.html
Prepared by Gerald Murphy (The Cleveland Free-Net - aa300) Distributed by the Cybercasting
Services Division of the National Public Telecomputing Network (NPTN). Permission is hereby
granted to download, reprint, and/or otherwise redistribute this file, provided appropriate point of
origin credit is given to the preparer(s) and the National Public Telecomputing Network.
© 1 October 2001, Portland State University
Recommended: Native Americans Six nations:
http://www.ratical.org/many_worlds/6Nations/EoL/index.html#ToC

ON 217 - move to footnotes section: Permission Granted: Text form prepared by Gerald
Murphy (The Cleveland Free-Net - aa300). Distributed by the Cybercasting Services
Division of the National Public Telecomputing Network. Rendered into HTML by Jon
Roland of the Constitution Society. (NPTN). Permission is hereby granted to download,
reprint, and/or otherwise redistribute this file, provided appropriate point of origin credit
is given to the preparer(s), the National Public Telecomputing Network and the
Constitution Society. Constitution of the Iroquois Nations: THE GREAT BINDING LAW,
GAYANASHAGOWA https://constitution.org/1-Constitution/cons/iroquois-p.html

The Constitution of the Iroquois Nations around 1500,
http://www.let.rug.nl/usa/documents/before-1600/the-constitution-of-the-iroquois-nationsaround-1500.php
The following was published in Akwesasne Notes New Series,
Fall -- October/November/December -- 1995, Volume 1 #3 & 4, pp. 62-63.
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and is reproduced here with permission:
http://www.ratical.org/many_worlds/6Nations/DatingIC.html

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE IROQUOIS NATIONS AROUND 1500
1. I am Dekanawidah and with the Five Nations' Confederate Lords I plant the Tree of Great
Peace. I plant it in your territory, Adodarhoh, and the Onondaga Nation, in the territory of
you who are Firekeepers.
I name the tree the Tree of the Great Long Leaves. Under the shade of this Tree of the Great
Peace we spread the soft white feathery down of the globe thistle as seats for you,
Adodarhoh, and your cousin Lords.
We place you upon those seats, spread soft with the feathery down of the globe thistle, there
beneath the shade of the spreading branches of the Tree of Peace. There shall you sit and
watch the Council Fire of the Confederacy of the Five Nations, and all the affairs of the Five
Nations shall be transacted at this place before you, Adodarhoh, and your cousin Lords, by
the Confederate Lords of the Five Nations.
2. Roots have spread out from the Tree of the Great Peace, one to the north, one to the east,
one to the south and one to the west. The name of these roots is The Great White Roots and
their nature is Peace and Strength.
If any man or any nation outside the Five Nations shall obey the laws of the Great Peace and
make known their disposition to the Lords of the Confederacy, they may trace the Roots to
the Tree and if their minds are clean and they are obedient and promise to obey the wishes
of the Confederate Council, they shall be welcomed to take shelter beneath the Tree of the
Long Leaves.
We place at the top of the Tree of the Long Leaves an Eagle who is able to see afar. If he sees
in the distance any evil approaching or any danger threatening he will at once warn the
people of the Confederacy.
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3. To you Adodarhoh, the Onondaga cousin Lords, I and the other Confederate Lords have
entrusted the caretaking and the watching of the Five Nations Council Fire.
When there is any business to be transacted and the Confederate Council is not in session, a
messenger shall be dispatched either to Adodarhoh, Hononwirehtonh or Skanawatih, Fire
Keepers, or to their War Chiefs with a full statement of the case desired to be considered.
Then shall Adodarhoh call his cousin (associate) Lords together and consider whether or
not the case is of sufficient importance to demand the attention of the Confederate Council.
If so, Adodarhoh shall dispatch messengers to summon all the Confederate Lords to
assemble beneath the Tree of the Long Leaves.
When the Lords are assembled the Council Fire shall be kindled, but not with chestnut
wood, and Adodarhoh shall formally open the Council. Then shall Adodarhoh and his cousin
Lords, the Fire Keepers, announce the subject for discussion.
The Smoke of the Confederate Council Fire shall ever ascend and pierce the sky so that
other nations who may be allies may see the Council Fire of the Great Peace.
Adodarhoh and his cousin Lords are entrusted with the Keeping of the Council Fire.
4. You, Adodarhoh, and your thirteen cousin Lords, shall faithfully keep the space about the
Council Fire clean and you shall allow neither dust nor dirt to accumulate. I lay a Long Wing
before you as a broom. As a weapon against a crawling creature I lay a staff with you so that
you may thrust it away from the Council Fire. If you fail to cast it out then call the rest of the
United Lords to your aid.
5. The Council of the Mohawk shall be divided into three parties as follows: Tekarihoken,
Ayonhwhathah and Shadekariwade are the first party; Sharenhowaneh, Deyoenhegwenh
and Oghrenghrehgowah are the second party, and Dehennakrineh, Aghstawenserenthah
and Shoskoharowaneh are the third party. The third party is to listen only to the discussion
of the first and second parties and if an error is made or the proceeding is irregular they are
to call attention to it, and when the case is right and properly decided by the two parties
they shall confirm the decision of the two parties and refer the case to the Seneca Lords for
their decision. When the Seneca Lords have decided in accord with the Mohawk Lords, the
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case or question shall be referred to the Cayuga and Oneida Lords on the opposite side of
the house.
6. I, Dekanawidah, appoint the Mohawk Lords the heads and the leaders of the Five Nations
Confederacy. The Mohawk Lords are the foundation of the Great Peace and it shall,
therefore, be against the Great Binding Law to pass measures in the Confederate Council
after the Mohawk Lords have protested against them.
No council of the Confederate Lords shall be legal unless all the Mohawk Lords are present.
Whenever the Confederate Lords shall assemble for the purpose of holding a council, the
Onondaga Lords shall open it by expressing their gratitude to their cousin Lords and
greeting them, and they shall make an address and offer thanks to the earth where men
dwell, to the streams of water, the pools, the springs and the lakes, to the maize and the
fruits, to the medicinal herbs and trees, to the forest trees for their usefulness, to the
animals that serve as food and give their pelts for clothing, to the great winds and the lesser
winds, to the Thunderers, to the Sun, the mighty warrior, to the moon, to the messengers of
the Creator who reveal his wishes and to the Great Creator who dwells in the heavens
above, who gives all the things useful to men, and who is the source and the ruler of health
and life.
Then shall the Onondaga Lords declare the council open. The council shall not sit after
darkness has set in.
7. The Firekeepers shall formally open and close all councils of the Confederate Lords, and
they shall pass upon all matters deliberated upon by the two sides and render their
decision.
8. Every Onondaga Lord (or his deputy) must be present at every Confederate Council and
must agree with the majority without unwarrantable dissent, so that a unanimous decision
may be rendered.
9. If Adodarhoh or any of his cousin Lords are absent from a Confederate Council, any other
Firekeeper may open and close the Council, but the Firekeepers present may not give any
decisions, unless the matter is of small importance.
10. All the business of the Five Nations Confederate Council shall be conducted by the two
combined bodies of Confederate Lords. First the question shall be passed upon by the
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Mohawk and Seneca Lords, then it shall be discussed and passed by the Oneida and Cayuga
Lords. Their decisions shall then be referred to the Onondaga Lords, (Fire Keepers) for final
judgment.
The same process shall obtain when a question is brought before the council by an
individual or a War Chief.
11. In all cases the procedure must be as follows: when the Mohawk and Seneca Lords have
unanimously agreed upon a question, they shall report their decision to the Cayuga and
Oneida Lords who shall deliberate upon the question and report a unanimous decision to
the Mohawk Lords. The Mohawk Lords will then report the standing of the case to the
Firekeepers, who shall render a decision as they see fit in case of a disagreement by the two
bodies, or confirm the decisions of the two bodies if they are identical. The Fire Keepers
shall then report their decision to the Mohawk Lords who shall announce it to the open
council.
12. If through any misunderstanding or obstinacy on the part of the Fire Keepers, they render a
decision at variance with that of the Two Sides, the Two Sides shall reconsider the matter
and if their decisions are jointly the same as before they shall report to the Fire Keepers
who are then compelled to confirm their joint decision.
13. When a case comes before the Onondaga Lords (Fire Keepers) for discussion and decision,
Adodarho shall introduce the matter to his comrade Lords who shall then discuss it in their
two bodies. Every Onondaga Lord except Hononwiretonh shall deliberate and he shall listen
only. When a unanimous decision shall have been reached by the two bodies of Fire
Keepers, Adodarho shall notify Hononwiretonh of the fact when he shall confirm it. He shall
refuse to confirm a decision if it is not unanimously agreed upon by both sides of the Fire
Keepers.
14. ….
15. No Lord shall ask a question of the body of Confederate Lords when they are discussing a
case, question or proposition. He may only deliberate in a low tone with the separate body
of which he is a member.
16. When the Council of the Five Nation Lords shall convene they shall appoint a speaker for the
day. He shall be a Lord of either the Mohawk, Onondaga or Seneca Nation.
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The next day the Council shall appoint another speaker, but the first speaker may be
reappointed if there is no objection, but a speaker's term shall not be regarded more than
for the day.
17. No individual or foreign nation interested in a case, question or proposition shall have any
voice in the Confederate Council except to answer a question put to him or them by the
speaker for the Lords.
18. If the conditions which shall arise at any future time call for an addition to or change of this
law, the case shall be carefully considered and if a new beam seems necessary or beneficial,
the proposed change shall be voted upon and if adopted it shall be called, "Added to the
Rafters".
Rights, Duties and Qualifications of Lords
19. A bunch of a certain number of shell (wampum) strings each two spans in length shall be
given to each of the female families in which the Lordship titles are vested. The right of
bestowing the title shall be hereditary in the family of the females legally possessing the
bunch of shell strings and the strings shall be the token that the females of the family have
the proprietary right to the Lordship title for all time to come, subject to certain restrictions
hereinafter mentioned.
20. If any Confederate Lord neglects or refuses to attend the Confederate Council, the other
Lords of the Nation of which he is a member shall require their War Chief to request the
female sponsors of the Lord so guilty of defection to demand his attendance of the Council.
If he refuses, the women holding the title shall immediately select another candidate for the
title.
No Lord shall be asked more than once to attend the Confederate Council.
21. If at any time it shall be manifest that a Confederate Lord has not in mind the welfare of the
people or disobeys the rules of this Great Law, the men or women of the Confederacy, or
both jointly, shall come to the Council and upbraid the erring Lord through his War Chief. If
the complaint of the people through the War Chief is not heeded the first time it shall be
uttered again and then if no attention is given a third complaint and warning shall be given.
If the Lord is contumacious the matter shall go to the council of War Chiefs. The War Chiefs
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shall then divest the erring Lord of his title by order of the women in whom the titleship is
vested. When the Lord is deposed the women shall notify the Confederate Lords through
their War Chief, and the Confederate Lords shall sanction the act. The women will then
select another of their sons as a candidate and the Lords shall elect him. Then shall the
chosen one be installed by the Installation Ceremony.
When a Lord is to be deposed, his War Chief shall address him as follows:
"So you, __________, disregard and set at naught the warnings of your women
relatives. So you fling the warnings over your shoulder to cast them behind you.
"Behold the brightness of the Sun and in the brightness of the Sun's light I depose
you of your title and remove the sacred emblem of your Lordship title. I remove
from your brow the deer's antlers, which was the emblem of your position and
token of your nobility. I now depose you and return the antlers to the women whose
heritage they are."
The War Chief shall now address the women of the deposed Lord and say:
"Mothers, as I have now deposed your Lord, I now return to you the emblem and the
title of Lordship, therefore repossess them."
Again, addressing himself to the deposed Lord he shall say:
"As I have now deposed and discharged you so you are now no longer Lord. You
shall now go your way alone, the rest of the people of the Confederacy will not go
with you, for we know not the kind of mind that possesses you. As the Creator has
nothing to do with wrong so he will not come to rescue you from the precipice of
destruction in which you have cast yourself. You shall never be restored to the
position which you once occupied."
Then shall the War Chief address himself to the Lords of the Nation to which the deposed
Lord belongs and say:
"Know you, my Lords, that I have taken the deer's antlers from the brow of
___________, the emblem of his position and token of his greatness."
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The Lords of the Confederacy shall then have no other alternative than to sanction the
discharge of the offending Lord.
22. If a Lord of the Confederacy of the Five Nations should commit murder the other Lords of
the Nation shall assemble at the place where the corpse lies and prepare to depose the
criminal Lord. If it is impossible to meet at the scene of the crime the Lords shall discuss the
matter at the next Council of their Nation and request their War Chief to depose the Lord
guilty of crime, to "bury" his women relatives and to transfer the Lordship title to a sister
family.
The War Chief shall address the Lord guilty of murder and say:
"So you, __________ (giving his name) did kill __________ (naming the slain man), with
your own hands! You have committed a grave sin in the eyes of the Creator. Behold
the bright light of the Sun, and in the brightness of the Sun's light I depose you of
your title and remove the horns, the sacred emblems of your Lordship title. I remove
from your brow the deer's antlers, which was the emblem of your position and
token of your nobility. I now depose you and expel you and you shall depart at once
from the territory of the Five Nations Confederacy and nevermore return again. We,
the Five Nations Confederacy, moreover, bury your women relatives because the
ancient Lordship title was never intended to have any union with bloodshed.
Henceforth it shall not be their heritage. By the evil deed that you have done they
have forfeited it forever.”
The War Chief shall then hand the title to a sister family and he shall address it and say:
"Our mothers, ____________, listen attentively while I address you on a solemn and
important subject. I hereby transfer to you an ancient Lordship title for a great
calamity has befallen it in the hands of the family of a former Lord. We trust that
you, our mothers, will always guard it, and that you will warn your Lord always to
be dutiful and to advise his people to ever live in love, peace and harmony that a
great calamity may never happen again."
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23. Certain physical defects in a Confederate Lord make him ineligible to sit in the Confederate
Council. Such defects are infancy, idiocy, blindness, deafness, dumbness and impotency.
When a Confederate Lord is restricted by any of these conditions, a deputy shall be
appointed by his sponsors to act for him, but in case of extreme necessity the restricted
Lord may exercise his rights.
24. If a Confederate Lord desires to resign his title he shall notify the Lords of the Nation of
which he is a member of his intention. If his coactive Lords refuse to accept his resignation,
he may not resign his title.
A Lord in proposing to resign may recommend any proper candidate which
recommendation shall be received by the Lords, but unless confirmed and nominated by the
women who hold the title the candidate so named shall not be considered.
25. Any Lord of the Five Nations Confederacy may construct shell strings (or wampum belts) of
any size or length as pledges or records of matters of national or international importance.
When it is necessary to dispatch a shell string by a War Chief or other messenger as the
token of a summons, the messenger shall recite the contents of the string to the party to
whom it is sent. That party shall repeat the message and return the shell string and if there
has been a summons he shall make ready for the journey.
Any of the people of the Five Nations may use shells (or wampum) as the record of a pledge,
contract or an agreement entered into and the same shall be binding as soon as shell strings
shall have been exchanged by both parties.
26. The Lords of the Confederacy of the Five Nations shall be mentors of the people for all time.
The thickness of their skin shall be seven spans -- which is to say that they shall be proof
against anger, offensive actions and criticism. Their hearts shall be full of peace and good
will and their minds filled with a yearning for the welfare of the people of the Confederacy.
With endless patience they shall carry out their duty and their firmness shall be tempered
with a tenderness for their people. Neither anger nor fury shall find lodgment in their minds
and all their words and actions shall be marked by calm deliberation.
27. If a Lord of the Confederacy should seek to establish any authority independent of the
jurisdiction of the Confederacy of the Great Peace, which is the Five Nations, he shall be
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warned three times in open council, first by the women relatives, second by the men
relatives and finally by the Lords of the Confederacy of the Nation to which he belongs. If
the offending Lord is still obdurate, he shall be dismissed by the War Chief of his nation for
refusing to conform to the laws of the Great Peace. His nation shall then install the candidate
nominated by the female name holders of his family.
28. It shall be the duty of all of the Five Nations Confederate Lords, from time to time as
occasion demands, to act as mentors and spiritual guides of their people and remind them
of their Creator's will and words. They shall say:
"Hearken, that peace may continue unto future days!
"Always listen to the words of the Great Creator, for he has spoken.
"United people, let not evil find lodging in your minds.
"For the Great Creator has spoken and the cause of Peace shall not become old.
"The cause of peace shall not die if you remember the Great Creator."
Every Confederate Lord shall speak words such as these to promote peace.
29. All Lords of the Five Nations Confederacy must be honest in all things. They must not idle or
gossip, but be men possessing those honorable qualities that make true Royaneh. It shall be
a serious wrong for anyone to lead a Lord into trivial affairs, for the people must ever hold
their Lords high in estimation out of respect to their honorable positions.
30. When a candidate Lord is to be installed, he shall furnish four strings of shells (or wampum)
one span in length bound together at one end. Such will constitute the evidence of his
pledge to the Confederate Lords that he will live according to the constitution of the Great
Peace and exercise justice in all affairs.
When the pledge is furnished the Speaker of the Council must hold the shell strings in his
hand and address the opposite side of the Council Fire and he shall commence his address
saying:
"Now behold him. He has now become a Confederate Lord. See how splendid he
looks."
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An address may then follow. At the end of it he shall send the bunch of shell strings to the
opposite side and they shall be received as evidence of the pledge. Then shall the opposite
side say:
"We now do crown you with the sacred emblem of the deer's antlers, the emblem of your
Lordship. You shall now become a mentor of the people of the Five Nations. The thickness of
your skin shall be seven spans -- which is to say that you shall be proof against anger,
offensive actions and criticism. Your heart shall be filled with peace and good will and your
mind filled with a yearning for the welfare of the people of the Confederacy. With endless
patience you shall carry out your duty and your firmness shall be tempered with tenderness
for your people. Neither anger nor fury shall find lodgment in your mind and all your words
and actions shall be marked with calm deliberation. In all of your deliberations in the
Confederate Council, in your efforts at law making, in all your official acts, self-interest shall
be cast into oblivion. Cast not over your shoulder behind you the warnings of the nephews
and nieces should they chide you for any error or wrong you may do, but return to the way
of the Great Law which is just and right. Look and listen for the welfare of the whole people
and have always in view not only the present but also the coming generations, even those
whose faces are yet beneath the surface of the ground -- the unborn of the future Nation."
31. When a Lordship title is to be conferred, the candidate Lord shall furnish the cooked
venison, the corn bread and the corn soup, together with other necessary things and the
labor for the Conferring of Titles Festival.
32. The Lords of the Confederacy may confer the Lordship title upon a candidate whenever the
Great Law is recited, if there be a candidate, for the Great Law speaks all the rules.
33. If a Lord of the Confederacy should become seriously ill and be thought near death, the
women who are heirs of his title shall go to his house and lift his crown of deer antlers, the
emblem of his Lordship, and place them at one side. If the Creator spares him and he rises
from his bed of sickness he may rise with the antlers on his brow.
The following words shall be used to temporarily remove the antlers:
"Now our comrade Lord (or our relative Lord) the time has come when we must
approach you in your illness. We remove for a time the deer’s antler from your
brow, we remove the emblem of your Lordship title. The Great Law has decreed that
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no Lord should end his life with the antlers on his brow. We therefore lay them
aside in the room. If the Creator spares you and you recover from your illness you
shall rise from your bed with the antlers on your brow as before and you shall
resume your duties as Lord of the Confederacy and you may labor again for the
Confederate people."
34. If a Lord of the Confederacy should die while the Council of the Five Nations is in session the
Council shall adjourn for ten days. No Confederate Council shall sit within ten days of the
death of a Lord of the Confederacy.
If the Three Brothers (the Mohawk, the Onondaga and the Seneca) should lose one of their
Lords by death, the Younger Brothers (the Oneida and the Cayuga) shall come to the
surviving Lords of the Three Brothers on the tenth day and console them. If the Younger
Brothers lose one of their Lords, then the Three Brothers shall come to them and console
them. And the consolation shall be the reading of the contents of the thirteen shell
(wampum) strings of Ayonhwhathah. At the termination of this rite a successor shall be
appointed, to be appointed by the women heirs of the Lordship title. If the women are not
yet ready to place their nominee before the Lords the Speaker shall say, "Come let us go
out."
All shall leave the Council or the place of gathering. The installation shall then wait until
such a time as the women are ready. The Speaker shall lead the way from the house by
saying,
"Let us depart to the edge of the woods and lie in waiting on our bellies."
When the women title holders shall have chosen one of their sons the Confederate Lords
will assemble in two places, the Younger Brothers in one place and the Three Older
Brothers in another. The Lords who are to console the mourning Lords shall choose one of
their number to sing the Pacification Hymn as they journey to the sorrowing Lords. The
singer shall lead the way and the Lords, and the people shall follow. When they reach the
sorrowing Lords, they shall hail the candidate Lord and perform the rite of Conferring the
Lordship Title.
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35. When a Confederate Lord dies, the surviving relatives shall immediately dispatch a
messenger, a member of another clan, to the Lords in another locality. When the runner
comes within hailing distance of the locality, he shall utter a sad wail, thus: "Kwa-ah, Kwaah, Kwa-ah!" The sound shall be repeated three times and then again and again at intervals
as many times as the distance may require. When the runner arrives at the settlement the
people shall assemble, and one must ask him the nature of his sad message. He shall then
say, "Let us consider." Then he shall tell them of the death of the Lord. He shall deliver to
them a string of shells (wampum) and say, "Here is the testimony, you have heard the
message." He may then return home.
It now becomes the duty of the Lords of the locality to send runners to other localities and
each locality shall send other messengers until all Lords are notified. Runners shall travel
day and night.
36. If a Lord dies and there is no candidate qualified for the office in the family of the women
title holders, the Lords of the Nation shall give the title into the hands of a sister family in
the clan until such a time as the original family produces a candidate, when the title shall be
restored to the rightful owners.
No Lordship title may be carried into the grave. The Lords of the Confederacy may
dispossess a dead Lord of his title even at the grave.
Election of Pine Tree Chiefs
37. Should any man of the Nation assist with special ability or show great interest in the affairs
of the Nation, if he proves himself wise, honest and worthy of confidence, the Confederate
Lords may elect him to a seat with them and he may sit in the Confederate Council. He shall
be proclaimed a 'Pine Tree sprung up for the Nation' and shall be installed as such at the
next assembly for the installation of Lords. Should he ever do anything contrary to the rules
of the Great Peace, he may not be deposed from office -- no one shall cut him down -- but
thereafter everyone shall be deaf to his voice and his advice. Should he resign his seat and
title no one shall prevent him. A Pine Tree chief has no authority to name a successor nor is
his title hereditary.
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Names, Duties and Rights of War Chiefs
38. The title names of the Chief Confederate Lords' War Chiefs shall be:
Ayonwaehs, War Chief under Lord Takarihoken (Mohawk)
Kahonwahdironh, War Chief under Lord Odatshedeh (Oneida)
Ayendes, War Chief under Lord Adodarhoh (Onondaga)
Wenenhs, War Chief under Lord Dekaenyonh (Cayuga)
Shoneradowaneh, War Chief under Lord Skanyadariyo (Seneca)
The women heirs of each head Lord's title shall be the heirs of the War Chief's title of their
respective Lord.
The War Chiefs shall be selected from the eligible sons of the female families holding the
head Lordship titles.
39. There shall be one War Chief for each Nation and their duties shall be to carry messages for
their Lords and to take up the arms of war in case of emergency. They shall not participate
in the proceedings of the Confederate Council but shall watch its progress and in case of an
erroneous action by a Lord they shall receive the complaints of the people and convey the
warnings of the women to him. The people who wish to convey messages to the Lords in the
Confederate Council shall do so through the War Chief of their Nation. It shall ever be his
duty to lay the cases, questions and propositions of the people before the Confederate
Council.
40. When a War Chief dies another shall be installed by the same rite as that by which a Lord is
installed.
41. If a War Chief acts contrary to instructions or against the provisions of the Laws of the Great
Peace, doing so in the capacity of his office, he shall be deposed by his women relatives and
by his men relatives. Either the women or the men alone or jointly may act in such a case.
The women title holders shall then choose another candidate.
42. When the Lords of the Confederacy take occasion to dispatch a messenger in behalf of the
Confederate Council, they shall wrap up any matter they may send and instruct the
messenger to remember his errand, to turn not aside but to proceed faithfully to his
destination and deliver his message according to every instruction.
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43. If a message borne by a runner is the warning of an invasion he shall whoop, "Kwa-ah, Kwaah," twice and repeat at short intervals; then again at a longer interval.
If a human being is found dead, the finder shall not touch the body but return home
immediately shouting at short intervals, "Koo-weh!"
Clans and Consanguinity
44. Among the Five Nations and their posterity there shall be the following original clans: Great
Name Bearer, Ancient Name Bearer, Great Bear, Ancient Bear, Turtle, Painted Turtle,
Standing Rock, Large Plover, Deer, Pigeon Hawk, Eel, Ball, Opposite-Side-of-the-Hand, and
Wild Potatoes. These clans distributed through their respective Nations, shall be the sole
owners and holders of the soil of the country and in them is it vested as a birthright.
45. People of the Five Nations members of a certain clan shall recognize every other member of
that clan, irrespective of the Nation, as relatives. Men and women, therefore, members of
the same clan are forbidden to marry.
46. The lineal descent of the people of the Five Nations shall run in the female line. Women shall
be considered the progenitors of the Nation. They shall own the land and the soil. Men and
women shall follow the status of the mother.
47. The women heirs of the Confederated Lordship titles shall be called Royaneh (Noble) for all
time to come.
48. The women of the Forty-Eight (now fifty) Royaneh families shall be the heirs of the
Authorized Names for all time to come.
When an infant of the Five Nations is given an Authorized Name at the Midwinter Festival or
at the Ripe Corn Festival, one in the cousinhood of which the infant is a member shall be
appointed a speaker. He shall then announce to the opposite cousinhood the names of the
father and the mother of the child together with the clan of the mother. Then the speaker
shall announce the child's name twice. The uncle of the child shall then take the child in his
arms and walking up and down the room shall sing: "My head is firm; I am of the
Confederacy." As he sings the opposite cousinhood shall respond by chanting, "Hyenh,
Hyenh, Hyenh, Hyenh," until the song is ended.
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49. If the female heirs of a Confederate Lord's title become extinct, the title right shall be given
by the Lords of the Confederacy to the sister family whom they shall elect and that family
shall hold the name and transmit it to their (female) heirs, but they shall not appoint any of
their sons as a candidate for a title until all the eligible men of the former family shall have
died or otherwise have become ineligible.
50. If all the heirs of a Lordship title become extinct, and all the families in the clan, then the
title shall be given by the Lords of the Confederacy to the family in a sister clan whom they
shall elect.
51. If any of the Royaneh women, heirs of a titleship, shall willfully withhold a Lordship or other
title and refuse to bestow it, or if such heirs abandon, forsake or despise their heritage, then
shall such women be deemed buried and their family extinct. The titleship shall then revert
to a sister family or clan upon application and complaint. The Lords of the Confederacy shall
elect the family or clan which shall in future hold the title.
52. The Royaneh women of the Confederacy heirs of the Lordship titles shall elect two women
of their family as cooks for the Lord when the people shall assemble at his house for
business or other purposes.
It is not good, nor honorable for a Confederate Lord to allow his people whom he has called
to go hungry.
53. When a Lord holds a conference in his home, his wife, if she wishes, may prepare the food
for the Union Lords who assemble with him. This is an honorable right which she may
exercise and an expression of her esteem.
54. The Royaneh women, heirs of the Lordship titles, shall, should it be necessary, correct and
admonish the holders of their titles. Those only who attend the Council may do this and
those who do not shall not object to what has been said nor strive to undo the action.
55. When the Royaneh women, holders of a Lordship title, select one of their sons as a
candidate, they shall select one who is trustworthy, of good character, of honest disposition,
one who manages his own affairs, supports his own family, if any, and who has proven a
faithful man to his Nation.
56. When a Lordship title becomes vacant through death or other cause, the Royaneh women of
the clan in which the title is hereditary shall hold a council and shall choose one from among
their sons to fill the office made vacant. Such a candidate shall not be the father of any
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Confederate Lord. If the choice is unanimous the name is referred to the men relatives of the
clan. If they should disapprove it shall be their duty to select a candidate from among their
own number. If then the men and women are unable to decide which of the two candidates
shall be named, then the matter shall be referred to the Confederate Lords in the Clan. They
shall decide which candidate shall be named. If the men and the women agree to a candidate
his name shall be referred to the sister clans for confirmation. If the sister clans confirm the
choice, they shall refer their action to their Confederate Lords who shall ratify the choice
and present it to their cousin Lords, and if the cousin Lords confirm the name then the
candidate shall be installed by the proper ceremony for the conferring of Lordship titles.
Official Symbolism
57. A large bunch of shell strings, in the making of which the Five Nations Confederate Lords
have equally contributed, shall symbolize the completeness of the union and certify the
pledge of the nations represented by the Confederate Lords of the Mohawk, the Oneida, the
Onondaga, the Cayuga and the Seneca, that all are united and formed into one body or union
called the Union of the Great Law, which they have established.
A bunch of shell strings is to be the symbol of the council fire of the Five Nations
Confederacy. And the Lord whom the council of Fire Keepers shall appoint to speak for
them in opening the council shall hold the strands of shells in his hands when speaking.
When he finishes speaking he shall deposit the strings on an elevated place (or pole) so that
all the assembled Lords and the people may see it and know that the council is open and in
progress.
When the council adjourns the Lord who has been appointed by his comrade Lords to close
it shall take the strands of shells in his hands and address the assembled Lords. Thus will
the council adjourn until such time and place as appointed by the council. Then shall the
shell strings be placed in a place for safekeeping.
Every five years the Five Nations Confederate Lords and the people shall assemble together
and shall ask one another if their minds are still in the same spirit of unity for the Great
Binding Law and if any of the Five Nations shall not pledge continuance and steadfastness to
the pledge of unity then the Great Binding Law shall dissolve.
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58. Five strings of shell tied together as one shall represent the Five Nations. Each string shall
represent one territory and the whole a completely united territory known as the Five
Nations Confederate territory.
59. Five arrows shall be bound together very strong and each arrow shall represent one nation.
As the five arrows are strongly bound this shall symbolize the complete union of the
nations. Thus, are the Five Nations united completely and enfolded together, united into one
head, one body and one mind. Therefore, they shall labor, legislate and council together for
the interest of future generations.
The Lords of the Confederacy shall eat together from one bowl the feast of cooked beaver's
tail. While they are eating, they are to use no sharp utensils for if they should, they might
accidentally cut one another, and bloodshed would follow. All measures must be taken to
prevent the spilling of blood in any way.
60. There are now the Five Nations Confederate Lords standing with joined hands in a circle.
This signifies and provides that should any one of the Confederate Lords leave the council
and this Confederacy his crown of deer's horns, the emblem of his Lordship title, together
with his birthright, shall lodge on the arms of the Union Lords whose hands are so joined.
He forfeits his title and the crown falls from his brow, but it shall remain in the Confederacy.
A further meaning of this is that if any time any one of the Confederate Lords choose to
submit to the law of a foreign people he is no longer in but out of the Confederacy, and
persons of this class shall be called "They have alienated themselves." Likewise, such
persons who submit to laws of foreign nations shall forfeit all birthrights and claims on the
Five Nations Confederacy and territory.
You, the Five Nations Confederate Lords, be firm so that if a tree falls on your joined arms it
shall not separate or weaken your hold. So shall the strength of the union be preserved.
61. A bunch of wampum shells on strings, three spans of the hand in length, the upper half of
the bunch being white and the lower half black, and formed from equal contributions of the
men of the Five Nations, shall be a token that the men have combined themselves into one
head, one body and one thought, and it shall also symbolize their ratification of the peace
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pact of the Confederacy, whereby the Lords of the Five Nations have established the Great
Peace.
The white portion of the shell strings represent the women and the black portion the men.
The black portion, furthermore, is a token of power and authority vested in the men of the
Five Nations.
This string of wampum vests the people with the right to correct their erring Lords. In case
a part or all the Lords pursue a course not vouched for by the people and heed not the third
warning of their women relatives, then the matter shall be taken to the General Council of
the women of the Five Nations. If the Lords notified and warned three times fail to heed,
then the case falls into the hands of the men of the Five Nations. The War Chiefs shall then,
by right of such power and authority, enter the open council to warn the Lord or Lords to
return from the wrong course. If the Lords heed the warning they shall say, "We will reply
tomorrow." If then an answer is returned in favor of justice and in accord with this Great
Law, then the Lords shall individually pledge themselves again by again furnishing the
necessary shells for the pledge. Then shall the War Chief or Chiefs exhort the Lords urging
them to be just and true.
Should it happen that the Lords refuse to heed the third warning, then two courses are
open: either the men may decide in their council to depose the Lord or Lords or to club
them to death with war clubs. Should they in their council decide to take the first course the
War Chief shall address the Lord or Lords, saying:
"Since you the Lords of the Five Nations have refused to return to the procedure of
the Constitution, we now declare your seats vacant, we take off your horns, the
token of your Lordship, and others shall be chosen and installed in your seats,
therefore vacate your seats."
Should the men in their council adopt the second course, the War Chief shall order his men
to enter the council, to take positions beside the Lords, sitting between them wherever
possible. When this is accomplished the War Chief holding in his outstretched hand a bunch
of black wampum strings shall say to the erring Lords:
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"So now, Lords of the Five United Nations, hearken to these last words from your
men. You have not heeded the warnings of the women relatives, you have not
heeded the warnings of the General Council of women and you have not heeded the
warnings of the men of the nations, all urging you to return to the right course of
action. Since you are determined to resist and to withhold justice from your people
there is only one course for us to adopt."
At this point the War Chief shall let drop the bunch of black wampum and the men shall
spring to their feet and club the erring Lords to death. Any erring Lord may submit before
the War Chief lets fall [drops] the black wampum. Then his execution is withheld.
The black wampum here used symbolizes that the power to execute is buried but that it
may be raised up again by the men. It is buried but when occasion arises, they may pull it up
and derive their power and authority to act as here described.
62. A broad dark belt of wampum of thirty-eight rows, having a white heart in the center, on
either side of which are two white squares all connected with the heart by white rows of
beads shall be the emblem of the unity of the Five Nations.
The first of the squares on the left represents the Mohawk nation and its territory; the
second square on the left and the one near the heart, represents the Oneida nation and its
territory; the white heart in the middle represents the Onondaga nation and its territory,
and it also means that the heart of the Five Nations is single in its loyalty to the Great Peace,
that the Great Peace is lodged in the heart (meaning the Onondaga Lords), and that the
Council Fire is to burn there for the Five Nations, and further, it means that the authority is
given to advance the cause of peace whereby hostile nations out of the Confederacy shall
cease warfare; the white square to the right of the heart represents the Cayuga nation and
its territory and the fourth and last white square represents the Seneca nation and its
territory.
White shall here symbolize that no evil or jealous thoughts shall creep into the minds of the
Lords while in Council under the Great Peace. White, the emblem of peace, love, charity and
equity surrounds and guards the Five Nations.
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63. Should a great calamity threaten the generations rising and living of the Five United
Nations, then he who is able to climb to the top of the Tree of the Great Long Leaves may do
so. When, then, he reaches the top of the tree he shall look about in all directions, and,
should he see that evil things indeed are approaching, then he shall call to the people of the
Five United Nations assembled beneath the Tree of the Great Long Leaves and say: "A
calamity threatens your happiness."
Then shall the Lords convene in council and discuss the impending evil. When all the truths
relating to the trouble shall be fully known and found to be truths, then shall the people
seek out a Tree of Ka-hon-ka-ah-go-nah, [ a great swamp Elm ], and when they shall find it
they shall assemble their heads together and lodge for a time between its roots. Then, their
labors being finished, they may hope for happiness for many days after.
64. When the Confederate Council of the Five Nations declares for a reading of the belts of shell
calling to mind these laws, they shall provide for the reader a specially made mat woven of
the fibers of wild hemp. The mat shall not be used again, for such formality is called the
honoring of the importance of the law.
65. Should two sons of opposite sides of the council fire agree in a desire to hear the reciting of
the laws of the Great Peace and so refresh their memories in the way ordained by the
founder of the Confederacy, they shall notify Adodarho. He then shall consult with five of his
coactive Lords and they in turn shall consult with their eight brethren. Then should they
decide to accede to the request of the two sons from opposite sides of the Council Fire,
Adodarho shall send messengers to notify the Chief Lords of each of the Five Nations. Then
they shall dispatch their War Chiefs to notify their brother and cousin Lords of the meeting
and its time and place.
When all have come and have assembled, Adodarhoh, in conjunction with his cousin Lords,
shall appoint one Lord who shall repeat the laws of the Great Peace. Then shall they
announce who they have chosen to repeat the laws of the Great Peace to the two sons. Then
shall the chosen one repeats the laws of the Great Peace.
66. At the ceremony of the installation of Lords if there is only one expert speaker and singer of
the law and the Pacification Hymn to stand at the council fire, then when this speaker and
singer has finished addressing one side of the fire he shall go to the opposite side and reply
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to his own speech and song. He shall thus act for both sides of the fire until the entire
ceremony has been completed. Such a speaker and singer shall be termed the "Two Faced"
because he speaks and sings for both sides of the fire.
67. I, Dekanawida, and the Union Lords, now uproot the tallest pine tree and into the cavity
thereby made we cast all weapons of war. Into the depths of the earth, down into the deep
under-earth currents of water flowing to unknown regions we cast all the weapons of strife.
We bury them from sight, and we plant again the tree. Thus, shall the Great Peace be
established, and hostilities shall no longer be known between the Five Nations but peace to
the United People.
Laws of Adoption
68. The father of a child of great comeliness, learning, ability or specially loved because of some
circumstance may, at the will of the child's clan, select a name from his own (the father's)
clan and bestow it by ceremony, such as is provided. This naming shall be only temporary
and shall be called, "A name hung about the neck."
69. Should any person, a member of the Five Nations' Confederacy, specially esteem a man or
woman of another clan or of a foreign nation, he may choose a name and bestow it upon
that person so esteemed. The naming shall be in accord with the ceremony of bestowing
names. Such a name is only a temporary one and shall be called "A name hung about the
neck." A short string of shells shall be delivered with the name as a record and a pledge.
70. Should any member of the Five Nations, a family or person belonging to a foreign nation
submit a proposal for adoption into a clan of one of the Five Nations, he or they shall furnish
a string of shells, a span in length, as a pledge to the clan into which he or they wish to be
adopted. The Lords of the nation shall then consider the proposal and submit a decision.
71. Any member of the Five Nations who through esteem or other feeling wishes to adopt an
individual, a family or number of families may offer adoption to him or them and if accepted
the matter shall be brought to the attention of the Lords for confirmation and the Lords
must confirm adoption.
72. When the adoption of anyone shall have been confirmed by the Lords of the Nation, the
Lords shall address the people of their nation and say: "Now you of our nation, be informed
that such a person, such a family or such families have ceased forever to bear their birth
nation's name and have buried it in the depths of the earth. Henceforth let no one of our
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nation ever mention the original name or nation of their birth. To do so will be to hasten the
end of our peace.
Laws of Emigration
73. When any person or family belonging to the Five Nations desires to abandon their birth
nation and the territory of the Five Nations, they shall inform the Lords of their nation and
the Confederate Council of the Five Nations shall take cognizance of it.
74. When any person or any of the people of the Five Nations emigrate and reside in a region
distant from the territory of the Five Nations Confederacy, the Lords of the Five Nations at
will may send a messenger carrying a broad belt of black shells and when the messenger
arrives he shall call the people together or address them personally displaying the belt of
shells and they shall know that this is an order for them to return to their original homes
and to their council fires.
Rights of Foreign Nations
75. The soil of the earth from one end of the land to the other is the property of the people who
inhabit it. By birthright the Ongwehonweh (Original beings) are the owners of the soil
which they own and occupy and none other may hold it. The same law has been held from
the oldest times.
The Great Creator has made us of the one blood and of the same soil he made us and as only
different tongues constitute different nations he established different hunting grounds and
territories and made boundary lines between them.
76. When any alien nation or individual is admitted into the Five Nations the admission shall be
understood only to be a temporary one. Should the person or nation create loss, do wrong
or cause suffering of any kind to endanger the peace of the Confederacy, the Confederate
Lords shall order one of their war chiefs to reprimand him or them and if a similar offence is
again committed the offending party or parties shall be expelled from the territory of the
Five United Nations.
77. When a member of an alien nation comes to the territory of the Five Nations and seeks
refuge and permanent residence, the Lords of the Nation to which he comes shall extend
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hospitality and make him a member of the nation. Then shall he be accorded equal rights
and privileges in all matters except as after mentioned.
78. No body of alien people who have been adopted temporarily shall have a vote in the council
of the Lords of the Confederacy, for only they who have been invested with Lordship titles
may vote in the Council. Aliens have nothing by blood to make claim to a vote and should
they have it, not knowing all the traditions of the Confederacy, might go against its Great
Peace. In this manner the Great Peace would be endangered and perhaps be destroyed.
79. When the Lords of the Confederacy decide to admit a foreign nation and an adoption is
made, the Lords shall inform the adopted nation that its admission is only temporary. They
shall also say to the nation that it must never try to control, to interfere with or to injure the
Five Nations nor disregard the Great Peace or any of its rules or customs. That in no way
should they cause disturbance or injury. Then should the adopted nation disregard these
injunctions, their adoption shall be annulled, and they shall be expelled.
The expulsion shall be in the following manner: The council shall appoint one of their War
Chiefs to convey the message of annulment and he shall say,
"You (naming the nation) listen to me while I speak. I am here to inform you again of
the will of the Five Nations' Council. It was clearly made known to you at a former
time. Now the Lords of the Five Nations have decided to expel you and cast you out.
We disown you now and annul your adoption. Therefore, you must look for a path in
which to go and lead away all your people. It was you, not we, who committed
wrong and caused this sentence of annulment. So then go your way and depart from
the territory of the Five Nations and from the Confederacy."
80. Whenever a foreign nation enters the Confederacy or accepts the Great Peace, the Five
Nations and the foreign nation shall enter into an agreement and compact by which the
foreign nation shall endeavor to persuade other nations to accept the Great Peace.
Rights and Powers of War
81. Skanawatih shall be vested with a double office, duty and with double authority. One-half of
his being shall hold the Lordship title and the other half shall hold the title of War Chief. In
the event of war, he shall notify the five War Chiefs of the Confederacy and command them
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to prepare for war and have their men ready at the appointed time and place for
engagement with the enemy of the Great Peace.
82. When the Confederate Council of the Five Nations has for its object the establishment of the
Great Peace among the people of an outside nation and that nation refuses to accept the
Great Peace, then by such refusal they bring a declaration of war upon themselves from the
Five Nations. Then shall the Five Nations seek to establish the Great Peace by a conquest of
the rebellious nation.
83. When the men of the Five Nations, now called forth to become warriors, are ready for battle
with an obstinate opposing nation that has refused to accept the Great Peace, then one of
the five War Chiefs shall be chosen by the warriors of the Five Nations to lead the army into
battle. It shall be the duty of the War Chief so chosen to come before his warriors and
address them. His aim shall be to impress upon them the necessity of good behavior and
strict obedience to all the commands of the War Chiefs. He shall deliver an oration exhorting
them with great zeal to be brave and courageous and never to be guilty of cowardice. At the
conclusion of his oration he shall march forward and commence the War Song and he shall
sing:
Now I am greatly surprised
And, therefore I shall use it -The power of my War Song.
I am of the Five Nations
And I shall make supplication
To the Almighty Creator.
He has furnished this army.
My warriors shall be mighty
In the strength of the Creator.
Between him and my song they are
For it was he who gave the song
This war song that I sing!
84. When the warriors of the Five Nations are on an expedition against an enemy, the War Chief
shall sing the War Song as he approaches the country of the enemy and not cease until his
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scouts have reported that the army is near the enemies' lines when the War Chief shall
approach with great caution and prepare for the attack.
85. When peace shall have been established by the termination of the war against a foreign
nation, then the War Chief shall cause all the weapons of war to be taken from the nation.
Then shall the Great Peace be established, and that nation shall observe all the rules of the
Great Peace for all time to come.
86. Whenever a foreign nation is conquered or has by their own will accepted the Great Peace
their own system of internal government may continue, but they must cease all warfare
against other nations.
87. Whenever a war against a foreign nation is pushed until that nation is about exterminated
because of its refusal to accept the Great Peace and if that nation shall by its obstinacy
become exterminated, all their rights, property and territory shall become the property of
the Five Nations.
88. Whenever a foreign nation is conquered, and the survivors are brought into the territory of
the Five Nations' Confederacy and placed under the Great Peace the two shall be known as
the Conqueror and the Conquered. A symbolic relationship shall be devised and be placed in
some symbolic position. The conquered nation shall have no voice in the councils of the
Confederacy in the body of the Lords.
89. When the War of the Five Nations on a foreign rebellious nation is ended, peace shall be
restored to that nation by a withdrawal of all their weapons of war by the War Chief of the
Five Nations. When all the terms of peace shall have been agreed upon a state of friendship
shall be established.
90. When the proposition to establish the Great Peace is made to a foreign nation it shall be
done in mutual council. The foreign nation is to be persuaded by reason and urged to come
into the Great Peace. If the Five Nations fail to obtain the consent of the nation at the first
council a second council shall be held and upon a second failure a third council shall be held
and this third council shall end the peaceful methods of persuasion. At the third council the
War Chief of the Five Nations shall address the Chief of the foreign nation and request him
three times to accept the Great Peace. If refusal steadfastly follows the War Chief shall let
the bunch of white lake shells drop from his outstretched hand to the ground and shall
bound quickly forward and club the offending chief to death. War shall thereby be declared,
and the War Chief shall have his warriors at his back to meet any emergency. War must
continue until the contest is won by the Five Nations.
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91. When the Lords of the Five Nations propose to meet in conference with a foreign nation
with proposals for an acceptance of the Great Peace, a large band of warriors shall conceal
themselves in a secure place safe from the espionage of the foreign nation but as near at
hand as possible. Two warriors shall accompany the Union Lord who carries the proposals
and these warriors shall be especially cunning. Should the Lord be attacked, these warriors
shall hasten back to the army of warriors with the news of the calamity which fell through
the treachery of the foreign nation.
92. When the Five Nations' Council declares war any Lord of the Confederacy may enlist with
the warriors by temporarily renouncing his sacred Lordship title which he holds through
the election of his women relatives. The title then reverts to them and they may bestow it
upon another temporarily until the war is over when the Lord, if living, may resume his title
and seat in the Council.
93. A certain wampum belt of black beads shall be the emblem of the authority of the Five War
Chiefs to take up the weapons of war and with their men to resist invasion. This shall be
called a war in defense of the territory.
Treason or Secession of a Nation
94. If a nation, part of a nation, or more than one nation within the Five Nations should in any
way endeavor to destroy the Great Peace by neglect or violating its laws and resolve to
dissolve the Confederacy, such a nation or such nations shall be deemed guilty of treason
and called enemies of the Confederacy and the Great Peace.
It shall then be the duty of the Lords of the Confederacy who remain faithful to resolve to
warn the offending people. They shall be warned once and if a second warning is necessary,
they shall be driven from the territory of the Confederacy by the War Chiefs and his men.
Rights of the People of the Five Nations
95. Whenever a specially important matter or a great emergency is presented before the
Confederate Council and the nature of the matter affects the entire body of the Five Nations,
threatening their utter ruin, then the Lords of the Confederacy must submit the matter to
the decision of their people and the decision of the people shall affect the decision of the
Confederate Council. This decision shall be a confirmation of the voice of the people.
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96. The men of every clan of the Five Nations shall have a Council Fire ever burning in readiness
for a council of the clan. When it seems necessary for a council to be held to discuss the
welfare of the clans, then the men may gather about the fire. This council shall have the
same rights as the council of the women.
97. The women of every clan of the Five Nations shall have a Council Fire ever burning in
readiness for a council of the clan. When in their opinion it seems necessary for the interest
of the people, they shall hold a council and their decisions and recommendations shall be
introduced before the Council of the Lords by the War Chief for its consideration.
98. All the Clan council fires of a nation or of the Five Nations may unite into one general
council fire, or delegates from all the council fires may be appointed to unite in a general
council for discussing the interests of the people. The people shall have the right to make
appointments and to delegate their power to others of their number. When their council
shall have come to a conclusion on any matter, their decision shall be reported to the
Council of the Nation or to the Confederate Council (as the case may require) by the War
Chief or the War Chiefs.
99. Before the real people united their nations, each nation had its council fires. Before the
Great Peace their councils were held. The five Council Fires shall continue to burn as before,
and they are not quenched. The Lords of each nation in future shall settle their nation's
affairs at this council fire governed always by the laws and rules of the council of the
Confederacy and by the Great Peace.
100.

If either a nephew or a niece see an irregularity in the performance of the functions

of the Great Peace and its laws, in the Confederate Council or in the conferring of Lordship
titles in an improper way, through their War Chief they may demand that such actions
become subject to correction and that the matter conform to the ways prescribed by the
laws of the Great Peace.
Religious Ceremonies Protected
101.

The rites and festivals of each nation shall remain undisturbed and shall continue as

before because they were given by the people of old times as useful and necessary for the
good of men.
102.

It shall be the duty of the Lords of each brotherhood to confer at the approach of the

time of the Midwinter Thanksgiving and to notify their people of the approaching festival.
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They shall hold a council over the matter and arrange its details and begin the Thanksgiving
five days after the moon of Dis-ko-nah is new. The people shall assemble at the appointed
place and the nephews shall notify the people of the time and place. From the beginning to
the end the Lords shall preside over the Thanksgiving and address the people from time to
time.
103.

It shall be the duty of the appointed managers of the Thanksgiving festivals to do all

that is needed for carrying out the duties of the occasions.
The recognized festivals of Thanksgiving shall be the Midwinter Thanksgiving, the Maple or
Sugar-making Thanksgiving, the Raspberry Thanksgiving, the Strawberry Thanksgiving, the
Corn planting Thanksgiving, the Corn Hoeing Thanksgiving, the Little Festival of Green Corn,
the Great Festival of Ripe Corn and the complete Thanksgiving for the Harvest.
Each nation's festivals shall be held in their Long Houses.
104.

When the Thanksgiving for the Green Corn comes the special managers, both the

men and women, shall give it careful attention and do their duties properly.
105.

When the Ripe Corn Thanksgiving is celebrated the Lords of the Nation must give it

the same attention as they give to the Midwinter Thanksgiving.
106.

Whenever any man proves himself by his good life and his knowledge of good

things, naturally fitted as a teacher of good things, he shall be recognized by the Lords as a
teacher of peace and religion and the people shall hear him.
The Installation Song
107.

The song used in installing the new Lord of the Confederacy shall be sung by

Adodarhoh and it shall be:
"Haii, haii Agwah wi-yoh
" " A-kon-he-watha
" " Ska-we-ye-se-go-wah
" " Yon-gwa-wih
" " Ya-kon-he-wa-tha
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translation
Haii, haii It is good indeed
" " (That) a broom, -" " A great wing,
" " It is given me
" " For a sweeping instrument."
108.

Whenever a person properly entitled desires to learn the Pacification Song, he is

privileged to do so but he must prepare a feast at which his teachers may sit with him and
sing. The feast is provided that no misfortune may befall them for singing the song on an
occasion when no chief is installed.
Protection of the House
109.

A certain sign shall be known to all the people of the Five Nations which shall denote

that the owner or occupant of a house is absent. A stick or pole in a slanting or leaning
position shall indicate this and be the sign. Every person not entitled to enter the house by
right of living within it upon seeing such a sign shall not approach the house either by day
or by night but shall keep as far away as his business will permit.
Funeral Addresses
110.

At the funeral of a Lord of the Confederacy, say:

Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a Lord of the Five Nations'
Confederacy and the United People trusted you. Now we release you for it is true that it is
no longer possible for us to walk about together on the earth. Now, therefore, we lay it (the
body) here. Here we lay it away. Now then we say to you, 'Persevere onward to the place
where the Creator dwells in peace. Let not the things of the earth hinder you. Let nothing
that transpired while, yet you lived hinder you. In hunting you once took delight; in the
game of Lacrosse you once took delight and, in the feasts, and pleasant occasions your mind
was amused, but now do not allow thoughts of these things to give you trouble. Let not your
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relatives hinder you and also let not your friends and associates trouble your mind. Regard
none of these things.'
"Now then, in turn, you here present who were related to this man and you who
were his friends and associates, behold the path that is yours also! Soon we
ourselves will be left in that place. For this reason, hold yourselves in restraint as
you go from place to place. In your actions and in your conversation do no idle thing.
Speak not idle talk neither gossip. Be careful of this and speak not and do not give
way to evil behavior. One year is the time that you must abstain from unseemly
levity but if you cannot do this for ceremony, ten days is the time to regard these
things for respect."
111.

At the funeral of a War Chief, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a War Chief of the Five
Nations' Confederacy and the United People trusted you as their guard from the enemy."
(The remainder is the same as the address at the funeral of a Lord).
112.

At the funeral of a Warrior, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. Once you were a devoted provider and
protector of your family and you were ever ready to take part in battles for the Five Nations'
Confederacy. The United People trusted you." (The remainder is the same as the address at
the funeral of a Lord).
113.

At the funeral of a young man, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. In the beginning of your career you are
taken away and the flower of your life is withered away." (The remainder is the same as the
address at the funeral of a Lord).
114.

At the funeral of a chief woman, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a chief woman in the Five
Nations' Confederacy. You once were a mother of the nations. Now we release you for it is
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true that it is no longer possible for us to walk about together on the earth. Now, therefore,
we lay it (the body) here. Here we lay it away. Now then we say to you, 'Persevere onward
to the place where the Creator dwells in peace. Let not the things of the earth hinder you.
Let nothing that transpired while you lived hinder you. Looking after your family was a
sacred duty and you were faithful. You were one of the many joint heirs of the Lordship
titles. Feastings were yours and you had pleasant occasions. . ." (The remainder is the same
as the address at the funeral of a Lord).
115.

At the funeral of a woman of the people, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a woman in the flower of life
and the bloom is now withered away. You once held a sacred position as a mother of the
nation. (et cetera) Looking after your family was a sacred duty and you were faithful.
Feastings . . . (et cetera)" (The remainder is the same as the address at the funeral of a Lord).
116.

At the funeral of an infant or young woman, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were a tender bud and gladdened our
hearts for only a few days. Now the bloom has withered away . . . (et cetera) Let none of the
things that transpired on earth hinder you. Let nothing that happened while you lived
hinder you." (The remainder is the same as the address at the funeral of a Lord).
note

117.

When an infant dies, within three days, mourning shall continue only five days. Then

shall you gather the little boys and girls at the house of mourning and at the funeral feast a
speaker shall address the children and bid them be happy once more, though by a death,
gloom has been cast over them. Then shall the black clouds roll away and the sky shall show
blue once more. Then shall the children be again in sunshine.
118.

When a dead person is brought to the burial place, the speaker on the opposite side

of the Council Fire shall bid the bereaved family cheer their minds once again and rekindle
their hearth fires in peace, to put their house in order and once again be in brightness for
darkness has covered them. He shall say that the black clouds shall roll away and that the
bright blue sky is visible once more. Therefore, shall they be in peace in the sunshine again.
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119.

Three strings of shell one span in length shall be employed in addressing the

assemblage at the burial of the dead. The speaker shall say:
"Hearken you who are here, this body is to be covered.
Assemble in this place again ten days hence for it is the decree of the Creator that mourning
shall cease when ten days have expired. Then shall a feast be made."
Then at the expiration of ten days the speaker shall say:
"Continue to listen you who are here. The ten days of mourning have expired, and your
minds must now be freed of sorrow as before the loss of a relative. The relatives have
decided to make a little compensation to those who have assisted at the funeral. It is a mere
expression of thanks. This is to the one who did the cooking while the body was lying in the
house. Let her come forward and receive this gift and be dismissed from the task."
In substance this shall be repeated for everyone who assisted in any way until all have been
remembered.
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For more information go to: www.sustainablefreedomlab.org
This detailed presentation clearly explains the connection between sustainable
development and Agenda 21 as defined by the UN. In depth research shows how Agenda 21
will ultimately compromise your property rights.
Regarding Ms. Bruntland: Some have suggested she is merely a Democrat and I am way off
base. First off, Norway does not have a Democratic Party, but rather Socialist democrats.
Hopefully there is a difference. Internet research can be a challenge, so I respect those who
engage in it! However, check out the XX Congress of the Socialist International in NY. Gro
was the first VP of the Socialist International whose goal is to interact with labour, social
democrats and socialists worldwide to spread the socialist concept of democracy. It is quite
possible to be member of the Democratic Party and a Socialist at the same time. It is
members like Gro whose desire it is to move the Democratic Party more toward the Social
Democratic Party. ....
Some have suggested they have "read Agenda 21” and there is nothing dangerous in the
book and besides, the document has no power to override their Constitutional right to own
and control private property.
To read the book alone, without reading the preceding and following documentation and
activities would be somewhat like looking at a map of Brazil and feeling you now know how
Brazilians think and feel.
The name A21 refers not only to the actual book, but to the entire sustainable development
movement as defined by the United Nations dating back to the 1970's through today. That is
why it is important to not only listen to the entire video, but research on your own to gain
more information. Since this presentation was completed vast new volumes of information
have been compiled. Check the sources in the back of the presentation and the United
Nation's own websites to draw your own conclusions.
Thanks for viewing the video and for your observations. John
Presented 11/28/2011 Copyright 2011 John Anthony
C. Agenda 21, by Lord Monckton
Published on May 24, 2012
Lord Monckton joins Aaron in-studio today, Wednesday, May 23. Monckton is a British politician,
public speaker, former newspaper editor, and a spirited critic of the globalist theory of
anthropogenic global warming. Mr. Monckton is in the United States to attend the libertarian
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Heartland Institute's conference in Chicago.
At the U.N. Summit at Rio in 1992, the Conference Secretary-General, Maurice Strong, said "Isn't the
only hope for this planet that the industrialized civilization collapses? Isn't it our responsibility to
bring that about?"
"The common enemy of humanity is man. In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we
came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages,
famine and the like would fit the bill. //The real enemy then is humanity itself.
- From the Club of Rome's "The First Global Revolution" p. 75 1993
http://archive.org/stream/TheFirstGlo...
"Therefore, send not to know for whom the bell tolls, It tolls for thee."
- John Donne (1572-1631)
http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/
http://www.infowars.com/
http://www.prisonplanet.tv/
http://twitter.com/#!/RealAlexJones
http://www.facebook.com/AlexanderEmer...

2. Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine, the Rise of Disaster Capitalism.
naomiklein.org
And See:
The Global Bankers’ Coup: Bail-In and the Shadowy Financial Stability Board
Posted on December 12, 2014 by Ellen Brown
On December 11, 2014, the US House passed a bill repealing the Dodd-Frank requirement that risky
derivatives be pushed into big-bank subsidiaries, leaving our deposits and pensions exposed to
massive derivatives losses. The bill was vigorously challenged by Senator Elizabeth Warren; but the
tide turned when Jamie Dimon, CEO of JPMorgan Chase, stepped into the ring. Perhaps what
prompted his intervention was the unanticipated $40 drop in the price of oil. As financial blogger
Michael Snyder points out, that drop could trigger a derivatives payout that could bankrupt the
biggest banks. And if the G20’s new “bail-in” rules are formalized, depositors and pensioners could
be on the hook.
The new bail-in rules were discussed in my last post here. They are edicts of the Financial Stability
Board (FSB), an unelected body of central bankers and finance ministers headquartered in the Bank
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for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland. Where did the FSB get these sweeping powers,
and is its mandate legally enforceable?
Those questions were addressed in an article I wrote in June 2009, two months after the FSB was
formed, titled “Big Brother in Basel: BIS Financial Stability Board Undermines National
Sovereignty.” It linked the strange boot shape of the BIS to a line from Orwell’s 1984: “a boot
stamping on a human face—forever.” The concerns raised there seem to be materializing, so I’m
republishing the bulk of that article here. We need to be paying attention, lest the bail-in juggernaut
steamroll over us unchallenged.
The Shadowy Financial Stability Board
[Though dated, the fundamental objectives of domination are constant. Over time situations shift, nonetheless
fascist tactics are classic.]

Alarm bells went off in April 2009, when the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) was linked to
the new Financial Stability Board (FSB) signed onto by the G20 leaders in London. The FSB was an
expansion of the older Financial Stability Forum (FSF) set up in 1999 to serve in a merely advisory
capacity by the G7 (a group of finance ministers formed from the seven major industrialized
nations). The chair of the FSF was the General Manager of the BIS. The new FSB was expanded to
include all G20 members (19 nations plus the EU).
Formally called the “Group of Twenty Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors,” the G20 was,
like the G7, originally set up as a forum merely for cooperation and consultation on matters
pertaining to the international financial system. What set off alarms was that the new Financial
Stability Board had real teeth, imposing “obligations” and “commitments” on its members; and this
feat was pulled off without legislative formalities, skirting the usual exacting requirements for
treaties. It was all done in hasty response to an “emergency.” Problem-reaction-solution was the
slippery slope of coups.
Buried on page 83 of an 89-page Report on Financial Regulatory Reform issued by the US Obama
administration was a recommendation that the FSB strengthen and institutionalize its mandate to
promote global financial stability. It sounded like a worthy goal, but there was a disturbing lack of
detail. What was the FSB’s mandate, what were its expanded powers, and who was in charge? An
article in The London Guardian addressed those issues in question and answer format:
Who runs the regulator? The Financial Stability Forum is chaired by Mario Draghi, governor of the
Bank of Italy. The secretariat is based at the Bank for International Settlements’ headquarters in
Basel, Switzerland.
Draghi was director general of the Italian treasury from 1991 to 2001, where he was responsible
for widespread privatization (sell-off of government holdings to private investors). From 2002 to
2006, he was a partner at Goldman Sachs on Wall Street. He was succeeded in 2011 by Mark
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Carney, who also got his start at Goldman Sachs, working there for 13 years before going on to
become Governor of the Bank of Canada in 2008 and Governor of the Bank of England in 2012. In
2011 and 2012, Carney attended the annual meetings of the controversial Bilderberg Group.
What will the new regulator do? The regulator will monitor potential risks to the economy . . . It will
cooperate with the IMF, the Washington-based body that monitors countries’ financial health, lending
funds if needed.
The IMF is an international banking organization that is also controversial. Joseph Stiglitz, former
chief economist for the World Bank, charged it with ensnaring Third World countries in a debt trap
from which they could not escape. Debtors unable to pay were bound by “conditionalities” that
included a forced sell-off of national assets to private investors in order to service their loans.
What will the regulator oversee? All ‘systemically important’ financial institutions, instruments and
markets
The term “systemically important” was not defined. Would it include such systemically important
institutions as national treasuries, and such systemically important markets as gold, oil and food?
How will it work? The body will establish a supervisory college to monitor each of the largest
international financial services firms. . . . It will act as a clearing house for information-sharing and
contingency planning for the benefit of its members.
“Information-sharing” can mean illegal collusion. Would the information-sharing here include such
things as secret agreements among central banks to buy or sell particular currencies, with the
concomitant power to support or collapse targeted local economies?
What will the new regulator do about debt and loans? To prevent another debt bubble, the new
body will recommend financial companies maintain provisions against credit losses and may impose
constraints on borrowing.
What sort of constraints? The Basel Accords imposed by the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision (also housed at the BIS) had not necessarily worked out well. The first Basel Accord,
issued in 1998, had been blamed for inducing a recession in Japan from which that country had yet
to recover; and the Second Basel Accord and its associated mark-to-market rule had been blamed
for bringing on the 2008 crisis. (For more on this, see The Public Bank Solution.)
The Amorphous 12 International Standards and Codes
Most troubling, perhaps, was this vague parenthetical reference in a press release issued by the BIS,
titled “Financial Stability Forum Re-established as the Financial Stability Board”:
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As obligations of membership, member countries and territories commit to . . . implement
international financial standards (including the 12 key International Standards and Codes) . . . .
This was not just friendly advice from an advisory board. It was a commitment to comply, so you
would expect some detailed discussion concerning what those standards entailed. But a search of
the major media revealed virtually nothing. The 12 key International Standards and Codes were left
undefined and without discussion. The FSB website listed them, but it was vague. The Standards
and Codes covered broad areas that were apparently subject to modification as the overseeing
committees saw fit. They included money and financial policy transparency, fiscal policy
transparency, data dissemination, insolvency, corporate governance, accounting, auditing, payment
and settlement, market integrity, banking supervision, securities regulation, and insurance
supervision.
Take “fiscal policy transparency” as an example. The “Code of Good Practices on Fiscal
Transparency” was adopted by the IMF Interim Committee in 1998. The “synoptic description”
said:
The code contains transparency requirements to provide assurances to the public and to capital
markets that a sufficiently complete picture of the structure and finances of government is available
so as to allow the soundness of fiscal policy to be reliably assessed.
Members were required to provide a “picture of the structure and finances of government” that was
complete enough for an assessment of its “soundness” — but an assessment by whom, and what if a
government failed the test? Was an unelected private committee based in the BIS allowed to
evaluate the “structure and function” of particular national governments and, if they were
determined to have fiscal policies that were not “sound,” to impose “conditionalities” and “austerity
measures” of the sort that the IMF was notorious for imposing on Third World countries?
Suspicious observers wondered if that was how once-mighty nations were to be brought under the
heel of Big Brother at last.
For three centuries, private international banking interests have brought governments in line by
blocking them from issuing their own currencies and requiring them to borrow banker-issued
“banknotes” instead. Political colonialism is now a thing of the past, but under the new FSB
guidelines, nations could still be held in feudalistic subservience to foreign masters.
Consider this scenario: the new FSB rules precipitate a massive global depression due to
contraction of the money supply. XYZ country wakes up to the fact that all of this is unnecessary –
that it could be creating its own money, freeing itself from the debt trap, rather than borrowing
from bankers who create money on computer screens and charge interest for the privilege of
borrowing it. But this realization comes too late: the boot descends and XYZ is crushed into line.
National sovereignty has been abdicated to a private committee, with no say by the voters.
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Marilyn Barnewall, dubbed by Forbes Magazine the “dean of American private banking,” wrote in an
April 2009 article titled “What Happened to American Sovereignty at G-20?”:
It seems the world’s bankers have executed a bloodless coup and now represent all of the people in
the world. . . . President Obama agreed at the G20 meeting in London to create an international
board with authority to intervene in U.S. corporations by dictating executive compensation and
approving or disapproving business management decisions. Under the new Financial Stability
Board, the United States has only one vote. In other words, the group will be largely controlled by
European central bankers. My guess is, they will represent themselves, not you and not me and
certainly not America.
The Commitments Mandated by the Financial Stability Board Constitute a Commercial
Treaty Requiring a Two-thirds Vote of the Senate
Are these commitments legally binding? Adoption of the FSB was never voted on by the public,
either individually or through their legislators. The G20 Summit has been called “a New Bretton
Woods,” referring to agreements entered into in 1944 establishing new rules for international
trade. But Bretton Woods was put in place by Congressional Executive Agreement, requiring a
majority vote of the legislature; and it more properly should have been done by treaty, requiring a
two-thirds vote of the Senate, since it was an international agreement binding on the nation.
“Bail-in” is not the law yet, but the G20 governments will be called upon to adopt the FSB’s resolution
measures when the proposal is finalized after taking comments in 2015. The authority of the G20 has
been challenged, but mainly over whether important countries were left out of the mix. The omitted
countries may prove to be the lucky ones, having avoided the FSB’s net.
____________________
Ellen Brown is an attorney, founder of the Public Banking Institute, and author of twelve books
including the best-selling Web of Debt. Her latest book, The Public Bank Solution, explores
successful public banking models historically and globally. Her 200+ blog articles are
at EllenBrown.com.

… referent to universal alienation:
At the time of this writing, the people of mass centralist society do not fathom much less control
the synthetic realities programmed into electronic cybernetics. Immersion in virtual worlds
forfeits the reality of social capital and forgoes social intercourse. *
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* Note:
E. D. Hirsch, Jr.:
We have ignored cultural literacy in thinking about education ... We ignore the air we
breathe until it is thin or foul. Cultural literacy is the oxygen of social intercourse.
[The Indigenous civilization leads the way to the spiritual context of Nature.]
Joseph Addison:
From social intercourse are derived some of the highest enjoyments of life; where there is
a free interchange of sentiments the mind acquires new ideas, and by frequent exercise of
its powers, the understanding gains fresh vigor. [Face-to-face relations]
John Quincy Adams:
“…harmony… is promoted and the whole [confederated] Union is knit together by the
sentiments of mutual respect, the habits of social intercourse, and the ties of personal
friendship formed between the representatives of its several parts in the performance of
their service…”
http://www.definitions.net/definition/social%20intercourse

I add here that a Liberal Arts education does not teach you what to think, but rather, it teaches you
how to think. Liberal Arts foster critical thinking.
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Back Cover of Book
The Ideology of Decentralized Civilization … Handbook for Independence… is composed from a
variety of components and from many sources, fit together to create the structured vehicle that
generates an egalitarian, post-alienated society. Unalienated society presupposes people living in
egalitarian community, a contrasting civilization.
Tried and proven by American Indian cultures, structured dialogical consensus-based community
decision making processes automatically refocus the minds of people towards our greater good.
Participation in those structured processes for achieving unanimity requires the exercise and the
constant development of critical thinking and compassion for Life.
That contrasting civilization is generated by virtue of the people’s structured, participatory selfmanagement of the vital sectors of their sovereign, mutualistic economy.
Sovereign, cooperative, confederated communities hold to their Constitution of the Confederation
and are solely responsible for keeping that peace.
Decentralized civilization generates ongoing, beautiful cultural creations that complement objective
reality, Nature, thereby maintaining our permanence as a humane species.
Decentralized civilization delivers another world where people work with each other for each
other, producing generalized prosperity and security for the purpose of supporting each child’s
impetus to become individuated, self-realized, and mature – the spontaneous, humane concern for
others.
Decentralized civilization holds to the Indigenous Worldview of the Sanctity of Life, which
articulates to us our rightful place in the Natural world.
The people of decentralized civilization are respectively individuated, sophisticated, and
imaginative. Their worldview and cultural principles are autonomous, contrasting sharply with
those of the former civilization.
This book invites the genius of your creative imagination to enter that subsequent civilization.
About the Author – Reed Camacho Kinney – Education: Kenyon College in Ohio, and Sul Ross State
University in Texas.
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